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PART IV
LEARNING OUTCOMES:
LITERACIES

1

16. Introduction to Literacies
16.1 Importance of literacies
In this literature review we are defining “literacy” very broadly to include the knowledge
and skills required to foster Gross National Happiness (GNH). Thus, in relation to the
Bhutanese populace as well as society in general, we are asking: what do we need to learn
and to know in order to live healthy lives; have decent jobs; participate actively in our
communities, in cultural activities, and as citizens; and understand the world in which we
live? We are also concerned to explore whether learning outcomes of an educated
populace are effectively translated into desired social outcomes that reflect GNH values
and principles.
It is worth repeating here that in order to answer practical questions like these, and for
this lengthy literature review to be a useful resource in the years ahead for creating a
GNH-based educational system, we clearly need to define what we mean by “GNH
values and principles.” For the purposes of this literature review we have adopted the
following broad definition, while acknowledging that this is a working definition that will
be refined in consort with the Bhutanese in the future :
GNH values and principles, as reflected in a GNH-based educational system, are
understood to include:
• a deep and genuine understanding of and care and respect for nature, for others, and
for Bhutan's profound and ancient culture;
• the critical capacity to understand and see reality clearly and to see through
deception; and
• the ability to manifest these qualities in action and behaviour in order to benefit
Bhutan and the world, to develop the economy in a sustainable and socially
responsible way, and to be "good citizens" who can act effectively to improve
wellbeing.
This is not intended as a comprehensive or authoritative definition by any means. Nor is
it the function of the compilers of this literature review to pronounce on such an
important matter. For the purposes of this literature review, however, it is necessary to
have some approximate reference points like the definition above in order to identify
educational approaches that appear to be consonant with GNH values and principles, and
in order to consider potential indicators and measures of success for a GNH-based
educational system.
In the following chapters we explore—among other key literacies—knowledge of the
natural world, of science, and of ways of learning about, understanding, and living in the
natural world that rely on and also go beyond the rational, scientific approach. Because
GNH principles define wellbeing outcomes to include the wellbeing of future
generations, one core theme and question of the following chapters is: are Bhutanese
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learning what they need to know in order to live sustainably and to ensure the wellbeing
of future generations? We also ask: what do Bhutanese need to know in order to live
healthy lives, to participate actively in their communities, and to be informed citizens,
and how effective are present learning systems in transmitting this knowledge?
In order to answer such questions, we need to be able to examine lifelong learning levels
of understanding and knowledge in the populace in areas such as ecology, Indigenous
knowledge, science, health, citizenship, multiculturalism, the media, statistics, and the
arts. In short, to determine how educated the Bhutanese (or any) populace actually is
requires a far more profound and wide-reaching analysis than is possible through
conventional education indicator assessments of school and university enrolment,
graduation rates, and standardized test results. Because of the lack of data needed to
assess educated populace levels in Canada, we have recommended that a new Canadian
Knowledge Survey be developed to collect these data.
Thus, the following review is especially concerned with measures of specific literacies
that could be included in such a knowledge survey and applied to an educated populace
assessment—which also could imply the types of curricula needed in schools. Most of the
information provided in the chapters below is from Western sources, and although some
of it may not be specifically relevant to Bhutan, most of the information does have global
implications. It is hoped that the information may be of interest to Bhutanese educators
working to infuse GNH values and principles into the Bhutanese educational system.
Albert Tuijnman of Stockholm University advises that lifelong learning evaluations need
to take a large, holistic perspective: “Multiple indicators organised in a multilevel
framework—and hence multiple information sources—are required for the monitoring of
progress towards the implementation of life-long learning for all.”1 Tuijnman notes that
the most important information gap is the lack of data on multiple learning outcomes, and
that new measurement instruments are required:
To be able to steer in this new role government will need access to information
not hitherto supplied by the statistical system. […] In order to monitor progress in
life-long learning governments require new information on learning outcomes,
information that goes well beyond indirect measures based on qualifications
conferred by the education system. Information on educational attainment does
not suffice as a measure of human capital stock, given that people continue to
learn beyond schooling. The knowledge and skills that are acquired at work and
elsewhere are not normally reflected in conventional measures of educational
attainment. In comprehending the full extent of the learning efforts made by
people of all ages, account must be taken of the fact that learning is a defining
characteristic of all human activity. The learning that goes on in schools, colleges
1

Tuijnman, Albert. "Measuring the Impact of the New Economy on Education Sector Outputs." Paper
presented at the "Official Statistics and the New Economy" Conference, London, August 27 - 29, 2002,
Institute of International Education, Stockholm University; accessed March 2005; available from
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/iaoslondon2002/contributed_papers/IP_Tuijnman.asp. p. 13.
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and universities, adult education centres and employer-sponsored training is only
a part, albeit an important one, of the total learning effort of the population. […]
In addition to this, a large challenge for the statistical system is to extend
measurement along the life-wide axis of life-long learning. This will require
moving beyond the formal, institutional setting and into the unchartered terrain of
non-formal learning at work and informal learning in daily life. Because learning
pathways are individually defined and because adults—as opposed to school
children—are a non-captive population, this will require the development of new
measurement instruments combined with a labour force or household survey
approach to data collection.2
Literacy involves more than individual knowledge and behaviours. UNESCO notes that
“we must face the challenge of creating literate societies, not just making individuals
literate.”3 The United Nations endorses the view that “there are many practices of literacy
embedded in different cultural processes, personal circumstances and collective
structures.”4 Referring mainly to basic literacy, but also to literacies in multiple domains,
UNESCO notes:
The plurality of literacy refers to the many ways in which literacy is employed
and the many things with which it is associated in a community or society and
throughout the life of an individual. People acquire and apply literacy for different
purposes in different situations, all of which are shaped by culture, history,
language, religion and socio-economic conditions. The plural notion of literacy
latches upon these different purposes and situations. Rather than seeing literacy as
only a generic set of technical skills, it looks at the social dimensions of acquiring
and applying literacy. It emphasizes that literacy is not uniform, but is instead
culturally and linguistically and even temporally diverse. It is shaped by social as
well as educational institutions: the family, community, workplace, religious
establishments and the state. Constraints on its acquisition and application lie not
simply in the individual, but also in relations and patterns of communication
structured by society. Numerous examples from the critical literature on the
diverse social practices of literacy substantiate this view of literacy as essentially
situational, yet dynamic.5
U.S. educator J.L. Lemke also emphasizes the interdependent nature of literacies, which
he describes as social practices that link people and society.6 He points to the importance
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of informal, lifelong learning, as well as to the contextual knowledge needed for learning
to occur, and argues that literacies cannot be adequately analyzed as simply what
individuals do. Rather, we need to understand literacies as “larger systems of practices
that hold a society together.”7
[L]iteracies provide essential links between meanings and doings. […] They also
provide a key link between self and society: the means through which we act on,
participate in, and become shaped by larger ‘ecosocial’ systems and networks.
[…] It is no longer sufficient to imagine that societies are made up of isolated
human individuals, tentatively linked by voluntary social contacts, with individual
and autonomous ‘minds’ somehow dissociated from the material world. […]
Literacies are always social: we learn them by participating in social relationships;
their conventional forms evolved historically in particular societies; the meanings
we make with them always tie us back into the fabric of meanings made by
others.8
Lemke argues that in order to be literate, having only basic knowledge is not enough.
Also important is having a deeper understanding of the contexts within which the literacy
domain operates, which leads one to a broader understanding of the meaning of the given
literacy. He provides a very simple and personal example of understanding a cricket
match:
Literacies are legion. Each different register, genre, or discourse formation is the
product of some particular subcommunity going about its special business. Being
a native speaker, knowing the grammar, checking the dictionary, is not enough to
understand the texts of these specialized communities as their members
understand them, unless we also know their contexts of use. Broadcast accounts
of cricket test matches are mostly incomprehensible to me even with a
rudimentary knowledge of terms and rules and an hour or two watching; even
when watching a match as I hear the commentary. I'm not sufficiently a member
of this community, don't have enough experience, haven't heard enough
commentaries, seen enough matches, understood the strategies of the game, the
culture of this community. It's no different if you pick up a research article on
quantum cosmology or biotechnology development, or a technical report on
needed equipment repairs in an electrical generating station, or a Japanese
‘manga’ comic book. It doesn't matter if the medium is voice or video, diagram or
text. What matters is knowing how to make meaning like the natives do.9
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16.1.1 Criteria for literacies
In 1997, in order to develop a framework to serve as a guide for assessments and
indicators of key competencies among young people and adults, the Organisation of
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) initiated an interdisciplinary program
to identify “key competencies” that are “necessary for individuals to lead an overall
successful life, and for society to face the challenges of the present and the future.”10
OECD emphasizes that competence levels provide a strong rationale for lifelong learning
and adult education, since competencies can only be developed gradually from childhood
into adulthood.11 In 2003, after extensive and multidisciplinary consultations, the
program, called DeSeCo—Definition and Selection of Competencies: Theoretical and
Conceptual Foundations, released its final report.12
In the DeSeCo report, OECD makes a distinction between competence and skill:
A competence is defined as the ability to successfully meet complex demands in a
particular context. Competent performance or effective action implies the
mobilization of knowledge, cognitive and practical skills, as well as social and
behavior components such as attitudes, emotions, and values and motivations. A
competence—a holistic notion—is therefore not reducible to its cognitive
dimension, and thus the terms competence and skill are not synonymous.13
The OECD further defines key compentencies as those that contribute to a “wellfunctioning society”:
Key competencies are defined by the demands of modern life and conceptualized
as contributing to a successful life and a well-functioning society, as expressed by
universal values such as respect for human rights, integrated economic,
environmental, and social development, and democratic processes.14
The DeSeCo program identifies three criteria for competencies that are sufficiently broad
to enable their use in a variety of contexts, and stresses that the specific nature of
competencies are shaped by cultural, situational, and other contextual factors:
Key competencies:
10
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•
•
•

contribute to highly valued outcomes at the individual and societal level
are instrumental for meeting important, complex demands and challenges
in a wide spectrum of contexts
are important for all individuals15

In this literature review, we use the OECD criteria for competencies within the multiple
literacies presented, and more specifically define these criteria on the basis of the main
criterion of an educated populace as proposed by John McMurtry, and discussed in
Chapter 1 of this literature review. McMurtry formalizes a “principled ground,” which
can be applied as a criterion to formal, nonformal, and informal education, as follows:
The principled ground and criterion of education that has been proposed is: those
processes of the society that enable learning which is not instrumental to a nonlearning goal such as private profit, sectarian belief, or other ulterior purpose that
does not enable a more inclusively coherent understanding of human and natural
phenomena.16
In applying the principled ground to informal learning, McMurtry argues that learning or
lack of knowledge in matters of gender, race, cultural tolerance, ecological awareness,
corporate responsibility, and so on can all be evaluated on the basis of this criterion:
All of these are forms of understanding express educational attainment or lack of
it insofar as they enable a more inclusively coherent understanding of human and
natural phenomena. The same principle holds across all spheres, and allows us to
include these very important forms of understanding as far as we are able in a
consistent manner. For example, sexism or racism score very badly on the
criterion of education, and [the principled ground] explains exactly why. Both are
incoherent in principle and non-inclusive in what they take into account as fact
and as value. The same is true of ecological or corporate irresponsibility.
Consistent and exact principled grounds enable us to identify attainments,
shortfalls, and trends across informal and formal education spheres as far as is
logistically feasible. In all cases, the prior state of the sphere in question can
provide a basic reference body from which to evaluate or measure an educated
populace.17
Therefore, the criteria for competencies in the various literacies presented here is that
they “enable a more inclusively coherent understanding of human and natural
phenomena,” as per McMurtry, and “contribute to highly valued outcomes at the
individual and societal level,” as per OECD. Additional criteria for valued outcomes
specifically involve the sustainability of ecological processes, as well as outcomes based
on values of collectivity—or the interdependent nature of reality—as defined by C.A.
15
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Bowers in Chapter 5 of this literature review. All of these criteria appear to resonate with
the broad definition of GNH values and principles, as reflected in a GNH-based
educational system, that we have taken for the purpose of this literature review and as
reiterated above.
Within the various literacies, we have also included critical thinking skills as important
competencies for an educated populace to develop. Again, this is an important aspect of a
GNH-based educational system, which includes the critical capacity to understand and
see reality clearly and to see through deception. As McMurtry argues: “Human learning
in the species sense develops in proportion to the extent that this critical intelligence is
able to flourish.”18
The OECD also notes that “recalling accumulated knowledge, thinking abstractly, and
being well socialized are not sufficient […] to meet the multifaceted demands of modern
life in a responsible way.”19 Rather, reflectivity, which the OECD defines as “a critical
stance and reflective practice,” was named as the “required competence level.”20 The
OECD continues:
Thus, reflectivity represents a transversal characteristic of key competencies. The
development of the identified key competencies and the underlying level of
mental complexity does not presuppose either a very high degree of cognitive
skills or a high level of education, but requires an overall development of critical
thinking and a reflective, integrated practice based on formal and informal
knowledge and experience in life.21
Bhutanese leaders have stressed that an educational system based on GNH values and
principles would be committed to fostering the types of critical reflection that McMurtry,
Lemke, OECD, and UNESCO point out are necessary for an educated populace, as well
as the principled ground that enables an inclusive understanding of human and natural
phenomena as a learning goal, divorced from goals such as those of private profit and
sectarian beliefs that do not have learning in the broadest sense as their primary focus. In
addition, it is recognized that an education based on an understanding of GNH must be
translated into action and social outcomes that foster an inclusive, healthy, and
sustainable society.
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16.2 Dimensions of cultural literacy
The promotion of culture is one of the four GNH pillars, and has been called by his
Excellency Jigmi Y. Thinley, the Honorable Prime Minister of Bhutan, “the principle
driver of happiness.” A report from a conference organized in part by UNESCO, titled
Culture Counts: Financing Resources and the Economics of Culture in Sustainable
Development, summarizes the contribution of culture to sustainable development, and
appears to reflect GNH values:
We must [...] envision development in terms that encompass cultural growth and
community well-being. Thus purely economic opportunities must be reconciled
with meanings and values—including non-use values. Once this is recognised,
then poverty of spirit, of belief and of expression are bound to be perceived to be
as debilitating as poverty of goods. By the same token, the safeguard of cultural
diversity is as important as the achievement of economic self-sufficiency.22
In the education literature, the term “cultural literacy” is often used to indicate what the
population needs to know about its culture or society—which captures only part of what
is included in the GNH culture pillar. U.S. analyst P.L. McLaren notes that cultural
literacy is at the centre of the debate in Western society about what is necessary for
people to know to be informed and educated citizens.23 McLaren divides this view of
cultural literacy into two types: prescriptive and pluralistic.24 The first is a response to the
need for “excellence” in education, and calls for all students to know a stock body of
knowledge, or “core knowledge.” The second refers to the importance of understanding
multicultures and appreciating diversity. McLaren makes the following distinction:
Two radically different positions characterize cultural literacy. The first advances
the establishment of a cultural index or a cultural canon of literacy works
prescribed for all students. […] The second advocates using the language
standards and cultural information students bring into the classroom as legitimate
and important constituents of learning. […] Both of these orientations reflect an
understanding of literacy which incorporates, along with the mastery of technical
skill, the explicit recognition of the importance of some form of shared cultural
knowledge.25
According to McLaren, prescriptive cultural literacy is often monocultural and specifies
the content that should be mastered in order for people to be able to assimilate into the
mainstream structures of society. McLaren notes that in the U.S. prescriptive cultural
22
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literacy often is the language of the economic and political elite. Pluralistic cultural
literacy, by contrast, calls for learning content that reflects the diversity of the U.S.
culture, and thereby tends to challenge the Anglo-centric beliefs and practices—or “silothinking”—that often characterize mainstream U.S. educational institutions.26
Both dimensions of cultural literacy are explored in this section of the literature review—
Part IV, which is concerned with learning outcomes in a variety of areas. We look at the
second type of cultural literacy—multicultural literacy—in Chapter 25. The remainder of
Part IV is concerned primarily with what might be considered a body of “core
knowledge,” and is an attempt to assess what the public needs to know to enhance
wellbeing and create a sustainable society.
Some of the “core knowledge” reviewed is applicable to all societies, including
Bhutanese and Canadian. For example, if health is considered a wellbeing outcome, then
health literacy describes the types of core knowledge necessary to promote health—such
as knowing that physical inactivity, high-fat food, and smoking are associated with higher
rates of heart disease. This knowledge is a first step towards developing healthy
behaviours, as well as towards developing a society that fosters positive social
determinants of health. On the other hand, some of the “core knowledge” reviewed
relates more specifically to the Canadian populace and is presented here only as an
example of core knowledge. The Bhutanese may have different needs in relation to some
of the literacies reviewed—which we cannot presume to identify—and thus, will require
resolutions that are more in-line with their specific cultural situations.
However, the description of core knowledge in this literature review goes beyond
McLaren’s own definition of “prescriptive cultural literacy,” particularly in so far as a
key focus here is on sustainability, rather than on assimilation into the mainstream
structures of society. In addition, the knowledge and language that comprise the body of
“core knowledge” considered in Part IV are not particularly those of the economic and
political elite. In sum, we have considerably broadened McLaren’s notion of “core
knowledge” and “prescriptive cultural literacy,” though the terms are still seen to be
useful in assessing what an educated populace needs to know in order to enhance
wellbeing and sustainability.
The following section on prescriptive cultural literacy, or core knowledge, discusses
some of the controversies in establishing what constitutes a body of “core knowledge.”
The remaining chapters in this section explore key areas of knowledge that analysts have
identified as important for the populace to know in order to enhance societal wellbeing
and sustainability. Within each of these “literacies,” we have looked at some key aspects
of core knowledge that have been identified in each area, and at some measurement
possibilities for understanding the extent and penetration of this knowledge in the
populace.
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It must be emphasized that there is no pretence that the literacies described in the
following pages represent a comprehensive assessment of what the Bhutanese populace
needs to know in order to be considered “educated.” Rather the literacies can be
considered as “markers” or “indicators” of an educated populace. In other words, it is
reasonable to consider a populace “educated” if it can read, write, and do basic math; if it
has a reasonably high level of understanding about health issues, science, the
environment, its own and other cultures and histories; if it can analyse the meaning of
statistics, and how the media presents information; if it knows enough to make informed
decisions when voting, and so on. We have labelled these kinds of knowledge “literacies”
in their various fields.
There is much else—including knowledge of considerable importance and specifically
related to GNH values and principles—than an educated person might need to know that
is not considered in the following pages. However, based on the available literature, the
literacies described in the following pages can be considered as reasonable markers of an
educated populace, and can therefore provide a basis for development of indicators of
learning outcomes. In other words, if a small number of indicators could be developed for
each of the literacies described below, it might then be possible to combine or aggregate
these indicators to provide a basic evaluation of the extent to which educational processes
have succeeded in providing Bhutanese with the education needed to contribute to their
own wellbeing and that of their children. It will be recalled that learning outcomes are
one of the key elements of the recommended framework for an educated populace
presented earlier in Chapter 1.2, and so the following exploration seeks to assess the
potential for indicators in this particular area through the concept of “literacies” described
here.
Unfortunately, as we shall see, in Canada and internationally there is presently very little
data available—aside from measures of basic literacy and numeracy—on which to base
valid indicators of public knowledge in important areas like science literacy, ecological
literacy, civic literacy, and health literacy. There are some survey instruments and
numerous ad hoc public opinion surveys that have attempted to assess aspects of public
awareness on key issues, which we reference and discuss in this section on literacies, and
which might be used at least on an interim basis as proxies for knowledge in some areas.
However, many researchers are working to develop more systematic and research-based
knowledge surveys in their particular areas; areas that could eventually form the basis of
a more comprehensive public knowledge survey. Such a survey could begin to provide
the data needed for an assessment of an educated populace by reporting effectively on the
knowledge levels of the populace.
The need for such a new national survey in Canada became increasingly apparent in the
course of conducting the initial research on which this literature review is based.
Therefore, a proposal was formulated by the authors to develop the template for such a
new Canadian Knowledge Survey, incorporating the best of the existing survey and
measurement tools uncovered by the research. Unfortunately, funding for this task could
not be secured in the time available, but the authors of this literature review strongly
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recommended that such a comprehensive Canadian Knowledge Survey be developed in
the very near future.
The Bhutanese might also be interested in developing such a public knowledge survey
that would provide data for an assessment of an educated populace. Taking a long-term
view of the development of the GNH-based Bhutanese educational system, a public
knowledge survey might provide the data needed to assess learning outcomes for the
Bhutanese educated populace in a consistent way over time, and particularly to assess
whether the Bhutanese public is become more or less knowledgeable in key areas
associated with GNH.

16.3 Core knowledge
16.3.1 Prescriptive cultural literacy
As noted above, prescriptive cultural literacy is often used to indicate what the population
needs to know about its culture or society—which is referred to as “core knowledge.”27
The word culture is derived from the Latin verbs colere; colo; colui; cultus and the noun
cultura.28 It originally meant both the cultivation and taming of inner nature—of mind
and soul, cultura animi—and of outer nature—agri-culture. In the nineteenth century, the
idea of culture in Western societies became that of “high culture,” or the manners,
excellent taste, and social graces in which the elite and well-educated were rigorously
trained.29 At that time, culture, which also included the arts and intellectual life, was the
idea of a standard of perfection and the best that had been expressed in the world.30 As T.
C. Guy notes, this idea was dominant until the 1960s, when a new definition emerged that
emphasized “the totality of socially transmitted behavior patterns, arts, beliefs,
institutions, and all other products of creativity.”31
According to Hooper-Greenhill, cultural literacy from the traditional perspective is
problematic:
From a traditional point of view, ‘learning’ is understood as synonymous with
‘scholarship’ or ‘knowledge’. From this perspective, ‘learning’ is a result or
27
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product rather than a process. It is something to be achieved, rather than a series
of interlinked and continuous activities. This view suggests a meaning for
‘learning’ limited to ‘the acquisition of facts and knowledge’, which is achieved
through exposure to high-quality reliable information and to experts who have
already attained a high level of learning. Knowledge that is to be attained is
understood as an objective and truthful body of material, based on specific subject
areas or disciplines (history, science), and able to be transmitted from those who
possess it to those who do not. This is a narrow and tightly prescribed view of
learning.32
However, others, such as professor James Murphy of Dartmouth College, argue that
human knowledge, in the West but also in all other cultures, has an objective structure,
and that understanding the core elements of this structure gives access to the frontiers of
knowledge. Murphy notes that all knowledge is connected though networks that have
nodes leading to other knowledges, and that the primary nodes of knowing are the
academic disciplines, which are the limbs of the tree of knowledge. Murphy defines core
knowledge as “that body of concepts, facts, and texts presupposed by all advanced study
in the various disciplines.”33
Murphy argues that core knowledge can also be “defined not as what is most worthy but
as what is most necessary for access to disciplined knowledge, rationality, and a
reflective life.”34 Murphy discusses various reasons why the study of core knowledge is
important, including the notion that gaps in basic knowledge impede lifelong learning. In
his view, basic, or core knowledge, is the foundation that is necessary as a basis for
continued learning. Knowledge builds on knowledge, and new knowledge is discovered
by means of older knowledge. Murphy notes:
Cognitive psychologists talk about schemas and other modes of representation by
which human beings make sense of new experience by assimilating it to what we
already know. Empirical studies of expert knowledge show that in any situation,
the person who will learn the most is the person who already knows the most. A
chess expert learns much more from watching a chess game than does a chess
novice. The more we know the more we can learn and remember from experience,
from reading, or from calculating. […] The logic of learning in some ways
mirrors the structure of knowledge. Some knowledge is a strict logical
prerequisite for other knowledge: addition is a prerequisite for multiplication and
algebra is a prerequisite for calculus; spelling is a prerequisite for grammar, and
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grammar a prerequisite for rhetoric. […] Basic literacy, then, presupposes mastery
of the strategic nodes of human knowing.35
Murphy notes that no branch of genuine knowledge is more valuable than any other
branch, but “some kinds of knowledge are better suited to enhancing the whole of one’s
life than other kinds of knowledge.”36 For example:
All kinds of knowledge are intrinsically valuable and rewarding, but some kinds
of knowledge are also instrumentally valuable for shaping our decisions about
how to pursue aesthetic, moral, and intellectual goods. The subjects known as the
humanities are especially valuable because they take as their subject matter the
very question of the value of the range of human goods. The question of whether
a life devoted to natural science is a good life is not a scientific question but a
humanistic one. […] Art, literature, history, religion, and philosophy are the
primary modes of critical reflection upon the permanent themes of the human
condition and of human nature. But the drama of human life also cannot be
understood apart from the natural world that is its stage and setting. Today, rapid
and disorienting technological change makes it imperative that all citizens have a
basic understanding of the physical, chemical, and especially the biological
sciences. [… W]ithout a basic knowledge of government, economics, and
statistics, a person cannot even hope to understand a newspaper, let alone aspire
to be an informed citizen. The ideal of an education for life will shape […] which
disciplines belong to the core of the curriculum.37
In 1987, two books calling for greater cultural literacy in the U.S. became influential best
sellers and spurred a growing movement for prescriptive cultural literacy and standards in
general. These books were Allan Bloom’s The Closing of the American Mind,38 and E.D.
Hirsch, Jr.’s Cultural Literacy: What Every American Needs to Know.39 The call for
greater prescriptive cultural literacy led the U.S. Department of Education to recommend
that cultural literacy should inform the content of the American educational system.40
Although both books discuss the U.S. explicitly, they have international content, and
Hirsh’s book is now available in German, Dutch, and Swedish versions, each in its own
language and with content reflecting its own relevant national cultural knowledge.41
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Both Bloom and Hirsch are interested in the “shared goals or vision of the public good,”
to use Bloom’s words.42 Bloom’s book is a call to reinstate the importance of the liberal
arts and Western classical literature in university curricula:
Men may live more truly and fully in reading Plato and Shakespeare than at any
other time, because then they are participating in essential being and are forgetting
their accidental lives. The fact that this kind of humanity exists or existed, and
that we can somehow still touch it with the tips of our outstretched fingers, makes
our imperfect humanity, which we can no longer bear, tolerable. The books in
their objective beauty are still there, and we must help protect and cultivate the
delicate tendrils reaching out toward them through the unfriendly soil of students’
souls. Human nature, it seems, remains the same in our very altered circumstances
because we still face the same problems, if in different guises, and have the
distinctively human need to solve them, even though our awareness and forces
have become enfeebled.43
16.3.2 E.D. Hirsh, Jr. and core knowledge
Hirsch defines core knowledge, or cultural literacy, “as a body of knowledge that is
shared by the literate and educated individuals within a society.”44 He is concerned with
the relationship between cultural literacy—a concept he coined but which has taken on
broader meanings and is now often referred to as “core knowledge” to indicate its more
narrow meaning—and communication. According to Hirsch, reading and writing skills
require a diversity of prior knowledge to understand both literal and implied meanings.
He views cultural literacy as a store of specific shared knowledge of a culture, or a
background knowledge of the current mainstream culture that is taken for granted but is
necessary for communication, reading newspapers and magazines, communicating with
elected representatives, or following debates about public issues.45 Furthermore, Hirsch
suggests that this “broad, shallow knowledge is the best route to deep knowledge.”46
Hirsch and his colleagues created a list or dictionary of cultural literacy terms that
“identifies and defines the names, phrases, events, and other items that are familiar to
most literate Americans.”47 They warn that the list should not be taught as just a list of
42
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words to be memorized, but as a “vivid system of shared associations.”48 The first edition
of the dictionary identified 5,000 items, listed alphabetically, while the third revised
edition now has almost 7,000 entries.49 To determine what to include on the list, Hirsch,
et al. eliminated expert knowledge that was specialized and therefore not common
knowledge as well as information that was too basic such as the names of colours and
animals.50 They reviewed a wide range of national periodicals for common items and
reasoned that “if a major daily newspaper refers to an event, person, or thing without
defining it, we can assume that the majority of the readers of that periodical will know
what that item is.”51 Another important criterion was that items must have lasting
significance, and the group arbitrarily chose a memory span of 15 years during which the
item has been widely recognized, or will likely to be recognized in the next 15 years. The
criterion for choosing science entries was different, since they found little broad
knowledge of science among the populace. For this they used their “best judgment” to
select items considered essential in order to grasp the major scientific issues.
The cultural literacy list produced by Hirsch and colleagues has sparked heated criticism
among educators, in part between the teaching-for-content schools and the teaching-forskills view of Rousseau and Dewey.52 The major objection in the literature to Hirsh’s
view, beyond what should be included in such a list—a huge debate in itself—is that
Hirsch’s list is elitist since it implicitly considers knowledge from the Western cultural
tradition to be better and more important than knowledge from other traditions. Donna
Amstutz notes that this tradition itself mainly comes from a “white, male, western
European perspective,” and gives inadequate recognition to key sub-cultures.53 According
to Schank and Cleary, the facts on Hirsch’s list tend to be known to those in power.54
Hirsch counters that it is also important to level the playing field so that visible minorities
learn this body of cultural information as a beginning of their freedom rather than an end
of their individuality.55 By learning the dominant cultural references, these minorities will
presumably be able to fit into that society in ways that will increase their wellbeing.
In a critical article on the need for culturally relevant adult education, Guy argues:
Despite the theoretical movement toward a more democratic or popular
conception of culture, the Arnoldian version of high culture remains influential. It
is fashionable nowadays for political and educational leaders to bemoan the
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decline in culture that they say is characteristic of contemporary American
society. From E. D. Hirsch’s Cultural Literacy: What Every American Needs to
Know and Allan Bloom’s The Closing of the American Mind to conservative
politicians like Pat Buchanan and Dan Quayle, the criticism of a popular culture
gone berserk at the expense of traditional cultural values is the sounding alarm for
a political and religious backlash against non-Anglo, non-Western cultural
perspectives. The control for the production and validation of culture remains an
important issue that drives much public discussion and debate about the future of
American society.56
Psychologist Roger Schank, director of the Institute for Learning Sciences at
Northwestern University, and his student, Chip Cleary, are also critical of Hirsch’s
approach, but, taking another angle, argue that there is far too much diverse information
available today to insist upon core knowledge:
Hirsch’s idea that in order to be intelligent we should strive to know everything
that makes up the “core” of our culture is an impossible and useless goal. When
culture was younger and more tightly defined, it might not have been
unreasonable to ask that an educated person be able to recognize all the cultural
icons. But, the depth and breadth of today’s culture makes that a ridiculous
requirement.57
Schank and Cleary also argue that many common “facts” taught in school are actually
wrong, and that even these erroneous facts teach little about the issues the facts imply. An
example they provide is “Columbus discovered America in 1492.” The fact itself is
controversial today, but as Schank and Cleary suggest:
What really matters are the concepts of invasion, religious toleration, warring
empires, subjugation of weak peoples by strong people, and the establishment of
colonies in the early years of U.S. history. […] What matters is how [events]
intertwine with the events that led up to them, and the consequences they have had
for our lives. […] Ideas matter more than facts. The meat of history lies in
understanding the motives and behavior of human beings, what they have done, the
effects of their actions, and the consequences for the future.58
David Kaufer of Carnegie Mellon University also suggests that Hirsh’s view is too
narrow and and that true cultural literacy should be based on contributions to the
understanding of common issues:59
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The common coin of literacy is not cultural facts and associations but, rather
cultural conversations. Students achieve membership by becoming aware that a
culture is composed of ongoing conversations, many of which are essential to its
continuing freedom and survival. Before students can function as contributors in
their own right, they must learn to identify some of these conversations, on either
traditional or nontraditional interpretations of culture. On more traditional
interpretations, issues of democracy, freedom, paternalism, censorship, animal
rights, and war and peace would seem classic places to start. On nontraditional
interpretations, issues of gender, child rearing, evolution, capitalism, and
bilingualism are also probably ripe. Long before students are ready to tackle the
sources that have most influenced them, they should know that such issues, such
cultural conversations, exist.60
Hirsch’s “erasure of ‘local’ cultures,” in the words of Ramona Fernandez, has led critics
to produce alternate lists of terms that take the reality of multicultures into account.61
Fernandez notes that soon after the publication of Hirsch’s book, Simonson and Walker
published Multicultural Literacy: Opening the American Mind, which is a collection of
essays on the multicultural character of society.62 The appendix of that book lists items
not included in Hirsch’s list that the authors consider highly relevant for political and
social thinking and planning. It begins with the 100,000 Songs of Milarepa and ends with
Zulu.63 A similar book, The Dictionary of Global Culture, was published in 1997 and
presents Western culture as only one strand in a complex world of diversity.64 Fernandez
hopes that the central focus of the book is “global literacy resting on common knowledge
among the literate citizens of the world,”65 and notes further:
The attempt to codify one local knowledge, European American cultural tradition,
ignores the partiality of that vision and structurally produces a bias. There is
nothing intrinsically negative about local knowledges; it is just that they are
rooted in a perspective. It is their presentation as unique and global that produces
the problem. Instead they should be presented as tentative visions from a
particular perspective.66
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In 1990, Hirsch developed a 115-item Cultural Literacy Test (CLT) drawn from his
original 5,000-item list, which has been used mainly in research studies.67 The test asks
factual questions in five areas: Names and Places, Economics, English, Social Science,
and Classics. Pentony, et al. give examples of some of the questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Names and Places: “Where is the U.S. Naval Academy?” and “What is the term
for a device in an electric circuit that stores a charge?”
Economics: “What is the term for the manufacturing of goods in large quantities
and assembly lines?”
English: “Which of the following expressions means quickly?”
Social Science: “In the Rorschach psychological test, what is a person asked to
look at and describe?”
Classics: “What is the source of the proverb ‘Blessed are the meek, for they shall
inherit the Earth’?” 68

Researchers have found high scores on the CLT to correlate with a high grade point
average and with high grades in first-semester remedial and regular English, history,
government, and other courses that require reading in university.69
In Canada, one recent study funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council and reported at the 12th International Conference on Learning in July 2005, used
Hirsh’s concept of cultural literacy in a large-scale survey. The authors report: “We are
adopting the concept of ‘cultural literacy’ from the book of the same name by E.D.
Hirsch, but transforming it into an inclusive, rather than exclusive concept and project.”
The survey measured the current “multicultural literacy” levels, or the “understanding of
the intellectual, social and cultural contributions of the world’s diverse cultures,” of a
broad sample of high school students.70 The study was based on the following hypothesis:
… that the values and fears which structure the cultural and historical fabric of
racism are undergirded by the legacy of Eurocentrism in school curricula and in
cultural and political institutions (mass media, the arts, governments, community
organizations, etc.).71
Since only the abstract of this study was available at this time, we were not able to
discover either the methodology, design of the survey, or findings.
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16.4 Functional knowledge deficit
The extent to which the public understands issues concerning the environment, food,
health, science, economy, and politics can be a measure of societal knowledge and the
extent to which lifelong learning has become important within society.72 Lack of basic
knowledge necessary to function in society in a way that increases environmental and
social wellbeing has been termed a “functional knowledge deficit.”73
We discuss the public “functional knowledge deficit” throughout various “need-to-know”
literacy sections of this literature review, e.g., scientific literacy, civic literacy, and so
forth. In other words, we ask what the public needs to know (at a minimum) to be
considered literate in various fields, and what is the gap between the public’s actual
knowledge and this minimum standard.
The “deficit model” has been widely criticized, as Wright and Nerlich note, for basically
explaining public behaviour “solely by pointing out a deficiency in knowledge,” and for
asserting that with more knowledge, or communication, the behaviour will change.74
Critics claim that this model ignores contextual elements, local knowledge, and public
intelligence, and puts the locus for change solely on the individual, rather than on
prevailing socioeconomic environments, for example. As well, critics argue that the
media helps to reinforce the deficit model with reductionist headlines proclaiming public
ignorance. Nick Wright and Brigette Nerlich cite a U.K. Royal Society statement, relating
to the public understanding of science, as summarizing some of these main criticisms:
The public understanding of science approach has been questioned as a deficit
model of understanding. The implied relationship that support for science can be
achieved through better communication overlooks the fact that different groups
may frame scientific issues differently. The approach [does] not adequately
conceptualise how publics’ views and attitudes towards science [are] embedded
within wider social, political and institutional understandings, and risks
discounting the role of local knowledge and different public values in science
debates.75
However, Wright and Nerlich remark that meaning is created through using the deficit
model, and that it provokes discussion, but that care should be taken to not avoid
contextual complexities and fall into the trap of merely conceiving the problem as one of
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communicating results to an ignorant public that has to be taught by experts. Again,
relating the argument to science, Wright and Nerlich note:
[I]t is tempting to discuss the use of the deficit model as an archaic model, long
replaced in the march of progress that characterizes the social study of ‘making
sense of science.’ However, the outright rejection of the deficit model in favor of
‘alternative explanations of the public understanding of science overlooks the
importance of the deficit model as a shared cultural resource used to discuss
science.76
Although we do discuss the functional knowledge deficit in this review, we are also
cognizant of the need to keep this deficit within its broader socioeconomic contexts. In
addition, we also discuss the importance of local knowledges specifically within Chapter
19 of this literature review.
Research reveals a significant “functional knowledge deficit” among the public in North
America about a wide range of social, economic, health, and environmental issues
ranging from mutual fund risks, to women’s heart disease, medical instruction, and risks
of sexually transmitted diseases, to the connection between ozone depletion and air
conditioning and refrigeration. Studies in the U.S., for example, show public lack of
knowledge about climate change, policies concerning global warming, and even the
concept of energy efficiency.77 Sheldon Ungar of the University of Toronto at
Scarborough notes:
These informational deficits amount to more than asserting that my version of
cultural literacy trumps yours. Rather, ignorance in these realms suggests that
people lack the facts and/or analytic tools to deal with important social,
citizenship, and personal or practical issues.78
This lack of knowledge is one factor that is often manifested in action, again
demonstrating the crucial nexus between learning outcomes and social outcomes. Thus,
statistics illustrate that rates are increasing for amount of driving, amount of gasoline use,
and use of large vehicles with low mileage per gallon of gas consumed—illustrating a
lack of knowledge or an ignoring of the consequences of global warming, of the impact
of human energy use on climate change, and of the value of energy conservation.
However, there is some indication that, since hurricanes Katrina and Rita and the rising
price of gasoline, this ignoring and its consequent actions may be changing.
Claims about youth ignorance also abound, particularly in academic circles. According to
Ungar, professors complain that the only information they have in common with their
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students comes from television.79 On the other hand, Ungar points to other arguments that
claim what youth don’t know about facts they make up with knowledge of analytical
skills, and that youth today may just know different things. Popular culture, however,
appears to devalue intellectual pursuit and knowledge, and to value speed and quick
results over reflection and process. As a recent op-ed article in the New York Times notes:
“If you can’t say it in 30 seconds, you have to move on. […] Ignorance is in.”80
Ungar argues that there are several reasons for the knowledge deficit in the North
American public. For example, various institutionalized forces such as a “long-standing
anti-intellectualism, resentment of the educated elite, a generalized distrust of politicians
and the media, and cutbacks to knowledge-bearing organizations,” such as libraries,
museums, art galleries, the arts, public broadcasting, and universities have helped to
discredit the idea of being knowledgeable.81 To this list, Ungar adds the pervasiveness
and influence of the “attention economy” that values visual images, “infotainment,” and
celebrity facts, and that provides a ready, non-threatening resource for conversation. He
also finds that people do not have the motivation, or “payoff,” needed to become
scientifically informed, unless they have a personal “need-to-know” reason, such as those
suffering a heart attack might have to understand and improve their condition.
Ungar also reflects on the inability of the media to keep the public informed. More than
25 years of media research has found that public awareness of issues can be correlated
with the amount of media coverage on an issue, and that the extent of this coverage is
therefore a major determinant of which issues are regarded as important.82 In other words,
the mass media and its communication mechanisms must be acknowledged as key social
learning mechanisms. Because the media are likely more powerful in terms of influencing
the type and extent of public knowledge and awareness of issues than what is formally
taught in schools, this media influence should be reflected in indicators of an educated
populace. Ungar argues:
[W]hile it is easy to recommend that the media educate the audience, limitations
in their resources to convey information (from time constraints through accessible
and lucid experts) coupled with limited audience forbearance render the advice
simplistic. To be understood and retain an audience, the media must either avoid
many topics or treat them in a superficial way.83
For example, in 2000, Kris Wilson surveyed 249 environmental journalists with a high
level of education and extensive reporting experience, in an effort to measure cognitive
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knowledge about climate change.84 The study found that the few full-time environmental
reporters were very well informed, but that the majority of reporters were confused about
the basic science of climate change, and were ignorant about the fact that most scientists
in the field accept the theory of climate change. Wilson notes: “Many reporters created
dissent in areas in which science agrees,” and “by creating an ersatz ‘balance’ to the
climate change story, the scientific debate has been accentuated.”85
Wilson also found that newspapers were the source of information 37% of the time for
most of the journalists, while interviews with scientists and use of science journals, the
second and third highest ratings, were employed 20% and 15% of the time, respectively.
In a related study, Wilson surveyed 217 local television weathercasters who were
assumed to have knowledge about atmospheric science. Cognitive knowledge about
climate change was measured using 76 multiple-choice questions. In both surveys,
respondents were requested to use the “I don’t know” response, rather than guess an
unknown answer. The results of this survey among supposed specialists in atmospheric
science also showed “widespread ignorance of and misinformation about basic climate
change science.”86
Ungar finds that efforts to investigate the possible declines in general knowledge among
the public reflect a number of problems. Researchers tend to focus on “aristocracies of
knowledge” such as science or history, rather than popular culture; and surveys stipulate
in advance what people should know without justifying the choices. Ungar argues that the
cultural literacy work done by Hirsch, described above, is “the one systematic attempt to
identify and define knowledge assumed in public discourse.” However, he also notes that
this work has been highly criticized as elitist and prescriptive.87
In order to study functional knowledge, in 2001 Ungar examined Canadian student
recognition of a wide-range of common terms or expressions used without definitions in
headlines of newspaper articles from the Toronto Star, the Toronto Sun, and Whitby this
Week, a suburban community newspaper.88 The terms have multiple associations and are
seen to be part of the operating stock of common knowledge, but are not “facts” per se. A
small sample of 147 first-year students in the second week of a university Introduction to
Sociology course completed Ungar’s questionnaire, which was designed to measure what
students knew in leaving high school. Students were asked to write a relevant phrase or
two about what each of 66 terms meant or how they were used.
Students correctly identified an average of 20.5 terms, or 31% of the terms. Terms with
economic associations, such as “brain drain,” were recognized by less than 20% of the
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students. Less than 50% of the students correctly identified “politically correct,”
“affirmative action,” “Chernobyl,” and “Challenger.” The recognition of terms derived
from computers and popular culture varied: “RAM” and “Woodstock” were well known,
but “Silicon Valley” and “Rohypnol or Rophies,” the drug associated with date rape,
were not. Ninety per cent of the students knew “clone,” but only 50% had heard of
“antibiotic resistance.” None of the respondents identified “zero sum,” “MAD,” or
“Munich.” Males correctly identified 24.4% of the terms compared with 18.4% of the
terms correctly identified by women. However, the terms more readily identified by
males were those associated with military metaphors, computers, and economics.
Ungar also has investigated why the public has more knowledge of and resonance with
the ozone hole rather than with climate change, given the almost identical levels of media
coverage.89 He finds that “bridging metaphors” and “cognitive templates” are much
stronger in the case of the ozone hole. For example, the “penetration” metaphor of a hole
leading to the increased bombardment of the earth by lethal rays is succinct and easy to
understand, and is associated with images from the popular media such as the shields on
the Starship Enterprise and in Star Wars. On the other had, global warming, the
greenhouse effect, or climate change sound natural and complex, as opposed to the hole
that shouldn’t be there, and there are no ready-made metaphors in popular culture to
illustrate the situation.
In addition, Ungar notes that reports of the ozone hole created a personal “hot crisis”
among the public. Hot crises inspire personal dread and threats, and are startling and
menacing. Emerging diseases such as “bird flu,” or SARS, for example, inspire a hot
crisis response, since we are just “a plane ride away” from a “chain of lethal
transmission.”90 The ozone hole brought the threat of skin cancer, while issues of climate
change are too future-oriented to create a hot crisis. In addition, the ozone hole hot crisis
spurred a commercialization frenzy that saw the proliferation of new types of sunscreens,
lipgloss, sunglasses, UV-safe hats, clothing, umbrellas, awnings, and other items that
represented a need for constant vigilance, typified also by the inclusion of the UV index
in daily weather reports. The public perceived that it had a need to know about the ozone
hole. In the case of climate change, Ungar notes:
Specifically, concern about the future is discounted in institutional thinking and in
virtually every public arena. So stable and recurrent is this effect that economists
routinely devalue the future in their econometric models. Efforts, of course, have
been made to reverse this future orientation and to claim that “strange weather”
and the attendant increases in insurance losses are signs that climate change is
already occurring. While extreme weather events serve as the principal public
‘sign’ of climate change, they do not make good candidates for attentioncommanding beacons. For the most part, human beings lack the anchoring
concepts required to follow and comprehend the scientific logic underlying
extreme weather impacts. Scientific predictions that the average temperature may
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rise two to three degrees Celsius over the course of the next 50 years do not
appear overly threatening to North Americans who often experience far larger
swings in temperature over the course of a single day.91
Ungar also notes public confusion about predictions for winters—the public does not
understand that climate change may involve both hotter summers and colder winters.
Thus, the public thinks that colder winters belie predictions about global warming. Ungar
finds that cartoons routinely use extreme cold spells to mock scientists’ claims about
global warming. In a study of U.S. network news, Ungar found no mention of
correlations between extreme climate events such as hurricanes, heat waves, droughts,
fires, and floods on the one hand and climate change on the other.92
Ungar’s example is important because it illustrates not only widespread public ignorance
about what the Governments of Canada, the U.K. and others have called the greatest
challenge of the twenty-first century, but also the failure of conventional learning
structures to transmit knowledge of key contemporary issues and to produce essential
learning outcomes. That knowledge and learning failure in turn helps explain the lack of
concerted social action and desired social outcomes, as typified by the fact that
greenhouse gas emissions in Canada and globally have continued to rise despite
international legal obligations and professed commitments to the Kyoto Accord. Ungar’s
analysis demonstrates that conventional learning mechanisms and assessment tools,
including measures of science literacy, do not adequately address deeper underlying
causes of ignorance and of the functional knowledge deficit.
16.4.1 National Association of Scholars (NAS) general cultural knowledge survey
The U.S. National Association of Scholars (NAS) compared responses to a battery of 12
general cultural knowledge questions given to U. S. adults by the Gallup Organization in
1955, with responses to an identical battery of questions given to a random sample of 401
U.S. university seniors by Zogby International in 2002.93 Topics covered were literature,
music, science, geography, and history. Results showed that university seniors scored on
average little or no higher than high school graduates a half-century ago, and much worse
compared with 1955 university graduates. Although this is a U.S. survey, it might serve
as an example for the design (rather than content) of a similar general cultural knowledge
survey for other countries such as Canada and Bhutan. As noted, we have recommended
that a more extensive Canadian Knowledge Survey be administered to adults in Canada.
Acknowledging that the importance of factual knowledge is considered less important
today in universities than the development of “thinking skills,” the NAS noted:
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[I]t seems to us that learning ‘how to think’ about matters pertaining to culture
and society has at least as much to do with having a fund of reliable information
‘to think about’ as it does to possessing special thinking skills (other than
common sense) or some body of abstruse theoretical understandings.94
The questions used in 2002 were the same as questions used in 1955, with a few
modifications to remove dated allusions. However, NAS offers the caveat that the study
was constrained by the lack of suitable survey data available from earlier periods, and
that the limited number of questions used in the survey reflects this constraint. It also
remarked: “A more numerous set of benchmark questions would have provided […]
deeper and more systematic answer[s].”95
The NAS report did not release the overall number of respondents in 1955, although it
did note that the 1955 Gallop general knowledge survey was considerably larger than the
2002 survey. This made it possible to break the 1955 results into large subsets based on
age and level of schooling. In order to control for the information acquisition effects of
aging, the comparisons included only those 1955 respondents who were between 25 and
36 at the time of the survey. Level of schooling categories included “attended elementary
school,” “graduated from high school,” and “graduated from college.”96 It should be
noted that the term “college” in the U.S. is synonymous with the term “university” as it is
used in Canada, where the term “college” more often indicates a vocational school.
Therefore, in the following discussion, “college” and “university” are used
interchangeably.
The Gallop disaggregation allowed for the comparison with contemporary university
seniors. The number of college graduates in the 1955 sample was small, numbering only
45. However, NAS notes:
This, perforce, reduces one’s confidence in the comparisons between yesteryear’s
college graduates and today’s seniors. Still, the consistency of the knowledge
superiority displayed from question to question by yesteryear’s college graduates
makes us believe that their superiority is real.97
The subset of high school graduates in 1955 was 164, which NAS notes, “means a margin
of statistical error of about +/- 7.7%.”98 The 2002 data, based on a sample of 401, has a
margin of error of +/- 5%. “The most reliable and meaningful comparisons are thus
between these earlier high school cohorts and today’s college seniors.”99
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The general knowledge questions used in the surveys, answers to the questions, and the
percentage of correct answers for 2002 university seniors, 1955 high school graduates
(ages 25 to 36), and 1955 university graduates (ages 25 to 36) are listed in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Percentage of correct responses on U.S. general knowledge survey
questions, by education level, 1955 and 2002
General knowledge questions
(and answers)
1. Which is the largest lake in
North America?
(Lake Superior)
2. What is the national language of
Brazil?
(Portugese)
3. In what country was the Battle
of Waterloo fought? (Belgium)
4. Who made the first non-stop
transatlantic solo flight?
(Lindbergh)*
5. What professions do you
associate with Florence
Nightingale? (nursing and / or
medicine)
6. What is the capital city of
Spain? (Madrid)
7. What composer wrote The
Messiah? (Handel)
8. Who wrote a play entitled A
Midsummer Night's Dream?
(Shakespeare)
9. Which planet is nearest the sun?
(Mercury)
10. What is the name of the
decoration given to those in the
armed forces who are wounded in
action against an enemy? (Purple
Heart)
11-What great scientist do you
associate with the Theory of
Relativity? (Einstein)†

1955
1955
2002
high school university university
graduates graduates
seniors
27
47
38

26

13

58

55

44

64

3

79

96

49

87

96

53

61

89

63

20

56

35

37

73

78

6

20

59

90

91

78

83

98

72

General knowledge questions
(and answers)

1955
high school
graduates

12-Which of the following states
border on Canada?
12.a - Montana
12.b - Michigan
12.c - Minnesota
12.d - Maine
All (correct)
Not sure

56
86
61
67
-not given
-not given

1955
2002
university university
graduates
seniors

69
91
71
80
-not given
-not given

60
57
53
50
10
1

Note: The adults surveyed in 1955 were between the ages of 25 and 36
* “The 1955 respondents were, of course, more than a generation closer to Lindbergh’s 1927 flight than the
respondents in 2002,” NAS, p. 3.
† “The earlier survey was conducted in June of 1955, two months after Einstein’s death. It began ‘What
great scientist, who died recently....’ The 1955 respondents thus had an additional clue,” NAS, p. 2.
Sources: Adapted from Malin, Patricia J., and Joseph Zogby. Survey of College Seniors, Utica, N.Y., Zogby
International and National Association of Scholars, 2002; accessed February 2007; available from
http://www.nas.org/reports/senior_poll/survey_raw.pdf. and National Association of Scholars (NAS).
Today’s College Students and Yesteryear's High School Grads: A Comparison of General Cultural
Knowledge, Princeton, New Jersey, NAS, 2002; accessed February 2007; available from
http://www.nas.org/reports/senior_poll/senior_poll_report.pdf.

The results showed that overall correct responses for the entire general knowledge survey
was 53.5% for 2002 university seniors, 54.5% for 1955 high school graduates, and 73.3%
for 1955 university graduates.100 NAS counted question 12 as 4 questions: Which of the
following states border on Canada? 1. Montana, 2. Michigan, 3. Minnesota, 4. Maine.
The 2002 university seniors did better than 1955 high school graduates on 7 questions,
and worse on 8 questions—they did better on questions concerning literature, music, and
science; about the same on questions about geography, and worse on questions about
history. Compared with the 1955 university graduates, the 2002 university seniors only
did better on 2 questions (numbers 8—literature, and 9—geography) and worse on the
remaining 13 questions.
While the 2002 university seniors scored about the same overall level as 1955 high
school seniors, they scored far below 1955 university graduates on almost every measure.
In conclusion, the NAS remarked: “Thus, the failure—suggested by our comparisons—of
additional years of education to enlarge the stock of general cultural knowledge, seems to
us indicative of a serious shortcoming in the design of contemporary education.”101

100
101
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16.4.2 University of Arizona test of general knowledge and reasoning
In 2001, the University of Arizona gave a test of general knowledge and reasoning to 167
senior students selected randomly at three universities—the University of Arizona,
Arizona State University, and Northern Arizona University—in order to discover if they
have “received a well-rounded, liberal education.”102 Block, Franciosi, and Geiger, the
principle investigators for the study note that, while the test is far from comprehensive, it
is designed to sample student knowledge and “to assess whether a student has enough
factual knowledge to facilitate further study.”103 The students were each paid $5 in cash
to take the test, as well as an additional $.50 for each correct answer. Block, et al. explain
that: “Economists, psychologists and others have found monetary rewards for student
subjects induces more thoughtful and calculated action and reduces the variance of
responses.”104
The general subject fields to cover in the test were taken from Harvard University’s core
curriculum, which “has one of the most traditional liberal education requirements of the
elite American universities.”105 The test included 40 multiple-choice questions taken from
the following sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Elite College History Survey, conducted in 2000 for the American Council of
Trustees and Alumni
The National Assessment for Educational Progress
Study guides for the College-Level Examination Program (CLEP) and the Foreign
Service Written Examination and Assessment Procedure
The Cultural Literacy Test created by the Core Knowledge Foundation, founded
by E.D. Hirsh, Jr.
The Dartmouth Review’s regular polls of the general knowledge of Dartmouth
College undergraduates
Mindfun.com
the authors of the test report.106

The test questions, sources, and results are included in Appendix 30 of this literature
review.
The vast majority of the students failed the test in general, and passed in only four of
eleven subject areas. The average number of correct answers was 21, or 53% of the
questions asked. Less than 60% correct answers indicates a failing grade. Only three
students achieved the highest score, with 34 questions correct, or 85% of the questions
102
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asked. Five students had the lowest score, with 8 correct answers, or 30% of the questions
asked.
The question that 93% of the students answered correctly, which was the highest score on
any question, was concerned with a pop culture rap singer: “Identify Snoop Doggy
Dogg,” choosing from the following four choices: a rap singer, cartoon by Charles
Schulz, a mystery series, and a jazz pianist. The question with the second highest score
asked what the scarlet “A” stood for on Hester Prynne’s dress, which 86% of the students
answered correctly. Fewer than half of the students answered 17 of the questions
correctly—four of these were in American history, and seven were in science and math.
Table 2 below gives the average scores for each of the eleven topic areas.

Table 2. Percentage of correct answers by subject on a U.S. test of general
knowledge and reasoning, 2002
Subject
Pop culture
Civics
Computer literacy
Literature
World history
Social sciences
Science
Music and art
Geography
Quantitative analysis
American history

Average correct
answers (percent)
92.0
69.3
67.5
63.3
58.0
52.5
47.7
46.0
46.0
45.8
40.1

Test question number
(see Appendix 30)
7
25, 31, 40
16, 32
9,13, 20, 39
30, 36
21, 24, 37, 38
5, 12, 18, 22, 27, 33
11, 15, 29, 34
2, 6
3, 10, 17, 26, 35
1, 4, 8, 14, 19, 23, 28

Note: Average correct answers above 60% are considered to be a passing grade.
Source: Block, Michael K., Robert J. Franciosi, and Melissa Geiger. What Do College Graduates Know? A
Survey of Arizona Universities, University of Arizona, 2002; accessed February 2007; available from
http://www.nas.org/affiliates/arizona/az_survey_revised.pdf. p. 13.

Table 2 shows a very wide gap between the one pop culture question (about Snoop
Doggy Dogg), on which students would receive an A (above 90%) if the results were
translated into letter grades, and the rest of the questions. In general, students passed
civics, computer literacy, and literature with a grade of D (between 69% and 60%), and
failed the rest (below 60%). However, as Block, et al. note, if the question of the meaning
of the scarlet letter “A” was removed, the average for literature falls to 55%, which is not
a passing grade.
Block, et al. were particularly disturbed by the fact that American history received the
lowest scores: “If publicly supported education is to create better citizens, one thing those
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citizens should have is a shared memory of how our nation has come to where it is
today.”107 They also note:
Critics might counter that knowing how to reason is more important than recalling
mere facts, and dismiss most of the survey as an exercise in trivia. Although the
merits of this argument are not obvious, this cannot be said about the quantitative
analysis category, which ranks as the second lowest in average scores.108
One of the categorical variables obtained was the student’s self-described grade point
average (GPA). According to Block, et al., almost two-thirds of the sample had a GPA
above 3.0—what used to be the threshold for graduating with honours, and nearly a third
of the sample was scheduled to graduate cum laude.109 In general, Block, et al. note that
students with higher GPAs tended to score higher than average, but this does not make up
for the disconnection between students’ GPA and their general results on the test. GPA,
which had a positive effect in art, literature, and quantitative analysis, was the only factor
that had a consistently significant effect across subject areas. Also, the authors note that a
student’s discipline had no effect on his / her score, except that business students tended
to score lower on the survey. Males did significantly better in science and geography than
did females.
Block, et al. conclude that the failure shown in this test is one of breadth, rather than
depth or an inability to learn. The fault lies, they argue, with the lack of breadth in the
university requirements:
[T]here is no requirement that graduates obtain a well-rounded education. Even at
the undergraduate level, our universities are glorified professional schools where
each student leaves knowing the lingo of his or her chosen field, but having little
shared culture with educated society as a whole.110
We were unable to find similar tests of general knowledge given to Canadian students.
However, as noted, the results of the above two surveys are indicative of students
obtaining a broad liberal arts education in U.S. universities. Given the similarities in
trends between the two countries, it is likely that results of a similar test given to
Canadian students would give similar results.
As noted, we recommended that a general knowledge survey be given to the Canadian
adult populace, including young adults of university age, to test their general knowledge
of issues related to the literacies reported in this review.
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16.5 Public opinion polls
Public opinion polls are an important method of gauging the concerns of the public, and
for tracking changes in the dissemination and circulation of ideas and public knowledge
over time. Since the 1940s, public opinion polling has been one of the most significant
ways the Canadian and other governments have assessed popular attitudes and
opinions.111 Public opinion analyst Daniel Yankelovich observes, as we discuss further
below, that understanding complex issues involves a definite learning process, which
attitudes and opinions reflect.112
Benjamin Levin, Ontario’s Deputy Minister of Education, suggests that public opinion
research can play an important role in helping societies learn about and address important
social issues, although there is no direct path from learning to actual use of knowledge.113
Levin notes that public opinion is vital for the political process, and that in politics,
“perception is reality.”114
Levin argues that beliefs and public opinion drive political action more than research
evidence; that what people believe to be true is more important than facts; and that people
respond more to individual stories than to statistical evidence.115 He quotes former
McGill University President, Bernard Shapiro, as observing: “All policy decisions are
made by leaping over the data.” Levin also reports personal discussions with policy
makers who all noted that, while the evidence for a policy might be correct, it “was not
what people wanted or what they would accept.”116 As examples, he comments that
despite very strong evidence to the contrary, people continue to believe that capital
punishment deters crime, that welfare cheating is a bigger problem than tax evasion, and
that retaining students in a grade will improve their achievement. In addition, he
observes:
In much the same way as stories circulate, so do ill-defined ideas about public
policy. Such truisms as ‘the virtues of the private sector, ‘the importance of
competition,’ ‘brain drain,’ ‘the need for accountability’ are all deeply rooted in
public thinking without necessarily having much depth to them or much clarity as
to their implications.117
111
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Levin also notes that public beliefs are not always consistent over time or across issues.
For example, the public demands more governmental services while also demanding
lower taxes.
In response to Levin’s article, Giddings cites additional examples where “empirical
evidence and commonly held beliefs are in conflict.”118 For example, many people
believe there are severe and widespread skill shortages, and that there is a declining
quality of basic skills among high school students, while at the same time it is getting
increasingly difficult for university graduates to find work. Giddings adds that it is very
important to explore these “apparent anomalies.”119
In order to begin to close the gap between public opinion and evidence, Levin
recommends that researchers in this area start with awareness of which issues are on the
political agenda at the time, and of which concerns are emerging in the population. With
that knowledge, deliberate efforts can then be made gradually to develop popular interest
in crucial topics, mainly through dissemination of information in the media.120
16.5.1 Stages of public opinion
Public opinion analyst Daniel Yankelovich, observing that public opinion is never static,
describes an evolutionary learning process of seven stages that the public goes through in
first paying attention to and then attempting to understand complex issues.121 A
description of this “issue-attention” cycle first appeared in 1972 in an issue of The Public
Interest.122 Writing more than 30 years later, Yankelovich expounds on this thesis and
stresses that when the public accepts the consequences of its views, public opinion can
change from “poorly formed reactions to more thoughtful conclusions, from changeable
public opinion to settled public judgment.”123 Understanding what stage public opinion
has reached on the issue in question and whether opinions are stable or volatile can make
public opinion surveys more reliable and useful, and can make their interpretation more
meaningful.
Yankelovich identifies the following stages of public opinion that might be usefully
applied to the evolution of public opinion over time on issues like global warming:
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•

Stage 1: Dawning awareness. People first approach an issue they have just
become aware of, most likely through the media, with little understanding of the
issue or of the consequences of their opinions; however, they often have strong
emotional reactions to the issue.

•

Stage 2: Greater urgency. This stage is often the result of an external event,
which brings the issue into the forefront and results in public demands ‘to do
something.’

•

Stage 3: Reaching for solutions. This stage often results in a ‘period of stunningly
false endorsement,’ when people do not understand the consequences of choices
and initially support a proposal but then back down when costs and trade-offs are
clarified.

•

Stage 4: Wishful thinking. On difficult issues that require significant change or
sacrifice, the public generally resists the trade-off, feeling it can ‘have it all’ or
arguing that technology can fix the problem without a change in public behaviour.
In this case, this attitude presents obstacles to realistic solutions.

•

Stage 5: Weighing the choices. At this stage, the public begins to understand the
problem in greater depth and to weigh the pros and cons of various solutions and
alternatives in terms of values and practical consequences. […] Stage 5 is hard
work, as people come to understand that easy, cost-free solutions are unlikely to
work, and that seemingly simple solutions may have down-sides. When the public
has given a lot of thought to an issue and the proposals for addressing it, they
begin to hold firmly to their opinions even when presented with unpleasant
consequences.

•

Stage 6: Taking a stand intellectually. At this point, people have a good
understanding of the issue and begin to accept change intellectually. Their basic
attitudes change, but their behaviour may not. […] The intellectual resolution of
stage 6 requires people to clarify fuzzy thinking, reconcile inconsistencies,
consider relevant facts and new realities, and grasp the full consequences of
choices. At this stage, people accept the necessity for change in their minds.

•

Stage 7: Making a responsible moral and emotional judgment. The full
recognition and resolution of an issue may take ten or more years. The emotional
resolution of stage 7 requires people to accommodate themselves to different
situations, change their own thinking and behavior, and confront their own
ambivalent feelings. At this point, people accept trade-offs, sacrifices, and change
in their hearts and minds, and are willing to change their behaviour.124

In Canada, the development of the health care system and attitudes toward pay equity are
examples of issues where public opinion has evolved and changed. Yankelovich argues
124
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that it is important for leaders to know where people are coming from, where they stand
in their thinking, and where they are headed, before effective strategies can be applied.125
Abbott and Ryan use Yankelovich’s seven-stage framework to look at where people
involved with school reform and transformation are in this continuum.126 Abbott and
Ryan are concerned with transforming schooling into community-based models of
learning. In particular, they are critical of the “one-size fits all,” mechanistic view of
education that places children into the input-process-output structure, which ignores the
way children learn at individual rates by making connections meaningful to themselves.
Abbott and Ryan apply this example by using Yankelovich’s seven stages to identify
where their ideas are on the continuum, and at what stage their ideas might become
relevant to the general public and to policy makers.
Stage 1: Dawning of awareness. Abbott and Ryan identify this first stage by noting how
often major journals such as Newsweek, Time, The New Yorker, The Economist, New
Statesman, Prospect, The Guardian, Harper's, and The Atlantic Monthly focus on a new
topic related to education and learning. For example, in the 1990s, these journals included
many stories on early childhood learning and brain research, which resulted in a “swell of
concern” that these issues needed to be addressed. At this initial stage solutions are
mainly sought within the present institutional structure, although a few writers begin to
suggest alternatives such as stressing learning and community rather than instruction and
schooling.
Stage 2: Greater urgency. At this stage, with the public call to “do something,” major
efforts are put into raising standards for defined learning outcomes and into improving
accountability. “Working harder” rather than doing things differently is emphasized.
Stage 3: Reaching for solutions. Free-floating concern is transformed into more specific
proposals for action. “School effectiveness” becomes the key concept, which asks if the
investment in schooling is giving maximum payback. Achievement on standardized tests
becomes the central measure to assess school effectiveness. Education Reform Agendas
combine the “work harder” agenda with a range of initiatives, such as calls for charter
schools, computer-assisted learning, additional vocational and civics courses, homework
contracts, and other school-based reforms. Some teachers and administrators, however,
start to question whether schools are failing to develop creativity and adaptability in the
students.
Stage 4: Wishful thinking. Managerial responsibility, and the effective administration of
an institution according to highly defined rules, further replaces leadership and the ability
of leaders to make meaningful choices. Students start to do better on standardized tests;
125
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however, complaints start to arise in other sectors. For example, business leaders call for
higher life skills such as critical thinking, creativity, adaptability, and the ability to work
collaboratively in teams; others call for more civic literacy and concern for social
responsibility. These calls add more stress to the already overloaded system, and teachers
leave the profession in ever larger numbers. Solutions are bounded by the perceived need
to strengthen the system rather than transform it. There is general resistance to the
perception by more progressive leaders that difficult choices must be made. At this point,
note Abbott and Ryan, people need to ask what is essential for learning.
Stage 5: Weighing the choices. Abbott and Ryan observe that this is our present stage in
terms of educational reform. Difficult choices between educating mainly for the economy
and educating for quality of life are beginning to be articulated. Agendas for change are
beginning to be discussed more often, moving the discussion away from systemic issues
confined to formal schooling and school politics toward the learning and developmental
needs of children and adults. The direction of this discussion is in expanding the
boundaries of learning beyond the school and in bringing difficult ideas, evidence, and
choices to the attention of both policy makers and the public.
Stage 6: Taking a stand intellectually. At this stage people basically change their values
and intellectually accept a course of action. Abbott and Ryan predict that this stage:
… will be characterized by the way in which communities learn to work together
to implement profound changes that will touch all parts of their corporate and
individual lives. This will not be easy. For years communities will have to work a
double agenda (the operational and the strategic)—doing the best they can for the
current generation of young people, according to learning arrangements currently
provided. At the same time these innovative community leaders will need to help
individuals and groups not currently involved in formal education systems
develop and implement new partnerships and programs. The transition will
require a tremendous amount of trust, collaboration and leadership. However, as
these new opportunities become better understood, so the significance of the
emphasis on developing learning skills will start to regenerate the community and
reinvigorate people who previously have ‘opted out’ of any community
involvement.127
Stage 7: Making a responsible moral and emotional judgment. This stage reflects a
growing commitment to change and an emotional acceptance of new ideas as people
come to understand intellectually why change is needed. In relation to community-based
models of learning, Abbott and Ryan conclude:
Once communities gain the power of ‘full, pure, gut emotional acceptance’, they
will eventually break out of the old constraints and show just what a community
of really determined, knowledgeable, dedicated, and caring people can actually
do. When such communities become confident of flexing their muscles then, but
127
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only then, does the unfinished revolution come to a conclusion worthy of a just
and free society.128
Other analysts of public opinion have shown that peoples’ views can change, sometimes
dramatically, after they have studied an issue and discussed it with others who have
different opinions and expertise.129 Patrick Sturgis observes, for example, that James S.
Fishkin of Stanford University has seen an increase in informed public opinion in his
work with “deliberative polling.”130 The deliberative polling process involves a
population sample with diverse views on a topic engaging with a number of experts
representing “balanced” views during a weekend conference. Efforts are made to ensure a
lack of bias in the presentation of the briefing materials and expert testimonies. Fishkin
argues that the process produces opinions that are representative of what a broader
representation of the public would think if they were better informed about the issue.131
Such a deliberative polling process, if skillfully conducted as a true learning tool, may
help close the gap between public opinion and evidence noted by Levin and Giddings
above, and may even speed up the transition between the earlier, relatively uninformed
phases of Yankelovich’s seven stages of public opinion and the later stages of more
genuine intellectual understanding and moral judgement.
In a research approach focusing on the outcome of the process rather than the process
itself, Sturgis found modest but relevant opinion change with an increase in
knowledge.132 He also found that between a quarter to a fifth of respondents switched
sides on the issue when their knowledge increased, which translated “into sizable shifts in
the distribution of collective preferences.”133
According to Fishkin, as of mid-2005, only one official Deliberative Poll had been held
in Canada—which took place in Nova Scotia—although in 2003 Fishkin held a workshop
on the subject with the Public Policy Forum in Ottawa.134 In 2004, Nova Scotia Power
hosted a Deliberative Poll in Halifax involving 135 Nova Scotians and a 15-person
Advisory Group with diverse viewpoints in a discussion about energy issues facing the
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region.135 The main topic “centered on customer values and preferences concerning
options to meet the need for future generations in a context of increasingly strict emission
requirements.”136 Participants were surveyed before and after the process. Prior to the
conference, economic factors such as stable electric costs and lowest reasonable price
were considered the most important topics by the participants. After the conference,
concern for economic factors dropped by half and environmental factors took
prominence. Nova Scotia Power plans to use the final opinions from the Deliberative Poll
as a basic element in its planning process.
A similar intensive learning process, called “consensus conferences,” originated in
Denmark in 1987, also in an effort to bridge the gap between the public, experts, and
politicians.137 The process has been reproduced in many countries including Canada,
where the first consensus conference was held in Calgary in 1999 on the issue of food
biotechnology.138
The Danish Board of Technology, which works to ensure that technology is in harmony
with an ecologically and socially sustainable society, conducts these conferences over a
four-day period 6 or 7 times a year. The public process involves from 12 to 15 lay
citizens studying current, socially relevant, and often controversial technological policy
issues. After discussions with experts, who provide high-quality information, the group of
citizens identifies options for solutions and makes recommendations, which are seriously
considered by the Danish Parliament. In addition, the Danish Board of Technology
widely disseminates the results of the conferences to the general public. Einsiedel, et al.,
compared consensus conferences in Denmark, Canada, and Australia, and found that “the
consensus conference model is one that ‘travels well’ and is easily adapted to contexts
outside of Europe.”139 As in the cases of both Denmark and Australia, increased media
coverage as well as increased public knowledge were results of the Canadian
conference.140
16.5.2 Public opinion research in the Government of Canada
The following is a brief overview of general public opinion survey research conducted by
or for the Government of Canada, as well as general non-governmental surveys.
Although the following sections in this Chapter refer specifically to Canada, they do
contain generic information and are included here for their potential interest to the
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Bhutanese concerned with developing public opinion polls and research. We do not
analyze these surveys here, but list them as possible (but incomplete) sources of Canadian
data for particular cultural literacy areas. In the report, “Public Opinion Research in the
Government of Canada: Annual Report 2003–2004,” former Public Works and
Government Services Minister, Scott Brison, identifies public opinion research as a “vital
resource in developing government policy, programs and communications centred on the
expectations of citizens.”141
Every year Public Works and Government Services Canada coordinates a multitude of
survey projects. The following examples, except where noted, took place in the
2003/2004 fiscal year and were reported in the annual report:142
•

It coordinated 593 projects with a value of more than $25.4 million and in the
previous year it coordinated 576 projects with a value of $23.7 million.143 In
2003/2004, Health Canada and Human Resources and Skills Development
Canada (HRSDC) undertook slightly more than a third of these projects.144

•

Health Canada tracks opinions on emerging public health threats, healthy eating
and obesity, physical activity, chronic disease issues, drug and tobacco control
strategies, and health attitudes of on-reserve First Nations people.145 HRSDC
commissions surveys relating to human resources including, in 2003/2004,
opinions concerning access to postsecondary education that covered issues
relating to the quality, accessibility, and funding of the education system. HRSDC
also developed surveys on issues relating to skills and learning, especially related
to the workplace.146

•

Canadian Heritage, Foreign Affairs Canada, and International Trade Canada147
conducted a survey of 2,662 Canadian adults concerning their opinions,
experiences, and expectations on arts and culture and about major international
issues. According to the survey, Canadians identified war, the environment, world
hunger, and terrorism as their top international concerns, and they approved of
Canada’s handling of issues such as the Iraq crisis.148
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•

Industry Canada conducted its first annual survey, which focused on research and
development, commercialization, trade, and investment. Industry Canada also
uses survey tools to study the impact of the Internet on Canadians, consumer
protection, and issues such as biotechnology.149

•

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada conducted perception and attitude surveys on
issues such as food safety and “functional foods and nutraceuticals” intended to
support market development activities.150

•

Natural Resources Canada tracked awareness and understanding of issues such as
climate change and the Kyoto Agreement, ethanol-blended gasoline, and
corporate social responsibility. It also has conducted three baseline surveys in
1993, 1997, and 2002 to track public opinion on key energy and resource
issues.151

•

Environment Canada, as part of the One Tonne Challenge (OTC) initiative,
studied social engagement issues among Canadian youth in order to develop
baseline data to assess the effectiveness of the OTC. It also surveyed public
opinion on issues concerning water, toxins, nature, and climate change. It plans to
explore views on the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, contaminated sites,
the Species at Risk Act, natural area management, and Canada’s international role
in environmental management.152

•

The Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat collects Strategic Outcome Information
for all government departments. For example, it notes that the strategic outcome
mandate of Statistics Canada is to “inform Canada’s citizens, governments, and
businesses on various aspects of Canada’s evolving economy and society, with
objective and impartial statistics […] which contribute to […] keeping Canadians
informed on, and of, current and emerging economic and social issues affecting
their lives and well-being.”153 The Treasury Board Secretariat is also working
toward developing on-line survey formats. The first two on-line surveys were
answered by 6,727 individuals and 4,141 individuals, respectively. Topics focused
on the Government On-Line Internet Research Panel, and on issues such as
functionality and navigation of the Government of Canada Web sites.154
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Public opinion research by the government in Canada includes both custom and
syndicated studies, which have different policies for data availability. Custom studies are
commissioned from private firms to address the specific research needs of a department
and are available to the public. In 2003, Public Works and Government Services Canada
developed an on-line database that, in part, offers access to information on current
research projects and past project results. To date, the final reports of more than 3,300
public opinion research studies conducted since 1994 by the government of Canada are
listed in the searchable database.155 The reports are also available at the National Library
of Canada and the Library of Parliament. In 2003–2004, the Canadian government used
the services of 87 research firms, including EKOS Research Associates, Environics
Research Group (now GlobeScan), and Ipsos-Reid.
Syndicated research, which often contains trend information, is owned by the research
firm that collects the data, and the data are only available to subscribers who share the
costs. In 2003–2004, the Canadian government purchased $2.9 million worth of
syndicated studies, down from $3.1 million in 2002–2003 and $4 million in 2001–2002.
National Public Opinion Overview surveys in 2003–2004 that used syndicated research
included the following (with the firm conducting the survey listed in parentheses after
each survey description):
•

•

•

•

•

3SC Socio-Cultural surveys: These surveys monitor social values and have been
conducted in Canada since 1983 to map the changing values, attitudes, and
behaviour of consumers. The surveys correlate socio-cultural trends with specific
questions that the client requesting a survey may have. (CROP: Centre de
recherche sur l'opinion publique.)
Citizens First: This series of surveys, from 1998, 2000, and 2003, provides
comprehensive information on how citizens and clients of the Canadian public
sector perceive the services they receive from governments at the municipal,
provincial / territorial, and federal levels. (Institute of Public Administration of
Canada.)
Communications Canada: From 2001 to 2003 Communications Canada
conducted the Listening to Canadians poll three times a year to assess public
views on public policy priorities. It closed its operations in March 2004.156 A
January 2002 survey by Communications Canada focused on young adults.
Environmental Monitor: This is the first tracking study to focus exclusively on
environmental and natural resource issues. It is an in-depth study conducted
annually since 1987, and is supplemented by quarterly samples of attitudes and
opinions of 1,500 Canadians (Environics International / GlobeScan);
Focus Canada: This is a comprehensive quarterly survey of about 2,000
Canadians dating from 1976 that focuses on political, economic, and social trends
(Environics Research Group).
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•
•

•

Perspectives Canada: This is a quarterly assessment of political and other opinion
issues that focuses on government and business (Perspectives Canada).
Rethinking Government: This is a comprehensive survey to chart trends and issues
on themes such as trust, values, globalization, “democratic deficit,” public
priorities, and the role of government, conducted since 1994 (EKOS Research
Associates).
The Ipsos Trend Report Canada: This survey, which is available to subscribers,
identifies and monitors shifts in Canadians’ values, behaviors and perceptions
about marketplace, social, economic and political issues. (Ipsos-Reid).

Examples of surveys on international issues are: Corporate Social Responsibility Monitor
(Environics International / GlobeScan); Food Issues Monitor (Environics International /
GlobeScan); Gallup Poll Tuesday Briefing, ePublication (The Gallup Organization);
Global Issues Monitor (Environics International / GlobeScan); International
Environmental Monitor (Environics International / GlobeScan); Rethinking Work:
Understanding the New North American Workforce and Workplace (EKOS Research
Associates); and Survey of International Students in Canada (Canadian Bureau of
International Education).157
16.5.3 General non-governmental surveys
Other organizations in Canada collect public opinion surveys and produce results within
searchable databases available to the public for non-commercial uses. These include the
Canadian Opinion Research Archive (CORA) at Queen’s University, which contains
surveys dating from the 1970s, and the Centre for Research and Information on Canada
(CRIC), which tracks and analyzes Canadian public opinion, and publishes a weekly
newsletter called “Opinion Canada.” Every year since 1997, CRIC has conducted its
Portraits of Canada survey on key issues that affect the future of Canada.158 CORA also
collects searchable data in its Public Opinion Trends Series.159 The Canadian Gallup Polls
(formerly Canadian Institute of Public Opinion) has surveys dating from 1945.
An interesting collaborative survey was designed by CRIC, CORA, and the Globe and
Mail to provide an authoritative picture of the way the attitudes and values of Canadians
have evolved since the 1960s.160 The CRIC-Globe and Mail Survey on “The New
Canada” was conducted in April and May of 2003 by Ipsos-Reid, and sampled 1,000
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respondents between the ages of 18 and 30, and 1,000 respondents 31 years and older.
Results and an analysis of the survey are available in a 2004 book, The New Canada.161
This study was highly publicized for its finding that Americans and Canadians hold very
different values and attitudes, and are becoming more different as time proceeds,
especially in respect to their basic value systems and levels of tolerance.
The survey also found that young Canadians in their 20s are the most highly educated
generation ever produced in Canada. The proportion of Canadians in their 20s with a
university degree has more than doubled from 8% in 1971 to 18% in 2001. Interestingly,
the survey showed that what drives young people today is the goal of having a balanced
life, rather than corporate success or material gain, and that they prefer a good quality of
life over a high standard of living. They also have significant ecological and social justice
concerns.162
The Institute for Social Research (ISR) at York University, which has nearly 40 years of
experience in social science, public opinion, and policy research, houses the largest
university-based survey research unit in Canada.163 It has conducted two waves of a
national longitudinal study, the Social Change and Well-being Survey, the first in 20002001 and the second in 2003. The study surveyed approximately 5,100 adults in the first
wave, and reinterviewed them in the second wave in order to explore “the economic,
social and political factors that shape public policy, and how these policies determine
societal values, attitudes and well-being among individuals and communities.”164 The
study was commissioned by a group of university researchers led by Richard Johnston of
the University of British Columbia and was funded by SSHRC. ISR also administers the
Ontario Student Drug Use Survey, which has been conducted bi-annually since 1977, for
the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, to study student awareness and use of
alcohol, tobacco and other drugs. The survey is administered to 7,000 students from
grades 7–12.165
The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE) at the University of Toronto has
conducted two key surveys, which are discussed in detail elsewhere in this literature
review: the National Study of Work and Learning and the National Survey of Informal
Learning Practices. The National Study of Work and Learning is a 2004 national survey
of 10,000 Canadians to “identify gaps in workplace training and education and to explore
current issues and trends related to work and learning.” This study was led by David
Livingstone of the University of Toronto on behalf of a network of researchers from
seven universities and more than 10 community groups and professional institutions
across Canada. The National Survey of Informal Learning Practices was conducted in
2000 for a study also led by David Livingstone.
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Finally, OISE also conducts the Provincial Public Attitudes Toward Education Survey,
which is the longest-running public opinion survey on education in Canada. It has
surveyed approximately 1,000 adults in the province bi-annually since 1978 about their
attitudes toward the education system. The survey examines “educational policy issues
including public satisfaction with schools, funding priorities and control, governance and
reorganization, testing, teachers’ rights, equity issues and lifelong learning.”166
The Calgary Faculty and Student Alliance (CalFASA) conducts an interesting and
unusual survey during provincial elections to clarify the views of the major political
parties on postsecondary education issues, and to hold the government accountable for its
own postsecondary education policies and views.167 The survey is sent to those sitting
members in the provincial legislature who are responsible for postsecondary education
(minister or critic) regarding his or her views on a range of postsecondary education
issues. The survey has six questions and a final space for comments. For each question,
the survey provides a paragraph of background information. The survey questions and
background paragraphs are reproduced in Appendix 27.

16.5.4 Public opinion on environmental education: an example
In May-June 2002, Environics International conducted a survey of 1,502 Canadian adults
for the Sustainability Network. Two of the 15 questions concerned environmental
education. The first question asked respondents to what extent they feel they know
enough about the environment to make decisions in their day-to-day lives that would help
maintain a healthy environment. Figure 1 below illustrates the results.
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Figure 1. Percentage of Canadians who think they know all or most of what is
needed about the environment to make decisions that maintain a healthy
environment, by region, 2002

Note: based on a survey of 1,502 adult Canadians
Source: Adapted from Environics International. Public Opinion on Environmental Education, Urban
Sprawl, and Water Issues. Sustainability Network, 2002.

Fifty six percent of respondents said they knew some, and 12% of respondents said they
knew very little, which implies that they believe they need to know more to make
informed decisions about the environment. Only 4% of Canadian adults feel they know
all that’s needed, and only 28% feel they know most of what is needed.168 Environics
notes:
While there is likely a gap between willingness to take action and ability to make
168
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decisions that maintain a healthy environment, further research will be required to
predict what effect increased environmental knowledge will have on
environmental behaviour.169
The second question asked respondents to choose from among four sources of
information, the one that could best help young people make day-to-day decisions that
would help maintain a healthy environment. Results are shown in Figure 2, and Figure 3
shows the results analyzed by age.

Figure 2. Percentage of Canadians that consider specific sources of information the
most important to help young people make decisions that will help maintain a
healthy environment, 2002

Note: based on a survey of 1,502 adult Canadians
Source: Adapted from Environics International. Public Opinion on Environmental Education, Urban
Sprawl, and Water Issues. Sustainability Network, 2002.

Schools, including outdoor education, were considered the best source of information by
59% of respondents; media was considered the best source for 28% of respondents;
government and community information was the best source for 6% of respondents; and
parks and nature centres was the best source for 5% of respondents.
169
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Figure 3. Percentage of Canadians that consider specific sources of information the
most important to help young people make decisions that will help maintain a
healthy environment, by age group, 2002

Note: based on a survey of 1,502 adult Canadians
Source: Adapted from Environics International. Public Opinion on Environmental Education, Urban
Sprawl, and Water Issues. Sustainability Network, 2002

When results are analysed by age, 69% of respondents over the age of 65 chose schools
as the most important information source, compared to 36% of respondents aged 18–24.
This is very significant because it indicates that those who have most recently
experienced schooling have considerably less faith in the ability of the school system to
provide needed environmental information than those most removed from schooling—
who may harbour illusions about the knowledge they think schools are imparting. While
only 18% of respondents over 65 years of age chose media as the best source of
information to help maintain a healthy environment, 49% of respondents aged 18–24
chose media as the most important information source—considerably more than chose
schools. The figure highlights the differences of opinion among age groups. These results
indicate that respondents over the age of 65 may have a very different idea of what young
people need to know and how they can best acquire that knowledge than young people
themselves.
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17. Basic Adult Literacy
Basic literacy is generally associated with the ability to read, write, speak, and count. But
the term literacy has also been used more broadly to include other areas that measure
what the population needs to know to function in society. These skills and knowledge
include more than what is learned in school. Individuals build on this knowledge
throughout their lives in various contexts. The knowledge includes that needed for health
literacy, civic literacy, ecological literacy, science literacy, media literacy, and cultural
literacy, among others.170 We will look at some of these types of literacy in separate
sections of this literature review. However, this section focuses on basic literacy—the
ability to read, write, speak, and count.
The level of literacy in a population is widely considered a key social and economic
indicator. Quantitative literacy generally is related to the effects of schooling, while the
other basic literacy skills are more strongly affected by family background.171 Literacy
skills are associated with educational attainment, health, income, citizenship abilities, as
well as the ability to function in society. One study looking at economic growth (based on
the GDP) found that the average literacy score in a population is a better indicator and
predictor of economic growth than a score based only on high-level skills.172 This finding
indicates that, even from a strictly economic perspective that does not include
considerations of equity and social justice, it may be a better investment for governments
to expand basic literacy skills throughout the population than to focus more exclusively
on high-end research and innovation at the tertiary level—which is often touted as the
key to embracing the knowledge economy.
Over the last decade the concept of literacy has changed from one that defines literacy
according to an arbitrary standard of reading performance that then labels people as
literate or illiterate to one that defines literacy proficiency levels along a continuum that
assesses how well adults use information to function in society. The current official
OECD definition is:
Literacy is defined as a particular capacity and mode of behaviour: the ability to
understand and employ printed information in daily activities, at home, at work
and in the community—to achieve one’s goals, and to develop one’s knowledge
and potential.173
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In addition to the benefits that accrue to literate individuals, such as the ability to manage
ones household and participate more fully in society, there is also an assertion that
increased levels of literacy translate into increased levels of productivity and economic
development.
It is widely believed that individuals with greater knowledge, skills and desirable
personal attributes have a higher likelihood of experiencing labour market success
than those with less. The knowledge and skills of workers are known to be a
major factor in productivity, innovation and technological change. Furthermore, a
workforce involved in continuous learning is an advantage in a global economy
characterized by rapid change. A strong foundation in literacy and numeracy is
the basis for the acquisition of further knowledge.174
However, some scholars in the field of literacy have challenged the assertion that higher
levels of literacy stimulate economic development. According to Graff:
Contrary to popular and scholarly wisdom, major steps forward in trade,
commerce, and even industry took place in some periods and places with
remarkably low levels of literacy; conversely, higher levels of literacy have not
proved to be stimulants for ‘modern’ economic development. More important
than high rates or ‘threshold levels’ of literacy have been the educational levels
and power relations of key persons, rather than of the many; the roles of capital
accumulation, ‘cultural capital,’ technological innovations, and the ability to put
them into practice; or the consumer demands and distribution-marketingtransportation-communication linkages.175
Graff argues that by the nineteenth century literacy became “vital to the process of
training and being trained” for factory capitalism.176 It should be noted here that the
historical role of literacy in society is well beyond the scope of this literature review.
However, a question that needs to be raised is what role does literacy play in the
processes of class mobility in contemporary society? In other words, is it the case that
anyone who becomes literate is better off economically and more able to find good
employment?
According to the 2003 International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey (IALSS) there is a
clear relationship between literacy proficiency and employability. That is, the average
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scores of those employed are higher than those who are either unemployed or not in the
labour force. The employment rates are also higher for those with higher proficiency
scores. Higher literacy scores are also associated with higher earnings, particularly for
women.177 Since comparable data only exist starting in 1994, it is difficult to assess a
historical trend, but there are international studies, which indicate that the influence of
education on social mobility may be on the decline.
One British study found that when data on persistent poverty were examined from a
historical perspective, children born in the UK in the 1950s were more socially mobile
than those born in the 1970s. The report, published in 2006, found that in the 1970s the
chances of a teenager living in poverty as an adult doubled if they lived in poverty in
childhood. By the 1980s, that was nearly four times as likely to happen.178
Another British study, cited in The Economist, on the impact of education on social
mobility found that employers are becoming less interested in educational qualifications
and that there is some question about whether higher levels of education necessarily
translate into more social mobility.
Part of the job of higher education is to send a signal to employers at that
someone has learnt to think, to persevere, to absorb information and to present
ideas. As the supply of graduates grows, and the quality of teaching in Britain’s
shabby, crowded universities declines, this signal is fading. At the same time,
services have been growing at the expense of manufacturing, and, increasingly,
the qualities that employers in the service sector want are those the middle class
acquire at home: articulacy, confidence, and smartness.179
According to Statistics Canada:
The problem of poor literacy skills is not simply an issue of education, nor is it
only a private, individual matter. It is also an indicator of deeper social and
economic inequalities that characterize contemporary society. Because the
improvement of literacy skills alone will not solve systemic inequalities, policies
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designed to address literacy concerns will have limited effect unless they also
include a serious attack on economic insecurity and other inequalities.180

17.1 Measuring adult literacy
Again, as noted previously, the chapters in this literature review that contain information
specific to Canada are included here for the generic information that might be relevant
and applicable to Bhutan. In some cases, the information presented might also represent
Western educational elements that the Bhutanese might be interested in avoiding. In the
main, literacy assessments in Canada use data from two OECD surveys, which Canada
helped to develop: the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)181 and
the International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey (IALSS), which is the Canadian
component of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills Program (ALL). PISA will be discussed
later in this review, as it deals with youth literacy. Both surveys were conducted in
Canada with co-operation from Statistics Canada and HRSDC through the National
Literacy Secretariat (NLS).182
17.1.1 International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey (IALSS)
The first round of the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) was fielded between
1994 and 1998 in 22 countries. Data for Canada were collected in 1994 and results were
reported by the OECD, Statistics Canada, and HRSDC. The second round was conducted
in 2003 and the survey was renamed the International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey
(IALSS). The IALSS is the Canadian component of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills
program (ALL), which is a “large-scale co-operative effort undertaken by governments,
national statistical agencies, research institutions and multi-lateral agencies that provides
internationally comparable measures.”183
The four domains of literacy skills measured in the 2003 IALSS are prose literacy,
document literacy, numeracy, and problem solving. Prose literacy is defined as the
knowledge and skills needed to understand and use information from texts such as news
stories, instruction manuals, poems, and fiction. Document literacy measures the
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knowledge and skills needed to locate and use information in formats such as job
applications, maps, transportation schedules, tables, and charts. Numeracy measures the
mathematical knowledge and skills needed for ordinary procedures such as balancing a
chequebook, figuring out tips, completing order forms, and determining interest on a
loan. Problem solving measures the ability to think with goals in mind and to act in
situations where no set solutions exist.184
The Educational Testing Service (ETS) gives colloquial examples of the first three types
of skills in terms of what people need to know in their daily lives:
Prose literacy:
• Learn about quitting smoking from a brochure at your health clinic
• Read a story or poem with your child
• Join in the readings at a wedding, or other ceremonies or events
• Give your child medication as directed on the package
• Read a newspaper or magazine to keep up on local and national events.
Document literacy:
• Fill out a job application form or complete a credit card application
• Use a bus or train schedule to retrieve specific information
• Find out today's weather using a weather map
• Use the TV guide to find the time that your favorite TV show starts
• Sign a form giving permission for your child to go on a school field trip
• Compare items in the warehouse to those listed on the inventory sheet
• Retrieve information from a graph or chart
Quantitative literacy or numeracy:
• Figure out how much commission you earned last month in your sales job
• Add up how much you save when you use coupons to buy two items at a store
• Calculate a 15% tip at a restaurant
• Figure out the monthly cost of the milk program at your child’s school
• Keep score for your bowling team
• Follow the instructions on a can of paint to calculate how many cans you need to
paint a room185
The 2003 IALSS divides these literacy skills into five levels of difficulty, from the lowest
proficiency at level 1 to the highest proficiency at level 5. People at level 1, for example,
would have a hard time understanding how to follow directions in a cookbook, follow
maps, or understanding directions on a prescription. Those at level 2 would be able to
read simple texts but would have difficulty with job applications or bank deposit slips and
would have trouble learning new job skills. Level 3 is the “desired threshold” or the
“minimum for persons to understand and use information contained in the increasingly
184
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difficult texts that characterize the emerging knowledge society and information
economy.”186
According to Statistics Canada:
Level 3 performance is generally chosen as a benchmark because in developed
countries, performance above level 2 is generally associated with a number of
positive outcomes. These include increased civic participation, increased
economic success and independence, and enhanced opportunities for lifelong
learning and personal literacy.187
In fact, OECD analysis of the 1994 IALS data yielded consistent evidence that the
performance difference between levels 2 and 3 “is substantive and corresponds to a
significant difference in measurable benefits accruing to citizens of OECD countries.”188
However, a “desirable threshold” for the problem solving domain has yet to be set.189
Individuals with a proficiency at level 4/5 in prose and document literacies are able to
make complex and high-level inferences, and use specialized and complex information.
In numeracy, these levels reflect an ability to understand a broad range of mathematical
information of a more abstract nature, and to undertake mathematical tasks that involve
multiple steps or “draw inferences” or “generate mathematical justifications for
answers.”190
Table 3 below summarizes the results of the 2003 IALSS for each proficiency level and
each category of literacy in Canada.
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Table 3. Percentage of Canadians aged 16 and older at each proficiency level, 2003
Proficiency level
Subsection
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4/5
Prose
Document
Numeracy
Problem solving

20
22
26
36

28
27
30
36

35
34
30
23

17
18
15
5

Source: Statistics Canada. Building on Our Competencies: Canadian Results of the International Adult
Literacy and Skills Survey 2003, Statistics Canada, Catalogue no. 89-617-XIE , and Human Resources and
Social Development Canada, 2005; accessed January 2006; available from http://www.statcan.ca/cgibin/downpub/listpub.cgi?catno=89-617-XIE2005001.Table 1.2. pp. 112-113.

The IALSS data indicate that about 12 million or 48% of Canadian adults over 16 years
of age scored below level 3 in prose literacy, 35% scored at level 3, and 17% scored at
level 4/5. For document literacy, 49% of Canadians overall scored below level 3 and 51%
at level 3 and above. Overall, 55% of Canadians scored below level 3 in numeracy, while
45% scored at level 3 and above. According to the 2003 IALSS results for problem
solving skills, 36% of Canadians scored at level 1, 36% scored at level 2, 23% scored at
level 3, and only 5% of Canadians scored at level 4/5. As previously noted, no threshold
has yet been set in the problem-solving domain.191
As previously noted, the 2003 IALSS was the Canadian component of the Adult Literacy
and Life Skills Survey (ALL). When the Canadian data are compared with the
international results, the literacy performance of 16 to 65 year-olds in the Yukon,
Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia compares favourably with Bermuda and
Norway, the best performing OECD countries. ALL results also indicate that the average
literacy performance of the adult populations in most Canadian provinces and territories
is significantly higher than that of the adult population of the United States.192
According to Statistics Canada there has been little significant change between the 1994
and 2003 literacy survey results.193 In this regard, Canada was not unique. Little change
in literacy scores was observed over this time period in any of the countries that
participated in both international surveys.
In terms of distributions of proficiency, or the spread of proficiency scores between 1994
and 2003, there was also little change. However, the data indicate that there are fewer
191
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Canadians at the highest and lowest literacy levels in 2003 than in 1994 and more at level
2 and 3. According to Statistics Canada, few of the changes are statistically significant
and therefore “the cautious conclusion is that there has been little change in the literacy
profiles of Canadians between 1994 and 2003.”194
Both the 1994 IALS and the 2003 IALSS data can be accessed through an interactive data
retrieval system at Statistics Canada that allows users to retrieve the prose, document and
quantitative (numeracy) literary data as well as corresponding data on a wide range of
intermediate variables covering adult education, community activities, demographics,
educational experience, household information, labour force experience, language
background, mathematics, parental information, reading at home or at work, self-reported
skills, and training and writing at home or at work.195 These variables are associated with
performance on the literacy tasks, account for between 79% and 89% of the variance in
task difficulty, and are generalizable across pools of tasks.196
A scan of this Statistics Canada database for knowledge-related questions found
questions about public library use; time spent watching television or videos; attendance at
movies, plays, or concerts; and whether books, magazines, or newspapers were read
regularly. A question was asked about which parts of the newspaper were regularly read:
comics, editorial, finance, advice columns, horoscope, movie / concert lists, classified
ads, national / international news, and other. Also, the survey asked whether the
household had an encyclopedia, a dictionary, or more than 25 books.
The 1994 survey is not without its detractors. Thomas Sticht, for example, criticizes the
survey’s validity from a number of perspectives.197 For example, he feels that the survey,
since it uses both standardized performance tests and self-assessments, and does not
measure knowledge of vocabulary of a cultural nature, particularly underestimates the
abilities of older adults. Another criticism is that performance test results were lower than
perceived literary abilities in the self-assessment segments, which Sticht hypothesizes
might be the arbitrary way the IALS defines proficiency at a given level.
The number of adults thought to be at risk for various factors—such as low
employment, dependency upon welfare, poor health care, lack of civic
participation, and so forth—due to low literacy in each nation was much higher
when the performance scales were used than when the self-assessment scale was
used […]. Using the data for Canada as an example, the document scale
performance assessment methodology assigned some 3.3 million adults into
literacy Level 1 as poorly literate. However, only 22% of the adults assigned to
Level 1 actually considered themselves as poor readers and over 60% to 70%
194
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thought they were moderate, good, or excellent at meeting the reading
requirements for their daily lives and work.
In this case then, the performance task methodology was not very accurate in
predicting the self-assessment results. It produced millions of false negatives—
that is, people who were declared to be poorly literate whose self-ratings said they
were actually moderately to excellently literate […]. Even given that many adults
may have over-estimated their reading skill levels on the self-assessments,
creating numerous false positives (i.e., adults who said they could read well who
actually did not perform above Level 1 on the IALS), this analysis lends support
to the interpretive inference (construct validity) that the self-assessment scale
provides a valid measure of literacy ability.198
However, according to Statistics Canada, research has shown that very often those with
low literacy levels are reluctant to reveal their abilities and many develop strategies and
coping mechanisms to conceal their problem, or have learned to avoid situations that
require reading.199
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18. Ecological Literacy
Our society is suffering from the loss of vital contact and of the sense of
transcendence that nature provides. We have lost the best part of ourselves and
we don’t know it.
Peter Quince 200

18.1 Environmental learning and education for sustainability:
The United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable
Development (DESD)
The United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution in December 2002 to create
the Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (DESD) that would run from 2005
to 2014, with the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) at its helm.201 The initiative joins and overlaps with three other U.N.
educational initiatives—Education for All (EFA), the Millennium Development Goals
(MDG), and the United Nations Literacy Decade (UNLD). These initiatives propose to
extend basic education to all children and adults, to reduce poverty and inequities, and to
focus on literacy in particular as a key instrument and goal of learning.
The DESD was created as “a way of signaling that education and learning lie at the heart
of approaches to sustainable development,” and is more concerned than the other three
initiatives with the content and purpose of education.202 The DESD takes a broad view of
education as learning within formal, nonformal, and informal settings throughout the life
course. Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) encompasses environmental
education but also includes the broader context of socio-cultural and socio-political
issues. The UN therefore notes that education for sustainable development must be
integrated into all disciplines and not taught as a separate subject. ESD considers
sustainable development as basic to what is needed for the health of the planet and for the
social and economic wellbeing of communities and individuals. Sustainable development,
the UN argues, will not be achieved by maintaining the status quo. Rather, for sustainable
development to become a reality, we need a change of thinking and values, which is what
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Bhutan is intending to do by infusing its educational system with GNH values and
principles.
UNESCO bases education for sustainability on development of particular values, with
respect for others as a central coordinating theme: “Learning is most likely to foster the
values which underpin sustainable development, since it is more a matter of confidently
adopting a vision rather than assimilating a particular body of knowledge.”203 Respect
includes that for present and future generations, the environment, and the practices that
value and sustain biodiversity and life-supporting ecological processes. UNESCO sees
that “alongside positive spiritual motivations, education is our best chance of promoting
and rooting the values and behaviours which sustainable development implies.”204 All of
the UNESCO values appear to mirror GNH values and principles.
Incorporated in the vision of DESD are fifteen strategic and interconnected perspectives
or trends that need to inform education and learning for sustainable development.
Sociocultural perspectives include those of human rights; peace and human security;
gender equality; cultural diversity and intercultural understanding; health; HIV/AIDS;
and governance at local, national, and international levels. The environmental
perspectives include those of natural resources (water, energy, agriculture, biodiversity);
climate change; rural development; sustainable urbanization; and disaster prevention and
mitigation. The economic perspectives include those of poverty reduction; corporate
responsibility and accountability; and the global market economy, which the DESD
observes “as it currently exists does not protect the environment and does not benefit
roughly half of the world’s people.”205 The DESD is also explicit in identifying overconsumption and over-development as key factors in environmental unsustainability, and
it warns that the rich “have much higher levels of unsustainable production and
consumption” than do the poor, adding, “[w]hile the rich are able to adopt patterns of
sustainable development, they frequently are reluctant to do so—the poor have few if any
options but to make use of their immediate environment.”206
UNESCO has developed an “implementation scheme” for the DESD, which was formally
approved by the Executive Board of UNESCO in 2005, in order to provide multi-level
guidance and a broad framework for the contribution of all partners—governmental, civil
society and NGOs, private business, and media, at local, regional, sub-national
(provincial), national, and international levels. The draft of this scheme outlines the kind
of education that leading academics and experts in the field, as well the hundreds of
government and NGO stakeholders consulted, consider essential in order to lead action to
meet the global challenge for sustainable development.
The implementation scheme includes strategies that can be applied at all levels within all
contexts—social, environmental, and economic. The seven strategic areas are: advocacy
203
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and vision building; consultation (and participation in policy and initiative planning) and
ownership (of the vision); partnership and networks; capacity building and training;
research and innovation; use of information and communication technologies (ICTs); and
monitoring and evaluation of the changes and impact of the DESD. UNESCO suggests
the “effectiveness of the Decade will ultimately be judged by the degree of change in
attitude and behaviour in the lives of communities and individuals at the local level.”207
However, UNESCO recognizes that this will only be accomplished through activities and
understanding at all levels.
The DESD framework for monitoring and evaluation is based on five objectives and 11
outcomes that have potential indicators and suggested data sources. Both qualitative and
quantitative indicators are recommended and interested groups will decide for themselves
which specific indicators to use and the kinds of data needed for these indicators. This
framework includes indicators assessing the DESD initiative itself. However, these
indicators represent the social and economic systems necessary for sustainable
development and are broader than the objective of “educational attainment” of the
individual alone. Bhutan is interested in this broader sociocultural approach as well, since
it represents the collective, holistic knowledge that society holds and acts upon in order to
enhance societal GNH. Therefore, the DESD framework and potential indicators can be
examined as a basis for broader education—or learning—indicators that could be
developed. In Appendix 2, we list all of the objectives, expected outcomes, potential
indicators, and possible generic data sources proposed for the DESD.
The DESD approach encourages longitudinal studies and qualitative analysis based on
ethnographic approaches to indicate the changed behaviour, awareness of values of
sustainable development, and the adoption of sustainable development practices within
communities. UNESCO will identify places for longitudinal studies in the early phases of
the Decade, will establish a database of indicators and means of verification, and will
work with countries to increase their capacity for monitoring and evaluation.
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18.2 Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS)
In the event of a world catastrophe, future generations will need a book of
knowledge to guide them in rebuilding civilization.
James Lovelock 208
The foundation of any civilization is knowledge. A sustainable society cannot be
realized without detailed and thorough knowledge of all the different disciplines
involved in sustainable development, and a wise and judicious development,
implementation and sharing of this knowledge.
UNESCO-EOLSS 209
UNESCO has produced a “living encyclopedia” knowledge resource for sustainable
development, “the world’s largest online publication,” that offers “integrated knowledge
and worldviews related to the state of Earth’s natural, social, institutional, economic and
financial resources.”210 The Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS) was released
online in 2002, after almost a decade in development, with information that is equivalent
to 40 printed volumes. It is updated and augmented approximately every two weeks.
Sample chapters are available online to the general public, however, the entire EOLSS
must be accessed online through university libraries or through subscriptions. A special
additional publication in three printed volumes of about 1,000 pages each, called
Knowledge for Sustainable Development—An Insight into the Encyclopedia of Life
Support Systems has also been released. The EOLSS defines life support system as:
… any natural or human engineered (constructed) system that furthers the life of
the biosphere in a sustainable fashion. The fundamental attribute of life support
systems is that together they provide all of the sustainable needs required for
continuance of life.211
The vision of the EOLSS is one of knowledge serving humanity in a way that contributes
to providing a “better quality of life and a sustainable and healthy environment for
present and future generations.” The key focus is the relationship between humans and
nature:
To date, education and the media have only succeeded in fostering a culture
characterized by narrow vested interests, intolerance and violence. There must be
a fundamental change in education, creating the desire for proactive
208
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environmental protection and respect for human dignity and rights, as the two are
mutually empowering.212
The EOLSS comprehensively examines all of the systems that support life on earth
including natural and social systems, and it therefore includes a diverse range of social
issues such as human rights, poverty, peace, biodiversity, ecotechnology,213
environmental economics, and the unity of knowledge (in transdisciplinary research for
sustainability). The aim of the EOLSS is to serve as an expert advisor, rather than merely
to provide raw information. It was created to reach a wide audience from university
students to professors, scientists, researchers, educators, and policy and decision makers
as a professional guide, rather than “a casual reference to satisfy occasional curiosity.”
The EOLSS contains a selection of articles covering the knowledge base for “every
aspect of sustainable development.” The body of knowledge contained in the EOLSS is
arranged thematically (rather than alphabetically) and covers 16 subject domains—each
comprising an interrelated sub-encyclopedia with about 200 subject themes, each of
which contains about 30 chapters. The EOLSS provides different levels of specialization
and was written with contributions from more than 7000 scholars in over 100 countries,
including many Nobel Laureate scholars. It presents a wide perspective and a holistic
understanding of principles, paradigms, methodologies, examples, knowledge practices,
case studies, and future perspectives related to sustainable development.
The EOLSS is especially concerned with the higher education sector since UNESCO has
noted that this is where society should produce leaders capable of addressing
sustainability needs.
If universities are to be the nursery of tomorrow’s leaders and to educate most of
the people who develop and manage society’s institutions, then the sector bears
‘profound responsibilities to increase the awareness, knowledge, technologies,
and tools to create a sustainable future’, as stated in the Talloires Declaration
which was signed in 1990 by many of the world’s university leaders [including
Canadians]. This clearly implies that graduates of every discipline will need a
sound working knowledge about sustainability.214
In a personal email correspondence with a co-author of this literature review, Vladislav
Kotchetkov of the UNESCO-EOLSS Joint Committee Secretariat suggested that, when
the EOLSS attains full maturity (which is expected soon), the EOLSS will be “regarded
as a model of human knowledge.”215 It includes, however, only established knowledge
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and suggests that new knowledge is the domain of refereed research journals. The
Secretariat is concerned in the future to capture the component of “indigenous knowledge
from the various communities in the world transferred to the generations by culture and
tradition.” The Secretariat is also concerned that it cannot “take into account in any way”
the research and developmental knowledge developed in the corporate sector by their
commercially sponsored activities as these remain “as unpublished, classified,
confidential, and proprietary.”216
In answer to questions concerning data tracking and indicators of knowledge change, Mr
Kotchetkov of the UNSECO-EOLSS Secretariat notes that in the future the Secretariat
does plan to develop indicators to monitor knowledge changes relative to the “actual
body of knowledge in the world taken as a whole.” Such indicator work will be of direct
interest and relevance to the assessment of an educated populace.

18.3 Environmental learning and education for sustainability in
Canada
Canada has made considerable progress in developing education for sustainability, which
is termed “Environmental Learning and Sustainability” (ELS) by Environment Canada
(EC). ELS includes nonformal and informal education as well as education in the formal
system. What follows is a brief overview of some of the many activities and
organizations dedicated to sustainability education in Canada, which may be of interest to
Bhutanese educators. It is difficult to evaluate their impact, however, since most of the
relevant websites do not include assessment information. Thomson and Hoffman suggest
that environmental educational professionals, in particular, do not understand methods of
evaluation, which are often expensive to undertake. They also found that measurement
techniques were lacking in outcomes such as values shift, behaviour change, and benefits
to the environment.217 As the 2002 Canadian report to the World Summit on Sustainable
Development observes:
By definition, educational efforts take time to bear fruit. While Canadians are
more environmentally aware than ever before, polling research also reveals that
many do not make the link between their lifestyle choices and environmental
effects. This has led to inconsistent behaviours, such as high rates of household
recycling co-existing with a continued demand for large gas-guzzling vehicles.218
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Environmental educators have provided leadership in developing concepts, curricula,
teacher education, and educational programs since at least the 1960s. In 1992, The United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
helped systematize the educational process for sustainable development through its
declaration, “Agenda 21.” Chapter 36 of Agenda 21 provides recommendations for
“Promoting Education, Public Awareness and Training.”219 It specifically recommends
that:
Governments should strive to update or prepare strategies aimed at integrating
environment and development as a cross-cutting issue into education at all levels
within the next three years. This should be done in cooperation with all sectors of
society. The strategies should set out policies and activities, and identify needs,
cost, means and schedules for the implementation, evaluation and review. A
thorough review of curricula should be undertaken to ensure a multidisciplinary
approach, with environment and development issues and their socio-cultural and
demographic aspects and linkages. Due respect should be given to communitydefined needs and diverse knowledge systems, including science, cultural and
social sensitivities. […]
The objective is to promote broad public awareness as an essential part of a global
education effort to strengthen attitudes, values and actions which are compatible
with sustainable development. It is important to stress the principle of devolving
authority, accountability and resources to the most appropriate level with
preference given to local responsibility and control over awareness-building
activities. 220
According to Environment Canada, “many Canadians are fully engaged in implementing
the recommendations.”221
In October 1992, Toronto hosted over 4,000 environmental educators from 90 countries
at the World Congress for Education and Communication on Environment and
Development (ECO-ED). As a response to this meeting, the Canadian Network for
Environmental Education and Communication (EECOM) was formed with a mission “to
engage Canadians in learning about their environment by enabling teachers, educators,
and communicators to work together to nurture environmentally-informed and
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responsible individuals, organizations and communities.”222
The National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy (NRTEE) held a
meeting in 1993 of heads of post-secondary institutes and centres for sustainable
development research. The Canadian Consortium for Sustainable Development Research
(CCSDR), coordinated by the Sustainable Development Research Initiative (SDRI),
developed from this meeting.223 Its mandate is to promote collaboration among postsecondary sustainable development institutes and university and research centres, and to
act in an advisory capacity to the federal government for policy development and
research initiatives. According to its website, the CCSDR “offers a one-stop shopping
window into the sustainable development research community across Canada.”224 In
addition, it publishes a multi-discipline sustainable development book series that reports
on ecological, political, social, and economic progress in SD. This series was not
available to our research team and, in fact, may be out of date. This lack of availability
may indicate that the initiative currently has limited reach. However, the CCSDR might
be a useful resource for future development of appropriate indicators in this field.
There are many environmental education initiatives focused on the formal education
system. For example, the Nova Scotia Museum of Natural History phenomenology
project, Thousand Eyes, which is based on an observation initiative started over 100 years
ago, involves students in observing, recording, and studying natural history events to help
understand climate change and other phenomena.225 The Canadian Environmental
Literacy Project (CELP) at Dalhousie University in Halifax, was formed in 2004 with
private foundation funding and has a three-year mandate to development new openaccess environmental studies teaching materials.226 It should be possible in the future to
develop indicators to assess the effectiveness and reach of this environmental research
program.
The Learning for a Sustainable Future (LSF) initiative, created by the NRTEE, works to
support sustainable development concepts and principles within school curricula and
communities.227 LSF has developed a curriculum framework that it has circulated to
approximately 800 educators, business leaders, and government and non-governmental
organizations. The framework lists knowledge, skills, and values that are needed for the
sustainability and wellbeing of the environment, health, the economy, and society.228 A
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sample of these needs includes:
Knowledge needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The planet earth as a finite system and the elements that constitute the planetary
environment.
The resources of the earth, particularly soil, water, minerals, etc., and their
distribution and role in supporting living organisms.
The nature of ecosystems and biomes, their health, and their interdependence
within the biosphere.
The dependence of humans on the environmental resources for life and
sustenance.
The sustainable relationship of native societies to the environment.
The implications of resource distribution in determining the nature of societies
and the rate and character of economic development.
The interconnectedness of present world political, economic, environmental, and
social issues
The implications for the global community of the political, economic, and sociocultural changes needed for a more sustainable future.
Processes of planning, policy-making, and action for sustainability by
governments, businesses, non-governmental organizations, and the general public.

Skills needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frame appropriate questions to guide relevant study and research.
Define such fundamental concepts as environment, community, development, and
technology, and apply definitions to local, national and global experience.
Use a range of resources and technologies in addressing questions.
Assess the nature of bias and evaluate different points of view.
Develop hypotheses based on balanced information, critical analysis, and careful
synthesis, and test them against new information and personal experience and
beliefs.
Communicate information and viewpoints effectively.
Work towards negotiated consensus and cooperative resolution of conflict.
Develop cooperative strategies for appropriate action to change present
relationships between ecological preservation and economic development.

Values needed:
•
•
•
•

An appreciation of the resilience, fragility and beauty of nature and the
interdependence and equal importance of all life forms.
An appreciation of the dependence of human life on the resources of a finite
planet.
A sense of self-worth and rootedness in one’s own culture and community.
A respect for other cultures and a recognition of the interdependence of the human
community.
64

•
•
•
•
•

A global perspective and loyalty to the world community.
A concern for disparities and injustices, a commitment to human rights and to the
peaceful resolution of conflict.
An appreciation of the challenges faced by the human community in defining the
processes needed for sustainability and in implementing the changes needed.
Personal acceptance of a sustainable lifestyle and a commitment to participation
in change.
A realistic appreciation of the urgency of the challenges facing the global
community and the complexities that demand long-term planning for building a
sustainable future229

In 1997, the Council of Ministers of Education Canada (CMEC) produced the Common
Framework of Science Learning Outcomes, K to 12: Pan-Canadian Protocol for
Collaboration on School Curriculum,230 which has many elements of education for
sustainability. We will look at this framework in detail in the next section of this review,
on scientific literacy.
In 1999, Manitoba Education, Training and Youth, as part of its Sustainable Development
Initiative, produced a document for the CMEC, Educating for Sustainability: The Status
of Sustainable Development in Canada. This report develops a rationale for educating for
sustainability and presents a comprehensive review of policies, guidelines, curricula,
teacher training, learning resources, and actions taken in Canadian provinces and
territories, and recommendations for future action.
Between 1999 and 2002 over 5,500 Canadians participated in the National Consultation
on Environmental Education and Sustainability led by Environment Canada. This process
resulted in designing a framework for Environmental Learning and Sustainability (ELS)
that was presented at the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in
August 2002.231 The framework has resulted in an ELS website through Environment
Canada as well as action plans from 236 organizations. These organizations include 19
plans from all levels of government, 4 from universities and research centres, 6 from
museums, 105 schools and colleges, 3 from school boards, 26 from NGOs, and 45 from
Environmental learning NGOs, among others. Transport Canada, Natural Resources
Canada, and Environment Canada all have developed action plans. The specific plans for
each of the 236 initiatives are available on the ELS website.232 Many Canadian
229
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initiatives, however, are not included on the ELS website, such as the new Research
Chair of Canada in Environmental Education at the Universite du Quebec a Montreal.
This Chair will develop research in community action as a context for environmental
education, teacher development, and the integration of environmental education within
curricula of formal education.233
Environment Canada (EC) is now acting as a facilitator and network contact for Canadian
ELS stakeholders who wish to develop action plans, and the department intends to issue
regular reports on these efforts. EC notes that the long-term success of the ELS
framework can be:
measured by the continual development of an active, competent citizenry, whose
lifestyles increasingly reflect informed choices about the environment and a
commitment to sustainable living. More specifically, it will be clear that
implementation of the Framework is on the right track if:
•

The number, variety, geographic scope, and sophistication of front-line
environmental learning and sustainability initiatives continue to increase.

•

The individuals, groups, corporations, and agencies that took part in the
consultation declare their support for environmental learning and
sustainability, and develop their own action plans in response, to make their
skills and successes transferable to others.

•

Action plans are leading to practical results, while generating new insights and
best practices that can be shared among practitioners and learners, across the
country and around the world.

•

Wider dissemination of environmental knowledge and learning leads to
broader adoption of sustainable practices, at all levels and in all sectors.

•

More resources are devoted to environmental education programs at all levels
of formal education, leading to an increase in the number and breadth of K-12
courses and course modules, post-secondary courses and degree programs,
and post- graduate programs with environmental education specialties.

Information on Water. Among other national initiatives are those from: Association for Canadian
Educational Resources, Inc. (A.C.E.R. Inc); BIOCAP Canada Foundation—Queen’s University; Canadian
Biodiversity Institute—Great Canadian BioBlitz,; Canadian Ecology Centre; Canadian Forestry
Association; Canadian Institute for Environmental Law and Policy (CIELAP); Canadian Journal of
Environmental Education; Canadian Network for Environmental Education and Communication
(EECOM); Centre for Indigenous Environmental Resources; Labour Environmental Alliance Society
(LEAS); Learning for a Sustainable Future,; Society, Environment and Energy Development Studies
(SEEDS) Foundation; Working Group on Museums and Sustainable Communities; and Youth Round Table
on the Environment.
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•

An increase in public discussion and media coverage indicates broader interest
in environmental education, and in wider environmental and sustainability
issues.234

18.4 Measurements of ecological literacy
Godfrey Nolan of the Geological Survey of Canada makes an important point that is
relevant to knowledge of sustainability issues and its indication.235 He suggests that
people in industrial countries do not make a connection between their lives and the
current level of civilization and the earth resources necessary to maintain this level. The
simplistic questions on the basic surveys such as whether the centre of the earth is hot or
whether humans lived at the time of dinosaurs, he suggests, do not measure the most
important things that the public needs to know to possess essential life skills and to make
critical decisions. There is presently a disconnect, he suggests, between people’s
knowledge of ordinary things, such as glass in windows, wallboard, and the plastic, steel,
and copper wiring in computers, for example, and the knowledge that these all come from
natural resources. What is not measured in surveys, Nolan suggests is:
… their understanding of the complex relationships between extraction of
resources, their use and value, and their effect upon the general environment.
Many also harbour misconceptions about natural hazards that may affect their
lives from time to time. Furthermore, they commonly fail to understand much
about their actual interface with the surface of the Earth on which they live.
Think of the importance to humans of earthquakes, soil degradation, landslides,
metals, plastics, energy resources and ask yourself what the general public knows
about these.236
David Orr cites a test of bioregional knowledge that was proposed by Co-Evolution
Quarterly. Speculating that few people would do well on the quiz, Orr sees it as an
indicator of “a widening gap between the growing power of our society over nature and
the general ignorance about it among individuals.”237
This test includes the following questions:
1. What soil series are you standing on?
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2. When was the last time a fire burned in your area?
3. Name five native edible plants in your region and their seasons of availability.
4. From what direction do winter storms generally come in your region?
5. Where does your garbage go?
6. How long is the growing season where you live?
7. Name five grasses in your area. Are any of them native?
8. Name five resident and five migratory birds in your area.
9. What primary geological event or processes influenced the land where you live?
10. What species have become extinct in your area?
11. What are the major plant associations in your region?238
18.4.1 The New Environmental Paradigm (NEP) scale
The New Environmental Paradigm (NEP) scale has been widely used internationally to
test basic attitudes toward the environment since Dunlap and van Liere first developed
the scale in 1978.239 According to Cordano, et al.: “The impact of the original NEP is
difficult to overestimate given the continuing stream of studies using the scale.”240
Primary researcher, Riley E. Dunlap, was Boeing Distinguished Professor of
Environmental Sociology at Washington State University until 2002, when he moved to
Finland to become Donner Professor at Abo Akademi University. He was also Past
President of the International Sociological Association’s Research Committee on
Environment and Society.
The 12-item NEP scale focuses on three aspects of a new social paradigm or worldview:
humanity’s ability to upset the balance of nature; limits of growth for human societies;
and concerns over humanity’s right to rule over the rest of nature.241 A high score on this
scale indicates an endorsement of environmental conservation, which challenges
dominant views about human relationships to nature that see nature mostly as something
to be exploited for human use. Thus, a high score can be interpreted as a negative
relationship to the dominant social paradigm (DSP), which holds a basically antienvironmental attitude. A research consensus has emerged that a high score on the NEP
should lead to pro-environmental attitudes on a wide-range of specific issues, although
other barriers and opportunities may also influence pro-environmental behaviour.
The NEP has undergone a great deal of testing during the past two decades and has been
found to have considerable validity. As a response to questions concerning contemporary
reliability of the scale, however, Dunlap, et al. suggested that new instruments were
needed to measure people’s belief systems and “ecological consciousness” to replace the
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measures of “environmental concern,” which are more specific and less systemic than an
ecological approach.242 Dunlap and van Liere consequently revised the NEP scale in the
1990s to include a wider range of facets of an ecological worldview, a more balanced set
of pro and anti-NEP items, and a revision of outmoded terms.243
The new scale, now titled the New Ecological Paradigm scale, contains 15 items, an
addition of three items over the original NEP scale. The new scale uses 6 of the items
from the old scale and includes two new dimensions as well as the original three
dimensions noted above from the original scale. The two new dimensions are the
attitudes of exemptionalism, and concern about the possibility of an eco-crisis. The
authors view the idea of “human exemptionalism,” prominent in the DSP, to mean that
humans, unlike other animals, are exempt from the constraints of nature. Specific items
used in the NEP scale to tap the eco-crisis dimension, or the perceived seriousness of
major world ecological problems, refer to the increasing environmental destruction
patterns shown in climate change, ozone depletion, and global environmental change
caused by humans. Tests of the new scale have shown a reliable internal consistency,
which allows the scale to be treated as a single construct to measure a coherent
worldview.
Cordano, Welcomer, and Scherer note that the need for environmental concern measures
is increasing as more researchers in a variety of disciplines are incorporating
environmental issues into their research.244 They conducted studies to compare the
predictive validity of the original and revised NEP scales and found that both scales
provide useful tools, as does Dunlap’s earlier modified regulation attitudes scale, which
provides more content-specific measures of environmental attitudes toward regulations
and intended pro-environmental behaviour. In the latter scale, intended behaviour
includes signing petitions, protesting against harmful companies and in general against
adverse environmental conditions, participating in events organized by environmental
groups, distributing information, and writing letters to public officials to increase their
support for environmental protection. In conclusion, Cordano, et al. encourage
researchers to use scales appropriate to their investigative needs, and they also encourage
them to use the full work of Dunlap, et al. and others who have been researching
environmental concern for more than 25 years.
Both NEP scales have been used in large population surveys in the U.S.245 Consistent
results show that people have more support for pro-environmental beliefs than they do for
the idea that there are limits to growth. Pro-environmental attitudes are also more
prominent in young, well-educated, and politically liberal adults. Dunlap, et al. suggest
that new research should include comparisons of NEP beliefs across different populations
and should assess the degree that belief systems or worldviews influence environmental
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attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours.246 They propose that the new NEP scale should be
useful in tracking changes in ecological worldviews, the effects of specific problematic
environmental experiences, and responses to information from government, scientists,
environmentalists, and the media that may generate changes in this worldview.
Table 4 shows items used on the new NEP scale, and Table 5 shows items used in its
abbreviated form, which Cordano, et al. suggest can be used by researchers who want to
use the NEP but have limited space on their own surveys. The new scale uses a 5-point
response scale ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree. It adds a new
response, “unsure,” to eliminate the “don’t know” response in the original scale. (Note
that the questions listed below are organized, for clarity, according to the dimension they
are measuring. In the NEP scale itself, however, these items are not placed under an
identifying banner and are organized in a different order, the number of which is shown
in parentheses as the end of the question.)

Table 4: The revised New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) scale
Balance of nature
• When humans interfere with nature, it often produces disastrous consequences.
(3)
• The balance of nature is very delicate and easily upset. (13)
• The balance of nature is strong enough to cope with the impacts of modern
industrial nations. (8)
Eco-crisis
• Humans are severely abusing the environment. (5)
• The so-called ‘ecological crisis’ facing humankind has been greatly exaggerated.
(10)
• If things continue on their present course, we will soon experience a major
ecological catastrophe. (15)
Anti-exemptionalism
• Human ingenuity will insure that we do NOT make the earth unliveable. (4)
• Despite our special abilities, humans are still subject to the laws of nature. (9)
• Humans will eventually learn enough about how nature works to be able to
control it. (14)
Limits to growth
• The earth is like a spaceship with very limited room and resources. (11)
• We are approaching the limit of the number of people the earth can support. (1)
• The earth has plenty of natural resources if we just learn how to develop them. (6)
Anti-anthropocentrism (Human domination)
• Plants and animals have as much right as humans to exist. (7)
• Humans have the right to modify the natural environment to suit their needs. (2)
• Humans were meant to rule over the rest of nature. (12)
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Note: numbers in parentheses at the end of the questions represent the order of the questions in
the actual survey instrument. Instructions are for the respondents to indicate agreement or
disagreement or unsure on a 5-point scale
Source: Adapted from Dunlap, Riley E., K. D. van Liere, A.G. Mertig, and R.E. Jones. "Measuring
Endorsement of the New Ecological Paradigm: A Revised NEP Scale." Journal of Social Issues, 56, no. 3
(2000): 425-42., and Cordano, Mark, Stephanie A Welcomer, and Robert F Scherer. "An Analysis of the
Predictive Validity of the New Ecological Paradigm Scale." The Journal of Environmental Education, 34,
no. 3 (2003 Spring): 22–28.

Table 5: Abbreviated NEP-based scales

Balance
• The balance of nature is very delicate and easily upset.
• When humans interfere with nature it often produces disastrous consequences.
• Humans are severely abusing the environment.
• The so-called ‘ecological crisis’ facing humankind has been greatly exaggerated.
• If things continue on their present course, we will soon experience a major
ecological catastrophe.
Human domination
• Humans have the right to modify the natural environment to suit their needs.
• Humans were meant to rule over the rest of nature.
• Plants and animals exist primarily to be used by humans.

Source: Cordano, Mark, Stephanie A Welcomer, and Robert F Scherer. "An Analysis of the Predictive
Validity of the New Ecological Paradigm Scale." The Journal of Environmental Education, 34, no. 3 (2003
Spring): 22–28.
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19. Indigenous Knowledge Literacy
The United Nation’s Principles and Guidelines for the Protection of the Heritage of
Indigenous Peoples, which acknowledges the scientific and logical validity of Indigenous
knowledge (IK), define IK as comprising all knowledge pertaining to a particular people
and its territory that has been handed down from generation to generation, that is not
static but is further refined by each generation, and that includes “all kinds of scientific,
agricultural, technical and ecological knowledge, including cultigens, medicines and the
rational use of flora and fauna.” 247 Based on this definition, the cultural knowledge of the
Bhutanese people that has been transferred from generation to generation can be
considered to be Indigenous knowledge. One of the four pillars of GNH is the promotion
and protection of Bhutanese culture, which would include its rich and vast IK that
encompasses all of the areas mentioned above.
Any assessment of the role of IK in North America today must occur within the larger
context of the long history of genocide and abuse suffered by First Nations peoples in the
Americas at the hands of Euro-Americans. The destruction was not only physical, but
extended to the body of knowledge, learning, and culture of First Nations peoples. As
Fain, et al. argue, Europeans treated Aboriginal culture as unscientific, primitive, and
merely superstitious, and deliberately sought to destroy Indigenous languages and
traditional knowledge.248
Despite this sad legacy, new understanding of and respect for the rich legacy of IK has
recently emerged in the West. Canada, in particular, has officially recognized the
importance of diversity and multiculturalism to society; and First Nations peoples
themselves have begun to rediscover their own heritage in an effort both to prevent its
total extinction and to reconnect with their own dignity. George Sefa Dei notes that in
Canada, Aboriginal communities are rewriting their histories, including naming historical
periods from their own perspectives, in an effort to reclaim their past, which has been
largely excluded from the official history of the “colonial” nation.249
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Much of IK, language, and wisdom has already been lost, although as Brockman points
out, there is still a great deal of IK that remains, and the extent of loss can be
overestimated.250 The knowledge of Indigenous languages is particularly vulnerable,
however. Aboriginal languages are a vital means of transferring oral knowledge between
generations. They express concepts that are not captured in other languages, as Eli Taylor
of Manitoba reported to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Aboriginal
Affairs:
Our Native language embodies a value system about how we ought to live and
relate to each other […] it gives a name to relations among kin, to roles and
responsibilities among family members, to ties with the broader clan group.
There are no English words for these relationships because your social and family
life is different from ours. Now if you destroy our language, you not only break
down these relationships, but you also destroy other aspects of our Indian way of
life and culture, especially those that describe man’s connection with nature, the
Great Spirit, and the order of things. Without our language, we will cease to exist
as a separate people.251
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada lists more than 630 Aboriginal nations speaking
more than 50 languages in Canada.252 The Canada Council for the Arts gives details of
current trends in Aboriginal language use based on Statistics Canada census data:
•
•
•
•

Of the 800,000 Canadians who claimed an Aboriginal identity in 1996, only 26%
claimed an Aboriginal language as their mother tongue, and even fewer spoke an
Aboriginal language at home.
Over the past 100 years, approximately ten of fifty Canadian Aboriginal
languages have become extinct, while an additional twelve languages are on the
brink of extinction.
Only one-quarter (26%) of Aboriginal youth aged 15 to 24 reported an ability to
converse in an Aboriginal language, compared with one-third of Aboriginal adults
aged 25 to 34, and one-half of Aboriginal adults aged 55 and over.
Inuktitut, Cree, and Ojibway are the only three out of a total of fifty Aboriginal
languages that currently have a sufficient base of speakers to be considered secure
from the threat of extinction.253
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The importance of preserving and strengthening the remaining Aboriginal languages has
only recently been officially acknowledged and supported. For example, the Native
Social and Cultural Development Program of the Department of Canadian Heritage is
designed to increase, promote and strengthen the individual opportunities of Aboriginal
peoples to develop their full potential and talents in the socio-cultural domain. The
program's current focus is particularly the promotion and retention of Aboriginal
languages. The annual budget of $1 million supports approximately 90 projects annually.
National and international organizations have recognized the need to protect IK, which,
in Canadian law, is protected as part of Aboriginal and treaty rights, although the degree
of true protection for Aboriginal and treaty rights is disputed. In Canada, the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples has affirmed and acknowledged the importance of IK
as an essential policy goal,254 We will look more closely at the issue of IK protection
below.

19.1 Traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) literacy
[I]n Canada, we have this strange mixture of the Anglophone and the
Francophone, but tied to the Aboriginal. We still have over a million Aboriginal
Canadians who have an unbroken link to the animist. And, thank god for Canada,
this part of the population is becoming stronger every day. We’re seeing the
return of Aboriginals to a central role in Canada, a central role which they were
guaranteed at the beginning, and that return may be the thing that will actually—
if I could be dramatic—save Canada as a civilization. I think it’s actually the key
to Canada’s future.255
John Ralston Saul
[A]s a western scientist, a planet biologist, I believe that Indigenous peoples are
the guardians of our species; the part of humanity that alone holds the wisdom to
insure our healthy survival.256
Elisabet Sahtouris, The Survival Path
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There is a growing consensus that the information and knowledge used by Indigenous
populations around the world to survive and to live “in harmony” with nature for
millennia is not only a crucial part of their own cultural identities, but is also very
valuable as a source of ecological information. While this is a commonly believed
generalization, and one that often holds true, please see section 5.6.2 of the literature
review for a discussion on the problems of false dichotomies between “Indigenous” and
“Western” and romanticizing of Indigenous communities.
According to Martha Johnson in a publication of the International Development Research
Centre: “[A] growing body of literature attests not only to the presence of a vast reservoir
of information regarding plant and animal behaviour but also to the existence of effective
Indigenous strategies for ensuring the sustainable use of local natural resources.”257
Stephen Augustine of Environment Canada’s Biodiversity Convention Office notes that it
is through “precise observation over a long period of time” that Indigenous peoples have
accumulated this kind of knowledge, often by watching the behaviour of animals:
Because most life forms have a natural sense of survival—and even their own
natural forms of medicine—much can be learned by watching them. Moose, for
example, eat calamus root, beech leaves and cedar buds when they are sick, and
lie on dry leaves or roll in mud to stop bleeding when they are wounded.258
This kind of knowledge has been labelled in a variety of ways: folk ecology, local
knowledge, ethnoecology, ethnoscience, traditional environmental or ecological
knowledge, Indigenous ecological knowledge, or Aboriginal traditional knowledge. In
some of the literature it is also referred to as traditional ecological knowledge and
wisdom.259 The most commonly used term in the literature reviewed is traditional
environmental or ecological knowledge. However, it has been noted by some that the
word “traditional” can be problematic:
In the dictionary sense, ‘traditional’ usually refers to cultural continuity
transmitted in the form of societal attitudes, beliefs, principles and conventions of
behaviour and practice derived from historical experience. However, societies
change through time, constantly adopting new practices and technologies, making
it difficult to define just how much and what kind of change would affect the
labeling of a practice as ‘traditional.’260
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Due to this ambiguity, the term “Indigenous ecological knowledge” is often used in the
literature. However, this term may also be limiting as it excludes the possibility of similar
knowledge existing among the non-Indigenous population, such as local fishers or
farmers, for example.261 Johnson notes that these non-Indigenous groups have also
acquired their knowledge and skills through hands-on experience living in close contact
with their environment.262 Therefore, for the purposes of this literature review, we will
adopt the term “traditional ecological knowledge” (TEK), keeping in mind the points
raised above, since it includes both Indigenous and non-Indigenous knowledge. There is
no one agreed upon definition of TEK. However, most scholars in the field agree that it
has the following characteristics:
•
•
•

TEK is a body of knowledge built up by a group of people through generations of
living in close contact with nature.263
It includes a system of classification, a set of empirical observations about the
local environment, and a system of self-management that governs resource use.
TEK has a specialized vocabulary.264, 265
The quantity and quality of TEK varies among community members depending
on age, gender, social status, intellectual capability, and profession (hunter,
spiritual leader, healer, etc.). Knowledge is not homogeneous within societies.266,
267

•
•
•

TEK is cumulative and dynamic, building upon the experience of earlier
generations and adapting to the technological and socio-economic changes of the
present.268, 269
TEK involves the evolution, development, and use of appropriate technologies for
hunting, fishing, and trapping.270
TEK involves the understanding of and intimate relationship with the natural
world as a whole. This holistic view is embodied in all aspects of the
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•

•
•
•

community—language, culture, spirituality, mythology, customs, and social
organization. Indigenous knowledge, in particular, cannot be separated from other
aspects of daily existence, namely ethics and spirituality.271, 272 Thus traditional
science is “moral” as opposed to “value-free” and humans are not regarded as
more important than nature.273
TEK is usually passed from one generation to the next through oral traditions. It
resembles a “social memory of landscape dynamics” and the stories recount
peoples’ “histories upon the land.”274 IK, in particular, is based on observation,
direct experience, testing, teaching, and recording in the collective memory
through oral tradition, storytelling, ceremonies, and songs.275 “It is both
remembered sensory information that is usually transmitted orally in descriptive
names and in stories where abstract principles are encapsulated in metaphor.”276
TEK tends to belong to or be held collectively by the community as well as by
individuals.277
By and large, TEK is an attribute of non-industrial or less technologically
advanced societies.278
The term TEK tends to be used in juxtaposition with Western or modern
science.279 Some of the contrasts between the two were highlighted in Chapter 5.

Sahtouris argues that traditional ecological knowledge, while intrinsically valuable in and
of itself, has become increasingly valuable to Western science largely due to the
ecological devastation being wreaked on the planet. She notes that industrial resource
extraction has degraded or depleted most of the world’s ecosystems, threatening the
biodiversity of plant and animal species, and necessitating a different worldview to
reverse these trends:
At present, human existence is dominated by a technological society founded on
the mechanical worldview of Western science with its materialistic values—a
worldview, value system and way of life that for all its benefits has brought us to
the brink of disaster. It stands in sharp contrast to the worldviews, value systems
271
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and lifestyles of Indigenous and traditional peoples, which are only now
beginning to be recognized as valid in their own right and possibly critical for our
very survival as a species.280
Furthermore, Sahtouris argues that loss of species diversity is also threatening the
viability of Indigenous populations worldwide, and that these peoples are under as much
threat as the ecosystems in which they live:
Monoculture is as destructive and dangerous in human social systems as in human
agriculture; the failure to respect and protect indigenous and traditional cultures in
the attempt to industrialize all humanity according to one model actually hastens
human extinction.281
Analysts have noted that some of the key answers to the ecological dilemmas we face,
including land degradation and loss of biodiversity, can be found in TEK. In particular,
according to Turner, et al., Indigenous ecological knowledge holds important information
about species and the interconnectedness of ecosystems, since much of this knowledge is
based on detailed observations over a very long period of time.282 In addition, Higgins
has noted that traditional (Indigenous and non-Indigenous) societies have tended to have
a low impact on the biological diversity in their own environs because their resource use
has been based on “self-regulation, […] built on consensus, and enforced through social
sanctions according to customary law, cultural tradition, and local knowledge.”283 For
these reasons, and because it offers a practical guide to action in Western societies, TEK
is crucial to our current understanding of sustainability.
Parajuli notes that it is the character and quality of the human interaction with nature in
Indigenous societies that teaches and fosters sustainability:
Ecological ethnicities have become distinct today because they maintain the
rhythm of circularity and regenerative cycles of nature’s economy by cultivating
appropriate cosmovisions, observing related rituals, and practicing prudence in the
ways they care about nature, harvest from nature, nurture nature, and in turn are
nurtured. There is nothing romantic or exceptional about their worldviews or
practices. What might seem exceptional in our eyes is that among them, nature
cannot be distinguished from everyday production and consumption, livelihoods
and survival, rituals and festivities, inhabitation, or a sense of place. What is in
nature is directly experienced and lived through plants, crops, and other sources of
sustenance, an interaction mediated through rituals associated with production,
collection, preparation, and distribution of food. In the most primal sense, it is
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through the search for food, nutrition, and medicine that ecological ethnicities
communicate with nature.284
Again, it is noteworthy that conventional educational systems and indicators give
insufficient attention to this kind of learning, which is based on direct experience and the
practices of “everyday production and consumption.” Just as previous sections have
noted that the media and advertising can function as learning mechanisms that are at least
as if not more powerful than what is taught in schools, so this present section recognizes
that the characteristics of daily life, including the methods of production and
consumption, likely have a greater impact on understanding of the natural world than
formal education structures. This again indicates the necessity for indicators of learning
to account for far more than standardized tests, school enrolment, class sizes, and
graduation rates in accounting for key determinants of an educated populace.
Some analysts have described the knowledge that focuses on “balancing human needs
with environmental requirements” as wisdom. Thus, Corsiglia and Snively write:
All life forms must be respected as conscious, intrinsically invaluable, and
interdependent. Respecting an animal’s body means honoring its spirit and using
every part of an animal’s body. In practical terms, traditional wisdom extends the
caring relationships associated with family life to communities and even to the
environment. We are all relations, it is wrong to exploit other life forms or take
more than one’s share. The deep interest our children feel in animals, plants,
water, and earth should be trusted and encouraged. All creatures can be our
teachers and while humans may readily affect other life forms, we need not see
ourselves as superior.285
For instance, a fundamental belief of Inuit culture is that humans and other species are
equals and all have souls or spirits. As a result, the Inuit have developed many rules that
govern hunting and fishing so that species are conserved. For example, there are rules
prohibiting the hunting of animals when they are breeding.286, 287
In their book, Wisdom of the Elders, Peter Knudtston and David Suzuki point out that if
we cannot predict the consequences of technologies and alterations we impose on nature,
then it is doubtful that we can control or manage them properly.288 According to
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Sahtouris, seed that has been developed by Indigenous populations and peasants over
thousands of years is given no value in our dominant worldview or in our conventional
accounting systems until it is brought into a laboratory, genetically altered, and
patented.289 However, analysts note that we have little or no idea what consequences
these alterations will have on the environment, or on the Indigenous and peasant
populations who are seeing their traditional varieties replaced by genetically altered seeds
that are promoted as faster growing and disease-resistant.
In many cases, this shift is involuntary. A case in point is genetically modified (GM)
corn, which is also referred to as genetically engineered (GE) corn. In 2001, scientists
found GM corn in 15 places in Oaxaca, Mexico, the “heartland of corn diversity in the
world,” with corn strains that have been developed over 5,500 years of Indigenous corn
cultivation. Since Mexico has outlawed the commercial use of GM crops altogether, it is
unknown how the illegal corn got to the remote region. However, scientists are now
worried that the aggressive forms of GM corn may “drive the native species to extinction,
causing the loss of irreplaceable cultivars.”290
Furthermore, because transnational corporations patent all GM varieties of corn, the only
legitimate way for anyone, including Indigenous and peasant populations, to acquire
these varieties is to purchase them. Warning of a “new threat to indigenous people,” Peter
Montague comments:
The purpose of patenting seeds is to prevent seed saving—the ancient Indigenous
practice of keeping seeds from this year’s crop to grow next year’s crop. Farmers
who purchase GE seeds sign contracts requiring—under penalty of law—that they
not save seed from one crop to the next. Thus farmers who employ GE seeds must
purchase new seed year after year, making them dependent upon whatever
transnational corporation owns the patent. Farmers who can’t afford to buy seed
each year will simply not be allowed to grow a crop.291
To prevent the illegal saving of GM seeds, GM corporations have developed “terminator
genes,” which essentially render the seeds sterile unless applied with a special chemical.
Montague notes: “As terminator technology spreads around the world, it will end
Indigenous agriculture, and much biodiversity as well. An estimated 1.4 billion
Indigenous peoples currently grow their own crops for subsistence”292 Presently there is a
United Nations moratorium on use of sterile seed technology, which governments
attending the March, 2006 UN 8th biennial meeting of the Convention on Biological
Diversity in Brazil upheld, despite the efforts of Canada, Australia, and New Zealand
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(with support from the United States) to undermine the moratorium.293 However, there is
still a possibility that terminator seeds will be commercialized if governments do not ban
its use, as only Brazil and India have done to date.294
Knudtston and Suzuki argue that nature is being altered and new technologies are being
developed with little consideration about the long-term environmental or human
consequences. In fact, many critics of GM crops believe that very little is actually known
about their effects and that corporations are conducting an uncontrolled experiment on an
unsuspecting world.
Because this example graphically illustrates the current threat to Indigenous knowledge
and the fact that millennia of transmitted knowledge and practice can literally be lost
overnight, we discuss GM crops in more detail later in this review. Here, it is sufficient to
note that the potential value and utility of Indigenous knowledge and practices for
sustainability and wellbeing cannot be taken for granted and must be actively nurtured
and promoted if this treasury of knowledge is not to become extinct. From the perspective
of indicators of an educated populace, it can be argued that the store of social knowledge
may quickly become depleted and impoverished—i.e., that intellectual capital may
markedly depreciate—if strenuous efforts are not made to protect and preserve this
knowledge and to incorporate it into mainstream education and information systems, and
social practices. Effective indicators of an educated populace that acknowledge and
include the value and contribution of Indigenous knowledge can play an important role in
this process.
Knudtston and Suzuki point to the importance of this effort to protect Indigenous
knowledge, and suggest that the solution to the current environmental “crisis” actually
lies in the ways the Indigenous populations of the world relate to nature:
[O]ur problem is inherent in the way we perceive our relationship with the rest of
Nature and our role in the grand scheme of things. […] Science alone is not
enough to solve the planetary environmental crisis and we must recreate for
ourselves a sense of place within the biosphere that is steeped in humility and
reverence for all other life.295
In addition, Knudtston and Suzuki argue that part of the problem with modern scientific
expertise is that it is “so narrowly focused and specialized that it can barely comprehend
the dimensions and the interconnectedness of life.”296 They note that modern scientists
are knowledgeable about their field of expertise, but may know little or nothing about
another field, however closely it may be related in practice.
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The importance of TEK was recognized at the Earth Summit in 1992 in the Rio
Declaration, which suggested that Indigenous peoples have a crucial role to play in terms
of environmental sustainability. The Convention on Biological Diversity, which was
opened for signature at the Earth Summit, referred to the important relationship between
protecting Indigenous knowledge and protecting biodiversity. Article 8 (j) of the
Convention proposed the need to:
… respect, preserve and maintain the knowledge, innovations and practices of
indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the
conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity, the need to promote the wider
application with the approval and involvement of the holders of such knowledge,
and to encourage the equitable sharing of benefits arising from the utilization of
such knowledge, innovations and practices.297
There are countless examples of TEK in practice that well illustrate the intimate
relationship between learning outcomes and social outcomes that is central to the
educated populace framework. However, for the purposes of this literature review, just a
few examples are provided below to illustrate the concept of TEK, its range, and its
significance—including the fact that Indigenous knowledge of the natural world has
frequently proven more accurate than Western science.
•

•

The South Ellesmere Island caribou population was nearly decimated due to the
system put in place by scientists to manage the hunt. Scientists instituted a quota
system and a plan that advocated the selective hunting of large males with a
prohibition on hunting females and immature animals. The Inuit, however,
believed that the survival of the caribou herd depended on the social structure of
the small herds in the winter, and they argued for the “non-selective hunting of all
animals encountered opportunistically.” The TEK view “holds that only hunting
the large males would quickly result in the accelerated death of the remaining
population.” Monitoring of the caribou population proved the Inuit were
correct.298
In 1977, scientific surveys of the Beaufort Sea population of Bowhead whales
indicated that there were only 800 whales left. Local Inuit hunters believed there
were more than 7,000 whales. In addition the Inuit disagreed with some of the
assumptions held by the scientists regarding feeding patterns and swimming
patterns of the whales. Based on this, the scientists developed survey techniques,
which incorporated Inuit knowledge, and in 1991 the Bowhead whale population
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•

was conservatively estimated to be more than 8,000 whales—confirming the
earlier Inuit observations.299
The Menominee Indian Tribe in Wisconsin was recognized by the United Nations
in l995 for its expertise in sustainable forest management, and the tribe was given
the first ever U.S. Presidential award for Sustainable Development in l996. Today,
it is the only Native American tribe to have its forests certified by two Forest
Stewardship Council approved certifiers. The Menominee’s 89,000 ha forest has
been sustainably logged for 147 years and there is more wood there today than
there was when the reservation was first established in l854. Even from outer
space one can tell where the forest starts and stops. A satellite photo of the state of
Wisconsin shows a clearly delineated forest area located about 60 km northwest
of Green Bay. In the photo, a dark line surrounds a deep green oasis separating the
Menominee lands from the surrounding snow-covered farm fields.
The Menominee forest land, which boasts remarkable age and species diversity, is
an outstanding example of indigenous knowledge of ecology viably and
sustainably applied to a modern business enterprise—yielding employment
opportunities and income for the Menominee tribe while protecting a valuable
natural resource. The model demonstrates that timber harvesting and economic
opportunity can be fully consistent with the protection of other forest values and
environmental preservation, and that indigenous knowledge can be effectively
applied as a viable alternative to industrial methods like clearcutting that have
devastated and depleted large tracts of forests worldwide. In short, indigenous
knowledge can produce effective learning outcomes that translate into economic
outcomes that may be significantly more sustainable and successful than those
produced by university-based forestry schools.300

19.2 How is TEK being used?
In her report for the International Development Research Centre, Johnson argues that
TEK is important for the rest of the world for “the ethical imperative” of preserving
cultural diversity, as well as for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•

New biological and ecological insight
Resource management
Protected areas and conservation education
Development planning
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•

Environmental assessment301

According to Snively and Corsiglia, TEK can be used practically in the following ways:
•
•
•
•

Local knowledge can be used for map-making and surveying, and may make it
possible to do so in a few days, rather than in what would usually take months if
local knowledge was not used
TEK can help to locate rare and endangered species for identifying sensitive areas
TEK can be used to locate areas that should be protected
TEK can be used to determine true costs and benefits of development302

Scholars recognize the importance of TEK for conducting environmental assessments,
because its in-depth insights help to identify and inform the social and environmental
impacts of proposed projects. Freeman notes:
[A] large quantity of information now exists in the published scientific literature
to suggest that traditional ecological knowledge and its application to enlightened
environmental assessment and management should be taken seriously.303
IK is currently recognized in the amended Canadian Environmental Assessment Act
(CEAA) as an important source of information that may be considered when an
environmental assessment is being conducted.304 Currently, the consideration of
traditional knowledge in environmental assessments is voluntary in the CEAA, but the
interim principles will be replaced in the future with “more detailed guidance” developed
by the Aboriginal Advisory Committee.
The CEAA, which uses the term “Aboriginal traditional knowledge” or ATK, provides
general principles that are voluntary and intended to provide general guidance when
considering traditional knowledge:
•
•
•
•
•

ATK research should be planned and conducted in conjuction with the ATK
holders: work with the community.
Only Aboriginal communities can decide whether and to what extent they are
willing to provide access to their ATK.
Access to ATK is a privilege and must be respected.
Intellectual property held by Aboriginal communities includes inventions, literary
and artistic works, symbols, names, images, and designs.
All ATK research must respect the privacy, dignity, cultures, and traditions of
Aboriginal peoples.
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•

ATK and Western knowledge can complement one another effectively.305

Higgins stresses the point that Indigenous knowledge belongs to Indigenous
communities, which should control how it is going to be used:
This will minimize the chance of assimilation, misappropriation, and exploitation,
and bring forth a greater desire by Indigenous communities to share this
knowledge and participate in co-management of the land and resources.
Indigenous knowledge holders must be respected as experts.306
Reid, et al. argue that TEK can be used to develop a frame of mind, which could bring
about sustainability in our society, illustrating again the intimate connection between
learning outcomes and potential social outcomes that is central to an educated populace,
and which acknowledges education as a core determinant of wellbeing:
Mobilizing traditional knowledge systems for environmental, economic, and
ecological gain, or for creating the conditions for rediversification of traditional
languages and cultures in the face of the growing standardization of education and
language, represent just some of the ways in which TEK is being transformed for
the purposes of pursuing sustainability (understood culturally and
environmentally).307
While TEK still remains on the margins of mainstream Western education systems, the
authors argue that even UNESCO recognizes that TEK should be incorporated into
formal, nonformal, and informal modes of teaching and learning. This again provides a
concrete rationale for the inclusion of indicators of both traditional ecological knowledge
and Indigenous knowledge in educated populace assessments.
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19.3 Grassroots indicators
Indigenous and local peoples have very specific ways of indicating and assessing change
in the health of their ecosystems as well as their own wellbeing. According to Helen
Hambly, there have been some initiatives internationally to develop grassroots indicators
based on Indigenous knowledge that can be aggregated and scaled to levels where they
can be included in regional data sets.308 Although a literature search has found Hambly’s
claim that grassroots indicators can be aggregated repeated elsewhere, the search did not
yield any actual examples of grassroots indicators in use at any aggregate level, including
in the IDRC’s Grassroots Indicators Network discussed below. Hambly defines
grassroots indicators as:
… a term used to refer to measures or signals of environmental quality or change
formulated by individuals, households, and communities and derived from local
systems of observation, practice and indigenous knowledge.
They are based on accrued local knowledge of the environment and are used in
local level decision making for the allocation of resources and land management
procedures. Rarely do grassroots indicators exist independently. Instead, they are
more typically used as sets of multiple indicators, which contribute to a pattern, or
flow of activity representing a particular phenomenon and predicting and
stimulating a specific decision or action. A common example is the combined
observation of stars, air currents and cloud formation by farmers to predict or
monitor rainfall. Such diagnosis may be further elaborated with indicators of
animal behavior and the appearance of certain plants and birds generally
reinforcing or contradicting the initial assessment.309
Hambly also observes that since grassroots indicators span economic, social, cultural, and
ecological boundaries and encompass all these dimensions, they “may be better gauges of
well-being than traditional development indicators that are confined to sectors such as
health, education or the economy.”310
Grassroots indicators include reports of pollution, invasive plant species, and changes in
bird and animal migration patterns. They can use the presence or absence of species, such
as earthworms in the soil or the activity of bee colonies, to assess ecosystem health. They
can also include use of certain types of foods as poverty indicators, or increases in social
violence as indicators of a breakdown in the economy.311
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Identifying, interpreting, validating, and using grassroots indicators are difficult—
especially for a nationwide endeavour like that of Bhutan—because of their cultural
specificity and the challenge of aggregating and comparing data over space and time.
Grassroots indicators cannot be identified through surveys but must come from direct
observation and dialogue with Indigenous peoples. Indeed, their very appropriateness in
assessments of Indigenous knowledge illustrates the difficulties of developing suitable
indicators of Indigenous knowledge, since the conventional, generalized indicators are
inadequate to assess the contribution and impact of localized, culture-specific, Indigenous
knowledge.
Hambly points out that the real challenge is to integrate grassroots indicators into
decision making by making them more acceptable within current decision-making
processes and by making these processes more receptive to grassroots indicators.312 One
approach to “validating” grassroots indicators has been to compare and test Western
scientific concepts against grassroots indicators to “add value” to local knowledge. For
example, the Society for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies and
Institutions (SRISTI), an NGO in Ahmedabad, India, that is supported by Canada’s
International Development Research Centre, studies the local ecological taxonomic
classification basis of Indigenous knowledge systems on issues like cloud formation and
soil type, and compares them to formal scientific taxonomies.313 In another such example
of validation, information from Northern Canadian trappers about their trap lines and the
distributions of animals was supported by satellite data used in habitat mapping. Hambly
writes further: “This means of aggregating semiquantitative and qualitative data is useful
in geographic information systems (GIS) and was applied in the settlement of northern
land claims.”314
Efforts to incorporate Indigenous knowledge and to integrate grassroots indicators into
scientific assessments, however, often face condescension and lack of respect toward IK
by the conventional scientists involved. Jucker illustrates this issue with a story told by
Angayuqaq Oscar Kawagley and Ray Barnhardt:
Some scientists of the State Department of Fish and Game and the Department of
Natural Resources wanted to do research in the Minto Flats, Alaska. They met
with elders of the native people living there and basically regarded all this as a
one-way process. These scientists assumed that only they knew how to acquire
knowledge and that they would have to impart this knowledge to the ignorant
natives. There were five scientists with different specializations, all going about
their ways with different methods, and ignorant of each other’s approaches. They
were then completely dumb-struck when they were confronted by one elder of the
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natives, Peter John, who could provide them more or less offhand with most of
the information they wanted to find out in the first place, and could indicate where
and why they would run into trouble with the proposed methodology and their
elaborate technical equipment; all this on the basis of accumulated knowledge
over generations and an intimate knowledge of the area through long-term, firsthand experience.
In the end, it turned out that the ignorance was somewhere else than anticipated.
While the scientists with their specialized knowledge and elaborate tools were
well intentioned, the gulf between their compartmentalized, limited-time-frame
view of the world and the holistic, multigenerational perspective of Peter John
appeared insurmountable. The fish and game people couldn’t see beyond their
constituent areas of expertise to connect with what the elders were trying to tell
them, though the Minto people had a quite sophisticated understanding of what
the fish and game specialists were talking about.315
In Canada, the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) has directed the
Grassroots Indicator Network (GRIN) since 1993. GRIN “encourages the view that local
knowledge and capacity to monitor and measure change are a valid basis for development
indicators.”316 IDRC has supported initiatives through GRIN which include:
•
•
•
•
•

support for the selection and testing of tools and indicators for integrated policy
planning
integrated approaches, tools and indicators for measuring progress towards
sustainability which incorporate community-based perspectives and local
knowledge of conditions
methods and indicators for participatory needs assessments or policy assessments
by citizens and communities
refinement of concepts, methods, tools and indicators of urban poverty and
vulnerability
support for the development of information systems for decentralised policy
making317

Overlapping characteristics that GRIN uses to validate grassroots indicators include 1)
specificity, 2) types of knowledge systems from which they are derived, 3) source and
user, 4) scale, and 5) purpose.318
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Various initiatives are finding ways to include grassroots indicators from local groups, as
well as from Indigenous peoples, into environmental reporting systems. For example, in
the Netherlands people telephone a central Environmental Monitoring Centre “hotline” to
report noise and air pollution based on what they smell, see, and hear. Regular tallies of
these observations are given to public authorities, and data from the grassroots indicators
of pollution are compared and synthesized with the national environmental services data.
In Ontario, provincial authorities with community group participation operate telephone
hotlines to monitor invading plant species and sightings of endangered birds and animals.
As Hambly remarks: “Use of local observations means that decision makers have an
additional source of data, including an increase in sample size due to a larger number of
direct observations.”319
While we do not currently have the means to include such grassroots indicators in
educated populace assessments, that present omission by no means denigrates the
importance either of local knowledge or of such grassroots indicators based on direct
observation. Indeed, this section is intended to acknowledge and recognize that
significance. In the coming years, grassroots indicators may become increasingly relevant
and usable within new assessments.

19.4 Protection of Indigenous knowledge
Indigenous peoples have often in the past been willing to share their knowledge.
However, this has frequently led to situations that have not been fair, equitable, or
beneficial to local and Indigenous communities. As Simon Brascoupé, an AlgonquinMohawk and Aboriginal consultant, and Endemann, an intellectual property rights (IP)
consultant, note, there is a growing interest, particularly in the business community, to
seek out and use Indigenous knowledge to create new products for the global
marketplace.320 This includes expropriating artwork, symbols, design, textiles, medicines,
genetic products, and traditional ecological knowledge. IK is currently being used in
Canada in areas such as genetic and medical research, resource management, monitoring
development impacts, and managing forests, coastlines, waters, and Arctic ecosystems.321
Brascoupé and Mann point out many abuses in uses of IK, including:
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… situations where IK has been gathered and used without contacting the source
of the knowledge; for example, the use of traditional medicines as a basis for
developing Western pharmaceutical products and herbal remedies, or the
unauthorized use of Aboriginal designs on T-shirts and other commercial
goods.322
Darrell Posey of Oxford University points to the “biopiracy” that is a common result of
the globalization of trade:
Although international efforts to recognize indigenous, traditional and local
communities are welcome and positive, they are pitted against enormous
economic and market forces that propel globalization of trade. Critiques of
globalization are numerous and point to at least two major short-comings: (i)
value is imputed to information and resources only when they enter external
markets; and (ii) expenditures do not reflect actual environmental and social costs.
This means that existing values recognized by local communities are ignored,
despite knowledge that local biodiversity provides essential elements for survival
(food, shelter, medicine, etc.). It also means that the knowledge and managed
resources of indigenous and traditional peoples are ascribed no value and assumed
to be free for the taking. This has been called ‘intellectual terra nullius’ after the
concept (empty land) that allowed colonial powers to expropriate ‘discovered’
land for their empires. Corporations and states still defend this morally vacuous
concept because it facilitates the ‘biopiracy’ of local folk varieties of crops,
traditional medicines, and useful species.
Even scientists have been accomplices to such raids by publishing data they know
will be catapulted into the public domain and gleaned by ‘bioprospectors’ seeking
new products. They have also perpetuated the ‘intellectual terra nullius’ concept
by declaring useful local plants as ‘wild’ and entire ecosystems as ‘wildernesses,’
often despite knowing that these have been molded, managed, and protected by
human populations for millennia. It is also common for scientists to declare areas
and resources ‘wild’ through ignorance or negligence—without even basic
investigations into archaeological or historical records, or to actual human
management practices. The result is to declare the biodiversity of a site as
‘natural’, thereby transferring it to the public domain. Once public, communities
are stripped of all rights to their traditional resources.323
Such frequent abuses point to the need that Indigenous peoples have to control the access
of their knowledge in order to prevent its inappropriate use. Again, it would be
appropriate to include an indicator of the degree of abuse and exploitation of IK, and
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conversely of the effectiveness of efforts to protect that knowledge, within educated
populace assessments. While lack of data do not presently allow for such an indicator,
this short section at least points to the need to develop it in the future.
Some information is at least available at the input level in terms of legislative action and
negotiations designed to protect IK, if not yet at the outcome level in terms of assessing
whether exploitation and misuse or effective protection are increasing or not. Canada is
currently working both domestically and internationally to help identify effective means
to protect IK from unauthorized appropriation and commercialization.324 Work is taking
place to assess how the existing intellectual property rights mechanisms can address the
issue of IK, although few legal mechanisms presently exist for such protection, and
knowledge that is considered to be “in the public domain” does not qualify for IP
protection.325 The Canadian government is also committed to contributing $172.5 million
over 11 years, from 2002–2013, to preserve and promote Aboriginal languages and
cultures.326 As well, the Canadian Council on Learning has created a new Aboriginal
Learning Centre, which may deal with these issues.327
Indigenous peoples are also working within their own communities to address jurisdiction
of their knowledge and to develop guidelines and protocols governing access to and use
of TEK. For example, the new government of Nunavuit has passed legislation to
preserve, promote, and protect Inuit traditional knowledge. According to Indian and
Northern Affairs Canada, part of the protection process is for Aboriginal communities to
identify the scope and nature of knowledge within their communities and to prioritize
which knowledge is most important to the community. This includes identifying what
knowledge is sacred and what may be shared with others or used commercially. Issues
also include identifying what is being lost and why. For example, Brascoupé and
Endemann ask:
Is traditional knowledge being lost because elders have been unable to pass their
wisdom to the next generation? Is knowledge being lost because Aboriginal
people are being displaced from their traditional environment or because they are
influenced by outside media and culture? Has traditional knowledge been allowed
into the public domain or been misappropriated by commercial or scientific
interests from outside the Aboriginal community?328
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The need to protect traditional ecological knowledge in order to preserve it and prevent
its inappropriate use has been discussed in international fora since the Rio Conference in
1992. The main organizations and frameworks leading this work include: the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), the Convention on Biological Diversity, the
Council for the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS),
the World Health Organization, United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), UNESCO, and the World Trade Organization (WTO).329
Both government officials and Indigenous representatives from Canada have participated
in these international fora. Departments which share responsibility for working with these
international fora and therefore engaging in discussions on protection of Indigenous
knowledge are the departments of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Industry
Canada, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Environment Canada, and Canadian
Heritage, and Justice.330
As we have seen, Indigenous knowledge has a different basis and source than does
Western scientific knowledge. For example, Indigenous knowledge is generally
considered to belong to Indigenous communities or peoples rather than to one or more
specific individuals. According to British Columbia lawyer David Robbins, international
treaties such as TRIPS and those connected with the WTO reflect the vulnerability of
traditional knowledge and highlight the differences between Western and Aboriginal
legal systems:
As part of the TRIPS regime, the copyright protections express the values of
capitalism: individual liberty, property, private enterprise, capital accumulation,
rapid consumption, etc. Thus, by imposing these standards on all member states,
global trade mechanisms impinge on the ability of a traditional society, as a
constituent of a member state, ‘to observe and preserve the underlying values of
its society as expressed through law. The state has conflicting obligations to these
societies and to the international community under the TRIPS agreement.’ In
short, TRIPS is a form of ‘passive coercion’ insofar as it ignores and threatens the
cultures of indigenous peoples present within member states.331
Brascoupé and Endemann also point out differences between Aboriginal and Western
goals:
The laws relating to intellectual property provide exclusive market rights for an
innovation or artistic work for a period of time, in order to increase economic
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returns for the inventor or creator. The purpose of these laws is to encourage
individuals and corporations to create artistic works and to invest in new
innovations. In the case of traditional knowledge, the primary goal of Aboriginal
people is usually preservation rather than innovation. Indigenous knowledge
frequently has intangible and spiritual manifestations that relate to a community
or nation rather than to an individual.332
In addition, IP laws do not protect ideas themselves; they protect “only their expression
or their embodiment in a process, an artistic creation or a manufactured product.”333 For
all these reasons, Indigenous and traditional knowledge often lacks adequate legal
protection and is vulnerable to protection and misuse.
The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) is the specialized United Nations
agency responsible for the worldwide promotion of intellectual property rights. In 2000 it
established an Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IGC) to explore intellectual property
issues including the IP system and its impact on Indigenous knowledge.334 The mandate
of the IGC specifically is to develop policy objectives and principles for the protection of
traditional knowledge with an aim of developing international agreement on a general
direction. The IGC has met eight times since 2001 and has prepared two draft documents,
which were discussed at a recent meeting in Geneva in June 2005. At that meeting the
IGC failed to find an agreement on the major issues, including proposals that could form
the basis for an international protection mechanism. In particular, it was reported that
“developed countries such as the U.S. and Canada were unwilling to continue work on
drafting substantive provisions for a possible international treaty,” with genetic resources
being the subject of much of the disagreement.335
These are very complex issues, and as Reid, et al. note:
[T]he collective and collaborative forms of producing knowledge found within
some TEK systems may mean that IPR [Intellectual Property Rights] regimes are
not necessarily amenable, affordable, or desirable for groups that reject
‘individualization’ of knowledge, ‘commoditization’ of ‘knowledge products,’ or
the ‘monetarization’ of local communities.336
In the meantime, the issue is simply flagged here for its potential relevance to the
development of learning and education indicators. Just as creation of protected areas is an
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important indicator of protection of forest health and biodiversity (see GPI Atlantic
Forest Accounts at http://www.gpiatlantic.org), so protection of Indigenous knowledge is
an important indicator of the health and wellbeing of Indigenous peoples and their
knowledge.
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20. Scientific Literacy: public
understanding of science 337
It is an obvious and understated observation that science and technology (S&T) have an
enormous impact on the lives of all peoples globally, and on the state of the world.
Science and technology hold the most prominent place in the curriculum of schools in
both the East and West—including Bhutanese and Canadian schools—and are at the top
of political agendas that are mainly concerned with economic growth and
competitiveness, as in Canada. Yet the culture that forms the context for the study and
application of science and technology today is not well understood.338 One researcher
suggests: “Science education represents a massive institutional effort on a society-wide
scale. It does not just affect individual learners; it also has important economic, military,
political, and cultural effects.”339
Terms such as scientific literacy, public scientific awareness, public understanding of
science, and citizen science are used frequently in the literature to describe the outcome
expected from teaching science.340 Quebec professors Benoit Godin and Yves Gingras
contend there is a broad agreement that the term includes both the public knowledge of
methods of science and a general knowledge of some specific content, which is also
important in both Bhutan and Canada.341
Reaching a more specific definition is difficult, however, since various interest groups
emphasize different areas of importance: in general, the economic sector focuses on the
importance of science understanding for economic development and innovation; social
sector interests are concerned that people have the knowledge to understand
scientifically-based social issues such as biotechnology; and the environmental sector is
concerned, in part, that people understand what is happening to the state of the natural
world and the sustainability of the planet. In addition, there is no agreement among
researchers about many measurement issues.
In addition, as Godin and Gingras point out, there are distinctions between the definitions
of science and technology:
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Science is here understood as being characterized by two aspects: (1) as a corpus
of conceptual and experimental methods that allow the investigation of objects
pertaining to the natural or social worlds; and (2) as the body of knowledge
derived from these investigations. Technology in turn is defined as the set of tools
and machinery, in short the artefacts, as well as the knowledge pertaining to their
functioning and use.342
R.C. Laugksch, writing in 1997, reviewed the literature of the history, concepts, and
measurements of scientific literacy.343 The term, scientific literacy, was first used in 1958
by Paul Hurd in his publication Science Literacy: Its Meaning for American Schools.344
Since that time, the literature has become extensive. Laugksch explains that the term has
become an internationally well-recognized educational and contemporary educational
goal. He notes that the term “scientific literacy” refers to what the general public ought to
know about science, and implies an understanding of the nature, aims, and general
limitations of science, as well as some understanding of the more important scientific
ideas.345
One difficulty, according to Laugksch, is reaching a consensus on what the public ought
to know about science. He describes various systems that conceptualize scientific literacy
according to expert levels, competent levels, and minimal functionality levels.346 The
expert level refers to that of professional scientists and specialists, and the competent
level refers to specialized knowledge needed to solve practical problems and the ability to
think critically and logically about the issues. A competent level describes someone who
needs specialized scientific information in his or her job, but who is not considered a
“scientist.” The minimum level concerns the knowledge that members of the public use
generally in their daily lives. This requires less knowledge than the competent level. This
last (“minimal functionality”) category is the one usually used to describe scientific
literacy in most measurement systems. It is quite broad and includes social issues such as
nutrition, health, energy usage, and respect for nature and the environment.
Shamos suggests describing scientific literacy through a continuum that is comprised of
three overlapping levels.347 The most basic is “cultural” scientific literacy, which is
knowledge of basic terms commonly used in the media to communicate scientific
matters. “Functional” scientific literacy adds the ability to use the terms in non-technical
but meaningful contexts in reading, writing, and conversing about the issues. This level
also requires that the person has knowledge of simple everyday facts of nature, such as
some knowledge of the solar system. The third level, “true scientific literacy,” adds a
342
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need for understanding key concepts or theories that form the foundation of science and
the basic processes involved in scientific research. Examples of knowledge needed in the
third level include:
Appreciation of the relativity of ‘fact’ and ‘theory,’ awareness of how knowledge
accumulates and is verified, the role of experiments and mathematics in science,
the ability to make sense of public communications about scientific matters, and
the ability to understand and discuss how science and technology impinge on
public life.348
Some researchers focus on the content of scientific knowledge,349 while others are more
concerned with the social uses of science and the contexts in which scientific knowledge
is applied.350 In the 1970s and early 1980s, the importance of social context to knowledge
and scientific literacy became an important issue, and has remained so today.351 The
Science-Technology-Society movement, or STS as it has come to be called in both
formal education and in public scientific literacy, developed from that time. The
foundation of Canadian formal science education in K-12 is based on a modification of
the STS view—an STSE or Science-Technology-Society-Environment framework.352
STS arose from educators’ concerns with understanding science as a social and cultural
force that has relevance to the ordinary lives of students and the public. This marked a
major shift from the content orientation of science as “pure” knowledge, which has not
lost its importance as the “backbone” of science curriculum, to the importance of
reflecting on the moral, social, and economic impacts of science on society.353
The National Academy of Sciences in the United States produced the National Science
Education Standards in 1995 as part of the new standards reform. This offers a definition
of scientific literacy that, as DeBoer notes, “includes virtually all of the objectives of
science education that have been identified over the years.”354 It also forms the basis for
the public understanding of science internationally.
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Scientific literacy is the knowledge and understanding of scientific concepts and
processes required for personal decision making, participation in civic and
cultural affairs, and economic productivity. It also includes specific types of
abilities […]. Scientific literacy means that a person can ask, find, or determine
answers to questions derived from curiosity about everyday experiences. It means
that a person has the ability to describe, explain, and predict natural phenomena.
Scientific literacy entails being able to read with understanding articles about
science in the popular press and to engage in social conversation about the
validity of the conclusions. Scientific literacy implies that a person can identify
scientific issues underlying national and local decisions and express positions that
are scientifically and technologically informed. A literate citizen should be able to
evaluate the quality of scientific information on the basis of its source and the
methods used to generate it. Scientific literacy also implies the capacity to pose
and evaluate arguments based on evidence and to apply conclusions from such
arguments appropriately.355
It is interesting to compare this definition with the one produced in Canada to describe a
framework for science education, which puts more emphasis on society, the environment,
and “maintaining a sense of wonder about the world.”356 This framework defines the
function of science education in terms of a “vision for scientific literacy”:
The framework is guided by the vision that all Canadian students, regardless of
gender or cultural background, will have an opportunity to develop scientific
literacy. Scientific literacy is an evolving combination of the science-related
attitudes, skills, and knowledge students need to develop inquiry, problemsolving, and decision-making abilities, to become lifelong learners, and to
maintain a sense of wonder about the world around them. Diverse learning
experiences based on the framework will provide students with many
opportunities to explore, analyse, evaluate, synthesize, appreciate, and understand
the interrelationships among science, technology, society, and the environment
that will affect their personal lives, their careers, and their future.357
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20.1 Measurement of scientific literacy: three models
Laugksch identifies three types of measurements of scientific literacy produced by three
different interest groups: public opinion researchers, sociologists, and education
researchers.358 Each of these models has its particular approach and criticism of the other
models, and may be of interest to Bhutanese educators. However, as Laugksch argues, the
essential point is that the approach used needs to be appropriate to the aims and
objectives of the study. We will use a related typology to look at the various
measurement methodologies. In the literature, these models are generally referred to as
the knowledge content or “deficit model,” the “contextual model,” and the “sciencetechnology-society” (STS) model. There are major overlaps in all of these models,
however. The STS model, for instance, incorporates science knowledge, opinions, and
contextual frameworks. After a brief conceptual review of each model, which is
important in order to understand the implications for an assessment of scientific literacy
in the Bhutanese as well as the Canadian populace, we will look more closely at specific
measurement instruments that use each of these frameworks.
20.1.1 Public survey approach: science knowledge content-deficit model
The public survey approach is widely referred to in the literature (somewhat pejoratively
by sociologists) as the “deficit model,” since some say it measures what people do not
know.359 This model measures scientific literacy mainly through large public surveys that
collect data on the knowledge of specific facts as well as opinions and attitudes. Godin
and Gingras criticize this approach on the basis that knowing a lot of facts does not
necessarily make one scientifically literate, since knowledge of facts does not indicate
skill, understanding, or the ability to deal with everyday life situations requiring use of
technology.360 Knowledge of facts constitutes collecting information, whereas the
understanding and use of facts is more indicative of knowledge in the sense in which we
are using the term. Godin and Gingras also criticize the deficit model for its focus on
individual performance rather than on society as a whole, although an understanding of
social issues is among the main reasons for public surveys. Egil Kallerud and Inge
Ramberg from Norway summarize recent criticism of public survey methodology:
The limitations of large-scale survey methodology for undertaking studies of
public understanding of science have been the topic of much controversy. In
strong versions of constructivist criticism of the survey approach, the problem
with such surveys is that they produce simplified, coarse-grained, and in that
sense empirically inadequate, representations of what are complex and contextdependent social phenomena. More seriously, it is argued that they distort the
very nature of public understanding of science. Standardized questionnaires of
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large-scale surveys provide no means to capture the essentially local and
contextual processes by which lay people relate to science and technology.361
Laugksch and Spargo, on the other hand, feel that the science knowledge content
approach is necessary in order to survey large samples, and that knowledge of basic facts
is essential to understanding and acting on more contextual knowledge and public policy
alternatives.362
The knowledge content or deficit model is the model that large government surveys use
with large-scale samples and standardized questions to obtain data.363 In fact, as
Laugksch points out, this model “has formed the basis of almost all national and crossnational studies of the scientific literacy of adults conducted in the last decade or so.”364
Jon Miller is one of the pioneers of scientific literacy measurement who was instrumental
in developing the basic science knowledge survey most commonly used in the United
States. In 1983, Miller defined scientific literacy as having three dimensions that involve
understanding: the nature of science consisting of its norms and methods; the content of
knowledge, or key scientific terms and concepts; and the awareness of the impact of
science and technology on society.365
This three-dimensional model now forms the basis of the U.S. National Science
Foundation Science & Engineering Indicators series, the Public Attitudes toward Science
and Technology (PATSAT) survey, which is conducted in the U.S. every two years. This
model also forms the basis of the multi-national Eurobarometer survey, conducted in the
European Union countries.366 These surveys use a combination of open-ended and
closed-ended questions to ask about a core set of knowledge items that are designed to be
relatively durable, while reflecting changing themes over time. For example, early
PATSAT surveys included questions about radioactive fallout, polio vaccine, and
fluoride in drinking water, whereas the current survey uses constructs such as atomic
structure and DNA. The PATSAT has accumulated data since 1979, but the surveys that
include the core set of questions about public attitudes toward science began in 1988.367
This literature review uncovered only one national Canadian survey on scientific literacy,
despite a rather exhaustive review of government and nongovernmental websites and
relevant databases. This was a 1989 study supported by grants from the Social Sciences
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and Humanities Research Council and Industry, Science and Technology Canada.
Canadian researcher Edna Einsiedel conducted a telephone survey of 2,000 Canadian
adults, which included a battery of 127 questions related to basic scientific knowledge,
technological literacy, knowledge of scientific processes, and attitudes toward science.
The 1994 article based on these data recorded that some of the questions “replicated
questions in the 1988 British and American surveys [Eurobarometer survey and
PATSAT] on the public understanding of science.”368 The 27 questions given by
Einsiedel as examples of the survey are mostly identical to the U.S. survey questions. The
U.S. survey will be discussed in detail below. Given the professed and frequently stated
importance of science literacy for the economy, the dearth of recent and readily available
evidence on the subject is puzzling and constitutes a serious data gap.
Public opinion surveys on biotechnology and related specific topics have been conducted
in Canada.369 However, these studies were done by private polling consultants such as
Decima, Optima Consultants, Environics, and Earnscliffe research, and most of the
surveys are not in the public domain, as they were privately commissioned by industry.370
In addition, the Canadian Science and Innovation Indicators Consortium (CSIIC), a
coalition of researchers with expertise in econometrics, bibliometrics, technometrics, and
surveys, among other fields, who are “interested in the quantitative aspects of science and
innovation,” are working on a project to develop indicators of science and innovation that
are mainly concerned with economic development.371 The indicators it uses for scientific
and technological culture are: literacy, awareness and interest in S&T affairs, and
coverage of S&T in the press.372
The OECD has a section on its website that reports the results of surveys of public
understanding of science by country. However, Canada is not among the countries
reviewed.373 Most of the international surveys of scientific literacy in OECD countries are
similar to the U.S. surveys and have shown similar responses. The majority of adults,
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including those with higher education degrees, have a very limited knowledge of
scientific facts, but remain interested in and positive toward science in general.374
In broad terms, approximately 17 percent of US adults qualified as being
scientifically literate by the end of the twentieth century and this level is equal to
the levels estimated for Britain, France, Denmark, and the Netherlands, and better
than all other countries, including Japan and the other members of the European
Union not cited above.375
Canada was not mentioned in this reference, likely due to lack of survey evidence.
An analysis of a large-scale British survey found that people with low general knowledge
of science often have a more sophisticated understanding of specific science policy
issues, especially if the issues are contentious, such as research on genetic engineering
and nuclear power.376 One analysis of British and U.S. surveys found the level of
education to be a strong predictor on positive attitudes toward science in general, but a
weak predictor of public attitudes toward controversial scientific research. It did not find
lack of scientific knowledge or limited educational attainment to be a causal factor behind
scepticism about scientific research on controversial issues like genetic engineering.377
The surveys generally show marked gender differences, with males showing higher levels
of knowledge and interest in science than females.378 Females, on the other hand, have a
stronger grasp of contextual social issues. How these attitudes affect the process and
outcome of scientific controversies, however, needs further research.379
United States National Science Foundation (NSF) surveys380
The NSF surveys were discussed in general above. Here we highlight more detailed
information on these surveys, since they are the prototype surveys for most other national
assessments. In a 2004 article, Jon Miller explained various rationales for choosing the
questions for the NSF survey, which will not be detailed here. Generally, the questions
were chosen on the basis of the level of concept vocabulary and process understanding
required for the public to be able to read and understand the science section of the New
York Times and popular science books, and to watch and understand episodes of the
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television program Nova.381
The NSF publishes science and technology indicators in the following areas: elementary
and secondary education; higher education in science and engineering; science and
engineering labour force; U.S. and international research and development: funds and
technology linkages; academic research and development; industry, technology, and the
global marketplace; science and technology: public attitudes and understanding; and state
indicators. Each of these topics forms a chapter in the Science and Engineering Indicators
report, which includes massive amounts of information. In this section we are concerned
with the section on public attitudes and understanding. Data sets in the 2002 indicator
document are compiled for 11 surveys from 1979–2001, providing a resource for the
longitudinal study of U.S. knowledge and attitudes toward science and technology issues.
The surveys were administered each year in telephone interviews to about 2,000 U.S.
adults over the age of 18.382
The surveys assess attitudes toward and interest in science and technology; self assessed
knowledge of the interest areas; understanding of scientific and environmental concepts;
knowledge of specific scientific information; how scientific information was acquired,
understanding of public policy issues, computer access and use; and the usual
demographic questions. All of the surveys have basic questions in common, but each
survey also has additional questions. Data are organized on the strongly agree / strongly
disagree scale and can be disaggregated according to the following categories: all adults,
male, female, less than high school graduate, high school graduate, baccalaureate and
higher, and public that is attentive to science and technology. The NSF survey actually
identifies three categories of public—attentive public, interested public, and residual
public:
It is important to identify the audience for S&T issues so that the attitudes of this
group can be compared with those of everyone else. Therefore, it is useful to
classify the public into three groups:
•

•
•

The attentive public consists of those who (1) express a high level of
interest in a particular issue; (2) feel very well informed about the
issue; and (3) read a newspaper on a daily basis, read a weekly or
monthly news magazine, or read a magazine relevant to the issue.
The interested public consists of those who claim to have a high level
of interest in a particular issue but do not feel very well informed about
it.
The residual public consists of those who are neither interested in nor
feel very well informed about a particular issue.383
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Data categories for potential indicators
Data categories in the U.S. NSF Science and Engineering Indicator series that might be
useful to consider for education indicators include the following, which were selected
from a very long list. If Canada was compared to the U.S. in the NSF indicators, this is
noted below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patents granted to universities and organizations
Average number of citations to scientific and technical articles per patent
Output of scientific and technical papers
Indices of public interest in and feeling well informed about public policy issues
Indices of public interest in and feeling well informed about scientific and
technological issues, by sex and level of education
Public attentiveness to science and technology issues, by sex and level of
education
Public understanding of scientific terms and concepts
Public understanding of nature of scientific inquiry
Public assessment of scientific research
Support for Federal governmental funding of basic scientific research, by level of
general support for or reservations about science and technology
Public assessment of genetic engineering
Attitudes toward genetically modified food and crop biotechnologies in Canada,
Europe, and the United States
Attitudes toward genetic testing and medicine production in Canada, Europe, and
the United States
Public attitudes toward selected technologies in the United States, Europe, and
Canada
Public assessment of space exploration
Public confidence in leadership of selected institutions
Who does what—scientists, engineers, or technicians
Public perception of scientists, engineers, and technicians
Public viewing broadcast news versus online news
Leading source of information
Public reading a daily newspaper
Public perception of whether astrology is scientific
Belief in paranormal phenomena
Public attentiveness to news stories
Leading news stories for year
International awards, e.g. Nobel Prize384

Demographic questions and computer use
In addition to the usual demographic questions, the NSF survey asks whether or not the
respondent took math, biology, chemistry, or physics in high school and what the highest
384
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level was, and, if he or she attended university (called “college” in the U.S.), what was
studied. It goes through a long list of possibilities. It asks specific questions about
employment such as whether or not the organization the respondent works for conducts
or sponsors any scientific or technological research, and it asks whether there are minor
children living with the respondent.
The survey then asks very detailed questions about computer use in the home—including
whether or not the respondent has one—and at work, and use of the Internet, email, and
network services like Compuserve or America Online. It also asks the following three
questions:
1. When you read or hear the term the Internet, do you have a clear understanding of
what it means, a general sense of what it means, or little understanding of what it
means?
2. In general, computers and factory automation will create more jobs than they will
eliminate. Do you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree?
3. With the application of science and new technology, work will become more
interesting. Do you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree?
Interest and self-assessed knowledge
The knowledge part of the survey begins with interest since whether or not an individual
is interested in the subject represents a basis for understanding concepts and attitudes, as
well as for constructing knowledge.385 Respondents were asked if they were very
interested, moderately interested, or not at all interested in: new medical discoveries,
local schools, environmental pollution, new scientific discoveries, economy and business
conditions, new inventions and technologies, military and defense policy, agriculture and
farming, international and foreign policy, and space exploration. The survey then asked
how well informed the respondent was about each of the topics in the interest area.
(Major discrepancies were found each year of the survey, since many people who were
interested in science issues said they were not well informed about them.)
Understanding of scientific and environmental concepts
The following questions were asked as two-part questions. The respondent was first
asked “When you read or hear the term scientific study do you have a clear understanding
of what it means, a general sense of what it means, or little understanding of what it
means?”386 (Emphasis added.) If the answer was the first or second item, the respondent
was then asked: “In your own words, could you tell me what it means to study something
scientifically?”387 This was followed by the two-part question:
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When you hear the term DNA, do you have a clear understanding of what it
means, a general sense of what it means, or little understanding of what it means?
Please tell me, in your own words, what is DNA? [and] If you wanted to find
DNA in the human body, where would you expect to find it?388
Other questions in this section have included those about theory (hunch or idea;
established explanation; proven fact?), what scientists would do if a drug used to treat
high blood pressure is not working well (get patient’s opinion, use their medical
knowledge to decide if the drug is good or not; give the drug to some patients but not to
others and compare the results), and about probability (what does it mean if genetic
make-up means that a couple has a one in four chance of having a child with an inherited
illness?). These questions also indirectly measure tacit understanding. For example,
people who did not mention “hypothesis testing” or “theory construction” when asked
what it means to study something scientifically, nevertheless disagreed with a statement
given in this section that all of today’s scientific theories will be accepted in a hundred
years.389
Knowledge of specific scientific information
The knowledge of specific scientific information section starts with an introductory
statement noting that the interviewer is going to ask “a few short quiz-type questions such
as you might see on a television game show,” and asks for a true or false answer. The
questions measure basic and fundamental knowledge. One of the survey’s authors notes
that this general understanding scale is “measuring variability that is directly relevant to
specific science-related public policy issues.”390 Among the questions asked were the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All radioactivity is man-made (False)
Electrons are smaller than atoms (True)
The continents on which we live have been moving their location for millions of
years and will continue to move in the future (T)
The earliest humans lived at the same time as the dinosaurs (F)
The centre of the earth is very hot (T)
All insects have eight legs (F)
The oxygen we breathe comes from plants (T)
It is the father’s gene that decides whether the baby is a boy or girl (T)
Lasers work by focusing sound waves (F)
Antibiotics kill viruses as well as bacteria (F)
The universe began with a huge explosion (T)
Human beings, as we know them today, developed from an earlier species of
animals (T)
Cigarette smoking causes lung cancer (T)
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•
•

Radioactive milk can be made safe by boiling it (F)
Sunlight can cause skin cancer (T)

A few short answer questions were also included such as:
•
•
•
•

Which travels faster: light or sound?
Does the earth go around the sun, or does the sun go around the earth?
How long does it take for the earth to go around the sun: one day, one month, or
one year?
Of the following things, which is the largest, next largest, smallest: solar system,
galaxy, earth, universe, sun?

There were also a few attitude questions, such as:
•
•
•
•

Some of the unidentified flying objects that have been reported are really space
vehicles from other civilizations [True or False?]
Do you ever read a horoscope or your personal astrology report?
[IF YES:] Do you read an astrology report every day, quite often, just
occasionally, or almost never? Would you say that astrology is very scientific,
sort of scientific, or not at all scientific?
Do you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following?
• Some numbers are especially lucky for some people.
• We depend too much on science and not enough on faith.
• It is not important for me to know about science in my daily life.
• Technological development creates an artificial and inhuman way of living
• Science makes our way of life change too fast.
• Technological discoveries will eventually destroy the earth.
• People would do better by living a simpler life without so much
technology.
• Some people possess psychic powers or ESP [53% of all adults in 2001
agreed].
• There are some good ways of treating sickness such as forms of alternative
medicine that science does not recognize

Understanding of public policy issues
These questions are mostly attitude questions that were designed to reflect the
relationship between public understanding of, and public support for, science. Some of
the questions in this area, which are mostly agree / disagree types, include the following:
•
•

Science and technology are making our lives healthier, easier, and more
comfortable.
New inventions will always be found to counteract any harmful consequences of
technological development.
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•

Even if it brings no immediate benefits, scientific research, which advances the
frontiers of knowledge, is necessary and should be supported by the federal
government.

Next, a list of “problems” was given and the respondent was asked if the government was
spending too much, too little, or the right amount. The categories were: exploring space,
reducing pollution, improving health care, supporting scientific research, improving
education, helping older people, improving national defence, and helping low-income
persons.
There are also specific policy questions concerning genetic engineering; biotechnology
applications; space exploration; use of mice, dogs, and chimpanzees in scientific
research; belief in global warming; and quality of science and mathematics education.
Questions are asked about confidence in the following institutions: medicine, scientific
community, military, U.S. Supreme Court, banks and financial institutions, major
companies, organized religion, education, executive branch of federal government,
organized labour, congress, press, and television.
There are quite a few other questions concerning attitudes about scientists and where
one’s scientific information comes from: TV news magazine shows like “60 Minutes,”
“20/20,” or “Dateline”; public television programs and specifically “NOVA,” Discovery,
and National Geographic specials; television news; daily newspaper; magazines; cable or
satellite viewing; science or technology museums; zoos or aquariums; public libraries; art
museums; radio; science fiction books or magazines; and science fiction television shows
such as “Star Trek” and “X-Files.”
Also, a group of questions asks about involvement in public activities, such as whether
the respondent had written or spoken to any public official or legislator about any
political issue or problem during the last year and what was the issue (a long list is
provided); whether he or she voted; and a few questions about gender.
Results
These surveys have produced massive amounts of information of what American people
know about science in the sense of tacit knowledge, especially. The variables can all be
correlated with education levels. Some of the results were surprising and some were
expected. For example, when asked if they agreed or disagreed with the statement that the
quality of science and mathematics education was inadequate, 49% of all adults over age
18 agreed in 1985 and 51% of adults agreed in 2001. When asked if people would do
better by living a simpler life without so much technology, in 1985, 37% of adults agreed
and 48% disagreed, and in 2001, 37% of adults also agreed and 48% disagreed—
unchanged.
Data were reported for the correct answers to specific science literacy questions, but the
data were not cumulative for all questions, so no composite data were produced on
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overall scores. As might be expected, the higher the education level, the more correct
answers were given. The strongest predictor of scientific literacy was the number of
college-level (university-level in Canada) science courses taken. Also, the use of informal
science education resources was related positively to scientific literacy. These resources
included use of science magazines, news magazines, science books, science museums,
home computer, science websites, and the public library.391
Various questions about belief in paranormal phenomena show a progressive
strengthening of positive beliefs in these phenomena from 1990–2001. The NSF survey
questions were about psychic or spiritual healing, or the power of the human mind to heal
the body; extrasensory perception; haunted houses; ghosts or spirits of dead people;
extraterrestrial beings having visited the earth; clairvoyance; and astrology. The NSF
commentary calls paranormal information “pseudoscience,” partially blames the growing
belief in these phenomena on misinformation from the media, and is concerned that this
trend demonstrates a growing anti-science attitude while the government professes an
interest in promoting science and technology.392 Thus, the NSF commentary shows an
extreme bias, and overlooks the many scientific research studies dealing with mind/ body
connection and healing, extrasensory perception, clairvoyance, etc.
20.1.2 Contextual model: cultural science
The sociological approach to understanding scientific literacy is widely known as the
“contextual model.”393 While the “knowledge content” approach to scientific literacy
described above assumes an objectivity to science, the contextual model takes a far more
relativistic approach. Researchers are interested in people’s understanding of issues
within a social and cultural context. Weinstein describes a “cultural commonsense notion
of science” that evolves within a network of communities such as health systems,
political systems, media, industry, and environmental groups. He elaborates that each of
these communities interacts with communities of scientists to create cultural science:
The meaning making that we call science happens in a way that is distributed over
the society spatially and temporally. It happens through science fiction, it happens
through laboratory work, […] it happens in hospitals, it happens in advertising, and
it happens in schools. To emphasize this, I explicitly refer to science-as-culture
rather than to just science. I do this as a reminder to the reader that I am concerned
with science in all parts of the network and not just the laboratory, field station, and
research institute.394
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Roth sees “context” not as a container filled with people or as a particular space, but as an
“order of behaviour” of which individuals are a part.395 He sees contexts as activity
systems that are multi-dimensional “entities composed of many, often dissimilar and
contradictory elements, lives, experiences, and voices and discontinuous, fractured and
non-linear relationships between these elements, lives, experiences, and voices.”396 This
context, he argues, is the source of scientific literacy. He offers the following example:
Such scientific literacy may, for example, emerge when ordinary citizens question
a scientist about the methodology he used, which turns out to fall short
considering the problem at hand. Recognising this falling short as a collective
achievement is the kind of scientific literacy that I am advocating here. This
scientific literacy, then, emerges when scientists, science-related professionals,
and people from other walks of life and with different backgrounds engage each
other over contentious and personally relevant issues. Thus, everyone (speakers,
listeners, moderator) and everything (reports, spatial arrangements, historical
context) in the public meeting was part of the appearance of scientific literacy.397
Glen Aikenhead notes that science is embedded in society through particular roles such as
“setting standards, regulating commerce, providing legal evidence, announcing medical
breakthroughs, creating novel ethical dilemmas, and requiring financial support for
research and development.”398 Steven Yearley emphasizes the importance of public trust
in scientific expertise as an important factor in how people utilize scientific knowledge in
individual contextual circumstances.399 And Wynne observes that people often do not
have an extensive knowledge of “science” in general, however, when they see a practical
use for specific information, for example about disease when they are ill, they often
“show a remarkable capability to learn and to find relevant sources of scientific
knowledge. This is true of medical self-help organizations […] but also of bird-watchers,
amateur astronomers, and many other groups.”400 Making the point that it is important to
indicate specific contextual knowledge, Wynne describes the effort needed for informal
learning:
An important discovery from our research has been the enormous amount of sheer
effort needed for members of the public to monitor sources of scientific
information, judge between them, keep up with shifting scientific understandings,
395
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distinguish consensus from isolated scientific opinion, and decide how expert
knowledge needs qualifying for use in their particular situation. They must also
judge what level of knowledge is good enough for them. This is not necessarily
the same level as scientists have assumed; the threshold may be looser, or
tighter.401
Although some researchers, such as Wynne, are strongly critical of the knowledge
content or deficit model,402 others, such as Einsteidel and Sturgis and Allum, see a
possibility that the frameworks might be complementary, and that contextual issues could
more effectively be integrated within the survey framework.403 While the knowledge
content model relies largely on quantitative data, research in the contextual, sociological
area uses mainly qualitative case studies, structured in-depth interviews, and
questionnaires on specific issues.404 There have been suggestions as to how conceptual
issues can be included in large surveys, and we will look at a few of them below.
The conceptual approach often is more interested in focusing on society as a whole,
which can be seen as more or less literate, rather than concentrating on the individual
level and on the sum of individual responses to science literacy questionnaires. As Godin
and Gingras remark:
Societies and social institutions can also learn, for example, to control science and
technology or to intervene to diminish the perverse effects of technologies. This
dimension of S&T culture—the social dimension—is not measured with existing
indicators.405
Roth and Lee, in a report of their three-year ethnographic study of science in a First
Nation community in British Columbia, also see scientific literacy “as a property of
collective activity rather than individual minds.”406 They continue:
We think of knowing and learning science as situated in and distributed across
social and material aspects of a setting. [The community they are researching
features] different types of citizens who walk a creek, interact during an
environment-oriented open-house event, discuss water problems, collect data, and
have different conceptions of human-environment relations. The case studies
show that collectively, much more advanced forms of scientific literacy are
produced than any individual (including scientists) could produce. Creating
opportunities for scientific literacy to emerge from collective activity, irrespective
401
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of whether one or more participants know some basic scientific facts, presents
challenges to science educators very different from teaching basic facts and skills
to individuals.407
In their study, Roth and Lee saw science as related to a variety of contexts “ranging from
personal matters (e.g., accessibility to safe drinking water), livelihood (e.g., best farming
practices), leisure (e.g., gardening in sustainable, organic ways), spiritual values of water
as cleansing, to activism and organized protest.”408 Thus, knowledge is situated in its use
in the “changing processes of human activity,” and individual scientific literacy and
learning are correspondingly seen as reflections of the knowing and learning within
society as a whole. Roth, in a separate article, believes that “we treat scientific literacy as
a recognisable and analysable feature that emerges from the (improvised) choreography
of human interaction, which is always a collectively achieved, indeterminate process.”409
According to Roth and Lee, in order to measure the scientific literacy of society, one
would need to indicate “changing participation in changing social practices”410 such as
the society’s engagement with the environment. They argue that it is not important that
individuals all know specific information, such as how genetic modification is achieved,
since this knowledge lies within a collective body. Too much specialized knowledge
exists for one person to know all the relevant facts. What is important is that “as
collectives we produce the substantive knowledges relevant to the problem at hand.”411
What is also important, according to Roth and Lee, is to facilitate democratic
conversations in policy-making, in public hearings or “study circles,” for example, where
this knowledge is shared for the public good. Indicators might measure the extent and
content of this type of activity, the extent to which adults are engaged in these activities,
and the social consciousness about issues like climate change that threaten the planet.
They argue that this consciousness needs to challenge scientists to account for their
actions, for example, in producing potentially harmful substances such as drugs to make
children—who are labelled as having “ADHD” (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder)—compliant, genetically altered infertile seeds, or “smart bombs” that function
as land mines.412
Some researchers have started the process of contextualizing scientific knowledge by
looking for broad principles that affect the way people receive and use this knowledge.
For example, Zinman points to evidence that shows that people receive their scientific
understanding in incoherent ways—from the media, from friends and colleagues, and in
other aspects of life—not simply from school. The important point is “what they pick up
is not simply a filtered version of formal scientific knowledge: its meaning is actively
constructed by the processes and circumstances under which it is communicated and
407
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received.”413 As well, the knowledge that people construct and use is directly related to
what they need at the moment, and they “select, or construct the scientific elements
according to their own interests, involvement, personal and social histories, and other
circumstances.”414 Therefore, in this model, scientific knowledge is socially negotiated,
and this “local knowledge” should not be considered less important than that held by
experts, who may or may not see their work—or the consequences of their work— in a
social context.
Kallerud and Ramberg call for surveys to be redesigned. They see the potential for largescale surveys to broaden social policy considerations, if the survey is “framed as a
methodology for mapping the social pervasiveness of ideologies about the science–
society relationship.”415 They suggest that it is important to highlight how scientists
themselves understand and interpret science. Citing Aant Elzinga and Andrew Jamison,
they see science policy as an area in which four main social perspectives are embedded
within the social context. Each of these areas has its own culture, mode of public
assessment, core concerns, and means of application.416 These cultures comprise the
academic, industrial, bureaucratic, and civic cultures. This framework is reproduced
below in Table 6.
Table 6: The cultures of science policy
Culture
The
academic
culture
The
industrial
culture
The
bureaucratic
culture
The civic
culture

Mode of
public
assessment

Core concern

Pragmatic
implication

Appreciation

Cultural
achievement

Scientific
autonomy

Acceptance

Technological
opportunity

Competitive
advantage

Trust

Epistemological Effective
authority
political action

Responsibility

Social
consequences

Accountability

Source: Kallerud, Egil, and Inge Ramberg. "The Order of Discourse in Surveys of Public Understanding of
Science." Public Understanding of Science, 11 (2002): 213–24, p. 217.
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The first three cultures have been fairly well treated in the surveys, according to Kallerud
and Ramberg. They especially see the need for surveys to incorporate the civic culture
perspective on core issues, which they term as the “socio-political embeddedness of
science”:
In order to do so within the science policy culture framework, issues concerning
social responsibility and responsiveness would have to be focused in ways that also
address, for example, the links between science and power, the role of sociopolitical alliances that underpin the funding and practice of science, its
susceptibility to ‘outside’ influences, and so on.417
Specifically, issues that need to be addressed, according to Kallerud and Ramberg,
include:
•
•
•

the precautionary principle
the connection between researchers and their sponsors, and the independence of
researchers
the role of scientific knowledge in the political process418

Response choices need to be broader than “for or against,” for example, when asking
about science and technology. To illustrate the type of contextual questions that could
(and should) be included in future science literacy surveys, Kallerud and Ramberg give as
examples alternative questions that were in the first Norwegian survey of public
understanding of science conducted in 1999. These questions were designed to measure
the three issues above in order to indicate a correlation between knowledge and the sociopolitical embeddedness of science. The questions are reproduced in Table 7 below.
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Table 7: Three items on the socio-political embeddedness of science, Norway
1. The trustworthiness of science
(A) “Nowadays it seems that anyone who has the money required, may
purchase research on nearly any topic with the conclusion they
want”
(B) “I am confident that researchers and other experts do not allow the
results of their research to be influenced by outsiders”
2. The precautionary principle
(A) “It is wrong to put strong restrictions on the use of new technology
as long as it is not scientifically proved that it will cause extensive
damage to humans and the environment”
(B) “If it is uncertain what consequences the use of new, unknown
technologies will have for humans and the environment, one should
be restrictive in permitting their use”
3. Science in politics
(A) “Science is the best basis for policy”
(B) “In politics, values and attitudes are at least as important as science”
Source: Kallerud, Egil, and Inge Ramberg. "The Order of Discourse in Surveys of Public Understanding of
Science." Public Understanding of Science, 11 (2002): 213–24, p 220.

Sturgis and Allum are interested in integrating the contextual perspective into surveybased quantitative analysis.419 They are particularly concerned with “how different
domains of knowledge impact on attitudes toward science.”420 For their analysis of the
connections between the knowledge of the formal contents of scientific knowledge, the
nature or methods of science, and the institutional embedding and control of science, they
constructed a simple quiz. The content of knowledge and the methods of science sections
are based on items often used in surveys, and are comprised of 7 and 4 questions,
respectively. The authors suggest that the items selected for their analysis should be seen
as diagnostic indicators, rather than as representative of the full scope of actual scientific
knowledge needed to form attitudes. Sturgis and Allum find it likely that a high score on
their quiz will indicate that a person also has a fairly wide range of understanding of
scientific knowledge.
Their treatment of the knowledge and understanding of contextual effects on science are,
however, unusual. They chose “institutional knowledge of science,” which they define as
“denoting an understanding of the ways in which science is embedded within wider
political, economic, and regulatory settings,”421 to represent the context of scientific
419
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knowledge—although they realize it is only one factor. In order to measure institutional
knowledge, they use the proxy of questions about political knowledge.
People who are knowledgeable about political parties and the issues they endorse,
are also more likely to be familiar with existing forms of scientific regulation,
government committee structures, and the nature of links between science,
industry, and government and so forth.422
This observation is based on studies that show people to be “generalists”—their level of
knowledge in one domain will predict their level of knowledge in another.423 Also,
studies have shown that a person’s level of political knowledge has a major impact on
“political preferences, likelihood of voting, and a whole host of other important
behaviours, attitudes, and beliefs.”424
Table 8 below shows the questions and coding used in the Sturgis and Allum political
knowledge scale. (Note that it was composed for British respondents.)

Table 8. Wordings and coding of items in political knowledge scale, Britain
The political knowledge measure is a summed scale of the following six items:
(parenthetical answers give the knowledge scale codes)
These next questions are about things that different parties are in favor of. If you feel you
don’t know, just tell me and we’ll go to the next question. Firstly which party would you
say is ...
Most in favour of changing the voting system to a form of proportional representation?
(Liberal Democrats = correct (1), all other answers = incorrect (0).)
Most in favour of reducing government spending in order to cut taxes? (Tories
[Conservatives] = correct (1), all other answers = incorrect (0).)
Most in favour of schools being under local authority control? (Labour = correct (1), all
other answers = incorrect (0).)
Most in favour of independence for Scotland? (SNP = correct (1), all other answers =
incorrect (0).)
Most in favour of letting private industry run the railways? (Tories = correct (1), all other
answers = incorrect (0).)
Most in favour of setting a minimum wage level, below which no one can be paid? (Labour
= correct (1), all other answers = incorrect (0).)
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Source: Sturgis, Patrick, and Nick Allum. "Science in Society: Re-Evaluating the Deficit Model of Public
Attitudes." Public Understanding of Science, 13 (2004): 55–74.

VNOS—Views of Nature of Science
The VNOS—Views of Nature of Science tool places science and technology within the
context of the larger society. It was designed by Norm Lederman, et al. in the U.S. to test
views of the nature of science (NOS), which have direct relevance to understanding
science and our world in general.425 The instrument is intended to be used for the purpose
of teaching and learning NOS, and includes open-ended questions and follow-up
interviews, which make it unlikely to be useful for large-scale surveys. Indeed,
Lederman, et al. are highly critical of instruments designed for “mass administration to
large samples.”426 It is included here since the questions that were developed for this tool
might inform public survey and educated populace indicator development in Bhutan and
Canada.
A brief review of the VNOS conceptual basis is important in order to understand the
significance of NOS. Lederman, et al. conceptualize NOS as referring to “the
epistemology and sociology of science, science as a way of knowing, or the values and
beliefs inherent to scientific knowledge and its development.”427 For the VNOS
instrument, the authors chose aspects of NOS that were general enough not to be
controversial and that had relevance to daily life. They defined these fundamental aspects
of scientific knowledge as follows: “Scientific knowledge is tentative; empirical; theoryladen; partly the product of human inference, imagination, and creativity; and socially
and culturally embedded.”428 Three additional important aspects of the scientific method
were also included: “the distinction between observation and inference, the lack of a
universal recipelike method for doing science, and the functions of and relationships
between scientific theories and laws.”429
NOS is concerned with the values and assumptions underlying the scientific processes of
collecting and interpreting data and the derivation of conclusions. It involves
understanding that perceptual apparatus and instruments such as microscopes and
telescopes restrict and filter the observations. Lederman, et al. feel that knowing the
difference between direct observation and inferences about phenomena that are not
directly observable with the senses is basic to understanding “inferential and theoretical
entities and terms,” such as “atoms, molecular orbitals, species, genes, photons, magnetic
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fields, and gravitational forces,” which are “functional models rather than faithful copies
of reality.”430
This understanding also relates to the differences between scientific theories and laws.
Theories are inferred explanations that cannot be directly tested by observation, that are
based on assumptions that have consensus, and that are used to explain phenomena. Laws
describe relationships among phenomena that can be observed. They are different,
equally valid, ways of knowing and have no hierarchical relationship, i.e., theories do not
become laws with more evidence. Facts, theories, and laws are all subject to change.
The work of scientists is also necessarily coupled with their beliefs, prior knowledge,
experiences, professional commitments, and the beliefs and power structures of their
society. These underlying assumptions affect what and how scientists conduct
investigations, what they do or do not observe, and how they interpret their findings. In
other words, scientific findings are not neutral and value-free. According to Lederman, et
al., this is necessary for people to understand in order to make decisions about the
trustworthiness of evidence.
The VNOS has mainly been administered to high school and university students,
graduates, and secondary science teachers in countries across four continents, including
Canada, and has been demonstrated to have a high validity rate. There are three versions
of the VNOS, which all use an open-ended questionnaire. Ideally, the questionnaire
would be used with a follow-up interview of 15–20% of the participants, which could
clarify ambiguous responses. In fact, Lederman, et al. stress the importance of the followup interview and argue that it is the principle source of validity evidence for the
questionnaire. Analysis of the questionnaires and interviews must be conducted by
trained researchers and interrater agreement must be established. It is not intended to
label “learners’ views as adequate or inadequate or sum their NOS understandings into
numerical scores.”431 Furthermore:
The analysis of responses to VNOS items does not assume a restrictive one-to-one
correspondence between an item on the questionnaire and a target NOS aspect
[…]. This approach to the analysis has two major advantages. First, it is consistent
with our belief that NOS understandings should not be construed in the narrow
sense of specific desired responses to cues set by specific questions. Rather,
participants could demonstrate their NOS understandings in several contexts.
Second, this approach allows one to check for deep understanding of an NOS
aspect versus superficial reiteration of key terms by examining the consistency, or
lack thereof, in respondents’ answers across VNOS items.432
The different versions of the survey have gone through various validation and reliability
tests, and have been examined by an expert panel of scientists and science educators.
430
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VNOS-B has been modified to create the latest version, VNOS Form-C. VNOS-C has 10
questions that are each printed on a separate page to allow ample space for answers. The
entire questionnaire can be found in Appendix 3.
20.1.3 Science-Technology-Society (STS) model: science education in Canada
Although formal education systems are the responsibilities of the provincial governments
in Canada, the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada (CMEC) provides direction in
the form of curriculum policy documents in an effort to avoid duplication and disparity
among the provinces. However, the provinces remain independent, and choose their own
specific curriculum. In 1997, the CMEC, in consultation with many stakeholders and
partially based on the U.S. models, Benchmarks for Science Literacy433 and National
Science Education Standards434 produced the Common Framework of Science Learning
Outcomes, which was the first Canadian national framework for science education.435
Although this is not an adult scientific literacy document per se, it does create “a vision
and foundational statements for scientific literacy in Canada” within a lifelong learning
process.436 It establishes a science–technology–society–environment (STSE) approach to
scientific literacy in Canada.437 The framework also outlines both general and specific
learning outcomes for grades K-12.
Glen Aikenhead, of the University of Saskatchewan, has been involved with the
development of the STSE system in Canada. He reviews its pros and cons along with the
controversies surrounding STSE in a report, STS Science in Canada: From Policy to
Student Evaluation.438 He says that STSE science is “expected to fill a critical void in the
traditional curriculum—the social responsibility in collective decision making on issues
related to science and technology.”439 Quoting Kranzberg, Aikenhead says making
complex decisions involves “the application of scientific knowledge, technological
expertise, social understanding, and humane compassion.”440 The CMEC framework
establishes the social context of knowledge in a discussion of the considerations that were
taken into account in the framework development:
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Student learning is affected by personal and cultural preconceptions and prior
knowledge. Students learn most effectively when their study of science is rooted
in concrete learning experiences, related to a particular context or situation, and
applied to their world where appropriate. Science activities, therefore, occur
within a socio-cultural context, are interpreted within that context, and are
designed to extend and challenge existing views.441
The CMEC framework sets out four foundation statements, the first being STSE as the
“driving force.” The framework document advises that many of the learning outcomes
presented come either directly or indirectly from the STSE domain. The first foundation
notes that “Students will develop an understanding of the nature of science and
technology, of the relationships between science and technology, and of the social and
environmental contexts of science and technology.442
The second, third, and fourth foundation statements concern skills, knowledge, and
attitudes respectively. Skills to be developed include those needed for scientific and
technological inquiry, problem solving, communicating scientific ideas, working
collaboratively, and for informed decision-making. The framework takes a constructionist
view of knowledge stating that students will construct knowledge and understandings of
concepts in the sciences and be able to apply these understandings to “interpret, integrate,
and extend their knowledge.”443
The final foundation, attitudes, emphasizes developing attitudes that support responsible
“application of scientific and technological knowledge to the mutual benefit of self,
society, and the environment.”444 It names six attitude indicators that guide the learning
outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

appreciation of science and awareness of its role, contributions to society,
impacts, and limits
interest in science
active scientific inquiry
collaboration to develop ‘interpersonal responsibilities,’ ‘openness to diversity,’
and respect for others
stewardship and responsible action toward living things, the environment, and
issues related to sustainability
safety or the ability to ‘assess and manage potential dangers and apply safety
procedures.’445
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The attitude indicators are not meant to be formally assessed. The detailed list provides
examples of behaviours to be encouraged and that “when observed regularly, indicate a
desire to act in certain ways.”446
The framework also undercuts myths that are prevalent in the general society. For
example, it takes science out of the strictly positivist, rationalist realm to include intuitive
processes of creating knowledge: “Science is also a way of learning about the universe
based on curiosity, creativity, imagination, intuition, exploration, observation, replication
of experiments, interpretation of evidence, and debate over the evidence and its
interpretations.” It also moves away from a common misconception of the “scientific
method”:
Science is a human and social activity with unique characteristics and a long
history that has involved many men and women from many societies […]. Many
historians, sociologists, and philosophers of science argue that there is no set
procedure for conducting a scientific investigation. Rather, they see science as
driven by a combination of theories, knowledge, experimentation, and processes
anchored in the physical world. Theories of science are continually being tested,
modified, and improved as new knowledge and theories supersede existing ones.
Scientific debate on new observations and hypotheses that challenge accepted
knowledge involves many participants with diverse backgrounds. This highly
complex interplay, which has occurred throughout history, is fuelled by
theoretical discussions, experimentation, social, cultural, economic, and political
influences, personal biases, and the need for peer recognition and acceptance.447
Educators in Canada, for the most part, believe that contextualizing science within the
STSE framework, which also includes scientific content standards, will benefit both
students who will go on to study science professionally, as well as the general public.448
The framework document records that the knowledge outcomes are meant to provide
curricula with direction. However:
[T]he knowledge foundation is intended to reduce the volume of material
traditionally covered in science curricula, and to ensure that students are not
learning isolated bits of information, but rather are developing a greater
understanding of science through the appropriate contexts.449
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20.2 Science learning outcomes expected in Canadian
secondary schools
In Appendix 4, we list outcome statements from the Council of Ministers of Education,
Canada’s Common Framework of Science Learning Outcomes for grade 12.450 These
statements give examples of what students are expected to know and be able to do by the
end of secondary schooling. We also show general learning outcomes for life science, and
a more elaborate, though partial, list of expected grade 12 outcomes for earth and space
science.
We have included only general outcomes anticipated for the STSE framework, and
examples of specific knowledge outcomes in one particular sub-discipline of science, as
specified in the STSE framework. The specific knowledge contents listed in the STSE are
extremely detailed and discipline-specific, and are therefore probably not useful for
designing general scientific literacy indicators in either Bhutan or Canada. Based on
results from U.S. and European surveys discussed above, which all reported similar
results, it is most likely that the majority of the general population, even the highly
educated, would not do very well on a test constructed from the specific knowledge
outcomes listed in Appendix 4. Nevertheless, according to the CMEC, the list of specific
knowledge outcomes in the STSE, as illustrated in Appendix 4, does represents what the
populace who have graduated from high school is “expected” to know to be scientifically
literate. As we have seen, the questions asked on national literacy exams, particularly in
the U.S., are far more basic. A quick glance at the CMEC framework indicates that the
learning outcomes expected from grade six, or even grade three, students, might be the
equivalent of the level of basic science literacy assessed in national surveys in the U.S.
In general, the teacher conducts student assessments and evaluations of learning
outcomes. The knowledge content of science, however, is most often evaluated by
national standardized tests such as PISA (Programme for International Student
Assessment) and SAIP (School Achievement Indicators Program). Aikenhead suggests
that student assessments—defined as the act of observing or collecting student work—
and evaluations—defined as the judgment of or interpretation of the work—should be a
collaborative endeavour between students and teachers and should be used in a
“formative” way to help students progress.451
20.2.1 Models of STS (Science–Technology–Society) assessments
VOSTS: Views of Science–Technology–Society
The CMEC framework has influenced tests and surveys that measure portions of adult
scientific literacy, specifically concerning attitudes toward the nature of science (NOS)
450
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and the impact of science and technology on society.452 Aikenhead and Ryan created an
alternative assessment instrument to measure STSE content specifically for an AngloCanadian setting, which has been tested for reliability and validity. However, this
instrument has been used internationally (with cultural modifications) and therefore may
be of interest to Bhutanese educators. Aikenhead and Ryan found that people were able to
express their beliefs better on the questionnaire than they could by writing a paragraph.
The VOSTS—Views of Science–Technology–Society instrument can be used to
formulate a bank of items for public scientific literacy surveys.453 The entire 114-item
instrument can be found online at
http://www.usask.ca/education/people/aikenhead/vosts.pdf.454
Aikenhead and Ryan reviewed contemporary literature and formulated statements, from
the humanistic content they found, into 114 multiple-choice items. These items are then
used to select 10–20 items for use on different versions of the questionnaire. On the
questionnaire, a statement is made and there are about 10 responses from which to
choose. The choices give responses or positions that range from one extreme to the other.
The respondent is asked to choose the one that is closest to her or his personal view or
belief. The response format is designed to reflect the respondent’s opinion, rather than a
correct answer. The evaluation is straightforward, although there have been some
advances in scaling procedures.455 This is a very interesting tool that assesses
presumptions and attitudes that underlie much of behaviour. The VOSTS is unique in that
it includes viewpoints from Canadian 11 and 12 grade students—over a six year period—
to help formulate the multiple choices, rather than only using expert judgment.
The VOSTS asks for viewpoints on particular statements that are about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

what science and technology are
how society influences science and technology
how science and technology influence society
how science as taught in school influences society
what characterizes scientists
how scientific knowledge comes about
the nature of scientific knowledge456
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Table 9 below outlines the conceptual framework of VOSTS. A few sample questions
and response choices are shown in Appendix 5.
Table 9: VOSTS (Views on Science–Technology–Society) Conceptual Framework
Definitions
1. Science and Technology
01. Defining science (e.g., instrumentalism, curiosity satisfaction, social
enterprise).
02. Defining technology (e.g., social and human purposes, hardware,
socioeconomic & cultural components).
03. Defining research & development (R&D).
04. Interdependence of science & technology (e.g., rejection that technology is
simply applied science).
External Sociology of Science
2. Influence of Society on Science / Technology
01. Government (e.g., control over funding, policy & science activities, influence
of politics).
02. Industry (e.g., corporate control dictated by profits).
03. Military (e.g., utilization of scientific human resources).
04. Ethics (e.g., influence on research program).
05. Education institutions (e.g., mandatory science education).
06. Special interest groups (e.g., health societies, nongovernmental & nonindustrial groups).
07. Public influence on scientists (e.g., upbringing, social interactions).
3. (Future category) [The literature does not make clear what this refers to.]
4. Influence of Science / Technology on Society
01. Social responsibility of scientists / technologists (e.g., communicating with
public)
02. Contribution to social decisions (e.g., technocratic vs. democratic decision
making, moral & legal decisions, expert testimony, lobbying for funds).
03. Creation of social problems (e.g., trade-offs between positive & negative
consequences, competition for funds).
04. Resolution of social & practical problems (e.g., technological fix, everyday
type of problems).
05. Contribution to economic wellbeing (e.g., wealth & jobs).
06. Contribution to military power.
07. Contribution to social thinking (e.g., lexicon, metaphors)
5. Influence of School Science on Society
01. Bridging C.P. Snow's two cultures.
02. Social empowerment (e.g., consumer decisions).
03. School characterization of science.
Internal Sociology of Science
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6. Characteristics of Scientists
01. Personal motivation of scientists.
02. Standards / values that guide scientists at work and home (e.g., openmindedness, logicality, honesty, objectivity, skepticism, suspension of belief; as
well as the opposite values: closed-mindedness, subjectivity, etc.).
03. Ideologies of scientists (e.g, religious views).
04. Abilities needed to do science (e.g., commitment, patience).
05. Gender effect on the process & product of science.
06. Under-representation of females.
7. Social Construction of Scientific Knowledge
01. Collectivization of science (e.g., loyalties to research team & employer).
02. Scientific decisions (e.g., disagreements among scientists, consensus making).
03. Professional communication among scientists (e.g., peer review, journals, press
conferences).
04. Professional interaction in the face of competition (e.g., politics, secrecy,
plagiarism).
05. Social interactions.
06. Individual's influence on scientific knowledge.
07. National influence on scientific knowledge & technique.
08. Private vs. public science.
8. Social Construction of Technology
01. Technological decisions.
02. Autonomous technology (e.g., technological imperative).
Epistemology
9. Nature of Scientific Knowledge
01. Nature of observations (e.g., theory laden, perception bound).
02. Nature of scientific models.
03. Nature of classification schemes.
04. Tentativeness of scientific knowledge.
05. Hypotheses, theories & laws (e.g., definition, role of assumptions, criteria for
belief).
06. Scientific approach to investigations (e.g., nonlinearity, rejection of a stepwise
procedure, “the scientific method” as a writing style).
07. Precision & uncertainty in scientific/technological knowledge (e.g.,
probabilistic
reasoning).
08. Logical reasoning (e.g., cause/effect problems, epidemiology & etiology).
09. Fundamental assumptions for all science (e.g., uniformitarianism).
10. Epistemological status of scientific knowledge (e.g., ontology as an
assumption, questioning logical positivism).
11. Paradigms vs. coherence of concepts across disciplines.
Source: Aikenhead, Glen S., and Alan G. Ryan. "The Development of a New Instrument: “Views on
Science–Technology–Society”." Science Education, 76, no. 5 (1992): 477–91.
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Composite model: Test of Basic Scientific Literacy (TBSL)457
In his recent overview of scientific literacy, Laugksch mentions that there have been very
few composite measures that use all three of the above models.458 Laugksch and Spargo
in the United States constructed a 110-item Test of Basic Scientific Literacy (TBSL),
which was designed for students entering university, based on 472 items developed from
scientific literacy goals found in the U.S. foundation document, Science for All
Americans.459 It was especially developed for large-scale surveys to monitor progress
towards local, regional, national, or international goals, it does not employ interviews,
and it is easy to administer. It mainly tests basic aspects of scientific literacy rather than
applications for science or for decision-making or problem-solving abilities. According to
Laugksch and Spargo, the TBSL can be used for specific target groups such as
consumers, teachers, scientists, decision-makers, or the general public.
The tool has been validated and found internally consistent and reliable. The TBSL has
three subsets, each of which is based on Jon Miller’s multi-dimensional framework of
scientific literacy: science content knowledge has 72 items; nature of science (NOS) has
22 items; and the impact of science and technology on society has 16 items. The TBSL
tests factual knowledge, comprehension of key concepts in science, and attitudes toward
science at the level of baseline knowledge and outcome studies. It is based on a simple
true / false system that also uses a “don’t know” response to minimize guessing.
Examples of the test from each of the subsets can be found in Appendix 6.
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21. Scientific Literacy: public knowledge
and understanding of biotechnology
21.1 Importance of biotechnology
Biotechnology is one of the most important, and highly contentious, issues transforming
society today, and thus is of great importance to all countries globally, including Bhutan
and Canada. The Canada government suggests that biotechnology is “expanding the
frontiers of knowledge” and “changing the basis for innovation and productivity” in a
diversity of fields including agriculture, energy, health care, aquaculture, forestry,
mining, the environment, and the development of natural resources.460 It is also an issue
that draws heated public debate, which requires that the public have the knowledge and
understanding needed for engagement with the biotechnology issues directly affecting
their lives. Because of its wide-ranging impact on almost every area of social outcomes,
biotechnology may also be one of the most important issues to track in terms of public
knowledge and learning, knowledge creation and control, public understanding, trust in
the governmental regulatory process, and acceptance or rejection of ethical values
underlying its development. The issues involved are complex but, as Alan McHughen,
senior research scientist at the University of Saskatchewan, notes, not beyond the abilities
of lay people to understand.461
Social ecologist Chaia Heller does not view biotechnology as an isolated technology, but
fits it into the wider economic and political trends that are currently dictating the way
knowledge, culture, and society are produced.462 She argues that biotechnology is the
“systematic conversion of biological nature into informational capital” representing a
new way of producing and ordering society and nature:
While some claim that [biotechnology] is ‘nothing really new’, that its transgenic
creations represent a continuity with such previous biotechnologies as plant and
animal breeding, they deny the underlying issue: transgenic biotechnology
emerges out of a different world than plant breeding or beer making. It emerges
out of a different set of economic, political, and social demands and
commitments. Biotechnology is a new form of production that emerged as capital
hit the limits of industrial production and began to enter what may be called its
organic phase: a phase in which capital targets the reproductive dimensions of
460
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cultural and biological life as loci for intensified production and
commodification.463
The pace of biotechnology is accelerating at an exponential rate. Monsanto, one of the
leading “life sciences” companies, estimates that the genomic technologies will continue
to double in capability every 12 to 24 months.464 A 2003 Canadian government report on
biotechnology and its impact on the economy and quality of life notes: “Its impact on this
century is predicted to be more dramatic and far-reaching than that of
telecommunications and computers in the last, because it deals with life and living things
which permeate all aspects of our own lives.”465 Edna Einsiedel, of the University of
Calgary, suggests that biotechnology and its relative, nanotechnology, are “revolutionary
technologies,” with the capacity to change a wide range of sectors.466
The Canadian Biotechnology Secretariat uses a definition of biotechnology taken from
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD):
In general, biotechnology can be defined as the application of science and
technology to living organisms, as well as parts, products and models thereof, to
alter living or non-living materials for the production of knowledge, goods and
services.467
Nanotechnology, the “relative” of biotechnology that is expected to become “the next big
technology,” has been defined in the following way:
Nanotechnology involves the application of science and engineering at the atomic
scale. It involves the construction of tiny structures and devices by manipulating
individual molecules and atoms, which have unique and powerful properties.
These structures can be used in medicine and biotechnology, in energy and the
environment, and in telecommunications. Some examples of nanotechnology
include the use of molecules to enable the production of drinking water by
extracting salt from seawater, the use of implantable surgical dives that can
measure things like blood pressure on a continuous basis, or the use of special
nano-molecules in fabrics, like wrinkle resistant pants.468
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Einsiedel explains that biotechnology and nanotechnology can effect:
… what we eat and how our food is produced, how we view and treat disease,
how we clean up the environment, even how we carry out justice in our judicial
systems with DNA evidence […]. Nanotechnology, still in its technological
infancy, is similarly expected to have impacts on the types of materials we use
and how they are applied, how we diagnose and treat disease, how we produce
energy, and how we communicate.469
Peter Montague warns that biotechnology, and nanotechnology in particular, have
tremendous potential to be dangerous for humanity.470 For example, the machines and
substances created by nanotechnology must be able to self-replicate in order to be
functional. Montague notes that if a software problem (inadvertent or otherwise) fails to
stop self-replication, new classes of accidents and abuses can result. Furthermore, the
potential for individuals or groups to cause large-scale destruction and harm is heightened
because it would only require knowledge, whereas in the past it required large facilities or
rare raw materials.471
For these reasons, and others discussed below, it would be important to include public
knowledge, understanding, and engagement with biotechnology and nanotechnology
issues in educated populace assessments.

21.2 Debate about biotechnology
Since news and information about biotechnology entered the public sphere more than two
decades ago, it has been the subject of much controversy. Issues involving the domination
and control over human and non-human nature, and the commodification of basic needs
are at the heart of the biotechnology debate. Drew Kershen, Professor of Law at the
University of Oklahoma, reports:
In 1980, we first heard of in vitro tissue, cell culture, monoclonal antibodies, and
recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (rDNA) techniques. The pharmaceutical
industry used these techniques to develop, among others, self-administered
pregnancy tests for women (monoclonal antibodies) and human insulin analog
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(rDNA). At the same time, agricultural companies developed biotechnological
products, among others, the Flavr-SavrTM tomato and Posilac® (recombinant
bovine somatotropin (rBST)). Both agricultural products used rDNA technology.
While the pharmaceutical use of biotechnology has had some debate, agricultural
biotechnology has been met with unceasing, acrimonious controversy from the
start. An often quoted phrase is that ninety percent of the commercialized
biotechnology has been in pharmaceuticals but 90 percent of the controversy has
been about agriculture.472
However, the Ottawa-based Action Group on Erosion, Technology, and Concentration
(ETC Group) is concerned with the relative absence of public debate. The ETC Group
notes:
By allowing nanotech products to come to market in the absence of public debate
and regulatory oversight, governments, agribusiness and scientific institutions
have already jeopardised the potential benefits of nano-scale technologies. First
and foremost, society—including farmers, civil society organisations and social
movements—must engage in a wide debate about nanotechnology and its multiple
economic, health and environmental implications[…]. Any efforts by
governments or industry to confine discussions to meetings of experts or to focus
debate solely on the health and safety aspects of nano-scale technologies will be a
mistake. The broader social and ethical issues must also be addressed.473
In a recent newspaper column, Janet Lambert, President of BIOTECanada, an
organization representing the biotechnology industry, called for a responsible debate
between industry, activists, government, and Canadians on biotechnology.474 She
attributes a lack of meaningful discussion, “sprinkled with fruitless polemics,”475 to a lack
of responsible leadership within the interested groups, including the biotechnology
industry itself. She argues that the industry has not let public opinion affect its behaviour,
despite the fact that “we know that society’s acceptance of the relative risks and benefits
of biotech products are an essential part of the business environment that we require for
long-term value and prosperity.”476,477
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One of Lambert’s complaints is that people hear more about perceived risks than about
benefits and that the industry needs to show them that “these benefits are worth the
possible risks, risks we are responsibly mitigating.”478 In terms of government
responsibility to foster meaningful dialogue, Lambert complains that public consultations
are not that meaningful since they usually happen “after the research and marketing has
been done and after economic actors and institutions have staked claims.”479 In addition,
she repudiates government for “unreflectively adding layers of smothering bureaucracy”
to its regulatory policies. She also calls on Canadians to demand more investment in
education to “create a science-literate populace.”480
Einsiedel reports that the nanotechnology industry would like to see public debate take
place in the development stages of the technology, rather than in the commercialization
stage. She explains:
The emergence of new technologies in the public arena is occurring much earlier
in the innovation trajectory; many becoming a fixture in the public landscape even
as early as the stage of ‘technology design.’ In some ways, this may be occurring
from the benefit of hindsight. That is, when we look back to the experience of
‘older’ technologies—nuclear power, GM food are particular examples—we see
that discussions of these technologies occurred at the commercialization stage
when it was ‘too late’. Those engaged in nanotechnology design see this as a key
lesson to be learned.481
Generally, the debate about biotechnology can be categorized into three interrelated
areas: philosophical considerations and values; human, animal, and environmental health
risks; and socio-economic-political issues, which are all important for the public to
understand.482 Appendix 29 includes a detailed discussion of the importance of, and the
issues involved in, each of these areas. Here we briefly introduce these areas in order to
stress the importance of biotechnology to the public, as well as to put the issues into
context.
21.2.1 Philosophical considerations and values
The first area deals with ethical and philosophical agreements and disagreements about
the process of biotechnology, rather than on its impacts alone. Kershen reasons that the
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acceptance or rejection of biotechnology ultimately will be based on “ideological beliefs
and the cultural values adopted by individual human beings who, in turn, will shape
societal beliefs and values.”483 The issue that has received the most media coverage, and
has been central to much of the public debate surrounding biotechnology, is the genetic
engineering (GE) of food, or “genetically modified organisms” (GM or GMOs). Genetic
engineering gives humans power over nature that some consider unethical, unnatural, and
dangerous, requiring precaution in the face of uncertainty. Linked to this issue is the idea
of “food sovereignty,” or the ability of people to have control over what food they
produce and eat. In addition, the issue speaks to a deeper level, one that spans the fields
of science, politics, and ethics:
[D]ue to its ability to manipulate life forms, biotechnology has generated
controversy as well as excitement in many countries, including Canada. This
transformative technology has sparked a society-wide debate about whether we
should interfere with nature and potentially alter or create life. Some
biotechnology innovations challenge the values and beliefs that underpin society,
forcing Canadians to confront complex ethical questions never before faced.484
David Suzuki notes: “We aren’t dealing with an insignificant change to our diets here,
we’re dealing with a revolutionary technology being used in our food supply—affecting
us, future generations and the ecosystems on which we depend.”485 Suzuki also contends
that the imposition of GM foods on the public, without consultation or labelling of the
foods, is an unethical, massive experiment, conducted without informed consent from the
participants.486
21.2.2 Human, animal, and environmental health risks
The second area in the biotechnology debate involves debate about human, animal, and
environmental health risks. Proponents of biotechnology argue the technology has a great
deal of promise in the area of human health in terms of prevention, diagnosis, and
treatment of disease and disability. It has the potential, for example, to be used in
screening the population for disease susceptibility, in the development of vaccines, in the
application of pharmacogenomics487 to develop the preventive use of anti-microbials, in
therapeutic drug development, in the use of stem cells to repopulate diseased organs with
483
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healthy cells, in the development of tissue engineering and xenotransplantation,488 in the
use of gene therapy to correct primary genetic defects in humans, and in the use of new
nanotechnology techniques.489
A major report on food biotechnology by the Royal Society of Canada (RSC) argues that
the potential health risks are generally categorized in three ways: as the possible creation
of novel toxicants, as the possible shifts in nutrient content, and as the creation of novel
allergens.490 According to the RSC, the development of GM foods has not focused on
nutritional content to date, although GM crops have been judged by Health Canada as
being nutritionally equivalent to their non-GM counterparts. However, the RSC is
unaware of public data to confirm this equivalency. Those concerned about health risks
caused by genetically engineered foods argue that there are no long-term studies on the
effects of genetically modified foods on human health.491 David Suzuki does not see
immediate health risks other than potential allergic reactions, but he notes that the longterm effects are unknown since the tests have not been done.492 He also notes that most of
the data on health effects have come from the biotechnology industry itself.
Margrit Eichler, of the University of Toronto, quotes a World Health Organization report
that lists some of the problems and potential health risks associated with genetically
modified foods:
•
•

•

Bioengineered food may result in unpredictable allergies to proteins not
usually found in food products, but which are now present as a result of
inserted genes.
Many food products are being introduced stealthily. For example 60% of
consumer food products (margarine, chocolate bars, baby food) contain
soybean material, much of which is now sold, sometimes without labelling, as
a mixture of unmodified and genetically modified soybeans.
There are reports of lapses in observing guidelines / laws regarding
agricultural release into the environment.
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•

There is the danger of potential conflict between nations in the future with
respect to patents, ‘bio-piracy’ and the sharing of the fruits of research.493

She concludes that “it seems […] there are enormous potential, perceived, and
unquantifiable risks,” and argues that the driving force behind biotechnology is profit
rather than the creation of healthy foods for people. 494 According to Eichler, major
efforts are put into creating genetically engineered crops in order to make them “pesticide
tolerant, [to] improve appearance, allow for longer shelf life, and allow for long distance
transportation,” all of which can be demonstrated to be unsustainable practices.495 She
alleges that such practices actually create some of the problems bioengineered foods are
proposed to solve.496
Brian Tokar also argues that biotechnology industries, in choosing what to research,
ignore root causes and design solutions to problems caused by the industry itself. For
instance, monocropping and excessive pesticide use can compromise plant health and soil
fertility, and industrial scale irrigation and global warming can threaten water supplies.
The response by the industry is to engineer crops tolerant to pesticides, low soil fertility,
and drought. 497
Biotechnology is widely used in livestock production to make silage inoculants, amino
acid supplements, feed enzymes, and pre- and pro-biotics.498 It is also used to modify the
growth rates and composition of meat-producing animals and the composition of milk
and eggs. Risks to animal health from biotechnology are unknown, although there is
concern that GM fish that do escape into the wild will contaminate wild species. Those
who are opposed to the use of biotechnology in animal production are also concerned
with the ethical treatment of these animals, and with the often extreme suffering that is
afflicted on them through the use of genetically engineered growth horomones to modify
growth rates.499, 500
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The environmental health debate concerning biotechnology revolves around issues of
sustainability, unintended external costs of industrialized agriculture—including the
agricultural release of GM crops into the environment—loss of biodiversity, pesticide
use, crop yields, superweeds and superpests, and specific nanotechnology issues. The
ETC Group closely follows developments in nanotechnology and recently published the
first comprehensive look at how nano-scale technologies can affect farmers, food, and
agriculture.501 It reports a number of pesticides containing nano-scale materials are
commercially available, and have been released into the environment.502
Eichler challenges the Canadian Biotechnology Strategy with respect to its claims to
promote sustainable development.503 She argues that while the strategy provides a list of
potential benefits such as “more healthful food with higher nutritional quality,” it ignores
the substantial risks associated with biotechnology. Eichler argues that because of these
risks, biotechnology cannot be defined as sustainable, or “within the bio-physical
carrying capacity of the earth.”504
Concerns about human, animal, and environmental health and sustainability also involve
value judgments, and are based on implications of scientific uncertainty. As the Royal
Society of Canada (RSC) report notes, managing technological risks is not only a
scientific endeavour, it also involves value judgments:
Risks to human, animal, and environment health are not purely questions of
science. It is now generally recognized in the scholarly literature on the nature of
risk analysis that many aspects of the task of assessing the magnitude of
technological risks and managing them within the limits of safety involve
judgments and decisions that are not themselves strictly scientific. They involve
value judgments related to such issues as the appropriate way to handle
uncertainties in scientific data and results, assignment of the burden of proof
among stakeholders in risk issues, standards of proof, definition of the scope of
the risk issue (e.g., should human error be considered part of the risk of the
technology?), and, of course, the central issue of what levels of risk should be
considered ‘acceptable.’ Such ‘extra-scientific’ judgments are inherent in any
assessment of risk and in the judgments about the technological and social
mechanisms for maintaining it within safe limits. Similar judgments are involved
in any attempt to predict future scientific and technological developments, which
are always at least partially dependent upon human choices and other
undetermined variables.505
501
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21.2.3 Socio-economic–political issues
The third area of the biotechnology debate involves the social, economic, and political
impacts of biotechnology. Analysts do not see a separation between biotechnology and its
political and economic contexts. The health and ecological safety of GMOs is an
important part of the debate, but so too are the social and economic consequences of
powerful multinational corporations controlling food biodiversity and seeds. For
example, what are the effects of biotechnology on the social, economic, and political
areas as the biotech industry becomes concentrated in a small number of multinational
corporations? What are the effects on food security and world hunger; on intellectual
property and patents; on social justice in the distribution of risks, costs and benefits; on
individual and community rights to participate in decision-making; and on regulation and
transparency issues?
Government subsidies to the biotechnology industry are particular sources of contention,
since governments contribute tax dollars to corporate research into biotechnology.
Montague argues: “Government donates publicly-created knowledge and investment to
corporate elites who then make profits.”506 He notes that, by law, corporations are
required to put profits before public health.”507 In Appendix 29 we discuss these issues in
more detail.
21.2.4 Canadian biotechnology regulatory process
Appendix 29 also includes more detailed information on the regulatory process of
biotechnology. In 2001, Health Canada, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA),
and Environment Canada commissioned the RSC to “provide advice on the regulatory
system and the scientific capacity the federal government requires into the 21st century to
ensure the safety of new food products being developed through biotechnology.”508 The
result was a 265-page report covering the history, regulation, and challenges of the future
of food biotechnology entitled, Elements of Precaution: Recommendations for the
Regulations of Food Biotechnology in Canada: An Expert Panel Report on the Future of
Food Biotechnology.509
The RSC report notes that there are “multiple gaps in the assessment process.”510 In
particular, the RSC found that Health Canada has no formal cirteria or decision-making
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framework with which to approve GM products, other than basic guidelines. The RSC
also notes:
Decisions are largely made on a case-by-case, ad hoc basis […]. [T]he applicant is
responsible for supplying all of the data to be evaluated [and] no independent
testing of the safety of a GM food by a governmental or other independent
laboratory is required […]. [T]he data on which the decision was based are not
revealed.511
The RSC also found that the focus of environmental assessment is specifically on the
agroecosystems, and little effort has gone into assessing possible impacts on the
biodiversity of natural ecosystems. Moreover, “the quantity and quality of research on the
potential environmental impacts of GMOs is not sufficient to address many of the
pressing questions that concern the environmental impacts of GMOs.”512 It concluded:
[T]he lack of transparency in the current approval process, leading as it does to an
inability to evaluate the scientific rigor of the assessment process, seriously
compromises the confidence that society can place in the current regulatory
framework used to assess potential risks to human, animal and environmental
safety posed by GMOs.513
In response to the RSC report, Health Canada, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency,
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Environment Canada, and Fisheries and Oceans
Canada developed an “Action Plan” to review and update their policies, especially as
they relate to the safety assessment of food biotechnology and agri-food products.514 In
the Action Plan, they make a commitment “to maintain our objective and neutral stance
about the risks and benefits of biotechnology in public statements and interpretations of
the regulatory process.”515 The plan concurs with many of the Panel’s recommendations
including those on potential health impacts.
We agree with the need to further refine our tools and continuously improve our
approach for the safety and nutritional assessment of GM-foods and feeds,
particularly for future, more complex products. We also agree that we need clear
criteria in our guidelines related to toxicological testing, i.e., when and what types
of studies are required. We agree that we need to further develop and strengthen
our tools for the assessment of the allergenicity potential of novel foods and the
nutritional assessment of future GM-foods and feeds with significant composition
/ nutritional changes […]. We agree with the need for rigorous assessments of
511
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GM-animals, as well as transgenic fish and aquatic organisms, and of GMfeeds.516
To date, the Canadian government has published eight progress reports toward this goal
and expects to continue the review process for some time. One progress report notes: “As
science progresses and more advanced methods become available, protocols will be
refined.”517

21.3 Public opinion on biotechnology
21.3.1 Availability of information
It is difficult for the public to find balanced information on biotechnology, which, as
noted, has global implications. According to Einsiedel, et al., governments and the
biotechnology industry both have vested interests in giving “consumers a more positive
outlook on the possibilities of biotechnology, as a response to the perceived sensational
attention the topic had been receiving in the media.”518 For example, the Canadian
government has a significant stake in the biotechnology industry, and a vital interest in
developing public confidence in and acceptance of the new products and processes.519
Biotechnology is considered by government and industry to be crucial to national
strategies of achieving “international competitiveness” and “sustained economic
growth.”520 In Canada, as in many countries, biotechnology is a billion dollar knowledge
business. According to the BIOTECanada website, as of 2005, Canadian biotechnology
companies have quadrupled their revenues since 1997 and have annual revenues totaling
more than $3.8 billion.521 Also as of 2005, Canadian biotechnology companies have
invested close to $1.5 billion in research and development.522
At the same time, the opposition has focused primarily on the risks associated with
biotechnology, rather than on providing balanced views. Both government / industry and
516
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critical non-governmental organizations are working toward “dispelling the myths” about
biotechnology, and neither group considers its perspectives “biased.”523
At the federal level, seven ministries have responsibility for regulating biotechnology in
Canada, including Health Canada, Agriculture and Agri-Foods Canada, Industry,
Environment Canada, Natural Resources, Fisheries and Oceans, and International
Trade.524 Einsiedel, et al. note that “all, to a greater or lesser extent, try to provide
information on biotechnology.”525 The government is responsible for providing the public
with information on biotechnology, the regulatory system, and the safety of their food.526
In 2000, Health Canada and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency sent a 7-page
brochure about food safety was sent to 12 million households across the country at a cost
$2.8 million. The information brochure, titled “Food Safety and You,” addressed six
questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Why is Canada’s food supply one of the world’s safest?
What is the government of Canada’s role in food safety?
Why is accurate labelling important for food safety?
How are new food products approved?
What can you do as a consumer?
What is the government’s commitment?527

The Government of Canada BioPortal is a website that attempts to consolidate much of
this material and provide online access to the latest government information on
biotechnology.528 The website brings together information from all federal departments
and agencies and includes “government policy and research activity, business support
programs and market intelligence, a virtual library of educational resources, and
regulations on biotechnology research and applications.”529
According to Einsiedel, et al., many initiatives are just starting at the provincial level,
with the exception of Ag-West Biotech in Saskatchewan, which has been in operation
since 1989. Ag-West is a non-profit organization, funded by the Saskatchewan
government through the Canada-Saskatchewan Agri-Food Innovation Agreement, which
523
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has “the most extensive experience in information dissemination at the provincial
level.”530 While the organization’s main objective is to provide development support to
companies, it seeks to raise awareness and understanding of biotechnology and “to
familiarize individuals with the benefits of biotechnology.”531
Biotechnology industry organizations, such as the Council for Biotechnology Information
(CBI), work to provide people with “a more positive outlook on the possibilities of
biotechnology.”532 CBI was formed by seven multinational firms in the biotechnology /
life sciences: Aventis CropScience, BASF, Dow Chemical, DuPont, Monsanto, Novartis,
and Zeneca Ag Products, Inc. The three areas it concentrates on are the enhanced
nutrition of foods, improvement of the environment, and the ability of biotechnology to
solve world problems (e.g., world hunger).
BIOTECanada, which now includes the Canadian Institute of Biotechnology, is another
industry portal that is “dedicated to promoting a better understanding of biotechnology
and the many ways it contributes to improving the quality of life of all Canadians.”533
Industry-provincial alliances, which promote the development of the biotechnology
industry, are present in most regions of Canada, and provide promotional material
especially geared toward promoting biotechnology among journalists, teachers, and high
school and postsecondary students.534 They sponsor science-based competitions for
students and provide educational resources such as teaching manuals. Prominent among
these alliances are: the BC Biotechnology Alliance, BioAlberta, the Toronto
Biotechnology Initiative, Ottawa Life Sciences Council, Quebec Bioindustries
Association, BioNova, and BioAtlantech.
The Food Biotechnology Communications Network is a not-for-profit organization
formed by the biotechnology industry as an information and referral centre for
information on biotechnology issues. It has become a referral point for a number of the
major food retailers in Canada.535
The Food Safety Network at the University of Guelph provides research, commentary,
policy evaluation and public information on food safety issues. It offers “a unique multifaceted resource for evidence-based information” and provides services that include
“consumer and student outreach, information research, on-line resources, collaborative
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projects, evaluation and analysis, and a capacity to address current and emerging food
safety concerns.”536
Various non-governmental organizations express varying degrees of opposition to
biotechnology. In general, they promote consumer “right to know” about these issues,
raise ethical questions about biotechnology, support organic farming techniques, and call
on governments to fund organic agriculture to the same degree that they currently
subsidize the biotechnology industry.537 The most prominent and influential nongovernmental organizations in this category include Greenpeace,538 Friends of the
Earth,539 The Council of Canadians,540 The Sierra Club of Canada,541 and The David
Suzuki Foundation.542
21.3.2 Public opinion surveys on biotechnology
Public opinion surveys are generally considered reliable, neutral, and objective
instruments to measure the levels of awareness, knowledge, interest in, and acceptance of
biotechnology issues.543 The Government of Canada, through the Canadian
Biotechnology Secretariat (CBS), has maintained a large-scale tracking program of public
opinion research since 1999. To date the CBS has completed 12 public opinion surveys
on biotechnology: “In all, there are more than 18,000 data points available in what is
North America’s largest and most comprehensive investigation into attitudes about
biotechnology and the public policy that surrounds it.” 544
The program produces two waves of research per year that covers issues such as genetic
privacy, GM food, and stem cell research. In addition, the CBS has completed two crossnational studies about attitudes towards biotechnology in Canada and the United States.
Generally, in the surveys, Canadians are asked about their awareness of emerging
technologies, confidence in expert knowledge, personal need for more information,
attitudes toward risks and benefits, opinions on the involvement of government in
536
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funding the research, confidence in the safety and regulatory approval systems, as well as
whether or not the technologies are morally acceptable, and whether decisions on
biotechnology should be based mainly on moral and ethical issues or on the scientific
evidence of risks and benefits,545
A brief summary of public opinion research on biotechnology issues in Canada between
1999 and 2003 found that when survey results were compared they were “remarkably
consistent.”546 For the most part, they mirror attitudes in the United States, but diverge
strongly from opinions in Europe. The summary suggests that Canadians support
biotechnology in a ratio of two to one, with only 7% of adults strongly opposed.
Canadians weigh the benefits and risks personally and when they see a personal benefit,
they are more acceptable of potential risks. However, Canadians are concerned with
potential long-term risks to human health and the environment and with unknowable
outcomes the technologies may produce. The summary also notes:
While most Canadians express concern about potential risk, they are both
resigned to its inevitability and confident that somewhere, someone is in charge of
trying to mitigate that risk. In a world replete with threats and risks, the risks of
biotechnology seem to many to be less urgent and commanding of immediate
attention.547
According to the summary report, Canadians have a high awareness of biotechnology,
but have low levels of knowledge and engagement, with most finding the area too
complex and technical to follow closely.548 There is “a widely held sense” that Canadians
see the technology as linked to social and economic progress and the ability to improve
people’s lives, especially in the fields of health and medicine. However, there are areas,
particularly regarding genetically modified foods, where there “are strong reservations
among significant pockets of the population” concerning potential risks.549
Most Canadians also see the acceptability and approval of biotechnology products and
processes as a technical and scientific issue rather than a moral one. “[T]hough Canadians
expect ethical considerations to guide the development of these technologies, they are
loath to allow the ethical standards of one person or group to determine whether a product
should be allowed for all.”550 For the most part, Canadians trust the government and
scientific “experts” to make decisions about product safety, and assume, “even though
they have virtually no detailed understanding or knowledge of the federal government’s
545
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regulatory practices and imperatives,” that if the product is in use, it is safe.551 In
addition: “Once Canadians are provided with information about the government’s
stewardship roles and systems, large majorities move towards supporting most
applications,” and “most Canadians would like government to contribute to private sector
venture capital funds earmarked for biotechnology research and development.”552
In a 2005 report for the Canadian Biotechnology Secretariat (CBS), Jeff Walker presents
more data taken primarily from the most recent 2005 Pollara poll, of 2000 Canadian
adults.553 According to Walker, the data show “a clear upward pattern” in support of
biotechnology over the past five years. Between 2004 and 2005, support rose from 63%
of the Canadian population to 67%. The highest support for biotechnology came from
young adults and adults from the Prairie provinces—in 2005, 72% of youth aged 18–34
and 73% of adults living in the Prairie provinces supported biotechnology. Support in
British Columbia was the lowest, with 54% of B.C. residents in support, 40% opposed,
and 11% of those opposed being strongly opposed. Overall, Canadian women are more
opposed to biotechnology than men, especially in terms of risks and ethical issues.
According to Walker, 44% of Canadian adults believe the rules and systems regulating
biotechnology are strict and 43% feel they are lax. However, 60% of Canadians believe
the government doesn’t do enough to study and manage the risks associated with
biotechnology, and 85% agree (39% of those strongly agree) that the government should
lessen the use of biotechnology until more is known about the risks. However, if
scientific evidence says that a particular application of biotechnology is deemed safe,
then 83% of Canadians say it should be allowed. Einsiedel, in an analysis of the same
poll but looking specifically at nanotechnology, found the most important predictor of
whether or not respondents approved of the technology was their confidence in the
regulatory system:554
[I]t is highly likely that respondents are extrapolating from extant perceptions of
regulatory performance rather than from awareness and familiarity of standards
that are in place or are being considered for nanotechnology […]. The assessment
of conditional approval contingent on stricter regulation could be a projection of a
series of previous experiences with various technologies, including their
oversight.555
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According to Walker, the results of focus group discussions indicate that public concern
over the regulation of biotechnology is increasing. Some worry that corporate influence
can have undue influence on decisions made by regulatory bodies, and that privately
funded research takes place without moral and ethical oversight. In addition, highly
publicized cases such as the withdrawal from the market of the drugs such as Vioxx, the
anti-inflammatory drug reputed to have contributed to heart disease, undermine public
confidence in government regulations.556
When asked about specific issues such as stem cell research, pharmacogenetics (defined
as “personalized medicine”), GM trees (where genes are inserted or modified to obtain
desired traits such as improved growth or disease tolerance), nanotechnology, gene
banks, and genetic research, most Canadians felt that these technologies were beneficial.
GM food is an area that 90% of Canadians said they are familiar with.557 GM food stood
out as having the least approval, with 55% of respondents having a negative reaction
compared with 13% having a positive reaction. And 20% of all respondents believed that
GM foods are of no benefit to society and pose a substantial risk.
In 2000, Einsiedel, et al. also studied trends in Canadian public perceptions and attitudes
of biotechnology.558 They found that in 1994, although four in ten Canadians were
supportive of biotechnology, most Canadians had little awareness or knowledge of
biotechnology in general. However, when these same Canadians were asked about
specific applications, there was a higher level of awareness. For example, in 1994, seven
in ten had heard of genetically engineered tomatoes, which have a longer shelf life, and
over eight in ten had heard that hormone supplements were given to cows to increase
their milk yields.559 Einsiedel, et al. used 1997 as a baseline for their study and found that
between 1997 and 2000 there had been a significant change in public attitude, especially
toward GM food. They found that by 2000, the level of knowledge had increased but the
level of support had decreased. Einsiedel, et al. provide the following as key indicators of
changes in public perceptions:
Support:
• In 1997, 72% of respondents expected biotechnology to ‘improve our way of life
in the next 20 years’; 63% felt the same way in 2000.
• In 1997, 70% supported at least four out of six different applications, compared to
a little over half (56%) with the same support three years later.
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There was less enthusiasm for food and crop applications in 2000, in contrast to
the preceding period: while 49% definitely agreed that ‘inserting genes from one
plant species into a crop plant to make it more resistant to pests’ was useful in
1997, only 30% shared the same opinion three years later.
Awareness:
• When asked what came to mind when thinking about biotechnology, over three
quarters of respondents in 2000 could come up with some response / notion about
biotechnology compared with only a third in 1997.
• In 2000, two thirds could recall seeing or reading something on biotechnology in
the last three months, compared to 54% who could recall seeing or reading
something on biotechnology prior to the last three months. However, this did not
translate to higher levels of discussion, suggesting that the issue had become more
prominent but remained relatively low in importance.
•

Einsiedel, et al. analyzed reactions to specific applications of biotechnology, such as
using it in the production of food and drinks or in the process of transferring genes from
one organism to another, in order to understand the criteria people used to make
judgments about the applications. They compared attitudes of focus group members
towards the application’s utility, risk factors, and moral acceptability. Focus group
members expressed a number of concerns with regard to environmental sustainability,
animal testing in research, ethical research practices, and equitable distribution of risks
and benefits. Einsiedel, et al. found that in 1997, an application’s utility was considered
the most important factor for determining whether it should be encouraged, whereas in
2000, moral acceptability had greater weight. With regards to GM food, Einsiedel, et al.
found that focus group members were mainly concerned about nature, the environment,
and utility:
•

•
•

‘Nature’ concerns were typified by preferences for more traditional breeding
methods and beliefs that genetic modification was ‘fundamentally against nature.’
Such phrases as ‘playing God’ or ‘tampering with nature’ typified top-of-mind
responses to the term biotechnology.
Environmental concerns focused primarily on those applications that involved
genetic manipulation of crop plants to make them pest resistant.
The third area of concern, which was the most significant, was utilitarian worries.
These involve the adequacy of the regulatory system and questions about risks
and benefits.560

Einsiedel, et al. correlated the increase in awareness of biotechnology with an increase in
newspaper stories about biotechnology. The researchers conducted a keyword search of
the Globe and Mail newspaper and found that in 1995, 200 stories on biotechnology
appeared in the newspaper, and more than 500 stories appeared in 2000. In a review of
the literature on media coverage of biotechnology, the researchers found:
560
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[T]he media play a significant role in telling us what to think about or what to
view as public problems. Their role is also significant in providing some of the
information on which beliefs about issues are based. This input has been
documented in such areas as food safety and nutrition.561
The researchers also suggested that biotechnology became prominent as an important
issue in the media in the late 1990s, when farmers were faced with a rejection of their
GM products in export markets such as Europe.

21.3.3 Public familiarity with nanotechnology
Considering the potential impact nanotechnology could have on the lives of Canadians, it
is important that Canadians be provided with meaningful information on the subject. This
need for meaningful information might be extended to the Bhutanese, and, in fact, the
global populace. The 2005 government poll on biotechnology surveyed 2,000 adults and
found that 35% of Canadians are somewhat or very familiar with nanotechnology; 38%
have had exposure from reading, seeing, or hearing something about the subject; and 24%
had discussed the subject with someone.562 Einsiedel suggests: “Given the limited
awareness and familiarity, there are indicators that publics […] are giving the technology
the benefit of the doubt, with at least half suggesting they see moderate risks but
substantial benefits.”563 According to Einsiedel, the survey results also showed that 51%
of Canadian adults saw substantial benefits arising from nanotechnology and 36% saw
moderate benefits; 16% of adults saw substantial risks and 51% saw moderate risks. On
the question of moral acceptability, 46% of adults found nanotechnology morally
acceptable and 42% found it morally questionable—an almost even divide.564 In terms of
economic benefits, 36% of adults saw major economic benefits, 48% saw modest
economic benefits, 10% saw no significant economic benefits, and 6% said they didn’t
know.565
When asked how confident they were in the safety and regulatory approval systems
governing nanotechnology, only 17% of adults said they were confident. However, when
they were asked, “In terms of the scientists who are involved in research of these
technologies […] how confident would you say you are that nanotechnology is in safe
561
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hands?” 31% of respondents said that they were confident that the technology was in safe
hands. In separate questions, 71% of adults agreed that decisions about nanotechnology
should be based mainly on the view and advice of experts; 65% agreed that decisions on
nanotechnology should be based mainly on the scientific evidence of risk and benefit; and
31% agreed that decisions should be based mainly on the moral and ethical issues
involved. Since these percentages sum to more than 100%, it is unclear whether
respondents also agreed that nanotechnology should be based mainly on more than one of
the factors, if they didn’t understand the information, or if there is an alternative
explanation. When asked if authorities should inform people about nanotechnology and
let them decide for themselves whether they want to use products developed using these
technologies, 92% of the respondents agreed and 9% disagreed. And when asked: “Until
more is known about the risks of nanotechnology, government should slow the use of
nanotechnology,” 73% agreed, 25% disagreed, and 2% didn’t know.566

21.3.4 Predictors of public attitudes toward biotechnology
In most public opinion surveys on food biotechnology the degree of trust in the
regulatory system is a major factor influencing the public’s acceptance or rejection of
these technologies and their potential risks.567 In other words, those with the least amount
of trust in government and industry regulations have the greatest concern about possible
risks. In fact, the research shows that trust has a greater influence on risk perception than
does the inherent safety of a particular product.568 For the most part, people trust the
government and scientific “experts” to make decisions about product safety, and assume,
as noted above, “even though they have virtually no detailed understanding or knowledge
of the federal government’s regulatory practices and imperatives,” if the product is in use,
it is safe.569
Drew Kershen finds the main predictor of public attitudes towards biotechnology to be
values.570 He argues that three main public attitude-conflicts, based on particular values,
underlie the biotechnology debate. Kershen hypothesizes that there is a correlation
between these values and corresponding attitudes towards biotechnology. He identifies
three statements on which to base the correlations. Whether the individual agrees or
disagrees with these statements is an indication of whether the individual supports or
opposes biotechnology:
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1. It is not wise to trick Mother Nature.
We have a stronger identification with living things (plants, animals, and fellow
human beings) than we do with inert matter, and, therefore, are more comfortable
with the manipulation of inert matter through physics and chemistry than with the
modification and creation of living matter.
2. Mankind is the destroyer of nature.
Science and technology in society are being challenged as indicators of ‘progress’
as more ecological destruction is identified. Preference for the natural, holistic,
sustainable, and organic is rising.
3. The world is a world of limited resources; therefore, population growth is the
most serious threat to the future of the world.
Population growth is seen as an engine of progress when the world is seen as
having limitless resources for exploration and development. Societies that try to
attract people through immigration, for example, see larger populations with
improved education as necessary for production capacities and consumer markets.
Those concerned about limited resources generally want to limit population
growth.571
Kershen hypothesizes four correlations based on the above three statements:
1. If the person surveyed agreed, or tended to agree, that the three statements
mentioned above were factually true, the person would be inclined to oppose
biotechnology.
2. The more strongly the person agreed with the three statements as being factually
true, the more strongly the person would oppose biotechnology.
3. If the person surveyed disagreed, or tended to disagree, that the three statements
were factually true, the person would be inclined to support biotechnology.
4. The more strongly the person disagreed with the factual validity of the three
statements, the more strongly the person would support biotechnology.572
Furthermore, Kershen argues:
One can further hypothesize that a person’s attitude towards the three statements
is a better predictor of a person’s attitude towards biotechnology than class,
education, ethnic heritage, gender, geography, nationality, occupation, religious
affiliation, or religious beliefs. Finally, one can predict that no correlation exists
between being a supporter (opponent) of computer technology and being a
supporter (opponent) of biotechnology. In the late twentieth century, computer
571
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technology and biotechnology have simply come to occupy distinct intellectual
universes even though both technologies appear to have enormous, irreversible
impacts on, and potential catastrophic risks for, human beings and human
society.573 [emphasis added]
21.3.5 Criticism of international surveys of public attitudes toward biotechnology
Davison, et al. of Murdoch University in Australia reviewed a number of surveys of
public attitudes toward biotechnology conducted in Australia, United States, Canada, the
European Community, New Zealand, Denmark, Ireland, the Netherlands, and Japan.
They found similar structures, questions, and problems with the surveys, and identified
four problematic areas in particular, including a consumerist orientation, assumption of a
unitary “general public,” a “cognitive deficit” approach, and the presumption of a neutral
understanding of science and technology. 574 These criticisms have important implications
for the development of new public scientific literacy surveys, and will be discussed in
greater detail below.
The authors’ main criticism is that the surveys are oriented toward consumer rather than
citizenship concerns, and they “construct public opinion in a way that legitimates the
commercialization of biotechnology […] so as to inhibit effective participatory and
dialogical public debate.”575 The authors argue that the surveys focus narrowly on health
concerns, and ignore extremely important issues underlying the research such as the
“entrenchment of global corporate power and the radical instrumentalization of life that
the new biotechnology signifies.”576 They note:
[A]s biotechnology moves closer to the marketplace, the public, initially
understood as being composed of democratic citizens concerned with the
directions of public policy ‘for the common good,’ becomes an aggregation of
individual consumer preferences and concerns about the possible threats which
gene technology products might pose to personal well-being […]. A consumer
discourse constructs social activity in terms of individual preferences and thus
narrows the range of recognized and legitimate concerns of ‘the public’ to matters
which directly affect their own immediate health and welfare. It assumes that
society is a market with individual consumers pursuing their immediate selfinterest, with little or no interest in wider civic questions. The discourse of
citizenship, on the other hand, involves the conception of the citizen as a member
of a political community, with the rights and responsibilities to participate in the
development of common purposes.577
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The second concern raised by Davison, et al. is that the surveys assume a unified “public”
and thus the possibility of a unified “public opinion.” In other words, dissenting opinions
from groups who are interested in and knowledgeable about the controversial issues, such
as the rapid development of global agrobusiness, are marginalized, and the most
controversial issues are, by and large, ignored in the surveys. The third concern is with
the “cognitive deficit” problem, since the authors contend that the surveys assume a low
level of public understanding of genetics and biotechnology, and lead the “publics” to
dismiss their own intuitive knowledge and experience.
The fourth concern is that the surveys assume that science and technology are politically
neutral, which is reflected in a narrow and technical conception of personal risk. This
approach does not include larger conceptions of risk such as whether commercial profits
and mega-corporations, “whose interests are not necessarily the same as those of the
producers, consumers, and citizens of regional and local economies,” should drive
biotechnology research and development.578 Deeper issues, such as the manipulation of
nature and human genes and their effects on health and the environment are also moral
issues that are not considered in the surveys. Davison, et al. claim that this debate is a
moral and ethical one that should question issues such as the importance of who can
patent, and thus control knowledge. Another ethical concern is whether only a few should
benefit from the profits of these technologies, while the needs of the poor are ignored.
The authors cite examples of where the technology is being used to create expensive
“designer” foods, instead of addressing societal needs for such things as affordable drugs.
They claim that what is needed is a meaningful dialogue about values: “What sort of
society do we want to be, and what political and cultural meanings do our technologies
embody?”579
Einsiedel notes in a 2005 paper for the Canadian Biotechnology Secretariat that the view
of a unidimensional ‘public’ has changed from a “monolithic public, subject to the
vagaries of information disseminated from ‘the experts,’” to a view of:
… publics (plural emphasis) engaged or inattentive at various times, occupying
different roles at different times—citizen, consumer, patient, environmentalist—
being naïve or displaying expertise, becoming active or non-commital depending
on context and circumstance.580
However, this change in view does not change the observations of Davison, et al.
concerning the lack of diverse opinions reflected in large-scale public surveys.
Despite these difficulties, public opinion surveys such as these produce the only reliable
data currently available upon which to base indicators of public knowledge,
understanding, and engagement on biotechnology issues.
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22. Health Literacy
22.1 Definitions and importance of health literacy
Health literacy is concerned with the degree to which learning and education are actually
reflected in knowledge of health issues and in healthier lives. Health literacy is defined
basically as the “ability to read, understand, and act on health information.”581 Expanding
this basic definition, the Canadian Health Network (CHN) notes:
[H]ealth literacy is a new concept that links our level of literacy with our ability to
act upon health information and, ultimately, to take control of our health. It builds
upon the idea that both health and literacy are critical resources for everyday
living.582
The CHN also notes that low health literacy creates barriers to access to information, the
ability to make informed decisions, and the ability to gain greater control over one’s own
health and wellbeing. The CHN lists examples of the kind of difficulties that people with
low basic literacy levels—who most often are those with low educational attainment, low
income levels, and advanced age—face in their daily lives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Following instructions for a diabetic diet
Giving the correct amount of medication to a feverish child
Determining the amount of sodium or fat from the label of a packaged food
Safely operating a kitchen appliance
Completing a medical form
Finding a dentist or other health care provider
Understanding an informed consent form for medical treatment
Asking for and getting a referral to a specialist583

According to Health Canada, the primary focus of the health literacy field is to improve
knowledge and outcomes concerning medication use, medical compliance, healthy
lifestyle practices, and home and workplace safety practices.584 Health Canada also notes
that health literacy applications should generally target the lower-income population,
since this population is more likely than the higher-income population to have low
literacy skills.
According to Weiss, basic literacy skills predict health status more accurately than any
581
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socio-demographic variable including formal education, income, or ethnic background.585
In addition to poor health status, evidence indicates that lack of knowledge about medical
care, medical information, disease prevention, and poor medical compliance can lead to
increased hospitalizations and increased health care costs.586 An educated populace,
therefore, is one that—among other things—knows and understands what is needed to
live a healthy life, to prevent disease, and to seek and act upon appropriate medical care
when needed.
However, health literacy goes well beyond simple reading skills. Donald Nutbeam,
former director of Public Health for the United Kingdom and now Pro-Vice-Chancellor
and Head of the College of Health Sciences at the University of Sydney, Australia,
identifies three levels of health literacy—functional, interactive, and critical health
literacies that involve communicative, social, and cognitive skills respectively. Together,
these literacies and skills allow a critical analysis of information, and the ability to use the
information for both personal and community wellbeing. Nutbeam argues that critical
health literacy provides the ability to understand and act on wider community health
concerns.587 Ilona Kickbusch, an independent global health consultant based in
Switzerland and previously of the World Health Organization and Yale University,
suggests that Nutbeam’s three levels of health literacy be used as a framework for
developing a health literacy index to identify measures that “reflect health literacy in
terms of knowledge and in terms of the capabilities to act, solve problems and evaluate
circumstances.”588 Such a health literacy index, if and when developed, will be a highly
useful component in educated populace assessments. The following discussion of health
literacy has a Western perspective, but may be of interest to Bhutan as well. However,
knowledge of the important Bhutanese traditional medical system would most likely need
to be incorporated into any Bhutanese health literacy index.
22.1.1 Knowledge of the non-medical, social determinants of health
One important issue in the health area is whether or not the public understands the broad
determinants of health—the social, economic, and environmental factors that affect
health. Vingilis and Sarkella refer to a 1992 Canadian survey that found Canadians
recognize that health care, personal behaviour, and, to some extent, the environment, are
determinants of health.589 The public fails to realize, however, that socioeconomic factors
such as income and education affect health more strongly than does the health care
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system, and that direct health care expenditures do not have a strong correlation to the
health status of the population.590 They also quote a 1994 report by the Ontario Premier’s
Council on Health, Wellbeing, and Social Justice that had similar findings:
[P]eople were not always willing to recognize or acknowledge that indirect factors
such as education were as important to health as direct lifestyle behaviours such
as being a non-smoker or staying active. Two contradictions were particularly
obvious. Some people were unwilling to make the links between education and
health and between racism and health; some others felt that behaviour changes
were more important to health than income.591
Vingilis and Sarkella also point to a Chatelaine cover story in May 1995 that evaluates
Canada’s “healthiest cities” with a “checkup” that includes the number of active
treatment beds and physicians per 1,000 population, but does not include poverty rates as
a key determinant of health. They also show that a simple correlation of health care
variables and poverty variables with outcome measures like premature mortality and low
birthweight babies would have illuminated the error in the Chatelaine story. “This is not
to say that the health care system is not important. However, this popular myth of
equating health status with health care has hampered wider consideration of the meaning
of health.”592 Vingilis and Sarkella continue:
A challenge for researchers and practitioners alike is the education of society on
the determinants of health and well-being and the linkages among them. Without
the knowledge and understanding of these broad determinants and their
interrelatedness; without the appreciation that factors such as housing,
unemployment, poverty and lone-parent family status predict rates of smoking,
teen pregnancy, crime, disease, hospitalization and premature mortality
communities will be limited in the programs and policies they have in their
arsenal to sustain or improve on current levels of health and well-being […].
Indeed, knowledge is the crucial first step in planned approaches to enhancing
community health […]. As long as there are major discrepancies between a
community’s perceived health issues and the actual health issues, the
sustainability and enhancement of well-being can be jeopardized.593
While all the determinants of health, including income, employment, early childhood, the
physical environment, and education are relevant to health literacy, there is not currently
any systematic and comprehensive measure of health literacy that incorporates all these
elements. Hopefully new work on health literacy measures by Rootman, Frankish, and
Kwan, which are discussed below, will soon provide such measures that will be suitable
590
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for incorporation in an educated populace assessment. In the meantime, we are confined
to the provision of illustrative examples.
22.1.2 Health literacy affects the entire population
The second comprehensive report on the health of Canadians, titled Towards a Healthy
Future, notes that literacy levels are usually, but not always, related to levels of formal
education.594 Very few researchers look beyond the low-income and low-educated
population when discussing health literacy, since people with a low level of educational
attainment have the poorest literacy skills. Andrus cites several studies, however, that
indicate individuals with high school and university educations still have trouble
understanding basic medical language.595 Using REALM (Rapid Estimate of Adult
Literacy in Medicine) scores, one study assessing the reading ability of patients with
systemic lupus erythematosus, found that patients read at a 7th–8th grade level in a
university clinic and at a 9th grade level in a private clinic. The mean education level for
these patients was 12th grade.596
In 2004, the U.S. Institute of Medicine (IOM) reported that nearly half of Americans have
a health literacy problem.597 At some point, most individuals, including those who are
highly educated, will encounter health information that they cannot understand. The IOM
observes that: “Health systems are becoming increasingly complex, involving new
technologies, scientific jargon, and complicated medical procedures and forms. All of
these aspects of the health system can be confusing to patients.”598 The IOM report notes:
Complex text is very common in health information, from insurance forms to
advertising. Even people with strong literacy skills may have trouble obtaining,
understanding, and using complex health information; a surgeon may have trouble
helping a family member with Medicare forms; a science teacher may not
understand information sent by a doctor about a brain function test; and an
accountant may not know when to get a mammogram.599
The IOM report records that over 300 studies indicate that health-related materials cannot
be understood by most of the people for whom they are intended. A commentary by
William Smith on the U.S. Academy for Educational Development website notes this is a
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systems problem, not an individual problem.600 The academy calls the situation a “social
marketing challenge.” Kickbusch also notes that health is “a societal system that has
become increasingly complex in all its components and requires a wide range of
knowledge and skills” to sustain health.601 Clearly, the importance of health literacy
affects the entire population.
22.1.3 Importance of valid information from multiple sources
Health literacy involves understanding information, and acquiring the knowledge to
discriminate and act on this information. However, as noted above, much more is
involved than simple compliance issues like how to take medicine in accordance with
directions.602 Even the literate public that reads newspapers, watches television, and surfs
the web, is confronted with conflicting and confusing information on health issues, and
must develop the ability to process this information so that it is relevant to personal
experience and need.603 People need to know the side effects of drugs, the alternative
treatment options they have, the dangers and success rates of surgery, and whether the
information they are getting in the mainstream media is reliable.
The degree to which the general public is aware of certain key health issues, while not a
systematic measure of health literacy, does provide some evidence of the degree to which
the populace is educated on health matters.
Vingilis and Sarkella observe that there are often significant discrepancies between what
the public thinks is true and the actual situation.604 One U.S. study found that 6% of
respondents identified heart attack / stroke as responsible for most of the deaths in their
community, while the reality was that 29% of deaths were due to cardiovascular
problems. Over half of respondents thought most deaths were caused by homicides or
drugs, when, in fact, only 4% of deaths were homicide related and 1% of deaths were due
to drug overdose.605 In sum, Vingilis and Sarkella report a high level of public ignorance
concerning the causes of health, disease, and mortality, as indicated by literature in the
field.
The U.S. Institute of Medicine advises that all persons working within the health context
must be able to provide accurate information. This health context includes “the media, the
marketplace, and government agencies, as well as those individuals and materials a
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person interacts with regarding health.”606
Ilona Kickbusch addressed this broad issue at the Second Canadian Conference on
Literacy and Health.607 She pointed out that the increased quantity of information
available to the public can result in information overload and difficulty in making
choices. Health-related information is available from numerous sources: the news media,
health institutions and organizations, peer-reviewed literature, self-help books, health
associations, health care providers, governmental health organizations, popular media
such as television and radio, friends and family, and the Internet. (Interestingly,
Kickbusch does not mention schools in her list of information and knowledge sources.)
Kickbusch suggested that health literacy could potentially function as a filter that can
help provide relevant information to enhance consumer knowledge, decisions, and action.
A British study by Coulter, et al., cited in the Journal of Internal Medicine, found that
“much of the information patients receive about health and health care is misleading,
outdated or biased.”608 The Journal of Internal Medicine review also notes that there is a
growing understanding in the public that “the medical / scientific model of health is not
the only one.” It continues:
Recognition is growing that patients’ conceptions of illness are as valid as
doctors’ concepts of disease. Comparisons of Western and Chinese or Arabic
systems of medicine show that the former does not hold every answer to every
question about a person’s health. Instead, it is clear that Western medicine is as
much a cultural product as any other—that the theories and methods of scientific
research are not 100% reliable and objective after all.609
In sum, the basis for health literacy and for educating the populace adequately on health
issues is valid and accurate information. Formal school structures are only one (and
probably a relatively minor) source of such health information. Although conventional
education indicators still focus primarily on formal schooling, the evidence indicates the
need to examine other sources of information and learning structures—including, in the
realm of health, the media, advertising, health professionals, family and friends, and
government.
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22.1.4 Knowledge of other health-related issues
Aside from the examples above, many other topics are clearly important to a
consideration of the degree to which health literacy affects the health of the population,
whether or not they are recognized in the conventional literature. For example, while
nutrition education is certainly acknowledged as a key component of health literacy and
public health, knowledge of food production and toxicity in the environment are not
explicitly recognized as issues in the health literacy literature, though they clearly affect
public health. Such wide-ranging knowledge of the determinants of health is crucial for
public health, and, more broadly, to empower citizens to choose the kind of society they
value.
On another health issue, Statistics Canada data confirm a trend toward increased use of
complementary / alternative health care in Canada.610 The fact that Canadians are
increasingly using forms of alternative health care such as chiropractic, massage therapy,
naturopathy, homeopathy, and acupuncture indicates a growing awareness and openness
to new forms of treatment. Cycle 2.1 of the Canadian Community Health Survey
(CCHS), which collected information in 2003 from 135,573 individuals aged 12 or older,
included questions about consultations with various “alternative health care providers”
and chiropractors in the 12 months before the survey interview. It found 20% of
Canadians aged 12 or older—5.4 million people—reported using some type of alternative
or complementary health care.611 This compares with data from the 1994/95 National
Population Health Survey which found that about 15% of Canadians aged 18 or older had
used alternative care in the 12 months prior to the survey.612
People most likely to use alternative health care were: women, adults ages 25–64,
Canadians in the western provinces, those with higher education and income, and those
with chronic conditions. In the West, between 13% and 18% of residents reported
consultations with chiropractors, compared with less than 5% of residents in the Atlantic
provinces, for example.
As Statistics Canada points out, since most provincial programs only partially cover
alternative health care costs, it is not surprising that the use of such services rose with
income. While 26% of individuals in the highest household income group had used
alternative care in 2003, only 13% of those in the lowest income group had done so. Also,
more than a quarter (26%) of postsecondary graduates used some kind of alternative or
complementary health care in 2003, compared with 16% of people with less than
secondary education. Of those people who reported having at least one diagnosed chronic
condition, about 25% had consulted an alternative practitioner compared with 16% of
610
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those who did not have chronic conditions. Also, more than 30% of individuals with
fibromyalgia, back problems, or multiple chemical sensitivities had used alternative care,
and use was also relatively high among those with bowel disorders, migraines, chronic
fatigue syndrome, thyroid disorders, asthma, ulcers, and arthritis or rheumatism.
While usage of alternative care is not a direct health literacy indicator, increased rates of
use can be interpreted as growing awareness of new, non-conventional forms of
treatment. The Statistics Canada data above, as well as Vingilis and Sarkella’s assessment
of public knowledge of the causes of health, disease, and mortality, are provided here as
illustrative of the types of issues that are potentially relevant to an exploration of the
degree and extent of public awareness of factors affecting public health.
We have given only a few examples above of the kinds of knowledge that might be
included in the concept of health literacy. Other important topics that could also be
considered in health literacy assessments include public knowledge of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the multiple effects on health of various elements of the physical environment
(e.g., water, air, land, work site)
indoor pollution (e.g., sick building syndrome, and the impacts of fluorescent
lighting, asbestos and other substances)
neurotoxic effects on children and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD)
toxins in other consumer products such as cosmetics
occupational workplace health literacy
mental health literacy including stress management
depression management and use of prescription medications
health benefits of physical activity
health effects of smoking, alcohol, and drug use
positive health benefits of adequate nutrition 613

Of course, as noted above, to be relevant to Bhutan, this list also would need to include
public knowledge of issues important to the Bhutanese traditional medical system.
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22.2 Health literacy research and measurement
22.2.1 Health literacy research in Canada and the U.S.
The literacy-health connection has been studied in Canada since the late 1980s. In fact,
Canada is recognized internationally for its extensive research and work in this area.614
As well, national surveys such as the National Population Health Survey carried out by
Statistics Canada (1994 and 1997), and the Canadian Community Health Survey that
replaced it have also linked literacy and health status, although these surveys do not
collect data on health literacy per se.615 The Canadian National Adult Literacy Database
(NALD) also links over 300 references to literacy and health.616
The Canadian Public Health Association (CPHA) established the National Literacy and
Health Program in 1994 with a long-term commitment to promote awareness of literacy
among health professionals. This program has created a framework for literacy and health
research that includes health literacy. The framework, shown below in Figure 4, includes:
•
•
•
•

Types of actions, which can be used to address literacy and health issues such as
health communication, health education capacity development, community
development, organizational development, and policy development.
Determinants of literacy, which include education, early child development,
aging, personal capacity, living / working conditions, gender, and culture.
Literacy, which includes general literacy, health literacy, and other literacies.
Effects of literacy, which includes direct and indirect outcomes.617

Rootman and Ronson have documented this development of literacy and health research
in Canada in some detail in their report, Literacy and Health Research in Canada: Where
Have We Been and Where Should We Go?618
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Figure 4. Conceptual framework for literacy and health research, 2005

Source: Rootman, Irving, and Barbara Ronson. "Literacy and Health Research in Canada: Where Have We
Been and Where Should We Go?" Canadian Journal of Public Health, vol. 96, no. Supplement 2, 2005:
S62-S77.

Studies on literacy and health are taking place at the local, provincial, and national levels.
A major study located at St. Francis Xavier University, Health Literacy in Rural Nova
Scotia Research Project, funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council (SSHRC), is exploring the links between literacy and health in a rural
population.619 In 2002, SSHRC, with additional funding from the Canadian Institutes of
Health Research (CIHR), also sponsored a three-year research program developed by the
Canadian Public Health Association (CPHA) and the University of Toronto’s Centre for
Health Promotion, to encourage literacy and health research.620 This program, the
National Literacy and Health Research Program, directed by Irving Rootman, has
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undertaken a number of projects, including establishing a national advisory committee on
the subject, conducting a needs assessment and environmental scan of the literature,621
organizing a national workshop and a workshop on literacy and health held at the CPHA
annual conference,622 and promoting co-operation between health researchers and health
practitioners in this field.
In 2004, three major reports were released in the U.S., which, according to Rima Rudd of
the Harvard School of Public Health, “has moved the topic of literacy and health onto the
U.S. agenda in an unprecedented way.”623 These reports included Literacy and Health
Outcomes: A Systemic Review of the Literature,624 Health Literacy: A Prescription to End
Confusion,625 and Literacy and Health in America.626 According to Rudd, the first report
surveys over 700 articles and finds that low literacy, as measured by poor reading skills,
is associated with poorer health. The studies reviewed measured outcomes such as health
knowledge, use of health services, and preventive health practices.
The second report, from the U.S. Institute of Medicine, “expanded the scope of health
literacy work, by moving it out of the context of medical institutions and into the home,
workplace, and the community.”627 The last report, which uses data from the International
Adult Literacy Survey, “characterized the health-related literacy skills of American adults
for the first time” and created a Health Activities Literacy Scale.628 In addition, in 2005, a
fourth important report from the U.S., entitled Understanding Health Literacy:
Implications for Medicine and Public Health, was published by the American Medical
Association. Rootman noted that these reports “will very likely have a spillover value,
raising the public and political profile of literacy and health in Canada as has already
happened in the United States.”629
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22.2.2 General measures of health literacy
The main existing tests for health literacy in North America are the Rapid Estimate of
Adult Literacy in Medicine (REALM) and the Test of Functional Health Literacy in
Adults (TOFHLA).630 Although these tests can be used on a large scale, they are mainly
administered in clinical settings for patient assessment or clinical research.631 The first is
a simple word recognition test, while the second is a functional health test, which uses
examples of life situations to assess comprehension and the ability to act on information.
In their review of health literacy, Andrus and Roth note that medical practitioners have
also developed disease-specific tests. For example, people with hypertension are expected
to know “normal and high blood pressure readings, duration of disease, [and] lifestyle
modifications needed to reduce blood pressure such as exercise, symptoms, and
complications.”632 Diabetes patients need to know normal blood glucose levels, and that
feeling shaky, sweaty, and hungry are symptoms of low blood glucose, as well as other
disease management skills.633 Other studies have identified lack of knowledge of
preventive procedures such as mammography and prostate screening as problems
affecting health outcomes.634
Rootman and Ronson are critical of both the REALM and TOFHLA tests since they both
mainly test reading in a health context, while they contain no contextual measures, and no
measures of listening or speaking.635 They note: “It is conceivable that people can be
functionally health literate with minimal reading and writing skills, depending on how
health literacy is defined”636 For example, they report the results of one U.S. study that
used the TOFHLA test:
When the TOFHLA was administered to 2,659 predominantly indigent, minority
emergency room patients at two public hospitals in the U.S., 41.6% were unable
to comprehend directions for taking medication on an empty stomach; 26% were
unable to understand information regarding when to come for a next appointment;
and 59.5% could not understand a standard informed consent document. More
than 80% of both English- and Spanish-speaking patients over 60 years of age
were found to have inadequate or marginal health literacy. This is significantly
more than younger English- and Spanish-speaking patients of whom 31% and
62% had inadequate health literacy, respectively. We do not yet know, however,
how many of these patients could comprehend directions given orally as opposed
630
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to in writing, nor how many were able to find information they needed in other
ways.637
In conclusion, Rootman and Ronson note:
Measures for literacy and health literacy today are inadequate and new ones need
to be developed. There are currently no published studies on the levels of health
literacy in Canada, and until such measures are developed it is unlikely that there
will be […]. There is also little research on the relationship between Literacy,
Health Literacy and Quality of Life in the health literature, though much progress
has been made in developing measures of Quality of Life and more is underway
in measuring Health Literacy.638
In April 2006, the Canadian Public Health Association (CPHA) convened the Expert
Panel on Health Literacy to work from March 2006 through March 2007 in order to
continue the work that began in the two national conferences on health literacy that were
held in 2000 and 2004.639 The Expert Panel consists of 12 members and is funded by the
Canadian Council on Learning. According to the CPHA website, the mandate of the
Expert Panel is “to provide advice on the state of knowledge on health literacy and the
effectiveness of interventions to improve health literacy, and to generate
recommendations on future research, policy and programming initiatives to facilitate
health literacy.”640 One of its specific mandates is to assess the quality of existing
evidence on “the extent of literacy and health literacy in the adult population in Canada,
and the relationship between literacy, health literacy and health outcomes, including the
financial burden produced by low levels of population health literacy.”641 In addition, the
website notes:
The primary goal of the Expert Panel project is to generate a report including
recommendations that will be widely disseminated to Canadians (governments,
policy makers, practitioners, individuals) in order to influence policies and
programs in coming years.642
22.2.3 Adult Literacy and Life Skills (ALL) survey health literacy scale
The Adult Literacy and Life Skills (ALL) survey, conducted in 2003, was a joint project
between the Government of Canada, the U.S. National Center for Education Statistics
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(NCES), and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).643
Canada was the international coordinator for the ALL project, responsible for overall
management and quality assurance,644 and in co-operation with the OECD, Canada was
also responsible for analysis and dissemination of the international study results.645
In 2003, the Canadian component of the ALL survey, called the International Adult
Literacy and Life Skills Survey (IALSS) in Canada, tested the literacy skills of more than
23,000 Canadians aged 16 and older. Although the age range in the international ALL
survey included only 16–65 year olds, the 2003 IALSS added Canadians over the age of
65 to the sample.646 In November, 2005, Statistics Canada and the OECD released the
first results in a report entitled, Learning a Living: First Results of the Adult Literacy and
Life Skills Survey (ALL).647 After the ALL scales were completed, Statistics Canada
assembled a health literacy scale from the 191 health-related items used in the survey.648
ALL measures four domains of literacy skills—prose literacy, document literacy,
numeracy, and problem solving.649 The health literacy scale forms a fifth scale.
As noted above in Chapter 17 of this literature review, prose literacy is defined as the
knowledge and skills needed to understand and use information from texts such as news
stories, instruction manuals, poems, and fiction. Document literacy measures the
knowledge and skills needed to locate and use information in formats such as job
applications, maps, transportation schedules, tables, and charts. Numeracy measures the
mathematical knowledge and skills needed for ordinary procedures such as balancing a
chequebook, figuring out tips, completing order forms, and determining interest on a
loan. Problem solving measures the ability to think with goals in mind and to act in
situations where no set solutions exist.650
ALL builds on the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) that was undertaken in
three cycles of data collection between 1994 and 1998 in 22 countries, with the data for
Canada being collected in 1994. Specifically, ALL added two new domains that the
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IALS did not measure in the first cycle: numeracy, which expanded the quantitative
measure used by the IALS in 1994, and problem-solving or analytical reasoning.
Describing the development of the health literacy scale, Statistics Canada notes:
Following work done at the Educational Testing Services, the Prose, Document
and Numeracy domains were found to present sufficient health related
information to yield a fourth psychometric measure known as Health Literacy
[…]. [I]n order to add value to the dataset, the five plausible values for this added
domain were calculated for the Canadian IALSS data and were merged with the
dataset in this step.651
Statistics Canada also notes that health literacy in the ALL survey is defined as “the
ability to use and understand health related printed information from a variety of
sources,”652 that this scale is closely related to the prose and document scales, and that it
can be analysed along the same continuum. Proficiencies for the prose and document
scales are reported as five levels, with the whole scale ranging from 0 to 500 points.
These levels are interpreted as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Level 1: (score 0–225) A person is not able to read at all or has very serious
problems with reading.
Level 2: (score 226–275) A person can read simple language.
Level 3: (score 276–325) A person can read well enough to get along from day to
day.
Level 4: (score 326–375) A person can read complex reading material.
Level 5: (score 376–500) A person can read extremely complex reading material
and has the highest level of ability.

However, in the results Levels 4 and 5 were combined due to the small number of people
scoring at Level 5.653 A person who has reached Level 3 is considered to be competent
and to have an adequate level of literacy.
In January 2007, the Canadian Council on Learning (CCL) released a new report, State of
Learning in Canada: No Time for Complacency. Within the Adult Learning chapter, the
new report assesses health literacy using data from the Adult Literacy and Life Skills
survey. We have reproduced the CCL finding below in Figures 5–8.
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Figure 5. Percentage of respondents with health literacy levels from 0 to 5, aged 16–
65, Canada and the United States, 2003

Source: Canadian Council on Learning. State of Learning in Canada: No Time for Complacency, 2007;
accessed January 2007; available from http://www.ccl-cca.ca/NR/rdonlyres/5ECAA2E9-D5E4-43B994E4-84D6D31BC5BC/0/NewSOLR_Report.pdf, based on data from the Adult Literacy and Life Skills
Survey 2003.

Figure 5 shows Canadian health literacy levels for ages 16–65 for 2003, compared with
results from the U.S. The results find that Canadians have a greater level of health
literacy than do the Americans, with 34.7% of Canadian adults having skills at level 3
and 10.6% of Canadian adults having skills at level 4/5. By contrast, 30.8% of American
adults have skills at level 3, and 5.6% at level 4/5. However, 54.7% of Canadian adults,
compared with 63.7% of U.S. adults do not have adequate levels of health literacy.
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Figure 6. Percentage of Canadian respondents with health literacy levels from 0 to 5,
by age group, 2003

Source: Canadian Council on Learning. State of Learning in Canada: No Time for Complacency, 2007;
accessed January 2007; available from http://www.ccl-cca.ca/NR/rdonlyres/5ECAA2E9-D5E4-43B994E4-84D6D31BC5BC/0/NewSOLR_Report.pdf, based on data from the Adult Literacy and Life Skills
Survey 2003.

Figure 6 shows health literacy by age groups for 2003. The age group with the highest
literacy is the 26–35 year old group, with 51% of those in this group having adequate
health literacy skills. The level of literacy declines with each age group older than 35,
with the lowest health literacy being found among those over the age of 65, with only
12% having adequate literacy skills. As the CCL notes, this is significant since seniors
are the age group most likely to have ill health and to take medications, for which they
need an adequate level of health literacy.
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Figure 7. Health literacy scores of Canadian respondents, by age group and health
status, 2003

Source: Canadian Council on Learning. State of Learning in Canada: No Time for Complacency, 2007;
accessed January 2007; available from http://www.ccl-cca.ca/NR/rdonlyres/5ECAA2E9-D5E4-43B994E4-84D6D31BC5BC/0/NewSOLR_Report.pdf, based on data from the Adult Literacy and Life Skills
Survey 2003.

Figure 7 shows health literacy as shown by literacy scores on the ALL, by age group and
health status for 2003. It illustrates that people with the highest level of literacy tend to be
in better health. As the CCL notes: “Those with the lowest health literacy skills are more
than three times as likely to be in fair or poor health than those with the highest levels.”654
Of course, this correlation does not indicate that low health literacy skills cause ill health.
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Figure 8. Health literacy scores of Canadian respondents, by age group and
education level, 2003

Source: Canadian Council on Learning. State of Learning in Canada: No Time for Complacency, 2007;
accessed January 2007; available from http://www.ccl-cca.ca/NR/rdonlyres/5ECAA2E9-D5E4-43B994E4-84D6D31BC5BC/0/NewSOLR_Report.pdf, based on data from the Adult Literacy and Life Skills
Survey 2003.

Figure 8 illustrates health literacy by age and education for 2003, according to the literacy
scores received. Health literacy rises with the level of formal education attained, and
those with a university education have the highest level of health literacy across all age
groups, while those with less than a high school education have the lowest health literacy
across all age groups.
As noted by the CCL, the consequences of the two trends shown in the figures—the
decline in health literacy with age, and the increase in health literacy with education—
contributes to a health literacy gap in the populace between those who are more educated
with those who are less educated, which tends to become greater in older populations.655
This is a concern for seniors who need health literacy skills in order to make basic healthrelated decisions.
The CCL also notes that other groups lacking health literacy include those with very low
incomes, Aboriginal Peoples, and recent immigrants with low levels of formal education
and a mother tongue other than English or French.656
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22.2.4 Specific health issue surveys
Public surveys on specific health issues are conducted by foundations and industries,
often in connection with government organizations. For example, between 1988 and
1992, ten provincial heart health surveys were conducted as part of the Canadian Heart
Health Initiative, which was a collaboration between provincial departments of health,
Health Canada (at the time Health and Welfare Canada), the Heart and Stroke Foundation
of Canada, and provincial heart and stroke foundations.657 The surveys included
knowledge and awareness of the causes and consequences of cardiovascular diseases and
the associated risk factors. In a 2005 article, Petrella and Campbell argued that these
surveys were the last Canadian population-based physical measures surveys that
determined that hypertension in Canada was poorly managed.658 According to Petrella
and Campbell, the results of the surveys showed:
Overall, respondents had a poor understanding of the consequences of high blood
pressure or hypertension. The majority were unaware of the association between
hypertension and heart disease (80%), heart attack (66%), kidney disease (98%),
damage to blood vessels (95%) and premature death (74%). Respondents also had
limited knowledge of lifestyle issues affecting hypertension, despite 44%
indicating that they were overweight and 18% identifying themselves as smokers.
Almost two-thirds (63%) thought hypertension had clearly identifiable signs or
symptoms, although they believed that hypertension was not a serious medical
condition.659
This work is ongoing. In 2004, the Canadian Heart Health Surveys Follow-up Study
Research Team was awarded a five-year $1.5 million New Emerging Team (NET) grant
by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR)—Institute of Nutrition,
Metabolism, and Diabetes, in partnership with the Heart and Stroke Foundation of
Canada, to study the individual and socio-environmental health risks of obesity.660
In 2001, Pfizer, Inc., often called “the world’s leading pharmaceutical company,”
sponsored the GOAL (Global Opinion and Awareness of Cholesterol) survey in seven
countries, including Canada, France, Germany, the U.K., Italy, the Netherlands, and
Spain, to examine attitudes and awareness levels about cholesterol and heart disease. In
Canada, 1,000 people aged 18 and over were interviewed by telephone across the
country. A press release, issued by Pfizer Canada, reported:
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Overall, results from the survey reveal a general lack of knowledge around
cholesterol-specific information […]. Results show that overall, Canadians and
Europeans have a similar understanding about the risks associated with high
cholesterol. When asked to identify what diseases or medical problems may be
caused by high cholesterol, only 50 per cent of Canadians and 58 per cent of
global respondents identified heart disease. In addition, only 22 per cent of
Canadians, and 20 per cent of global respondents identified stroke as a possible
medical problem resulting from high blood levels of cholesterol.661
Ad hoc surveys such as these do not provide systematic data to indicate health literacy.
However, they do point out the need to understand the level of health literacy in the
populace.
22.2.5 New health literacy index
According to Ilona Kickbusch:
A health literacy index could become an important composite measure of the
outcome of health promotion and prevention activities, could document the health
competence and capabilities of the population of a given country, community or
group and relate it to a set of health, social and economic outcomes.662
Kickbusch recommends that communities developing an indicator framework for health
literacy should ask questions such as: what defines the dominant health culture of a
community? How is health knowledge sought out and shared within a community? How
is knowledge built within a community?663 She also cites Nussbaum’s argument that an
indicator framework needs to take empowerment into consideration, and that capability,
rather than functioning, better reflects what people are able to do or be in relation to their
own health.664 Kickbusch also notes: “Finding measures that reflect health literacy in
terms of knowledge and in terms of the capabilities to act, solve problems and evaluate
circumstances will be a challenge.”665
Irving Rootman and his colleagues are presently working on a project funded by CIHR to
develop new measures of health literacy that are appropriate for different population
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groups in health promotion contexts.666 Rootman discussed this work during a roundtable
discussion at the Second Canadian Conference on Literacy and Health, held in Ottawa in
October 2004.667 Jim Frankish and Brenda Kwan are working with Rootman to develop
the new health literacy measure in relation to use of health services, determinants of
health, and quality of life—specifically appropriate to a Canadian context. Rootman,
Frankish, and Kwan plan to test this measure first with older adults, immigrants, and
people living in poverty. At the Literacy and Health conference, these researchers also
discussed the contextual framework that will guide the measurement. Kwan added that
the point of health information is to help people make decisions that will lead to positive
actions and outcomes. Comments from other participants at the conference about the new
measures of health literacy included concern that currently health information is seen as
disease-specific, and is not provided in the broader context of determinants of health and
healthy living. As of 2009, Rootman et al. had developed and tested a tool for measuring
health literacy in seniors, and are continuing to work on health literacy measures within
different population groups, including young people in and out of school, and
ethnocultural communities.668
Funded by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR), Iraj Poureslami of the
University of British Columbia, Rootman, et al. are also in the process of developing a
web-based measurement tool to assess the health literacy of secondary students, which
will be tested in British Columbia.669 According to Poureslami, et al.: “Such measures
may be used as the basis for the development of standardized measures of health literacy
for schools across Canada.”670 The preliminary stage of the development included
agreeing upon a definition of health literacy for school-age children: “the degree to which
students are able to access, understand, evaluate and communicate basic health
information.” This basic definition is similar to definitions usually employed for the adult
population, although not as comprehensive. Poureslami, et al. have also developed a
series of standards related to health literacy skills that were classified as core and
secondary, and a brief questionnaire for middle and high school students regarding their
views on accessing, understanding, evaluating, and communicating health information.
New measures of health literacy such as those being developed and applied by Rootman,
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Frankish, Kwan, Poureslami and other researchers may inform the development of health
literacy measures in educated populace assessments in both Canada and Bhutan.
In the following section, we have chosen just one example of an area that, from our point
of view, needs to be included in a health literacy assessment—food and nutrition literacy.
Food and nutrition literacy not only affects population health directly, but also illustrates
the importance of learning and education in enabling citizens to live their daily lives with
awareness. The example also happens to illustrate the inadequacy of Western formal
schooling structures in providing such education for daily life, and of Western
conventional education indicators in capturing key characteristics of an educated
populace. Again, although the following chapter is focused on Western examples, it may
be of interest to Bhutanese educators concerned with assessing levels of health, and food
and nutrition literacy in the Bhutanese populace.
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23. Food and Nutrition Literacy
23.1 Introduction and definitions
Understanding the food we eat on a daily basis, and knowing the sources, ingredients,
quality, and impacts of what we consume, is a very basic, ordinary, yet vital component
of what it means to have an educated populace. Eating well and eating intelligently and
with awareness are in turn key determinants of health and wellbeing. While food is one of
the most basic elements of health and wellbeing, the need for education and awareness
applies quite literally to all elements of consumption—including energy use,
transportation, shelter, and all material possessions. Understanding the sources, origins,
ingredients, and impacts of the goods and services we consume—in short, consuming
with awareness—constitutes probably the most important objective of responsible
lifelong and lifewide learning, and one of the most profound possible contributions to
wellbeing. Indeed, that kind of learning and awareness may well be the best guarantor of
movement towards sustainability.
Kim D. Raine of the University of Alberta notes that determinants of healthy eating, from
a population health perspective are highly contextual and interconnected, and involve
both individual and collective factors “that may be working ‘invisibly’ to structure food
choice.”671 Specifically, she lists these determinants as individual determinants of
personal food choice:
•
•
•
•
•

physiological state
food preferences
nutritional knowledge
perceptions of healthy eating
psychological factors

Collective determinants of eating behaviour:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the interpersonal environment created by family and peers
the physical environment, which determines food availability and accessibility
the economic environment, in which food is a commodity to be marketed for
profit, including food advertising
the social environment, including social status (income, education and gender)
the cultural milieu
public policies as promoting environments for healthy eating672

Raine suggests:
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The promotion of healthy eating in Canada has significant implications for
improving the health of populations, locally and globally […]. Promoting and
supporting healthy eating among Canadians, however, requires a comprehensive
understanding of the multiple influences on eating behaviour and the interactions
among these determinants.673
As noted above, one of the individual determinants of healthy eating is linked to
nutritional knowledge. According to Lino, et al. of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
(USDA) Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion: “People with more healthful diets
generally have a greater store of nutritional information and are more aware of the links
between poor diet and certain diseases.”674 Using data from the U.S. Healthy Eating
Index, Jayachandran Variyam and James Blaylock of the USDA note:
Many regard information and knowledge as the keys that will unlock the door to
better diets and in turn better health, longer lives, and children with improved
cognitive and learning abilities. We verify some of these observations with the
finding that more nutrition knowledge leads to higher HEI [Healthy Eating Index]
scores. Nutrition information affects overall diet quality, even after controlling for
individual differences in a host of personal and household characteristics,
including income, education, age, gender, race, ethnicity, smoking behavior, and
body mass. The positive effects of higher incomes and education levels on diet
quality are due to the greater nutrition knowledge that wealthier, more educated
people possess. If this informational advantage were to disappear, for example,
through nutrition-education targeted to low-income individuals or that starts early
in childhood, then those with greater incomes or education may in fact have diets
that are no better, or possibly poorer, than would people with lower incomes or
education. This is because people with higher incomes or education may have a
greater preference for convenience foods and food away from home that are often
less nutritious. The strong link between nutrition knowledge and diet quality
suggests a continued role for nutrition education efforts to close the persistent gap
between actual and healthful diets.675
Nutrition literacy in Canada focuses mainly on the ability to read and understand nutrition
literature, including labels, and understanding the nutritional content of food and its effect
on health.676 However, as the Food Literacy project of the SOCRATES-GRUNDTVIG
programme of the European Commission notes, nutritional literacy includes cultural,
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social, emotional, personal, and practical factors that include, but go well beyond
individual health concerns.677 Because of the rising number of health issues contributed,
in part, to poor nutritional understanding and habits, such as heart disease, diabetes
mellitus, and obesity, understanding the relationship between nutrition and health is
extremely important for a healthy populace. But also understanding, and critically
evaluating, the connection of food production, safety, quality, and other factors that
connect food with societal wellbeing and sustainability are crucial skills for an educated
populace. As one example, the Food Literacy project points to the ecological dimension
of food:
Everything we eat has, on its way from the field to the plate, an influence on the
environment. It is a mutual relation, of course, since the condition of water, air,
ground and climate also has an effect on food quality. Our nutrition system,
ranging from burning fossil energy to the exploitation of natural resources, is
responsible for a number of burdens on the environment: starting out from
production (agriculture, keeping animals), through processing, packaging and
transport, up to consumption in large and private households (storing, preparation,
disposal) […]. Conscious selection of foods can be a considerable contribution to
the protection of nature. A way of nutrition and living that is compatible with the
environment is an issue of personal preferences and also knowledge.678
The Food Literacy project of the European Commission, Food Literacy—A New
Horizontal Theme in Adult Education and Counselling, defines food literacy holistically:
‘[F]unctional literacy’ comprises a whole package of technical and social
competences that people need to organize their life in society by having equal
rights, being active and responsible. It is in such a context that we would like to
place “food literacy” as a term and content of education.
Food Literacy is the ability to organize one’s everyday nutrition in a selfdetermined, responsible and enjoyable way […].
According to the guideline of ‘sustainable development’, a number of big
challenges for society are connected with the field of nutrition. Dealing with
nutrition in a competent way is, therefore a major element of basic education for
the future. Food literacy must be regarded as part of ‘basic education’ in the way
it is defined and demanded in the ‘Memorandum on Lifelong Learning’ by the
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European Commission.679
In terms of the basic definition of food literacy as “the ability to organize one’s everyday
nutrition in a self-determined, responsible and enjoyable way,” the Food Literacy project
proposes that food literacy is “not about making people follow current nutrition
requirements.”680 Rather, the key terms of organizing one’s everyday nutrition point to a
more holistic understanding, including self-determination, responsibility, and
enjoyability:
Self-determination implies:
• awareness of one’s own nutritional behaviour
• knowing about the social, cultural and historic influences on eating habits and
understanding their respective effects
• having enough knowledge of nutrition and food in order to be able to critically
question statements given in the media and made by experts
• knowing one’s personal nutritional needs
• relating to nutrition in a way that enhances one’s health
Responsiblity implies:
• understanding the effect of nutrition on one’s health condition, the environment
and society as a whole, and understanding the respective connections between
them
• knowing about food production, processing, transport and disposal
• being informed about the composition of food and having the ability to judge its
quality
• being able to select appropriate products within the framework of one’s personal
budget
• making decisions as a consumer that are quality-oriented and effectively develop
one’s style of living
Enjoyability implies:
• realizing that conscious perception using all the senses and a varied experience of
taste is a condition of enjoyment
• appreciating cooking and eating as an aspect enriching everyday life
• regarding dealing with food as an elementary part of human culture
• being open to other culinary cultures681
Verginia Mintcheva, of the International Institute for Industrial Environmental
Economics at Lund University in Sweden, is working on a pilot program to develop
integrative indicators to evaluate the food system as a whole.682 She reports that food
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packaging, processing, and shopping are “hot spots” in the chain, as well as the length of
refrigeration time, which has the largest effect on energy use.683 Mintcheva’s proposed
integrative indicators could be an outstanding learning and educational tool, which could
be used to provide a more holistic understanding of production and consumption
processes than is taught in most specialized school curricula.
Canadian researcher Kim Travers (now Kim Raine) criticizes nutritional education and
research for its lack of focus on the social and environmental issues related to nutrition.
She notes: “Nutrition education’s traditional (but changing) emphasis on individualistic
behaviour change strategies negates the role of social context in shaping behaviour, and
thus implies a separation of people and their environment.”684 Travers quotes George
Kent on the subject: “[N]utritional literacy means more than knowing technical aspects of
nutrition […]. The teaching of nutrition should include examination of the work which
generates nutritional problems.”685 Travers calls for “education that raises consciousness
of the social roots of nutrition problems.”686
In a 2005 special issue of the Canadian Journal of Public Health, “Understanding the
Forces that Influence Our Eating Habits: What We Know and What We Need to Know,”
Frank and Finegood of the Canadian Institutes of Health Research note that a
comprehensive research agenda on nutrition is needed in Canada:
While the focus has largely been at the individual level (e.g., knowledge of
Canada’s Food Guide to Healthy Eating), we need also to further understand the
social, cultural and environmental determinants of healthy eating that operate at
the community / neighbourhood, regional, national / provincial / territorial levels
and in whole societies. These include, for example, the impacts of globalization
and how it affects our food supply […]. This evidence base is also needed to
inform the policies and programs that have a significant effect on the health and
lives of all Canadians, regardless of their income, education or ethnicity, or of the
places in which they work, live, play and learn.687
Mary Bush of Health Canada, in the same issue of the Canadian Journal of Public
Health, comments: “As we look at the issue of healthy eating within a broad population
health framework, we need to challenge ourselves to consider alternative and new
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frameworks, to work across sectors and with other disciplines.”688
The learning outcomes from the food literacy project listed above are important
prerequisites needed to translate knowledge into healthy social outcomes—social
outcomes that include the food security of low-income populations, as well as the healthy
behaviours of the entire populace, not only on an individual level, but also on the
political, corporate, and community levels.
23.1.1 Canadian data sources
Canada is a long way from developing holistic indicators for food and nutrition literacy
that would measure learning outcomes such as those suggested by the Food Literacy
project. Although knowledge of these important subjects is generally not assessed in the
standardized tests that are used as the basis for most conventional education indicators,
the sparse evidence that does exist indicates that the general public has very little
understanding of social, ecological, and economic food issues, including how its food is
produced. Diane McAmmond, in a report written for Health Canada calling for a
comprehensive national nutrition survey, notes that “Canada has never had a systematic
program of national food and nutrition surveillance.”689 In addition, she notes:
In 1996, Canada produced Nutrition for Health: An Agenda for Action, a national
strategy developed through multisectoral collaboration. This Agenda for Action
was endorsed by the Ministers of Health Canada and Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada. It includes a strategic direction to support nutrition research, with a key
action being development of a national database on relevant indicators affecting
nutritional health. Surveillance activities are critical to development of such a
database. But to date, little has been done to put the necessary surveillance system
in place.690
The Nutrition for Health: An Agenda for Action report discusses nutrition in terms of the
social determinants of health, which influence the nutritional health of the populace,
within the population health framework.691 The report recommends 16 core indicators,
which are mainly health outcome indicators. However, it does include an indicator for
“nutrition awareness / attitudes,” which might be useful to include in an educated
populace assessment.692
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McAmmond provided a comprehensive list of all Canadian data sources that have any
relationship to nutrition. All of the provinces conducted nutrition surveys in partnership
with Health Canada between 1990 and 1999.693 However, in a report on the Ontario Food
Survey, Mendelson, et al. note that although the surveys employed a common protocol,
the “differences in the timing and response rates of these surveys affect the interpretation
of results across provinces”; and because of the differences in response rates, “survey
findings cannot be considered representative of the population” for some provinces,
especially Saskatchewan and Ontario.694 Health Canada also notes:
Because the food supply and food habits can change over time, data from the
provincial surveys cannot be used to obtain a clear understanding of the nutrient
intakes of Canadians as a whole, or to make meaningful comparisons among
provinces.695
In 2004, Statistics Canada conducted the Canadian Community Health Survey, which
focused on nutrition.696 Prior to this, the only other national level nutrition survey, the
Nutrition Canada Survey, was conducted between 1970 and 1972.697 However, the focus
of all of these surveys, both national and provincial, is limited mainly to dietary intake
and eating patterns, health conditions, and household food insecurity, although there are a
few knowledge-related questions, such as those related to beliefs about risk factors for
disease and high fat foods.
This literature review has found only one consistent, national series of surveys that
contain significant knowledge elements needed to indicate the nutritional literacy of
Canadian adults. In 1989, the National Institute of Nutrition (NIN), in partnership with
the Canadian Food Information Council (CFIC) and Health Canada, initiated a series of
national surveys to track Canadian adults’ self-reported knowledge, attitudes, and
behaviours with respect to food and nutrition.698 The NIN notes that the interplay
between knowledge, attitudes, and behaviours is “the key to understanding changes in
nutrition in Canada.”699 Since 1989, there have been five additional Tracking Nutrition
Trends (TNT) surveys, conducted in 1994, 1997, 2001, 2004, and 2006. The last survey
was conducted by the Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition (CCFN), which was
693
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created in 2004 through a merger between NIN and the CFIC. Since these are the only
consistent Canadian surveys conducted over a period of time that include a series of
knowledge questions concerning food and nutrition, we have used them below to
populate the indicators for food and nutrition literacy. While these surveys are not
comprehensive, they do contain information, in part, on self-reported knowledge of
nutrition, sources of nutrition information, and knowledge of nutrition labels, food safety,
and food quality.
Each survey cycle interviewed approximately 2000–2400 Canadians, 18 years of age or
older; is nationally representative; builds on previous surveys; and expands the focus by
incorporating new, current concerns. For example, the original survey in 1989 focused on
fat and fibre, while later surveys expand the focus to “identify a wider range of factors
influencing consumer food selection,” such as Omega-3 and trans fats.700 In order to keep
the surveys a manageable length, some questions from previous surveys were dropped
and others were added. In addition, in 2001, for certain questions, the rating scale was
changed to reflect the change from personal interviews to telephone interviews.
Therefore, direct comparisons with responses from previous years’ surveys cannot be
made for some questions.701

23.2 Knowledge and understanding of nutrition in Canada
23.2.1 Canadian self-rated knowledge of nutrition
According to the National Institute of Nutrition (NIN) and the Canadian Food
Information Council (CFIC), self-rated knowledge is a good predictor of knowledge
about nutrition, and “is a strong driver of nutrition related decisions and lifestyle
choices.” They note, for instance: “Those who say they are very knowledgeable are more
likely to answer questions about nutrition correctly.”702 As an example, they point out
that “people who think that they are very knowledgeable about nutrition are more likely
to agree that some types of dietary fibre can reduce cholesterol in the blood.”703
Self-rated knowledge of nutrition has been tracked in the NIN / CFIC Tracking Nutrition
Trends (TNT) surveys since 1997. Although the self-rated knowledge question is
consistent in the surveys (i.e., How knowledgeable would you say you are about
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nutrition? Would you say you are […]?),704 the response categories changed in 2001. In
1997 the response categories were: extremely or very knowledgeable (33% of
respondents), quite knowledgeable (43%), slightly knowledgeable (20%), and not at all
knowledgeable (4%).705 In 2001, these categories were changed to: very knowledgeable,
somewhat knowledgeable, not very knowledgeable, and not at all knowledgeable (see
results below).706 The NIN / CFIC note that this change in wording may be responsible
for the change in results. Therefore, in Figure 9 below which shows the self-rated
knowledge of nutrition results of the TNT surveys, we have excluded the1997 results.
Results of the TNT surveys in Figure 9 below show that the majority of Canadians feel
that they are somewhat knowledgeable, and a considerable portion of adults feel they are
very knowledgeable about nutrition.
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Figure 9. Self-rated knowledge of nutrition, Canadian adults aged 18 and over,
2001, 2004, and 2006

Question: How knowledgeable would you say you are about nutrition? Would you say you are very
knowledgeable, somewhat knowledgeable, not very knowledgeable, or not at all knowledgeable?
Sources: National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition
Trends V, 2004; accessed July 2006; available from http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/TNTV-FINAL.pdf;
Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends VI, Woodbridge, Ontario: Canadian
Council of Food and Nutrition (Previously the National Institute of Nutrition), 2006.

However, as can be seen in Table 10 below, when disaggregated, the results show that
women, older Canadians, and those with higher levels of education indicate that they
have a higher level of nutritional knowledge than men, younger Canadians, and those
with lower levels of education:
In 2001, of the total adults, 30% of women, compared to 25% of men stated that they
were “very knowledgeable” about nutrition. In 2004, of the total adults, 35% of women,
compared to 22% of men stated that they were “very knowledgeable” about nutrition.
And in 2006, of the total adults, 31% of women, compared to 20% of men, stated that
they were “very knowledgeable” about nutrition.
The percentage of those who state they are “very knowledgeable” also rises with age: in
2001, from 22% of 18–24 year olds to 27% of 65+ year olds; in 2004, from 22% of 18–
24 year olds to 34% of 65+ year olds; and in 2006, from 18% of 18–24 year olds to 28%
of 65+ year olds, which shows a slight decline in those adults who consider themselves as
very knowledgeable.
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These relationships are not as clear in the “somewhat knowledgeable” responses—in
2001, 64% of women report being “somewhat knowledgeable,” whereas 65% of men
report the same. In addition 67% of youth ages 18–24 report being “somewhat
knowledgeable,” while 63% of seniors report the same. In 2004, 59% of women report
being “somewhat knowledgeable,” whereas 62% of men report the same. In addition 63%
of youth ages 18–24 report being “somewhat knowledgeable,” while 60% of seniors
report the same.
In 2006, 60% of women report being “somewhat knowledgeable,” whereas 62% of men
report the same. In addition 67% of youth ages 18–24 report being “somewhat
knowledgeable,” while 56% of seniors report the same. However, these responses might
demonstrate a lack of confidence in one’s nutritional knowledge, rather than lack of
knowledge, per se.
Only the 2004 and 2006 disaggregrated results for education are given in detail in the NIN
report, and therefore results from 2001 are not included in Table 10 below. In that year,
however, the NIN noted:
Consumers with higher education and / or incomes consistently tend to rate their
knowledge of nutrition higher, with 94% of university graduates rating themselves
as very or somewhat knowledgeable. The comparable number among people with
high school education or less is significantly smaller (89%).707
Results from 2004 and 2006 find that the percentage of respondents who report they are
“very knowledgeable” also rises with the level of educational attainment. In 2004, 22% of
those with less than a high school education state they are very knowledgeable, compared
with 44% of those with post-university education reporting the same. In 2006, 21% of those
with less than a high school education state they are very knowledgeable, compared with
38% of those with post-university education reporting the same.
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Table 10. Self-rated knowledge of nutrition, Canadian adults aged 18 and over, by
gender, age, and education, 2001, 2004, and 2006

Response
Very
knowledgeable
Somewhat
knowledgeable
Not very/not at
all
knowledgeable

Response
Very
knowledgeable
Somewhat
knowledgeable
Not very/not at
all
knowledgeable

Year of
survey

Total

Gender
Men

Age

Women

18–24

25–44

45–64

65+

2001
2004
2006
2001
2004
2006
2001
2004

28
29
26
64
60
61
8
11

25
22
20
65
62
62
10
16

30
35
31
64
59
60
6
6

22
22
18
67
63
67
11
15

27
22
62
65
11

32
32
58
57
10

27
34
28
63
60
56
10
7

2006

13

18

9

16

12

12

16

Year
of
survey

Total

Education, 2004, 2006
Some
high
school

High
school

Some Post
Secondary

Technical
College

University

Post
Graduate

2004
2006
2004
2006
2004

29
26
60
61
11

22
21
59
55
19

24
15
65
65
11

31
28
57
63
13

29
25
63
63
9

31
32
63
61
6

44
38
49
56
7

2006

13

23

20

9

12

6

6

Question: How knowledgeable would you say you are about nutrition? Would you say you are very
knowledgeable, somewhat knowledgeable, not very knowledgeable, or not at all knowledgeable?
Note: In 2001, the NIN did not report disaggregated results for education. Also, only age categories for 18–
24 year olds and 65+ are comparable with later years. The other age categories in 2001 are ages 25–34, 35–
44, 45–54, and 55–64. In 2004 and 2006, the categories reported for these age groups are 25–44 and 45–64.
Sources: National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition
Trends V, 2004; accessed July 2006; available from http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/TNTV-FINAL.pdf. and
Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends VI, Woodbridge, Ontario: Canadian
Council of Food and Nutrition (Previously the National Institute of Nutrition), 2006.
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23.2.2 Public understanding of nutrition in Canada
The NIN and CFIC compared self-related knowledge with specific answers to knowledge
questions, noting:
Self-reported knowledge is, however, reliant on good self-assessments. In order to
better understand knowledge of nutrition, we asked people to agree or disagree
with eight nutrition related statements. The statements cover a range of areas
including some that have recently received fairly high levels of media attention,
such as trans fatty acids. In seven of the cases, we also have trend information
available from the 1989, 1994 and 1997 surveys. The results suggest some
awareness of the basics of nutrition but also clear areas of uncertainty, particularly
when it comes to the role of trans fatty acids in the diet.708
The TNT surveys tested public understanding of nutrition through responses to the eight
statements mainly about fats and cholesterol. Respondent were asked whether they
agreed (strongly or somewhat), disagreed (strongly or somewhat), or neither agreed nor
disagreed (or do not know) with the statements. Results shown below sum the responses
to present “agreed, disagreed, and do not know.”
Table 11 below shows the statements and responses for 1989–2006. Results from 2001
are excluded since they were not included in the report from 2001.709 Results show that
most Canadians do understand these nutritional issues, and responses have remained
stable over the 15-year period of the TNT surveys. For example, most people understand
that “a high fibre diet may help prevent colon cancer.”710 However, the responses to three
statements are consistently incorrect in all years, suggesting that Canadians have not
learned that the amount of cholesterol people eat is not a major factor that affects their
blood cholesterol, that “margarine contains the same amount of fat as butter,” and that
“trans fatty acids have about the same role in the diet as do saturated fat.”711 In 2004, the
NIN and CFIC noted:
Despite the fairly high profile of trans fatty acids in media coverage over the past
six months, Canadians do not fully understand their role in a person’s diet. Trans
fat was introduced in foods as a replacement for saturated fat. Trans fat has since
been found to be similar to saturated fat in that consumption of it can increase the
risk of heart disease.712
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As shown in Table 11, in 2006, because of “the significant changes to margarine in the
past decade,”713 the statement “[m]argarine contains the same amount of fat as butter,”
was dropped and replaced with two additional statements: “[n]on-hydrogenated or soft
margarine contains less fat than butter,” and “[h]ard, stick margarine is better for you
than soft margarine.” The results show that Canadians are confused on these issues. Over
half (52%) of adults think that non-hydrogenated or soft margarine contains less fat than
butter. And, only 36% of adults were correct in disagreeing with the statement: “Hard,
stick margarine is better for you than soft margarine,” but 64% of adults either did not
know (45%), or answered incorrectly (19%).
Also, two additional statements were added in 2006: “The glycemic index ranks
carbohydrate foods on how they affect our blood glucose levels,” and “Omega-3 fatty
acids are essential to a healthy diet.” The majority of adults (62%) responded correctly to
the glycemic index statement, but 17% of adults answered incorrectly, and 21% said they
did not know. The majority of adults also had a good understanding of omega-3 fatty
acids, with 80% of adults responding correctly.

Table 11. Percentage of Canadian adults aged 18 and over who are correctly
informed, misinformed, or uninformed about nutrition knowledge statements,
1989–2006
Statements and responses

Year of survey
1989

1994

1997

2004

2006

% agree*
75
80
77
80
% disagree
20
5
4
5
% do not know
5
15
19
15
Reducing fat in the diet can lower cholesterol in the blood. (T)

83
5
12

% agree*
86
91
89
81
% disagree
5
5
5
10
% do not know
9
4
6
9
Some types of dietary fibre can help reduce cholesterol in your blood. (T)

86
6
8

A high fibre diet may help prevent colon cancer. (T)

% agree*
74
76
73
76
76
% disagree
6
8
8
6
5
% do not know
20
16
19
18
19
The amount of cholesterol people eat is the major factor that affects their blood
cholesterol. (F)
% agree
73
69
66
70
72
713

Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends VI.
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Statements and responses

Year of survey
1989

1994

1997

2004

2006

% disagree*
12
22
20
20
19
% do not know
15
9
14
10
9
Trans fatty acids have about the same role in the diet as does saturated fat. (T);
2006 question changed to: Trans fatty acids have the same effect as saturated fat. (T)
% agree*
22
25
36
% disagree
16
17
33
% do not know
62
58
31
Most Canadians have enough antioxidant vitamins in their diet. (F)

20
34
46

% agree
% disagree*
% do not know

21
34
45

24
54
22

34
33
33
-

All carbohydrates are bad for you. (F)
% agree
15
% disagree*
74
% do not know
11
Margarine contains the same amount of fat as butter. (T)
(In 2006 this statement was replaced by two different ones; see below)
% agree*
50
47
36
% disagree
42
40
48
% do not know
8
13
16
In 2006, the following two statements replaced: Margarine contains the same amount of
fat as butter (T)
Non-hydrogenated or soft margarine contains less fat than butter. (F)
% agree
% disagree*
% do not know
Hard, stick margarine is better for you than soft margarine. (F)
% agree
% disagree*
% do not know
The following two statements were added in 2006:

-

-

-

-

52
25
23

-

19
36
45

The glycemic index ranks carbohydrate foods on how they affect our blood glucose
levels. (T)
% agree*
62
% disagree
6
% do not know
32
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Statements and responses

Year of survey
1989

1994

1997

2004

2006

-

80
6
14

Omega-3 fatty acids are essential to a healthy diet. (T)

-

% agree*
% disagree
% do not know

-

-

Note: (T) and (F) indicate whether the statement is true or false; * indicates the correct response; 2001
results were not given by the NIN;
Categories for agree are combined from those who strongly agree and somewhat agree.
Categories for disagree are combined from those who strongly disagree and somewhat disagree.
Categories for do not know are combined from neither agree nor disagree, and who do not know.
Question: I will read you some statements. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, somewhat agree,
neither agree nor disagree, somewhat disagree or strongly disagree with each of the following statements.
Sources: National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition
Trends V, 2004; accessed July 2006; available from http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/TNTV-FINAL.pdf.
National Institute of Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends, 1989-1994-1997, Ottawa, National Institute of
Nutrition, 1997; accessed July 2006; available from
http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/Canadian%20Nutrition%201997.pdf. and
Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends VI, Woodbridge, Ontario: Canadian
Council of Food and Nutrition (Previously the National Institute of Nutrition), 2006.

In Table 12 below, the statements and responses of the total adult population for 2004
and 2006, shown in Table 11, are compared with responses to the self-rated knowledge
nutrition question, shown in Figure 9 above. Results find that, in general, those who rate
their knowledge of nutrition as “very knowledgeable” consistently give the correct
response to the statement, while those who rate themselves as “not very” or “not at all
knowledgeable” do not give the correct response as often.
However, this pattern is not the same for the three questions that all adults consistently
answered incorrectly, although those who rated themselves as very knowledgeable did
respond to the statements accurately more often than did those who said they were not
knowledgeable. For example, in 2006, for the incorrect statement “[t]he amount of
cholesterol people eat is the major factor that affects their blood cholesterol,” only 19%
of adults responded correctly, but 25% who said they were very knowledgeable
responded to the question correctly. The percentage of those who answered that they
were very knowledgeable and responded correctly to this statement (25%) was still
higher for this statement than the percentage of those who said they were not
knowledgeable and answered correctly (12% of adults). These results were very similar
in 2004.
In 2004, only 36% of adults gave the correct response (agree) to the statement
“[m]argarine contains the same amount of fat as butter,” while 48% gave an incorrect
189

response. People who claimed to be very knowledgeable are divided on this statement,
with 48% giving the incorrect response (disagree) and 40% answering correctly (agree).
Of those who stated they were not knowledgeable, 41% answered incorrectly, and 35%
answered correctly. This statement was replaced in 2006 by two new statements: “Nonhydrogenated or soft margarine contains less fat than butter,” and “Hard, stick margarine
is better for you than soft margarine.” On both statements, the majority of respondents
either answered incorrectly or did not know. For the former statement, 25% of adults
responded correctly, and for the latter, 36% responded correctly. Also, for the former
statement, 33% who said they were very knowledgeable answered correctly, and for the
latter statement, 42% who said they were very knowledgeable answered correctly.
The final statement about which there was confusion was “Trans fatty acids have about
the same role in the diet as do saturated fat.” In 2006, of the total respondents, 34%
answered correctly, 33% answered incorrectly, and 31% did not know. In 2006, of those
who rated their knowledge highly, 40% answered correctly, while 39% did not, and 21%
did not know. Of those who did not rate their level of knowledge highly, 26% answered
correctly, 25% answered incorrectly, and 49% did not know. In this case, those who
claimed to be very knowledgeable actually were particularly likely to answer incorrectly.
In 2004, responses were almost identical to those 2006.
Table 12. Percentage of Canadian adults aged 18 and over who are correctly
informed, misinformed, or uninformed about nutrition knowledge statements
compared with their self-rated knowledge of nutrition, 2004 and 2006
Response

2004

Self-rated knowledge of
nutrition, 2004

Total

2006

Self-rated knowledge of
nutrition, 2006

Total
Very

Somewhat

Not at all/
not very

Very

Somewhat

Not at
all/ not
very

A high fibre diet may help prevent colon cancer. (T)
% agree*
%
disagree
% do not
know

80
5

88
5

81
5

57
8

83
5

89
5

84
4

68
8

15

7

14

35

12

6

12

24

Reducing fat in the diet can lower cholesterol in the blood. (T)
% agree*
%
disagree
% do not
know

81
10

83
10

82
9

74
12

86
6

86
7

87
6

82
5

9

7

9

14

8

7

7

13
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Response

2004

Self-rated knowledge of
nutrition, 2004

Total

2006

Self-rated knowledge of
nutrition, 2006

Total
Very

Somewhat

Not at all/
not very

Very

Somewhat

Not at
all/ not
very

Some types of dietary fibre can help reduce cholesterol in your blood. (T)
% agree*
%
disagree
% do not
know

76
6

83
5

74
6

68
6

76
5

82
6

76
5

65
7

18

12

20

26

19

12

19

28

Most Canadians have enough antioxidant vitamins in their diet. (F)
% agree
%
disagree*
% do not
know

24
54

21
66

25
51

29
34

-

-

-

-

22

13

24

37

-

-

-

-

All carbohydrates are bad for you. (F)
% agree
15
14
15
20
%
74
80
75
58
disagree*
% do not
11
6
10
22
know
The glycemic index ranks carbohydrate foods on how they affect our blood glucose
levels. (T)
% agree*
%
disagree

-

-

-

-

62
6

76
6

60
6

44
9

% do not
know

-

-

-

-

32

18

34

47

Omega-3 fatty acids are essential to a healthy diet. (T)
% agree*
80
88
81
%
6
7
5
disagree
% do not
14
5
14
know
The amount of cholesterol people eat is the major factor that affects their blood
cholesterol. (F)
% agree
70
68
71
69
72
67
74
%
20
24
19
14
19
25
18
disagree*
% do not
10
8
10
17
9
8
8
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62
9
29

75
12
13

Response

2004

Self-rated knowledge of
nutrition, 2004

Total

2006

Self-rated knowledge of
nutrition, 2006

Total
Very

Somewhat

Not at all/
not very

Very

Somewhat

Not at
all/ not
very

know
% agree*
%
disagree
% do not
know

Margarine contains the same amount of fat as butter. (T)
(Replaced in 2006 by the following two statements.)
36
40
33
35
48
48
49
41
-

-

-

16

-

-

12

18

24

-

-

Non-hydrogenated or soft margarine contains less fat than butter. (F)
% agree
%
disagree*
% do not
know

-

-

-

-

52
25

49
33

53
23

53
21

-

-

-

-

23

18

24

26

Hard, stick margarine is better for you than soft margarine. (F)
% agree
19
18
18
21
%
36
42
33
32
disagree*
% do not
45
40
49
47
know
Trans fatty acids have about the same role in the diet as do saturated fat. (T)
2006 statement changed to: Trans fatty acids have the same effect as saturated fat. (T)
% agree*
36
37
36
32
34
40
33
26
%
33
42
31
19
33
39
33
25
disagree
% do not
31
21
33
49
33
21
34
49
know
Note: Statements that are true are marked (T): statements that are false are marked (F); Cells marked with –
indicate the statement was not used in that year. * indicates the correct response;
Categories for agree are combined from those who strongly agree and somewhat agree.
Categories for disagree are combined from those who strongly disagree and somewhat disagree.
Categories for do not know are combined from neither agree nor disagree, and who do not know.
Question: Q.14 I will read you some statements. Please tell me whether you strongly agree somewhat
agree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat disagree or strongly disagree with each of the following
statements.
Sources: National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition
Trends V, 2004; accessed July 2006; available from http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/TNTV-FINAL.pdf.
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National Institute of Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends, 1989-1994-1997, Ottawa, National Institute of
Nutrition, 1997; accessed July 2006; available from http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/Canadian Nutrition 1997.pdf.
Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends VI, Woodbridge, Ontario: Canadian
Council of Food and Nutrition (Previously the National Institute of Nutrition), 2006.

23.3 Sources of nutrition information in Canada
23.3.1 Main sources of nutrition information
The Tracking Nutrition Trends (TNT) surveys asked from which sources the respondents
took information on food and nutrition from in the past year. In each survey, with the
exception of 2001, respondents were read a list of possible sources and were asked:
“People can get information about food and nutrition from a number of different sources.
Please tell me from which of the following sources you personally got information on
food and nutrition in the past year.”714 The 2006 list was reduced from 17 sources to 11
sources, as shown in Table 13 below.
As the National Institute of Nutrition and the Canadian Food Information Council note:
“People learn from these sources even if they were not explicitly looking for nutrition
information,”715 which points out the importance of informal learning as a source of
information. However, it is interesting that, out of 17 possible choices for nutritional
information on the survey list (and 11 possible sources in 2006), not one of the choices is
“schools,” or nonformal classes.
Table 13 below illustrates the results of the TNT surveys from 1989–2006, which find
that people consistently get most of their nutrition information from food product labels.
After food product labels, magazines and newspapers are the second most important
source of nutrition information. (In 2006, the books category used previously was merged
with magazines and newspapers.) Friends, relatives, and colleagues rank third in
importance as sources of information. This ranking has remained relatively consistent
over the years. In 2006, product labels were used as sources of information by 77% of
Canadian adults; 76% of adults got information from magazines, newspapers, and books;
and 66% of adults got information from people in their social sphere. In addition, radio
and television programs, and food company materials or advertisements were also
important with 65% and 52% of adults respectively getting their information from these
sources.716 Table 13 also shows that the number of Canadians who drew information at
least once from food labels in the previous year increased from 61% in 1989 to 77% in
2006.
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Table 13. Percentage of Canadian adults aged 18 and over who reported using
specific sources of nutritional information at least once in the past year, 1989–2006
Source
Food product labels
Magazines and
newspapers (2006: and
books)
Books (2006 merged
with: magazines and
newspapers)
Friends, relatives,
colleagues
Radio and television
programs
Food advertisements
(2006: and food
company materials)
Food company materials
(2006 merged with:
food advertisements)
Health associations
(cancer/heart/diabetes)
2006 changed to: health
association materials
Family physician (2006
merged with: other
health professional)
Other health
professional (2006: or
family physician)
Internet or the web
In-store displays
Government materials
Health food stores
Statements on dietary
supplements
Fitness and weight loss
programs
Dietitian or nutritionist
(2006: nutritionist is not
included)

1989

1994

1997

2004

2006

61
65

75
70

71
65

75
73

77
76

60

67

55

67

62

66

67

69

66

70

70

68

67

65

41

54

58

52

52

-

32

32

36

49

57

43

49

50

54

57

48

47

51

-

-

-

45

27
45
-

36
44
-

6
36
28
-

43
39
38
35
32

46
41
-

20

33

27

31

27

29

33

22

28

23

Question: People can get information about food and nutrition from a number of different sources. Please
tell me from which of the following sources you personally got information on food and nutrition in the
past year.
Note: Those items marked with hypens (-) were not included in those years.
Sources: National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition
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Trends, 1989-1994-1997, Ottawa, National Institute of Nutrition, 1997; accessed July 2006; available from
http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/Canadian%20Nutrition%201997.pdf .
National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition Trends V,
2004; accessed July 2006; available from http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/TNTV-FINAL.pdf. and
Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends VI, Woodbridge, Ontario: Canadian
Council of Food and Nutrition (Previously the National Institute of Nutrition), 2006.

23.3.2 Importance of food product labels
According to Health Canada: “Nutrition labelling is a key factor in helping consumers
make health choices [and,] combined with public education, reinforces healthy eating
practices and enhances the nutritional health and well-being of Canadians.”717
In 1997, prior to merging with the Canadian Food Information Council to form the
Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition (CCFN), the National Institute of Nutrition
(NIN) included in its survey a section devoted to assessing whether Canadians understand
the information on nutrition labels. In 1997, almost one quarter of Canadians (23%)
reported they had difficulty understanding the nutritional information on labels, and 16%
of adults with a university education had difficulty. Thirty-one percent of those with a
high school education claimed they had difficulty understanding labels, and 42% with
elementary school educations claimed they had difficulty. Reasons cited were complexity
of terms, lack of clarity and difficulty understanding nutrient terminology.718
Based on a review of the archived survey material available on the CCFN web site, it
appears that the 1997 TNT survey was the only time an attempt was made to assess
whether Canadians comprehend the information provided on food labels. With respect to
nutrition labels, the later surveys asked Canadians about:
•
•
•
•
•

the reasons for reading labels
the frequency of reading labels
their ability to find information on food labels
the use of information on food labels
the perceived importance of specific label information719

The 2004 TNT survey also asked about the credibility of the sources of nutrition
information.720 This question was not included in other years, so no comparison is
717
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possible. The survey showed that labels are considered more credible on average than
mass media outlets, interpersonal relationships, or other types of food company materials.
However, the 2004 survey found the that the sources of information used most often were
not necessarily the most “credible.” The most credible sources were health professionals,
particularly dietitians, family physicians, and health association materials. The least
credible sources were those associated directly with the food industry such as food
company materials, in-store displays, and food advertisements.
The surveys from all years have consistently found that the main reason for reading labels
was to be informed about what one is eating. People with health disorders and special
dietary concerns find labels to be especially important. Others who read labels frequently
include women, adults between the ages of 45 and 64 years, and those who perceive
themselves to be more knowledgeable about nutrition. The survey results point out that
while people with higher levels of education are less likely to “never” check labels, they
are not particularly likely to “always” check them. Those who did not refer to the
nutrition information reported that they were already familiar with the information, were
disinterested, or had little time to read the labels.721
Those who state that they are very knowledgeable about nutrition, and frequently read
product labels are those more likely to say they can often find the information they need.
Those who report that are somewhat or not very / not at all knowledgeable about
nutrition, and sometimes or rarely / never read product labels are more likely to say that
they cannot find the information they need from labels.722 The main uses of the
information on labels are to find the nutritional and calorie content of foods, or to find
foods that claim to be good for health. In addition, when people read labels they find
them most important for identifying ingredients and nutrition facts, rather than for
identifying particular health claims.
23.3.3 Health Canada’s new labelling requirements and new nutrition education
program
In 2003, Health Canada announced new labelling requirements for prepackaged foods,
and gave large businesses up to three years to comply with the new regulations. Small
businesses have five years to comply.723 At the same time, Health Canada also announced
that, for the first time in Canada, diet-related claims concerning reducing the risks of
heart disease, cancer, osteoporosis, and high blood pressure will be allowed on food
labels. Health Canada hopes the new information will help Canadians “to compare
products more easily, assess the nutritional value of more foods and better manage
special diets.”724 Producers of prepackaged foods will have to show the number of
721
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calories as well as information on 13 nutrients that Health Canada identified as being
“key” factors for health. These are the amounts, in a specified amount of food, of fat,
saturated and trans fats, cholesterol, sodium, carbohydrate, fiber, sugars, protein, vitamins
A and C, calcium, and iron.
The new regulations will be supported by public education to help Canadians understand
and use the nutritional information, in order “to make informed choices of healthy
eating.” Health Canada has developed a tool kit with multimedia sources for educators,
including one with an Aboriginal focus. The strategic framework for the new nutrition
education program on Health Canada’s website725 includes background material and
proposals for outcome and impact evaluations. The proposals recommend outcome
evaluations “to measure changes in knowledge, attitudes, intentions and actions (e.g.,
percentage or description of target audience members participating in an activity).”726
Once these outcome and impact evaluations are developed and populated with data, as
intended by Health Canada, they will have the potential to quantitatively link learning
outcomes with health outcomes, and to provide very useful data for a Canadian educated
populace food and nutrition literacy assessment.
In the meantime, since these outcome measures have not yet been developed as of 2009,
Health Canada recommends that the CCFN Tracking Nutrition Trends survey could be
used to track elements of food label use by Canadians. Health Canada also recommends
creating databases, perhaps through the Canadian Health Network, to track use and
effectiveness of label elements, education programs, and nutrition materials. Impact
evaluations would focus on long-term results of the program and changes in nutritional or
health status that result.
However, Health Canada does question the feasibility of these recommendations at the
present time since there is currently no national nutritional monitoring system.727 It is not
clear from the website how much or what parts of the proposals Health Canada will
adopt. Hopefully, the need for these outcome and impact evaluations in new measures
will spur their rapid development by creating new demands for such data.
23.3.4 Labelling genetically engineered or modified (GE or GM) foods
The far-reaching potential economic, political, and social impacts of nutrition education,
food labelling, and awareness of the origins of what we consume is well illustrated by the
contentious issue of labelling genetically modified (GM) or genetically engineered foods
(GE).728 As discussed above in connection with the food literacy project, knowledge of
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topics such as genetically engineered foods, which have implications for sustainability as
well as health, are important to nutrition literacy. The issue of GM or GE food provides
an excellent case study of the relationship between learning and knowledge outcomes
(including information gaps) on the one hand, and social, economic, and environmental
outcomes on the other.
It is estimated that at least 70% of the food on supermarket shelves may contain GM
ingredients, and as many as 30,000 products on grocery store shelves are genetically
modified.729 According to the Canadian Biotechnology Strategy Secretariat:
Crops such as canola, corn and soybean that have been genetically enhanced to
improve productivity while better protecting the environment are now being
cultivated on a commercial basis. These applications may be only the tip of the
iceberg as the pace of commercialization accelerates.730
However, the Royal Society of Canada notes that GM food is currently introducing new
organisms into the food chain, beginning with farm food production, that have unknown
risks to public health and the environment.731 While the public generally assumes GE
foods to be safe and regulated by strict standards, in actual fact, according to the RSC, no
long-term health or environmental impact studies on the impact of these GE crops have
been done in Canada or the United States, which also has no mandatory standards
governing their use.732 And as Vandana Shiva notes, many developing countries charge
that GE crops destroy established diversity, a millennia of seed-saving, local knowledge,
and sustainable agricultural systems.733
GM products are currently not labelled as such, so that consumers generally have no
knowledge or understanding of the degree to which they are consuming genetically
modified food, nor of the fact that such food is banned in many countries, including those
in the European Union, nor of the reasons why it is banned there and allowed in Canada.
In that sense, labelling could be a profound and important educational tool and learning
instrument—undoubtedly more powerful and far-reaching than the little that is taught on
the subject in schools and universities.
The Royal Society of Canada (RSC) explains that the issue of GM foods involves more
than safety considerations:
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In part this issue has been cast as a human health issue—if GMO [genetically
modified organisms] foods pose risks to health, the consumer should have the
right of ‘informed choice; about exposure to these risks. However, it is also in
significant part a socio-economic and political issue, having to do with the alleged
right of consumers to participate intelligently in the marketplace and to exercise
the ‘power of the pocketbook’ in support of the technologies and industries they
prefer.734
One of the most contentious issues in the debate over food biotechnology involves
consumer choice and the labelling of products. In Canada, foods that are pasteurized,
irradiated, or contain possible allergens such as nuts must be labelled. As noted, products
on Canadian supermarket shelves that contain or are produced from GMOs are not
labelled. According to Einsiedel, et al., the reason there is no GM labelling in North
America is that the multinational corporations responsible for GM food and products
object to labelling, since they fear the public will see such labels as a warning and avoid
and reject GM foods.735 BIOTECanada argues that labels are unnecessary:
Products developed using genetic engineering have been researched and assessed
as being equivalent to their traditional counterparts. This means no changes have
taken place in the composition, nutrition, and health or safety status of the foods.
To require labels would mislead consumers by falsely implying differences
where none exist. […] Only those foods developed using biotechnology, which
are judged to be as safe as their conventional counterparts, are approved for sale
in Canada.736
In October 2001, a bill to require mandatory labelling of genetically altered foods was
introduced in Parliament by Liberal MP, Charles Caccia, but the bill was defeated.737
Therefore, Health Canada, which both regulates and promotes biotechnology, has decided
to develop standards for voluntary labelling of GM products rather than to require
mandatory labelling.738 The Canadian General Standards Board has developed a standard
for the voluntary labelling of GM products, which was adopted as a National Standard of
Canada in April 2004. However, it has no plans to introduce a mandatory labelling
scheme.739 This means that Canadians do not know whether or not the food they buy has
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been genetically modified unless the biotechnology industry voluntarily labels these
products.
Einsiedel believes that there is a precedent for labelling, which allows people to make
purchases based on their values: labels which say Against Animal Testing and Fair Trade
currently give people the option of making a purchase based on their moral,
philosophical, or political views.740 Einsiedel concludes:
[C]onsumers have expressed a preference for GM food labelling; and the
imperative for building trust exists. Recognizing producer reluctance to label, it is
important that such an effort be accompanied by a major public awareness effort
to promote better understanding of the process of genetic modification.741
A 2003 public opinion poll, conducted by Pollara Research and Earnscliffe for the
Canadian government, surveyed 600 Canadians and included several questions involving
the labelling of GM food.742 Overall, 85% of Canadians supported a mandatory labelling
system. Pollara and Earnscliffe reported in their summary of the survey:
Few people see much point in voluntary systems of labelling rather than
mandatory ones. It is the outcome of full compliance that most people want and
mandatory labelling is the common sense proposition to achieve that end.
Informed choice is the key driver of opinion on the issue of GM food and by
consequence, GM food labelling. People feel strongly that they have a right to
choose to eat GM food or not and that is enabled by the creation of a labelling
system.743
Worldwide, at least 35 countries require mandatory labelling for genetically modified
products. In Europe, although they repealed the ban on introducing new GM products in
2003, as of April 2004 all products containing an ingredient that contains more than 0.9%
of genetically modified organisms (GMOs), including animal feed, must be labelled as
such.744
Again, it is a major failing of conventional Western education indicators that they do not
acknowledge or assess the impact of learning tools like labelling and advertising on
knowledge outcomes, but focus their overwhelming attention on formal schooling and
740
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standardized test indicators that may have little relation to the education required to live
our daily lives with awareness. In the case of issues like GM labelling, comprehension
could potentially be far-reaching, going well beyond the ingredients and impacts of
particular foods to an understanding of economic structures, and of the degree to which
they influence and even control knowledge dissemination.

23.4 Public concern with food safety
23.4.1 Food safety concerns
Although Canadian and U.S. food supplies are generally considered safe, there is
evidence that foodborne illnesses are not uncommon.745 Eric Schlosser and others argue
that the safety of food is an important health issue.746 He notes that food poisoning often
goes unrecognized and is assumed to be the flu. According to Health Canada, every year
11 to 13 million Canadians are affected by foodborne illness (also known as “food
poisoning”) caused by “eating food that has been contaminated with a harmful microorganism.”747 The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that
76 million cases of foodborne disease occur each year in the United States.748 Most of
these cases are mild, but 325,000 cases require hospitalizations, and 5,000 cases end in
death.749
Many of the cases of foodborne illness are the result of improper food handling in the
home.750 As Medeiros, et al. note: “The public has generally been quite complacent about
the risk of foodborne illnesses, tending to think of the consequences as being mild.”751
They recommend that people need to be taught personal hygiene, and adequate cooking
techniques, such as avoiding cross-contamination, which occurs when kitchen utensils are
used to prepare meat or poultry and then are inadequately cleaned before using to prepare
other foods. However, the CDC notes that foodborne diseases are constantly changing,
and there are other causes for these diseases:
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Newly recognized microbes emerge as public health problems for several reasons:
microbes can easily spread around the world, new microbes can evolve, the
environment and ecology are changing, food production practices and
consumption habits change, and because better laboratory tests can now identify
microbes that were previously unrecognized.752
The CDC also claims that foodborne diseases are largely preventable and that “measures
are needed to prevent or limit contamination all the way from farm to table”:753
A variety of good agricultural and manufacturing practices can reduce the spread
of microbes among animals and prevent the contamination of foods. Careful
review of the whole food production process can identify the principal hazards,
and the control points where contamination can be prevented, limited, or
eliminated.754
In order to prevent food illness, the CDC suggests that the public can play a large role:
In the end, it is up to the consumer to demand a safe food supply; up to industry to
produce it; up to researchers to develop better ways of doing so; and up to
government to see that it happens, to make sure it works and to identify problems
still in need of solutions.755
According to Brown, Cranfield, and Henson of the University of Guelph:
Consumer and household perceptions of food-borne risks may be influenced by
their demographic background, understanding of the potential risks associated
with food and past experiences with food-borne disease. Individuals’ attitudes and
beliefs also shape perceptions of reductions in food-borne risks.756
Clearly, for the populace “to demand a safe food supply,” they need the knowledge and
understanding of food issues that go beyond the nutritional content in food, and include
knowledge of food safety and production.
Food safety also involves issues other than those concerning foodborne illness.
University of Guelph researchers Anne Wilcock, et al. identify potential undesirable
residues in foods as spaning “from natural (e.g., mycotoxins) and environmental
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contaminants (e.g., dioxins) to agro-chemicals (e.g., nitrates and pesticides), veterinary
drugs, growth promoters, packaging components, and many more.”757
The Tracking Nutrition Trend (TNT) surveys also point to very serious food safety issues
that an educated populace should be aware of and concerned about. In asking about food
safety issues in the TNT, the National Institute of Nutrition pointed to food safety issues
that might concern Canadians. In addition to “microbial infections,” the list includes: the
effects of pesticides on foods, the use of antibiotics in food animals, the effects of
fertilizers or chemicals on food, genetic modification or biotechnology, additives and
preservatives in food, and animal husbandry practices.758 We discuss these surveys in
more detail below. First, though, we look briefly at only one of these concerns—the
public perception of genetically modified foods, as a case study for food safety issues.
23.4.2 Public perception of genetically modified foods
We discussed labelling of genetically modified foods above as a case study of the
relationship between learning and knowledge outcomes (including information gaps) on
the one hand, and social, economic, and environmental outcomes on the other. In that
case, 85% of Canadians were in favour of mandatory labelling.759 Here we continue that
case study by looking briefly at public perceptions of genetically modified foods, which
depend on awareness and knowledge of broad and contentious issues. According to
Thomas Hoban, public understanding of issues such as agricultural biotechnology,
including genetically modified foods, is influenced by the information the public receives
in the media, the confidence it has in governmental safeguards, and cultural
preferences.760 Based on a review of consumer surveys, he found that consumers from
Canada, the United States, Japan, Finland, and the Netherlands are generally positive
about biotechnology, while those from France, Sweden, Denmark, the United Kingdom,
and Germany are very negative.
However, survey results in Canada are mixed, and it is unclear as to the extent of public
concern about genetically modified food. The 2003 public opinion poll, mentioned above
in connection with food product labelling, that was conducted by Pollara Research and
Earnscliffe for the Canadian government, included several questions involving the
public’s comfort with buying genetically modified food. More than half of the Canadians
surveyed (52%) expressed some level of discomfort with GM food—with one in four of
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these saying say were very uncomfortable. The remaining 47% said they were
comfortable with the idea of buying GM food. (One percent did not know.) When
provided with a list of concerns from which to choose, the long-term risk of GM foods to
human health was ranked as the most important concern by 59% of Canadians. However,
overall, only 19% of Canadians thought GM food posed a high risk to human health and
the environment.761
The Tracking Nutrition Trend survey in 2004 found that only 6% of Canadian adults
were concerned about genetically modified foods as a food safety issue, which was down
from 15% in 2001.762 However, this result appears to be dependant on the methodology
used in the survey. In 2001, in an open-ended question, respondents were asked to name
up to three food safety issues that concerned them personally. Later in the survey, they
were then given a list of items and asked if they were concerned about any of them. The
results were extremely interesting, since the percentage of people concerned with
particular issues rose dramatically when they were presented with a list, rather than asked
to recall issues themselves in the open-ended question. For example, in the open-question
portion of the 2001 survey, 15% of respondents expressed concern with genetic
modifications of food. When then asked the same question from a list that included this
item, the result was that 74% were concerned with genetic modification.763 Clearly, when
asked specifically about genetically modified foods, the majority of Canadians were
concerned about food safety. In 2004, the open-ended question was included in the
survey, but the detailed list was excluded, with the result being, as mentioned, that only
6% of Canadian adults were concerned about genetically modified foods as a food safety
issue.
In 2006, the open-ended question was changed from a focus on food safety to: “What
makes a food ‘healthy.’” In the responses, GM food was not mentioned, although 6% of
respondents mentioned organic food, and 5% mentioned food without preservatives.
Although not naming GM foods specifically, another 2006 question asked: “When you
are selecting food to eat, to what degree, if any, does each of the following influence your
food choice?” “A food produced using biotechnology” was one of six choices. Results on
the influences on food choice were that 10% of adults said that a food produced using
biotechnology was very influential to their choice, 17% said somewhat influential, 27%
said not too much, 34% said not at all, and 11% did not know.
Public opinion has lead many countries all over the world to either ban or restrict GM
crops. For example, Sri Lanka has banned the import of all GM foods since 2001;
Thailand bans field trials and commercial planting of all GE crops; China bans
commercial planting of GE rice, wheat, corn and soybeans; Japan does not import GE
wheat and has strict legislation concerning approvals of GM food imports; New Zealand
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has blocked trials of GE salmon and some local areas in Auckland and Wellington are GE
free; Australia bans GE rapeseed in Tasmania, and GE commercial planting in Western
Australia and other Australian states have been given the right to declare themselves GE
free;764 several European countries such as Austria, Denmark, Italy, France, Germany,
Greece, Luxembourg, and Norway have instituted bans on certain genetically modified
crops such as corn and canola. In the United States, several municipalities have banned
GE food such as Burlington, Vermont; Boulder, Colorado; and parts of California.765
In Canada, Salt Spring Island and Powell River in British Columbia have both passed
municipal resolutions declaring themselves GE-free Crop Areas, and a number of Prairie
communities have banned GE wheat. In addition, the United Church of Canada and its
Biotechnology and Food Security Program, has called for a GM food approval
moratorium until “a more rigorous and independent system of approving, regulating,
monitoring, and labelling GM foods has been fully implemented.”766
In June 2005, a nation-wide movement, consisting of farmers, environmentalists, and
ordinary Canadians concerned with food security and safety was launched, and given the
name “GM-Free Canada.” The grass-roots effort concerns itself with “long-term
economic sustainability, local control over food production, a healthy environment and
democracy as opposed to food profiteering and the destruction of our genetic biodiversity
through corporate control of seeds and agriculture.”767 GM-Free Canada hopes to have 50
communities in Canada declare themselves free of genetically-engineered plants, animals,
crops, and trees in the next two years.768
In 2005, Prince Edward Island (P.E.I.) held legislative committee hearings to decide
whether to make the province GE-free. The Standing Committee on Agriculture, Forestry
and the Environment will evaluate the submissions and decide whether to recommend to
the government that the island ban GM crops.769 The hearings have divided the province.
Allan Ling, President of the Atlantic Grains Council, Kevin MacAdam, P.E.I. Agriculture
Minister, and Paul Mayers of Health Canada do not support a ban. Those supporting a
ban include the Premier, Pat Binns,770 Danny Hendricken, District President of the
National Farmers Union, Dr. Bert Christie, an agrologist formerly employed by
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Agriculture Canada, Irené Novaczek, Director of the Institute of Island Studies,771 and
Raymond Loo, president of the P.E.I. Certified Organic Producers Co-op.772
In 2005, in response to the P.E.I initiative, Greenpeace Canada commissioned Leger
Marketing to conduct a study of Canadian opinion on whether or not Canadians think
their province should become GM-free. The sample included 1,497 English- or Frenchspeaking adults 18-years of age or older, excluding residents of P.E.I.773 A second,
identical, survey sampled 300 English-speaking residents of Prince Edward Island. The
surveys asked only one question:
The government of Prince Edward Island is holding public meetings to discuss the
possibility of declaring the island a GMO-free zone, that is banning genetically
modified crops from being grown in that province. Do you believe that Prince
Edward Island should become a GMO-free zone? 774
Overall, in the survey excluding P.E.I., 43% of Canadians answered “yes,” 31% said
“no,” and 27% said “don’t know / refused.” On a provincial level, “yes” was the response
of 48% of Maritime residents, 53% in Quebec, 38% in Ontario, 31% in the Prairie
provinces, 35% in Alberta, and 47% in British Columbia. In all the provinces, except for
the Prairie provinces, where 34% answered “no,” a greater percentage of respondents
were in favour of a ban than were opposed to one. In the separate P.E.I. survey,775 53% of
respondents were in favour of a ban, 33% opposed, and 14% did not know or refused to
answer.
Results of all of the surveys were analyzed demographically with the following results:
•

•

The profile of respondents who are more likely to be in favour of their province
becoming a GMO-free zone is as follows: French-speaking respondents (55%),
Quebeckers (53%), people with a household income between $20,000 and
$39,999 (49%) and respondents with a College level education (48%).
The profile of respondents who are more likely to be opposed to transforming
their province into a GMO-free zone is as follows: men (35%), English-speaking
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•

respondents (33%), people who are the most well-off (with a household income
above $80,000—41%) and people with a university level education (38%).
The profile of respondents who are more likely not to express an opinion is as
follows: women (30%), people aged 65 or older (39%), English-speaking
respondents (29%), Ontarians (29%), those who reside in the Prairies (either
Saskatchewan or Manitoba) (35%), people with a household income below
$20,000 (30%), retirees (36%) and respondents with an elementary (44%) or high
school (33%) level education.776

The public understanding of genetically modified food is not clear from the surveys of
public perception. It is interesting that those with the highest level of education and
income are among those most opposed to banning genetically modified food in their
province. Whether this result is the outcome of a heightened awareness of and learning
from the media, or from a considered and critical understanding of GM food is unknown.
23.4.3 Canadian public concern about food safety in the Tracking Nutrition Trends
surveys
The Tracking Nutrition Trend surveys have consistently asked Canadians questions
concerning food safety, and have found very little interest or concern among the public.
In this section we examine the results of these surveys.
Food safety concerns have been treated differently by the various Tracking Nutrition
Trends surveys, which make them difficult to compare since some responses are from an
aided list, and some responses were unaided from an open-ended question. In 1989, 1994,
and 1997, respondents were given a list of 16 items and asked if they were concerned
about any of them. Food safety was not mentioned. As mentioned above, in 2001,
respondents were asked about food safety concerns specifically in an open-ended
question, and were also given a list to choose from later in the survey. In 2004 and 2006,
respondents were only asked about food safety concerns in an open-ended question, and
were not given a list.
Of the lists given in 1989, 1994, and 1997, only three items were actually concerns about
food safety: food poisoning (1997 only), chemical residues in or on food, and
preservation.777 The other concerns on the lists were specific to nutrition. In 1997, the
percent of Canadians who were “very / somewhat concerned” about food poisoning was
70% of adults, which was second highest on the list after fat, about which 79% of adults
were “very / somewhat concerned.” Food poisoning was not on the 2001 list, although
68% of adults were concerned about microbial infections. In the 2001, 2004, and 2006
open-ended responses, food poisoning was a concern of 10%, 5%, and 8% of adults
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respectively. However, since these responses were not aided, and no distinction was made
between “very or somewhat” concerned, the results are not comparable to the results of
the earlier surveys.
Third on the list in the 1997 survey was “chemical residues in or on food,” about which
67% of adults were “very / somewhat concerned.” This compares with 68% of adults in
1989, and 76% in 1994 who reported the same concern. In the 2001 list, this topic was
changed to “effects of fertilizers or chemicals on food,” about which 83% of adults were
“very or somewhat” concerned.
“Preservatives,” in all three of the cycles, 1989–1997, was 13th in importance (out of 16)
on the list of concerns, with results being 54% of adults in 1989, 62% in 1994, and 52%
in 1997 were concerned about preservatives in food.778 In 2001, on the aided list,
preservatives and additives in food were a concern (very or somewhat) of 78% of adults.
Other results from the 2001 aided list are shown in Figure 10 below.
As discussed above, results from 2001 are revelatory, since the percentage of people
concerned with particular issues rose dramatically when they were presented with a list,
rather than asked to name issues themselves in the open-ended question. For example, in
the open-question portion of the 2001 survey, 15% of respondents expressed concern
with genetic modifications of food, 11% were concerned with pesticides and herbicides,
and 10% were concerned with microbial infections. When then asked the same question
from a list that included these three items, the results were that 74% were very or
somewhat concerned with genetic modification, 89% were very or somewhat concerned
with pesticides and herbicides, and 89% were very or somewhat concerned with
microbial infections.779 This discrepancy is extremely large, but it is difficult to interpret
this result. However, the NIN explains that “on an unaided basis, respondents tend to
recall topics that have received media coverage, with biotechnology leading the way.”780
If this is the case, then it seems that by eliminating the aided list on the surveys, the NIN
is actually testing respondents’ recall of issues, rather than their actual concerns, per se.
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Figure 10. Percentage of Canadian adults concerned with specific food safety issues,
2001

Source: National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition Trends
IV. An Update on Canadians' Nutrition-Related Attitudes, Knowledge and Actions, 2001, Ottawa: National
Institute of Nutrition, 2002. p. 33.

Table 14 below shows the 2001, 2004, and 2006 responses to the open-ended question:
“Could you name food safety issues that concern you personally?” The largest category
of response in all years was from those who stated that they did not have a food safety
issue, which was 23% of adults in 2001, 31% in 2004, and 24% in 2006. The NIN and
CFIC noted that the “nothing concerns me” response was less prevalent among women,
those with higher levels of education, and those who rate their knowledge of nutrition as
high, although they did not report specific data. These results do seem to imply that a
heightened awareness of food safety issues rises with education.
In 2004 and 2006, the largest category of food safety concerns, after no concern at all,
was for the “handling, preparation, or storage of food,” which 22% of respondents
mentioned in 2004, and 23% mentioned in 2006. Included in this response, in 2006, were
references to hygiene (5%), expiry date concerns (3%), safe food handling practices
(3%), and cooking food properly (2%). Specific nutrients were mentioned by 11% of
respondents in 2004, and by 12% in 2006, which was the third largest response category.
This category, in 2006, included concerns with particular foods or food groups (4% of
respondents), and the nutritional value of the food consumed, such as high fat content
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(4%), carbohydrate content (4%), and trans fats (2%). The NIN and CFIC note that those
most likely to be concerned with these issues were those who always read labels, or who
have changed their eating habits in the past year.781
As shown in Table 14, concerns about pesticides and other chemicals, genetically
modified food, and food poisoning / e-coli / salmonella were all lower in 2004 than in
2001, but concern about pesticides and other chemicals rose in 2006. In fact, in 2001,
concerns about genetically modified foods were highest on the list with 15% of
respondents mentioning this issue on the open-ended question. In 2004, only 6% of
respondents mentioned the issue, and in 2006 the percentage declined to 5% of
respondents. However, as noted above, in 2001, when respondents were specifically
asked whether they were concerned with GM foods, 74% stated that they were very or
somewhat concerned. Therefore, the 2006 response to the open-ended question of 6% of
respondents expressing concern does not seem to represent concern with GM foods
generally.
It is worth highlighting that in 2006, there were three categories of responses reported
that concern chemicals in food—one of which was new in 2006. When these three
categories are combined, a total of 32% of Canadians express concern about chemicals in
food: 13% are concerned about additives and other chemicals in food; 13% are concerned
about pesticides and other chemicals in food; and 6% are concerned about chemicals in
food (general)—which is the new category.782 The CCFN does not mention why these
three similar categories were divided. If they had been kept together, they would be the
number one category (32%)—above those who have no concern (24% of adults), and
above the handling / preparation / storage of food category (23% of adults), which is the
highest category at present.
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Table 14. Percentage of Canadian adults aged 18 and over who mentioned the issue
listed in response to the open-ended question: “Could you name food safety issues
that concern you personally?” 2001, 2004, and 2006
Food safety concerns

2001

Handling / preparation /
storage of foods
Food preparation
Meat handling / processing
practices
Meat / chicken (general)
Food nutrients (e.g., fat,
carbohydrate, trans fat)
Additives and other chemicals
in foods (steroids, antibiotics)
Freshness / quality of foods
Pesticides and other chemicals
Chemicals in foods (general)
Genetically modified foods
Animal diseases; BSE / Mad
cow disease
Food poisoning / e-coli /
salmonella / other microbial
infections
Food allergies / diabetes /
other health concerns
Knowledge of source / country
of origin
Preference for organic or
natural foods
Use of fertilizers / chemicals
on the farm
Use of hormones in food
animals
Animal treatment in farms /
husbandry practices
Pollution
Miscellaneous other
None
Do not know

2004

2006

-

22

23

7

-

5
-

6

11

4
12

10

11

13

8
11
15
4

7
6
6
5

6
13
6
5
3

10

5

8

-

-

3

-

-

3

-

-

2

5

-

-

4

-

-

-

1

1

10
23
12

1
21
31
9

8
24
11

Note: A hyphen (-) denotes that the issue was not mentioned or reported in that year.
Sources: National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition
Trends IV. An Update on Canadians' Nutrition-Related Attitudes, Knowledge and Actions, 2001, Ottawa:
National Institute of Nutrition, 2002.
National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition Trends V,
2004; accessed July 2006; available from http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/TNTV-FINAL.pdf. Canadian Council of
Food and Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends VI, Woodbridge, Ontario: Canadian Council of Food and
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Nutrition (Previously the National Institute of Nutrition), 2006.

23.5 Public concern with food quality
23.5.1 Importance of understanding impacts of food production
As noted, one of the key marks of an educated populace is that it is aware of the origins,
ingredients, and impacts of what it produces and consumes on a daily basis. The
European Commission Food Literacy project notes: “One of the main aspects of food
literacy is being able to judge the quality and environmental compatibility of food
products [and] it is particularly in this field that a lot of knowledge and competence for
making decisions is required.”783
Industry has largely removed food production, in Western nations in particular, but also
globally, from local farmers. According to the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP), the growth of “agri-business,” along with replacement of crop diversity by
monoculture production, has created tremendous pressures on the environment.784 It is
crucial for both health and sustainability that the population knows not only where its
food comes from, but also the implications of long-distant transportation of food
products, the additives in food, the actual nutritional values of the food, the implications
of agri-business production for local farmers and local economies, the treatment of farm
animals, and the environmental impacts created by the production system, including the
toxic residues of chemical farming.785 Implicit questions include: to what extent are
Canadians aware of these and similar facts about their daily lives, how can such
knowledge be assessed and measured, and (assuming that the level of awareness is
currently low) what are the structures which currently fail to provide such fundamental
information and through which it might be made available?
The dominant food supply chain in Canada and other Western nations is a complex
network that starts from primary farm production, goes through various forms of
processing and preservation, is often associated with long-distance travel to the market
and to consumers, and ultimately involves the disposal or reuse of end products. The
UNEP notes that the key environmental impacts of the agri-food sector include the
depletion of natural resources, land contamination and degradation, water contamination,
carbon dioxide and air emissions, hazardous and urban waste, and food and bio-safety
issues.786 The Royal Society of Canada recognizes that sustainable agriculture might be
an alternative to some biotechnology methods:
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Many argue that conversion from industrial agriculture to more sustainable
systems that depend less on chemicals for their productivity would eliminate the
need for some of the currently projected products of biotechnology. There are
probably alternatives to some biotechnology products; many of these alternatives
are likely not other products, but instead the systems and methods of sustainable
agriculture. It seems likely that much more research and discussion will be
required to enable society to make informed choices between these alternative
approaches to food production. This exploration will need to address both societal
concerns about how food is produced, and assessment of ‘global’ (or societal)
costs of the choices to be made.787
Thomas Hoban suggests that the public in North American countries is more concerned
with taste than with other considerations, and does not concern itself with issues of food
production such as whether seeds or plants have been produced by science, and whether
or not seeds are fertile and can reproduce.788 Nor are members of the general public
particularly concerned with issues such as whether the tomatoes in the ketchup include
tomatoes that have been developed through biotechnology. The TNT surveys also
consistently find that Canadians are more concerned with taste than with nutrition, cost,
or convenience of preparation.789 For example, the 2006 TNT survey found that, when
asked which of the four factors where most important when choosing the food they eat,
71% of adults were concerned mainly with taste, 67% with nutrition, 30% with cost, and
29% with convenience, although university graduates were evenly divided on the
importance of taste and nutrition, compared with those with less education (some high
school through some postsecondary education) who all found taste as being most
important. However, food production was not among the choices given in the TNT
survey.
Hoban points out that Americans and Europeans generally have different cultural
attitudes to food. In North America food is generally seen as fuel, and farms are located
far from city centers, and are therefore not part of the public consciousness. In Europe,
farms tend to be closer to population centres, and seen as public natural areas that can be
visited, and food is appreciated for its aesthetic value, rather than only as fuel.790 In North
America, Frank Cetera notes that one major stumbling block to a sustainable food system
is:
… that consumers have lost contact with local food production and seasons, local
farmers and farming heritage, and the ability and knowledge to grow their own
food […]. On the other hand, gardening and producing food locally may help to
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regain connections with nature and agrarian cultures.791
Just as we have found the media, advertising, labelling, production and consumption
habits and other structures to constitute key nonformal engines of education and
information, so Hoban’s argument indicates that cultural patterns are powerful agents of
knowledge transmission, act as unconscious filters of information, and may determine
conclusions, opinions, and consciousness in profound ways.
This is a large topic that could benefit from a detailed overview and analysis. However, at
this point, we will give only a few brief examples to illustrate the type of learning that
might be required to produce a genuinely educated populace. Here we extend our case
study of food issues to briefly examine food production and processing and sugar
consumption, and, in the next section, 23.6, the growth of interest in organic foods.
23.5.2 Public knowledge of processed food products and sugar consumption
The recent popular book, Fast Food Nation, is a wealth of statistics, research information,
and extremely troubling anecdotes.792 Written by Eric Schlosser, it documents the
production and processing of fast food. Although it is written mainly for an American
audience, the globalization of the agri-food sector widens its generalizability and
relevance to other peoples, including Canadians. Schlosser refers to evidence that 90% of
the money Americans spend on food is used to buy processed food, and he notes that the
current methods of food preparation are more likely to be found in journals such as Food
Technologist and Food Engineering than in cookbooks.
The processed food industry supplies the majority of food to supermarkets, restaurants,
and schools, as well as to the fast food outlets. Powers points out that the mandate of the
food industry is to make a profit—not to promote healthy eating.793 According to
Schlosser, so-called food that looks familiar has in fact been totally reformulated.
Organic nutritional value has been replaced with chemical additives, as have taste and
aroma. These additives come from dozens of internationally owned chemical plants,
which have annual revenues of about $1.4 billion dollars. These chemical companies
design the food to taste good and to create a market of consumers who like the
manufactured tastes and smells, but who are unaware of the negative effects of what they
are ingesting on their health, the health of their children, or the health of the environment
and economy as a whole. Again, Schlosser’s key finding for our purposes is that the vast
majority of consumers lack information and knowledge and are largely unaware of what
they are consuming and of its impacts.
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Schlosser also notes processed food products often have an excess of sugar. According to
Doreen La Duca, there has been a sharp rise in sugar consumption since the mid-1980s,
which coincides with a 47% increase in carbonated soft drink consumption, as well as
with the rise in obesity levels among adults as well as children.794 In a compendium of
statistics on soda pop consumption, Sally Squires notes that Americans drink an average
of 56 gallons of soda pop per person per year, which amounts to nearly 600 cans of soda
per person.795 Each can contains the equivalent of from 10–12 teaspoons of sugar, which
is equivalent to the daily maximum recommended intake of sugar from all sources.
Statistics show that the adult market for soda pop is stable but the child market is
growing. According to Squires, carbonated soda pop provides more added sugar in a
typical 2-year-old toddler's diet than cookies, candies, and ice cream combined. She finds
that 56% of 8-year-olds drink soft drinks daily; and a third of teenage boys drink at least
three cans of soda pop per day.796 La Duca notes that three cans of soda pop contain 3/4
cup of sugar and 420 calories.797 According to Richard Troiano, et al., soft drink
consumption among teenage boys nearly tripled between 1977–1978 and 1994.798 Raine
also notes that soft drink vending machines are “almost universal” in Canadian high
schools, and many universities have exclusive contracts with soft drink manufacturers for
exclusive rights on campuses.799
Again, the key issue here is that these statistics are not well known in the public arena,
and that most of this soda pop is consumed without understanding and awareness of what
is being ingested and of its consequences. If basic facts about sugar consumption remain
generally unknown, then it is not surprising that there is even less public awareness of
more subtle facts and impacts. For example, soda pop contains no nutrients and thus
replaces other foods that have nutritional value. Squires also points to strong evidence
linking soda pop consumption with numerous health disorders including obesity,
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), tooth decay, tooth enamel disintegration,
weakened bones, caffeine dependence, and sugar addiction, most of which are denied by
the industry.800 In 2001, for example, a team of Harvard researchers reported the results
of a 19-month study in The Lancet, and presented the first evidence linking soft drink
consumption with obesity.801 In the study, the risk of obesity increased 1.6 times for each
additional daily serving of a sugar-sweetened soft drink.
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According to Roseanne Schnoll, et al., refined sugar consumption has also been linked to
hyperactivity disorder in children.802 In 2000, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration
reported that the domestic sales of methylphenidate (Ritalin) increased by 500% from
1991 to 1999, and those for amphetamine (Adderall) increased by 2000%. Both of these
types of drugs are prescribed primarily for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD).803
Squires further notes that one 12-ounce can of pop also contains 28% of the amount of
caffeine found in an 8-ounce cup of coffee, or 35 to 38 milligrams. A 12-ounce can of
Diet Cola has about 42 milligrams of caffeine, and Pepsi One has 56 milligrams of
caffeine.804 Squires points to evidence that people, including children, who consume a
great deal of refined sugar and caffeine, experience withdrawal symptoms such as
headaches, lethargy, tremors, and depression when they stop using the substances.
Phosphorus is another common ingredient in soda pop and animal studies have found that
phosphorus can deplete bones of calcium. Recent studies with human subjects have found
that girls who drink soda are more prone to broken bones than those who do not, a
possible result of the effects of phosphorus.805 A growing concern is that soda can be
especially damaging to children and youth whose bones are still growing.
In all this, the remarkable finding, from a learning perspective, is that the accumulation of
evidence on the harmful health effects of soft drink consumption has hitherto had
minimal impact on consumption trends. This is largely due to the fact that the evidence is
not well known, and that there are few effective learning mechanisms for transmitting
this knowledge to the general public. This type of information is not generally taught in
schools or considered relevant to school curricula, while the products are still actively
promoted in advertisements and commercials and are often available to students in
schools. If information critical to health is not effectively translated from scholarly
journals and transmitted to the general public, if that public remains largely unaware of
key social issues that affect wellbeing, and if there is such a disconnect between evidence
and consumption patterns, then it cannot be claimed that the populace is adequately
educated on matters that pertain directly to daily living.
One reason for public ignorance on such important issues, at least in the U.S., is that the
United States Food and Drug Administration does not require disclosure of additives as
long as they are considered by the agency to be “GRAS”—Generally Regarded as Safe.
Even if they were listed, Schlosser notes that it would generally take the equivalent of a
“rocket scientist” to understand the meanings of the list of ingredients and additives. For
example, a typical fast food, artificially flavoured strawberry milk shake contains the
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following ingredients:
Amyl acetate, amyl butyrate, amyl valerate, anethol, anisyl formate, benzyl
acetate, benzyl isoutyrate, butyric acid, cinnamyl isobutyrate, cinnamyl valerate,
cognac essential oil, diacetyl, dipropyl ketone, ethyl acetate, ethyl amylketone,
ethyl butyrate, ethyl cinnamate, ethyl heptanoate, ethyl heptylate, ethyl lactate,
ethyl methylphenylglycidate, ethyl nitrate, ethyl propionate, ethyl valerate,
heliotropin, hydroxyphenyl-2-butanone (10 percent solution in alcohol), ionone,
isobutyl anthranilate, isobutyl butyrate, lemon essential oil, maltol, 4methylacetophenone, methyl anthranilate, methyl benzoate, methyl cinnamate,
methyl heptine carbonate, methyl naphthyl ketone, methyl salicylate, mint
essential oil, neroli essential oil, nerolin, neryl isobutyrate, orris butter, phenethyl
alcohol, rose, run ether, y-undecalactone, vanillin, and solvent.806
According to Schlosser, other additives have other functions. For example, ethyl-2methyl butyrate apparently smells just like an apple. Methyl-2-peridylketone makes
something taste like popcorn, and so on. Schlosser notes that the label “natural flavor” is
somewhat arbitrary and does not necessarily imply anything other than the way food is
processed. Schlosser quotes Terry Acree, a professor of food science at Cornell
University: “A natural flavor is a flavor that’s been derived with an out-of-date
technology.”807 For example:
Natural flavors and artificial flavors sometimes contain exactly the same
chemicals, produced through different methods. Amyl acetate, for example,
provides the dominant note of banana flavor. When you distill it from bananas
with a solvent, amyl acetate is a natural flavor. When you produce it by mixing
vinegar with amyl alcohol, adding sulfuric acid as a catalyst, amyl acetate is an
artificial flavor. Either way it smells and tastes the same.808
These examples on soda pop, chemical additives, and other food-related issues, are
presented here simply to indicate the type of information that the general public needs to
know about what it is consuming and about significant aspects of daily life. There are
inadequate data to assess quantitatively the degree and extent of public knowledge and
awareness of such important issues, and this major data gap itself reveals the low priority
currently assigned to transmitting information on key determinants of health and
wellbeing. It can certainly be argued that if the public were well informed and educated
on issues such as those described above, consumption patterns would change
dramatically, with major economic consequences for the structure of the food industry.
It is a major objective of an educated populace assessment to eventually include
indicators that measure and assess quantitatively the degree and extent of public
knowledge and awareness of the origins, ingredients, and impacts of what it consumes.
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That objective will hopefully contribute to the demand for the research and survey work
needed to gather the information required to populate these indicators.

23.6 Public interest in and use of organic food products
We have used the very basic example of food to indicate the importance of people
knowing what they are eating and what is in their food, not only for the sake of their own
health and wellbeing, but to understand the economic and social structures that govern
their lives. If Canadians, or any other populace, are aware of what they consume, and of
the systems and structures responsible for the production, processing, distribution, and
knowledge generation concerning what they consume, then they are naturally empowered
to take charge of their lives in this area, and to make informed choices that will improve
both their own wellbeing and that of their society.
British researchers Peter Midmore, et al. identify the typical purchaser of organic
products as being “well-educated individuals who are mindful of health issues, socially
responsible and environmentally aware. Unsurprisingly, there is also a perception that
they have higher product knowledge.”809 According to Alberta Agriculture, Food, and
Rural Development:
Much of what organic food offers speaks directly to the emerging values and traits
of the Canadian consumer, not just those identified as organic consumers.
Organics fit well with elements being sought by our society as a whole—
environmentalism, wellness, back to basics and even the search for new
experiences […]. Organic foods seem to fit with and appeal to many of the current
key traits, concerns and values of the Canadian population—those who purchase
organics range from the health-conscious teenagers, to concerned mothers, to
aging baby boomers. Organic consumers are educated, found in any age group
and likely at both the high and the low-income range. They are no longer merely
the stereotyped [sixties] flower child. Not only are organic consumers becoming
mainstream, but so also are the channels for purchasing organic products, clearly
seen in trends within the US and Canada.810
Because of the rapidly growing public interest in organic food—an interest which cuts
across age and income, as noted above, and because of the connections of this interest
with knowledge of health and environmental sustainability—public interest in and
awareness of this issue might be an important area to track in terms of nutritional literacy.
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23.6.1 Definition and benefits of organic food
A succinct definition of organic agriculture, which points out its connection with
sustainability, is given by Canadian Organic Growers:
Organic agriculture is a holistic production system designed to optimize
productivity and encourage diversity in the agro ecosystem including soil
microorganisms, plants and animals. The principal goal of organic production is
to develop enterprises that are sustainable and harmonious with the
environment.811
After extensive consultations with many interested parties, the Canadian government has
introduced a new organic regulation, which became effective in December 2006.812
According to Canadian Organic Growers, the law regulates the use of the word “organic,”
and introduces penalties for businesses that use the word for practices not in compliance
with the national organic standard.813
Organic products will now be labeled with a new Canadian Organic label. As Pamela
Cuthbert reports:
To be phased in over the next two years, the Canada Organic label signifies that
crops have been grown without the use of synthetic pesticides or fertilizers,
animals have been reared without antibiotics or artificial hormones, food has been
processed without irradiation or the use of certain food additives, and no material
used in the production of the food has been genetically engineered.814
Midmore, et al. note that labelling is a particularly important aspect of organic product
knowledge:815
In the absence of the type of direct personal contact available at farm shops or
specialist organic outlets, [labels are] the only means by which consumers are able
to differentiate between organic and conventional foods. Particularly in the
supermarket situation, organic labelling enables this distinction to be made: it
ensures authenticity, allows freedom of choice according to the quality attributes
that consumers seek and, most importantly, it increases consumer trust in food
safety.816
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Samuel Bonti-Ankomah of Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and Emmanuel Yiridoe of
the Nova Scotia Agricultural College observe that interest in organically produced food is
increasing world-wide, in response to concerns about conventional agricultural practices,
food safety and human health, animal welfare, and the environment.817 The Organic
Consumers Association (OCA) in the U.S. also attributes the popularity of organic foods
to growing concerns over unlabelled genetically engineered foods, irradiated foods,
pesticide and drug residues routinely found in non-organic produce, and the increase in
incidence of food poisoning, which the Centers for Disease Control estimates affects 76
million Americans annually. 818 Regarding pesticide and drug residues, the OCA notes:
Consumer Reports found that 77 percent of non-organic produce items in the
average supermarket contain pesticide residues. The beef industry acknowledges
that 94 percent of all U.S. beef cattle have hormone implants, which are banned in
Europe as a cancer hazard. Some 30 percent of all U.S. dairy cows are injected
with the controversial genetically engineered Bovine Growth Hormone, banned in
every other industrialized country in the world. The Centers for Disease Control
recently warned that 16 percent of all U.S. ground meat contains potentially
dangerous antibiotic resistant bacteria. Organic farming prohibits the use of
pesticides, drugs, hormones and antibiotics.819
Charles Benbrook, chief scientist with The Organic Center in the U.S., presents a wealth
of evidence for the benefits of organic products, which are beyond the scope of this
literature review to discuss in detail.820 As an example, however, citing Donald Davis, et
al.,821 Benbrook notes:
Careful research based on USDA data on the nutrient content of common foods
has shown a significant decline in the levels of six nutrients since 1950—protein,
calcium, iron, riboflavin, phosphorous, and ascorbic acid (Vitamin C). Riboflavin
levels have fallen on average by 37% and iron and ascorbic acid content is down
by 15%. These reductions widen the gap between adequate and actual daily
nutrient intakes for millions of Americans. Organic farming is a proven option to
increase nutrient levels both in the soil and in harvested foodstuffs. Organic
817
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farming methods build the quality of soil over time and also increase the ability of
plants to extract minerals from the soil. Several studies have shown, for example,
that organic farming increases vitamin and antioxidant concentrations by, on
average, about 30 percent—increases large enough to reverse the long-run decline
in the concentrations of most nutrients.822
Given the implications for the contribution of organic products to the long-term health
and wellbeing of the public and the environment, including animal and ecosystem
wellbeing, scientific evidence finds few costs associated with use of organic products.823
23.6.2 Organic products are becoming mainstream
As Alberta Agriculture, Food, and Rural Development noted above, organic products
have moved out of the specialty niche and are becoming mainstream.824 Organic products
are becoming more accessible to the average purchaser. They have moved from being
found strictly in “health food stores” into local farmers’ markets, and into mass-market
outlets such as WalMart and Loblaws supermarkets.
Organic food products are growing in popularity in Canada, and worldwide. Results from
a 2000 survey conducted by Environics International, and analysed by Alberta
Agriculture, Food, and Rural Development, reports the frequency of organic purchases
during the year. The survey found that 71% (approximately 21.8 million) of Canadian
adults have tried organic food, while only 26% (approximately 8 million) have never
purchased any organic food.825 The seventy-one percent of adults who have tried organic
food is composed of eighteen percent of Canadian adults who are regular (frequent)
organic food purchasers, 22% who purchase organic food several times a year, and 31%
who purchase organic food one to two times per year (3 percent did not know or provided
no answer).826
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada reports that retail sales in the organic food industry
have demonstrated a 20% annual growth over the past ten years, compared to the 2–4%
growth rate for the total retail food market.827, 828 While only representing about 2% of the
total food market, in Canada the organic food industry is worth over $1 billion per
year.829 Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and Canadian Organic Growers produce
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yearly statistics for organic production in Canada.830 The number of certified farms in
Canada has risen from 1174 in 1992 to 3618 in 2005, with another 241 farms in
transition.831 However, 80% of organic food consumed is imported, mostly from the
U.S.832 The organic food industry’s goal is to increase its market share to 10% of the
Canadian retail market by 2010.833
In the U.S., the Organic Consumers Association (OCA) claims that ten million U.S.
households are buying organic foods on a regular basis.834 It reports that the organic food
industry is worth $10 billion a year, and the current growth rate for organic foods is 24%
annually, which is almost 10 times the growth rate for conventional foods. The OCA
predicts that organic agriculture will become the dominant form of agriculture in the U.S.
by the year 2020.
23.6.3 Knowledge and educational attainment of the organic food purchaser
U.K. researchers Brewster, Glaser, and Haughton note that the organic food industry has
developed and grown as a result of increased knowledge on the part of the public about
how food is grown, raised, and processed:835
Organic food is the quintessential knowledge dependent industry. Consumers
want to know that the food they consume has been grown according to certain
specific standards, under certain conditions and furthermore the organic food
standards guarantee that growers, processors and importers are all registered and
regularly inspected. […] One of the reasons that knowledge is so important in this
industry is because so much depends on accurate trustworthy knowledge. The
consumer chooses to buy organic food specifically because they have informed
themselves of the benefits in environmental, ethical and health terms. It is this
knowledge that allows the consumer choice and it is the relevant communication
of that knowledge that allows the producer to fulfill that need.836
Bonti-Ankomah and Yiridoe report that in one U.S. study by Demeritt, in which 59% of
respondents indicated that they never considered organic products because they did not
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know about them, lack of knowledge and awareness was considered the main reason why
people do not buy organic food.837
Midmore, et al. report another European study of consumer behaviour, perceptions, and
attitudes in eight European countries that found a significant difference in the knowledge
levels of regular and occasional organic purchasers.838 In this study, adults who make at
least one organic purchase a week are considered to be regular consumers; adults who
make two purchases a month are occasional purchasers; and those who never buy organic
products are considered as non-regular consumers. Both regular and occasional groups
had the same concerns, but regular purchasers, who viewed organics as a “bundle of
linked attributes,” were more knowledgeable about organics in general.839 However,
Midmore, et al. also note that levels of knowledge about organic farming standards and
processes varied considerably across Europe:
In some countries, knowledge of the actual concept is still quite vague, whilst in
others the relationship between reduced chemical use and organic production
appears to be better understood. Most often, consumers appear to recognise the
particular link between decreased pesticide / fertiliser use and the production of
foods which are healthier and more environmentally friendly.840
Midmore, et al. found that organic consumption is more directly related to attitude, which
in turn is connected to knowledge, than to disposable income.841 Among the reasons for
non-use of organic products, Midmore, et al. note a lack of interest, “relating to the
particular consciousness which is often associated with organic consumption.”842 They
argue that this lack of interest arises “from lack of food culture or knowledge of food
preparation and lack of concern for health or ethical production issues[…]. [S]uperior
organic product knowledge appears to be associated with better overall levels of
education.”843
The 2000 survey conducted by Environics International, which was mentioned above,
found that 60% of regular organic purchasers are women, and that both heath-conscious
younger people and baby boomers, ages 35–55, are driving the market.844 The survey also
found a close correlation between the education level of organic purchasers and the
amount of organic foods they purchase. Alberta Agriculture, Food, and Rural
Development notes: “The more educated the respondents, the more likely they are to
837
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make organic purchases.”845 In addition, the survey found that organic purchasers are
likely to have either low or high incomes, but are under-represented in the $60,000–
$80,000 income range. However, the findings by this survey on education and income
levels of organic purchasers have not always been replicated, as we see below.
The effect of education on the purchase of organic products is variable in the research.
Gary Thompson, of the University of Arizona, notes that U.S. national evidence suggests
that there is a positive correlation between education and organic purchases.846 However,
studies from California and New York, both of which have a high level of organic
purchasers, show that the “frequency of organic purchases was not associated statistically
with education levels.”847 And when graduate study is distinguished from undergraduate
study, Thompson cites three studies that show higher educational attainment actually
lowers the probability of choosing organic products or of considering organic produce
better. A fourth study also found that the “presence of college education lowers the
likelihood of being willing to pay more for pesticide-free produce.”848 Thompson
concludes that these conflicting results regarding the effects of educational attainment on
organic purchase behaviour might reflect how education is measured, and that further
investigation is needed.
Results from a small survey that was given to 300 adults in South Carolina in 2003 to
assess attitudes related to purchasing organic produce also found that education or
income factors did not influence attitudes towards purchase of organic produce.849 The
survey was not a representative sample, since over half were college graduates, and
24.4% indicated that they had obtained a graduate or professional degree. Household
income for over half of the respondents was greater than $40,000. In fact, the survey
found that “respondents in the highest education category demonstrated less preference
for organic produce.”850 Other studies have found that organic purchasers are not
necessarily the most educated. However, this is often attributed to the fact that women,
who are mainly responsible for nutrition in their families, have a lower educational level
than men, and that women outnumber men as organic purchasers.851
The National Institute of Nutrition (NIN), in its analysis of the 2001 Tracking Nutrition
Trends survey, identified individuals who consistently select organic products as
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“knowledgeable naturalists.”852 It argued that these people, whom it finds comprise 22%
of adults, are “extremely well versed in nutrition issues,” and “attribute a very high
importance to nutrition.”853 The 2001 TNT survey was the only survey for which the NIN
reported this type of analysis. While the other four groups854 that were identified also are
concerned with nutrition, the “knowledgeable naturalists” is the group that prefers to buy
organic products, and is the group that is the most knowledgeable. The NIN notes: “With
a national sample of 2000, one can say with 95% certainty that the overall survey results
are within 2.2 percentage points of what they would have been had the entire adult
Canadian population been surveyed.”855
According to the NIN analysis, the “knowledgeable naturalists” are the most
knowledgeable, but not the most highly educated, which indicates that they acquired their
knowledge informally, out of the realm of formal education. This population segment is
evenly divided, with 32% having only a primary education, 36% having a secondary
education, and 31% having a postsecondary education. Income is also evenly divided,
with 22% having an income under $30,000 per year, 26% having between $30,000 and
$50,000, and 23% having an income between $50,000 and $75,000. Only 11% have an
income between $75,000 and $100,000, and 9% have an income over $100,000. (10%
refused to give financial information.) Women comprise 58% of this group, and men
42%, with the mean age being 48 years. By contrast, the group in the 2001 TNT survey
identified as having the highest education and income is called the “balanced pragmatics”
by the NIN, which defines this group as “mostly middle-aged, highly educated / high
income consumers pursuing healthy lifestyle and eating well, but not focusing on
nutrition to a great extent.”856
In 2006, the Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition found that people who see
themselves as more heath- and nutrition-oriented more often choose organic food than
those who are not nutrition-oriented.857 The only data it gives as examples are the
following:
The fact that a food is organically grown is slightly more influential for women
compared with men (54% and 47%, respectively); people who always check
labels versus those who almost never do (61% and 41%, respectively); and those
who think that their eating habits are excellent or very good compared with those
who report poor eating habits (56% and 41% respectively). In other words, people
who emphasize nutrition in their life choices say that they are influenced by
whether a food is organic.
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Whether a food is produced using biotechnology is more influential for those who
check labels frequently compared with those who rarely do (34% and 21%,
respectively); those who have a higher level of perceived nutrition knowledge
versus a low level (37% and 19%, respectively); and those who see themselves as
having excellent eating habits compared with poor habits (29% and 23%,
respectively).858
The NIN / CFIC reported similar results for 2004. However, it did not present specific
data.859
In a review of the literature on perceptions about organic foods, Bonti-Ankomah and
Yiridoe report key findings about the reasons for organic purchases:
Most of these studies concluded that consumers purchase organic foods because
of a perception that such products are safer, healthier, and more environmental
friendly than conventionally produced alternatives. Some studies reported health
and food safety as the number one quality attribute considered by organic product
buyers. Concern for the environment was less important compared to food safety
and health concerns, suggesting that such consumers might rank private or
personal benefits higher than the social benefits of organic agriculture.860
However, a Danish study reports that both health and environmental concerns are equally
important influences in choosing organic products. A study by Wier and Andersen for the
Danish Research Centre for Organic Farming examined actual purchasing data from 2000
households during 1997–2001, and compared actual behaviour with questionnaire
responses from the same households on attitudes, stated values, and food purchasing
behavior.861 Denmark has the highest per capita European consumption of organic
products.862 As well, in Denmark the government subsidizes and promotes the organic
industry, resulting in lower prices and an organic market share of 3–4% of the retail food
market.863
Mette Wier and Laira Andersen analysed the results to form a profile of those with a high
propensity to purchase organic goods. Two main characteristics were identified: organic
buyers who were more health concerned and thus had “use values”, and organic buyers
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who were more concerned with animal welfare and the environment, and had “non-use
values.” Use values are private and associated with actually consuming (eating) the
product. Those who are mostly concerned with these values are also concerned with
health, taste, and / or the freshness of food, in that order. Health concerns also included
environmental elements such as concern about health risks from eating foods with
pesticide residues. Those who are mostly concerned with non-use values are more
concerned with a sustainable environment, and include ethical issues such as fair trade,
third world impacts, animal welfare, and local or regional production.
By combining information on stated values for organic goods with actual purchase
behaviour, Wier and Andersen could correlate organic purchasers with their most
common values. Two-thirds of respondents reported having both types of values. Those
who only held non-use values consisted of 16% of respondents, those with no stated
values concerning these issues constituted 16% of respondents, and those with only usevalues constituted only 1% of respondents. Organic purchases for those with both values
were more than twice that of households having non-use values only. In turn, households
with non-use values purchased organic products more than twice as often as did those
households having no values. Organic purchases for those having only use values were
negligible because most respondents who had use values reported having both types of
values, so their purchases were recorded in the latter category.
The authors note that the results suggest: “[N]on-use benefits are generally
acknowledged, but only those having use values in addition, actually purchase organic to
a high degree.”864 The study also found that education level did significantly increase the
proportion of the food budget used to purchase organic products. However, it also found
that having children aged 15 to 20 years living at home reduced organic purchases, but
those households having children living at home under the age of 15 increased organic
purchases. In 2003, this study was repeated in Britain, which has the fastest growing
market for organic products in Europe, with a similar result.865
In Sweden, people generally have very positive attitudes toward organic foods and quite
negative attitudes towards genetically modified foods.866 In a study representative of the
Swedish population, Ulla-Kaisa Koivisto Hursti and Maria Magnusson looked at
perceptions of GM and organic foods.867 In terms of perceptions of GM foods, they found
that males, younger respondents, and those with a high level of education were
significantly more positive than were females, older respondents, and those with a low
level of education. In terms of organic foods, women were significantly more positive
than men but there were no clear age or educational differences. The researchers then
divided the respondents, based on survey questions, into low and high knowledge groups,
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and then compared high and low knowledge levels of adults about biology and genetics
with their perceptions of GM and organic foods. They found no significant differences
between the low and high knowledge groups in their opinions of GM or organic foods.868
It appears from the evidence given above, such as that reported by Thompson, that the
fact that the “frequency of organic purchases was not associated statistically with
education levels,”869 is a significant finding. This lack of connection between organic
purchases and education levels is usually found when the social environment is primarily
supportive of organic products. However, organic purchase is associated with higher
nutritional and ecological knowledge levels among purchasers than among nonpurchasers, which suggests that adults are informally educating themselves about health
and ecological issues.
23.6.4 Measures of public organic food choice in Canada
The Institute for Ethical Leadership in Vancouver notes that a “measure of societal wellbeing is the kind and quality of the food people are eating as well as the knowledge they
have of what constitutes a healthy diet. The availability and affordability of organic food
are key issues.”870 In addition to suggesting measuring the level of public knowledge
about how diet affects health, one of the specific indicators it proposes is: “How many
people eat whole organic food versus processed food?”
As discussed above, the Tracking Nutrition Trend (TNT) surveys are the only consistent
Canadian nutrition surveys that include knowledge elements. The 2004 and 2006 surveys
asked about factors that influence food choice, such as maintaining good health, and
providing energy or stamina. Included on this list of choices were the options of whether
the food is organically grown, and if a food is produced using biotechnology. Both of
these issues were new to the surveys in 2004.
Figure 11 below illustrates that in 2004 organic food and biotechnology were very
influential for a minority of Canadian adults, and not influential for the majority.871 By
2006, half of adults were influenced by organics. Specifically, in 2004, 41% of adults
indicated that whether the food is organically grown is “somewhat / very influential” in
their food choice, compared with 57% who said it was “not too much / not at all
influential,” and 2% who did not answer or did not know. The 2006 survey showed a
growth in interest in organic food. In 2006, 50% of adults stated that whether the food is
organically grown is “somewhat / very influential” in their food choice, compared with
868
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48% who said it was “not too / not at all influential,” and 2% who did not answer or did
not know.872
In terms of whether a food was produced using biotechnology, in 2004, 27% of adults
said it was somewhat / very influential, compared with 64% who said it was not too
much/ not at all influential. And in 2006, this result had changed very little—27% of
adults said it was somewhat / very influential, compared with 61% who said it was not
too much / not at all influential.873

Figure 11. Percentage of Canadian adults whose food choices are influenced by
organic or biotechnological production methods, 2004 and 2006

Question: When you are selecting food to eat, to what degree, if any, does each of the following influence
your food choice?
Note: These rows do not sum to 100%. The NIN/CFIC note that this is because of rounding. National
Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition Trends V, 2004; p. 16.
Sources: National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition
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The 2006 TNT survey also asked about reasons for lack of influence, with the choices
being “not aware of health benefits, do not care about health benefits, other, and don’t
know.” Results seen in Figure 12 below find that 68% of those who said organic food
was not an influence said that reason was that they did not care, and 21% said they were
not aware. Of those who did not find food produced using biotechnology an influence on
their food choice, there was an even divide between those who did not care (45%) and
those who were not aware (46%).874
Figure 12. Percentage of Canadian adults with reasons why their food choices are
not influenced by organic or biotechnological production methods, 2006

Question: I am going to list a series of food characteristics that you do not find influential. Please tell me if
they do not influence your food choice because you are not aware of the health benefits or you do not care
about the health benefits.
Note: Base: Those who were not too / not at all influenced by the food characteristics, n=939.
Source: Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends VI, Woodbridge, Ontario:
Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition (Previously the National Institute of Nutrition), 2006.
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The 2004 and 2006 TNT surveys also asked about the use of information on food
packages, and included “[t]o see whether the food is organic,” as one of the choices.875 In
2004, one of the choices was also “To find foods that are not produced by genetic
modification,” but this choice was eliminated in 2006. In 2004, 49% of adults answered
they used the information on packages for information on GM foods. Of course, GM
foods are not labelled, but organic foods do not use food products that have been
genetically modified.
Results found that whether or not a food is organic was not a high priority for Canadians,
although in both 2004 and 2006, as shown in Figure 13 below, 50% of Canadian adults
responded that they sometimes or often used information on food packages to see
whether the food is organic. This compares, in 2004, with 20% of adults who said rarely,
and 30% who did not know, and in 2006, with 22% of adults who said rarely and 28%
who did not know. In 2006, organics was the eighth priority out of nine possible choices,
875

Choices in 2004 included (listed in terms of response priorities, and percentage of adults who gave
“sometimes” or “often” as their response):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To find food labeled as high or low in nutrients like fat, fibre, or vitamins (86% of adults)
To find foods that claim to be good for your health (83%)
To get a general idea of the calorie content of a food (77%)
To see whether food contains high/low levels of certain nutrients (76%); To see whether the food
contains a specific ingredient (75%)
To compare similar types of foods with each other (68%)
To figure out how much of a food product you or your family should eat (64%)
To find foods that are not produced by genetic modification (49% of adults, including 22%
sometimes, and 27% often)
To see whether the food is organic (50%)
To see whether the food may contain nuts (32%)
To find foods that are kosher (23%)

National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking Nutrition Trends V,
2004; accessed July 2006; available from http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/TNTV-FINAL.pdf.
In 2006, the choices and responses included (listed in terms of response priorities, and percentage of adults
who answered sometimes or often):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To see how much of a nutrient is in a product (87% of adults)
To get a general idea of the calorie content of a food (78%)
To find foods that claim to be good for your health (79%)
To see whether the food contains a specific ingredient (74%)
To compare similar types of foods with each other (70%)
To compare different types of foods with each other (63%)
To figure out how much of a food product you or your family should eat (59%)
To see whether the food is organic (50%)
To see whether the food contains nuts (45%).

Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends VI, Woodbridge, Ontario: Canadian
Council of Food and Nutrition (Previously the National Institute of Nutrition), 2006.
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ahead of only “To see whether the food contains nuts.” In 2004, organics was the 10th
priority out of 12, again ahead of “To see whether the food contains nuts,” and “To find
foods that are kosher,” a choice dropped in 2006. Top of the list in 2006 was “To see how
much of a nutrient is in a product,” which 87% of adults stated they sometimes or often
did, and in 2004, “To find food labelled as high or low in nutrients like fat, fibre, or
vitamins,” which 86% of adults stated they sometimes or often did.
Figure 13. Percentage of Canadian adults who use information on food packages to
see if the food is organic, 2004 and 2006

Question: When you look at the information on food packages, either in the store or at home, how often, if
at all, do you use the information provided in the following ways. Would you say often, sometimes, rarely,
or never?
Source: Sources: National Institute of Nutrition, and Canadian Food Information Council. Tracking
Nutrition Trends V, 2004; accessed July 2006; available from http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/TNTV-FINAL.pdf.
Canadian Council of Food and Nutrition. Tracking Nutrition Trends VI, Woodbridge, Ontario: Canadian
Council of Food and Nutrition (Previously the National Institute of Nutrition), 2006.

In 2006, as previously mentioned, an open-ended question was asked: “What makes a
food “healthy?” Six percent of adults answered “organic,” and 5% said “no
preservatives.” However, 30% of respondents replied, “contains good nutrients,” 21%
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nswered “lower in negative nutrients,” and 21% indicated “fresh format.” These were the
top three responses.876
Since organic food, as noted above, contains good nutrients, is lower in negative
nutrients, and is often from local sources, and is therefore fresh, it would seem that
Canadian adults have a lack of knowledge concerning organic food. Although 50% of
adults, when give a list from which to choose, in 2004 and 2006 chose “to see whether
the food is organic” as a use of information on food packages, when not give a list from
which to choose, only 6% of adults thought of a food being organic as a characteristic of
healthy food. Whether Canadians learn more about organic food in the future has
implications for ecological sustainability and wellbeing in general, and for health and
nutritional literacy in particular.
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24. Civic Literacy, Political Knowledge,
and Citizenship Education
Without the knowledge to act meaningfully, citizenship is empty.
Henry Milner877
The importance of the concept of citizenship for the wellbeing—and GNH—of society
and individuals is the focus of renewed interest among government and international
organizations, politicians, educators, and the general populace.878 This is partially a
response to international trends that show a growing civic or “democratic deficit,” which
refers to a decline in political interest, knowledge, and citizen engagement in civic life. A
key and frequently referenced marker and indicator of this democratic deficit is declining
voter participation.879 Though many alternative explanations, hypotheses, and potential
remedies have been proposed, there is a general consensus among groups concerned with
this trend that a healthy democracy needs citizens who are competent in civic literacy.
Just as health literacy is both a key indicator of an educated populace and a determinant
of population health, civic literacy, which links many facets and dimensions of wellbeing,
is also a marker of an educated populace as well as a determinant of good governance and
community vitality—the former being one of the four pillars of GNH in Bhutan, and the
latter being as aspect of the culture pillar of GNH.
Civic literacy has many interpretations, but basically it refers to civically literate citizens
as those who:
•
•
•

are interested in, pay attention to, and have a reasonable understanding of the
world around them
possess knowledge and understanding of civic processes
engage in civic activities that form a foundation for democracy880

Paul Reed of Statistics Canada notes that at its root, “civic” refers to life lived in
common, and in its contemporary sense it involves areas that are also important to GNH
such as concern for the public good, collective action, responsibility towards others, and
being part of something larger than oneself:
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•
•
•

•

shared principal values and beliefs regarding what are the interests of the
community as a whole
majority consensus on general arrangement that enable members of a community
(whether physical or otherwise) to live with minimal conflict
a recognition that community order and continuity depends on members
discharging their responsibilities as well as exercising their rights, which implies
engagement by a significant portion of the community’s members in governance
and maintenance of their community
a sense of attachment or loyalty to the community881

Two of the most important elements in the contemporary understanding of “civic”
are:
•
•

a capacity for co-operative, often informal collective action in support of the
social good, whatever its specifics
a concern for the well-being of those who are disadvantaged882

In his report to UNESCO, Jacques Delors emphasizes the importance of education,
including lifelong learning, for creating an informed citizenry. In Learning: the Treasure
Within, he notes:
[I]n every case the central aim of education is the fulfillment of the individual as a
social being […]. Its highest aim will then be to give everyone the means of
playing an informed and active part as a citizen, which is something that cannot
be fully achieved except within the framework of democratic societies […]. When
pupils become citizens […] they will have to reconcile the exercise of individual
rights based on public freedoms with the fulfillment of duties and responsibilities
towards others and to their communities. It is thus education in general, as a
process for constructing the faculty of judgement, that is being called into
action.883
Mark Kingwell adds:
Citizenship is a way of meeting one of our deepest needs, the need to belong; it
gives voice and structure to the yearning to be part of something larger than
ourselves. By the same token, citizenship is a way of making concrete the ethical
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commitments of care and respect, of realizing in action an obligation to aid fellow
travelers—in short, of fostering justice between persons.884
Dale Snauwaert cites Ronald A. Dahl as arguing that democracy is a system of rights
premised upon the logic of equality:885
At its core is a fundamental belief in moral equality, a belief that all human beings
possess an equal inherent dignity. Its logic runs as follows: if we are morally
equal, then we also possess rights, inviolable claims to the actual enjoyment of
particular social goods guaranteed by society […]. As moral equals, all citizens of
a liberal democracy have an inviolable claim to have their interests represented in
the political process.886
Alan Sears and Andrew Hughes, of the University of New Brunswick, in reviewing
conceptions of citizenship education in Canada, found “a commonality of perspective”
across the country. All jurisdictions emphasized three key elements of citizenship—
knowledge, “informed action” or participation, and multiculturalism or pluralism.887
Officially, at least, good Canadian citizens are seen as people who are:
knowledgeable about contemporary society and the issues it faces; disposed to
work toward the common good; supportive of pluralism; and skilled at taking
action to make their communities, nation, and world a better place for all
people.888
John Willinsky, of the University of British Colombia, adds: “The goal is to raise the
standards of public reason and deliberation, as a means of increasing the quality of
democratic life.”889 Alan Sears, et al. note that a 1994 Delphi panel of Canadian
academics, senior civil servants, Senators and members of the public found that the
general consensus was that “good citizenship is characterized by dispositions such as
open-mindedness, civic mindedness, respect, willingness to compromise, tolerance,
compassion, generosity of spirit, loyalty” and “some willingness to set aside private
interest in favour of the common good.” 890 Furthermore, they note:
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These kinds of altruistic dispositions appear consistently in documents from
across the country and are seen as key in a country where ‘cultural pluralism’ is
viewed as a ‘positive force in society’ and citizenship education is focused on
attaining ‘the pluralist ideal.’891
Henry Milner, of the Université Laval in Quebec, has done extensive research on civic
literacy with research grants from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
(SSHRC) and the Quebec Department of Education.892 Milner notes that citizenship in a
democracy implies rights, but also responsibility on the part of both citizens and the state,
and that democracy implies that action is undertaken for the public good.893 In fact, it was
John Dewey who, in 1916, emphasized that “democracy depends upon the willingness of
learned citizens to engage in the public realm for the betterment of the larger social
good.”894
Walter Parker, writing in the Phi Delta Kappan, argues that teaching for individualistic
action without consideration of the public good is “teaching for idiocy.”895 The word
“idiot” today is used to mean stupid or mentally deficient, but this was not the original
Greek meaning of the word. Parker explains:
Idiocy shares with idiom and idiosyncratic the root idios, which means private,
separate, self-centered—selfish. ‘Idiotic’ was in the Greek context a term of
reproach. When a person’s behavior became idiotic—concerned myopically with
private things and unmindful of common things—then the person was believed to
be like a rudderless ship, without consequence save for the danger it posed to
others. This meaning of idiocy achieves its force when contrasted with polites
(citizen) or public. Here we have a powerful opposition: the private individual
versus the public citizen […]. An idiot is one whose self-centeredness undermines
his or her citizen identity, causing it to wither or never to take root in the first
place. Private gain is the goal, and the community had better not get in the way.
An idiot is suicidal in a certain way, definitely self-defeating, for the idiot does
not know that privacy and individual autonomy are entirely dependent on the
community.896
“Valuing action for the public good” is the social outcome consistent with the value
discussed in Chapter 5.3.1 of this literature review concerning whether the populace is
moving in an individualistic or collectivist direction—and is also a social outcome
consistent with GNH values and principles.
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Milner defines civic literacy simply as “the knowledge and capacity of citizens to make
sense of their world,” or “knowledge to be effective citizens.”897 He suggested that civic
literacy encourages political participation and fosters more equitable societies “based on
sustainable wellbeing.”898 In a separate report, Milner proposes:
Informed individuals can better identify the effects policy options have upon their
own interests and those of others in their community and make their votes count
toward attaining desired long-term economic outcomes. Low civic literacy
excludes from informed political participation people with low economic and
educational resources, those most dependent on social policies to address their
needs.899
Because the social goals and outcomes outlined above have not only been identified as
reflecting consensus values in Canada but also correspond completely with GNH values
in Bhutan, indicators of civic literacy are an essential component of an educated populace
assessment.
According to Cesar Birzea, President of the Council of Europe project “Education for
Democratic Citizenship,” the Western worldview, which values democracy as the
preferred political system, characterizes democracy as providing universal suffrage and
democratic representation, equal rights, pluralism, and the separation of powers.900
However, Birzea argues that citizenship is defined more broadly than such democratic
attributes indicate, and includes not only areas of national concern such as political, legal,
and rights issues, but also issues that are global in scope such as literacy, poverty,
violence, and environmental degradation, which go beyond particular political systems,
including democracy.901
Therefore, whether civic literacy is growing or declining in the population is an important
aspect of wellbeing and GNH both within a particular society and for the larger world,
and, as noted, is important to assess as a key component of an educated populace. This
area also functions as a key determinant of both the community vitality and good
governance aspects of GNH, as noted above. However, of the three key elements of
citizenship noted by Sears and Hughes —knowledge, “informed action” or participation,
and multiculturalism or pluralism—we focus here mainly on the first area concerned with
political knowledge and learning, although civic engagement in Canada is discussed
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briefly in Chapter 24.3 below. Multicultural literacy is discussed in Chapter 25 of this
review.

24.1 Holistic frameworks for civic literacy
As noted above, it is clear that civic literacy is a multidimensional construct overlapping
other areas of this literature review, such as multicultural and media literacies. In fact,
Canadian researchers Yvonne Hébert and Alan Sears note that four sub-domains of civic
literacy are commonly distinguished, including civil, political, socio-economic, and
cultural or collective dimensions.902 Ideally, the most valid indicator of civic literacy
would be a composite measure based on all four elements of civic literacy.
A 2000 report from Statistics Canada candidly acknowledges:
There is, at present, little in the way of generally accepted, objective information
to provide a foundation for understanding the civic domain of our society […].
Despite the classical literature in philosophy and political economy on the
character of ‘civicness’ and the civic domain, we have virtually no guiding
precedents for a quantitative, social science-based development of civic
descriptors.903
Despite, or perhaps in response to, this challenge, we do explore below several of the
more holistic framework initiatives that have been proposed in recent times, which could
potentially guide this choice of “civic descriptors” sought by Statistics Canada and other
Canadian groups concerned with this issue. The frameworks that have been proposed are
from Europe, the United States, and Canada, as well from an international survey. These
frameworks have also produced empirical results that predict the most important
influences on civic literacy, as we note below. Taking a long-term view of the
development of educated populace assessments, these frameworks can potentially lead to
the kind of data collection and analysis that could eventually produce a highly credible
composite indicator of civic literacy.
24.1.1 The Education for Democratic Citizenship project (Europe)
In 1997, the Council of Europe initiated the Education for Democratic Citizenship project
(EDC), which took a “multi-dimensional, holistic and lifelong learning approach” to
EDC.904 The EDC project, which concluded in December 2004, identified EDC from a
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lifelong learning perspective as the formal and informal education that can help youth and
adults acquire:
… the motivation, knowledge and skills to manage democratic institutions;
uphold the rule of law and promote human rights; a set of values and attitudes,
which includes tolerance, solidarity, compassion, respect for others, and civil
courage.905
The EDC asked why humans do not use their “entire learning potential in order to
improve the human condition, to do away with wars, illiteracy, poverty, social exclusion,
corruption, intolerance, racism, xenophobia, etc.”906 They concluded that many of these
problems could be avoided or reduced by efficient and targeted learning. The Council of
Europe has used the EDC recommendations to set policy standards in the field of EDC
and advised that the member States of the European Union implement EDC in their
curricula.907
Again, it is noteworthy that most conventional education indicator systems give
insufficient if any attention to these key learning issues. When they do acknowledge these
issues, the indicators tend to focus almost exclusively on formal schooling curricula and
neglect both social outcomes and many of the key social learning mechanisms through
which such important knowledge, skills, and values are transmitted. Because the
European EDC Project does have this broad perspective, and because it does relate
learning outcomes directly to social outcomes, it forms a potentially suitable guide and
framework for educated populace civic literacy assessments, and for Statistics Canada’s
own future data collection efforts and attempt to identify appropriate civic descriptors.
Unfortunately, time and resources did not permit an in-depth review of the EDC here. But
we have noted the main themes of the EDC project as highly relevant and important for
our own effort to develop credible indicators of civic literacy and worthy of further
exploration. These EDC themes include: core competencies for democratic citizenship—
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values; the role of the media and information
technologies; civic participation or engagement; lifelong learning for active citizenship;
and citizenship education in the school context. We will look briefly at these interrelated
themes below and explore possibilities for suitable indicators of civic literacy based on
these themes.
24.1.2 Civic Health Index (United States)
In September 2006, the U.S. National Conference on Citizenship, a nonprofit
organization chartered by the U.S. Congress, released the first Civic Health Index in the
United States in order to promote public deliberation about civic health and to examine
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ways for its improvement.908 The survey is nationally representative of the population as
a whole, uses existing data from 1975 to 2004 (with information from 2005 where
available), and is intended to be released annually. Data were drawn from the following
U.S. instruments: The General Social Survey produced by the National Opinion Research
Center (NORC); the American National Election Studies; the DDB (Doyle, Dane,
Bernbach) Life Style Survey; the Census Current Population Survey; the International
Revenue Service data on philanthropic contributions; and the National Assessment of
Educational Progress.
The Civic Health Index includes 40 indicators in nine equally-weighted categories:
connecting to civic and religious groups, trusting other people, connecting to others
through family and friends, giving and volunteering, staying informed, understanding
civics and politics, participating in politics, trusting and feeling connected to major
institutions, and expressing political views. The Civic Health Index provides breakdowns
by age, levels of educational attainment, race and ethnicity, and state.
Although all of the categories are of course important to civic health, at least four of the
categories—staying informed, understanding civics and politics, participating in politics,
and expressing political views—are especially important to knowledge aspects of civic
literacy.
• Staying informed—This category of the U.S. Civic Health Index uses two
indicators: newspaper reading, and following government and public affairs. It
combines two indicators to obtain a reasonably reliable estimate of newspaper
readership in the U.S.: those who read the newspaper every day are combined with
those who say they read a daily newspaper twice or more in the past week. This
cluster of data is added together before being included in the index as a single
indicator. The index intends to include “reading blogs” as part of its newspaper
reading indicator in the next release, with the index report noting that reading
newspapers online should be captured in the present category.
The “staying informed” category also includes a question from the National
Election Survey that asks if the respondent follows government and public affairs
most of the time, some of the time, only now and then, or hardly at all. The index
counts those who say “most of the time” as an indicator of “staying informed,”
which in turn contributes to the composite Civic Health Index.
• Understanding civics and politics—This category uses four indicators: people’s
belief that they can understand government; awareness of the ideological
differences between the major political parties (the ability to place the political
parties on an ideological spectrum, based on questions like “Which major party is
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more conservative?”); basic knowledge (“knowledge of the names of candidates for
U.S. House of Representatives who ran in the November election from the
respondent’s district”); and the National Assessment of Educational Progress 12th
Grade Scores in History (1994, 2001) and Civics (1988, 1998).
However, the Civic Health Index report notes that the first two of these indicators,
although they “typically predict political participation,” are not reliable: “This is a
component of America’s Civic Index in need of reliable and regular measures.”909
In particular, the report believes that “people’s belief that they can understand
government” may reflect increased confidence rather than increased civic
understanding, and “the ability to place the political parties on an ideological
spectrum” may reflect increased political polarization rather than a rise in civic
knowledge more generally.
• Participating in politics—This category uses five indicators: voted in presidential
years and voted in ‘off-years’; attended political meeting; made a political
donation; and been contacted about a campaign. The index uses two indicators for
voting since “far more” people vote every four years in the presidential election
than they do in local elections. Although the report doesn’t explain the rationale, in
the voting category it includes all adult residents in the calculation, including noncitizens and felons, who are not eligible to vote. “Attended a political meeting” also
includes “rallies, speeches, fund raising dinners, or things like that in support of a
particular candidate.” “Made a political donation” includes giving any money to an
individual candidate or to a political party organization. “Been contacted about a
campaign” includes whether or not anyone contacted them about registering to vote
or “getting out to vote.”
• Expressing political views—The report states: “Persuading other people about
elections is an indicator of political deliberation.” This category incorporates four
indicators: having written a letter to an editor of a magazine or newspaper within
the last 12 months; having given a speech in the last 12 months; having persuaded
others about an election; and having displayed a button, sticker, or yard sign
during a campaign.910
Methodological considerations noted in the index report include the following:
For any year, the score for a given variable is the percentage-point change in that
variable compared to its baseline year, which was when it was first measured in
available surveys. This method allows us to add new variables when data become
available. For example, reading blogs was first measured in 2005. We can now
include changes in blog-reading compared to the 2005 baseline.
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When an indicator is missing in a given year after it has been introduced, we use a
straight line between the available data points to calculate the trend. For example,
the American National Election Studies are conducted in presidential and midterm elections years, not in odd years. The General Social Survey was conducted
annually from 1972–1994, except in 1979, 1984, and 1992, and has been
conducted biennially thereafter.911
In terms of results, the composite U.S. Civic Health Index documents “steep declines”
over the past 30 years, with each of the 40 indicators having declined by an average of
seven percentage points:
Each percentage point drop is a substantial change. For example, if the proportion
of the population that gives a particular answer falls from 28% to 21%, that is a
drop of seven percentage points (typical of our index components), but it
represents a decline of one quarter.912
In particular, the results show a very significant divide between those with different
levels of educational attainment—individuals with university degrees score 9–17
percentage points higher in “civic health” than those with no university experience.
The index shows little change in trends in political knowledge over the past three
decades, although the report suggests that “there is a paucity of good information about
Americans’ political knowledge, and recommends that “this is an area of the Civic Health
Index that could be significantly improved by more regular measurement.”913
Although no comparable composite index of civic health is available for Canada, and, as
noted, Statistics Canada is still searching for suitable “civic descriptors,” we can
speculate that the dramatic decline in civic health documented by the U.S. Civic Health
Index may well be paralleled in Canada. As well, the “paucity of good information”
about political knowledge noted in the U.S. Civic Health Index report is certainly true for
Canada.
Because of the vital significance of this area for wellbeing, as noted in the opening
paragraphs and pages of this chapter, both a more thorough and regular measurement of
the civic health of Canadians, as well as improved and consistent data collection on
Canadians’ political knowledge could be important for use as a civic literacy indicator in
educated populace assessments in Canada.
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24.1.3 The International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement
(IEA)—IEA Civic Education Study
Between 1996–2000, the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA), which is an international consortium of educational research
organizations in almost 60 countries, conducted “the largest and most rigorous study of
civic education ever conducted internationally.”914 David Campbell, in a recent paper
presented to an Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development symposium,
suggests that the “IEA Civic Education Study is the most comprehensive source of data
on the civic education received by adolescents.”915
The IEA Civic Education Study was designed to assess the three key dimensions of
citizenship, including (for both 14- and 16–19 year olds): “Democracy, Democratic
Institutions and Citizenship,” “National Identity and International Relations,” and “Social
Cohesion and Diversity.” The first dimension measures understanding of general
principles and practices of democracy in its national context; the second dimension
focuses primarily on the extent to which the students have a sense of national identity or
national loyalty; and the third dimension addresses what the students have learned about
issues of social cohesion and diversity. In addition, for the older age group (16–19 year
olds), an economics literacy scale was added. Within the core dimensions, five types of
items were developed for measurement: student knowledge of content; civic skills
(understanding a short political article and a political cartoon); knowledge of concepts of
democracy, citizenship, and government; attitudes toward civic issues; and expected
political participation. Additional questions assessed various background variables, and
the state of citizenship education in schools.916
According to Judith Torney-Purta, professor of human development at the University of
Maryland at College Park, and Chair of the International Steering Committee for the IEA
Civic Education Study, et al.:
Broadly speaking, the overall goal of the study was to identify and examine in a
comparative framework the ways in which young people are prepared for their
roles as citizens in democracies. An underlying assumption was that civic
education is complex and involves a variety of cognitive, conceptual, and
attitudinal strands, each of which is important and can be evaluated. The findings
supported that assumption and provided a portrait of adolescents’ civic
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development.917
A framework of the study, which was developed through an international consensus
process, is shown in Figure 14 below. It illustrates the multidimensional aspects that
comprise the concept of civic literacy. In this framework, civic literacy is not limited to
the assessment of civic knowledge and skills. It also gives equal importance to measures
of student attitudes and experiences, civic education, socio-economic determinants,
sources of civic information, and civic engagement.
Figure 14. A framework for the study of citizenship socialization and political
learning

Political factors:
regime characteristics,
rules of the game,
political leaders,

laws
Socio-economic
factors:
community type,
cultural values,
traditions,
social institutions

Citizenship profiles:
sense of citizenship
civic orientations
Socialization
agencies and
processes:
school,
family,
peer groups,
media,
social
movements

Individual
characteristics:
psychological
dispositions,
group identity,
values,
partisan orientations

Citizen
behaviour:
civic
behaviour,
political
participation

Source: Adapted from Torney-Purta, J., R. Lehmann, H. Oswald, and W. Schulz. Citizenship and Education in TwentyEight Countries: Civic Knowledge and Engagement at Age Fourteen, Amsterdam: International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA), 2001.

This important, cross-national civic education study took place in two phases. The first
phase, 1996–1997, included Canada in the 24 countries that conducted national case
studies designed to look at concepts of citizenship, and programs and goals of citizenship
education for 14 year-olds. This was mainly a conceptual, qualitative study that was used
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to prepare for the second phase, including the design of the questionnaires.918 The
Canadian results from phase one reported that, although education for democratic
citizenship was a high priority in Canada in terms of rhetoric, in practice this priority was
low in terms of allocating resources or mandating programs.919
Unfortunately, Canada decided not to participate in the second phase. In a personal
correspondence with the authors of this literature review, Alan Sears stated that the
reasons for non-participation were complex, but basically the CMEC needed a
commitment from all of the provinces in order to continue participation in the IEA study,
and Quebec was not interested in participating. Therefore, the CMEC withdrew Canada
from the second phase.920 This presents a missed opportunity, since the study produced a
wealth of comparative cross-national data that could have been very useful to Canadians
and provided key data on civic literacy.
In 1999, the second phase of the IEA project sampled 2000–3000 students per country in
28 countries on their knowledge, attitudes, and values in relation to citizenship.921
Fourteen-year-old students were given questionnaires that included a cognitive test as
well as student background and attitude questions. The study also surveyed teachers of
civic-related subjects and school principals. In 2000, 16 countries further conducted the
survey with students between the ages of 16–19. In this survey, an additional and more
difficult cognitive test, which included economic questions, was given.
As Torney-Purta, et al. explain, a priority of the IEA study was:
… to build a keyable test that was strong psychometrically and represented
content that participating countries thought important. Over a two-year period, 38
multiple choice items measuring knowledge and skills (for 14-year-olds tested in
30 countries) and 42 items for an upper secondary population (tested in ten
countries) were chosen from a pool of 140 items matched to the expectations for
learning about democratic principles and issues cross-nationally. For both age
groups there are also measures of students’ concepts of democracy and
citizenship, and scales assessing attitudes that do not have correct answers.
Perhaps most importantly, items measuring political engagement and reported
behaviors—actions and community service, which the adolescent could
918
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perform—were included. Students were asked to which organizations they
belonged and what political actions they expected to undertake as adults. Finally,
the study examines the influences of both fact-based instruction and the climate
for expressing opinions in the classroom, as well as opportunities for participation
in student government and in other organizations. In addition, it takes account of
out-of-school influences such as the family or the media, which may either
reinforce or compete with what is presented in school.922
A sample student multiple-choice questionnaire that was used in the IEA study is
included in Appendix 25. The civic knowledge scale for 14 year olds includes 25 items in
the civic content subscale, and 13 items in the civic skills subscale. The civic knowledge
scale for 16–19 year olds includes 9 of the same items as the scale for younger students,
and 10 additional questions. Appendix 25 also includes the complete list of attitudinal
scales for both age groups. The questions are included in the Appendix both in the hope
that Canada will belatedly administer the questionnaire in this country in order to provide
important comparative data that could then be used to populate the civic literacy
indicators of an educated populace assessment, as well as for their potential interest to
Bhutanese educators.
Figure 15 below shows a summary of the results of the civic knowledge scale, which
includes content knowledge and skills, for the 28 countries that tested 14 year old
students, 13 countries that tested both 14 year olds and 16–19 year olds, and one country
(Israel) that only tested 16–19 year olds.923 An additional two countries (Germany and
Hong Kong, the latter of which is treated as a separate country for the purposes of the
IEA study) surveyed both age groups but are not represented because of problems with
the data. Since the economic literacy scores were not included in the comparisons, the
two age groups can be directly compared. According to Amadeo, Torney-Purta, et al.,
generally the results showed a fairly good civic knowledge in both age groups. As
expected, civic knowledge was more developed among the older group of students than
among the younger group.
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Figure 15. Mean score of the civic knowledge achievement scale (content knowledge
and interpretative skills) of 14-year old and 16- to 19-year old students on the IEA
Civic Education Study, by nation, 1999–2000

Note: The scale was normed to have a mean of 100.
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Source: Adapted from Torney-Purta, J., R. Lehmann, H. Oswald, and W. Schulz. Citizenship and
Education in Twenty-Eight Countries: Civic Knowledge and Engagement at Age Fourteen, Amsterdam:
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA), 2001.

It is beyond the scope of this literature review to present the full results of the IEA Civic
Education Study, particularly since Canada did not participate in the 1999–2000 survey,
and therefore there are no Canadian results. However, some of the empirical results on
those variables that predict high or low civic knowledge are important for the purposes of
this review, since these are highly likely to hold true for Canada.
Jo-Ann Amadeo, et al. conducted a multivariate regression analysis to explain variance in
civic knowledge and civic engagement.924 Civic knowledge and engagement (captured as
an intention to vote) were linked to explanatory factors that grouped into four main
blocks of predictors:
•
•
•
•

Background factors—gender, home literacy resources, educational level of the
parents, and family size
School factors—open classroom climate for discussion, participation in school
council, having learned about the importance of voting, expectation of further
education
Mass media exposure—frequency of watching television news, how often they
read newspaper articles about what was happening in their own country
Students’ activities out of school—evenings spent outside of home, political
interest925

According to Amadeo, et al., the researchers found:
•

•

There was a strong positive relationship between number of books at home—
considered as a proxy for the emphasis placed on education as well as for the
academic support in the family—and the students’ civic knowledge outcomes.
This variable was measured by students’ reports on the number of books at home.
It was coded 1 for fewer than 11 books at home, 2 for about one shelf (11 to 50
books), 3 for about one bookcase full (51 to 100 books), 4 for about two
bookcases (101 to 200 books), and 5 for three or more bookcases (more than 200
books). In fact, having home literary resources was the most important predictor
of civic knowledge for upper secondary students and the second most important
predictor of civic knowledge in the 14-year-old study.926
The most powerful predictor of civic knowledge at the 14-year-old level was
student reports on their estimated years of further education, which indicates the
individual’s aspirations and parental influences as well as the type of school or
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•
•
•
•
•
•

track the student was in. This variable was the second most important predictor of
civic knowledge in the older group of students.
The third strongest effect on students’ civic knowledge outcomes was the
educational level of the parents, and the researchers found a significant difference
between students from more and less educated families.
Gender, which was not a significant factor among 14-year-olds, was an important
predictor of civic knowledge among the upper secondary students, with female
students scoring significantly lower than males in the civic knowledge test.927
Another factor that had a large, positive effect on both age groups was having a
classroom climate that encouraged freedom of expression and was open for
discussion, which is an indication of the learning condition at school.
For the older students, frequency of reading news in the newspaper was found to
have a significant positive relationship to civic knowledge (this was not measured
for the younger group).
However, for both groups, the effect of exposure to television news on civic
knowledge was insignificant, although it did have a positive effect on the
expectations to vote.
Finally, political interest was also significantly related to knowledge in both age
groups, but the level of political interest was found to be only moderate in both
age groups in most countries.928 [Emphasis removed.]

Socioeconomic status of the students’ family is also an extremely important determining
variable. Here home literacy resources and the educational level of the parents are used as
proxies for socioeconomic status. Amadeo, et al. note the rationale for this choice: “In
this model, we added to home literacy resources the educational level of parents as
proxies for socioeconomic status and cultural resources, thereby allowing us to examine
more explicitly the influence of the home.”929
Over eighty percent of both older and younger students indicated an intention to vote,
although—not surprisingly—the percentage of students intending to vote was higher in
the older age group. The three strongest variables among the upper secondary students,
which almost equally predicted voting intention, were participation in school council,
having learned about voting, and civic knowledge. Of course, what students intend to do
and what they actually do after their schooling is completed may be very different, as
reflected in low and declining voter turnout in most countries.
In terms of other areas of engagement, Torney-Purta notes that four out of five students
in all countries:
… responded that they do not plan on engaging in conventional political activities
such as joining a political party, running for office, or writing a letter to a
newspaper about a social or political concern. They were willing, however, to
927
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engage in other forms of civic engagement, such as collecting money for a social
cause or participating in a non-violent protest march. They thought it is important
for adult citizens to participate in groups benefiting the community and preserving
the environment.930
However, fewer than 20% of the older students reported actual participation in an
environmental organization.931 Among the upper level students, when asked how
important it is for an adult who is a good citizen to take part in activities to protect the
environment, 5% of the students responded that it was not important, 17% said it was
somewhat unimportant, 46% said it was important, and 32% said it was very
important.932
The next IEA International Civic and Citizenship Education Study (ICCS) is scheduled
for 2009,933 and it is hoped that Canada will participate in this study.
24.1.4 The Canadian Democratic Audit
The Centre for Canadian Studies at Mount Allison University recently launched a major
research project, the Canadian Democratic Audit, partially based on similar projects
undertaken in Sweden and the U.K.934 As a response to growing public dissatisfaction
with governmental activities, as evidenced in public opinion polls and declining voter
participation, the audit brought together a team of top political scientists to examine the
state of democracy in Canada.
In 2004–2005, the audit released a series of volumes, published by the University of
British Columbia Press, which look at particular aspects of democracy, using indicators
of public participation, inclusiveness, and government responsiveness to public views as
guiding principles.935 One volume, titled Citizens, called “the first comprehensive
assessment of citizen engagement in Canada,” 936 uses sources mainly from the Canadian
Election Study and Elections Canada, the National Survey on Giving, Volunteering, and
Participating from Statistics Canada, and various surveys from the Canadian Opinion
Research Archives (CORA) at Queens’ University. A second volume, Advocacy Groups,
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examines who participates in advocacy groups; what kinds of groups are active on
different aspects of the public agenda; and the influence of lobby groups on governments
in Canada.937 The Canadian Democratic Audit Citizens volume in particular provides a
major source of information on civic literacy.
The main data source for the Canadian Democratic Audit is the Canadian Election Study
(CES), conducted in partnership with Elections Canada, since it is one of the most
consistent surveys of political knowledge conducted in Canada.938 Paul Howe, of the
University of New Brunswick, who researches political knowledge and its effects on
voter turnout, believes that the CES is “the only [Canadian study] on which a reasonable
selection of knowledge-based items appear.”939 We discuss the CES in more detail below
in section 24.2.2 on public political knowledge data in Canada.
24.1.5 Citizenship profiles of students: three dimensions of citizenship (identity,
diversity, and participation)
Michel Pagé and Marie-Hélène Chastenay of the University of Montreal have done
extensive research on citizenship in Canada, with most of their work published in
French.940 In one study that is particularly relevant to development of civic literacy, they
compare citizenship profiles of students, ages 18–20, in universities in three provinces
including New Brunswick (N = 515), Quebec (N = 1195), and Alberta (N = 823).941
Although other Canadian research initiatives are referenced throughout this chapter of the
literature review, the Pagé and Chastenay work is singled out here since it uses a
generally agreed upon typology, which includes identity, diversity, and participation.942
In particular, the dimensions for comparison they use are based on social identities,
agreement with equality norms or attitudes, and actual or intended civic participation,
each of which, in turn, is composed of factors identified through statistical analysis.
The social identity dimension consists of two factors:
1. civic identity
2. self-defined cultural (group) identity and attitude towards linguistic diversity
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The equalitarian / diversity dimension includes four factors:
1. the inclusion of cultural diversity in the perception of the province’s collective
identity
2. the attractiveness of relations with people different from oneself (general
unspecified difference)
3. the attitude towards reasonable accommodations [with people of different cultural
backgrounds]
4. the attitude towards the presence of persons of diverse cultural identities in the
public sphere (cultural difference)
The participation dimension consists of four factors:
1. Current participation is measured through actual political or civic participation
behaviours, both inside and outside of the place of study, in the 12 months prior to
filling in the questionnaire.
2. Future participation measures the declared intention of investing one’s time and
energy in political and community activities, opinion and interest groups, and
charity work in the coming years.
3. Trust in political figures measures the extent to which respondents believe that
serving the public interest is the main concern of elected officials.
4. Efficiency of participation measures respondents’ estimation of the degree to
which citizen investment in participation can effectively contribute to obtaining
the results they seek or desire.943
Pagé and Chastenay are concerned with comparing the different forms of citizenship
present in each provincial sample. Although they found differences—for example, only
Quebec students distinguished both provincial and Canadian identities, while students
from the other two provinces related more to a Canadian identity than a provincial one—
the authors suggest that the overall pattern of response on all three dimensions of
citizenship (identity, diversity, and participation) is otherwise quite similar across the
three provinces. Although all of the dimensions Pagé and Chastenay measure are
important for civic literacy, as previously noted, the identity and diversity aspects will be
addressed in the multicultural literacy section of this literature review. In this chapter, we
concentrate on the knowledge and participation aspects, which Schugurensky calls
“enlightenment” and “engagement.”944
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24.2 Competencies for democratic citizenship—political
knowledge
Skills, attitudes, and values necessary for democratic citizenship, which have been
identified by analysts as including critical thinking, compassion, tolerance, and concern
for the public good, are discussed elsewhere in this literature review. Here we therefore
focus more specifically on the political or civic knowledge aspect of civic literacy.
24.2.1 Political knowledge issues in civic literacy assessments
Competency in political knowledge has been a subject for considerable debate, and
deciding competence levels—or what degree and type of civic and political knowledge
are needed to be a competent citizen—is controversial and normative.945 According to
James Kuklinski and Paul Quirk, the book What Americans Know about Politics and Why
it Matters, written by Delli Carpini and Keeter, constitutes one of the most
comprehensive studies on political knowledge to date.946 In a related and more recent
study, Delli Carpini reviews the research literature on political knowledge and suggests
that democracy functions as a combination of government by “experts,” an attentive
public, the use of heuristics, and collective awareness.947 He describes heuristics here as
the information shortcuts used by citizens (e.g., associating labels such as liberal or
conservative with certain issues, or accepting the opinions of more informed and trusted
people), and he notes that collective awareness refers to the whole of citizen knowledge
which is greater than the sum of its individual parts.948 Other analysts see emotion or
affect, rather than knowledge, as driving public attitudes.949 General debate on civic
literacy concerns the relative importance of each of these factors.
However, Galston notes that despite this debate and the claims of some researchers that
people make use of heuristics, or shortcuts, for their political knowledge needs and
therefore do not need to actually know much, there are in fact signs of an emerging
consensus on what people need to know to be effective democratic citizens. Galston
concludes: “Competent democratic citizens need not be policy experts, but there is a level
945
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of basic knowledge below which the ability to make a full range of reasoned civic
judgments is impaired.”950
The U.S. uses four achievement levels to track political knowledge among school age
students in its National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) Civics
Assessment.951 These achievement levels, which Galston notes have been challenged as
“not grounded in evidence linking them to specific acts and skills of citizens,” are: below
basic, which means little or no demonstrated knowledge of the subject; basic, which
indicates partial mastery; proficient, which represents a standard of adequate knowledge;
and advanced. These standards are based on absolute thresholds, rather than percentiles.
Galston notes that, despite the growing emphasis on improving civic literacy in the U.S.,
assessments of 12th grade students in 1988 and 1998 found that the percentage of correct
answers on the Civics Assessment showed no significant change.952 Only one quarter of
all students in the U.S. meet or exceed the proficiency level.
Absolute levels have not been established on a national level in Canada, so no similar
assessment is possible for this country. Because the U.S. Civics Assessment is, of course,
based on a different political system, its usefulness to both Canada and Bhutan as a
potential comparative tool is limited. In order to assess absolute achievement levels in
Canada and Bhutan, very different assessment tools appropriate to each governmental
system would have to be designed. However, it does provide an interesting standard.
Kuklinski and Quirk note that when absolute levels or standards have not been
established, generally an unspoken standard is used—the adequate level is the actual level
of those who do “best.”953 Arthur Lupia, of the University of Michigan, notes, however,
that more knowledge is not always better, since “more information can lead people to
make incompetent choices or it can have no affect on their choices.”954 Rather, Lupia
argues that “the value of the information is contingent on what people […] do with it.”955
He also argues that one criterion of the value of information is: “Any piece of information
that induces the actor to choose the alternative that leads to the desired outcome is more
valuable than information that lacks such attributes.”956 Delli Carpini and Keeter
disagree, however, and argue that “more information is better than less information,” and
“how informed citizenry is and who is informed become important considerations in
understanding the civic competence of the general public.”957
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Delli Carpini and Keeter, according to Galston, “offer a wealth of evidence that political
knowledge fosters citizens’ ‘enlightened self-interest,’” by which they mean “the ability
to connect personal / group interests with specific public issues and to connect those
issues with candidates who are more likely to share their views and promote their
interests.”958 In other words, low-income people whose interest is to reduce poverty rates
and income inequality would favour political interests and representatives that act toward
this end, and therefore would not vote for politicians whose policies would increase
poverty and income inequality. The ability to distinguish such policy differences and to
make informed political choices in line with one’s interests requires adequate political
knowledge.
Similarly, Lupia defines a competent choice as one that is the same choice a respondent
would make if she had the most accurate available information about its consequences:
“Would she make the same decision if more informed about the consequences of her
actions? If yes, then her choice is competent.”959 Therefore, Lupia considers that simple
measures of voter turnout do not imply anything about whether or not the vote was a
competent one.
John Myers of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto,
is highly skeptical of citizenship quizzes, although he does acknowledge the need for
basic citizenship knowledge:
It is certainly reasonable to expect that everyone should have a basic knowledge
of the country in which she is, or desires to be, a citizen. For example, any
Canadian citizen should have sufficient knowledge ‘on tap’ to pass the
Citizenship Exam taken by landed immigrants. But this tells us absolutely nothing
about a person’s capacity to be a good citizen […].
[M]ultiple choice tests and quizzes focus on what is easy to measure and prevent
us from exploring the uncharted territory of the complex: thinking flexibly and
critically, working with others, showing initiative, identifying problems, weighing
alternatives, making reasoned informed judgements, and knowing how to act
ethically and responsibly […].
Citizenship quizzes may tell you something about the breadth of knowledge a
person may have but not about a person’s deep and thoughtful understandings or
their ability and willingness to apply what they know and can do towards making
reasoned informed judgements about citizenship issues.960
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Delli Carpini references critics who claim that the public might base an opinion on
factual information that they know but can no longer recall. According to Delli Carpini,
these critics suggest: “At best, tests of factual knowledge are indicators of one’s
cognitive processing ability, rather than substantively important pieces of information
that are called up for active use in forming and expressing political opinions.”961 Others
disagree. Political scientist Philip Converse, who has studied the relationship between
political knowledge and voting behaviour for many years, argues:
The conventional complaint about measures of political information is that
knowledge of minor facts, such as the length of terms of US senators, cannot
address what voters actually need to vote properly. This is a tiresome canard.
Information measures must be carefully constructed and multi-item, but it does
not take much imagination to realize that differences in knowledge of several such
‘minor’ facts are diagnostic of more profound differences in the amount and
accuracy of contextual information voters bring to their judgements.962
Norbert Schwartz and Howard Schuman, however, note methodological problems with
using political interest questions to indicate political knowledge.963 They report survey
research in the U.S. that asked how much the respondent follows what is going on in
government and public affairs. This question was either preceded or followed by difficult
political knowledge questions, with buffer items in between. When the interest question
was asked first, 75.9% of the respondents said they followed politics most or some of the
time. When the difficult knowledge questions were asked before the interest question,
only 57.4% of the respondents reported that they followed politics most or some of the
time.964
Mondak and Davis have also researched survey protocols, and argue that the
encouragement to use “don’t know” (DK) answers on the surveys “violate[s] established
norms in psychometric research on educational testing.”965 In other words, “Questions
designed to measure political knowledge elicit high ‘don’t know’ rates, and many of
these DKs mask substantive understanding.”966 They have found that in surveys that do
not encourage or use the “don’t know” response, the “knowledge levels are at least 10 to
15% higher, and variance about 10 to 15% lower, than usually reported in empirical
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research.”967 Therefore, they argue that political knowledge levels may not be as low as
surveys report. The authors, who discuss the pros and cons of both approaches, argue:
For decades, researchers in educational testing have agreed that DKs should be
discouraged, not encouraged, on tests of factual knowledge. The logic motivating
this advice is that when DKs are encouraged, knowledge batteries systematically
tap two distinct constructs: knowledge and propensity to guess. The propensity to
guess varies as a function of respondents’ personality traits. Consequently, when
DKs are encouraged, the resulting ‘knowledge’ data may be contaminated […].
Today, there is overwhelming agreement that DKs should be discouraged.
Researchers have found that efforts to encourage DKs invite variance in
knowledge scores driven by respondents’ levels of self-confidence, propensity to
take risks, and competitiveness […]. DKs decrease, and thus correct answers
increase, for respondents with the highest levels of self-confidence and propensity
to take risks.968
Mondak and Davis give an example of two people who have the same knowledge level
and are 90% sure of the answer to a question. However, one may feel confident in
guessing and, if he or she has guessed correctly, will receive credit for the correct
response. The other respondent, who does not feel confident in guessing and who has
been encouraged to use the DK response, will get no credit if he or she responds with
“don’t know.” In their research, the authors have found that people often do know a
correct answer, but, on second thought, are not sure. Therefore, the knowledge level, they
argue, is “systematically understated for some test-takers when DKs are encouraged.”969
The argument that people are more informed on issues of interest to them than on issues
not interesting to them is not supported by evidence in the research literature.970 In fact,
according to Delli Carpini, the evidence shows that people who are more informed in one
area of politics (such as foreign affairs) are more likely to be informed in other areas of
politics (such as domestic policies and political processes.)971 An exception to this is that
women and blacks know more about gender and race issues, respectively, than they do
about other issues. Delli Carpini’s review of the research literature found that more
informed citizens are more likely to be interested in and follow politics, and to participate
in politics by voting, working for a political party, or attending community meetings.972
Educators, politicians, researchers, and the public generally agree, however, that political
knowledge or “civic literacy,” as well as the amount and quality of information available
to citizens, is important for all of the activities Delli Carpini mentions, as well as heuristic
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and affect-driven responses, which also require a level of political knowledge.973
Educational attainment and motivation, or interest, are strong predictors of political
knowledge, but opportunity to learn and the availability of adequate political information
are also important. Delli Carpini suggests that, in fact:
The relationship between the availability of information and citizen knowledge
levels is so strong in certain situations that the nature of the information
environment is the most important predictor of knowledge, surpassing education
and interest.974
Milner also found that in societies with high levels of civic literacy, such as the Nordic
countries, policies that contributed to an informed media, to adult and civic education,
and to institutions that contribute to knowledge dissemination, increase civic literacy.975
For example, Norway, Finland, and Sweden subsidize independent daily newspapers and
public television that are not leaders in the marketplace, and these countries encourage
adult informal education through sponsoring study circles that contribute to civic
literacy.976 Not surprisingly, the Nordic countries scored very highly on the IEA crosscountry civic literacy assessment noted above.
By contrast to the Nordic countries, public opinion polls taken in the U.S. since the 1930s
show consistently low levels of political knowledge among the public.977 Data from
Canada, which we discuss below, are more limited, but results are similar to those in the
U.S. In the U.S., for example, most of the public knew that the first George Bush hated
broccoli, but they didn’t know important information in the three key policy areas:
institutions and how the political process works; current issues and social conditions; and
key political actors and groups.978
In another U.S. study, conducted by the Princeton Working Group on Inequality, using
National Election Studies data, Bartels notes the disconnection between group interest
and behaviour when individuals supported massive tax cuts that primarily benefitted the
wealthy and yet “failed to connect inequality and public policy.979 Three out of four
survey respondents said that the difference in incomes between rich people and poor
people had increased in the past 20 years, which they thought was a bad thing. As well,
most of these people wanted the government to spend more money on a variety of social
programs. Yet most of those people supported the tax cut. Bartels concludes:
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Support for the Bush tax cuts was strongly shaped by people’s attitudes about
their own tax burdens, but virtually unaffected by their attitudes about the tax
burden of the rich—even in the case of the estate tax, which only affects the
wealthiest one or two percent of taxpayers. Public opinion in this instance was ill
informed, insensitive to some of the most important implications of the tax cuts,
and largely disconnected from (or misconnected to) a variety of relevant values
and material interests.980
Furthermore, Delli Carpini reviewed over 2,000 survey questions of political knowledge
in the United States over the past 50 years and the corresponding results, and found that
levels of knowledge have remained about the same despite the massive expansion of
media and electronic penetration during this period, with the average score of correct
answers remaining approximately 50%.981 This suggests that the public might be underinformed rather that uninformed, but also indicates that the increased quantities of
information available over time, through the Internet and other sources, have not
increased public political knowledge.
Delli Carpini also points out that these aggregate scores mask socioeconomic patterns
that show substantial gaps in knowledge between demographic groups. Generally men,
whites, those with higher incomes, and older people are consistently more politically
informed than women, blacks, those with low incomes, and youth. This gap persists even
when characteristics such as occupation or education attainment levels are taken into
account.982
In a recent paper, Thomas and Young of the University of Calgary discuss their research
on age, gender, and political disengagement in Canada.983 Using data from the 1984,
1997, 2000, and 2004 Canada Election Studies, they found:
… that young Canadian women are less engaged with and participate at lower
rates in the formal political process than do either their male peers or older
Canadian women. We find that once it is unpacked, the political disengagement of
young Canadians is in fact a gendered phenomenon, produced in large part by
young women’s lack of interest in and knowledge about formal politics. Probing
the patterns of disengagement more deeply, we conclude that socialization and the
acquisition of political knowledge play a particularly important role in cueing
political engagement for young women. Our findings suggest that childhood
exposure to politics is a more important trigger for political engagement among
women. The youngest cohort of voting age Canadians has had less exposure to
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political socialization than prior generations. This has had a disproportionately
larger negative impact on young women than young men.984
Thomas and Young also found that education could not explain the gender differences
since, within any educational level or occupational category, women are less likely to be
interested in and knowledgeable about politics than men, and that women with postsecondary education were no better informed about politics than male high school
dropouts.985 Also, gender gaps were present whether the women were employed outside
the home or not, were married or single, had children or not, and were members of social
organizations or not.
General explanations for the gender gap have focused on access to relevant resources
(income and education), patterns of socialization (influence of cues within the home,
especially levels of the mother’s political interest), and access to networks and social
capital.986 As noted above, Thomas and Young found socialization to have the most
significant effect, especially on political interest, for women, but not for men, whose level
of political knowledge and interest is more affected by university education and networks
than women. They also note that the types of organizations and networks that men and
women belong to are different. Men’s networks are often more connected with business
and politics, while women’s networks are often community groups engaged in social
activities.987
Joel Westheimer, university research chair in Democracy and Education at the University
of Ottawa, and his colleagues have identified three types of engaged citizens, which
points to the fact that goals for citizenship can emphasize different levels and types of
knowledge and engagement.988 These types are: the personally responsible citizen, the
participatory citizen, and the social justice oriented citizen.
•

•

The personally responsible citizen is one who volunteers time and / or contributes
money for social causes, votes, works and pays taxes, obeys laws, and acts
responsibly in his / her community through activities such as recycling and giving
blood. “Both those in the character education movement and those who advocate
community service requirements would emphasize this vision of good
citizenship.”989
The participatory citizen actively participates in civic affairs at the community,
provincial, and national levels. For example, this citizen would be involved in
organizing “community efforts to care for those in need, promote economic
development, or clean up the environment.” Educational programs supporting this
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•

type of citizen “focus on teaching students about how government and other
institutions work and about the importance of planning and participating in
organized efforts to care for those in need, for example.”990
The social justice-oriented citizen is one who critically assesses social, political,
and economic structures, and explores the root causes of problems and strategies
for change. This citizen “seeks out and addresses areas of injustice,” and “knows
about democratic social movements and how to effect systemic change.” “These
[educational] programs are less likely to emphasize the need for charity and
volunteerism as ends in themselves and are more likely to teach about social
movements and how to effect systemic change.”991

Westheimer remarks: “If participatory citizens are organizing the food drive and
individually responsible citizens are donating food, the justice-oriented citizens are
asking why people are hungry and acting on what they discover.”992 He notes that,
although these areas of citizenship overlap, in practice they are treated as separate. For
example: “Students working in a soup kitchen or a homeless shelter might provide
important direct services for individuals in need, but might do little to affect social
policies that might diminish the need for these services.”993 Westheimer relates a personal
incident when, at a community event, the director of a shelter proudly announced that it
was now serving three times as many meals as it did the previous year. When a reporter
asked whether this was good news or bad news, the director “seemed mystified by the
question.”994
Westheimer argues that it is important to distinguish these goals when asking whether
citizens are competent: “There is little evidence from studies of actual programs
suggesting that the pursuit of one set of goals necessarily furthers another.”995 Further, he
argues that although being a personally responsible citizen is a worthy goal, this goal is
not limited to democratic governments, as it is likely to be pursued by government
leaders in totalitarian regimes as well: “Chinese leader, Hu Jintao, would be as pleased as
Canadian Prime Minister Martin were all citizens personally responsible.”996 Although
Westheimer notes that he is not advocating a particular approach, he does find “a strict
focus on volunteering, charity, and character education troubling when not also
accompanied by deeper questioning and critical analysis.”997
This analysis suggests that if a key goal of civic literacy is to produce social-justice
oriented citizens, then indicators of volunteerism, voting, organizational skill levels, and
minimal political knowledge are insufficient to measure genuine civic literacy in the
population. Following Westheimer’s analysis, true civic literacy indicators would need to
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assess students’ and citizens’ capacity for “deeper questioning and critical analysis.”
However, at this point, there are no Canadian data available to populate potential
indicators of social-justice oriented citizenship.
24.2.2 Public political knowledge data in Canada
There is a lack of quality data for civic literacy in Canada, particularly in light of
Canada’s unfortunate decision not to participate in the second phase of the cross-national
IEA Civic Education Study. Numerous ad hoc surveys asking political knowledge
questions have been conducted, but the questions are rarely comparable, and the surveys
are not repeated on a consistent basis. Milner gives examples of results from some of
these surveys. For instance, a 1997 survey reported in the Globe and Mail asked
questions similar to the 20 questions given to immigrants on the citizenship test. Fortyfive per cent of the respondents failed to answer at least 12 of the 20 questions—the
number required to pass the citizenship test.998 The citizenship test, given only to
applicants for Canadian citizenship, asks a broad range of questions about history,
politics, economics, geography, voting, citizenship responsibilities, and elections.999
Since this test is reasonably comprehensive and is fully endorsed and administered by the
Canadian government, it is a potentially useful tool to assess the level of political
knowledge in the general public as well as among new immigrants. A selection of
questions used for this test is included in Appendix 26.
Jack Jedwab, Executive Director of the Association for Canadian Studies, reports results
from a survey of 1,000 Canadians conducted in 2004 by the Carleton University Survey
Centre as part of the International Social Science Program Survey, with the support of the
Department of Canadian Heritage.1000 The survey covered six areas: empowerment and
trust; social and political activism; knowledge and interest in politics; sources of political
news; impressions of how well Canadian democracy works; and belonging and
participation in the social and political life in Canada.
Knowledge of political matters is widely seen as a key measure in the degree to
which citizens are engaged. Those less engaged in the political life of the nation
are generally believed to be more unfamiliar with the political process and with
the principle issues facing the population.1001
However, the Carleton survey did not ask specific knowledge questions. Rather, it asks if
the respondents have a good understanding of important political issues; if they are
interested in politics; whether they discuss politics with friends, relatives, or co-workers;
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whether they have attempted to persuade others of their opinion on political issues;
whether they have joined an Internet forum or discussion group; and whether they think it
is important to vote.
One interesting result is that young people (aged 18–24) “agreed strongly” (26.4% of
respondents) and “agreed” (35.2% of respondents) that they have “a pretty good
understanding of the important political issues facing Canada.” The “agree strongly”
result is higher for this age group than for all the other age groups: aged 25–34 (11.6% of
respondents said they “agree strongly”), aged 35–44 (12.2% of respondents said they
“agree strongly”), aged 45–54 (9.0% of respondents said they “agree strongly”), aged 55–
64 (15.9% of respondents said they “agree strongly”), and aged 65 and over (14.0 of
respondents said they “agree strongly”). Also, 41.6% of the youngest cohort said they
were personally interested in politics, compared with 35.1% of 25–34 year olds. On the
other hand, the youngest group of voters was least likely of all the age groups to say that
voting was important. Jedwab notes: “If young people are less inclined to participate in
the political domain the survey suggests that it is not a function of less knowledge about
the issues.”1002
Another outcome was that Albertans, at 53.9%, ranked the highest among those who said
they had a good understanding of political issues, yet, at 54.5%, Albertans also had less
personal interest in politics than residents of any other province. The province with the
second highest proportion of respondents who said they had a good understanding of
political issues was British Columbia (52.7% of respondents). And the province with the
second lowest level of interest in politics was Quebec (42.5 % of respondents). In
general, about half of Canadians expressed interest in politics, with the other half not
interested. Also, nearly 59% of Canadians say they discuss politics with friends, relatives,
or co-workers. On this indicator, British Columbia led the other provinces with 69.4% of
British Columbians saying they “often,” or “sometimes” discuss politics with friends,
relatives, or co-workers. Atlantic Canadians were least likely to discuss politics with
friends, relatives, or co-workers (47% of respondents.)1003
The Dominion Institute sponsors surveys of Canadian history and works toward
“quantifying Canadians’ historical and civic knowledge.”1004 The institute’s annual
Canada Day quiz, a joint project with the Council for Canadian Unity, has surveyed
approximately 1,500 adults each year since 1997. The questions are different every year,
however, and are heavily weighted towards economic and military history. Not
surprisingly, men do better on this quiz than do women. For example, one sports-related
question used in the 2000 survey asked which hockey player scored the winning goal in
the 1972 Canada–Soviet Union hockey series. The result was that 49% of the men but
only 19% of the women answered correctly. Therefore, although this survey is conducted
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annually, the collected data are not particularly useful for the civic literacy component of
an educated populace assessment.
The Canadian Election Study (CES)
The Canadian Election Study (CES) is one of the most consistent surveys of political
knowledge conducted in Canada.1005 As noted above, Paul Howe, of the University of
New Brunswick, who researches political knowledge and its effects on voter turnout,
believes that the CES is “the only [Canadian study] on which a reasonable selection of
knowledge-based items appear.”1006 The CES is conducted in partnership with Elections
Canada and the Institute for Research on Public Policy (IRPP), and is funded in part by
the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) and Elections Canada.
The Institute for Social Research (ISR) at York University has conducted the recent CES
surveys, which were designed by five co-investigators.1007
The CES has surveyed the Canadian public through every election since 1965.1008 It asks
a limited number of direct knowledge questions, using a conventionally accepted
knowledge battery, in addition to a number of political awareness questions that imply
knowledge of prominent issues. The 1984, 1993, 1997, 2000, and 2004 Canadian
Election Studies (2006 data have not been released) contain analogous measures of
political interest, knowledge, efficacy, and participation, which, while the questions
themselves are not always identical (since issues change over time), do allow
comparative measures to be developed over a twenty-year period.1009 Measures of
political socialization in childhood were added in 2004 and do not appear earlier.
The multi-stage CES surveys sample voting age citizens living in private residences both
before and after the elections, either face-to-face or over the telephone, and also include a
smaller mail-in survey to a portion of the people who responded to the pre- and postelection surveys. The CES sample sizes range from 1,000 respondents for the mail-in
survey to 4,000 respondents for the pre- and post-election surveys. Many of the questions
are the same in each survey, and include questions on political knowledge, voting
behaviour, opinions of government performance and leaders, motivation and interest in
political issues, and opinions on a wide variety of social, economic, and political issues
such as education, taxes, and the environment. Specific issues relevant to each election
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are also included. The raw data are publicly available to researchers through the CES
website (http://www.ces-eec.umontreal.ca).1010
Examples of the types of questions administered in the 2004 survey that are relevant to
the transmission and acquisition of civic and political knowledge include the following.
(It is noteworthy that there are several questions on nonformal and informal learning
mechanisms, including learning that occurs within the family, through the media, and
through engagement in political activity).
The 2004 CES survey includes questions about:
• voting behaviour in both federal and provincial elections including why
respondents did not vote, if that was the case
• which level of government has primary responsibility for health, education, and
social welfare
• the names of leaders of each of the four major political parties
• trust in government and political leaders
• U.S. relations, Quebec separation, and the war in Iraq
• which political parties promised to get rid of the gun registry, do away with the
GST on family essentials, increase military spending by two billion dollars each
year, and increase spending to fight AIDS in poor countries
• political discussions within the family
• number of hours a day respondents currently watch TV, listen to the radio, and
read newspapers
• whether respondents watched the political debates on TV
• whether respondents subscribe to a daily newspaper
• how much attention was paid to news about the Federal election on TV, radio,
newspaper, the Internet; and where they get their news
• whether respondents have ever taken a civics course
• whether they ever participated in political actions such as signing a petition,
joining a boycott, or attending a demonstration
• whether they ever contacted an MP or are they a member of an interest group that
works for change
• how they feel about aboriginal peoples, feminists, racial minorities, gays and
lesbians
• if they think the inequality gap in income is increasing or not, and whether it is
important to address this issue politically
• how important are business interests and how do they feel about that
• what they think are the most important issues facing Canadians1011
Howe uses the CES 1984, 1993, 1997, and 2000 data to examine changes in relative
levels of political knowledge across age groups.1012 Table 15 illustrates the trend over
time that shows political knowledge of younger people under age 30 decreasing.1013
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The political knowledge items Howe used from the CES include the following, which
respondents were asked to identify:
1984: 10 items:
• Names of all ten provincial premiers
1993: 7 items:
• Party positions / promises
• Support GST
• Oppose GST
• Do away with NAFTA
• Eliminate deficit in 3 years
• Eliminate deficit in 5 years
• Increase spending on public works
• Kim Campbell’s cabinet job before becoming PM
1997: 5 items:
• Party positions / campaign promises
• Lower personal incomes taxes by 10%
• Cut unemployment in half by 2001
• Against recognizing Quebec as distinct society
• Name of federal finance minister
• Name of premier of own province
2000: 10 items:
• Party positions / campaign promises
• Single tax rate
• National prescription drug plan
• Law to fight criminal biker gangs
• Law to pay back debt in 25 years
• Name of premier of own province
• Names of four party leaders (all major parties but Bloc Québécois)
• Name of federal finance minister1014
Knowledge scores for each election year are based on the number of questions
respondents answered correctly, which are then converted to percentile scores. Relative
knowledge levels of the different age groups are calculated based on the mean percentile
scores within each age group. Howe describes this methodology in further detail:
In surveys conducted at the time of the 1984, 1993, 1997 and 2000 general
elections, as well as a separate study conducted in 1990, Canadians were asked a
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wide variety of factual questions that tapped into their knowledge of Canadian
politics—questions such as the names of political leaders and the campaign
promises of different parties. Each survey included a different bundle of
questions, so in order to draw comparisons, it is necessary to standardize in some
fashion. A simple method is to assign respondents on each survey a ranking
between 0 and 100 (a percentile score, to be precise), based on how their
knowledge level compared to other respondents in the same survey.1015
Howe’s results are summarized in the Table 15 below.
Table 15: Political knowledge, by age group, given as percentile scores of correct
answers in the Canadian Election Studies surveys, 1984, 1993, 1997, and 2000
Survey
Year

Age Group
18–23

24–29

30–34

35–39

40–49

50–59

60+

Number of
Respondents

1984

39.3

43.7

51.9

51.4

54.4

57.9

52.4

3319

1993

36.7

46.7

47.1

50.3

55.5

53.1

56.0

3188

1997

37.8

41.0

46.1

47.7

53.2

58.4

57.0

3883

2000

31.4

36.2

47.6

49.5

51.4

59.7

58.3

3588

Source: Howe, Paul. "Political Knowledge and Electoral Participation in the Netherlands: Comparisons
with the Canadian Case." Paper presented at the Annual conference of the Canadian Political Science
Association, Winnipeg, June 3-5, 2004; accessed July 2005; available from http://www.cpsaacsp.ca/template_e.cfm?folder=conference&page_name=agm-papers-2004.htm - h.

In order to help identify general trends over time, “sub-par levels” of knowledge (below
50% correct answers) are located to the left of the dark (red) line, and “above-average”
levels of knowledge (above 50% correct answers) are located to the right of the dark (red)
line.1016 The results show clearly that political knowledge generally increases with age,
with those 50 and older being the most knowledgeable. A key issue raised by these
results is whether today’s young Canadians mainly are repeating patterns established by
older generations at the same age—the “life-cycle effect,”—or whether they are unique in
their political attitudes and behavioural dispositions—the “generational effect.” This
“life-cycle” effect is to be expected and is seen as part of the developmental process. In
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other words, when young people get older, enter the workforce, and have families, their
priorities shift and political knowledge becomes more relevant to them. Therefore, their
interest and knowledge levels become higher.
What is more a cause for concern, however, is the “generational effect.” This effect is
seen by comparing young people in one year with young people the same age in previous
years. Also, in comparing young people in one year with young people in the same age
category in previous years, there is some indication that political knowledge among
younger people aged 18–29 years has declined since 1984. In 1984, 39.3% and 43.7% of
the questions were answered correctly by those in the 18–23 and 24–29 age groups,
respectively. However, in 2000 only 31.4% and 36.2% of the questions were answered
correctly by these same age groups, which represent a drop of 7.9 and 7.5 points for each
group, respectively, between 1984 and 2000.
In addition, in 1984, the 18 to 23-year-old score was 18.6 points below the most
knowledgeable age group in that year—the 50–59 year olds—who answered 57.9% of the
questions correctly. However, in 2000, the difference between the scores of 18–23 year
olds and 50–59 year olds, who were also the highest scorers in that year with 59.7% of
the questions answered correctly, was 26.5 percentage points. In other words, the gap
between the 18–23 year-olds and the 50–59 year-olds grew by 7.9 percentage points
between 1984 and 2000. Also in 1984, only two groups had percentile scores under 50%.
In 1993, these two groups were joined by 30–34 year olds, and by 1997, the 35–39 yearold group had also fallen into the low knowledge category. In 2000, these same three age
groups demonstrated a low level of political knowledge again, indicating a possible
overall decline in political knowledge among the younger generations. Indeed, except for
those over 50, the level of political knowledge in the Canadian populace appears to be in
general decline, according to the 20-year CES results.
Milner, using data from the Canadian Election Study (CES) from 1984 through 1997,
also finds a “significant decline” in political knowledge over time, despite the increased
quantities of information publicly available.1017 He notes that one of the questions the
CES surveys consistently ask Canadians is to identify their provincial premier. In 1984,
90% of the public could answer this question correctly, but in 1997, only 77% of the
public could do so. In 1997, three additional knowledge questions were asked: to identify
the federal finance minister, the U.S. president, and Canada’s only woman prime
minister. Responses, as percentages of the population who could answer these questions
correctly, were 37%, 84%, and 41%, respectively. Only 21% of the public could answer
all four questions (including naming their provincial premier) correctly. The 2000 and
2004 CES surveys did not repeat these additional three questions.
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24.2.3 Proposed international civic literacy index
With the exception of the 1999–2000 IEA Civic Education Study, there is presently no
other internationally used civic literacy index and none that consistently assesses civic
literacy in comparable ways over time. Milner envisions that such an index should
include three kinds of questions on issues that individuals need to know in order to make
informed voting choices and to participate in politics:
The main set of questions will test knowledge of the names of political leaders in
the respondents’ country (e.g., prime minister, finance minister, former prime
minister of state, leader of the opposition) their political affiliation, and their
position, and / or that of their party, on key issues. A second set will test
knowledge of basic constitutional and institutional practices such as the time lapse
between general elections, the composition of legislative committees and the
powers of local governments. (In both cases, by using a battery of questions, we
can compensate for the advantage particular questions give to specific countries.)
A third set will test familiarity with the role, structure and leadership of
international institutions, such as the United Nations and World Trade
Organization.1018
The survey would also include the subjects’ experience of civic education, as well as a
category of questions not directly related to politics, but testing knowledge of political
geography. These additional questions would serve as a comparison with knowledge of
politics, assessing the degree to which knowledge of political geography was correlated
with greater direct knowledge of politics.
Since making this recommendation, Milner has joined with a group of researchers to
develop an international index that will measure political knowledge cross-nationally.
Some of the questions that will be used to construct this index are being included in the
European Social Survey.1019
Out of 24 potential multiple-choice questions that were identified, Milner’s research
group created a module of 8 questions for pre-testing. By 2003, this module had been pretested with upper secondary social science, law, or political science students in Finland,
Spain, Poland, Canada, Taiwan, and Hungary. In addition, the 2003 Finnish Election
Survey of the general population included three of the questions. Two of the eight
questions were subsequently deleted since they were too easy (e.g., What is the party of
[name of Chief Executive]), or no longer relevant (e.g., Saddam Hussein is president of
which country?) The remaining six pre-test questions and the four multiple-choice
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alternative answers to each question from which respondents could choose give a flavour
of the intended survey:
1. Who is the foreign minister?
• [The name of the minister of finance]
• [The name of the foreign minister]
• [The name of a leading national opposition figure]
• [The name of a leading regional political figure]
2. Which of the following parties is the largest opposition party in the [parliament]?
• [large governing party]
• [small governing party]
• [large opposition party]
• [smaller opposition party]
3. Among the adult population in [country], who elects the members of Parliament
(main chamber)?
• Only [nationality] citizens
• All residents
• Only tax payers
• The citizens elect 80 per cent, the government appoints 20 per cent
4. Responsibility for public politics and policy is divided between the local level, the
regional level and the central government. Which is primarily responsible for
waste disposal?
• The municipality
• The Province / State / Region
• The National government
• It is a shared power of the Province / State / Region and the National
government
5. Let us imagine that person A earns 2.000 ! per month and person B 5.000 ! per
month. Which of the following is normally correct according to your
knowledge?
• A and B pay the same percentage of their salary income in tax.
• A pays a larger percentage than B.
• B pays a larger percentage than A.
• A does not pay any income tax; only B does
6. Which of the following countries is a permanent member of the UN Security
Council?
• Canada
• Japan
• Russia
• Italy
The percentage of correct responses for question 1 (Who is the foreign minister) in five of
the pre-tests was as follows: Poland—98.8%, Spain—79.5%, Taiwan—67.4%, Finland—
94.7%, and Canada—30%. In fact, Canada was the lowest scoring country for five of the
six retained questions. Canadian students scored second on the question concerning
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progressive taxation: Poland—77.5%, Spain—61.4%, Taiwan—91%, Finland—72.4%,
and Canada—82.5%.
Milner is also directing another international exploratory project to collect civic literacy
data in conjunction with the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral
Assistance (IDEA). This project is only just beginning.1020 In personal correspondence
with Milner, who was contacted to get an update on the status of this proposed
international civic literacy index, Milner replied: “There is as yet no such instrument that
has yet been applied in a sufficiently systematic way for your purposes. (There has been
some progress, but the obstacles make a long story.)”1021
In this correspondence, Milner also suggests using the International Adult Literacy
Survey (IALS), which we are using for a comparative assessment of adult literacy in
general. Milner has used this survey as a proxy for political knowledge in other
reports.1022 Milner explains that he uses reading comprehension in general, as measured
in the IALS, “on the premise that individuals who lack the capacity to meaningfully read
the relevant material are very unlikely to acquire the […] minimal level of political
information in an advanced democracy.”1023 However, while Milner’s premise may be
correct, and while we do indeed look at adult literacy in another section of this review,
here we are concerned with more direct and specific measures of civic literacy than can
be provided by the IALS.

24.3 Civic engagement
Civic engagement, or participation, indicators are often included in social cohesion,
social capital, and community development indicator sets.1024 However, they are also
highly relevant to assessments of civic literacy. As Belgian researchers Mainguet and
Baye note, participation in civic activities can provide new hands-on opportunities to
learn, thus increasing the level of civic literacy.1025
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Civic engagement or participation indicators often include levels of volunteer work,
generosity manifested through charitable and blood donations, and social trust;
participation in religious, work-related, political, or social organizations; voting rates; and
assessments of confidence in government. As well, such indicators are generally
disaggregated to capture the effect of socioeconomic inequities such as income disparities
on participation and engagement rates.
Here we will discuss those variables, like voter turnout, that have been most frequently
used by analysts as proxies for civic literacy or political knowledge because of their close
empirical association. According to Paul Reed, such indicators are useful as descriptive
variables, but they rarely point to the systemic or structural conditions that might have led
to changes such as decline in voter registration in the first place.1026
Galston notes that the most significant indicators of political engagement include:
•
•
•
•
•

interest in, following, or keeping up with politics
frequently discussing politics
the acquisition of political knowledge from traditional sources such as reading
newspapers
using the new media to replace newspapers and network TV news as sources of
political information
voter turnout1027

In the U.S., according to Galston, the trends in all of these indicators are negative.
[A]t some point the withdrawal from public engagement endangers the health
functioning of democratic politics. At the very least, if the tendency to withdraw
is asymmetrically distributed among population groups, then the outputs of the
political system are likely to become increasingly unbalanced. And if those who
withdraw the most are those who have the least, the system will become even less
responsive to their needs. Political engagement is not a sufficient condition for
political effectiveness, but it is certainly necessary.1028
Using aggregate level data for 16 OECD countries, Milner found a “clear and significant
relationship” between voter turnout, especially in local elections, and civic literacy.1029
This empirical relationship was far stronger than in the case of “trust,” and
“volunteering,” which, as noted above, are sometimes used as proxies for political
knowledge, social cohesion, and civic engagement. In fact, Milner contends: “[T]he
best—though hardly perfect—single indicator of civic engagement […] is turnout in
municipal-level elections.”1030 The connection between voter turnout and political
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knowledge is stronger in younger people than in older people.1031 In a more recent paper,
Milner cites other research that connects lack of political interest and political knowledge
with low voting behaviour among the young.1032 He also finds little evidence that young
people are substituting “political activism” for voting or joining a political party.
One of the paradoxes of public engagement, according to Galston, is that higher levels of
educational attainment in the general populace are not leading to higher rates of political
engagement. All the empirical evidence indicates that people with higher levels of
education are more politically engaged, vote more in elections, and have more political
knowledge, than those with lower levels of education.1033 However, educational
attainment rates have been rising, while political engagement rates have been falling.1034
One possible reason for this “participation paradox” is sometimes referred to as the
“sorting model,” which claims that engagement is linked to relative rather than absolute
levels of educational attainment. Citing research by Nie, et al., Galston notes:
Education serves as a sorting mechanism; whatever educational attainment may
be median at a given time, individuals significantly above the median will tend to
be members of social networks that can connect their views more effectively to
political leaders and institutions […]. As education levels rise across society, the
positive effects of absolute increases in knowledge and understanding are
counterbalanced by the negative effects of increased competition for scarce
positions of social centrality. These countervailing forces explain the apparent
paradox that rising education levels over the past generation have not yielded
commensurate—indeed, any—gain in political engagement.1035
However, Campbell notes that the evidence for this socio-economic stratification model
“cannot explain why political engagement has fallen in the wake of a more educated
populace. A drop in engagement must be explained by factors other than education.”1036
He also observes that empirical results suggest that “turnout would be even lower if
education levels had not increased.”1037
Milner argues that this paradox is the result of the lack of engagement among youth,
which accords with the CES results noted above on declining levels of political
knowledge among youth:
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We know that the decline in political knowledge and voter turnout has coincided
with a rise in educational level, despite the fact that more educated persons tend
not only to be more knowledgeable but to vote more. But educated people tend to
be better off. If we control for socio-economic class, we find that education has
less of an effect on participation than age […]. In 1990, the Times Mirror Center
analyzed survey results from the 1940s through the 1970s revealing that previous
generations of young people knew as much as, if not more, than their elders […].
We now have systematic data strongly suggesting that the secular decline in voter
turnout, like in political knowledge, experienced by Western countries is in good
part a matter of generations […]. Though the life-cycle effect is substantial,
amounting to an increase of about 15 points between the ages of 20 and 50,
generation has now replaced life cycle as the key factor in the absence of young
people among voters […]. In sum, [… y]oung people today vote significantly less
than other generations, and than young people in earlier decades. They also know
less of politics, are less likely to be attentive to the issues and actors of electoral
politics, and to feel civic duty to vote.1038
Howe also notes that the “life-cycle” effect, which shows people vote less when they are
young adults than in later stages of life, is no longer relevant as a key explanatory
variable, since youth today vote less than the older generation did when they were
young.1039 According to the CDA, voter turnout among those born in the 1970s, who
mostly joined the electorate in the 1990s, is “as much as 30 points lower” than turnout
was among pre-baby boomers (those born before 1945) when they were young adults.1040
André Blais, et al. note that as these younger birth cohorts have come to account for a
greater proportion of the electorate due to demographic changes, their failure to turn up
on election day has started to pinch, accounting for much of the aggregate decline in
voter turnout over the past several elections.1041
One explanation for higher voter participation among the older generation is that the
older generation has more sense of “civic duty” than do younger people. Howe points to
research that suggests that the perceived duty to vote is one of the most important
determinant of participation in voting, and that this sense of duty has been declining
among youth.1042 A major survey was conducted by Elections Canada in 2002 to examine
causes for the decline in voter turnout. A short interview was conducted with 5,637
Canadians, and a longer interview was conducted with 960 reported voters in the 2000
federal election and with 960 reported non-voters in the same election. The report on this
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survey by Jon Pammet and Lawrence LeDuc found that reasons for not voting included
“lack of interest in the election, negative attitudes toward politics, and personal /
administrative factors. Young non-voters were more likely to cite lack of interest and
personal / administrative reasons for not voting.”1043
Age, education, income, place of birth, and mobility were among the socio-demographic
factors correlated with not voting—with age the most important factor. Related
behavioural and attitudinal factors related with voting / not voting were feelings of
inefficacy; civic duty and political interest; and perception of the effectiveness of the
vote.
24.3.1 Canadian data on political and civic engagement
Much of the data on political engagement in Canada come from ad hoc surveys. For
example, in order to distinguish generational patterns in political attitudes and activity,
Brenda O’Neill, of the University of Manitoba, uses two public opinion survey sources—
the Strengthening Canadian Democracy Survey commissioned by the Institute for
Research on Public Policy and carried out from February 16 to April 2 of 2000, and the
1990 and 1993 surveys conducted for the Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and
Party Financing (the Lortie Commission). The variables she uses are voter turnout and
political party membership to indicate political participation, and self-reported political
interest to indicate political knowledge.1044
O’Neill’s findings confirm that the U.S. and other results noted above are also generally
true for Canada. By and large, she found that younger Canadians show less interest in
politics, are less politically knowledgeable, and participate less in politics, at least by
voting or joining a political party, than older Canadians. As Howe and others have also
reported, O’Neill also found that young Canadians today are engaging in the political
system at lower levels than previous generations did at the same age, “suggesting that
recent declines in voting turnout and other measures of political participation will not be
reversed in future years.”1045
Elections Canada collects the official data on voter turnout, which, since 2004, is
“calculated by dividing the total number of ballots cast by the number of electors on the
lists.”1046 Results over time confirm that voter participation has been declining in Canada
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(as well as worldwide) since at least the late 1980s, especially among the young.1047
Elections Canada reported that 60.9% (adjusted rate)1048 of registered citizens voted in the
2004 general election compared to 75.3% in 1988, 69.6% in 1993, 67% in 1997, and
61.2% in 2000 (later adjusted to 64.1%).1049 However, in 2006, the voter turnout rose to
64.7%.1050 It is too early to tell whether this recent increase represents an anomaly
reflecting particular circumstances in that election year, or the beginning of a real reversal
and shift in the long-term trend.
In 2000, only 22.4% of eligible 18–21 year-olds voted, which was the lowest level since
World War II.1051 However, Elections Canada reported an increase in the percentage of
2004 young voters since 2000. In 2004, an estimated 38.7% of 18–21 year olds voted,
which was also 3.3 percentage points higher than the estimated 35.4%. turnout rate for
21–241052 year olds in that election.1053 Elections Canada notes that this 3.3 percentage
point difference between the two young age groups falls within the margin of error for the
national sample, “which means that the gap between the two estimates could be explained
by the sampling error and does not necessarily indicate a true difference between the
estimates.”1054
Also, in 2004, Elections Canada changed the methodology used to measure turnout in
general elections by age groups, by cross-referencing actual votes with data from the
National Register of Electors. Therefore, the denominator for the rate of turnout in 2004
was the total actual population of the age group who were eligible to vote, as opposed to
an estimate of that eligible population based on adjusted survey data, as was the case in
prior elections. Elections Canada notes that this new approach does not allow for a direct
comparison with previous findings, but that it does enable Elections Canada to set a new
benchmark against which it can compare future trends:1055 “Regrettably, it is not possible
to look back for comparisons, as the election-day lists used for previous elections were
destroyed one year after the event, as prescribed by the law.”1056
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Jean-Pierre Kingsley, the Chief Electoral Officer, explained reasons for the change:
It is well-acknowledged that public opinion surveys, no matter how well done,
overestimate the rate of voter turnout. There are a variety of reasons for this,
including self-selection bias, meaning that people who agree to answer surveys
about elections also tend to be the people who vote, and social desirability bias,
whereby respondents are simply reluctant to admit not having voted. As a result,
researchers who rely on survey data must employ statistical corrections or weights
to try to make their results correspond to the actual rate of turnout. This is a
standard practice in social science research.1057
In fact, Elections Canada notes that self-reported voter turnout is:
… consistently and significantly higher than the official turnout, generally by
about 15 to 20%. While corrective measures may be applied, there is no complete
solution to the problem. More importantly, it is impossible to know whether or
how this tendency may vary with the age of the respondents.1058
Statistics Canada’s General Social Surveys (GSS) Cycle 12 (1998): Time Use, and Cycle
17 (2003): Social Engagement, both have a number of political engagement questions.
Questions from GSS Cycle 12 ask about volunteer work and include two questions that
refer to political activity: whether the respondent did any canvassing, campaigning, or
fundraising as an unpaid volunteer, and whether the respondent provided information or
helped to educate, influence public opinion, or lobby others on behalf of an organization.
GSS Cycle 17 (2003) has a section on civic participation, which includes modules on
both civic engagement and political engagement. Relevant questions include whether the
respondent, in the last 12 months, was a member or participant in a political party or
group; whether he or she voted in a federal, provincial, or municipal election; and
whether he or she did any of the following activities: searched for information on a
political issue, volunteered for a political party, expressed views on an issue by
contacting a newspaper or a politician, signed a petition, boycotted a product or chose a
product for ethical reasons, attended a public meeting, spoke out at a public meeting, or
participated in a demonstration or march. The survey also asked how frequently he or she
follows news and current affairs (e.g., international, national, regional, or local), what
media are used for this—newspapers, magazines, television, radio, or the Internet; and
how many hours he or she spends watching TV during a typical week.
These last questions link political engagement directly with learning and knowledge
transmission and provide more evidence for the finding on the relationship between TV
dependency and low knowledge / participation discussed below in the next section.
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Generally, the survey found that the higher the education level and household income, the
more likely the respondent is to become involved in an organization or participate in
political activities.1059 Political activities Canadians were engaged in over the previous
year included: signed a petition (27.5% of Canadians), searched for political information
(25.7%), attended a public meeting (21.3%), boycotted or chose a product for ethical
reasons (19.7%), contacted a newspaper or politician (12.5%), participated in a
demonstration or march (6.2%), and volunteered for a political party (3%).
The Canadian Election Study (CES) also asks a few relevant questions concerning
political participation: whether respondents have ever participated in political actions
such as signing a petition, joining a boycott, or attending a demonstration; have they ever
contacted an MP; and if they a member of an interest group that works for change.
The National Survey of Giving, Volunteering and Participating, conducted in 1997 and
2000 as a supplement to the Labour Force Survey, has now been renamed the Canadian
Survey of Giving, Volunteering and Participating.1060 Beginning in 2004, it will be
conducted every three years as a stand-alone survey. It includes questions on whether the
respondent has participated in a political organization, voted, or followed newsworthy
events and public affairs; provided information or helped to educate, influence public
opinion or lobby others; or engaged in any activities aimed at protecting the environment
or wildlife.

24.4 Role of media and information technologies in civic literacy
The media and information technologies are powerful purveyors of information that have
the capacity to persuade, influence, and form identities. Active citizenship requires an
ability to critically understand media messages, and the ability to use these messages to
increase political engagement. We look briefly at this topic here in relation to its specific
relevance to the acquisition of political knowledge and to political participation and civic
engagement. However, the role of media as a key instrument of informal learning in
general is covered more extensively in the section of this literature review on media
literacy.
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24.4.1 Newspaper reading
Josh Pasek, et al. note that, historically, newspaper reading has been a fairly reliable
predictor of civic knowledge and engagement.1061
Although some studies suggest that the correlation between knowledge and
newspapers might be a product of demographic variables or a function of the level
to which people follow politics, the consistency of the role of newspapers even
after controlling for following politics and demographic variables argues against
this interpretation.1062
In their research, Pasek, et al. found that newspaper reading was related to political
knowledge and awareness, but not to political engagement. They also found that
searching the Internet for information appears to correlate positively with both political
knowledge and engagement. Reporting the decline in newspaper reading among young
people, they note that:
[T]o the degree book and newspaper reading has declined and television viewing
has increased, it is quite possible that the overall favorable effects of media have
declined during the television age. It remains to be seen, therefore, if the age of
the Internet can reverse these patterns, leading to an increase in both political and
civic activity.1063
According to Milner, after education and media consumption in general, regular
newspaper reading in particular is the main contributor to political knowledge (when not
controlling for age or socio-economic class factors).1064
Indeed, it is possible to regard using the media as a regular source of information
as a form of adult education. Individuals who read newspapers, in Canada as
elsewhere, are politically more knowledgeable. Baker, et al. report that “the
predictor that accounted for the most variation in knowledge about parliament
among Canadians was one that tapped whether they read a newspaper daily.1065
The new American Civic Health Index also confirms that newspaper reading is strongly
correlated with civic participation, and that in the 2000 National Election Survey,
“regular newspaper readers were more likely than other Americans to volunteer, work on
issues in their communities, attend local meetings, contact public officials, belong to
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organizations, and belong to organizations that influence schools.”1066 In the U.S.,
newspaper readership declined by about 18 percentage points between 1975 and 2002.
Interestingly, most of this decline began before the Internet had a wide reach, and the
Internet still lags behind newspapers and television as the main source of news, so the
replacement of print media by the Internet cannot entirely explain the decline in
newspaper readership.1067
24.4.2 Television dependency as an indicator of civic literacy and illiteracy
Henry Milner uses “television dependency” as a main, although indirect, indicator of
civic literacy or the lack thereof. This indicator is a composite measure in which Milner
combines commercial television viewing (rather than public television viewing) with the
absence of gross per capita daily newspaper reading. Commercial television viewing is
also a compound measure composed equally of average weekly television watching and
per capita spending on television advertising by companies.1068 Milner notes:
There is a great deal of data showing that, other things being equal, the more
commercial considerations enter into decisions on "news and public affairs"
programming, the lower the actual public-affairs information content—and thus
knowledge—that is disseminated.1069
Milner finds that comparative scores in television dependency correspond closely “to
what we know from existing international surveys of differences in levels of political
knowledge.”1070 Thus, more commercial television watching and less newspaper reading
translate to lower levels of political knowledge, which in turn forms the basis of decisions
such as whether to vote or participate politically. Milner uses this proxy measure, based
mostly on U.S. data, since “there is no country-neutral battery of political knowledgeoriented questions comparable to those used in studies of Americans.”1071
Pasek, et al. also note that most studies have found that television viewing is correlated
with lower civic participation and knowledge, although they find that “there is evidence
that television use is nonlinearly related to civic participation, positively associated at low
levels of use, and then negatively related as use increases. There is no general agreement
that television use represents a simple negative influence.”1072
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However, most of the research reviewed for this report does not consider television
viewing alone to be a good indicator of civic literacy or illiteracy. For example, the
American Civic Health Index report excludes television news:
… because exposure to [television] news programming does not, in general,
accompany civic engagement. Although there are excellent news and public
affairs programs, watching television news (as a general category) is not a reliable
civic indicator.1073
Sources for information on media consumption and television advertising are readily
available from numerous sources, including Statistics Canada and the CES.

24.5 Lifelong learning for active citizenship: Canadian and
international examples of adult learning processes
Adult formal and informal learning have both been postulated, with some supporting
evidence, to contribute to civic literacy and the empowerment needed to engage in
democratic processes.1074 Daniel Schugurensky, of the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education (OISE) at the University of Toronto, sees adult education for democratic
citizenship as having two key goals: citizens who are well-informed and critically aware
of important issues; and citizens who can engage in deliberation and decision-making in
their own communities.1075 He calls these goals “enlightenment” and “engagement.” His
main criticism of current citizenship education initiatives is that they often emphasize one
or the other, but not both, and assume that the second one will arise as a consequence of
the one emphasized.
Campbell notes the lack of knowledge and existing data on adult learning for civic and
social engagement:
[L]ittle is known about the consequences of adult learning for civic and social
engagement [CSE]. Survey data collected to measure CSE outcomes always
include a measure of formal educational attainment, but rarely do such surveys
inquire about adult learning. Yet there are good reasons to think that adult
education would have effects on CSE; most, perhaps all, of the factors thought to
link secondary and post-secondary education and higher levels of CSE also apply
to adult learning. Among the dearth of studies which explore the adult learningCSE relationship, a few rigorous findings stand out which suggest that adult
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education does have substantial consequences for CSE. But much more needs to
be learned about these relationships.1076
The Education for Democratic Citizenship project (EDC) discussed above recognizes the
necessity of citizens being “empowered” in order to participate and engage in democratic
practices.1077 The EDC recognizes empowerment, in part, as a process by which
individuals, communities, and organizations become aware of the power dynamics
affecting their lives, and of their individual and collective abilities to create positive
change. Empowerment, according to the EDC, includes an increase in the knowledge and
skills needed to influence decision-making and to create opportunities for action. The
ultimate goal of empowerment initiatives is to help individuals and communities
participate in civic and political activities in a way that effectively communicates their
concerns. According to the EDC, particularly important issues include integrating youth
into decision-making and engagement processes that have a social or political influence
(e.g., through political forums, municipal councils, active engagement in organizations
such as antipoverty, environmental or animal protection groups, and demonstrations).
Henry Giroux is highly critical of the “rapid march to corporatized education dominated
by a hardline agenda” in the U.S. 1078 His views on the subject are highly respected and
have been widely cited. As Olivia Ward notes: “Giroux has been named one of the
world’s top thinkers in education in the 20th century, and is the author of some 40 books
on education, cultural studies, political theory and media studies.”1079 Giroux points to the
need to create new public spheres where individuals can learn the knowledge and skills
necessary to “expand and enable political agency” and “to believe that such struggles are
worth taking up.”1080 By public spheres he means institutions, sites, and spaces where
“people not only talk, debate and reassess the political, moral and cultural dimensions of
publicness but also develop processes of learning and persuasion as a way of enacting
new social identities.”1081
Giroux offers a warning about what happens, or is happening, with the lack of these
public democratic spheres and the learning they can potentially engender:
As the vast majority of people become detached from public forums that nourish
social critique, [political] agency not only becomes a mockery of itself, it is
replaced by market-based choices in which private satisfactions replace social
responsibilities and private solutions become a substitute for systemic change. As
the worldly space of criticism is undercut by the absence of public pedagogies and
spaces that encourage the exchange of information, opinion and criticism, the
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horizons of an inclusive and substantive democracy disappear against the growing
militarization of public space, the attack on the welfare state, the ongoing
commercialization of everyday life, and the growing isolation and depoliticization
that marks the loss of a politically guaranteed public realm in which autonomy,
political participation and engaged citizenship make their appearance.1082
Milner argues that the literacy habits and political knowledge that individuals learn
through civic education schooling need to be reinforced among adult citizens.1083 In
particular, he suggests this can be done in three ways: through the media, through
activities of political parties and other political actors, and through educational programs
(distinguished from training programs) aimed at adults. Milner gives an example of the
use of the public sphere to stimulate learning in the study circles that are an important
fixture of civic life in Sweden, which also, correspondingly, has a high civic literacy rate,
as evidenced in the 1999–2000 IEA Civic Education Study described above. According
to Milner:
There are in all, about 350,000 such study circles in Sweden. The ABF, the
workers’ educational association affiliated with the trade unions and Social
Democratic Party, is the largest of 11 adult education associations, annually
organizing about 100,000 study circles for over a million participants. Over
50,000 people participated in ABF study circles on EU membership in the period
preceding the 1994 referendum. The fall 1999 program of the ABF in Umeå
(where I visited) offered the usual range of courses in languages, computers, art,
music, and nature appreciation, but also courses in organizing groups and
cooperatives, in public speaking, writing and understanding media, as well as
study circles on social and civil rights, the United Nations, war and peace, the
future of democracy, feminism, various aspects of history, and important
contemporary books.1084
Schugurensky notes that Canada also has a history of “enlightenment” programs. In
particular the Citizens’ Forum, a joint civil society / government program of the Canadian
Association of Adult Education (CAAE) and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
(CBC), was previously one of the most important Canadian adult citizenship education
initiatives. It became a model that was followed in other countries.1085 From 1943 until
1967, when it was discontinuted due to political and financial constraints on both
sponsoring organizations, the Citizens’ Forum broadcast weekly radio programs, each of
which had a clearly written discussion pamphlet that presented informed and balanced
perspectives on challenging issues of the day. The programs formed the basis for local
1082
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study groups that were encouraged to send summaries of their deliberations to the radio
station, which were then aired on the broadcasts. Among the more than 300 issues
discussed were:
… the pros and cons of censorship, professionalism in sports, religious education
in public schools, strikes, disciplining youth, progressive education, compulsory
treatment of alcoholics, small farming, immigration policy, national planning, and
labour unions’ political involvement.1086
Although a great many people participated in the study groups, and though awareness of
civic and political issues was raised among many Canadians, the forum had limitations.
For example, it did not encourage personal or group action, and local concerns were not
addressed. Schugurensky concludes:
[The Citizens’ Forum] did more to raise awareness of issues for personal
enlightenment than it did to encourage personal or group action, or to develop a
working model of participatory democracy. The role of the CF in promoting
citizenship education, then, was to supply a background of information and
present conflicting perspectives on the critical issues of the day. Although CF
sparked a few community initiatives (such as the public housing movement in
Toronto during the 1940s) in overall terms it is fair to say that public information
did not result in social action.1087
Thus, the Citizens’ Forum likely produced desirable learning outcomes from a civic
literacy perspective, but these cannot be easily linked to any definable social outcomes.
Schugurensky uses the Participatory Budget (PB) process of Porto Alegre, Brazil, as an
example of citizen engagement that can be linked to desirable social outcomes, but does
not incorporate a formal knowledge component.1088 This process has been repeated every
year in Brazil since 1987 and has spawned similar processes worldwide. Schugurensky
describes PB as:
… an open and democratic process of public participation through multi-tiered
meetings, which enables ordinary citizens to deliberate and make decisions
collectively about municipal budget allocations. This includes neighbourhood
discussions and decisions about priorities regarding investments in local infrastructure
(e.g., pavement, sewage, storm drains, schools, health care, child care, housing, etc.),
but also forums on city-wide issues such as transit and public transportation, health
and social assistance, economic development and taxation, urban development, and
education, culture, and leisure […]. Throughout the years, the PB has promoted,
among many previously disengaged citizens, a sense of community and solidarity, a
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general understanding of urban issues, a demystification of the budget (previously a
monopoly of experts in city hall), and an interest in larger political affairs.1089
Although the PB process has been an effective instrument of informal learning,
Schugurensky argues that it would be more effective if it had a formal knowledge
component, in order to create a more appropriate balance “between micro and macro
affairs, between enlightenment and engagement, between deliberation and decisionmaking, and between discussion and social action.”1090
There are now over 250 PB projects worldwide. The University of British Columbia’s
School of Community and Regional Planning (UBC-SCARP), together with academics
and community organizations from Vancouver and other urban areas in Canada, is
currently exploring the potential for PB processes in Canadian municipalities.1091 This
five-year project was started in 2005 with funding from SSHRC through the CommunityUniversity Research Alliance (CURA) program.
Both the Toronto Community Housing Corporation and the City of Guelph already have
experience working with PB.1092 In particular, according to the CEO of the Toronto
Community Housing Corporation:
Toronto Community Housing Corporation may have conducted the largest
example of participatory budgeting in North America. Five thousand tenants
participated in a process adapted from the Porto Allegre model, and directly
allocated $20 million to capital improvements to common areas of buildings and
landscaping projects.1093
An example of a community empowerment and learning initiative taking place in a public
sphere in Quebec is the CAMPO (Carrefour de pastorale en milieu ouvier), which Birzea
describes as an independent, community education organization that brings people from
all social and cultural backgrounds together in order to study issues, broaden debate, and
encourage processes to influence practice and policy. It has monthly evening meetings for
supper and thematic debates, as well as learning forums, action groups, workshops for
collective action, and forums involving the jobless and those living in poverty.1094
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Federal and Provincial governments in Canada also have a history of consulting the
public in such initiatives as the Citizens’ Forum on Canada’s Future: Report to the People
and Government of Canada (1991),1095 although such initiatives have sometimes been
criticized as failing to translate deliberations into meaningful action.
As an example of a provincial initiative that does appear to have the potential to link
consultation with action, in December 2003, the New Brunswick government
commissioned the New Brunswick Commission on Legislative Democracy to undertake a
study and citizen dialogue, and to provide recommendations in the areas of electoral,
legislative, and democratic reform.1096 The commission’s final report, released in January
2005, suggested sweeping reforms. In the area of democratic reform, it was especially
interested in creating opportunities for greater public involvement and civic engagement.
Among the recommendations were to create a mandatory civics education program for K12. It also recommended the creation of a Public Dialogue Office that would be
responsible for public engagement exercises in all governmental departments. This Office
would collect knowledge and resources needed to engage the public on a wide range of
issues.1097 According to the Canadian Press, Premier Bernard Lord announced his
government has accepted most of the recommendations of the province's Commission on
Legislative Democracy, including a May 12, 2008 referendum on proportional
representation, improvements to the Right to Information Act, and the introduction of a
new, compulsory civics program in schools.1098
Many nongovernmental organizations in Canada also promote public engagement and
learning. Examples include the Canadian Policy Research Networks (CPRN) through its
Public Involvement Network and Citizens’ Dialogue project,1099 the Public Policy Forum
(PPF),1100 and the Institute for Research on Public Policy (IRPP),1101 though again such
dialogues have sometimes been criticized for failing to translate recommendations into
action, and for remaining elite deliberations that fail to penetrate the larger public arena.
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The Canadian Conference on Dialogue and Deliberation (C2D2) was held with
approximately 300 participants in Ottawa in October 2005 to build a Canadian
community of practice for dialogue and deliberation. The C2D2 website describes the
conference as:
… the first official Canadian gathering of dialogue and deliberation and public
involvement practitioners, scholars, trainers, consultants, artists, activists and
students from all of the various streams of practice that exist in this emerging
field.1102
The result of the C2D2 conference is a new organization, the Canadian Community on
Dialogue and Deliberation, which consists of conference participants and interested
parties who want to build on the momentum of the conference and continue to build the
dialogue and deliberation community in Canada.1103
Such public engagement, deliberation, and participation initiatives may potentially
promote civic literacy and engagement, and may even be designed with this goal, but
there is no current evidence of their effectiveness or penetration into the larger public
arena. In order to develop a coordinated strategy to enhance adult learning that effectively
promotes civic literacy and engagement, it would be useful, as a start, to know how many
learning initiatives, such as the Quebec example cited above, are taking place in Canada,
what is studied, who participates, and how effective these initiatives are in raising
knowledge levels and reaching the wider public—particularly citizens who are currently
disengaged and cynical. Although there are many examples of individual initiatives, our
research for this literature review did not find any systematic collection or assessment of
this information.
Participation in adult learning is reflected in several surveys, including the Adult
Education and Training Survey (AETS) the New Approaches to Lifelong Learning
Survey (NALL), the National Survey of Giving, Volunteering and Participating
(NSGVP), the General Social Surveys (GSS) (especially cycles 12 and 17 noted above),
and the International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey (IALSS), all of which we have
previously discussed. However, Milner notes that the AETS is mainly concerned with
work-related learning, and the IALSS does not distinguish between adult education taken
for specific work-related purposes and that undertaken for personal interest purposes.1104
None of these surveys capture the type of informal adult learning for civic literacy needed
to construct a meaningful indicator in this area. This literature review indicates the need
for some systematization of data in this important area.
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24.6 Citizenship education in the schools
Canadian researchers Yvonne Hébert and Alan Sears point to a growing and worldwide
“sense of crisis” in the field of citizenship education as evidenced by reports of a growing
“civic deficit” or lack of political interest, knowledge, and participation.1105 In response, a
number of countries have recently made citizenship education more prominent in their
school curricula.1106 As previously noted, the Council of Europe created the Education for
Democratic Citizenship (EDC) project in 1997, and proclaimed 2005 the “European Year
of Citizenship through Education.”1107 In 2002, Britain made citizenship education a
statutory subject and has embarked on a nine-year Citizenship Education Longitudinal
Study. The study tracks over 10,000 students, ages 11 to 18, of the “first year group of
young people to receive continuous entitlement of citizenship education.”1108
Australia has recommended eight levels of civics-related courses, with the largest number
being taught in grades 8 to 10. Australia’s Discovering Democracy program, funded with
$31.6 million over seven years, from 1997 to 2004, has helped develop its citizenship
education program. In 2004, Australia embarked on a three-year program to develop key
performance measures in the field.1109 Citizenship education is also a distinct school
discipline in France and Belgium. The U.S. has added civics to the areas assessed in the
National Assessment of Educational Progress.1110 Citizenship education is also important
in the Nordic countries, and Milner found that in Sweden the most effective level for
civics courses is at the secondary school level in classes attended by 16 to 18 year olds
who are almost ready to vote.1111
Several Canadian provinces are also making citizenship education a higher priority than it
has been, as we will see below. Ken Osborne of the University of Manitoba identifies
four overlapping stages in the development of citizenship education programs in Canada
since the early 1900s.1112 The priority in the early years of the 20th century was to
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assimilate children into a particular idea of what it meant to be a Canadian. The second
stage—from the 1920s to the 1960s—consisted of teaching a mixture of civics courses
and approved personal behaviour. The third stage—from the 1960s to the 1970s—was
concerned with giving students a sense of Canadian identity and improving their
knowledge of Canada. The fourth stage, which began in the 1980s, and is ongoing,
basically ignored citizenship education, while education for job preparation, economic
success, and other economic ends took precedence.
The experience of the Canada Studies Foundation (CSF) is an interesting example of the
attention given to citizenship education beginning in the late 1960s and ending in the
1980s. Gallagher gives a succinct account of the CSF, which, because it illustrates the
wealth of civic literacy activity at that time, and also represents what has been lost, we
quote at length below:
Canada Studies Foundation, was founded [in] 1970 following revelations of the
National History Project (1965–68) that the average Canadian high-school student
had an abysmal knowledge of Canada. A.B. Hodgetts, who had perceived through
the project, as well, that the study of Canada in schools was itself a divisive force,
set out to provide opportunities for people from different levels of education and
different parts of Canada to work together on Canada Studies project teams across
linguistic, cultural and regional barriers. [… T]he first year's expenditures were
over $500,000.
With a solid core of active participants by 1974, the foundation’s support was
assumed by provincial ministers of education and the federal secretary of state,
and by contributions in kind from teachers, schools and local school jurisdictions;
the 1975–76 budget was $600,000.
From 1978 to 1986 direct support was almost exclusively by the Secretary of
State, with yearly expenditures below $300,000. For 15 years the foundation was
the sole nonprofit developer of Canadian Studies material. It pioneered new
approaches to teaching about Canada. Some 30,000 teachers in Canada received
in-service education regarding Canadian Studies. The foundation developed and
published some 150 volumes of teachers’ manuals, stimulated a new market for
Canadian textbooks publishers, established a network of more than 2000 teachers
across the country, distributed a widely read bilingual newsletter (Contact) and
promoted a structured approach to the study of Canada, as described in Teaching
Canada for the 80’s (1978). The foundation surrendered its charter in 1986, its
original objectives having been met.1113
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Ken Osborne and others might argue, however, that the original objectives, if they were
indeed met, have not been sustained.1114 Educators are now revisiting the importance of
formal political knowledge and civic literacy courses for sustainable democracies.
William Galston of the University of Maryland cites U.S. research that finds: “By itself,
civic course work raises overall political knowledge by 4%; when combined with the
study of a wide range of topics and regular discussion of current events in the classroom,
this figure rises to 11%.”1115
Henry Giroux argues that, for civic education to be effective, it must:
… emphasize critical reflexivity, bridge the gap between learning and everyday
life, make visible the connection between power and knowledge, and provide the
conditions for extending democratic rights, values and identities while drawing
upon the resources of history.1116
Hébert and Sears call for views of citizenship education to broaden the conception of
democracy to include Francophone, Aboriginal, and other cultural views:
Views of citizenship and of citizenship education must move beyond a focus on
human rights, parliamentary democracy, national ideology, and peace education,
to one that allows for multiple identifications and democratic participation.
Research on these topics must utilize a range of research methodologies, blend
paradigms or ways of seeing, and redefine the field of citizenship education
itself.1117
Hughes and Sears note that in England, citizenship education is monitored for the “three
C’s” of citizenship, two of which emphasize student action, which in turn is designed to
foster both efficacy, or the belief that individuals can make a difference, and the
willingness to participate.1118 The three C’s include: citizenship in the curriculum; active
citizenship in the school culture; and active citizenship through links with the wider
community. In other words, effective citizenship education in formal school settings is
seen as much more than adding civics courses to the curriculum. In the following section
we will look at these areas, as far as the available data allow, in terms of citizenship
education in Canadian curricula, classroom climate, and service learning, as well as
teacher training for civic education. Unfortunately, there is presently little systematic
Canadian information on and monitoring of student action either in the school culture or
1114
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through links with the wider community, partly due to Canada’s decision not to
participate in the second phase of the IEA Civic Education Study, as discussed above.
24.6.1 Citizenship education and research initiatives in Canada
Alan Sears and Andrew Hughes of the University of New Brunswick in Fredericton
reviewed policy documents, curriculum guides, background or discussion papers, and
other resources from all provinces (except Francophone jurisdictions—which didn’t
respond to their requests for documents) to determine conceptions and practices of
citizenship education in Canada.1119 They are careful to point out that what is said is not
always what is taught, however. They did find at least “a commonality of perspective”
across the country in terms of conceptions of citizenship education in Anglophone
jurisdictions. In particular, as noted earlier, all jurisdictions emphasized three key
elements of citizenship—knowledge, “informed action” or participation, and
multiculturalism or pluralism.1120 The authors note:
All jurisdictions reviewed […] agree on the broad parameters of what constitutes
best practice. Best practice flows from the constructivist1121 principles of active
learning focused on important and contested ideas and skills in the context of a
relatively democratic community of learners. Further, all agree that classroom,
school and community structures need to be consistent with the democratic
principles being learned in that they provide opportunity for students, teachers and
community members to work together to shape school practice and procedures
and foster civic engagement among students.1122
Much of the citizenship education content in Canadian schools is taught within “social
studies” classes, but many provinces are presently reviewing their programs in this field.
In 2000, a new, compulsory civics education course was introduced in Ontario.1123 As
part of the Canadian and World Studies program, all grade 10 students are now required
to take a course entitled “Civics.” British Columbia is incorporating citizenship education
within its Social Responsibility program, and has included citizenship education at every
level of the curriculum.1124 As noted above, the final report of the New Brunswick
Commission on Legislative Democracy, released in January 2005, recommended creation
of a mandatory civics education program for grades K-12.1125 Quebec has introduced a
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module on citizenship education within its secondary level history courses. Quebec also
participated in the Council of Europe’s Education for Democratic Citizenship project.
The Atlantic Provinces specify knowledge of citizenship as one of their six Essential
Graduation Learnings and also as one of the central purposes of social studies, as seen in
the Atlantic Provinces Educational Foundation’s Foundation Document for Social
Studies.1126
However, writing in 2006, Hughes and Sears are critical of Canadian civics education
curricula in general, arguing that they are largely adapted from American models and
standards, have been given to educators—“treating them as consumer of ideas and not coauthors”—and are ineffective since they are not the product of grassroots consultative
processes. This “results in a lack of understanding of and commitment to the goals and
often hinders effective implementation.”1127 They elaborate:
The regional social studies committee that developed the Atlantic Provinces
Educational Foundation (APEF) Foundation Document for Social Studies
acknowledges the considerable influence of the [U.S.] National Council for Social
Studies (NCSS) standards on their work (Atlantic Provinces Education
Foundation, n.d.). Indeed, the document in form and substance bears a striking
resemblance to the NCSS standards. This is true for social studies curriculum
documents in many parts of Canada.1128
By contrast, Hughes and Sears note that the development of standards in the U.S. was:
… a widely consultative and often highly contentious endeavour […]. We know
of no such broad, open consultations taking place around the development of
standards for citizenship education in Canada […]. Neither is there a body of
published work about Canadian standards—theoretical, professional and
applied—as there is in the U.S. and other countries.1129
Consequently, they note in another report, “neither the Canadian public nor professional
educators have a deep understanding or sense of ownership of goals for citizenship
education.”1130
In Canada there are a number of research initiatives concerned with citizenship education.
In the late 1990s, for example, the Council of Ministers of Education Canada (CMEC)
National Defence). Citizen Engagement, Government of Canada, 38th Parliament, 1st Session, Edited
Hansard Number 090, 2005 May 3; accessed June 2005; available from
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included citizenship and social cohesion as important themes in its Pan-Canadian
Educational Research Agenda initiative.1131 However, Hughes and Sears note that neither
this, nor the Citizenship Education Research Network initiative, discussed below, have
ever received coordinated attention or funding.1132
The Citizenship Education Research Network (CERN), formed in 1998, brings together
researchers and policy makers from Canadian universities, government, and the private
sector. Federal participation includes the Departments of Canadian Heritage, Citizenship
and Immigration, Human Resources and Social Development Canada (formerly Human
Resources and Skills Development Canada), Justice, and Industry Canada.1133 The CERN
participants have identified four themes to guide their research: citizenship conceptions
and contexts; citizenship practices; citizenship values; and citizenship skills, knowledge,
attitudes, and behaviours.1134 Each of these themes has particular sub-themes. The
second theme, citizenship practices, for example, examines
… a) the current state of knowledge on what citizenship education is actually being
done; b) the impact of practices and norms of institutions other than schools on
citizenship education; c) the roles of schools and other institutions in citizenship
education for groups such as students, parents, and community groups; and d) what
is meant by the notion of ‘best practices’ of citizenship.1135
The fourth theme on the skills, knowledge, attitudes, and behaviours particular to
citizenship examines four questions:
a) What are the attitudes, knowledge, skills and behaviours, not only among
students, but among citizens in general, in the domain of citizenship? b) Although it
is difficult to define these, how can such research guide the implementation of
‘good citizen practices’? c) How do skills, attitudes and knowledge of citizenship
guide behaviour? d) What influence do pedagogical approaches have in the
transmission and acquisition of citizenship concepts? In other words, how can a
sense of efficacy be developed so that students are confident that they can as
citizens contribute to the evolution of society?1136
In a recent telephone conversation with Alan Sears, Sears explained that this research
effort is ongoing. However, there are no results at the present time, and indicators have
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not been developed.1137 Presently, Kathy Bickmore of the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education at the University of Toronto is in charge of the CERN. The initiative will
hopefully lead to the development of information and data that can eventually populate
indicators in the field of formal school-based citizenship education.
24.6.2 Classroom climate
Hughes and Sears report:
A growing body of international research demonstrates a strong association
between classrooms, schools and communities that encourage active engagement
of young people around critical social and civic issues and positive citizenship
outcomes […]. The syntheses of research in the field […] link techniques like
discussion of issues and active engagement in both school and community with
positive student outcomes related to citizenship.1138
As will be discussed below, students can become civically engaged through service
learning, but this engagement begins in the classroom.
One indicator used in the IEA Civic Education Study discussed earlier measured
students’ perceptions of their “classroom climate” as an indication of learning conditions
at school that might be conducive to effective civic education.1139 This is one of three
sub-scales of the main category “school factors” that are seen to have an influence on the
effectiveness of school-based civic education. The other sub-scales in this category are
“reported participation in school council or parliament,” and “students’ reports about
having learned about the importance of voting.”
Classroom climate is defined as a classroom that encourages freedom of expression and
open discussion.1140 Campbell suggests: “An open classroom climate simply refers to a
style of instruction. Instead of rote learning, students are given the opportunity to discuss
and debate compelling issues with a teacher’s guidance.”1141 This is particularly
important for the kind of civic literacy required for Westheimer’s social justice-oriented
citizen described above, which requires critical thinking skills that may need to focus on
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controversial subjects both in and outside the classroom.
Educators such as Gerald Caplan often remark on the “cognitive dissonance” between
what is said in the classroom and what students experience in their lives outside of
school:1142
[O]ne faces the reality that our children receive their information from a multitude
of sources each day, not all of them by any mean disseminating the same
messages as those conveyed by schools. Indeed, children often see in the outside
world reality in stark contrast to the one pictured in the classroom. Often, those
most vocal about the importance of schools communicating proper values to
students refer to ‘some sense of honesty, truth, civility, social justice and
cooperation, and a determination to combat violence, racism, gender inequality
and environmental degradation’. Yet in any day’s newscast a student is likely as
not to find evidence of a world characterized by dishonesty, incivility, social
injustice, harsh competitiveness, widespread violence, racism, sexism, and a value
system that almost invariably puts economic growth ahead of environmental
sustainability. Such cognitive dissonance can surely not fail to have an impact on
the student's view of what she’s been told in school.1143
John Taylor Gatto, Neil Postman, Charles Weingartner and others have written about the
authoritarian nature of schools with their requirements for strict obedience to authority,
and regimentation by bells that interrupt the flow of creativity and effort.1144 Such an
atmosphere, according to Gerald Caplan, is hardly democratic, and may subtly—but
effectively—undermine genuine citizenship education and values.1145 Caplan describes
this “hidden curriculum”:
Here, then, is the elusive but unmistakeable hidden curriculum of Canada’s
schools, and the twin dilemma it seems forever to pose. Since, first, schools are in
practice highly undemocratic and since, secondly, they help perpetuate social
inequality, how can they teach impressionable young Canadians about the virtues
of democratic citizenship and the ethics of equity and justice? […] From the
beginning, the instruments of this socialization were the hierarchical, authoritarian
nature of school relationships combined with a pedagogy that called for
omnipotent, omniscient teachers spoon-feeding the word from on high to silent,
subordinate, docile, unquestioning student vessels. These relationships, and the
pedagogy routinely used in most schools, deliver powerful messages about the
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kind of citizenship that is valued outside and certainly within the school system.
John Polanyi, Canada’s Nobel Prize-winning scientist and social activist, argues
that the lessons taught via the structures and practices of our education system are
passivity and submission. Neil Postman agrees that schools exist to curb and
control the natural exuberance and curiosity of children and teach them instead
hierarchy, authority, discipline, conformity, uniformity, obedience, and
submissiveness, not necessarily the qualities that characterize an actively engaged
citizen.1146
However, Caplan does concede that it is not valid to generalize about all Canadian
schools, since he notes that “there are large numbers of schools and huge numbers of
teachers where children are treated with respect and where independent thought and
critical thinking is actively encouraged.”1147 He remarks: “[A]s Ken Osborne and others
argue passionately, it’s in schools themselves that students must have the first taste of
democratic citizenship, must feel that their views and their actions count, that they make
a difference.”1148
According to Amadeo, et al., the two major IEA Civic Education Studies both
demonstrated that classroom climate had a large, positive effect on the knowledge and
skills of both groups of students surveyed—the 14– and 16–19 year-olds.1149 They
observe:
An important finding from the 1971 IEA Civic Education Study1150 was that
students’ beliefs that they were encouraged to speak openly in class was a potent
predictor of their knowledge of and support for democratic values. This
relationship was also clear in the findings from the 14-year-olds tested in 1999.
Here, students’ perceptions of an open classroom climate for discussion was a
predictor of both civic knowledge and civic engagement in most of the 28
participating countries.1151
Amadeo, et al. also found a high correlation between open classroom climate and civicrelated competency in the older age group surveyed in 1999–2000.1152
David Campbell notes that the IEA findings provide evidence that classroom climate “has
a positive impact on every dimension of engagement” including “knowledge, skills,
1146
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intention of being an informed voter, intention of being civically engaged, intention of
being politically engaged, institutional trust, and tolerance.”1153 Campbell makes a
distinction between civic and political engagement, stating that the latter involves efforts
to influence public policy, while the former does not. He recommends that an aggregated
measure of “school ethos,” or culture within a school, could incorporate the openness of
the classroom climate, the degree to which students’ opinions are respected by teachers
and administrators, and the overall sense of community within the school. Development
of such a composite measure of school ethos or culture would produce a highly useful
indicator for civic literacy indices.
In the IEA study, six items were used on the Open Classroom Climate for Discussion
sub-scale, presented as statements with which students agreed or disagreed:
1. Students feel free to disagree openly with teachers about political / social issues in
class
2. Students are encouraged to make up their own minds about issues
3. Teachers respect our opinions and encourage us to express them in class
4. Students feel free to express opinions in class even when their opinions are
different from those of most other students
5. Teachers encourage us to discuss political or social issues about which people
have different opinions
6. Teachers present several sides of an issue when explaining it in class1154
The response scale was ‘never’, ‘rarely’, ‘sometimes’, and ‘often’. Campbell argues that
the above index could possibly be reduced to include fewer items, which could be
determined by pilot testing to determine the most significant and revealing statements
with the least overlap.1155
Amadeo, et al. report the following results of the classroom climate scale:
Results from the upper secondary students
In general, the upper secondary students seemed to feel free to discuss issues and
express their opinions in their classrooms. However, there was substantial
variation in terms of the individual items in the scale. For example, across all
countries, slightly less than half of the students responded that they were often
encouraged to make up their own minds about issues and that they felt free to
express opinions even when their opinions differed from those of their classmates.
However, a much smaller percentage (about 20) of the students indicated that they
were often encouraged by their teachers to discuss political or social issues about
which people have different opinions. In fact, close to 10 percent of the students
across countries said they were never encouraged to discuss these kinds of issues
1153
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in their classrooms […] .
[T]here was also variation across countries. Students in Denmark, Estonia,
Norway, the Russian Federation, Sweden, and Switzerland (German) were
especially likely to report an open classroom climate for discussion. In contrast,
students in Chile, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Israel, Poland, Portugal, and
Slovenia had scores below the international mean on this scale.
Analysis of 14-year-olds’ and upper secondary students’ results
In most of the countries where comparisons could be made, the upper secondary
students were significantly more likely than the 14-year-olds to perceive that their
classroom climate was open for discussion […]. The reason for the greater
openness in most countries may be because the objectives and topics of older
students’ courses are more likely to be appropriate for discussion than are the
courses for younger students, which leads the former group to perceive that the
classroom climate itself is more open for discussion.1156
In conclusion, Amadeo et. al note:
The school factors—students’ perception of an open classroom climate for
discussion and students’ reported participation in a school council or parliament—
were two factors accounting for large effects on students’ civic knowledge
outcomes […]. Although these effects were not as strong as the impact of home
background factors, they still had, to a considerable extent, a significant and
important influence on students’ acquisition of civic-related competency. Thus,
individuals perceiving their classroom environment to be open for discussion or
for expressing their opinions freely tended to achieve higher levels of civic
knowledge scores than did those perceiving no such environment in the
classroom. This finding replicates the results in the 14-year-old study and
underlines the important role that schools play in fostering civic knowledge.1157
Amadeo, et. al also observe that the results “reinforce the hypothesis that democratic
practices at school are important in fostering civic knowledge and intention to vote.”1158
Knowing the proportion of Canadian students who feel they have a positive classroom
climate, as defined by the six items comprising the open classroom scale listed above,
would be both a highly useful indicator of learning conditions in Canadian schools in
general, as well as a key determining aspect of civic literacy, including political
knowledge. Significantly, the Canadian results would be internationally comparable if
administered according to the IEA system and method. Unfortunately, as discussed
above, there are no data to populate this indicator in Canada, since Canada did not
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participate in the IEA Civic Education Study.
24.6.3 Service learning in Canada
Hébert and Sears point to a growing trend in citizenship education that recognizes the
need for active, “hands-on” participation in the community.1159 Service learning
integrates classroom instruction with community service activities, for which academic
credit is given. “The purpose of these programs is to connect the students to real issues in
their community, and at the same time, develop their knowledge and skills in the area of
democratic participation.”1160 According to these researchers, there is a growing
recognition that civic learning requires more than classroom instruction, that parents as
well as community organizations and others are all holders of citizenship knowledge, and
that learning through volunteer activity in the community is important in the development
of civic literacy. This understanding is in line with the “three C’s” of citizenship
education recognized in England and described in section 24.6.
Referring to service learning in the U.S., which has been active for several decades,
Galston explains:
The service must be organized in relation to an academic course or curriculum,
must have clear learning objectives, and must address real community needs over
a sustained period of time; the learning occurs through both community-based
practice and regularly scheduled critical reflection on that practice. As of
academic year 1998–1999, 32% of all [U.S.] public schools had incorporated
service learning into their curricula, including a remarkable 46% of high schools
(versus just 9% of high schools in 1984). Encouraging students to participate
more actively in their communities and encouraging them to improve their
knowledge of those communities are the most frequently cited goals for service
learning .1161
Service learning is also becoming increasingly important in Canada, and is becoming
required within some high school curricula, such as in the new Ontario civics course,
which requires each student to complete 40 hours of volunteer community service in
order to graduate.1162
The Canadian Association for Service Learning (CASL) was established in 2001 after a
ground-breaking symposium sponsored by St. Francis Xavier University in Nova
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Scotia.1163 CASL is a national association established to support the active participation
of students, educators and communities in community service learning, with funding
from the J.W. McConnell Family Foundation. Among other activities, since 2002, CASL
has conducted annual conferences, organized on a rotating voluntary basis by staff at
network institutions such as the University of Guelph, the University of British
Columbia, and the University of Ottawa.1164 In addition, CASL recently surveyed 30
post-secondary institutions that have incorporated service learning into their curricula and
found a growing interest in the area among universities.1165
In 1999, Ron Faris conducted a service learning survey of public education officials at the
ministerial level for the (then) Human Resources Development Canada.1166 He found that
“the term ‘service learning’ is seldom used in Canada, with less that one-third of
respondents from either the education or voluntary sectors being acquainted with it or the
substantial body of related American experience and research.”1167
However, Faris found that four provinces have experience using student or out-of-school
youth community service as a means of earning tuition credit: British Columbia,
Manitoba, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland and Labrador. As noted above, Ontario has
also recently added a service learning requirement for its civic course.1168 Newfoundland
and Labrador initiated its program in 1994, and Nova Scotia completed a pilot program in
1999 with plans to expand the program. Manitoba also completed a pilot program in
1999, and British Columbia allows external credits for high school students involved in
recognized community activities such as 4-H clubs, and requires a civic action project in
its high school Civics Studies 11 curriculum.1169 Faris also notes that the Canadian Centre
for Philanthropy is building partnerships to develop service learning in a national
citizenship education pilot project for secondary schools.1170
In the future, it will be important to indicate the percentage of schools in Canada that
have incorporated service learning into their curricula, as Galston has done for the U.S.
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At the present time, however, this information is not available for Canada, and Faris’
1999 report needs to be updated in light of the rapid changes occurring in this area.
24.6.4 Teacher training for civic education
The success of any school program depends on the quality of the teachers, which includes
their level of knowledge and understanding of the subject, and the training they are given
to develop this expertise. Hughes and Sears report that in Canada teachers “have very
limited backgrounds in citizenship education and moving from standards to actual lesson
and unit plans proves difficult […] . [W]e know of no ongoing programs of pre or inservice teacher education focused directly on citizenship education.”1171
Our experience with new teachers indicates they often do not know where to
begin and curriculum guides often provide very little guidance. The new social
studies curriculum in Alberta, for example, includes clear outcome expectations at
both general and specific levels but offers virtually no help for teachers in how to
attain them. This lack of specificity is common across Canada […]. In contrast,
the international jurisdictions examined have implemented a range of initiatives to
build capacity in terms of providing curriculum resources. One of the most
extensive examples is the Discovering Democracy program in Australia […] .
Citizenship education initiatives in both Australia and England have included
significant attention to teacher development.1172
John Myers of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE) at the University of
Toronto notes the distinction between the intended curriculum and what is actually taught
and learned in the classroom.1173 Speaking of the new Ontario civics class, he describes
the gap in this area as, in part, a problem of teacher support:
The history of curriculum implementation is usually a history of failure. The best
of intentions fall short when teachers do not get long-term support to work
through the innovation […]. While teachers have much useful material to choose
from, teacher workload and staffing issues threaten to make the implementation of
this course a ‘mess’ to quote some of the teachers I have spoken to […]. In many
cases, teachers are teaching the Civics course to meet this requirement with no
regard for their training or background in the area. Since department heads are
also under this new teaching arrangement they lack the time to help familiarize
the new teachers with the concepts or important learnings required of students by
this course. Morale among Ontario teachers is poor and with tight funding, the
necessary professional development is hard to come by […]. if teachers are
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unwilling, unprepared or dispirited when teaching this new course what will our
students really learn about citizenship, or anything else from such climate?1174
The European Council’s EDC project identified goals and competencies for teachers of
EDC. Among these are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of political and social systems, institutions, procedures, problems and
developments
Enabling critical reflection of recent history, political information by parties,
media and press
Supporting the individual in the formation of political values and attitudes
Enabling active participation in the political issues of a pluralistic society
Ability to see the problem from learners’ perspectives and to respect their
interests, and needs
Capacity to deal with controversial issues
Having an understanding of interdisciplinary, holistic and transversal approaches
to curriculum
Ability to see him/herself, as well as learners, as active participants of local,
national, and global communities who have the potential to make a difference1175

Schugurensky and Myers studied the acquisition of civics knowledge in teachers who had
taught the Ontario civics course.1176 They found that both pre-service and in-service
training mostly influenced teaching methodology, rather than the development of civic
knowledge, attitudes, values, and skills. The exceptions occurred when the courses were
taught by “inspiring, committed and engaged teachers.”1177
Schugurensky and Myers especially emphasize the importance of informal learning and
note that that contexts such as those involving civic engagement and political
participation, as well as use of the media—TV news, magazines and newspapers,
documentaries, and the Internet—are also important sources of civic learning for teachers
as well as for students. The authors, who interviewed all of the teachers of the new
Ontario civics course, found that “the learning acquired informally through civic
involvement was consistently higher than the learning acquired through nonformal means
such as workshops and short courses.”1178 This important finding indicates once again the
necessity for learning and education indicators to give proper weight to informal learning
processes and structures, including experiential civic involvement and participation.
Conventional education indicators currently give insufficient attention to these factors,
1174
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and, despite the encouraging new initiatives noted above, most conventional school
curricula still rarely promote such involvement in active and practical ways.
24.6.5 Citizenship education assessments in Canada
In Canada, generally there are no school examinations in citizenship education, and
Hébert and Sears contend: “It therefore receives much less attention than those subjects
which are examined.”1179
In the late 1960s, A.B. Hodgetts, whom we discussed above in reference to the Canada
Studies Foundation, and who observed classrooms, analyzed textbooks and curricula, and
surveyed thousands of students and teachers, conducted the last nation-wide evaluation of
civic education in Canada.1180 He examined knowledge and attitudes, as well as teacher
training and practices, in a report that became a baseline for social studies learning in
Canada. In particular, Hodgetts’ recommendations led directly to the formation of the
Canada Studies Foundation, which contributed to a transformation of social studies and
history curricula in Canadian schools.1181 In 1969, Simeon reviewed Hodgett’s book,
What Culture? What Heritage? A Study of Civic Education in Canada, and quotes
Hodgetts as stating: “The majority of English-speaking high school graduates leave the
Canadian studies classroom without the intellectual skills, the knowledge and the
attitudes they should have to play an effective role as citizens in present-day Canada.”1182
Since that time, there has been almost no systematic monitoring of student achievement
in citizenship education and no comprehensive evaluation of the state of citizenship
education in Canada. Sears, Clarke, and Hughes are concerned with developing specific
outcomes for citizenship education that could be used to assess and monitor achievement
on a wide scale.1183 They note that the assessments that do exist test only factual
information with little attention to context. These assessments are focused mainly on
knowledge covered in particular courses, which is not related to “situated knowledge” of
issues and skills needed for active citizenship. By “situated” Sears, et al. explain that they
mean “not knowledge for its own sake but knowledge intended to frame and enhance
thoughtful participation in civic life.”1184 This perspective emphasizes the utilization of
knowledge through the use of skills such as decision-making, communication, and
conflict resolution. As noted above, Sears reported in a recent telephone conversation that
1179
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no indicators for these skills have been developed at this point.1185
In May 1996, British Columbia conducted a social studies assessment designed to assess
the social studies knowledge and attitudes of students in grades 4, 7, and 10.1186
Approximately 45,000 students participated in the assessment, which consisted of 40
multiple choice achievement items; an attitude scale measuring community attitudes
(tolerance and participation), citizenship attitudes (participation in various types of
citizenship activities), and attitudes toward learning social studies; students’ perceptions
of the social studies methods used by their teachers; and a short questionnaire collecting
demographic information. Performance was assessed across five domains—Canada; the
World; the individual’s role in society; knowledge / understanding and application; and
higher order and critical thinking. This social studies assessment was part of a Provincial
Learning Assessment Program begun in 1976 that assesses one curriculum area per year.
Social studies had previously been assessed in 1977 and 1989.
In the British Columbia assessment, ratings were classified as weak, marginal,
satisfactory, very satisfactory, and strong. The average result of grade 4 students on the
multiple-choice achievement items was satisfactory, which was similar to the 1989
results. Results for grade 7, however, showed a decline in student performance of 5%
since 1989, which was the greatest decline of the three grades participating in the
assessment. Overall, in 1996, the results for grade 10 students showed a 3.8–4.7% decline
in performance since 1989.1187
In 1989, across all three grade levels, the results for two of the domains—the individual’s
role in society, and higher order and critical thinking—were very satisfactory, and the
results of the other three domains were satisfactory. However, in 1996, the results for two
domains—the world, and knowledge / understanding and application—were marginal,
and results for the other three domains were marginal / satisfactory. In sum, for the higher
grades and when assessed by subject matter, the B.C. results showed a decline in student
performance since 1989. Comparable province-wide assessments are not available for
other provinces.
The new, mandatory civics course in Ontario offers assessment guidelines to teachers
who are, however, free to select their own form of assessment, so comparable provincewide results cannot be produced.1188 The course profile identifies four generic categories
to assess knowledge and skills in civics—Knowledge / Understanding, Thinking /
Inquiry, Communication, and Application. According to the guidelines, assessments are
divided into four outcome levels: limited knowledge, understanding and effectiveness;
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some knowledge and understanding and moderate effectiveness; considerable knowledge,
understanding and effectiveness; and thorough knowledge and understanding and high
degree of effectiveness.
According to the course profile:
Teachers need to develop an alternative framework for collecting and measuring
data to report on student achievement based on the achievement levels. Weighting
for any particular assignment will depend on what the teacher wishes to assess as
well as the tool or tools they use for assessment. […] Students will succeed in this
program when they are able to identify the historical roots of contemporary
Canadian issues, search for historically valid evidence from a wide range of
sources, read historical and contemporary materials critically, assess the point of
view of presenters and use evidence to develop and defend conclusions about past
events.1189
The new civics course is divided into three strands: informed citizenship, purposeful
citizenship, and active citizenship.1190 Each of these three strands has overall outcome
expectations and specific expectations. A list of these expected outcomes can be found in
Appendix 15 of this literature review. Because teachers are free to choose their own
assessment tools and to decide on what they want to assess, these outcome measures
cannot presently be used to yield composite, quantitative, and comparative results for
Ontario schools.
By contrast to the paucity of Canadian data in this area, other countries have created rich
databases for assessments of civic education. As Hughes and Sears note, the U.S.
National Center for Learning and Citizenship (NCLC) has established a Citizenship
Education Data Base, “which provides a range of comparative information on state
policies, standards, approaches and levels of student achievement in citizenship
education.”1191 Hughes and Sears also note that few Canadian provinces have their own
capacity to create this kind of support structure or database, and that, for Canada to move
forward in this area, the federal government needs to provide leadership.1192
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25. Multicultural Literacy
Culture has been defined as a common worldview and way of life of a particular group of
people, which encompasses both the material world of tangible objects and the intangible
world of beliefs, values, behaviours, norms, attitudes, and biases.1193 It is also the
accumulated knowledge about how to survive as a group in specific contexts. Any culture
is dynamic and embedded in a complex web of interacting sub-cultures. Individuals are
involved with many such cultures at the same time, such as family culture, workplace
culture, neighbourhood culture, ethnic culture, and national culture. Individuals are also
simultaneously involved in cultural processes on different levels such as global / local,
universal / particular, and divergent / convergent. Gerhard Budin, of the University of
Vienna, further explains:
Human cognition is such an interface: while the biological basis of cognition, the
human brain is (more or less) of uniform structure all over the world, the actual
cognitive processes using the material basis differ and depend on cultural
conventions (including […] languages [and] social groups). The analysis of the
dialectics between individual cognition and communicative action, on the one
hand, and collective standardizations in symbolic systems, action schemata and
social knowledge that are the basis for identities in each individual, on the other,
is a prerequisite for understanding cultural processes.1194
T.R. Richardson notes that cultural knowledge is passed from generation to generation,
and is learned informally through social environments and systems of shared meaning,
and formally through schooling.1195 Multicultural literacy, which is sometimes referred to
as a form of cultural capital,1196 has been defined as “the ability to understand and
appreciate the similarities and differences in the customs, values, and beliefs of one’s
own culture and the culture of others.”1197
The preservation and promotion of the Bhutan’s ancient culture and profound traditions is
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one of the four pillars of GNH in Bhutan. This is seen as vital to the country’s
sustainability in light of the rapid modernization, consumerism, and materialist
tendencies that threaten to undermine the environmental, social, and cultural pillars of
GNH. Thus, a ten-year goal of the educational system is, in part, to ensure that genuine
care for others, the ability to live in harmony with others, and the wisdom of the country's
profound, ancient culture are effectively transmitted to Bhutanese students.
The following information in this multicultural literacy section is mainly focused on
Canada, which has a much larger ethnic population than does Bhutan. However, it is
hoped that the information will be of interest to Bhutanese educators, especially in
consideration of potential educated populace assessments that relate to the culture of
Bhutan. According to Karma Ura, President of the Centre for Bhutan Studies, the GNH
cultural pillar focuses on cultural diversity as well as the strength of cultural traditions,
which both contribute to identity, values, and creativity.1198 Although not as diverse as
Canada, Bhutan has a populace that is composed of three major ethnic groups and at least
7 other minority ethnic groups.
In addition, because Bhutan is part of the global community, an understanding of other
cultures might also be important to Bhutan. According to Richardson, educators are
realizing that global problems require multicultural understanding and action, especially
since many key problems arise from cultures, such as those in the West, that emphasize
economic priorities and material growth, and that value dominance over nature through
the application of science and technology.1199 This emphasis is also seen now in China,
India, and other non-Western countries.
In 1971, Canada became the first country in the world to adopt multiculturalism as an
official policy.1200 At that time, the focus of multiculturalism was to assimilate visible
minorities into the dominant culture. However, it has evolved into a social justice issue
that now involves trying to include pluralistic views and multicultural understanding in
the dominant culture, which, according to Hidalgo, et al., otherwise tends to focus solely
on its dominant worldview.1201
Multicultural literacy includes knowledge of one’s own culture, knowledge of other
cultures, and an understanding and appreciation of diversity and equity issues. Writing
for the Department of Canadian Heritage, Lillian Allen asserts that multiculturalism
refers to the “coexistence of different cultures,” whereas cultural diversity or “the
diversity of cultural expression,” is part of multiculturalism, but also includes equity,
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access, social cohesion, countering racism, and other social justice issues.1202
Multicultural literacy also is part of the Delors framework section titled “learning to live
together.”1203
In light of the significance of multiculturalism, particularly within the Canadian context
where it is official policy, it is therefore important that Canadians learn about and
understand multiculturalism and diversity as part of their core stock of knowledge.
Indeed, the Canadian populace cannot be considered truly or fully educated if it has no
knowledge, understanding, and appreciation of the diversity of cultures in Canadian
society, and their respective contributions to Canadian society. With respect to social
outcomes, knowledge of multiculturalism and “literacy” in this area have been shown to
contribute to societal wellbeing through promoting tolerance, respect, openness,
harmony, and other benefits. Indeed, some analysts regard multicultural literacy as key to
a healthy and peaceful society.

25.1 Definitions of multicultural literacy
As noted above, multicultural literacy is concerned with providing and enhancing
knowledge and understanding of, and between, diverse cultural groups. It also has the
normative goal of creating and promoting equity of visible minorities within the
dominant culture. Saskatchewan Education provides a comprehensive definition of
multicultural literacy and the learning outcomes expected, which are regarded as valid for
the general populace as well as for students in formal schooling:
Multicultural literacy is the ability to recognize that Canadian society is
characterized by cultural pluralism, and that cultural retention is an individual and
group right.
The goal is to develop cognitive and affective knowledge and skills that
• will enable positive self-concept development
• will facilitate intercultural understanding and appreciation
• will lead towards the elimination of racism, prejudice and intolerance in
order to create a politically, socially and economically just society.1204
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U.S. educational consultants, The Metiri Group, offer the following detailed profile of
culturally literate students, which could also apply to the general population, and assist in
developing indicators of multicultural literacy:
Culturally literate students are knowledgeable and appreciative of the way that
culture and history—their own as well as those of others—impact behaviors,
beliefs, and relationships in a multicultural world. Such students:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

understand that culture impacts their behavior and beliefs, and the behavior
and beliefs of others
are aware of specific cultural beliefs, values, and sensibilities that might affect
the way that they and others think or behave
appreciate and accept diverse beliefs, appearances, and lifestyles
are aware that historical knowledge is constructed, and is therefore shaped by
personal, political, and social forces
know the history of both mainstream and non-mainstream cultures, and
understand that these histories have an impact today
are able to take the perspective of non-mainstream groups when learning
about historical events
know about major historical events of other nations and understand that these
events impact behaviors, beliefs, as well as relationships with others
are aware of the similarities between groups of different cultural backgrounds
and accept the differences between them
understand the dangers of stereotyping and other biases; are aware of and
sensitive to issues of racism and prejudice
are bilingual or multilingual, or working towards these proficiencies
can communicate, interact, and work positively with individuals from other
cultural groups
understand how the use of technology and the Internet impacts worldviews
use technology in order to communicate with individuals and access resources
from other cultures
are familiar with existing cultural norms of new technology environments
(instant messaging, virtual workspaces, e-mail), and are able to interact
successfully in such environments1205

The Metiri Group also notes that multicultural learning often focuses on the importance
of social context in general as a primary means of creating knowledge and meaning.1206
The Metiri profile above could well be translated into a set of survey questions designed
to test and assess proficiency and understanding in each of the areas identified, thereby
producing data that could populate key indicators of multicultural literacy, and they could
also be adapted to cultural literacy in Bhutan.
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The Metiri Group notes, however, that major learning models such as those based on
behaviourist, humanistic, and cognitive theories,1207 are mainly focused on individual
autonomy and personal growth as a universal value, rather than on the social context.
Amstutz suggests that the view and perspective of the individual, self-directed learner
fails to consider the social context in which learning takes place. This view “interprets
self-directed learning as a method that is more ‘mature,’ suggesting that collaborative,
cooperative, and other forms of learning are not as potent.”1208 Amstutz argues that in
addition to being ethnocentric, “these concepts reflect the emphasis on self and the
dominant cultural value of competition.”1209 They ignore “the group-oriented social
structures and processes used by some groups […] and the learning approaches of many
women, people of color, and members of the working class.”1210 She feels that what is
needed is a paradigm shift that will enable various groups to decide what is important for
themselves and their communities.
The observations of the Metiri Group and Amstutz on learning styles are highly relevant
to a consideration of multicultural literacy, because they indicate that multicultural
literacy cannot be transmitted only through content and cognitive knowledge, but
depends also on learning method. Recent reviews and critiques of New Zealand’s social
wellbeing indicators have noted that the country’s Maori people tend to define wellbeing
in far more communal ways and in relation to the wellbeing of groups rather than in the
individualistic terms used in the country’s annual Social Reports. Mason Durie, of
Massey University, for example, notes that the wellbeing of the sub-tribe can be defined
by its capacity to perform certain functions effectively.1211 Similarly, the individualist and
self-directed learning styles described by the Metiri Group and Amstutz, which are
dominant in formal schooling systems, may be inappropriate tools to teach and transmit
1207
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key principles, concepts, and values of those cultures that rely more on group-oriented
learning and organizational processes.
James A. Banks, of the University of Washington in Seattle, sees multicultural education
as having the potential to help students think critically, and be socially active and aware
members of society.1212 Through critical analysis, he argues, one can become aware of
how and why our preconceptions dictate the way we perceive, understand, and feel about
our world, and how we can change these assumptions to include perspectives that are
more inclusive and integrative. Critical analysis is also important to GNH. As previously
noted, we defined GNH values, as reflected in a GNH-based educational system, to
include the critical capacity to understand and see reality clearly and to see through
deception. Amstutz and Shered define this approach as developing “critical literacy”:
Critical literacy defines knowledge as part of a gendered, racial, economic, social
class context, and thus is not neutral. These definitions encourage critical thinking
about the types of literacy that are advocated by an educational system. They
encourage adult learners to ask questions such as, ‘Who defines knowledge? What
knowledge is included, and why? Who benefits from the knowledge presented?’
Using a critical literacy definition, programs should help learners examine the
circumstances of their lives and the ways in which to effectively change not only
their individual circumstances but also to control their own communities.1213
In sum, multicultural literacy has as much if not more to do with questioning dominant
definitions of knowledge and the methods of transmitting that knowledge as with simply
teaching students “about” other cultures. Indeed, in formal schooling settings, the use of
conventional textbook and classroom paradigms and the individualist learning styles
described above, to teach about other cultures may subtly distort and undermine the real
message and essence of what other cultures have to offer. Ideally, if we follow the logic
of the Metiri Group, Amstutz, Shered, and Banks above, multicultural literacy might be
best transmitted if each cultural group had some influence over the content, method, and
context in which the learning about its particular culture took place.
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25.2 Intercultural understanding and appreciation
In a paper commissioned by the European Parliament on the relationship between cultural
diversity and human capital, Jesse Marsh emphasizes one key aspect of multicultural
literacy—intercultural understanding and appreciation—as follows:
Cultural literacy (alphabétisme culturelle) is a term appearing ever more
frequently, and refers to the ability of an individual (or perhaps community) to
critically relate to another culture in a positive way. This means learning from
both similarities and differences.1214
One framework that may be a useful starting point for understanding multiple cultures
and their different knowledge and worldviews is presented by Randy White, who is CEO
of the White Hutchinson Leisure & Learning Group in the U.S.1215 White suggests
looking at core values and attitudes within a culture, such as the way a culture views
relationships with people, and also its attitudes to time and nature. He argues that this
knowledge falls along the following continuums:
Relationships with People
• Universalism versus Particularism: relying on rules, codes and laws
versus exceptions, special circumstances and relationships.
• Individualism versus Collectivism: the importance of individual and
personal freedom versus the importance of the group and co-operative and
harmonious relations.
• Neutral versus Emotional: the range of feelings expressed, whether
interactions are detached or express emotion.
• Specific versus Diffuse: the degree of personal involvement in dealings,
whether limited to the specific aspect of a transaction or with the whole
person, requiring whole relationships.
• Achievement versus Ascription: how status is accorded by either what you
have done and achieved versus who you are and whom you are connected
to.
Attitudes about Time
• Sequential versus Synchronic: how the past, present and future relate to
each other and which has greatest importance; whether time is seen as
linear or as cyclic. The standard of punctuality can range from minutes to
a day or more.
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Attitudes about the natural environment
• Harmony versus Mastery: whether the world is considered to be more
powerful than the individual or whether the individual is seen as the
source of vice and virtue; whether society should be subordinate to, in
harmony with, or master over nature.1216
Measures of multicultural literacy could potentially be constructed from this framework,
since, as a succinct typography, it provides a way of assessing people’s knowledge and
understanding of multiple cultures in a consistent way. Because the typography uses a
standard set of criteria, it is even conceivable that a composite indicator of multicultural
literacy could be constructed based on these assessments. Although such an exercise is
beyond the scope of this present report, we do reference the “individualism versus
collectivism” continuum in the discussion of “learning values” in this literature review.
The other items in White’s framework above are rarely asked or assessed in public
surveys, and therefore cannot be used for evaluations of the extent and depth of
multicultural literacy at this time. We look more specifically at measures of multicultural
literacy in a separate section below.
According to Beairsto and Carrigan, the first step toward multicultural literacy and
understanding another culture is understanding one’s own culture:
Those who are part of the ‘mainstream’ and members of the ‘dominant culture’
have a tendency to assume that their decisions and actions are the norm and are
not culturally determined. Just as people often think they have no accent, some
people from the ‘mainstream’ actually believe that they themselves have no
culture. This, of course, is dangerously false. All individuals are influenced by
culture, and depending upon how we define culture, one could argue that each of
us belongs to many cultures. The first step to understanding another culture is to
recognize your own, and to know that your beliefs and perceptions are
conditioned and constrained by it.1217
According to Andrus and Roth, understanding diverse cultural expressions at the personal
and practical level of social interaction is also an extremely important element of
knowledge of and respect for other cultures, especially if he or she relates to others from
outside his or her own cultural norm.1218 Andrus and Roth note that understanding
cultural expressions other than one’s own is not only necessary for basic communication,
but is also indicative of an appreciation of other cultures. On a global level, people from
different cultures have different ways of expressing themselves verbally, and they use
different nonverbal clues such as “differences in eye contact, personal space, touching
behaviors, and customs.”1219 As Andrus and Roth point out: “An unintentional disrespect
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or unwillingness to acknowledge and appreciate such cultural norms may itself be a
hindrance to communication beyond that of language.”1220 The SBC Knowledge Network
Explorer gives the following examples of such cultural differences:
•

•

•

It is considered polite among Singaporean Chinese to offer both the positive and
negative possibilities in practically every question that requires a decision. For
example, rather than asking, ‘Would you like to go to the theatre?’ they are likely
to ask ‘Do you want to go to the theatre or not?’
The way in which a question is answered may also differ across cultures. For
example, English speakers would give a negative answer to the question ‘Isn’t the
document available?’ by responding ‘no.’ The intended meaning is: ‘No, the
document is not available.’ The Chinese interpretation is different. The answer
would be ‘yes,’ meaning ‘Yes, the document is not available.’
Some Native American cultures emphasize non-verbal communication. One study
showed: ‘The Navajo mothers believed the high verbal and physical activity were
negative attributes, whereas the European-American mothers believed them to be
positive. It is easy to imagine how differences in parents’ attitudes toward these
kinds of behaviors would lead to the differences in the behavior of children.’
Another study found that the Native American participation structure for
conversation does not rely so heavily on non-verbal cues (e.g., gazes, body
movement, gestures) as those found among Anglo-American students. As a result,
‘when [Native American] students came to school and encountered this foreign
and complicated participation structure, they reacted by withdrawing from
classroom activities.’1221

This again illustrates that true multicultural literacy involves far greater subtlety and
depth than can be transmitted through simple facts, figures, history, and customs of other
cultures taught through conventional textbooks, classroom teaching, and cognitive
learning methods alone. In light of the above, it also seems particularly important for the
general populace to have a knowledge and understanding of its own culture, and the ways
in which its own customs, speech, and worldviews are learned and shaped, as well as a
basic appreciation of other cultures.
As Banks notes above, in the “globalization age,” it is necessary to learn critical thinking
skills that can help one become aware of how and why our preconceptions dictate the
way we perceive, understand, and feel about our world, and how we can change these
assumptions to include perspectives that are more inclusive and integrative. Measuring
this type of outcome in the general populace is, of course, extraordinarily difficult, and it
is simply not possible at this point to develop a credible and reliable indicator for
multicultural literacy in Canada. However, as we will see in a later section, some
Canadian researchers are currently working on developing a multicultural literacy survey,
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which may be useful in providing data for a multicultural literacy indicator in the future.

25.3 Cultural diversity and equity
Understanding multiculturalism is also about understanding diversity and equity issues.
Analysts often note, as T.R. Richardson points out, that tolerance and appreciation of
diversity are necessary prerequisites for achieving a healthy and peaceful planet.1222 On a
global scale, however, Jesse B.T. Marsh notes that cultural tensions are increasing and
“an exponential growth of intolerance, separatism and racism based on fear, is already
happening in many nation states.”1223 If learning outcomes are linked to social outcomes,
as much evidence claims, then a high rate of multicultural literacy and appreciation of
other cultures should manifest in greater equity and tolerance.
Despite the prominence and official recognition that multiculturalism—as both a concept
and as a reality—has had in Canadian society over the last 30 years, inequities continue
to exist, and observers have pointed to a lack of understanding of multiple cultures within
Canadian society. For example, the incidence of poverty, unemployment and low
educational attainment among the Aboriginal population in Canada is higher than that of
other groups. The Aboriginal population suffers poorer health, and higher rates of suicide,
mortality, and drug and alcohol addiction than do other groups.1224
For instance, in 2001, the high school completion rate for First Nations students on
reserve was 41.4%, compared to 68.7% for the general population.1225 In 1999, the
suicide rate among Aboriginal peoples was three times that of the general population,
with 38% of youth deaths and 23% of young adult deaths among Aboriginal peoples
being caused by suicide.1226 In addition, all cause mortality rates for the Aboriginal
population are 75% higher than those of the whole population of Canada, with the rate of
Aboriginal male mortality being 561 persons per 100,000 persons vs. 340 persons per
100,000 males in the general population, and the rate for Aboriginal women being 335
per 100,000 vs. 172 per 100,000 females in the general population.1227 And, in 2000, the
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infant mortality rate for First Nations was 6.4 deaths per 1,000 live births, which is 22%
higher than the 2001 Canadian rate of 5.2 deaths per 1,000 live births.1228
It is legitimate to ask whether such continued inequities reflect some failure in
multicultural literacy and lack of appreciation and respect for Aboriginal cultures in
Canada. The Department of Canadian Heritage notes that legislation is not enough to
ensure equity, peace, and understanding among and between multiple cultures. Rather, it
remarks that multicultural literacy in the general populace, acquired through experience
and informal learning as well as through formal multicultural education, is also
necessary.1229
Educators have also recognized the need for formal education systems to address bias,
poverty, inequities in resource distribution, and racial, ethnic, and gender discrimination
more effectively. According to U.S. researcher Donna Amstutz: “Marginalization occurs
when one set of cultural values, assumptions, beliefs, and practices is valued at the
sociopolitical and historical expense of other frameworks.”1230
Critical analysis based on an understanding of different cultural approaches and
worldviews has also been emphasized in the sphere of informal learning as well. As one
report from the European Commission observes, there is a “growing uneasiness with a
perceived dominance of Western culture […]. A one-size-fits-all mono-culture—
variously confused with globalisation, capitalism and America—seems to be partly to
blame.”1231 An understanding of the way other cultures might deal with issues is seen as a
potential check on the present dominance of this “mono-culture.”
Amstutz notes that the personal experiences of visible minority students frequently “do
not agree with the mainstream cultural assumptions that are often the result of ‘scientific
research.’”1232 For example, Amstutz describes a personal experience from teaching
African American and Latino graduate students and asking them to reflect on their own
experience of literacy in their families. In this case, the mainstream cultural assumption is
that the literacy of parents, and especially the educational attainment of the mother, is the
most important predictor of literacy in the children. The visible minority students in this
example, however, felt that this view depreciated and painted their illiterate parents as
deficient parents. Many of their parents and other members of their community were
indeed illiterate, but it was the value placed on literacy by their parents and communities
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that encouraged these students in their studies, rather than the literacy level of their
parents per se.1233
Amstutz and Shered also argue that it is important for educational programs to focus on
the strengths of minority cultures rather than on addressing deficits.1234 Amstutz remarks
that space must be made in classrooms for minority voices to be heard or there will be
“little change in the status of knowledge when the views of culturally marginalized
students and scholars are omitted. It is our responsibility to help students identify those
societal structures that create and maintain inequality.”1235 These observations again point
to the subtlety and complexity involved in achieving true multicultural literacy, since so
much depends on largely unexamined methods and styles of learning and transmission
and of failures to understand the implicit assumptions of the dominant culture.
At a 2002 meeting hosted by the Princeton University Center for Arts and Cultural Policy
Studies, the importance of cultural diversity was likened to that of biodiversity. It was
noted that there is a need to:
… develop a set of agreed-upon indicators of ‘cultural diversity’ (or
heterogeneity); and then communities could evaluate whether they meet certain
baseline levels and whether the cultural life of a community is getting more or
less diverse over time.1236
At this point, however, we have found no common international or national indicators for
multicultural literacy that could be applied an educated populace assessment.
As we will see below, however, there have been some surveys conducted that do attempt
to measure at least the extent of racial or ethnic discrimination and bias in society, and
whether the public has an appreciation of diversity. In addition, it is possible to measure
inequities in society, such as the examples above related to the Aboriginal population,
and it is possible to correlate poverty with ethnic and cultural characteristics. In most
cases, however, these measures provide data for social outcomes rather than learning
outcomes, and a broad range of assumptions is required for such measures to function
even indirectly and partially as potential proxies for multicultural literacy. Nevertheless,
based on current research in this area, below we examine some of the specific
measurement possibilities that may hold promise for an educated populace assessment of
multicultural literacy.
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25.4 Approaches to multicultural literacy
25.4.1 Governmental policy approaches
Governmental policy approaches towards multicultural literacy include both economic
and “social innovation” approaches. According to Marsh, the “social innovation”
approach is based on “cultural literacy as a main vehicle” for the development of
sustainable societies.1237 In other words, the social innovation approach aims to promote
inter-cultural interaction and mutual understanding and respect. The “economic policy”
approach depends on incentives and legal constraints to influence the culture industry and
cultural learning.1238
For example, Canadian Heritage emphasizes that an understanding of diverse knowledge
systems is important for economic prosperity: “Just as an ecosystem is vulnerable without
biodiversity, so are our knowledge systems vulnerable without cultural diversity.” It
continues:
Every culture embodies knowledge and wisdom; each brings a different
understanding and approach to any given situation. The cross-fertilization of
different perspectives can be our greatest competitive advantage. In today’s global
knowledge-based economy, sustainable growth is predicated on the ability to
generate ideas and innovate. But to do this requires access to a diversity of
knowledge systems, the open exchange of ideas and a commitment to an open
marketplace.1239
Marsh explains that the prevailing policy approaches “seem to emphasize the production
and distribution of information about a given culture (‘content’), without asking whether
anybody understands or learns from it.”1240 Marsh notes that the social innovation
approach is growing more popular among policymakers, especially in Europe, than the
economic approach. Examples of both policy approaches from the informal learning
perspective are shown in Table 16 below.
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Table 16. Examples of policy approaches towards multicultural literacy
Economic policy approach

Social innovation approach

Depends on incentives and legal constraints
to influence culture industry markets and
cultural learning, with initiatives such as:

Aims to promote inter-cultural interaction
and mutual understanding and respect. It
might respond to the issues with the
following strategies:
• Responding to identity / security needs
through reciprocal trust-building, from
promoting cultural “imports” to opening
“awareness centers” for immigrants to “tell
their story.”
• Promoting open access as a means of
supporting inter-cultural communication

• Responding to citizens’ needs for cultural
identity / security with “protection”: options
range from broadcasting quotas to
immigration quotas to airport security
control.
• Financing local and linguistic “cultural
industries,” from regional TV broadcasters to
decentralized multimedia production centers.
• Digitalization of culturally-specific content
and heritage as a means of preserving and
distributing collective cultural “memories”
through new media.

• Supporting the development of new
dynamic cultural memories (e.g., AlgerianFrench pop music) and inter-lingual support
for peer-to-peer exchanges of cultural
expressions.

Source: Marsh, Jesse B.T. Cultural Diversity as Human Capital, Palermo, Italy, Atelier Studio Association,
n.d.; accessed October 2005; available from
http://www.terra2000.org/Documents/Prague/Papers/CUltural Diversity as Human Capital.pdf.
pp. 6-7.

As Marsh explains, the above policy approaches influence the culture and its population,
and a critical analysis of the actions of government in these areas could indicate the
multicultural literacy level of that government.1241 We look briefly at Canadian
governmental approaches below.
25.4.2 Educational approaches to multiculturalism
James Banks describes four common approaches to multicultural education in schools
that reflect a leaning towards the social innovation perspective, with each approach
adding an increased level of sophistication.1242 The first level, or “contributions”
approach, is the most common. In this approach, customs, dress, festivals, music, stories,
and other cultural manifestations are added to the curriculum on special days. Banks
notes that this approach emphasizes differences rather than commonalities and social
justice issues, and generally results in a superficial understanding of ethnic cultures that
can often reinforce stereotypes and misconceptions.
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The second, or “additive,” approach, adds contents and themes related to minority
cultures to the curriculum without putting this content into a larger context, and without
giving students the background to understand the relationship between the ethnic /
minority and dominant cultures.
The third, or “transformation” approach, does provide the necessary context and critical
analysis needed to allow students to view content and issues from the perspectives of the
diverse cultural groups, and helps empower culturally diverse groups.
In the final “social action” approach, students identify and work with social problems and
issues that affect particular cultural groups (such as the inequities affecting Aboriginal
groups, for example). In this process, the students clarify their own values, increase their
ability to analyze critically, make decisions, and take actions to help resolve the issue or
problem. Banks notes that all of these approaches can be woven into the existing
curriculum.1243
Despite the rhetoric about the importance of multicultural literacy, according to
Richardson, schooling often produces the opposite effect, since schooling generally
reflects the dominant culture of the society, and acts to reinforce the status quo.1244
Complex societies such as those making up all Western nations, as Richardson notes, are
comprised of dominant, elite groups, which have the power to impose their preferences
on less powerful subgroups.1245 These less powerful subgroups comprise a cultural
diversity of different ethnic, racial, gender, and age groups that all have needs for equity
within society.1246
Richardson believes that schooling is inherently conservative and serves to “reproduce
the relations of power and privilege of dominant groups in society, while also providing a
safety valve by offering various degrees of social mobility to the majority population.”1247
Richardson also notes that mass education provides this “safety valve” by establishing a
middle-class as a “buffer” between the elite rulers who establish the standards, and the
less affluent working classes.
According to Richardson, children whose culture matches that of the dominant group will
have a better chance of success in school and later in work. Research has found that the
child’s home environment, neighbourhood, motivation, and teacher expectations predict
high grades in school more often than does ability.1248 Richardson argues that family
inequalities are translated into inequalities in schools, where standards are developed
largely according to economic conditions and motivations, rather than with the more
universal and altruistic goals of deepening knowledge and attaining wisdom. She notes:
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“The legal basis of schooling—impartiality and the requirement to treat everyone the
same—creates a paradox in that the equal treatment of unequal participants is a
mechanism for the reproduction of societal inequalities through schooling.”1249 In order
for this process to change in the educational system, Richardson argues that the attitudes
and practices of the dominant cultures and nations need to change.
Of the various materials on multicultural literacy examined in this literature review, one
that stands out as holding considerable promise for indicator development in this field is
the analysis offered by Banks above,1250 since it suggests quite explicitly what the
populace would need to know in order to be multiculturally literate. Each of the qualities
highlighted by Banks is, in principle, measurable, through carefully constructed survey
questions that could then be scaled to provide ratings on the qualities and capacities
identified. For example, Banks argues that multicultural literacy includes the ability to:
•
•
•
•

identify and work with social problems and issues affecting particular cultures
analyze critically both the issues and the values and attitudes of the dominant
culture
take action to help resolve problems
view issues from the perspective of diverse cultural groups, (or at least the other
side of their own view and that of the dominant culture.)1251

Also, social outcomes of multicultural literacy might include whether or not:
• cultural groups feel empowered or discriminated against
• inequities are increasing or diminishing
• there is a loss of linguistic diversity or knowledge of languages
• cultural repertoires are appreciated
• the specific knowledge associated with the cultures is being sustained or lost1252
At this stage of development, it is not yet possible to assess and construct indicators for
multicultural learning outcomes, such as those identified by Banks, but some of the social
outcomes noted above can be assessed using data from the 2003 Statistics Canada and
Canadian Heritage Ethnic Diversity Survey,1253 which we look at below. However, since
this survey has only been conducted once, it is not yet possible to develop trend analyses
for the issues it addresses.
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25.5 Multiculturalism in Canada
25.5.1 Canadian multicultural policy
Canada is a culturally pluralistic nation, with one in six Canadians being a member of a
visible minority.1254 Toronto, the largest Canadian city, is the world’s most multicultural
city, having a larger visible minority population than either New York or London.1255
Based on medium population growth, Statistics Canada expects visible minority groups
to represent 20% of Canada’s population by 2016.1256 In Canada, diversity and
multiculturalism are seen as national assets, which contribute to the richness of the
country’s cultural fibre. The Department of Canadian Heritage proposes that “Canada's
approach to diversity is based on the belief that the common good is best served when
everyone is accepted and respected for who they are, and that this ultimately makes for a
resilient, more harmonious and more creative society.”1257
As previously noted, in 1971, Canada became the first country in the world to adopt
multiculturalism as an official policy.1258 The Canadian multicultural policy affirms:
… the value and dignity of all Canadian citizens regardless of their racial or
ethnic origins, their language, or their religious affiliation […]. Multiculturalism
ensures that all citizens can keep their identities, can take pride in their ancestry
and have a sense of belonging […]. Canada's laws and policies […] guarantee to
all men and women complete freedom of conscience, of thought, belief, opinion
expression, association and peaceful assembly. All of these rights, our freedom
and our dignity, are guaranteed through our Canadian citizenship, our Canadian
Constitution, and our Charter of Rights and Freedoms.1259
Canada’s multicultural policy also confirms the rights of Aboriginal peoples to protect
their cultures, customs, traditions, and languages. Canada’s official cultural policy is
concerned with the integration, rather than the assimilation, of Canada’s multicultural
population, and it specifically recognizes and acknowledges linguistic duality, gender and
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sexual orientation issues, and issues concerning national identity.1260
The multicultural policy was further affirmed in 1988 with the passage of the Canadian
Multiculturalism Act, which reflects Canada’s commitments under several human rights
treaties, and requires that the multiculturalism policy be incorporated into all federal
departments.1261
25.5.2 Multicultural education in Canada
In Canada, multicultural education was explicitly introduced into the school system in the
late 1970s and early 1980s as an application of the country’s official multicultural
policy.1262 Multicultural education basically has two goals. Although applied somewhat
differently in each province, the general focus of multicultural education is both to
integrate minority students into the dominant educational framework, and to develop
respect for the ethno-cultural differences among all students. Most provinces have
specific policies and action plans supporting multicultural education.1263 The Quebec
programs, with their emphasis on the survival and promotion of the French-speaking
culture and language, concentrate more on cultural integration into Quebec society, rather
than on the encouragement of multiculturalism per se.
In 1990, Cummins and Danesi examined the emphasis on multiculturalism in the
curricula of Canadian schools and found that mainstream English and French cultural
perspectives were dominant. They also found support for “celebratory multiculturalism”
as seen particularly in ethnic festivals, which Banks labels the more superficial
“contributions approach” (that may actually reinforce stereotypes). But they did not
generally find significant support for more substantial cultural initiatives such as teaching
heritage languages in regular school programs.”1264
More recently, James and Schecter from York University looked into the discrepancies
between rhetoric and practice in Canadian multicultural education, and found that the
situation since 1990 had changed very little: “for the most part, programmes under this
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umbrella are not grounded in a serious critique of structural inequality.”1265 They found
that the main programs did have goals to increase respect and tolerance by engaging
students in “heritage studies,” reading multicultural literature, participating in
“multicultural days,” and going on field trips to “cultural communities.” But in many
cases, expressions of culture contained in information modules pertained to food,
“costume” (dress), artistic expression, and religious symbols and practices,1266 and did
not substantively address key issues and challenges faced by these cultures.
In an important Canadian study produced by the Vancouver Centre for Excellence,
researchers from a variety of academic fields criticize Canadian multicultural education
for focusing on the “celebration of cultural diversity rather than attending to endemic and
persistent power inequalities related to minority racial and linguistic status, and to
gender.”1267 In addition:
Critical theorists argue that avoiding [these issues] implicitly asserts the
ascendancy of the white Anglo-Celtic majority, and that the practical result of
these policy narratives is assimilation (or Anglo-conformity). This assimilation is
attended by loss of diverse linguistic and cultural repertoires; it also reinforces a
hierarchical political and economic structuring of society, with entitlement and
power still vested in the mainstream […]. The power differences and inequalities
revealed by critical analysis must be acknowledged and addressed if nondominant groups are to be able to influence the authoritative discourses and
educational practices attended to by socio-cultural theory.1268
James and Schecter also report that there is now an ongoing debate about the
effectiveness and ability of multicultural education to relate to the actual needs of visible
minorities in Canada. One indicator of this is that minority students often feel alienated
from the school system, and therefore often do not do well academically, in many cases
eventually dropping out. The authors note that some educators and parents blame this
situation on systemic racism, rather than on difficulties adapting:
In jurisdictions with significant populations of African Canadians, such as
Toronto, Halifax and Montreal, vocal groups of parents and educators have
questioned the ‘Euro centric’ focus of multicultural policies and programmes, as
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represented by content matter, teaching methods and materials, and protocols for
student assessment.1269
In the early 1990s, the NDP government in Ontario put forward an anti-racism policy and
program. However, according to James and Schecter, although the government’s antiracism documents acknowledged the Eurocentric nature of many educational programs,
they did not go far enough in addressing systemic issues and in questioning “the
educational structures that maintained these inequitable practices.”1270
These challenges have emphasized both the inability of the formal (Eurocentric)
curriculum to engage and motivate students from disenfranchised groups, and the
need for additional, more culturally sensitive, measures that would expand the
mandate of multicultural education beyond the treatment of surface differences.
This treatment, it has been argued, does not adequately take into account social
class, gender, (dis)ability and sexuality; moreover, it does not consider power
relations among societal groups as salient to discussions of identity and equity.1271
Some teacher training programs are attempting to make these connections between selfknowledge and social responsibility. For example, at a 2005 conference, Charlene
Morton of the University of British Columbia reported on a course designed to examine
the educational and social significance of “learning to live together” using an ecological
framework.1272 In part, the course objectives included “helping to clarify [the teachers’]
own thinking about education and knowing, success and happiness, and well-being.”1273
Despite the importance of the systemic and structural issues outlined above, we are not
yet able to develop an indicator of the effectiveness of multicultural education programs
in Canadian schools. The discussion above does, however, suggest some criteria and
outcomes that might be applied in the eventual development of such an indicator.
25.5.3 Importance of language diversity
Martin Turcotte and John Zhao, of Statistics Canada, observe that retention of the
knowledge of languages—and the insights they contain—is also extremely important for
the cultural sustainability of society.1274 One indicator used in New Zealand to measure
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the ability of a population to retain the knowledge of its culture and pass this knowledge
to succeeding generations is the proportion of the population that speaks the first
language of its ethnic group. For example, the retention of Aboriginal (particularly
Maori) language has been used as a proxy indicator of cultural wellbeing in New
Zealand.1275 Bhutan also uses a language dialect indicator to measure cultural diversity in
its GNH Index.1276
Writing for Indian and Northern Affairs Canada and asking the question, “why is
language important?” Norris and Jantzen answer:
Language is one of the most tangible symbols of culture and group identity. It is
not only a means of communication, but a link which connects people with their
past, and grounds their social, emotional, and spiritual vitality. Language is
critical in transmitting culture and identity from one generation to another. Loss of
language severely handicaps transmission of culture. With loss goes unique ways
of looking at the world, explaining the unknown and making sense of life.1277
Angela Ward of the University of Saskatchewan stresses the importance of knowing
multiple languages in supporting cross-cultural understanding:
I’d first like to suggest another way of conceptualizing multicultural literacy, one
that views knowledge of several languages and cultures as a distinguishing mark
of the educated person. Our North American way has been to regard students who
speak languages other than English as a liability to the system. More people in the
world are multilingual than monolingual, yet we persist in worrying about
students who are bilingual rather than lamenting those students who speak only
English. As we move toward globalization, is it reasonable to assume that
speaking and writing one language will be enough? I expect that many readers
have had the experience of meeting people in Europe who switch between two or
three languages in order to communicate with visitors. I'd like to believe that we
in North America are capable of educating people to have deeper knowledge of
more than one language and culture. One important offshoot of this would be
increased respect and understanding for those who live and work in North
America using several languages.1278
2004; accessed November 2006; available from
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Bilingualism is an important aspect of Canadian multicultural policy. Over the past four
decades the number of people who speak both English and French has more than doubled
to 5.2 million.1279 Nevertheless, most of this increase simply reflects overall population
growth, and the actual percentage of bilingual Canadians remains relatively small, with
less than 10% of Anglophones able to speak French well. In the 2001 Census, 17.7 % of
the population identified themselves as bilingual (French and English), up from 17 % in
1996.1280 In the same Census, 43.4% of Francophones reported they were bilingual,
compared with just 9% of Anglophones.1281 In Canada, according to the 2001 Census,
English is spoken as a first language by 58.5% of the population; French is spoken as a
first language by 22.6% of the population; and 18.5% of Canadians speak another of the
almost 100 languages spoken in Canada as their native tongue.1282
Turcotte and Zhao (citing Kenneth Svenson and Christopher Lafontaine1283) note that, in
oral traditions especially, sacred stories, ceremonies, and symbols preserve fundamental
teachings, including the ideas, concepts, and beliefs of the culture.1284 They also note that
in this context, “mastery by children of the language of their ancestors greatly aids in
ensuring the transmission from generation to generation of values and beliefs (as well as
the ability for a child to communicate with ‘Elders’ with whom many Aboriginal children
maintain special ties).”1285
According to UNESCO’s Atlas of the World’s Languages in Danger of Disappearing, a
language is considered endangered if it is not learned by at least 30% of the children in
the community.1286 In Canada, the proportion of children with an Aboriginal mother
tongue fell from 9% in 1996 to 7% in 2001.1287 In the 2001 Canadian census, only 15.2%
1279
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of Aboriginal youth, ages 15 to 24, stated that an Aboriginal language was their mother
tongue. The 2001 census also found that from 1996 to 2001 several other key indicators
of Aboriginal language strength declined for Aboriginal people. For example, the 2001
Census: Aboriginal Peoples Survey found:
[A]mong those of all ages, the percentage of non-reserve North American Indian
people with an ability to speak an Aboriginal language well enough to conduct a
conversation fell from 20% in 1996 to 16% in 2001. At the same time, the use of
an Aboriginal language at home declined from 8% to 6%. In addition, the
proportion of North American Indian people with an Aboriginal mother tongue1288
fell from 16% to 13%. […]
[B]etween 1996 and 2001, the percentage of [North American Indian children
aged 14 and under in non-reserve areas] who could converse well enough in an
Aboriginal language to carry out a conversation declined from 12% to 9%. The
same was true for Aboriginal languages used at home, as the percentage fell from
6% to 5%. The proportion of North American Indian children with an Aboriginal
mother tongue also fell from 9% in 1996 to 7% in 2001.1289
Interestingly, Turcotte and Zhao, in discussing the 2001 Aboriginal Peoples Survey,
identify a negative relationship between children’s Aboriginal language abilities and the
parent’s level of education: Aboriginal parents with higher levels of education are less
likely to have children who can speak or understand an Aboriginal language.1290
About 44% of Aboriginal children in non-reserve areas whose parent had not
gone beyond elementary school could speak or understand an Aboriginal
language. This was more than twice the proportion of 17% among those whose
parent had completed some type of post-secondary education.
This difference is apparent among all three major Aboriginal groups [‘Inuit, North
American Indian, and Métis’]. About 92% of Inuit children whose parent had not
gone beyond elementary school could speak or understand an Aboriginal
language. On the other hand, about one-half (51%) of Inuit children whose parent
had completed some type of postsecondary education could do so.
Among North American Indian children living in non-reserve areas, 33% whose
parent had not gone beyond elementary school could speak or understand an
Aboriginal language. In comparison, 21% of children whose parent had
completed some type of post-secondary education could do so.
http://www.statcan.ca/english/freepub/89-589-XIE/89-589-XIE2003001.pdf.
Statistics Canada defines home language as the language spoken most often at home. Mother tongue is
defined as the language first learned at home in childhood and still understood.
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Similarly, 25% of Métis children whose parent had not gone beyond elementary
school could speak or understand an Aboriginal language. This is more than twice
the proportion of 9% among Métis children whose parent had completed some
type of post-secondary education.1291
Given the relevance of retaining Aboriginal languages, this negative connection between
Aboriginal parents’ education level and the lack of ability of their children to speak their
native language is an important sub-indicator to track, since it has considerable
explanatory value.

25.6 Measures of multicultural literacy
According to Geneva Gay, of the Center for Multicultural Education at the University of
Washington-Seattle, there are many goals and objectives related to multicultural
education and these “vary according to contextual factors such as school settings,
audiences, timing, purposes, and perspectives.” 1292 She classifies these expected
outcomes or major goals into seven general areas to provide a typology that could
potentially act as an eventual framework for indicators of multicultural literacy:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ethnic and cultural literacy
personal development
attitude and values clarification
multicultural social competence
basic skills proficiency
educational equity and excellence
empowerment for societal reform.1293

Gay notes that different conceptions of multicultural education and of the value beliefs
associated with these conceptions delineate which of these areas are focused on in
multicultural education.1294 These conceptions then become guidelines for action and, as
Gay argues, need to be clearly understood so that there is clear agreement on what is
being evaluated.
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Banks identifies five interrelated dimensions of multicultural education that can be used
as benchmarks to assess its implementation, and that can also potentially contribute to a
framework for indicators to evaluate multicultural literacy.1295 These five dimensions are:
•
•
•
•

•

Multicultural content integration—which indicates that multicultural content must
be included consistently and involve all disciplines and subject areas.
Knowledge construction process—refers to how students investigate and
determine how cultural assumptions, perspectives and biases influence how
knowledge is constructed.
Prejudice reduction—involves the development of positive attitudes toward
different racial, cultural and ethnic groups and helps eradicate negative attitudes.
Equity pedagogy—involves modifying teaching styles to be consistent with those
of diverse students and so facilitate their academic achievement. Two examples
are co-operative rather than competitive learning approaches and support for
inter-racial interactions.
Empowering school culture and social structure—involves a critical analysis of
school structures to promote equality status among students of different cultural
backgrounds.1296

Measures of multicultural literacy generally measure attitudes rather than learning per se.
However, attitudes and values are extremely important in any assessments of
multicultural literacy, and form a basis for learning in general. Indeed, the evolution and
formation of such values and attitudes is itself a learning process, and the formed
attitudes can be considered an outcome of both formal and informal learning. Therefore,
values like tolerance, openness, and acceptance of cultural differences, or racist,
prejudiced, and discriminatory attitudes, for example, might be considered a proxy for
learning or, at least, an indication of the level of awareness or knowledge of
multiculturalism.
Data on such values and attitudes are mostly produced by public opinion research firms
that conduct periodic surveys about attitudes, interests, heritage, and perceptions of social
integration, including feelings about racism and discrimination. Public opinion research
has focused mainly on the following issues, which have been the subject of debate in
Canada:
•
•
•

Does multiculturalism place too much emphasis on our differences and detract
from the identification with common values and a strong sense of citizenship?
Does multiculturalism encourage bonding and / or ‘cohesion’– increasingly
deemed essential for societal harmony?
Does multiculturalism create or remove barriers to full and equal participation in
Canadian society1297
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A few key findings from such public opinion research are presented below, as well as a
few key Canadian data sources that could be used to develop multicultural literacy
indicators.
25.6.1 Statistics Canada data sources
Statistics Canada data sources relevant to multiculturalism include the Canadian Census
of Population; the Aboriginal Peoples Survey (administered as part of the Census); the
Longitudinal Survey of Immigrants to Canada; and the Ethnic Diversity Survey, which is
described in more detail below.1298 The Canadian Census is conducted every five years
and was last taken in 2006, although the latest results have only been released for
2001.1299 The Census is the most comprehensive source of data on the multicultural
population, and provides information on the ethno-cultural, linguistic, demographic, and
socioeconomic profile of Canada’s population.
The 2001 Aboriginal Peoples Survey was released in 2003 and provides information on
the wellbeing of non-reserve Aboriginal peoples. The Longitudinal Survey of Immigrants
to Canada surveyed 12,000 immigrants aged 15 years and older who arrived in Canada
between October 2000 and September 2001. The interviews, conducted over a 5-year
period, are designed to track settlement experiences. The first interview took place
approximately six months after the arrival of these immigrants, with follow-up interviews
planned at two and four year intervals after their arrival. The final interviews took place
in late 2005.1300
Ethnic Diversity Survey (EDS)
In 2002, the Department of Canadian Heritage partnered with Statistics Canada to
conduct Canada’s first Ethnic Diversity Survey (EDS), which targeted 42,500 persons
aged 15 and older living in private households in the 10 provinces.1301 The EDS provides
information on the ethnic and cultural background of Canadians, including knowledge
and use of languages. It collected responses from three generations of ethnic minorities,
where the first generation immigrated directly from the mother country and the second
and third generations were born in Canada. Although this survey does not measure
individual learning, it does highlight collective learning over a long period of time.
1298
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According to the Department of Canadian Heritage, the EDS survey was developed “to
provide information on the ethnic and cultural backgrounds of people in Canada and how
these backgrounds relate to their lives in Canada today.”1302 Canadian Heritage plans to
use the information gathered “to improve its policies and programs that help all
Canadians participate fully in society, to promote cross-cultural understanding, and to
make public institutions more representative of the country's diverse population.”1303
Respondents were chosen from the 2001 Census to ensure a proportional mix of ethnic
origins and generations. In addition to being conducted in English and French, interviews
were also conducted in seven other languages including Mandarin, Cantonese, Italian,
Punjabi, Portuguese, Vietnamese, and Spanish. Topics included: ethnic or cultural
ancestry and identity, family background, language use, social networks, interaction with
others, feelings of discrimination, voting practices, and civic participation in groups and
organizations such as sports teams, hobby clubs, community organizations, and ethnic
associations.
One of the goals of the EDS was to provide data that could indicate whether Canadians
with at least one ethnic ancestry were aware of and valued their ethnic heritage, customs,
and traditions. Survey respondents were asked whether they carried on the customs and
traditions of that ethnic group, such as holidays, celebrations, food, clothing, or art, and
how important it was to them to maintain these customs.
Continuing their customs or traditions was important to about 63% of the respondents. In
terms of tolerance and general appreciation for diversity, over 20% of visible minorities
felt they had experienced discrimination or unfair treatment sometimes or often in the
past five years, and over half of those described the discrimination as being work-related.
In the ethnic population as a whole, only 7% felt they had experienced discrimination
because of their ethno-cultural background.
Data on social outcomes like discrimination can help inform educational policies and
curriculum development in ways that shape learning outcomes. For example, the fact that
visible minorities experience discrimination at nearly three times the rate of the ethnic
population as a whole provides important information for multicultural educators, and
shows that greater efforts must be made at educating Canadians in ways that particularly
promote tolerance and acceptance of visible minorities, and that combat racism.
As noted, an interesting aspect of the EDS is that it looked at the attitudes and behaviours
of three generations of immigrants. These kind of data can indicate changes in collective,
long-term values and attitudes, as well as changes in perceptions of racism and
discrimination in society over time. In this way, the EDS data can be used to show intergenerational trends, and can also indicate collective lifelong learning.
1302
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However, the EDS inter-generational data can be interpreted in different ways depending
on the perspective taken. For example, the EDS data indicate that second and third
generation ethnic groups appear to appreciate their original culture less than the first
generations do. This represents a loss of knowledge and a loss of diversity, and may point
to failures in learning processes and systems—provided that retention of cultural customs
and traditions is valued and seen to contribute to overall societal wellbeing. However, the
results might also be interpreted differently: from the point of view of the second and
third generations the results might indicate a positive integration into the dominant
culture as well as an increased knowledge of that culture.
Survey respondents who had rated at least one ethnic ancestry other than Canadian high
in importance, were then asked how important it was for them to carry on the customs
and traditions of that ethnic group, such as holidays, celebrations, food, clothing, or art.
In the EDS, the first generation to come to Canada, in general, had a stronger sense of
belonging to its ethnic group, and a stronger sense of the importance of ethnic customs
and traditions than second and third generations did. Of the first generation that had rated
its ancestry highly, 68% said that it was important to carry on the customs and traditions
of at least one of its ancestral groups. Among this first generation that had rated its
ancestry highly, the more recent arrivals in Canada were more likely than earlier arrivals
to say that their customs and traditions were important to them. For example, of the first
generation who arrived in Canada after 1991, 73% reported that their customs and
traditions were important to them, and they rated their ancestry highly.1304 Within the
second and third generations who rated their ancestry highly, 59% and 60% respectively
said it was important to maintain customs and traditions. Feelings of frequent
discrimination or unfair treatment were not linked to generation, however. Of first
generation visible minorities, 21% reported they had sometimes or often experienced
discrimination or unfair treatment in the past five years, compared with 18% of visible
minorities who had been in Canada for two or more generations.1305
25.6.2 Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat annual report
The Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat produces an annual report measuring Canada’s
performance on a variety of indicators. The indicator that is most relevant to multicultural
literacy is attitudes toward diversity as measured by personal tolerance and support for
affirmative action, which measures outcomes related to “Diversity as a Fundamental
Canadian Value.”1306 The 2003 Treasury Board reports:
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Attitudes toward diversity can be used to measure the state of willingness among
Canadians to accept and understand differences between socio-cultural groups. A
society that is open to everyone equally is one that encourages achievement,
participation, harmony, and a sense of belonging.1307
The Treasury Board data for this indicator come from the Environics Research Group’s
Focus Canada Survey, which is Canada’s longest running opinion survey on public
affairs, and is conducted quarterly. The data, which are based on the self-reported views
of Canadians, show that personal tolerance of others increased slightly from 1991 to
2004. For example, in 2004:
•
•
•

29 per cent of Canadians believe they are more tolerant toward ethnic groups than
they used to be, an increase of 6 percentage points over results obtained in 1991,
when the same question was asked
65 per cent feel there has been no change in how tolerant they are toward ethnic
groups compared with how they felt in the past, an increase of 3 percentage points
since 1991
8 per cent believe they are less tolerant than they used to be, a decrease of 2
percentage points since 1991
However, support for affirmative action declined between 1985 and 2004, with
28% of Canadians agreeing in 2004 that ‘Governments should require employers
to advance non-whites to higher positions,’ compared with 44% who agreed in
1985.1308

Support for multiculturalism also seems to have grown. According to the Ipsos World
Monitor Survey, reported in the Treasury Board’s 2004 annual report to Parliament
(supplemental information), in 2003, 85% of Canadians agreed that multiculturalism is
important to Canadian identity, compared with 74% of Canadians who agreed with this
statement in 1997.1309 In the same 2003 survey, when asked if they believe that a variety
of cultures help society tackle new problems, 49% of Canadians agreed, compared with
47% of Canadians who agreed with this statement in 1991. In addition, 59% of Canadians
disagreed with the statement “It is better for a country if almost everyone shares the same
customs and traditions,” compared with 71% of Americans and 57% of Japanese who
also disagreed with this statement.1310
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25.6.3 Department of Canadian Heritage—public opinion research
In 2003, the Department of Canadian Heritage presented an overview of public opinion
research on diversity and culture from Créatec+, Decima, Ekos, Environics, and
Goldfarb.1311 It divided the results into three categories:
1. appreciation / interest in diversity and culture
2. retention of cultural heritage [or knowledge saved]
3. perceptions of social integration [or discrimination]
These three categories might also form the basis of a suitable framework for assessing
multicultural literacy. Indeed, this three-part Canadian Heritage framework is somewhat
more concrete and more easily populated by data than the potential frameworks outlined
earlier, though it is particularly designed to accommodate the results of public opinion
surveys, and does not deal with the important subtleties of knowledge formation and
linkage to social outcomes that the earlier frameworks attempted to tackle.
The great advantage of the three-part Canadian Heritage division is, of course, that results
from public opinion surveys are already available in all three categories. As well, the
language data outlined above fit well into the second category on retention of cultural
heritage. However, the public opinion results do not really constitute a satisfactory
indicator of multicultural literacy. The opinions that that are reported below certainly do
not tell us whether Canadians are truly multiculturally literate according to the much
more sophisticated criteria of Banks and others cited earlier. So it is most important,
based on the earlier discussions on the nature of multiculturalism, not to make too much
out of the results that follow. It remains true, as noted earlier, that the real data needed to
assess multicultural literacy in Canada are simply not yet available, and that even an
agreed framework for this assessment has not yet been fully developed. In sum, these
public opinion results really tell us more about whether the basic concept of
multiculturalism is generally accepted in Canada than about the level of multicultural
literacy that exists.
For the most part, the results of Canadian public opinion surveys show that Canadians
generally appreciate the value of diversity, although visible minorities do not always feel
that their cultural differences are respected, as the following survey responses show. The
Minister’s Forum on Diversity and Culture from Canadian Heritage reported the
following statistics:
Appreciation / interest in diversity and culture
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•
•

83% of Canadians “agree” that different ethnic / racial groups enrich
cultural life in Canada. (Environics, Social Cohesion Survey—2001)
62% of Canadians “strongly agree” that Canada's diverse ethnic cultures
have made significant contributions to this country's history and
development. (Environics, A&H 2001)

Retention of cultural heritage
• 31% of Canadians believe that Native customs and traditions should be a
bigger part of the heritage of our country than they currently are.
(Créatec+, 2001)
• 48% of Canadians “strongly agree” that the diversity of ethnic groups is
part of the wealth of our heritage. (Créatec+, 2001)
• Only 24% of Canadians strongly believe that governments take account of
their culture, language and traditions that they consider important and are
different from those of other groups. (Créatec+, 2001)
• 48% of Canadians believe that it is very important to preserve individual
ethnic heritages. (Goldfarb, 2001–2)
Perceptions of social integration
• 55% of Canadians “agree” that accepting immigrants from other cultures
makes our culture stronger. (Ekos, 2000)
• Only 25% of Canadians “strongly agree” that their cultural differences and
origins are respected. (Créatec+, 2001)
• 80% of Canadians believe that schools with ethnic / racial diversity
provide a more enriched experience. (Environics, Social Cohesion Survey,
2001)1312
25.6.4 CRIC Regional and Multicultural Diversity in Canada survey
A new survey on regional and multicultural diversity in Canada was commissioned
by the Centre for Research and Information on Canada (CRIC), and conducted by
Decima Research in August 2005.1313 The survey sampled 2,032 adult Canadians across
the country. In the initial release of the results, Carsten Quell, Director of Research for
CRIC notes:
Our research has shown consistently that Canadians value multiculturalism as a
defining characteristic of the country. For example, 86% of respondents in the
present survey said that it is important for children to maintain and value some
aspect of their parents’ cultural heritage. There are no significant generational
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differences on this. Younger people are as enthusiastic as older people to see
cultural heritage maintained.1314
Other results of the survey included the following:
Thirty-nine percent of Canadians believe that the current level of celebrating and
supporting Canada’s Aboriginal communities should be increased, while 43%
said it should remain the same; only 13% said it should be reduced.
78% of Canadians agree that it is beneficial to all Canadians that the distinctive
cultures of Aboriginal communities remain strong (up from 75% in 2003).
Agreement was highest in Atlantic Canada (89%), and lowest, by a significant
amount, in Quebec (59%).1315
A section of the CRIC / Decima survey dealt with cultural openness.
Assuming that every culture and society has something that another society can
learn from and apply to its own ways of doing things, people were asked if they
felt that Canadians should be more open when it comes to learning from and
adopting some of the practices of immigrant communities.1316
Results showed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nationally, 38% say Canadians should be more open to this idea
38% say Canadians should be as open as they are now
22% say Canadians are too open to this approach
Saskatchewan (45%) and Alberta (42%) residents are above the national average
in terms of openness
Atlantic Canada (53%) is the region that is most favourable
British Columbians are most likely to say that Canadians are too open when it
comes to learning from immigrant groups (26%), while Canadians in Atlantic
Canada (17%) and in the Prairie provinces are least likely to agree (Manitoba:
17%; Saskatchewan: 15%; Alberta: 18%).1317
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25.6.5 New multicultural literacy survey
One of the research projects funded in part by the Canadian Heritage-SSHRC program on
multiculturalism mentioned below focuses on “Multicultural Literacy in Canada.”1318
Lisa Taylor of Bishop’s University in Lennoxville, Quebec and Michael Hoechsmann of
McGill University in Montreal are working towards constructing a new multicultural
literacy survey that could be used in large-scale surveys. They recently conducted a largescale survey of Canadian high school students to measure their multicultural literacy.1319
The study was presented at the 12th International Conference on Learning held at the
University of Granada in July 2005. Although no written report is available at this time,
there is an abstract, which summarizes:
The study is premised on the hypothesis that the values and fears which structure
the cultural and historical fabric of racism are undergirded by the legacy of
Eurocentrism in school curricula and in cultural and political institutions (mass
media, the arts, governments, community organizations, etc.). As a step towards
understanding the progress and future directions of multicultural curriculum
reform, this study set out to measure the current ‘multicultural literacy’ levels of
our nation’s young people: that is, the actual knowledge and understanding that
youth have of the many intellectual, social and cultural contributions of the
world’s diverse cultures.1320
At the time of this writing, the authors had not yet been able to obtain either the results of
this survey among Canadian high school students or a copy of the actual survey itself.
Nor could they ascertain whether there are concrete plans to administer the survey to
Canadian adults. The new Taylor-Hoeschmann survey clearly has the potential to provide
far more robust data on multicultural literacy in Canada than is currently available, and
holds the promise to provide needed data on this subject for an educated populace
assessment. Clearly the most desirable direction for future indicator development in this
area would be direct Statistics Canada involvement in the administration of a
multicultural literacy survey, perhaps beginning with a Statistics Canada evaluation and,
if appropriate, adaptation of the Taylor-Hoeschmann template.
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25.6.6 Canadian initiative to increase public awareness and knowledge of
multiculturalism and develop new indicators
In 2003, Canadian Heritage partnered with the Social Science and Humanities Research
Council (SSHRC) to offer research grants to explore multicultural issues.1321 SSHRC is
the main federal granting agency for research in the social sciences and humanities. The
three-year program (2003–2006), the Multiculturalism Issues in Canadian Society
Strategic Grants Program, made three million dollars available for research in this area. In
particular, areas of research included cross-cultural understanding, social indicators
focused on racism, and follow-up research on the Ethnic Diversity Survey (EDS).
Another ongoing SSHRC-funded project is entitled “From Literacy to Multiliteracies:
Designing Learning Environments for Knowledge Generation within the New
Economy.”1322 This three-year project was started in 2002, and extended to 2006. It has
involved approximately 50 teachers and over 500 students and their families in and out of
schools in Toronto, Vancouver, and Montreal. The project locates itself “within sociocultural and situated learning approaches to literacy,” and aims to “propose some core
principles to guide instruction, curriculum, measurement, and policy development”
(emphasis added).1323 The measurement component of this research will again be of
particular interest to an educated populace assessment.
The Multiliteracy Project website reports:
The Multiliteracy Project, originally funded as a three-year study, has received a
one-year extension from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
(SSHRC). As with many of the projects funded by SSHRC’s Initiative on the
New Economy, the scope of the research that has been undertaken requires more
time for thoughtful analysis if Canadians are to fully benefit from the project’s
potential. We appreciate SSHRC's flexibility and its commitment to providing
stakeholders with meaningful research that may inform future decisionmaking.1324
A number of Canadian organizations are also working to increase public awareness and
knowledge of racism. According to a 2003 Ipsos-Reid survey, commissioned by the
Centre for Research and Information on Canada (CRIC), 74% of Canadians believe that
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racism is prevalent in Canada.1325 And, as mentioned above, visible minorities surveyed
in the 2003 Ethnic Diversity Survey (EDS) also reported experiencing discrimination—
over 20% of visible minorities felt they had experienced discrimination or unfair
treatment sometimes or often in the past five years.1326
In October 1996, the federal government promulgated the Canadian Race Relations
Foundation Act into law and, in 1997, established the Canadian Race Relations
Foundation as an arms length Crown corporation.1327 Among its objectives, the
foundation aims to increase public awareness of the importance of eliminating racism by
creating a body of research that addresses systemic racism and ensures that results are
widely disseminated.
An increased effort is also under way by Canadian Heritage to eliminate racism, with a
five-year investment of $56 million beginning in 2005.1328 This program will take a
lifelong learning approach to racism and will especially seek to educate children and
youth on diversity and anti-racism through programs aimed to counter hatred and bias in
the population. Canadian Heritage plans to develop an accountability framework to
monitor progress and report back to Canadians. Those measures and the resulting data,
when developed, may assist the development of indicators of multicultural literacy,
especially since a key focus of the program and of the monitoring will be specifically on
the effectiveness of education and learning processes.
Also, Canadian Heritage is currently promoting initiatives to raise awareness of diversity
and racism issues for the Canadian public through its $11.1 million Multiculturalism
Program, which is one of the federal initiatives designed to address multiculturalism
policy goals.1329 The SSHRC initiative mentioned above and the Multiculturalism
Program will collaborate specifically to identify indicators to evaluate the long-term
impact of anti-racism initiatives. Annual reporting will be through the “Annual Report on
the Operation of the Canadian Multiculturalism Act.” This indicator component of the
joint initiative again has the potential to assist the development of multicultural literacy
indicators.
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In particular, Canadian Heritage is concerned that the public is presently poorly informed
about the nature of Canada’s diversity, and that public dialogue “is frequently based on
misinformation and stereotypes.”1330 If backed by data, this Canadian Heritage concern
would be an important sign that multicultural literacy in this area is presently poor, and
that the prevalence of “misinformation and stereotypes” reflects a failure of existing
educational structures and learning systems.
Canadian Heritage also comments: “Most government research, polling and survey work
is undertaken without adequate sampling to ensure that data is available to consider and
compare issues on the basis of ethnicity, race, language, and religion.”1331 In an effort to
remedy this shortcoming, Canadian Heritage is taking steps to increase sample size and
set minimum sampling standards. Indicators for which data are currently available
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

visible minority participation in education and educational attainment
visible minority participation in various occupational sectors, including the
federal public service
visible minority participation in volunteerism and charitable giving
approved funding for visible minority
visible minority participation in the arts, museums, festivals, and other cultural
areas
wage differentials between visible minorities and the general population, and
public opinion polling regarding attitudes toward visible minorities1332

Specific outcome areas of the new Multiculturalism Program involve increasing public
awareness, understanding, and informed public dialogue about multiculturalism and
racism; increasing the participation of ethno-racial minorities in public decision-making;
helping public institutions eliminate systemic barriers to equitable access; and assisting
federal policy and program development to respond to diversity. As noted, the program is
developing performance and social impact indicators for these outcomes that may again
be of particular interest in the development of multicultural literacy indicators.
The Multiculturalism Program website notes that the indicators are “still tentative, as
measuring for social change is challenging, and will need to be shared and further
developed with federal partners and non-governmental organizations alike.”1333
According to the website, the new indicators are expected to correlate with broader
societal goals in the social justice and civic participation areas, and to identify and
measure results in the social, cultural, economic and political domains. New research
strategies are designed and expected to increase knowledge in the cultural area and also
to increase the availability of comprehensive data on multiculturalism, with a major new
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survey of public attitudes to multiculturalism and diversity that will complement the
existing Ethnic Diversity Survey.
Key research and indicator development questions in the new Multiculturalism Program
include:
How have public opinions on multicultural diversity changed since 1991 and on
what do people base their opinions? Is racism increasing or decreasing in
Canadian society? What indicators can be used to explore the extent of racism?
What are the indicators of vulnerability or pre-disposition to hate and bias
activity?1334
These questions are interest to consider in developing the multicultural literacy section of
an educated populace assessment.
In light of the important new indicator development work in this area, there is every hope
that comprehensive and effective multicultural literacy indicators will be developed in the
not too distant future.
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26. Media Literacy
In an article titled “Expanding the Definition of Media Literacy,” media specialist Bill
Walsh notes that media is the term used to refer to any medium or method that
communicates, including books, newspapers, magazines, computers and the Internet,
video, art, music, television, radio, film, and billboards.1335 The flow of images and
information from these media increases daily and is now far greater than was the case
even a decade ago. Much of the research on this exponential increase in media-generated
information and images focuses on the rapid growth of technology. However, as Shirato
and Webb point out, there are social and political contexts that drive the production of
technology and the domination of the media in the social, cultural, and political fields.1336
Len Masterman, one of the foremost British authorities on media literacy, writes:
In contemporary societies the media are self-evidently important creators and
mediators of social knowledge. An understanding of the ways in which the media
represent reality, the techniques they employ, and the ideologies embedded within
their representations ought to be an entitlement for all citizens and future citizens
in a democratic society.1337
Media have a profound effect on our social, economic, political, and cultural lives. They
not only shape our local and national culture, including our vocabulary, common
experiences, and references, but the influences and effects of Western media are also
experienced pervasively in the global community as well, including in Bhutan. In some
countries, interest in media education has developed as a form of “cultural protection” in
response to the growing “cultural imperialism” of the United States, which Bhutan has
been experiencing in the last few years especially since the introduction of television into
the country.1338 For example, Renee Hobbs explains:
Like many countries, much of the momentum to establish media literacy in
Australia concerned the issues of “cultural imperialism” as more and more
American commercial mass media products entered into Australian homes,
including television, film, books, magazines, popular music and other media. A
few Australian educators understood media education as a form of cultural
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protection, a means to help parents and teachers illustrate differences between the
values and norms of the U.S. and those of Australia.1339
In the same way, Bhutan may be especially interested in the level of media literacy in its
populace as a measure of “cultural protection” and preservation. Although much of the
information in this chapter relates specifically to Canada, there is much that is generic
and adaptable to the Bhutanese situation.
Schirato and Webb, of the University of Wellington in New Zealand, argue that:
[W]hat constitutes knowledge and understanding is not an individual,
personalized process, but rather is effectively predicated on, and largely
determined by, our specific cultural trajectories and context. […W]e see and
respond to what ‘is there,’ and what is there is largely what we know, what we
expect, and what we are familiar with. […] In other words, the issue of where ‘I
come from, and as a corollary the resulting predisposition with regard to how ‘I’
see and think, is a necessary part of being culturally literate.1340
Masterman notes that it is naïve to think that the primary function of the media is the
production of information or entertainment. Rather, he believes:
The growth and expansion of commercially-based media has produced a situation
in which advertising can no longer be seen as something which takes place
between programmes on television, or in the spaces around the editorial material
in the press. Rather, the whole of the media has now been opened up, not simply
to advertising but to a whole range of marketing techniques such as product
placement, public relations, sponsorship, plugs for films and records,
advertisements, news management, and the creation of disinformation in a way
which makes the old distinctions between advertising and editorial material
almost obsolete. Similarly it is simply not possible for anyone to be media literate
today if he or she does not understand that the primary function of commercial
media is the segmentation and packaging of audiences for sale to advertisers.1341
In addition, Masterman also suggests that public service and independent media are
becoming impoverished. He stresses that very large issues are at stake in the increasing
shift from public and independent media to commercial media that require an informed
and articulate public that asks important questions:
Should information be regarded only as a commodity or does it have a social
value? Is it preferable to produce information which meets general social needs or
information which makes a profit? Is access to information a right, or should it be
restricted to those who can pay? Is information only an extension of property
1339
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rights or does it lie in the public domain? It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that
the future shape of all cultures lies in the ways in which they answer these
questions.1342
These analysts argue that understanding the underlying aspects of the cultural context of
media, including how it is controlled and censored by commercial interests, not only can
change our perceptions, but can also lead to more creative and diverse content and uses of
the media. Schirato and Webb argue that this is why the issues of cultural and media
literacies are particularly important:
[T]he media has become the most important cultural field for the playing out of
meanings and explanations of what is happening to and around us, and for debates
about social issues. In a sense it more or less constitutes, as far as public sphere
activity is concerned, the only game in town. 1343
Capra argues that mass media has the potential to foster social change by transmitting a
new ecological awareness into our collective consciousness. Calling for a restructuring of
information and knowledge, Capra envisioned, in 1982, a vastly different media in the
future:
The public's right of access to the mass media will thus be an important aspect of
the current social change. Once we succeed in reclaiming our mass media, we can
then decide what needs to be communicated and how to use the media effectively
to build our future. This means that journalists, too, will change their thinking
from fragmentary to holistic modes and develop a new professional ethic based on
social and ecological awareness. Instead of concentrating on sensational
presentations of aberrant, violent, and destructive happenings, reporters and
editors will have to analyze the complex social and cultural patterns that form the
context of such events, as well as reporting the quiet, constructive, and integrative
activities going on in our culture. That such a mature kind of journalism is not
only socially beneficial but can also be good business is proven by the recent
growth of alternative media that promote new values and life styles.1344
Steven Goodman, of Strategies for Media Literacy, contends that we need “to wrest
control of our media and culture from the tyranny of the marketplace.”1345 In order to do
this, he suggests that we focus our energies simultaneously on two areas. First we need to
encourage a broad diversity of people to become producers of media and culture, and
second, we need to develop a public that knows how to critically analyse mass media and
act to change the status quo.1346 Such a public could be called “media literate.”1347
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However, Masterman has noted that media education literature does not seem to
emphasize critical thinking, at least in terms of placing questions of politics and power at
the centre of the discussion.1348 Instead, a “media literacy movement” of sorts has grown
among a disparate group of interested parties who emphasize different aspects of the
media culture.1349 This movement is mainly a response to the powerful influence of the
media, and in some respects is rooted in the work of Marshall McLuhan, who, in the
1960s, wrote that “the medium is the message,” meaning that the medium itself has
intrinsic effects on the individual that are separate from the content presented by the
media, and that individuals need to be aware of a medium’s cognitive effects.1350
The media literacy movement is also partly rooted in the work of George Gerbner, of the
University of Pennsylvania, who, in the 1960s, wrote on the social effects of violence that
is on television.1351 In addition to concern over violence and other negative content in the
media, this media literacy movement, according to Masterman, is also concerned with
ethnic stereotyping in ads and films, and the role models put forth by the media in
general.
Cynthia Peters, speaking from an American perspective, explains the diverse approaches
found among media literacy advocates:
The people who preach media literacy hail from all over the political spectrum.
Their funding sources range from the Catholic Church to the Disney Corporation
and MTV. They use media literacy as a tool to counter whatever media messages
they find particularly abhorrent or as a neutral form of ‘education.’ For the right,
there’s too much emphasis on birth control, homosexuality, and single
motherhood on TV. For the Methodists, TV violence stands in contrast to their
biblical faith that ‘every person whom we encounter is as precious as one created
in the image of God.’ For Donna Shalala, U.S. Secretary of Health and Human
Services, teachers who bring a media literacy curriculum into the classroom are
doing nothing less than ‘protecting the future of our country’ by educating kids to
say no to smoking, drinking, and marijuana use. For liberals, advertising that does
not deliver on its promises abridges our rights as consumers. For grassroots
organizations that put communication tools directly into the hands of urban youth,
for example, media literacy helps young people ‘navigate modern times.’1352
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In the media literacy movement, media images and messages have been linked to public
health concerns such as poor nutrition and obesity, aggressive behaviour and violence,
tobacco and alcohol use, unhealthy body image, and risky sexual behaviour and
attitudes.1353 For example, the Media Awareness Network and the Canadian Paediatric
Society launched a partnership in 2003 to “raise awareness about the potential impact of
media use and messages on the health and well-being of children and youth.”1354 With
funding from Health Canada’s Population Health Fund, they created MediaPulse to help
healthcare professionals understand media influences on the health of youth.
Peters argues that a major theme running through the media literacy movement is that no
one is to blame for the content and form of the media, and the solution is to change the
public’s ability to view and use it:
Almost no one wants to look at key questions of who owns and controls the
media. There is little attention to the profit-driven nature of our economy and how
that gives rise to a commercially driven media. [… M]ost of the media literacy
movement emphasizes awareness over social change, and places responsibility for
mediating the media squarely on the shoulders of parents and teachers, and the
children themselves.1355
Goodman also criticizes the mainstream media literacy movement, which mostly is
interested in developing good television viewing habits in children or teaching them to
use tools such as the Internet. He notes: “Their analysis remains fixed within the
framework of the dominant culture they aim to critique.”1356 He advocates, “in the spirit
of dialogue and reflection” as developed by Brazilian educator Paulo Freire,1357 the need
“to develop an alternative pedagogy that transcends the market culture.”1358 Goodman
argues:
[A] truly critical pedagogy would teach us to be more than ‘questioning
consumers’ with ‘good viewing habits.’ It would dig at the roots of the mass
media and the market culture that it promotes. It would challenge the notion that
we have no choice but to relate to the world as consumers. It would suggest not
that we change the way we watch television but that we change the television that
is created for us to watch. It would critique the commercial media’s construction
of reality from a moral point of view that it is a corruption of what it means to be
human to so invade the public sphere as to transform cultural expressions and
social dialogue into an exchange of commodities to be marketed and sold. […]
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We must present students with alternative models of communication and
representation. […] We need to struggle to democratize the classroom discourse,
to open the classroom to marginalized voices, to present counter interpretations,
alternative media texts, and constantly challenge the ‘master text.’1359
As in our prior discussion on multicultural literacy, the development of indicators here
depends on the definition of media literacy, and on the depth and subtlety with which the
subject is approached. Indicators developed from the perspective of Peters and Goodman
will be very different from those of the mainstream media literacy movement. We
therefore begin with a few key definitions of media literacy in the literature that should be
considered in the context of the alternative approaches to media literacy presented in the
discussion above.

26.1 Definitions of media literacy
In the literature, media literacy is considered an outcome of media education.1360 Despite
the need for a media literate populace, most of the work concerning media literacy is
associated with the needs of children and youth rather than with the needs and interests of
the adult population.1361 However, much of the media literacy work directed at children
and youth is also directly relevant to adults. The definition of media literacy used most
often in Canada comes from the Ontario Ministry of Education’s Media Literacy
Resource Guide:1362
Media literacy is concerned with helping students develop an informed and
critical understanding of the nature of the mass media, the techniques used by
them, and the impact of these techniques. More specifically, it is education that
aims to increase students’ understanding and enjoyment of how the media work,
how they produce meaning, how they are organized, and how they construct
reality. Media literacy also aims to provide students with the ability to create
media products.1363
Barry Duncan, Founding President of Canada’s Association of Media Literacy, gives six
reasons why it is important to become media literate:
1359
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Media dominate our political and cultural lives
Almost all information beyond direct experience is ‘mediated’
Media provide powerful models for values and behaviour
The media influence us without our being aware (or as Marshall McLuhan1364
described it, ‘the environment is invisible’)
Media literacy can increase our enjoyment of media
Media literacy can make a passive relationship active1365

One of the key concepts in defining media literacy is that media literacy is not about
learning through media, it is learning about media.1366 In summarizing the outcomes of a
conference at the Harvard Institute on Media Education, Bowen notes that media literacy
involves critical thinking and “all the ‘habits of mind’ which we associate with being
well-educated.”1367 In that sense, media literacy is an essential dimension of an “educated
populace,” and an assessment of how media literate the public is therefore becomes a
necessary component of an educated populace assessment. Bowen continues:
Teaching ‘about’ media opens the door to engaging students where they live: in
the media-saturated world. We thus enable them to explore issues such as how
media shape attitudes and values, how media shape political and social
institutions, and how we can decode and resist persuasion and propaganda
techniques in both print and broadcast media […]. [M]edia analysis is pushed
beyond a kind of narrow textual criticism (e.g., deconstructing and critiquing how
a film or commercial are [sic] made) to exploring the larger questions of media
economics and ownership, mythmaking, cultural hegemony, the pacification of
publics, the economics of gender and ethnic stereotyping, the selling of highconsumption lifestyles, consumerism versus citizenship, the value of citizen
speech versus corporate speech, etc.1368
Bowen’s definition here clearly does embrace elements of Goodman’s and Peters’
critique of the mainstream media literacy movement described in the previous section,
and therefore does get at some of the deeper, more contextual issues that these critics
raise.
In a recent literature review of media literacy among children and youth, Buckingham
reminds us of the affective elements of media literacy:
[M]edia literacy should not be seen as a purely cognitive, rational affair: it also
involves emotional response, enjoyment and cultural appreciation. It is far more
1364
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than simply a matter of learning to protect oneself from things that are seen as
being in some way bad or harmful. Future research needs to adopt a broad, nonreductionist approach to studying media literacy in practice.1369
All of these definitions of media literacy contribute important elements that can form the
basis of a framework for indicator development in this field.

26.2 Media literacy education in Canada
26.2.1 Media literacy in schools
Education for media literacy, which as noted above, has partially developed as a form of
“cultural protection” in response to the growing “cultural imperialism” of the United
States, is included in the K-12 curriculum of Canada and other countries such as Great
Britain, France, Spain, Australia, and, to some extent, the United States.1370 Canada is a
recognized international leader in media literacy education, with Ontario introducing
media literacy into secondary school curricula as early as 1987. In fact, a recent Russian
survey of 26 media educators from ten countries identified Canada as the recognized
leader in media education and observed: “achievements of Canada and Australia, where
media education gained an official status at every secondary school, are known to media
educators all over the world.”1371
Collaboration between the Western Canadian Protocol for Collaboration in Basic
Education (WCP) in the west and the Council of Atlantic Ministers of Education and
Training (CAMET) in the east, as well as curricula work in Ontario and Quebec, have
resulted in media education being officially endorsed as a key component of the core
school curriculum across the country. In most areas, media literacy is integrated
throughout the curriculum from grades K-12, rather than in stand-alone courses. The new
Language Arts curriculum for secondary schools in Ontario introduces Media Studies as
a separate strand that constitutes a quarter of the learning expectations and includes
critical thinking components.1372
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The Ontario Media Literacy Resource Guide, authored by Duncan and Pungente,1373 and
adapted from the work of Len Masterman, suggests key concepts that provide an outcome
framework for understanding media, and that represent what secondary school students,
as well as adults, need to know about media messages—whether they are from print,
television, radio, film, computers, video, or other media. These key concepts are included
in the media literacy frameworks used in all of the provincial education departments,1374
and may form a useful basis to assess what an educated populace needs to know in this
field. According to the Ontario Media Literacy Resource Guide:1375
1. All media are constructions that are carefully manufactured by people, subjected
to a broad range of determinants and decisions, and do not reflect external reality
‘as it is.’ Understanding how media is put together with its own grammar, syntax,
and metaphor system increases appreciation but also helps guard against
manipulation. For example, scary music creates fear, camera close up can create a
feeling of intimacy, and big headlines alert one to the importance of the message.
2. All media construct reality. In other words they influence our attitudes, behaviour,
ideas, interpretations, and conclusions about what the world is and how it works.
Understanding what is left out of the message is also important in understanding
its point of view.
3. Audiences negotiate meaning in media. Therefore, people experience media
messages differently. Audiences work to make sense of the information presented
in the form of codes and conventions, rather than remain passive. Who we are has
a bearing on how we process information. Each of us finds or ‘negotiates’
meaning in a different way through a wide variety of factors: “personal needs and
anxieties, the pleasures or troubles of the day, racial and sexual attitudes, family
and cultural background.”1376
4. Media have commercial implications. Media are largely owned and operated by
business and have commercial implications and profit motives. “Commercial
factors such as distribution, technical costs, labor costs, ownership and potential
ad sales influence content. Advertisers are guaranteed a number of consumers
who will see their ads and who they target to buy products. Advertising drives
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media businesses. The commodity that is bought and sold is the audience.”1377 “A
relatively small number of individuals control what we watch, read and hear in the
media.”1378
5. Media contain ideological and value messages. Media are not value free. “Media
content that purports to be objective can hide explicit and implicit values and
ideology. Most modern media content maintains a social status quo or ‘sells’ a
consumer lifestyle.”1379 “All media products are advertising in some sense—for
themselves but also for values or ways of life.”1380 Ideological messages can
include all or some of the following: “the nature of the ‘good life’ and the role of
affluence in it, the virtue of ‘consumerism,’ the role of women, the acceptance of
authority, and uncompromising patriotism.”1381 Media also have social and
political implications. “Media not only seek to sell us products, but they also sell
us political candidates, ideas, public health messages, and seek to shape audiences
into political constituencies. Media technologies have altered our culture, our
families and the way we use our leisure time.”1382
The Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation’s (APEF)1383 Framework for English
Language Arts uses these key concepts for its own recommendations on the teaching of
media literacy. It also suggests that, since media literacy is a form of critical thinking, it is
“more about good questions than correct answers.” A series of key questions, which flow
from the above concepts, can be asked about any media message. The APEF Framework
identifies the following key questions as important for discussions that advance media
literacy:
1. What is the message? Who created and is sending the message? Why is it being
sent?
2. How is the message being sent? Who is the intended audience? What techniques
are being used to attract my attention?
3. How might different people understand this message differently from me?
4. Who benefits from the message?
5. What lifestyles, values, and points of view are represented in or omitted from this
message?1384
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Chris M. Worsnop, one of the leading authorities on media literacy in Canada, has
developed a conceptual framework for media education using questions such as these.1385
Worsnop’s framework chart is included in Appendix 18. The five sets of questions above
could also potentially form the basis of survey questions that test and assess the level of
media literacy in the populace.
The Media Awareness Network recently conducted a scan of curricular outcome
statements and media literacy education across the country.1386 It found that outcomes in
all of the provinces emphasize analysing, evaluating, and creating media texts. The
Ontario Grade 10 English Academic Media Studies curriculum, in which students also
design and create their own media works, has two overall expectation outcomes as well
as a set of specific outcomes. Generally, it is expected that by the end of the course
students will:
1. analyse a range of media forms to identify their elements, audiences, and
production practices, and draw conclusions about how these factors shape media
works
2. use knowledge of a range of media forms, purposes and audiences to create media
works, and use established criteria to assess the effectiveness of the works1387
Specific outcomes require students to be able to:
•
•
•
•

demonstrate critical thinking skills by identifying the differences between explicit
and implicit messages in media works
identify key elements and techniques used to create media works in a variety of
forms and analyse how these elements and techniques contribute to the theme or
message
analyse the elements of a variety of media works, in order to identify and describe
the intended audience(s) for the works
analyse the relationship between media works and the production and marketing
of related products.1388

Again, these outcomes provide a potential basis for evaluation criteria that could
eventually be used to assess levels of media literacy in an educated populace assessment.
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In Atlantic Canada, media literacy is included as one of four aspects—all of which are
often included in media literacy per se—of English Language Arts, which is subdivided
into four areas, with corresponding definitions:
•
•
•

•

Information Literacy is the ability to access, interpret, evaluate, organize, select,
produce and communicate information in and through a variety of media
technologies and contexts to meet diverse learning needs and purposes.
Media Literacy is the ability to understand how mass media, such as TV, film,
radio and magazines, work, produce meanings, and are organized and used
wisely.
Visual Literacy is the ability to understand and interpret the representation and
symbolism of a static or moving visual image—how the meanings of the images
are organized and constructed to make meaning—and to understand their impact
on viewers.
Critical Literacy is the ability to understand how all speakers, writers, and
producers of visual texts are situated in particular contexts with significant
personal, social and cultural aspects.1389

The Media Awareness Network concluded its scan of curricular outcome statements and
media literacy education, however, by stating: “Canada has come a long way in giving
official recognition to media literacy, but there is still a long way to go before the subject
is integrated fully into Canadian classrooms,” mainly due to lack of funding and
inadequate professional development.1390 The major Media Awareness Network criticism
of media literacy programs was the discrepancy between rhetoric and practice, since it
was found that the programs lack a focus on critical analysis:
[T]he majority of ‘media’ courses still focus on using media as an educational
tool, or using media to produce learning resources. Courses that focus on bringing
critical thinking skills to popular culture, or on classroom strategies for media
education, are beginning to grow in number but they are still relatively scarce
[…]. The skills for distinguishing reality from fantasy, and for determining what
the real messages are, who are behind the messages, and why—are becoming ever
more important in an environment in which information, education, advertising
and entertainment are becoming seamlessly interwoven.1391
The Media Awareness Network suggested a range of topics that could better help focus
critical thinking skills, and which it deems essential to media literacy. These topics
include: stereotyping, bias, gender and minority portrayal; objectivity and point of view;
fashion, advertising and self-image; questions of ownership and content; the globalization
of media; the relationship between audience and content; the effects of interactivity; the
protection of personal privacy; anonymity and identity; cyberhate—its tactics and
motives; the impact of new technologies on personal communication; the potential of
1389
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electronic democracy; freedom of expression versus censorship; and the skills to decode
online marketing and to determine the differences between fact and opinion.1392 Although
the Network found that these topics are reflected, to some extent, in new curricula across
the country, it remarked: “It will take years to filter down to mainstream classroom
activity.”1393 Again, this list of topics is very useful in providing a potential basis for
assessing levels of media literacy in the populace.
26.2.2 Canadian media literacy associations
Canada has a number of associations that work to “advocate, promote and develop”
media literacy in Canada, using varying degrees of critical analysis—mostly within the
formal education system.1394 These include the Canadian Association of Media Education
Organizations (CAMEO) and its members:
•

•
•
•

British Columbia Association of Media Education (BCAME), Alberta Association
for Media Awareness (AAMA), Media Literacy Saskatchewan (MLS), Manitoba
Association for Media Literacy (MAML), Association for Media Literacy (AML)
in Ontario, Association for Media Education Quebec (AMEQ), Media Literacy
Nova Scotia (MLNS),1395 Association for Media Literacy New Brunswick (A-4ML NB), Association for Media Literacy Newfoundland and Labrador, as well as
Centre de resources en éducation aux médias (CREM)
Concerned Children’s Advertisers (CCA)
Jesuit Communication Project (JCP)
Media Awareness Network (MNET)—the only on-line Canadian clearinghouse
dedicated to media literacy

CAMEO has been active in media education issues, such as its successful action to keep
the Youth News Network (YNN) from selling its commercial network to Canadian
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schools.1396 The Canadian Teacher’s Federation explains the opposition to the Youth
News Network:
The Canadian Teachers’ Federation (CTF) has reaffirmed its strong opposition to
YNN as a crass commercial venture and is committed to working with other
national partners to make sure that YNN stays out of Canadian schools. […]
YNN, at first glance, seems attractive because it offers schools electronic
equipment including televisions, VCRs, satellite dishes and computer
equipment. But nothing is free. In exchange, YNN’s news and commercial
programming—10 minutes of news accompanied by 2.5 minutes of
advertisements—is compulsory viewing for students. According to the Canadian
Association of Media Education (CAMEO), ‘the national movement that
continues to oppose YNN rejects both the educational legitimacy and morality of
forcing children to watch advertising during classroom time (in exchange for
‘free’ a/v equipment) as well as forcing them to watch news programming from
unknown sources.’1397

26.3 Adult media literacy
In 1993, Masterman critiqued conventional media for producing “a counterfeit culture
which is a direct threat to genuine culture, and to authentic cultural values.”1398 He noted
that, although this situation continues to escalate, it actually began when advertising
revenue replaced readers’ payments in the late nineteenth century—well before the
introduction of television. At that time, the media demanded shorter attention spans in the
audience by creating short, fragmented stories, attention-getting headlines, and less
emphasis on information, and developed a preference “for the sensational expressed in
slick, smart and superficial language.”1399 Criticism at the time deplored this change as an
attack on the foundations of a serious reading public. Masterman saw this trend as
essentially an “audience problem” and suggested the corruption of the audience by the
media could be countered by the cultivation of media literacy in adults. He asserted that
knowledge gained in media literacy studies must be critically applied outside of school
settings and that, furthermore, if media education is to be of value, it must be a lifelong
learning process.1400
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As previously noted, media literacy for adults is rarely addressed in the literature,
although the term is not specific to any age.1401 Everette Dennis, who reviewed the media
literacy needs of adults, finds: “With few exceptions, virtually all inventories of research
on media literacy, actual media literacy programs, and controversies concerning media
literacy involve younger readers, listeners, and viewers.”1402 She argues the importance of
media literacy for adults noting that for the most part, mass media is produced “by adults,
for adults, about adults,” and she observes that media literacy in children and youth is
“not widespread enough to guarantee a media-literate adult populace anytime soon.”1403
In addition, Dennis speculates:
With most […] adults having no formal exposure to media literacy, whether as
school children or college students, it can be assumed that few know much about
the media they encounter, cope with, and depend on for news and information,
opinion, and entertainment, as well as advertising and other commercial
messages. The idea of an omnicompetent media-literate adult is hard to imagine,
although media use across many new and evolving platforms—from traditional
publishing and electronic media to wireless, broadband, and video on demand—
continues to grow.1404
But it is precisely such an “omnicompetent media-literate adult” that must be part of the
definition of an “educated populace.” Dennis notes that “audience studies” presently
come closest to “media literacy studies,” although the former mostly document media use
and have found a decline in newspaper readership and an increase in the proportion of
adults using television more often as a source of news. Also, growing homogenization of
the conventional media, which are owned by a few large corporations, and a lack of
media diversity are prominent research concerns, although the Internet is now providing
alternative news sources for those with access and an interest in exploring these sources.
Dennis notes that those who get their news mainly from the Internet tend to be youth and
high-Internet users.1405
In the U.K., the 2003 Communications Act authorized the Office of Communications
(Ofcom), the independent regulator for the U.K. communications industry, to promote
media literacy within the population.1406 Ofcom’s responsibility to promote media
literacy involves the development of public understanding and awareness of:
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… the nature and characteristics of material published by electronic media; the
process by which materials are selected and made available; the systems by which
access to materials is or can be regulated; and the systems by which the public
may control what is received.1407
We will look more closely at this new Ofcom audit below, with a view to assessing the
potential utility of such a survey in providing methods for assessing media literacy in an
educated populace assessment.
As part of its mandate, Ofcom commissioned a literature review on adult media literacy,
authored by Sonia Livingstone, et al., which was released in 2005. Generally, the review
found: “More work is needed to specify in detail the skills and expectations that ‘public
understanding and awareness’ includes, together with the standards or levels of
understanding and awareness that is considered desirable.”1408 These standards and levels
are necessary to define as the basis for the development of assessments and indicators of
media literacy in an educated populace.
The framework of Livingstone, et al.’s review used Ofcom’s simple definition of media
literacy—“the ability to access, understand and create communications in a variety of
contexts.”1409 The ability to access and create communications, including both broadcast
and computer media, mainly focuses on inputs such as the skills and tools needed to
access and use electronic media, find appropriate content, and protect against unwanted
content. As such, this focus includes information retrieval and computer training,
currently referred to as “information literacy.” Livingstone, et al. found that research in
the area of “understanding” media is extensive and includes “audience studies.”
However, the findings, which are mostly from small-scale, qualitative research, are
mixed. For example, the authors note:
Research on the audience’s understanding of television content is divided between
evidence pointing to a creative, sophisticated, ‘media-savvy’ audience and
evidence pointing to an often forgetful, confused, biased or inattentive audience
low in critical literacy skills.1410
Livingstone, et al. make a distinction between comprehending the content of media and
critiquing media. Research concerning comprehension is extensive and encompasses the
relationship between media and public perceptions of issues such as crime, the
environment, news, health issues, and the family. Livingstone, et al. define “critical
media literacy” as “the ability to evaluate texts and sources and to differentiate in levels
of trust between them.”1411 Research concerning critical evaluation of media by the public
mainly looks at the public understanding of the news and generally finds a growing lack
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of interest by youth but a high level of trust in the objectivity of television news by the
general public, which can indicate a lack of critical awareness. Research, according to
Livingstone, et al., “raises concerns that audiences lack the more complex skills for a
sufficiently discerning or critical understanding to deal with the highly sophisticated
construction of media messages.”1412 The authors also found that age, gender,
socioeconomic status, ethnicity, and religion all affect media understanding.1413
The available research also places primary responsibility for low public understanding
and awareness on the media industry itself, and it finds that media literacy results from
the interaction between the audience’s motivation and understanding and the “production,
framing, and presentation of the news itself.”1414 In general, the research suggests that
“audience responses are subtle and discerning, yet also dependent in ways people do not
always recognise on the journalistic conventions and economic imperatives that frame the
media reporting.”1415 Livingstone, et al. note that if a book is badly written, we do not say
that the reader is illiterate if he or she cannot understand it.
If the news provides no accessible information about its sources, journalist
conventions or editorial policy it is not the viewer who is at fault in struggling to
evaluate the message. If a search engine appears to offer unbiased access to
information resources while operating with commercial priorities invisible to the
user, this limits how the user can critically evaluate the information accessed.
Media literacy, in short, derives from an effective interaction between the public
and the media—the term ‘media literacy’ is thus better thought of as referring to a
process rather than a ‘thing’. The effectiveness of this relationship may be both
facilitated and impeded by individual or societal factors or by a range of
institutional, textual and technological factors, which shape the interface with the
user or audience. […T]he changing conditions of advertising, sponsorship,
branding, merchandising, paid-for-content, and other forms of promotion through
broadcasting, the internet and mobile phones, set new literacy requirements. Little
research exists on adults’ critical awareness of such promotional practices.1416
Again, this analysis is useful in providing guidelines for the development of indicators of
media literacy. Livingstone, et al. consistently find research that correlates peoples’
interest in the news with their understanding—“if they do not understand, they lose
interest.”1417 Viewer interest and critical understanding are reduced by violence in
television news and by the lack of background information and historical context. A BBC
study found media coverage of the news did not present either the basic facts or the
bigger picture and, therefore, did not give people a clear basis for understanding the
issues. In the study, people wanted journalists to cut through “the spin” and explain
1412
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directly why the events were happening. They also wanted to understand the history and
context of the issues.
Livingstone, et al. conclude that more research is needed into the extent to which people
are aware of advertising’s “promotional practices,” and the extent to which the population
understands the way media content is organized.1418 Important considerations were
identified:
What factors structure the field of information, opportunities and skills, so that
some are disadvantaged, excluded, even vulnerable? What are the upper and
lower bounds of the range of media literacy in society: how far behind can some
be permitted to fall, how far ahead must some people get? […] How can these
differential levels of media literacy be assessed?1419
These are vital questions in the development of media literacy indicators for an educated
populace assessment.
26.3.1 Canadian associations concerned with adult media literacy
Although most of the Canadian media literacy associations are concerned with media
literacy within the formal school system, as noted above, a number of them also include
media literacy projects for adult learners. For example, the former Association for Media
Literacy-Nova Scotia (AML-NS) co-sponsored a project for adults that produced a
workshop manual, a collection of resources, and an annotated guide.1420
In addition, the Media Foundation in Vancouver publishes Adbusters Magazine, which
has 120,000 subscribers in more than 60 countries. Adbusters is a not-for-profit, readersupported magazine “concerned about the erosion of our physical and cultural
environments by commercial forces.”1421 It also presents itself as an “ecological
magazine, dedicated to examining the relationship between human beings and their
physical and learning environment.”1422
The National Film Board of Canada (NFB) has produced a number of films that deal with
issues in media literacy, including the following three video resource packages, which
were designed to be used by teachers in classrooms, but which are also relevant for
adults:
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1. Images and Meaning is an anthology of nine NFB productions, which can be used
to spark discussion and learning in media literacy courses.
2. Media and Society is a video package that consists of 19 NFB films or film
excerpts, in the form of short documentaries, animated films, and advertisements,
as well as a 124 page Resource Guide, which includes activities, interviews with
filmmakers, backgrounds on the films, student handouts, articles and quotes. The
package looks at media in contemporary society under four main topics:
Advertising and Consumerism, Images of Women, Cultural Sovereignty, and
Shaping the Truth.
3. Constructing Realty is an anthology of films, film excerpts, interviews, original
production material, and an in-depth Resource Guide for use in senior media
literacy classes. It deals with truth, fact, objectivity and the nature of propaganda
in the media. It is organized in six sections: The Documentary Process, The
Viewing Experience, Documentary Traditions, The Search For Truth, Many
Voices, and New Directions.1423
The CBC has also produced videos and teachers’ guides on various aspects of television
including children’s television, and television and the consumer.

26.4 Media literacy standards and measurement
Livingstone, et al. found in their literature review on adult media literacy that the
literature contains few “highly-regarded models” of evaluation studies, studies that track
changes, or longitudinal studies.1424 They conclude with news that is not favourable for
the development of reliable media literacy indicators:
[I]t is difficult to determine the specific factors that improve (or undermine)
media literacy among the population. The lack of resolution, as yet, on the basis
for standards (or the definition of levels) of media literacy also hampers
assessment of changes in media literacy over time.1425
Nevertheless, researchers, especially in Australia, Canada, and the U.S., have attempted
to identify specific aspects of media analysis and to measure these quantitatively.1426 In
an earlier report, Livingstone and Thumim reviewed media literacy assessment literature
drawing on diverse sources that “more-or-less indirectly reveal the nature and extent of
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adult media literacy.”1427 The sources mainly concentrate on audiovisual and computerbased media. The findings suggest that there is little consensus on the most appropriate
means to measure media literacy. Most of the work is based on small samples and
concentrates on particular aspects of media literacy, such as access to media as a
prerequisite to literacy, or technical skills, which are basically inputs rather than
outcomes. In addition, most academic research is medium-specific, with different
researchers specializing in particular media forms. This work does not try to identify or
assess overall media literacy in the population per se, so estimates of scale are rare. As
Livingstone and Thumim point out: “[T]here are no claims of the kind that, for example,
75% of people are literate in respect of x but only 30% are literate in respect of y.”1428
Again, what is missing here is precisely the kind of measurement capacity we are seeking
for indicators of media literacy to use in an educated populace assessment.
David Buckingham, who recently released a literature review of the media literacy of
children and youth, found few criteria to measure media literacy in this population.1429
We do not know if young people today are more media literate than young people
twenty years ago, although such claims are often made. Nor do we have any broad
agreement about how media literate they actually need to be. Are young people
sufficiently media literate to cope with the changing demands of contemporary
society? And on what basis could such a judgment be made?1430
Again, such findings are not good news for efforts to develop indicators of media
literacy.
Assessment of media education within formal schooling is usually based on achievement
tests in the classroom, performance tasks, and teacher discretion. In addition, jurisdictions
that have developed standards generally do so in order to clarify expectations, rather than
to develop a “strict rote map” for assessments.1431 Canadian educator Chris M. Worsnop
has been especially active in helping teachers develop “authentic assessments in media
education.”1432 He distinguishes between assessments and evaluation by defining
assessments as qualitative, educational measures that pinpoint individual student
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performance and that function as helpful diagnostic and formative learning tools.1433
Evaluations, on the other hand, are large-scale, quantitative measures that focus on the
group, set values on assessment information, and are most useful to administrators,
politicians, and parents. According to Worsnop, the outcome of assessment is information
while the outcome of evaluation is a statistic.1434
The National Communication Association in the U.S. has developed general standards for
media literacy in a first attempt to develop a “certified national standard.”1435 It has
developed competency statements according to three dimensions of communication
competence —knowledge, behaviours, and attitudes—which it has then applied to five
standard outcomes. These outcomes demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the
ways people use media in their personal and public lives; of the complex relationships
among audiences and media content; of the fact that media content is produced within
social and cultural contexts; of the commercial nature of media; and of the ability to use
media to communicate to specific audiences.1436 That U.S. model might also have
potential applicability to the development of a framework for media literacy indicators.
The U.K. Department for Culture, Media and Sport produced a “Media Literacy
Statement” in 2001 in which it emphasized the importance of “critical viewing skills” as
an outcome for media literacy.1437 These skills, which constitute a typology that can also
contribute to a framework for media literacy indicators, include the ability to:
•
•
•
•
•

distinguish fact from fiction, including the ability to identify differing degrees
and genres of realism
understand the mechanisms of production and distribution which result in
propaganda
distinguish reportage from advocacy, weigh evidentiary standards, and recognise
and assess commercial messages in programmes and advertising
recognise the economic, cultural and presentational imperatives in news
management
explain and justify media choices in order to inform choice and sustain
appropriate degrees of critical distance1438
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The research suggests there may not be simple “right answers” to questions of skill
levels. In the following example, which illustrates one reason that it has been so difficult
to date to develop comprehensive and impartial assessments of media literacy,
Livingstone and Thumim suggest that it is not always obvious which group is “more
literate.”
[I]n analysing focus group discussions about talk shows, Livingstone and Lunt
found that some people are sophisticated in their critique of the genre (for its lack
of objectivity, representativeness or balance); yet at the same time they are blind
to the values of the genre which are important to—and equally well articulated
by—others (such as its inclusiveness, diversity and authenticity of expression).
These two groups thus differ in the skills and expectations they bring to bear in
evaluating the genre, and so make different choices in their everyday lives. There
are also clear demographic correlates of these different positions (the former
being more male, middle-class and older than the second). […] Are viewpoints
expressed in a talk show balanced or biased? Is a website propaganda or
authoritative? Is the news objective or value-laden? Both children and adults
should be equipped with criteria to make such decisions, but this is not the same
as saying that everyone will reach the same conclusion, thereby posing problems
for measuring ‘levels’ of literacy.1439
26.4.1 Large-scale quantitative measurements of media literacy
There are very few reports of large-scale quantitative measurements of media literacy in
the literature. In 1991, Robin Quin and Barrie McMahon in Australia conducted the first
comprehensive quantitative measurement of media literacy.1440 The researchers used
outcome statements from syllabus documents as the basis for their measurement
instrument. Tests were given to a random sample of 1,500 Grade 10 Western Australian
students, where media analysis is an integral part of the curriculum in secondary schools.
The students were given the tasks of analyzing part of a television situation comedy and
analyzing newspaper advertisements. In order to enhance the precision of the measures,
the evaluation instrument contained both open-ended questions and checklist instruments.
From the syllabus documents, ten stages, representing a continuum of difficulty or
outcome level, rather than of age or grade level, were chosen to indicate key
understandings in five categories—language, narrative, production techniques, target
audience, and values. Quin and McMahon remark:
The ten levels of understanding identified on the continuum are not related to year
levels, nor do they cover every aspect of the syllabus. The ten stages indicate key
understandings only, and do not offer a comprehensive summary of the syllabus.
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Although there is no nexus between the grade levels of students and the ten stages
of the continuum, year ten students (fifteen year olds) could be expected to
perform at the higher levels of the continuum. The continuum identifies a content
strand with the organisers of language and narrative, and a context strand
containing the organisers of production / circulation, audiences and values. Ten
levels of difficulty are identified for each organiser. The continuum was used to
develop the appropriate tests and later as the basis for marking student work.1441
Understanding symbols formed the least difficult part of the continuum in each of these
areas and understanding cultural values formed the most difficult section. For example,
the 10 key outcomes for the language strand—arranged from least to most difficult—
were as follows:
1. Identifies simple iconic symbols (e.g., no smoking signs).
2. Links simple arbitrary symbols to their meaning (e.g., ring and marriage).
3. Identifies symbolic significance of colour, gesture, expression. Identifies symbolic
use of music, voice style. Distinguishes one shot from the next in the sequence.
4. Selects appropriate images to establish a given mood. Identifies shot types (e.g.,
closeup, pan).
5. Recognizes the organization of symbols into codes. Links shot types to a purpose
(e.g., establishing shot). Selects and organizes images and sound to match a given
mood.
6. Identifies editing techniques for continuity. Identifies the emotive value of
language, especially as it applies to race and gender. Identities the emotive effect
of a given montage (e.g., advertising).
7. Identifies medium-specific conventions in continuity editing (e.g., eyeline
matches).
8. Links some codes to cultural values. Recognizes the interdependence of visual
and verbal codes in the construction of meaning (e.g., voice and appearance of
newsreader credibility).
9. Recognizes the values operating in a given product (e.g., the values in a family
sit-com).
10. Analyzes a complete media product in terms of the cultural values it reflects /
projects (e.g., the patterns, codes, and conventions of a complete news
program).1442
Results of trial tests were used to distinguish between levels of responses, and tests were
marked by trained coders. Quin and McMahon note:
The results gave us information about students’ strengths and weaknesses, their
position on the continuum of outcome statements, and their position in relation to
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others in the sample. In addition, the results offered information about the
differences in performances of males and females; those from English speaking
backgrounds compared to those from non-English speaking backgrounds; those of
Aboriginal extraction compared with those from nonAboriginal backgrounds, and
heavy consumers of television compared with light users.1443
Most of the students performed at levels 4 and 5 and could identify elements such as
character types and stereotypes. However, less than 10% of the students demonstrated the
higher critical analysis skills required for levels higher than 6 on the continuum. These
levels related to cultural values and meanings of text. The results showed that schooling
had imparted basic skills but, as the researchers concluded, “unless students develop the
capacity to make the link between particular media texts and the broader cultural context,
the skills have little value.”1444
Subsequent studies of media literacy have often used the methodology developed by
Quin and McMahon because it has been seen as a viable approach to measuring media
literacy skills that actually relates to levels of competency.1445 For example, in 2003,
Hobbs and Frost conducted the first large-scale empirical work measuring media literacy
skills in the United States.1446 They designed a measurement protocol based on both the
procedures and instruments used by Quin and McMahon, and on their own previous 1999
study.1447 The test was given to 293 students in Grade 11 English classes in media /
communications as well as to 89 students in a control group who had not studied media
education. The researchers distinguished skills that demonstrated comprehension, writing,
and message analysis. Questions were based on 5 analysis skills, which teachers
commonly use to strengthen critical-thinking skills. These were identified as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the ability to identify a message’s purpose and target audience
identification of techniques used to construct the message
identification of values and point of view
identification of information omitted from a message
comparison-contrast between messages using similar formats1448

The students responded to questions that referred to a print, news-magazine article, a
radio news commentary, and a television news segment targeted at teenagers. The
Viewing Comprehension and Analysis Test asked the following 8 questions in Table 17
below.
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Table 17. Viewing Comprehension and Analysis Test

After viewing the news story about Hurricane Andrew, answer the following
questions below:
1. Write a sentence or two to describe the main idea of this broadcast. Use the WHO, WHAT,
WHERE, WHEN, WHY, and HOW structure to explain the main ideas.
2. What was the most memorable information?
3. Identify three relevant questions, facts, or pieces of information that were omitted from the
message.
4. What was the purpose of this message? (check all that apply)
___ to inform___ to entertain ___ to persuade ___ for self-expression
___ to make money ___ to teach
5. What techniques were used to attract and hold your attention?
6. What values or points of view were represented in this message?
7. List three ways that this news story was similar to and three ways it was different from local
or national television news.
8. Who was the target audience for this message? (check all that apply)
___ 2- to 11-year-olds___ men___ 12- to 17-year-olds___ women ___ 18- to 25-year-olds___
25- to 40-year-olds___ poor people ___ 40- to 60-year-olds___ working-class people___ 60year-olds and older___ middle-class people ___ upper-middle-class people___ wealthy people
___ Whites___ Blacks ___ Hispanics___ Asians ___ Other
Source: Hobbs, Renee, and Richard Frost. "Measuring the Acquisition of Media-Literacy Skills." Reading
Research Quarterly, 38, no. 3 (2003): 330-55, p. 355.

Coders were given a list of acceptable answers to look for. For example, question 5
asked, “What techniques were used to attract and hold your attention?” For the television
segment, points were awarded for answers that included reference to specific use of
language, imagery, sound or music, production values, camera movement, voice quality,
editing, graphs, informative content, or the use of emotional appeals. Hobbs and Frost
noted that “the ability to recognize the constructedness of various forms of texts [is a]
central concept in media literacy education.”1449
The ability to identify omitted information, as in question 3, is seen as important for
identifying points of view and is a measurement of strategic, higher order comprehension
since the student is required to connect new ideas to the topic. Question 7 uses a
comparison-contrast technique, which is a fundamental strategy to promote critical
thinking. In reference to question 7, the researchers noted:
1449
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Similarities included the use of interviews, maps and graphs, anchor people
addressing the viewer directly, taped footage from on location, voice-overs
explaining visuals, rapid editing, and dramatic statistics. Differences included the
use of dramatic music, a wider variety of ethnic groups represented, teenagers as
anchors, teens and young people interviewed on camera, rapid editing, and more
depth of detail.1450
One of the important contributions of this study was the ability to use generic critical
thinking skills across three formats—print, radio, and television. The study found, in part,
that students in the media literacy classes “were more likely to recognize the complex
blurring of information, entertainment, and economics that are present in contemporary
nonfiction media” when compared with the control group. The media literacy students
also had a better understanding of identifying an author’s multiple purposes and intended
target audiences.1451 Replication of a form of this study in Canada would be useful to
assess the degree to which formal media literacy education in Canadian schools is
effective in enhancing media literacy skills. However, because of the need to view a
television segment, the open-ended questions, and the difficulty coding answers, this
evaluation format would not be useful for large-scale assessments of media literacy in the
adult population.
26.4.2 Measurement for non-school settings
Hobbs and Frost stress that it will be important in the future to measure whether the
media literacy skills learned in school transfer to experiences in non-school settings.1452
Behaviour change in non-school settings is considered a social outcome of effective
formal media education in schools. However, Scharrer points out that enhanced critical
thinking may not always lead to behaviour change or resistance to the effects of
media.1453
We may criticize a movie for being too violent or graphic but still be interested in
an exiting action sequence or suspenseful plot. We may be well aware that media
characters have body sizes that bear little resemblance to that of the general
public, but we may still have a lapse in self-esteem as we watch them. We may
know that the news media doesn’t allot much airtime to third-party political
candidates, but we still get the impression from news viewing that such candidates
don’t stand a chance of election.1454
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Scharrer also suggests that resistance to media effects may not be an appropriate outcome
of media literacy since any resistance achieved over time might also decay over time
mainly “due to the onslaught of potentially competing information from the media
themselves,” and the amount of time people watch television and spend with types of
media.1455 The amount of exposure to media literacy education may pale by comparison
with the exposure to television and other media that continually reinforce the very
symbols, images, messages, and stereotypes that media literacy education may attempt to
critique.
Outcomes that Scharrer finds useful to assess—and which could also contribute to the
development of assessment instruments and future indicators of media literacy—are
increased knowledge of key concepts in media literacy and increased awareness of
central issues. Examples could include:
[K]nowledge of strategies used in advertising to encourage favorable responses;
awareness of the ways that violence is shown in the media that make it look cool;
or attention to roles that women, people of color, and other ‘minorities’ are given
in the media. […] Overall, if a student develops the ability to ‘deconstruct’—
break down the components of and closely analyze—media messages, practices,
processes, institutions, or influence, then media literacy has been effective and
that student is becoming a ‘critical thinker’ about the media.1456
26.4.3 U.K. adult media literacy audit
As noted above, the U.K. Communications Act 2003 authorized the Office of
Communications (Ofcom), the independent regulator for the U.K. communications
industry, to promote media literacy within the population.1457 Ofcom defines media
literacy simply as “the ability to access, understand and create communications in a
variety of contexts.”1458 Ofcom’s responsibility involves the development of public
understanding and awareness of the content of (mostly) electronic media, the processes
involved with the selection of material, and public regulation systems. To this end,
between June and August 2005, Ofcom administered the first adult media literacy audit in
the U.K. to 2,357 adults aged 16 and over in face-to-face interviews in their homes. In
addition, it also conducted separate audits for children, and members of ethnic minority
groups.1459 Ofcom presented results of the audit in 2006.
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The media literacy audit focuses on “access, understanding, and creation” of electronic
communications in media formats which Ofcom refers to as “platforms.”1460 Specifically,
the media formats or platforms audited were television, radio, the Internet, and mobile
phones, and in particular Ofcom was mainly, though not exclusively, interested in digital
formats. Ofcom notes that its definitions of access and understanding are wider than those
in current usage. Access goes beyond simple availability of “platforms,” such as
television or the Internet, and includes “interest, awareness, usage, and competence”1461
relating to each platform. Understanding includes processes such as how content (e.g.,
television and radio programmes, or Internet websites) are funded and regulated.1462
Creation includes issues such as knowledge of how to create a website, which only relate
to the Internet. Ofcom lists the “key” or “core” elements of media literacy as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interest in (digital) features (specific features prompted)
Awareness of (digital) features of interest
Competence (for tasks of interest)
Knowledge of content controls [e.g., parental controls of programmes available to
children; ability to block computer viruses or spam]
Concern (platform generically)
Knowledge of industry funding / regulation [e.g., license fees, advertising]
Trust in news outlets
Creating content (only for the Internet)1463

Our review finds that the Ofcom media literacy audit takes an instrumental approach, and
attempts to include critical thinking are extremely limited. As well, the focus on whether
a respondent was interested in, aware of, and compentent in the use of specific
instrumental features on each platform are mainly input features, rather than outcomes of
media literacy learning. The audit was designed to answer questions such as: “[I]s the
level of an individuals’ competence in using the features available on a given platform
related to how long they have owned the device and how often they use it?”1464 To this
end, in the “access” sections, the U.K. audit measures ownership of the platform
instrument, frequency of use, and the main uses for each platform (e.g., for entertainment,
to get information, or to receive and send emails).
Also, in the access sections, interest, awareness, and competence are measured by asking
about specific features available on each platform—such as programming digital
television, recording programs, or setting up a menu of favourite channels. For example,
in the Internet section, questions are asked concerning interest in, awareness of, and
competence in using specific features available on the Internet, including using email,
finding news, editing photos, or blocking computer viruses. Also under the access
section, respondents were asked an open-ended question about concern: “Can you tell me
1460
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if you have any concerns about what is on TV?” And, if the answer is yes, it asks an
open-ended question: “What sorts of things are you concerned about?”1465 It then asks:
“Overall, how concerned are you about what is on TV?” with the responses ranging from
not at all concerned to very concerned.
The “understanding” sections ask basic questions about knowledge of regulation rules,
such as whether the respondent knows if television or the Internet are regulated or not,
and industry funding, such as whether the platform is funded by “advertising, license
fees, government, programme sales to other countries, programme sponsorship,
magazine, book / video / DVD sales, or other.”1466
Trust in news outlets is the only area where critical media literacy is addressed, although
Ofcom stresses the importance of critical thinking skills in media literacy:
At a more advanced level [media literacy] moves from recognising and
comprehending information to the higher order critical thinking skills such as
questioning, analysing and evaluating that information. This aspect of media
literacy is sometimes referred to as ‘critical viewing’ or ‘critical analysis’.1467
However, the indicator chosen to measure critical thinking skills is “trust in news outlets
on each medium,” and “trust in internet sites.”1468 The rationale used is:
Opinions about news across the different platforms provide a useful indicator of
the extent to which people evaluate content according to the platform it is
received from. It is also, of course, a key factor in democratic engagement and
understanding, and as such [is] an important component of media literacy.1469
Respondents were asked to use a five-point scale to indicate the extent to which they
“would trust” or “would not trust” particular news outlets. Ofcom explains that trust in
the news is a neutral element of media literacy, and whether the result is high or low trust
is not the concern of the audit. Ofcom remarks that the audit does not have a prescriptive
agenda, but provides an overview of key constituent parts of medial literacy to act as a
resource for policy makers and researchers. It acknowledges that media literacy is not
related to higher “scores,” and analysis of the results are based on whether the elements
of media literacy measured provide benefits or not.
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Media literacy is not a ladder, whereby the more you ‘score’, the greater your
media literacy. For example, it is not the case that higher levels of trust in news
sources, or higher levels of concern about media, or higher levels of usage,
necessarily indicate ‘greater’ or ‘lesser’ media literacy. […] The ‘positive’
elements of media literacy, whereby higher levels of score are generally agreed to
approximate with benefits, are interest, awareness, competence, breadth of use,
knowledge and creation. The ‘contested’ or neutral elements of media literacy,
whereby higher levels are not necessarily an indication of benefit, are concern,
trust, and volume of use. We report on all of these elements together, to provide a
varied picture of the extent and range of media literacy. There is a further debate
about whether a ‘lack’ of media literacy in these areas is necessarily a bad thing.
‘Rational rejection’1470 is a legitimate response to the digital world, if it is a
response formed from knowledge and understanding of what is on offer.1471
Results of the audit were not surprising. For example, television was the main platform in
terms of interest and knowledge of specific features, and, in general, levels of interest,
competence and usage were highest for the core, familiar functions of each platform.
In general, those respondents with greater interest, awareness, and competence were
those under the age of 45, males, those who are working, have higher incomes, and have
children at home. Those with lesser interest, awareness, and competence were the
opposite—those over the age of 45, females, and those not working, having lower
income, and no children at home.1472 Ofcom summarizes the results:
[A]n individual with a higher level of interest in the digital features of a platform
is likely to have a higher level of awareness of those benefits, a greater breadth of
use of the possible tasks, and a higher degree of competence for platform tasks.
Because these elements are related to each other, it is also true that an individual
with a lower level of interest is likely to have a lower level of awareness of digital
features, less breadth of use and a lower degree of competence.1473
The highest area of concern was about offensive content, and this concern rises with age,
i.e., older people are more concerned about offensive content than are younger people.
Knowledge of industry funding and regulations were higher for television than for the
Internet. Young adults, ages 16–24, show the highest levels of media literacy, in terms of
competence and use, but not in terms of knowledge of regulations and funding. However,
three fourths of U.K. adults responded correctly to questions about television funding and
regulation. For trust in the news, results showed that 78% of adults trusted television
news, 8% did not trust it, and 14% did not know. For Internet news websites: 76% of
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adults trusted them, 7% did not trust them, and 17% did not know. And for newspapers:
46% of adults trusted them, 27% did not trust them, and 27% did not know.1474
Prior to reviewing the audit, we had hoped that the Ofcom Adult Media Literacy Audit
could provide a potential model for a Canadian composite index of media literacy.
However, the instrumentalist approach and lack of significant content for critical media
literacy make its usefulness as a model extremely limited.

26.5 Canadian attitudes and behaviour surrounding the news
media and media credibility
The Canadian Media Research Consortium (CMRC) is a partnership of three universities
including the UBC School of Journalism, the York Ryerson Graduate Program in Culture
and Communications, and Centre d'études sur les médias at Université Laval. The
Consortium “promotes economic, social and cultural research on Canadian media and
communications issues.”1475
In 2004, the CMRC released the first independent national survey of Canadian attitudes
and behaviour regarding news media and media credibility.1476 The survey interviewed
3,012 Canadian adults to determine what they think about the news they are getting, and
whether or not they trust the media. The researchers also worked with the U.S. based Pew
Research Center for the People and the Press, which has a 30-year track record of doing
this type of investigation, in order to make Canadian comparisons with U.S. data.
Although the survey does not measure media literacy, some elements of it are relevant to
assessments of media literacy. Some of the results of the survey include the following:
Use and source of news:
•
•
•

67% of Canadians watch television news daily and 42% of Canadians read a
newspaper every day. Nearly 90% watch television news several times a week,
while only 6% never watch the news;
57% of Canadians listen to radio news daily for news;
67% of Canadians rarely or never use the Internet for news. Of the 33% who do
use the Internet for news, many use the websites of mainstream media. Groups
who are most likely to use the Internet for news every day are Canadians under
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the age of 35 with a university education and incomes over $75,000. The
percentage of Americans who use the Internet for news three or more days a week
is up from 23% in 2000 to 29% in 2004.
Perception of news credibility, accuracy, and bias:
• 59% of Canadians felt the news “gets the facts straight” and is accurate.1477 “This
finding is rather surprising considering that according to content analyses
completed in the United States, approximately one in two newspaper stories
contain at least one error.”
• 37% thought the news is often fair and balanced, however, 62% felt the opposite.
19% thought the news is seldom or never balanced.
• 74% of Canadian youth, ages 19 to 25, saw a lack of balance in news reporting at
least sometimes.
• Almost 80% of Canadians think that reporters' bias influences news often or
sometimes.
• 54% of Canadians think the news media try to cover-up their mistakes; 34% think
the media are willing to admit mistakes; and 68% of Canadians aged 19–25 think
the news media try to cover up mistakes.
• When asked questions about sensationalism, 92% of Canadians reported seeing
sensationalism in the news, and 63% of those respondents said sensationalism
affects their trust in the news media.1478
Perceptions of news independence:
• 19% of Canadians thought news organizations were mostly independent.
However, 76% of adult Canadians overall and 81% of youth, aged 19 to 25,
thought that news organizations are often influenced by powerful people and
organizations.
• The group most frequently mentioned as exerting influence on the news was
political interests (42%), which included local and federal governments,
politicians and bureaucrats.
• The second-largest group (27%) involved economic interests, including people
with money and perceived influence, businesses and large corporations.
• 12% of Canadians saw media owners as influencing the news, and 56% of
Canadians saw consolidation of media ownership as having a negative impact on
their trust in the media.
• Other groups that were seen as influencing the news were lobby groups (12% of
Canadians), advertisers (4%), and protest groups (3%).
Influence of the media on the country and its ability to solve problems:
• 48% of Canadians believe the news media help society solve problems.
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•

In the United States, only 31% of Americans have that opinion.1479

The results above, which are among the few statistics available on the subject, indicate
the great need for assessments of media literacy. However, the results do not represent
the adequate, reliable, and consistent data that are really needed to assess media literacy
in Canada, and for which several useful frameworks have been suggested in our earlier
discussion. The above results perhaps could serve a purpose in spurring the development
of good media literacy indicators. After all, if most Canadians think that the news is
generally not fair and balanced, that the media try to cover up their mistakes, that
reporters’ bias influences reporting, that news sensationalism reduces their trust, and that
news organizations are not independent but subject to influence by powerful people and
organizations, then there is clearly a serious problem in public perceptions of the media
and a correspondingly pressing need for Canadians to be able to evaluate the media
critically and effectively.
This is especially true if, as the above results show, more than two-thirds of Canadians
watch television news daily and nearly 90% watch it several times a week. An influence
and source of informal learning as pervasive as this in Canadians’ daily lives requires
careful analysis and genuine understanding.
David Buckingham argues that media industries often conduct research (such as that cited
above), which they do not make available in the public domain, and he calls for a
renewed dialogue between academic researchers and these organizations in order to
access this information.1480 In light of the scepticism and lack of trust of media news
organizations revealed in the CMRC survey, it is perhaps not surprising that such
evidence is suppressed by the media organizations themselves. However, this illustrates
the great need for reputable data gathering agencies like Statistics Canada to become
involved in media literacy evaluations. This is also essential for the development of
adequate indicators of media literacy for an educated populace assessment.
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26.6 Media use in the home
Peter Worth and Donald Roberts, of Stanford University, call for more effective
evaluation of school-based media literacy. They also point out that since most media use
occurs in the home, making families aware of critical media literacy practices and skills is
an important step in helping both adults and children become media literate. In this case,
from an evaluation, indicator, and measurement perspective, finding ways to measure
such media literacy abilities in the home will become essential.1481
MediaPulse, the collaborative effort between the Media Awareness Network and the
Canadian Paediatric Society cited above, provides a guide for health practitioners that
includes an assessment tool for measuring both media use by children in the home and
also their parents’ involvement in that use.1482 We have included these MediaPulse
survey questions in Appendix 19, since they are relevant to our discussion, even though
they provide media use rather than media literacy evaluations.
The Media Awareness Network initiated the Young Canadians in a Wired World
(YCWW) research project in 2000 that tracks and investigates the behaviours, attitudes,
and opinions of Canadian children and youth with respect to their use of the Internet.1483
In 2000–01, it conducted two surveys as part of Phase I of the project, which were the
first surveys of their kind in Canada: “Young Canadians In A Wired World: The Parents’
View;” and “Young Canadians In A Wired World: The Students’ View.”1484 The first
surveyed 1,100 parents, and the second surveyed 5,682 Canadian students aged 11 to 17.
The surveys investigated Internet use among Canadian youth, exploring what they do
online, how they perceive the Internet, and what they know about it.
Results showed widespread knowledge of and use of the Internet by Canadian youth that
surpassed that of their parents. The survey results also showed a discrepancy between
what parents thought the children were doing and what they actually were doing, and they
found areas of risk such as “children and youth using private and adult chat rooms,
meeting Internet acquaintances in person, being exposed to sexually explicit and hateful
material and sharing personal information.”1485 Again, these results indicate the pressing
need for media literacy education and measures in this field, so that both students and
parents are better able to understand and evaluate Internet use critically, and so that this
understanding is regularly tracked.
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Phase II of the research project, considered “the most comprehensive and wide-ranging
study of its kind in Canada,” explored new areas of interest and updated initial findings
from the 2001 baseline study.1486 This phase of the project was initiated in 2003 with
focus group discussions on the survey content, which were followed in 2005 with a
second national student survey, conducted by ERIN Research, in consultation with an
international advisory committee, in classrooms that had participated in the 2001 Phase I
study. In Phase II, 5,200 students were surveyed to understand how their online activities,
behaviours, and attitudes had changed since 2001.
This phase found that “an astonishing 94% of young people access the Internet from
home, with students as early as Grade 4 beginning to rely on the Internet to explore social
roles, stay connected with friends and develop their social networks.”1487 This compares
with 79% of students in 2001 who had Internet access from home. The survey found the
same hazards as the Phase I surveys, but also found more positive impacts of parental
involvement, with the surveys showing an increase from 7% of students in 2001 to 13%
of students in 2005 reporting parental involvement in their Internet use. Despite this
increase in parental involvement, it is noteworthy that the vast majority of Canadian
youth report no parental involvement in their Internet use, again pointing to the great
need for media literacy education in this area in schools so that students are better able to
understand the various aspects (including hazards) of Internet use.
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27. Statistics Literacy
Mary Townsend from Statistics Canada comments that statistics are ubiquitous:1488
We live in an environment where data are everywhere. Graphs, charts, rates,
percentages, probabilities, averages and forecasts are part of our everyday life.
People are becoming accustomed to seeing the results of surveys reported in the
daily press, incorporated in messaging by advertisers, mentioned by political and
social analysts and used by economic forecasters.1489
But does the public understand what is being presented by statistics, what they mean,
how they are constructed, and how to use them in daily life? These questions are critical
for any assessment of an educated populace as well, since trends and results may be
presented in statistical terms, and will require that policy makers and members of the
public are able to access, understand, and analyse the results properly and effectively, and
use them to make policy and improve wellbeing.
Thus, statistical literacy is a key dimension of an educated populace, and assessing
statistical literacy—the ability to understand and use statistics—is properly part of an
educated populace assessment in any country, including Canada and Bhutan. The
information in this section is concerned with the need for statistical literacy in the
populace, and with potential instruments and methods for its assessment. Therefore,
although a portion of the information relates specifically to Canada, for the most part the
information is generic and may be of interest to Bhutanese educators concerned with
assessing the level of statistical literacy in the Bhutan populace.
Iddo Gal, of the University of Haifa, elaborates on the public need for statistics literacy:
Statistical literacy is a key ability expected of citizens in information-laden
societies, and is often touted as an expected outcome of schooling and as a
necessary component of adults’ numeracy and literacy […]. It is needed if adults
are to be fully aware of trends and phenomena of social and personal importance:
crime rates, population growth, spread of diseases, industrial production,
educational achievement, or employment trends. It can contribute to people’s
ability to make choices, when confronted with chance-based situations (e.g.,
buying lottery tickets or insurance policies, and comprehending medical advice).
It can support informed participation in public debate or community action.1490
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In an attempt to demystify statistics for the public, sociologist Joel Best wrote the book
Damned Lies and Statistics: Untangling Numbers from the Media, Politicians, and
Activists.1491 In it, Best makes the point that statistics are socially constructed, which
simply means that people choose what to count or measure, and that someone is doing the
counting.1492 He notes that we often conceptually confuse statistics with numbers: Since
numbers don’t lie, we assume the same of statistics. After all, a statistic is a number and
numbers seem factual and proof that someone counted something.1493 Best suggests that
statistics are often thought of as “little nuggets of truth that we uncover, much as rock
collectors find stones.”1494 However, he recommends that a better metaphor might be to
think of statistics as jewels that “must be selected, cut, polished, and placed in settings so
that they can be viewed from particular angles.”1495 He says, all statistics “are products of
choices and compromises that inevitably shape, limit, and distort the outcome.”1496
Milo Schield, director of the W.M. Keck Statistical Literacy Project, notes that
“[s]tatistics are numerical summaries about things in reality,” and as such they can be
difficult to comprehend, can be misleading, and even completely untrue.1497 Best remarks
that in order to ascertain whether statistics are biased or inaccurate, the public needs to
ask who produced the statistics, for what reason, and by which procedure. These are all
elements of statistical literacy that could potentially constitute a framework for
assessment. For example, Best describes the prevalence of “mutant statistics,” which are
originally produced within a specific context, but are then quoted by writers who do not
include this context. These mutant statistics then acquire a life of their own as the
secondary sources are erroneously cited and the meaning changed in the process. Best
notes that people most often read these mutant statistics and assume them to be
correct.1498 That, in turn, would be a mark of statistical illiteracy.
In order to be able to sort the “wheat from the chaff” and make statistics meaningful,
people need to be statistically literate. John Dewey’s 1930s description of literacy, which
he called popular enlightenment, could just as easily describe statistical literacy today.
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This is the ability to think for oneself, judge independently, and discriminate between
good and bad information, rather than the ability to understand instructions and carry out
procedures, as required in passive literacy.1499
There are many definitions of statistical literacy. However, the definition given by
Townsend, of Statistics Canada, captures the salient points. She believes that, in order to
be statistically literate, people need to be able to:
•
•
•
•

understand and interpret statistical data
critically evaluate statistical information and data-related arguments
use the information in the context of daily life
be able to discuss or communicate one’s reactions1500

Schield notes that there are two key elements to understand about statistics: how they are
assembled—that is, how the statistics are defined, selected, and presented—and the
importance of context and confounding factors.1501 Writing for the IASSIST Quarterly
(International Association for Social Science Information Service & Technology),
Schield includes information literacy and data literacy as key prerequisites for statistical
literacy, because these forms of literacy are interrelated.1502 He uses the definition of
information literacy from the higher education competency standards endorsed by the
Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), a division of the American
Library Association (ALA):
Information literacy is a set of abilities requiring individuals to ‘recognize when
information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively
the needed information.’1503
Furthermore, an information literate person has the ability to:
•
•
•
•
•

determine the extent of information needed
access the needed information effectively and efficiently
evaluate information and its sources critically
incorporate selected information into one’s knowledge base
use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose
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•
•

understand the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of
information
access and use information ethically and legally1504

In addition, Schield suggests that students in a number of fields also need to be data
literate, or able to access, convert, and manipulate data.1505

27.1 Statistical anxiety
Best and others believe that statistics and numbers intimidate most people, including
journalists and reporters.1506 For example, Onwuegbuzie and Wilson have studied
statistical anxiety among university students and teachers and found “between two-thirds
and four-fifths of graduate students appear to experience uncomfortable levels of
statistics anxiety.”1507 Here, statistical anxiety is defined as:
[A] performance characterized by extensive worry, intrusive thoughts, mental
disorganization, tension, and physiological arousal […] when exposed to statistics
content, problems, instructional situations, or evaluative contexts, and is
commonly claimed to debilitate performance in a wide variety of academic
situations by interfering with the manipulation of statistics data and solution of
statistics problems.1508
According to Onwuegbuzie and Wilson, this anxiety adversely affects the ability to
analyze and interpret statistical data, and to fully understand reports using statistical data.
Employing Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences, Onwuegbuzie and Wilson
identified teachers with statistical anxiety as those more oriented towards “special and
interpersonal intelligence” and less oriented towards “linguistic and logical-mathematical
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intelligence.” They also found that females and older students tend to have the highest
levels of statistical anxiety.1509
According to Onwuegbuzie and Wilson, there are several instruments designed to
measure attitudes toward statistics and statistics anxiety.1510 However, they note that the
majority of research on statistical anxiety use measures of mathematics anxiety, and,
although the two are related, they are separate constructs. Therefore, they argue that a
measure of mathematics anxiety is not valid for statistical anxiety. The scales that
Onwuegbuzie and Wilson note were specifically designed to directly measure statistics
anxiety include the Statistics Anxiety Scale (SAS), the Multifactorial Scale of Attitudes
Toward Statistics (MSATS), the Statistics Anxiety Inventory (SAI), an unnamed
instrument measureing statistics anxiety and attitudes developed by Zanakis and Valenza,
and the Statistics Anxiety Rating Scale (STARS). STARS is the scale that is used most
often by researchers, and Onwuegbuzie and Wilson report that it the one that is
considered most valid. The STARS scale is a 51-item, 5-point Likert-format measure that
assesses six components of statistics anxiety, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

perceptions of the worth of statistics
interpretation anxiety
test and class anxiety
computational self-concept
fear of asking for help
fear of teachers1511

Despite the prevalence of statistical anxiety, only a few investigators have investigated
ways of reducing it. For example, a few studies have found that humour reduces
statistical anxiety.1512 In a ranking of 16 anxiety-relieving factors, students mentioned
humour third, after open-book tests and an instructor’s positive and encouraging
attitude.1513
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27.2 What an educated populace needs to know about statistics
and probability
27.2.1 Framework for statistics literacy
According to Joan Garfield, new educational reforms have shifted the focus of much
mathematics education from mathematical computation and procedures to an emphasis
on statistical reasoning and thinking. Garfield defines statistical reasoning as:
[T]he way people reason with statistical ideas and make sense of statistical
information. This involves making interpretations based on sets of data,
representations of data, or statistical summaries of data. Much of statistical
reasoning combines ideas about data and chance, which leads to making
inferences and interpreting statistical results. Underlying this reasoning is a
conceptual understanding of important ideas, such as distribution, centre, spread,
association, uncertainty, randomness, and sampling.1514
In order to understand and interpret statistics, people need a rudimentary knowledge of
mathematics, as noted above, but they also need other “knowledge elements.” Gal, who
explored what adults (rather than students) need to know about statistics, developed a
succinct model of statistical literacy that includes both a knowledge component and a
dispositional component, which are both context dependent, and which together enable
statistically literate behaviour. He argues that statistical literacy depends on possession of
Gal describes the interrelated knowledge components as:
•
•
•
•
•

literacy skills
statistical knowledge
mathematical knowledge
context / world knowledge
critical questioning skill1515

In addition, Gal includes a two-part dispositional component:
•
•

critical stance
beliefs and attitudes

We describe each of these elements below—some very briefly, where the meaning is
clear, and others in more detail—since these five dimensions of statistical literacy could
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potentially contribute to the development of a framework for assessing statistical literacy
in the populace.
Gal also argues that, although a statistically literate person does not need a sophisticated
understanding of all of the above elements for applications of statistical understanding, at
least a rudimentary understanding is necessary. He believes that statistical literacy
“should be regarded as a set of capacities that can exist to different degrees within the
same individual, depending on the contexts where it is invoked or applied.”1516 Contexts
such as work, home, public discourse, and formal learning may require different aspects
of statistical literacy.
Literacy skills
Literacy skills include understanding prose texts but also understanding documents and
mathematics. They were first analysed in detail in the influential work of Kirsch, et al.,
and were subsequently assessed in the International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey,
discussed briefly below.1517 Document literacy is an ability to identify, interpret, and use
information displayed in lists, tables, indexes, schedules, charts, and graphical displays.
Statistical knowledge
Statistical knowledge includes knowledge of basic statistical and probabilistic concepts
and procedures. Gal divides this knowledge base into five parts, which are described in
greater detail below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Knowing why data are needed and how data can be produced
Familiarity with basic terms and ideas related to descriptive statistics
Familiarity with basic terms and ideas related to graphical and tabular displays
Understanding basic notions of probability
Knowing how statistical conclusions or inferences are reached1518

Knowing why data are needed and how data can be produced includes having some
knowledge about the key “big ideas” that underlie statistical investigations, especially
those involving variation, which Gal says provide the basis for accepting the use of
statistical summaries. Data need to be reduced in order to identify key features and trends
from within the noise and variation that could confuse the issue under investigation. In
addition, adults need to understand the logic behind key research designs discussed in the
media, which include censuses, polls, surveys, and experiments and control groups used
to determine causal influences.
1516
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They also need to understand the difference between convenience sampling and
probability sampling, inferences from samples to populations, the notions of
representation and bias in sampling, and the influence of the sampling process, sample
size, and sample composition on the researcher’s ability to generalize about a population
from the data. To take just one example, if a given sample size is sufficient to make
statistically valid generalizations about the general population, it may be insufficient to
make valid generalizations about males vs. females, or about youth, the elderly, the
unemployed, or other sub-samples, which involve reduced sampling numbers.
Familiarity with basic terms and ideas related to descriptive statistics such as percents,
means or averages, and medians. Specifically, the public needs to understand that simple
summary indices may give different and sometimes conflicting views of the same
phenomena. They also need to understand that means are affected by extreme values
more than are medians, and that:
… measures of the center can mislead when the distribution or shape of the data
on which they are based is uneven or bi-modal, or when the data or sample from
which they are calculated is not representative of the whole population under
study.1519
Misunderstandings on these issues are very common. For example, when an increase in
average income is reported, few Canadians are likely to understand that this increase may
be almost entirely driven by the gains of the rich while most Canadians are actually
losing real income, as occurred in Canada in the 1990s.1520
Familiarity with basic terms and ideas related to graphical and tabular displays means
that adults should know that data can be illustrated in graphs and tables, which organize
the information and enable the detection or comparison of trends in the data. They should
also know how to recognize mistakes such as the relative length of bars not being
proportional to the actual percentages reported, and they should be able to look at overall
patterns and not only at specific points on the graph or table.
Understanding basic notions of probability is important because standard statistical
inference is based on probability, which describes the variation that is expected in
repeated samples from the same population. Probability statements regarding chance or
random events are included in many reports such as the likelihood of obtaining certain
results, e.g., specific diseases. Professionals, such as weather forecasters, genetic
counsellors, and physicians commonly predict the likelihood of events such as rain, risks,
and side effects, and some of these predictions may be made on the basis of subjective
estimates rather than probabilistic studies.
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Gal suggests that adults should understand terms such as percents, odds, ratios, or verbal
estimates that are used in probability estimates. In addition, they should understand the
notion of randomness, including that events vary in their degree of predictability and can
be unpredictable, and that co-occurrence of certain events does not necessarily mean they
are related or causal. In addition, estimates may vary in terms of credibility and accuracy.
Knowing how statistical conclusions or inferences are reached requires an understanding
that errors or biases can occur in sampling, measurement, and inference, and that these
errors can be controlled through research design and can be estimated and described by
means of probability statements such as the “margin of error,” which is often listed in
media reports without explanation. Also, attention to the size of group studies, the quality
of the sampling process, and the possibility of bias in a sample can help determine the
significance of a difference between groups. Finally, it is important for adults to
understand the concept of statistical validity and to know that observed differences or
trends may exist but may not be large enough to be important.1521
Mathematical knowledge
Mathematical knowledge is the third knowledge element that Gal describes. He explains
that only a basic knowledge of math is needed for the public to understand statistics in a
limited way. The public does need to understand the different types of numbers used in
statistics, such as large numbers used in GDP trends and small numbers, including
fractions, decimals, and percents. They should also know how an arithmetic mean is
computed and that a mean can be influenced by extreme values and may not represent the
“middle” of a set of values—as in the average income example cited on the previous
page. Also, they should be aware that percents can have multiple meanings and statistical
uses. That is, a percent may be expressed as a number, a relationship, a statistic, a
function, or an expression of likelihood, and may be linked to concepts that also have
multiple meanings such as “15% below average,” or “2% margin of error.” They should
also understand the difference between a percentage increase or decrease and a
percentage point increase or decrease. Terms often used in the media such as “margin of
error” and “statistically significant difference” can be understood superficially in an
intuitive way without extensive formal mathematical training.1522
Context / world knowledge
Context / world knowledge has to do with placing information into context in order to
make it meaningful. However, the ability to do this depends on the level of detail and
clarity supplied about the background of the information. As a key component of
statistical literacy, therefore, people need to have a sense of the elements of good
journalistic writing and accuracy in reporting. For example, if a journalist does not supply
the context for some statistical material in a media report, then the public needs to rely on
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its own knowledge of the world in order to reflect critically upon the statistical message
and its implications.1523
Critical questioning skills
Critical questioning skills are necessary in order to understand that statistical messages
and their context, as communicated in the media, are shaped by political, commercial, or
other agendas, which may not be entirely objective. Data can be manipulated to serve
various needs. For example, using absolute numbers (e.g., 2,500 people nationwide suffer
from X) may make something appear more significant, while using incidence rate (e.g., 1
in every 100,000 people suffer from X) will downplay the importance. The public has to
examine the veracity of the claims, and be concerned about the validity of messages as
well as the credibility of the underlying evidence. Gal cites an article in Newsweek, that
selectively analyzed and intentionally manipulated trend data that had been collected by
the Institute for Social Research (ISR):
Newsweek attempted to create a sense of national danger by reporting that the use
of LSD is ‘rising alarmingly’ and that for the first time since 1976, more high
school seniors used LSD than cocaine. However, analysis of the ISR data on
which Newsweek based this argument showed that this argument had no empirical
basis. Cocaine use decreased from 6.5% in 1989 to 5.3% in 1990, a statistically
significant change (given sample size used), whereas LSD use increased from
4.9% to only 5.4%, which was within the range of sampling error. The contrast
between these figures, which were available to Newsweek, and the narrative and
graphs used in the articles published, suggest an intentional misuse of data and
highlights the media’s tendency for sensational reporting practices.1524
In order to support the process of critical evaluation of statistical messages, Gal
developed a list of “worry questions” that readers and observers can ask about the issues
of concern to them. These questions are reproduced in Table 18 below.
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Table 18. Sample “worry questions” about statistical messages

1.

Where did the data (on which this statement is based) come from? What kind of
study was it? Is this kind of study reasonable in this context?

2.

Was a sample used? How was it sampled? How many people did actually
participate? Is the sample large enough? Did the sample include people / units,
which are representative of the population? Is the sample biased in some way?
Overall, could this sample reasonably lead to valid inferences about the target
population?

3.

How reliable or accurate were the instruments or measures (tests,
questionnaires, interviews) used to generate the reported data?

4.

What is the shape of the underlying distribution of raw data (on which this
summary statistic is based)? Does it matter how it is shaped?

5.

Are the reported statistics appropriate for this kind of data, e.g., was an average
used to summarize ordinal data; is a mode a reasonable summary? Could
outliers cause a summary statistic to misrepresent the true picture?

6.

Is a given graph drawn appropriately, or does it distort trends in the data?

7.

How was this probabilistic statement derived? Are there enough credible data to
justify the estimate of likelihood given?

8.

Overall, are the claims made here sensible and supported by the data? e.g., is
correlation confused with causation, or a small difference made to loom large?

9.

Should additional information or procedures be made available to enable me to
evaluate the sensibility of these arguments? Is something missing? e.g., did the
writer ‘conveniently forget’ to specify the base of a reported percent-of-change,
or the actual sample size?

10. Are there alternative interpretations for the meaning of the findings or different
explanations for what caused them, e.g., an intervening or a moderator variable
affected the results? Are there additional or different implications that are not
mentioned?
Source: Gal, Iddo. "Adults’ Statistical Literacy: Meanings, Components, and Responsibilities."
International Statistical Review, 70, no. 1 (2002): 1-25, p. 16.
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Gal refers to dispositions as necessary elements for statistical literacy and the ability to
think critically.1525 Dispositions consist of three related but distinct concepts: critical
stance, beliefs, and attitudes.
Critical stance
Critical stance suggests a questioning attitude toward statistical information that,
intentionally or unintentionally, may be misleading, biased, one-sided, or incomplete in
some way.
[The public] should be able and willing to spontaneously invoke their personal list
of worry questions [see Table 18 above] when faced with arguments that purport
to be based on data or with reports of results or conclusions from surveys or other
empirical research.1526
Beliefs and attitudes
Beliefs and attitudes are similar but distinct. Based on the work of McLeod,1527 Gal says
that beliefs have less emotional intensity and a larger cognitive component than attitudes,
and are also more resistant to change than attitudes. He distinguishes them as follows:
Attitudes are relatively stable, intense feelings that develop through gradual
internalization of repeated positive or negative emotional responses over time.
Attitudes are expressed along a positive-negative continuum (like–dislike,
pleasant–unpleasant), and may represent, for example, feelings towards objects,
actions, or topics (‘I don’t like polls and pollsters, they always confuse me with
numbers’).
Beliefs are individually held ideas or opinions, such as about a domain
(‘government statistics are always accurate’), about oneself (‘I am really naïve
about statistical information,’ ‘I am not a numbers person’), or about a social
context (‘the government should not waste money on big surveys’). Beliefs take
time to develop and cultural factors play an important part in their
development.1528
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In order to develop statistical literacy, Gal suggests that adults need to appreciate the
power of the statistical process, have a view of themselves as capable of critical analysis,
and be comfortable with “temporary confusion or a state of uncertainty.”1529

27.3 Commonly misunderstood statistical topics
Using a model similar to Gal’s, Jessica Utts, a statistics professor of the University of
California, lists seven commonly misunderstood topics that she argues every educated
citizen and journalist needs to understand about elementary statistics.1530 These topics are
also based on the need to understand how statistical studies are conducted and
interpreted, rather than the need to learn calculations or to conduct statistical studies. Utts
warns that a lack of understanding of these key issues can lead to public cynicism and the
misuse of study results by policy makers, physicians, and others. These seven topics can
again make a contribution to the development of a framework for indicators of statistical
literacy. We look at each of these topics below, with definitions provided by Utts, in
some detail, since these topics could inform instruments for the evaluation of statistical
literacy in the general populace.
1. Cause and effect
“When it can be concluded that a relationship is one of cause and effect, and when it can
not, including the difference between randomized experiments and observational
studies.”1531
Utts claims that the confusion between causes and correlations is probably the most
common misinterpretation of statistical studies in the news. A relationship may be
statistically significant, which is a technical term. However, in observational studies, it is
rarely appropriate to state that one variable caused another, since there may be other
possible confounding variables that could also account for the observed relationship. A
causal relationship can be concluded only under restrictive conditions such as those in
large randomized experiments.
2. Statistical significance and practical importance
“The difference between statistical significance and practical importance, especially
when using large sample sizes.”1532
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Utts notes that large sample sizes can show statistically significant differences but often
these differences are too small to make a practical difference to the public. Utts gives an
example of a New York Times article that reported: “People who spend even a few hours
a week online have higher levels of depression and loneliness than they would if they
used the computer network less frequently.”1533 Upon closer inspection, the magnitude of
difference was very small for those who used the Internet less frequently. For example,
“On a scale from 1 (more lonely) to 5, self-reported loneliness decreased from an average
of 1.99 to 1.89, and on a scale from 0 (more) to 3 (less), self-reported depression
decreased from an average of .73 to .62.”1534
According to Utts, a related problem is the multiple analysis problem—when multiple
comparisons are done but only those that seem to have “statistical significance” are
reported as if those were the only ones tested. In another report, Schield also points out
that factors that are “statistically significant” in one study may turn out to be insignificant
when another factor is taken into account in a multivariate regression and vice versa.1535
Milo Schield emphasizes that readers often think a big difference means a big effect and a
big ratio means a big difference.1536 He gives the following examples:
[People] hear that ‘The sun is about 5 million miles closer to the earth at its
closest than at its furthest’; they mistakenly conclude that difference is so big that
it causes the seasons: the difference between summer and winter. In fact, that
difference is less than 5% of the average distance and it does not cause the
seasons […]. They hear that, ‘In the US in 1998, the synthetic-drug arrest rate was
twice as high in the West (10 per 100,000) as in the Midwest (5 per 100,000).’ An
innumerate reader mistakenly concludes this big ratio (twice as high) means there
is a big difference when the actual difference is only 5 such arrests per 100,000
people.1537
3. Low power versus no effect
“The difference between finding “no effect” or “no difference” and finding no
statistically significant effect or difference, especially when using small sample sizes.”1538
Small sample sizes generally cannot be said to show whether or not a relationship or
difference is “statistically significant.” A finding of “no difference” can simply mean that
the study did not have the power to find a difference. Utts gives the following example:
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Suppose a study is done to determine whether more than a majority of a
population has a certain opinion, so the test considers H0 : p = .5 versus Ha : p >.5.
If in fact as much as 60% of the population has that opinion, a sample size of 100
will only have power of .64. In other words, there is still a 36% chance that the
null hypothesis will not be rejected. Yet, reporters often make a big deal of the
fact that a study has ‘failed to replicate’ an earlier finding, when in reality the
magnitude of the effect mimics that of the original study, but the power of the
study was too low to detect it as statistically significant.1539
In another example, a meta-analysis of eight studies on the effectiveness of
mammography as a screening device found that women aged 40–49 showed no reduction
in breast cancer in the first 5–7 years after study entry. The meta-analysis concluded that
there was no reduction in breast cancer that can be attributed to screening. Utts points out
that this conclusion is misleading since the “confidence interval for the relative risk after
seven years of follow-up was .85 to 1.39, with a point estimate of 1.08.” This indicates
that either there may be a small reduction in mortality or a slight increase.1540
Garfield observes that students often assume that good samples have to represent a high
percentage of the population.
While the Law of Large Numbers guarantees that large samples will be
representative of the population from which they are sampled, students’ intuitions
tell them that it is the ratio of the sample size to the population that is more
important to consider. Many believe that it does not matter how large a sample is
or how well it was chosen, but that it must represent a large percentage of a
population to be a good sample. Therefore, they may be skeptical about a sample
that is very large, but represents a small percentage of the population. They do not
realize that well-chosen samples do a good job of representing a population, even
if the ratio sample size to population size is small.1541
4. Bias in surveys and media messages
“Common sources of bias in surveys and experiments, such as poor wording of questions,
volunteer response, and socially desirable answers.”1542
There are many ways that bias can enter into surveys, such as the way the questions are
worded and the order in which questions are asked. Issues that are brought to mind first
may influence subsequent answers. Utts gives an example of a poll that asked two related
questions: “Do you favor or oppose teaching creationism ALONG WITH evolution in
1539
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public schools?” and “Do you favor or oppose teaching creationism INSTEAD OF
evolution in public schools?” In response to the first question, 68% of the respondents
said they were in favor, while in response to the second question, 40% of the respondents
said they were in favor. Depending on the point of view of a reviewer, these results could
be reported that either 68% or 40% of the respondents were in favor of creationism being
taught in the schools.1543 Similarly, GPI Atlantic’s Work Hours report notes that
dramatically different response rates have been received to questions about voluntary
work hours reductions depending on how the questions are asked and what kind of
background information is provided.1544
Gal explains that “message originators” may want to convince the reader or listener of a
particular point of view and may therefore use one-sided arguments, present selective
information, or use modifiers (e.g., “a startling 5% gain […]”) to create the desired
impression.1545 Schield presents the following example of bias, which shows that
statistics can be used accurately, but at the same time they can be slanted to create a
certain “spin”:
Consider two views of a proposed tax cut.
1. The Republican math shows the tax cut as ‘an even cut across the board.’ The
rich—those with incomes of $200,000 and over—get a 2.9% tax cut.
2. The Democratic math shows the same tax cut as ‘a select few get the benefits.’
The rich—those with incomes of 200,000 and over—get 28% of the tax cut.
How can the rich get only a 2.9% tax cut and yet get 28% of the tax cut? It seems
they can get either 2.9% or 28% but not both. The answer is that these are two
different kinds of percentages. The 3% tax cut is a percentage change; the 28% is
a part-whole percentage share. The key word is ‘of’ which introduces the whole
or the pie —the entire tax cut, so the 28% is their share of the total tax cut. The
keyword ‘cut’ is ambiguous. In the percentage change, ‘cut’ is the change or the
difference. In the percentage share, ‘cut’ is the whole that is being distributed
among the income classes as parts. At this level there is no prevarication even
though an innumerate reader may not understand the difference. Both sets of
statistics can be true for the same group of people at the same time. But suppose
we asked, ‘What fraction of the tax cut goes to the rich?’ If the Republicans
replied, ‘The rich only get a tax cut of 3%’ then they would be prevaricating.
Suppose we asked, ‘What is the reduction in taxes for the rich?’ If the Democrats
replied, ‘The rich will get 28% of the tax cut’, then they would be prevaricating.
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In each case, the respondents told a truth, but not the whole truth relevant to the
question being asked.1546
5. Probable coincidences
“The idea that coincidence and seemingly very improbable events are not uncommon
because there are so many possibilities.”1547
Utts reports that it is not easy to calculate precise probabilities for coincidences, but it is
possible to calculate an approximate order of magnitude. One of the frequent mistakes
that occurs is that coincidences are often cited but no mention is made of the topics that
did not match.1548 She notes that, given that there are over 6 billion people in the world, if
something has a probability of one in a million of happening to any particular person on a
given day, it will happen, on average, to over 6,000 people in the world, each day.
Garfield provides an example of how people misunderstand the concept of chance.
Stressing that people estimate the likelihood of an event “based on how closely it
resembles the population,” she argues:
Therefore, a particular sequence of n tosses of a fair coin that has an
approximately even mix of heads and tails is judged more likely than a sequence
with more heads and fewer tails. For example, the result HTHHTT is judged as a
more likely sequence of 6 tosses of a fair coin than HTHHHH. Another example
of this misconception is the Gambler’s Fallacy, which is found in people who
believe that after a long series of heads when tossing coins, a tail is more likely to
occur on the next toss than another head. This is a fallacy, because if the coin is
fair, then the probability of getting a head or a tail on the next toss is equally
likely […].
Another example is when students are asked to compare the chances of getting
different outcomes of three dice rolls, students tend to judge as equally likely the
chance of rolling three fives and the chance of obtaining exactly one five.
However, the probability of rolling one five is higher than the probability of
obtaining three fives, because there are several ways to roll one five, and only one
way to roll three fives.1549
6. Confusion of the inverse
“‘Confusion of the inverse,’ in which a conditional probability in one direction is
confused with the conditional probability in the other direction.”1550
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Utts illustrates this with an example from the medical profession. If a lump is truly
malignant, mammograms are 80% accurate, but 20% of the time they will report that the
lump is benign. On the other hand, if the lump is truly benign, 90% of the time the results
will be accurate, but 10% of the time they will show a false positive rating. The question
is, given that a woman with a lump in her breast may have a 1% chance of it being
malignant, and when she is given a mammogram test the results are positive, what are the
chances that it is actually malignant? The response from most of the physicians in the
study cited said that the probability that the woman had cancer was approximately 75%
when the correct answer should have been a 7.5% chance that she had cancer. What the
physicians had done was assumed that the probability of cancer given that the x-ray was
positive was the same as that of a patient who actually had cancer. According to Utts,
“the physicians confused the probability of a positive test given that the woman has
cancer with the probability that the woman has cancer given that the test was
positive.”1551
To clarify further: out of 100,000 people, the probability that a patient has cancer is 1%
or 1,000 people out of 100,000. Of these 1,000 with cancer, 800 (80%) would have test
results that showed malignancy and 200 (20%) would have false test results that showed
the lump was benign. Of the 100,000 people, 99% of them (99,000) would not have
cancer and, of those, 90% of the people, or 89,100, would have tests that showed the
lump to be benign. Those whose lump was actually benign but who received a false
positive test would be 10% of the 99,000 people or 9,900 people. Of those who received
the positive test, 800 and 9,900, or a total of 10,700 people, only 800 actually had a real
malignancy. The result is that of the 10,700 whose test showed a malignancy, only 800,
or 7.5% of those with the positive tests actually had a malignancy. Because there were so
many more women with lumps that were benign compared with those that were
malignant, the 10% of those with a false positive test (9,900) made up the majority of
positive test results.1552
Clearly, if physicians are making the type of statistical errors that Utts notes, there are
very serious practical consequences. They may be over-diagnosing cancer and overprescribing treatments that are not necessary. It is particularly disturbing to find such
statistical illiteracy among highly educated professionals with post-graduate degrees. In
other words, statistical literacy and its assessment is not a luxury since the lack of it—
namely statistical illiteracy—can have serious implications that affect people’s lives.
Tracking levels of statistical literacy in the populace can potentially provide educators
with important information on those areas that most require remedial interventions and
educational reforms, on the educational levels at which such interventions can be most
useful, and on population groups where higher levels of literacy are most necessary.
In a similar example provided by Schield, a person who sees a claim that an HIV-1 test is
99.9% accurate might conclude that this means that 99.9% of those who test positive
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have AIDS (HIV antibodies). However, the 99.9% accuracy means accuracy in
confirmation. In other words, 99.9% of those who do have HIV antibodies will test
positive. Schield explains:
[I]f the person being tested is a member of a group where the actual incidence of
AIDS is very low (say one in 1,000), then 50% of the people in that group who
test positive will be false positives […]. The 50% is accuracy in prediction: 50%
of those who test positive will have AIDS. The term ‘accuracy’ is equivocal and
so the related statistic is a half-truth. This ambiguity in ‘% accuracy’ makes the
related claim a statistical prevarication.1553
7. Average versus normal
“Understanding that variability is natural, and that ‘normal’ is not the same as
‘average.’”1554
For example, according to Utts, a normal rainfall is variable and can be shown in
summary numbers that represent the low, first quartile, median, third quartile, and high
values over a period of time. If these number go from 6.1 inches as a low value, to 12.1
inches in the first quartile, 16.7 inches in the median, 25.4 inches in the third quartile, and
37.4 inches as a high value over a period of time, a new rainfall amount of 29.7 inches at
another time would be within a normal range. A common mistake is to add and average
the five numbers and then report the average rainfall as 19.54 inches during the period of
time the rainfall was measured. Since the new rainfall was 29.7 inches, it looks a lot
higher than the normal rainfall calculated (19.54 inches). This mistake could then be
reported as extreme rainfall of about 150% higher than normal (29.7/19.54 = 1.52).1555
Garfield believes that adults frequently confuse averages, which are viewed as the most
common number, and means and medians, which are viewed as the same.1556 She notes:
Averages are viewed as the most common number (the value that occurs more
often than the others). People often believe that to find an average one must
always add up all the numbers and divide by the number of data values
(regardless of outliers). A mean is viewed as the same thing as a median, and
there is a belief that one should always compare groups by focusing exclusively
on the difference in their averages.1557
Garfield also gives other examples of statistical ideas that are often misunderstood and
misused. People frequently make decisions about single events rather than looking at the
series of events, as the following example illustrates:
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[A] weather forecaster predicts the chance of rain to be 70% for 10 days. On 7 of
those 10 days it actually rained. How good were his forecasts? Many students will
say that the forecaster did not do a good job, because it should have rained on all
days on which he gave a 70% chance of rain. These students appear to focus on
outcomes of single events rather than being able to look at series of events. To
students with an outcome orientation, a 70% chance of rain means that it should
rain. Similarly, a forecast of 30% rain would mean it will not rain.1558
As noted, these statistical issues are presented in some detail here along with examples,
because evaluations of statistical literacy in the general populace could well use concrete
examples of Utts’ seven commonly misunderstood topics above in tests and
questionnaires. While the aggregate results might be suitable for reporting on levels of
statistical literacy in the populace, the disaggregated results could, as noted above,
provide highly useful information for educators concerned to design courses that
emphasize study in those areas in which respondents score particularly poorly.

27.4 Statistical demands created by interactions with the media
Media reports are typically of uneven quality and accuracy, especially when statistics are
cited, which reinforces the need in the general populace for statistical literacy and the
ability to distinguish between good and bad data. If almost three-quarters of Canadians
watch television news daily and nearly 90% watch it several times a week, and since
news reports frequently cite statistical information, then it is clear that the need for
statistical literacy is not confined to professionals and academics, but is a requirement for
everyone. Organizations of all sorts frequently send news releases (or press releases) to
the media in the hopes that the media will cover the results of their studies and
disseminate the information to the public. Best argues that this is an extremely
competitive process and that newspapers are often inundated with releases they must
choose from to report.1559 As a result, organizations often slant the statistics to make them
more dramatic or newsworthy, which can result in an issue being exaggerated or
distorted.
Best uses a widely reported article published in the Journal of the American Medical
Association (JAMA) as an example of what frequently occurs in JAMA and other
journals.1560 The article, titled “Bullying Behaviors Among U.S. Youth,” indicated that
30% of students in the sixth through tenth grades had moderate or frequent involvement
in bullying. Best points out that 30% is a significant and newsworthy number, more so
than 10% would be. In fact, he notes that everyone involved in the process, including the
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media, JAMA, the researchers, and the funders, would most likely prefer the higher
percentage as a means to catch the public’s attention. He suggests that while
methodological choices shaped the publicized results of the study, which involved careful
analysis, and a large, well-drawn sample, the study itself was certainly not fraudulent:
In this study, students were asked whether they bullied others or were themselves
bullied, and they were asked how often this bullying occurred. The key finding–
that 30 percent of youths are involved in bullying–depended upon two choices.
First, the authors combined all students who reported bullying others and all
students who reported being bullied into students who were ‘involved’ in
bullying. Second, they classified bullying that occurred at least once a week as
‘frequent’ and bullying that occurred ‘sometimes’ as moderate. The product of
these choices was that 30 percent of students had moderate or frequent
involvement in bullying. Other choices would have produced other results–the
percentage of students who reported being victims of frequent bullying, for
example, was about 8 percent. Both figures–30 percent and 8 percent–appear in
the report, but it was the larger number that was featured in the article’s abstract,
the press release, and the resulting media coverage.1561
Schield argues that statistics more often are “half-truths” than lies.1562 Half-truths are
prevarications that bend the truth using ambiguity, misleading statements, or omissions of
important information. He gives many examples of statistical prevarications that are
commonly seen in everyday life, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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‘Sale: 50% off.’ The half-truth omits the basis: 50% off of what starting price? Is
this the dealers cost, yesterday’s price, or the manufacturer’s suggested retail
price?
‘More doctors prefer Crest.’ The half-truth omits the rest of the comparison.
More doctors prefer Crest more than any other toothpaste? Than cigars? Than
dentists like Crest?
‘Are you more likely to worry about your health than most people?’ Answer:
‘Yes, most people don’t worry about my health.’ The half-truth used an
incomplete comparison.
‘Jimmy John’s Sandwich franchise is the fastest growing franchise in the U.S.’
The half-truth omits the base. It is easier for a small operation to grow fast than it
is for for a large one to grow fast.
‘Black sheep eat less grass than white sheep.’ This half-truth equivocates on
whether ‘sheep’ is considered collectively (as a group) or individually (per sheep).
‘The typical salary is $80,000.’ The half-truth equivocates on whether ‘typical’
means average (the mean), the middle (the median), or most common salary (the
mode).
A t-shirt is marked as ‘100% natural cotton.’ One shopper sees this as saying,
‘100% of the material in this t-shirt is natural cotton.’ Another shopper sees this
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as saying, ‘100% of the cotton in this t-shirt is natural.’ So what was the truth? In
this case another label said, ‘70% cotton’ instead of 70% natural fiber […].1563
Schield also notes:
•

•

Comparing statistics [can be confusing] when the relevant base is not stated […].
Suppose we have a fixed pie as in the vote for the candidates and we note that one
candidate’s share increased from 10% to 15%. As a percentage change, it
increased by 50%. As a share of the total vote, it increased by 5%. So is the
increase 50% or 5%? Unless the basis of the comparison is clearly stated—as part
of the sentence—as being the 100% size of the fixed pie, the default is to presume
the comparison is a percentage change. Journalists who use this ‘% increase of
100% pie’ without explicitly mentioning the fixed pie participate in statistical
prevarication.
Rates [can be confusing] when a relevant whole is omitted […]. The 4-year
graduation rate of students was higher at private colleges than at public colleges.
The numerator is slightly ambiguous (graduate in exactly four years or graduate
within four years or graduate in about 4 years). The denominator (students) is
quite ambiguous: (a) all students who enter as Freshman, (b) all students who
enter as Freshman and take a full load of classes every term, or (c) all students
who enter as Freshman, take a full-load of classes every term and get a grade of C
or better in each class.1564

As previously mentioned, “mutant statistics” are those that are quoted out of context and
then continue to be quoted in this misleading way by authors citing the erroneous
secondary source.1565 These mutant statistics can turn into “urban myths,” such as the
belief in poisoned Halloween candy, and are taken to be true by many in the population.
There is also evidence that even though peer-reviewed articles are sometimes retracted
when errors are uncovered, the flawed evidence continues to be cited by researchers. A
study reported in JAMA, the Journal of the American Medical Association, searched
MEDLINE from 1966 through August 1997 and found 235 articles that had been
retracted during that time due to error, results that were unable to be replicated,
misconduct, or other reasons. The study also found that the retracted articles were cited
2,034 times after the retraction notice. An examination of 299 of the 2,034 citations only
found 19 instances that noted the retraction. The rest treated the pre-retraction work as
still valid. The authors concluded that when researchers unwittingly depend upon
erroneous and fraudulent work that “lives on in the literature,” this could signal potential
problems for research, and they questioned how much fraudulent or erroneous work goes
undetected or unacknowledged.1566
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It is assumed that higher levels of statistical literacy in the populace in general, and in
scholarly circles in particular, would increase the ability to detect and see through slanted
and dramatized statistics, statistical prevarications, and mutant statistics—all of which
have been show to be prevalent in media reports. Higher levels of statistical literacy
among journalists in particular, it is hoped, might even reduce the incidence of statistical
distortions and half-truths in the media. Certainly the examples given in all the sections
above make the case that statistical literacy is an important marker of an educated
populace and one that merits reporting in an educated populace evaluation.

27.5 Statistics literacy in Canadian schools
Most individuals receive their only exposure to statistical education, and therefore their
only literacy training in this field, in formal school settings.1567 Even though statistics are
generally included within the branch of mathematics, Garfield points out that statistical
educators view these disciplines as distinct and requiring different skills.1568 Garfield
argues that the “indeterminacy or ‘messiness’ of data distinguishes statistical
investigations from the more precise, finite nature characterizing mathematical
explorations.”1569 In statistics, context is the most important element since it motivates
procedures, is the source of meaning, and is the basis for the interpretation of results. In
mathematics, reasoning is more abstract than contextual.
Garfield notes that statistical problems start with a question and result in an opinion
supported by the findings and assumptions. She also argues that the goal of statistics
education is “to enable students to produce reasoned descriptions, judgments, inferences,
and opinions about data […] and to help students comprehend and deal with uncertainty,
variability, and statistical information in the world around them.”1570
Mary Townsend, Coordinator of the Education Outreach Program at Statistics Canada,
reports that statistics and probability education in Canada has moved from emphasizing
computations and procedures to focusing on statistical reasoning.1571 Statistics is one of
four teaching strands in the new mathematics curricula in schools across the nation.
Townsend reports:
Starting in kindergarten with fundamental data discovery, students now move
to sophisticated data applications that require, by Grade 12, a solid
understanding of the concepts and processes used in data analysis. For
1567
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instance, the statistics and probability strand at an elementary school level
identifies the following outcomes:
•
•
•
•

With assistance, kindergarten and Grade 1 students (approximately 6 years
of age) collect, organize and analyze data based on first-hand information.
By Grade 4, students assess and validate the data collection process.
Starting in Grade 5, students develop and implement a plan for the
collection, display and interpretation of data to answer a question.
In Grade 8, students (approximately 13 years of age) should be able to
evaluate and use measures of central tendency and variability.1572

In Canada, the provinces are now working together to develop a “national” mathematics
curriculum, based on international trends.1573 In general, provincial mathematics
curriculum designs have undergone various changes since the 1960s. However, since the
mid to late 1990s major changes have occurred in mathematics curriculum design in
Canada, mainly due to the influence of the U.S.-based National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics Standards.
The new approach mirrors internationally accepted initiatives and represents a major shift
from more traditional algebra to investigative processes emphasizing statistics.1574 The
new curriculum, which has sparked considerable debate among educators,1575 is focused
on the need for all students to have a working knowledge of mathematics in the
“technological society” and on the ability of mathematics in the lives of students to solve
real problems, communicate, and reason.1576 Statistics and probability are new additions
to this agenda, and have been included in standards documents. However, there is some
evidence that, in many cases, these topics have not yet made their way into Canadian
classrooms. Examples of the statistical portions of the new high school mathematics
courses in Atlantic Canada include:
•

Course 1: Data management: a statistics unit which includes topics like lines of
best fit which are part of some second year university courses.
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•
•

Course 2: Statistics using survey results to draw inferences about a population,
confidence intervals, hypothesis testing—all university-level material.
Course 3: Rate of change: students discover how the shape of a graph indicates
change and how the slope of the tangent relates to change.1577

With the move toward a standardized nationwide curriculum, additional mathematics
classes are now required for all Canadian students. Most of the provinces and territories
have moved to requiring math until Grade 11, considerably longer than the previous
requirement cut-off points of Grades 8 or 9. Although the new mathematics curriculum
has two streams—one for students not intending to attend university, and one for those
students planning to attend university—the content of the courses is similar but the two
streams require different levels of competency.

27.6 Assessment of statistics literacy
O’Shea points out that there is little consistent and comparable information on the relative
performance of students with regard to statistical literacy in Canada, since not all
provinces require students to pass external examinations for school graduation. There are
scores available from international tests such as TIMSS (Third International Mathematics
and Science Study), PISA (Program for International Student Assessment), and IALSS
(International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey).1578 However, Murray and Gal note that
the skills examined by these instruments “by no means cover all the knowledge bases that
underlie people’s statistical literacy.”1579
Little comparative information exists regarding […] understanding of basic
statistical concepts that often appear in the official reports or in media articles,
such as average, median, sample, margin of error, significant difference,
understanding of chance-related statements and so forth.1580
These instruments are discussed in more detail below.
27.6.1 PISA (Program for International Student Assessment)
As discussed in section 6.4.4 of this literature review, the Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA) is a large-scale, international assessment program,
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coordinated by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),
that measures the abilities of 15-year olds from 57 countries (in 2006), primarily for
reading skills, mathematics, and science.1581 Canadian organizations that work in
partnership to administer PISA include HRSDC, CMEC, and provincial ministries and
Departments of Labour and Education. In Canada, all of the provinces participated in
PISA, but the territories did not.
The first cycle of PISA began in 2000 with 43 countries, with reading as the primary
focus. The second cycle was completed in 2003 with 41 countries, with mathematics
being the primary focus, and the third cycle was completed in 2006 with 57 countries,
with science as the primary focus. PISA will be continued every three years, and, in 2009,
the focus will shift back to reading, and 62 countries have now agreed to participate. In
Canada, approximately 28,000 15-year-old students from more than 1,000 schools
participated in PISA in 2003.1582
The Canadian Council on Learning (CCL) uses 2003 data from PISA in its new
Composite Learning Index (CLI). Specifically, the CLI uses the estimated mean reading,
mathematics, and problem solving scores to indicate student reading skills, student math
skills, and student problem solving skills respectively as the indicators in its “Learning to
Know” section.1583 As well, the Pan-Canadian Education Indicator Program (PCEIP)
sponsored by CMEC uses all of the PISA scores for reading, mathematics, and science
for its indicator of student achievement.1584 The OECD also uses PISA scores for its
mathematics achievement indicator.1585
Carlson notes that, although PISA measures mathematics literacy rather than statistics
literacy per se, it does include elements of statistics literacy since it is concerned with the
ability to put mathematical knowledge and skills to functional use in a lifelong context,
rather than measuring mathematics knowledge within a school curriculum. She notes that
within PISA: “Mathematical literacy also implies the ability to pose and solve statistical
problems in a variety of situations as well as the inclination to do so which often relies on
personal traits such as self confidence and curiosity.”1586
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The Government of Canada PISA website notes that PISA assesses mathematical literacy
in three dimensions:
First, the content of mathematics, as defined mainly in terms of broad
mathematical concepts underlying mathematical thinking (such as chance, change
and growth, space and shape, reasoning, uncertainty and dependency
relationships), and only secondarily in relation to ‘curricular strands’ (such as
numbers, algebra and geometry). The PISA 2000 assessment, in which
mathematics is a minor domain, focuses on two concepts: change and growth, and
space and shape. These two areas allow a wide representation of aspects of the
curriculum without giving undue weight to number skills.
Second, the process of mathematics as defined by general mathematical
competencies. These include the use of mathematical language, modelling and
problem-solving skills. The idea is not, however, to separate out such skills in
different test items, since it is assumed that a range of competencies will be
needed to perform any given mathematical task. Rather, questions are organized
in terms of three ‘competency classes’ defining the type of thinking skill needed.
1. The first class of mathematical competency consists of simple computations
or definitions of the type most familiar in conventional mathematics
assessments.
2. The second class requires connections to be made to solve straightforward
problems.
3. The third competency class consists of mathematical thinking, generalization
and insight, and requires students to engage in analysis, to identify the
mathematical elements in a situation and to pose their own problems.
•

Third, the situations in which mathematics are used, ranging from private
contexts to those relating to wider scientific and public issues are taken into
account.1587

In 2003, mathematical literacy also included four sub-domains: space and shape, change
and relationships, quantity, and uncertainty. Statistics Canada defines these sub-domains
as follows:
•
•

1587

Space and shape relates to spatial and geometric phenomena and relationships,
drawing on the discipline of geometry.
Change and relationships involves mathematical manifestations of change as well
as functional relationships and dependency among variables. It relates most
closely to algebra […]. Relationships are given a variety of different
representations, including symbolic, algebraic, graphical, tabular, and geometrical
representations.

Government of Canada. Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), accessed.
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•

•

Quantity involves numeric phenomena as well as quantitative relationships and
patterns. It relates to the understanding of relative size, the recognition of
numerical patterns, and the use of numbers to represent quantities and quantifiable
attributes of real-world objects (counts and measures).
Uncertainty involves probabilistic and statistical phenomena and relationships
that become increasingly relevant in the information society. These phenomena
are the subject of mathematical study in statistics and probability.1588

The “uncertainty” scale of the PISA mathematical literacy is the section most related to
statistics literacy. The OECD defines this sub-domain as follows:
Uncertainty is intended to suggest two related topics: data and chance. These
phenomena are respectively the subject of mathematical study in statistics and
probability. Relatively recent recommendations concerning school curricula are
unanimous in suggesting that statistics and probability should occupy a much
more prominent place than has been the case in the past. Specific mathematical
concepts and activities that are important in this area are collecting data, data
analysis and display / visualisation, probability and inference.1589
Mathematics achievement is divided into six proficiency levels, with Level 6 as the
highest and Level 1 as the lowest. Scores include: Level 1 (score from 359 to 420), Level
2 (score from 421 to 482), Level 3 (score from 483 to 544), Level 4 (score from 545 to
606), Level 5 (score from 607 to 668), and Level 6 (score above 668).1590 According to
researchers from Statistics Canada: “The mathematics scores are expressed on a scale
with an average of 500 points for the OECD countries and about two-thirds of the
students scoring between 400 and 600 (i.e., a standard deviation of 100).”1591 Table 19
below describes the proficiency levels in the uncertainty sub-domain.
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Table 19. Summary description of six levels of proficiency in the uncertainty subdomain of Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)
Level summary
description

1 Understand and use basic
probabilistic ideas in familiar
experimental contexts.

2 Locate statistical information
presented in familiar graphical
form; understand basic statistical
concepts and conventions.

Illustrative competencies
–
–
–
–
–
–

3 Interpret statistical
information and data, and link
different information sources;
basic reasoning with simple
probability concepts, symbols and
conventions and communication
of reasoning.

4 Use basic statistical and
probabilistic concepts combined
with numerical reasoning in less
familiar contexts to solve simple
problems; carry out multi-step or
sequential calculation processes;
use and communicate
argumentation based on
interpretation of data.

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

5 Apply probabilistic and
statistical knowledge in problem
situations that are somewhat
structured and where the

–
–
–

Understand basic probability concepts in the context of
a simple and familiar experiment (e.g., involving dice
or coins)
Systematic listing and counting of combinatorial
outcomes in a limited and well-defined game situation
Identify relevant information in a simple and familiar
graph
Link text to a related graph, in a common and familiar
form
Understand and explain simple statistical calculations
(e.g. average)
Read values directly from a familiar data display (e.g.
bar graph)
Interpret tabular information
Interpret and read from non-standard graphs
Use reasoning to identify probability outcomes in the
context of a complex but well-defined and familiar
probability experiment
Insight into aspects of data presentation (e.g. number
sense, link related information from two different
tables), link data to suitable chart type
Communicate common-sense reasoning
Interpret text, including in an unfamiliar (scientific) but
straight-forward context
Show insight into aspects of data from tables and
graphs
Translate text description into appropriate probability
calculation
Identify and select data from various statistical graphs
and carry out basic calculations
Show understanding of basic statistical concepts and
definitions (e.g. probability, expected value,
randomness)
Use knowledge of basic probability to solve problems
Construct a basic mathematical explanation of a verbal
real-world quantitative concept (e.g. “huge increase”)
Use mathematical argumentation based on data
Use numerical reasoning
Carry out multi-step calculations involving the basic
arithmetic operations, and working with percentage
Draw information from a table and communicate a
simple argument based on that information
Interpret and reflect on the outcomes of an unfamiliar
probabilistic experiment
Interpret text using technical language and translate to
an appropriate probability calculation
Identify and extract relevant information, and interpret
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Level summary
description
mathematical representation is
partially apparent. Use reasoning
and insight to interpret and
analyse given information, to
develop appropriate models and
to perform sequential calculation
processes; communicate reasons
and arguments.

Illustrative competencies

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

6 Use high-level thinking and
reasoning skills in statistical or
probabilistic contexts to create
mathematical representations of
real-world situations; use insight
and reflection to solve problems
and to formulate and
communicate arguments and
explanations.

–

–
–
–
–
–
–

and link information from multiple sources (e.g. from
text, multiple tables, graphs)
Use reflection and insight into standard probabilistic
situations
Apply probability concepts to analyse a non-familiar
phenomenon or situation
Use proportional reasoning and reasoning with
statistical concepts
Use multi-step reasoning based on data
Carry out complex modelling involving the application
of probability knowledge and statistical concepts (e.g.
randomness, sample, independence)
Use calculations including addition, proportions,
multiplication of large numbers, rounding, to solve
problems in non-trivial statistical contexts
Carry out a sequence of related calculations
Carry out and communicate probabilistic reasoning and
argument
Interpret and reflect on real-world situations using
probability knowledge and carry out resulting
calculations using proportional reasoning, large
numbers, and rounding
Show insight into probability in a practical context
Use interpretation, logical reasoning and insight at a
high level in an unfamiliar probabilistic situation
Use rigorous argumentation based on insightful
interpretation of data
Employ complex reasoning using statistical concepts
Show understanding of basic ideas of sampling and
carry out calculations with weighted averages, or using
insightful systematic counting strategies
Communicate complex arguments and explanations

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). PISA 2003 Technical Report,
2005; accessed September 2006; available from http://www.pisa.oecd.org/dataoecd/49/60/35188570.pdf, p.
267.

General results showed that among 41countries, Canadian students, when taken as a
whole, performed well in mathematics, with only six countries1592 performing better than
Canada on the combined mathematics scale.1593 Within the four mathematics subdomains, students from three countries1594 performed better than Canadian students in the
1592
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uncertainty sub-domain.1595 Students from eight countries1596 performed better than
Canadian students in the quantity sub-domain, and students from five countries1597
performed better than Canadian students in the change and relationships sub-domain.
Finally, twelve countries1598 performed significantly better than Canadian students in the
space and shape sub-domain.1599
In terms of provincial results, researchers at Statistics Canada report:
Most provinces performed well in mathematics. All provinces performed at or
above the OECD mean in the combined mathematics scale and mathematics subscale with one exception: Prince Edward Island performed below the OECD mean
in the space and shape sub-domain. Several provinces performed as well as the
top-ranked countries. For example, on the combined mathematics scale the
performance of students in Alberta, Quebec and British Columbia compared
favourably with the performance of students in Hong Kong-China […]. Students
in Newfoundland and Labrador, Saskatchewan, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island performed significantly lower than the Canadian average
across all mathematics scales.1600
Statistics Canada also reports that it is not possible to compare the overall mathematics
scores of 2000 and 2003, because of differences between the PISA 2000 and 2003 in the
content areas covered in each assessment. However, two sub-domains remain the same in
both assessments—space and shape, and change and relationships. Statistics Canada
notes:
Across the provinces, there was also no significant change in the performance in
the space and shape sub-domain. Performance in the change and relationships
sub-domain improved in Newfoundland and Labrador, New Brunswick, Ontario,
Alberta, and British Columbia while performance was not significantly different
in Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, Quebec, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan.1601
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27.6.2 TIMSS (Third International Mathematics and Science Study)
TIMSS (Third International Mathematics and Science Study) is sponsored by the
International Agency for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement and Canadian
participants are Statistics Canada and CMEC. Statistics Canada chose a representative
sample of Canadian schools to participate in the study. In total, approximately 50
countries and 500,000 students participated. As noted earlier in this review, TIMSS was
first administered in 1995 to a sample of students in third, fourth, seventh, and eighth
grades, as well as the last year of secondary school. Canada has no results from the
secondary school study since student participation fell below the 85% sampling criteria
that were required.1602
A second round of tests was administered in 1999 to Grade 8 students, and a third round
in 2003 to Grade 8 students in Ontario and Quebec. Since this third round had limited
participation, results are not comparable with the earlier years. Future rounds are intended
to provide follow-up data on those students who participated in the first round in 1995.
The 1995 and 1999 rounds focused mainly on mathematical knowledge that is taught in
the school curriculum. Since 2003, TIMSS has placed more emphasis on the analytical,
problem-solving, and inquiry skills of students.
In both 1995 and 1999, Canadian national and provincial results were “significantly
higher than the international average in both mathematics and science.”1603 In 1999, mean
national mathematics scores ranged from a high of 60 in Singapore to a low of 28 in
South Africa, with the Canadian being 53 and the international mean being 49. Only 6
countries, out of the 38 countries that participated in the mathematics component, had
mathematics scores that were significantly higher than Canada, and these scores ranged
from 60 to 56.1604
Gal notes that TIMSS tests include a few statistical items, but not enough to devise a
separate scale describing student outcomes in statistics.1605 He reports one task given in
the test that “exemplifies one of the most basic skills educators usually use as an example
for a statistical literacy skill expected of all citizens: i.e., the ability to detect a
discrepancy between displayed data and a given interpretation of these data.”1606 Gal
describes this task as follows:
1602
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[E]xplain whether a reporter’s statement about a ‘huge increase”’ was a
reasonable interpretation of a bar graph showing the number of robberies in two
years that was manipulated to create a specific impression. The graph included a
bar for each year but a truncated scale, causing a small difference between years
to appear large.1607
Although performance level varied across countries, Gal notes that, on average, less than
half of all students in grade 12 “appeared to be able to cope (at least partially) with this
task.”1608 However, as noted above, Canada does not have results from grade 12.
27.6.3 International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS)
Gal suggests that more focused studies are needed that can provide more information on
the statistical literacy skills of adults. The International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) and
the International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey (IALSS) measure the prose,
numerative, and document literacies, upon which, as discussed above, statistical literacy
is dependent.1609 Scores in these basic literacies, while not direct measures of statistical
literacy per se, might therefore be interpreted as partial predictors of statistical literacy.
The IALSS is the Canadian component of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills survey
(ALL), which is a joint project of the Government of Canada, the U.S. National Center
for Education Statistics, and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development.1610 We have discussed these surveys briefly earlier in this literature review.
However, questions on these surveys do not reflect the critical reasoning skills or
complete knowledge elements necessary for statistical literacy, and cannot therefore be
used for comprehensive evaluations of the level of statistical literacy in the Canadian
populace.
Gal notes that ALL does include a broader coverage of statistical matters than IALS.
ALL is a major new international survey that tested more than 23,000 Canadians aged 16
and over in 2003 on prose, document, numeracy, and problem solving literacies. The first
results were released by Statistics Canada in November, 2005. IALSS added two new
domains that the IALS (1994) did not measure: numeracy, which expanded the
quantitative measure used by the IALS in its 1994 cycle, and problem-solving, or
analytical reasoning. Results of the IALSS showed, in general, that Canadians aged 16 to
1607
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65 have average document literacy scores at Level 3 (out of 5 levels1611), which is “the
desired threshold for coping with the increasing skill demands of a knowledge economy
and society,” as well as average numeracy literacy scores slightly below Level 3.1612
These results, however, are not direct or comprehensive measures of statistical literacy.
27.6.4 Statistical Reasoning Assessment (SRA) and other assessment instruments
Most of the instruments designed to measure statistical competency or reasoning
specifically, as well as attitudes towards statistics, have been developed for use in smallscale interview or classroom settings.1613 These statistical reasoning assessments, some of
which were mentioned above in connection with statistical anxiety testing, are based on
well-documented aspects of statistical reasoning that have been developed using
theoretical studies since the 1970s.1614 They include the Statistics Attitude Survey (SAS),
the Statistical Anxiety Rating Scale (STARS), the Statistical Anxiety Inventory (SAI), the
Survey of Attitudes Towards Statistics (SATS), and the Statistical Reasoning Assessment
(SRA).
The SRA is one of very few instruments developed to date that possibly could be applied
on a large scale, that could be used for an adult population,1615 and that could therefore
produce important results for a statistical literacy indicator in an educated populace
assessment. To this end, it is described in more detail below.
Joan Garfield and Cliff Konold developed and validated the SRA as part of the U.S.based National Science Foundation Chance Plus Project, to use in gathering limited
indicators of students’ statistical reasoning and in evaluating the effectiveness of the new
statistics curriculum for high school students.1616 As Garfield suggests, there was a need:
… to have an easily scorable instrument that captures students’ thinking,
reasoning, and application of knowledge, rather than a test where students ‘tell’
the teacher what they have remembered or show that they can perform
calculations or carry out procedures correctly.1617
Since 1997, the SRA has continued to undergo content validation, pilot testing in
different settings, and internal consistency validation.
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The SRA is a multiple-choice, closed-format test consisting of 20 items that describe a
statistics or probability problem. Each problem gives several possible responses, both
correct and incorrect, that include a statement of reasoning that explains a rationale.
Students are instructed to choose the response that best matches their thinking about the
problem. Results are indicated by 16 scores that indicate the level of correct reasoning in
eight areas, and the level of incorrect reasoning in eight areas. Items used in the SRA are
based on reasoning about: data, representations of data, statistical measures, uncertainty,
samples, and association.
The scale also uses common misconceptions often associated with statistical concepts,
such as those concerning averages, the outcome orientation, good samples, the law of
small numbers, representation misconceptions, and equiprobability bias. The reasoning
and misconception scales, and the items on the questionnaire that correspond to and
measure each conception and misconception, which are used in the questions on the SRA,
are shown in Table 20. The actual questionnaire can be found in Joan Garfield’s
“Assessing Statistical Reasoning.”1618
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Table 20. Correct reasoning scales, misconceptions scales, and corresponding items
for measuring each conception and misconception in the Statistical Reasoning
Assessment (SRA)

Correct reasoning scales

Corresponding
items on the
questionnaire

CC1: Correctly interprets probabilities. Assesses the
understanding and use of ideas of randomness, chance to make
judgments about uncertain events

a. 8c
b. 13a, 18b,
19a, 20b

CC2: Understands how to select an appropriate average. Assesses
the understanding of what measures of centre, spread, and position
tell about a data set, and which are best to use under different
conditions.

19e, 10df, 11e

CC3: Correctly computes probability, both a. understanding
probabilities as ratios, and b. using combinatorial reasoning.
Assesses the knowledge that in uncertain events not all outcomes
are equally likely, and how to determine the likelihood of different
events using an appropriate method.

14b, 15d

CC4: Understands independence.

16c

CC5: Understands sampling variability.

5, 1d

CC6: Distinguishes between correlation and causation. Assesses
the knowledge that a strong correlation between two variables
does not mean that one causes the other.

6b, 12b

CC7: Correctly interprets two-way tables. Assesses the
2d, 3d
knowledge of how to judge and interpret a relationship between
two variables, knowing how to examine and interpret a two-way
table.
CC8: Understands the importance of large samples. Assesses the
1d, 4ab, 17c
knowledge of how samples are related to a population and what
may be inferred from a sample; knowing that a larger, well-chosen
sample will more accurately represent a population; being cautious
when making inferences based on small samples.
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Misconception scales

MC1: Misconceptions involving averages. This category includes
the following pitfalls: a. averages are the most common number;
b. failing to take outliers into consideration when computing the
mean; c. comparing groups on their averages only; and d.
confusing mean with median.
MC2: Outcome orientation. Students use an intuitive model of
probability that leads them to make yes or no decisions about
single events rather than looking at the series of events. (See
Konold, "Informal Conceptions of Probability")1619

Corresponding
items on the
questionnaire

7bc, 16ad

12a, 14c

MC3: Good samples have to represent a high percentage of the
population. Here the misconception is thinking that size of the
sample and how it is chosen are not important, but that the sample
must represent a large part of the population to be a good sample.

9abd, 10e, 11c

MC4: Law of small numbers. Here the pitfall is thinking that small
samples best resemble the populations from which they are
sampled, so are to be preferred over larger samples. This
misconception is documented in Kahneman, Slovic, &
Tversky.1620
MC5: Representativeness misconception. In this misconception,
the likelihood of a sample is estimated on the basis of how closely
it resembles the population. This mistaken view is documented in
Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky.1621
MC6: Correlation implies causation.

16be

MC7: Equiprobability bias. Events of unequal chance tend to be
viewed as equally likely. (See Lecoutre, "Cognitive Models and
Problem Spaces in 'Purely Random' Situations”).1622

a. 1c
b. 1a, 17e
c. 17a
d. not listed

MC8: Groups can only be compared if they have the same size.

2e, 3ab, 11abd.
12c, 13b

13c, 18a, 19d,
20d

6a

Source: Tempelaar, Dirk. "Statistical Reasoning Assessment: An Analysis of the SRA Instrument." Paper
presented at the ARTIST Roundtable Conference on Assessment in Statistics, Lawrence University 2004,
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August 1-4.

Scores for the SRA are tabulated by first adding the scale scores based on the number of
correct responses in each scale. Different scales have a different weight in the total score,
since the number of items per scale ranges from 1 to 4. These scores, which are regarded
as weighted averages, are then aggregated by adding the cumulative scale scores.
Dirk Tempelaar tested the SRA with 1,000 Dutch and foreign students in a first-year
Quantitative Methods course at the University of Maastricht in the Netherlands in
1999/2000 and 800 similar students in 2003/2004.1623 He then compared the aggregated
scores with those obtained by a study using the SRA that compared U.S. and Taiwan
students. In reporting the results, Tempelaar notes:
Broadly speaking, the patterns in the UM data are similar to those found for the
USA and Taiwan students in the sense that, of the correct reasoning scales, the
means CC7 and CC8 are highest and those of CC3 and CC5 are lowest for all
three samples. Of the misconception scales, MC7 and MC8 are highest for the
USA and Taiwan students and, although for UM students MC7 ranks highest as
well, MC8 ends up somewhere in the middle region. MC3, MC5 and MC6 are
lowest for all three samples. Two other general patterns emerge in the UM data.
Similar to Garfield […], we find a nationality effect in half of all scales, and both
aggregate scores. That effect has always the same direction: Dutch students have
higher correct reasoning and lower misconception scores than foreign students.
Once again similar to Garfield […], we find a gender effect in the UM data: in 11
out of 16 of the individual scale, and in both total scales. The gender effect has,
except for MC5, a consistent direction: males score higher on correct reasoning
and lower on misconceptions than females.1624
DelMas, Garfield, et al. note that some of the limitations of the SRA are that it “focuses
heavily on probability, and lacks items related to data production, data collection, and
statistical inference.”1625 In summary, Garfield notes:
Although there is a growing emphasis on developing students’ statistical
reasoning, assessing statistical reasoning remains a challenging task, and one that
needs more attention in the research literature. Although the SRA is an easy to
administer, paper-and-pencil instrument that provides some useful information
regarding the reasoning of students, it is nonetheless an imperfect research and
evaluation tool. The 16 scales represent only a small subset of reasoning skills and
strategies, and attempts to establish the reliability and validity have raised new
1623
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issues and yielded incomplete results […]. [T]here is still ample room for more
studies that develop new assessments of statistical reasoning, as well as studies
that investigate or build on current instruments and items.1626
Other instruments are also being developed that build on the SRA. For example, Donna
Sundre, Executive Director of the Center for Assessment and Research Studies at James
Madison University in Harrisonburg, Virginia, and her colleagues have slightly revised
the SRA to develop a new instrument called the Quantitative Reasoning Quotient
(QRQ).1627 Basically, this new, 40-item instrument (recently reduced from 43 items)
broadens the conception of correct reasoning and misconceptions in students by creating
additional items from the SRA through splitting single SRA items into several items in
the QRQ.
Review of the instrument format suggested that requesting students to respond to
each alternative of the original items could create additional items. Rather than
asking students to check from a list of possible rationales those they considered
important, each rationale was presented as an item and students were requested to
indicate whether they agreed or disagreed with the reasoning. We reasoned that a
student may be able to recognize from a list an example of correct reasoning, but
this would not eliminate the possibility that they might also endorse a common
misconception when reviewing the same incident. By forcing students to respond
to each alternative, we were able to create additional items. Adding to the sample
of items from the construct domain is a sure way of enhancing the consistency or
reliability of measurement. At the same time, we believed that this would retain
potentially useful information that was not collected in the original item scoring
that could contribute to both misconception and correct reasoning scores.1628
The QRQ assesses 11 quantitative correct reasoning skills and 15 quantitative
misconceptions, is useful for large samples, and is easily scored by computer.1629 In
addition to the eight correct reasoning skills used in the SRA, the QRQ adds three
additional skills, including:
1. correctly interprets measures of central tendency
2. understands sources of bias and error
3. recognizes features of good experimental design
The QRQ also adds seven additional measures to the original eight misconception scales
from the SRA, including:
1. failure to distinguish the difference between a sample and a population
1626
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

failure to consider and evaluate all of the data
inability to create and evaluate fractions or percents
only large effects can be considered meaningful
failure to recognize potential sources of bias
assumes more decimal places indicate greater accuracy
inability to interpret probabilities.1630

In scoring the QRQ, a correct response is given 2 points (for 80 possible points); 1 point
is given for response options that are partially correct; and no points are given for
completely wrong answers. The QRQ instrument is available from
http://www.jmu.edu/assessment.
27.6.5 Comprehensive Assessment of Outcomes in Statistics (CAOS)
In addition, the Assessment Resource Tools for Improving Statistical Thinking
(ARTIST)1631 has developed the Comprehensive Assessment of Outcomes in Statistics
(CAOS) instrument. ARTIST is a web-based assessment resource, funded by the National
Science Foundation in the U.S. and developed at the University of Minnesota by principle
investigators Garfield, delMas, and Chance, “to develop reliable, valid, practical, and
accessible assessment items and instruments.”1632 It has collected a large, online,
assessment-item database of tools for assessing statistical reasoning and student
outcomes, containing over 1,000 items.1633
The newly developed CAOS is a 40 item multiple-choice test, which also builds on the
SRA, that tests what non-mathematics students, completing any introductory statistics
course in university, would be expected to understand. The CAOS test was designed to
measure students’ conceptual understanding of important statistical ideas, and all items
on the CAOS test require students to think and reason, rather than to compute, use
formulas, or recall definitions. Although it was designed for introductory statistics
students in university, it might also be useful to assess statistical literacy in the general
public, since it uses basic material that the general populace might be expected to know.
According to delMas, et al., after a three-year period, during which items were
developed, revised, tested, and evaluated by content experts, the current instrument now
has content validity for students enrolled in a college-level non-mathematical first course
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in statistics.1634 The final version of the test, called CAOS 4, consists of 40 multiplechoice items. It was administered in a second large scale testing during the fall of 2005,
and, in March 2006, a final analysis of the content validity of CAOS4 was conducted.
DelMas, et al. note:
There was unanimous agreement by the expert raters that CAOS 4 measures
important basic learning outcomes, and 94% agreement that it measures important
learning outcomes […]. Based on this evidence, the assumption was made that
CAOS4 is a valid measure of important learning outcomes in a first course in
statistics.1635
During the trial phase, the CAOS was given at “a variety of institutions,” both before and
after the statistics course. DelMas, et al. report the results indicated that, although at the
start of the course, students understood some concepts, at the end of the course, in general
the results suggested:
[M]any students do not demonstrate a good understanding of much of the content
covered by the CAOS 4 test, content that statistics faculty agreed represents
important learning outcomes for an introductory statistics course. At the end of
their respective courses, students still had difficulty with identifying appropriate
types of graphic representations, especially with interpreting boxplots. They also
did not demonstrate a good understanding of important design principles, or of
important concepts related to probability, sampling variability, and inferential
statistics.1636
DelMas, et al. report that the CAOS test is now available for research and evaluation
studies in statistics education, and collaborative efforts are currently underway in the U.S.
to gather large amounts of test data (including CAOS) online from many institutions in
order to promote future research on teaching and learning statistics at the college level.
Instruments such as the SRA, the QRQ, the CAOS, as well as the Statistical Anxiety
Rating Scale (STARS) discussed earlier, should therefore also be explored for use as
sources for potential measures of statistical literacy in an educated populace.
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27.7 Outreach programs
Lifelong learning programs for adult learners occur in adult basic education centres, adult
literacy programs, workplace learning programs, union-based programs, community
study circles, and continuing education programs at community colleges and universities.
Gal recommends that these programs recognize the need for and incorporate statistical
literacy into their curricula for adult learners.1637 Various governmental and
nongovernmental organizations have developed outreach programs to assist in learning
and developing statistical literacy among students in formal education settings as well as
in the general populace.
Scott Murray, of Statistics Canada, and Gal stress that statistical organizations need to be
sensitive to the various abilities and needs of diverse target audiences such as the general
public; policy makers, senior officials, and politicians; business, educational, and other
administrators; journalists; and researchers.1638 This presents challenges to these
organizations to prepare different types of communication products that will be useful to
these various needs and abilities, and to assume roles as statistics educators as well as
providers of information. Murray and Gal suggest general guidelines, that can apply to
information in all the literacies discussed in this section and to all the key areas that the
public needs to know to improve its wellbeing, that are valuable to use in
communications with all user groups. These guidelines could again contribute to a
framework for indicators of statistical literacy and provide a basis for evaluation in this
area:
Users should be able to find out (in a report, in a related product, on an Internet
site) what is being analyzed, why it is being analyzed, how it is being analyzed,
what is the underlying conceptual framework, the fitness of the study to inform
various uses, what inferences can safely be drawn from the analyses, what social,
economic, or other import the analyses hold, and what are the limitations imposed
by the data-gathering process on the quality of the data and on the possible
conclusions. ‘Value added’ analytic products require making specific choices
about what data or patterns to show, what findings to interpret, what implications
to discuss, but also what to bypass, ignore, or downplay.1639
Statistics Canada has taken a number of initiatives to increase statistical literacy among
the general public. It works closely with the news media, and has programs in place to
train its staff in journalistic methods, such as writing in the “inverted pyramid style,”
which places key news items in the lead paragraph followed by items in order of
importance. These methods also show analysts how:
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… to extract newsworthy and relevant information from new data sets; identify
important contextual information that should be presented in the news release;
develop story lines, leads and strong subheads; and present tables, charts and
graphs effectively.1640
The Daily is Statistics Canada’s regular web-based publication that provides news
releases on current social and economic issues, and announcements of all new products.
The target audience is the news media and journalists; however, it is also accessible to the
general public. Statistics Canada is interested in knowing the extent to which the news
media uses its information and in the accuracy with which the information is used. To
that end, it maintains an extensive electronic clipping service that tracks all news items
that contain or cite information from The Daily.1641 When Statistics Canada discovers
misinterpretations or other errors, its policy is to request that the error be corrected.
Podehl, from Statistics Canada, reports that a “thumbnail analysis” conducted in 2001
found that approximately 50% of these letters sent to media outlets were published.1642
The Education Outreach Program at Statistics Canada works to develop statistical literacy
in grade K-12 students and teachers, as well as in the post-secondary education
community. Its website offers information, learning tools, and resources, and a network
of five educational representatives work in regional offices to provide training,
knowledge, and support at the grassroots level.1643 Students have access to Statistics
Canada web resources through their schools, and Statistics Canada’s E-Stat series, which
is designed specifically for educational use, is offered free of charge to all schools that
register for it. Through Industry Canada’s SchoolNet program, all of Canada’s 16,500
schools have computers and access to the Internet, and so have the ability to access
Statistics Canada’s educational resources and other materials.1644
Learning resources in Statistics Canada’s Education Outreach Program include unlimited
use of and access to Statistic Canada’s Cansim II social and economic data and Census
data. Townsend notes: “It is estimated that one would have to click for 42 years, day and
night, to get through the massive amounts of data contained in the Cansim and Census
databases.”1645 Access is also provided to over 500 articles from Statistics Canada
publications. Statistics: Power from Data! is an online learning program consisting of 16
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modules that cover all aspects of survey design, administration, and use, from collection,
measuring, and interpretation, to analysis.
In addition, Statistics Canada’s Education Outreach program is leading the Canadian
component of the Census at School project, which is an international statistical literacy
project that originated in the United Kingdom in 2000, and is designed to support
mathematic curricula.1646 In addition to the U.K. and Canada, the project now includes
Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa. The Census at School project, which began in
Canada in 2003, introduces statistical concepts to school age children in grades 4–12 by
showing them how to gather and analyze relevant information from their lives, and how
to apply these data to practical situations.
In the 2004–2005 school year, approximately 17,000 elementary students in grades 4 to
8, and 5,600 secondary students in grades 9 to 12 filled out one of two questionnaires,
relevant to either elementary or secondary students.1647 Among the questions asked, was
one about student reading habits. The elementary school children were asked if they had
or had not read in the last two weeks, and secondary students were asked how much time
they had spent reading in the last week, with response possibilities ranging from 0 hours
to 10 or more hours. Elementary students were classified as readers or non-readers, while
secondary students were classified as non-readers (0 hours in the last week), moderate
readers (1–6 hours in the last week), or avid readers (7 or more hours in the last
week).1648 Results showed that 29% of the more than 22,000 students who answered the
questionnaire said that they had not read in the last week, despite the fact that they were
all full-time students. Also almost two thirds of the non-readers were male, and the
proportion of students who were readers declined with age.1649
After looking at the evidence from Census at School, the education domain researchers
found that the results of this project are not useful as an indicator of statistical literacy in
schools. Shipley and Harris, of the Centre for Education Statistics at Statistics Canada,
note that the program is not an official Statistics Canada survey, student participation is
voluntary, the data collected are not representative of the Canadian student population,
and the results are reported for the benefit of participating students.1650 More specifically,
they note:
It is important to remember that collection of the Census at School data was not
done under the Statistics Act as an official Statistics Canada survey. Random
selection was not used, nor was the collection based on other statistical concepts
1646
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such as stratification or population representation. Therefore, the results discussed
here are representative only of the students who answered the on-line
questionnaires for this international classroom project. These results cannot be
applied to the Canadian student population in general.1651
The Statistical Society of Canada also offers education and teaching resources for
teaching statistical literacy, and is committed to helping “develop a public awareness of
the value of statistical thinking and the importance of statistics and statisticians in
Canadian society.”1652
In addition, as noted above, a web-based assessment resource, funded by the National
Science Foundation in the United States and developed at the University of Minnesota by
delMas, et al. has collected a large database of tools for assessing statistical reasoning and
student outcomes.1653
As well, the International Association for Statistical Education (IASE) hosted at the
University of Auckland in New Zealand, is the education section of the International
Statistical Institute (ISI) in the Netherlands. This is an international umbrella organization
working “to promote, support, and improve statistical education at all levels everywhere
around the world,” from Primary / Elementary School through Adult Learners.1654
In short, there are major efforts under way, both in Canada and abroad, to improve
statistical literacy both among students and the general population. The efforts of all these
organizations would benefit from an accepted assessment and evaluation tool designed to
report on levels of statistical literacy. Of all the existing and tested measures examined in
this brief literature review, the Comprehensive Assessment of Outcomes in Statistics
(CAOS) instrument, which builds on the Statistical Reasoning Assessment (SRA)
instrument, presently holds the greatest promise to provide the data needed for an
assessment of statistical literacy in an educated populace evaluation.
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28. Arts Literacy
The purpose of art is not the release of a momentary ejection of adrenaline but
rather the gradual, lifelong construction of a state of wonder and serenity.
Glenn Gould1655

28.1 Arts literacy and lifelong learning
28.1.1 Definitions of arts literacy and the arts literate person
Art has been the subject of conjecture and study for centuries, with the result being a
plethora of views and definitions. Dewitt Parker, who notes that the intrinsic value of the
arts is “immediately realized in the experience of art,”1656 provides a succinct definition
in The Principles of Aesthetics:
Art is expression, not of mere things or ideas, but of concrete experience with its
values, and for its own sake. It is experience held in a delightful, highly organized
sensuous medium, and objectified there for communication and reflection. Its
value is in the sympathetic mastery and preservation of life in the mind.1657
Arts literacy is a very broad term that involves learning, understanding, and valuing a
broad range of arts—including visual arts, crafts, music, drama and other spoken arts,
dance, literature, and film.1658 Therefore, references to the arts in this section refer to this
broad range of arts, rather than to visual art alone.1659 We are concerned here not with
professional artists, but with the extent of arts literacy within the general populace. As
such, we are also interested in the level of creativity in the populace, as well as a general
sense of the aesthetic experience, as a starting point for arts literacy.
In addition, although we discuss instrumental values of the arts, especially in relation to
arts education, we are more concerned with intrinsic values. Instrumental values are
secondary social and economic external benefits of the arts—e.g., social cohesion,
increased academic achievement in other subjects, the economic impact for creative
cities, and so forth—which are often cited by arts advocates to increase funding and
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interest in the arts. Intrinsic values are inherent to the arts themselves, and require no
further demonstration of transferability to other areas in order to justify their value.
Arts literacy involves lifelong education and learning, and, as such, we use the terms arts
literacy and arts education interchangeably throughout this section, although strictly
speaking arts literacy refers to outcomes of arts education / learning. New Zealand
analyst Christina Hong notes:
Reference to the notion of literacy in the arts, or more specifically the use of the
term aesthetic literacy as it has been developed in the United States, is
increasingly prevalent in literature in the field of arts education particularly from
the 1980s onwards. The word literacy in relation to the arts and the abilities to
which the term refers has also become increasingly and progressively broadened
over time. In particular three conceptions are evident: 1. arts literacy as coding
and decoding, initially in reference to formally codified [e.g., musical] notation; 2.
arts literacy as responding to arts works; and 3. arts literacy as an outcome of
making, creating, responding to, and reflecting on the purposes, processes and
contexts of art.1660
According to Hong, arts literacy involves understanding of particular forms of experience
that involve sensory symbol systems, which are distinctive to the arts and provide access
to aspects of reality that are not captured in other systems.1661 In a major 1993 study on
arts literacy, sponsored by the Social Sciences and Humanities and Research Council and
the Canada Council for the Arts, McIntosh, et al. specifically define the arts literate
person as one who:
… seeks out and attends to experiences in one or more of the arts; perceives and
responds to the qualities of art works where this is an appropriate cultural
response; is knowledgeable about the specific code of one or more art forms
(tradition, history, canon, vocabulary); has experience with the creative (doing)
process in one or more of the arts; and exercises discernment (makes informed
choices) in selecting arts experiences.1662
Hong reports that the “notion of the arts contributing to multiliteracies within a
multiliterate world is a contemporary conception that is currently in the process of being
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more fully developed and articulated.”1663 She concludes that multiple forms of literacy
are important to education in the 21st century:
Each constitutes multimodal pathways that hold the potential to enable students
not only to construct meaning but also to diversify and thereby deepen the
meanings they construct. In order to do so it is important for students to become
skilled in the construction of such meanings within a variety of the forms that are
available [… s]ignificantly, this will included the respective disciplines of the arts,
each as distinct forms of literacy.1664
As discussed below, we are a long way from developing specific indicators that measure
arts literacy in the sense given by Hong and McIntosh, et al. above. In Canada, there are,
however, audience participation and time use data that can act as proxies for arts literacy
until more specific measures are developed. Developing such indicators, which would
include all aspects of arts literacy—including general creativity in the populace—will go
a long way towards awakening the public to the importance of the arts in the everyday
lives of the general populace.
Within the culture dimension of its GNH Index, Bhutan includes indicators of artisan
skills and participation in community festivals. Bhutan has a long tradition of arts that are
connected with Buddhism and religious iconography, which have different purposes than
the general arts traditions in the West. However, no doubt there are many examples of
creativity and aesthetic experiences in everyday life among the Bhutanese people.
Therefore, we do not know whether arts literacy would manifest in the Bhutanese
populace in the same ways it might in the West, and whether the Bhutanese would be
interested in incorporating arts literacy into an assessment of an educated populace. Thus,
the following discussion of arts literacy in the West is presented for general information
purposes, with the prospect that it might have some relevance to the Bhutanese situation
and of some interest to Bhutanese educators. As expressed by the great Tibetan Buddhist
meditation master, Chögyam Trungpa, and discussed below, “art in everyday life” is
based on appreciation of our surroundings, awareness, and generally working with our
perceptions. From this point of view, “art literacy” knows no cultural boundaries.
28.1.2 Importance of lifelong learning in developing arts literacy
In their 1993 report, McIntosh, et al. express the importance of lifelong learning in
developing arts literacy:
It should be evident by now that education of any kind cannot be relegated solely
to the schools. Arts education is no exception. It should begin in early childhood
in the home and, after formal school years, continue throughout life. It involves
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the concerted efforts of formal and informal agencies as well as the communityat-large.1665
The Canadian Commission for UNESCO stresses the benefits of formal, nonformal, and
informal learning of the arts, both for the individual and society.1666 In a recent report,
Canadian Reflections on Arts and Learning: The Challenge of Systemic Change, the
commission notes that arts are undervalued in Western society and are considered to be
only entertainment.1667 Therefore, the process of cultural and artistic expression is
“equated with leisure time, seen as unimportant, and often viewed as a waste of time.”1668
However, it also notes that there are important benefits to individuals and society through
engagements with the arts:
The challenges and opportunities presented by the diverse and complex modern
world demand innovative, imaginative and generous responses. Through fostering
the process of learning to know, learning to do, learning to be and learning to live
together, engagement with the arts and cultural expression strengthens the creative
process, encourages social and inter-cultural harmony and develops individuals of
confidence, imagination and transformative vision.1669
This echoes the sentiments of Canadian analyst Glen A. Eyford who, in 1980, pointed out
the need for more balanced learning experiences:
It is true of adult education as it is true of all education that our preoccupation is
with cognitive learning, with skills of analysis and reasoning. If education is to be
balanced, more attention must be given to those learning experiences, which are
addressed to man’s affective domain, which stimulate his aesthetic sensibilities
and which recognize his desire to ‘undergo’ as well as ‘do’ art.1670
Eyford points out that the learning we need today is not just for the individual—it also
includes societal learning, which “means that societies, like individuals, can learn and
improve.”1671 Furthermore, he notes, in reference to aesthetic learning: “With special
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emphasis upon educating the imagination, upon creating new visions of the future, we
can begin fashioning a worldview which is appropriate to the global society.”1672
28.1.3 Dimensions of arts literacy
Clover, et al. note in a recent literature review, written for the Canadian Council on
Learning and entitled State of the Field Report: Culture and Adult Education, that there
are two broad areas or dimensions of arts literacy—the first involving arts appreciation,
and the second involving using the arts as tools for adult education, through which social
and economic issues are addressed through the arts.1673 To this list, others, such as
UNESCO, also add creativity, or aesthetic experience, as being important for arts
literacy.1674
Distinctions in arts education, which refer to adult learning as well as that of children and
youth, are made between learning in the arts, learning about the arts, and learning
through the arts. As identified by the Canadian Commission for UNESCO:
•
•
•

Learning in the arts refers to learning the specific knowledge and skills of a
particular art form.
Learning about the arts is generally an integral part of the arts program and allows
the student to understand and appreciate works of art as well as the function and
history of a particular art form.
Learning through the arts involves using art lessons to teach concepts that are
being studied in other subjects of the curriculum (geometric forms in a visual arts
lesson to help with mathematics) or a skill (for example conflict resolution
through drama). This approach is also called integration. The arts are used in this
way to teach other subjects or are integrated into other subjects.1675

UNESCO identifies these three dimensions of arts education as: direct contact with
artistic works—whether in other subjects or with artistic works such as concerts,
exhibitions, books, and films; engagement in arts practices; and the study of artistic
works.1676 All of these dimensions are important in arts literacy. Below, we look briefly at
these three dimensions, as they relate to arts literacy in the general populace:
appreciation—as developed through direct contact with artistic works; creativity and the
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aesthetic experience—as experienced through engagement with arts practices; and arts
education in the formal public school system—as the study of artistic works. Of course,
these areas are interdependent and not easily distinguished. For example, arts taught in
the public school system include all of the dimensions: learning in, about, and through the
arts.
The second type of arts literacy identified by Clover, et al.—that involving using the arts
as tools for adult education, for socio-economic benefits not intrinsic to the arts—is not
discussed here, since these dimensions are addressed above in Chapter 25 on
multicultural literacy. Clover, et al. refer to this area as “individual and collective
empowerment through creative and engaged practices.”1677 This instrumental area, which,
as noted, uses the arts as a tool for socio-political adult learning, most often addresses the
relationship between the arts and the cultural, social, and economic development of
people and communities. Clover, et al explain:
At times the arts are used as tools of adult education to build community,
celebrate cultural identities or community achievements, address issues of
isolation and loneliness, or promote inter-generational creative learning. At
others, the arts are used to creatively and critically engage community in
processes that address social issues such as racism and homophobia, development
and environmental degradation, sexual and domestic violence, and poverty and
homelessness to name but a few.1678
We have discussed these issues elsewhere in this review. Here we are more concerned
with the intrinsic benefits of the arts, and whether or not the populace values and engages
with the arts as an aesthetic experience. Although we look briefly at arts education in
Canadian schools, this review is focused on learning outcomes, rather than the inputs and
determinants of arts education, such as funding and teacher training, per se, although
these issues are important. In addition, because of time limitations, we do not discuss
professional arts training or the role of the professional artist in society, although a
broader review of arts literacy would benefit from this inclusion. As well, cultural
policies, community arts education programs, government and private foundation
funding, and the work of cultural organizations are all important as determinants of arts
literacy, and would also be important to include in a broader discussion of arts literacy
than is possible here.
Of course, the outcomes of the experience of arts learning are intangible, subjective, and,
as such, very difficult to measure. The conceptual discussion below is necessary as a first
step in order to understand what needs to be indicated, and to discover whether we can
develop proxies to measure the creative or qualitative experiences. A recent paper
commissioned by UNESCO, and written by Larry O’Farrell and Margaret Meban of
Queen’s University, recommends the development of such indicators:
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While studies to date have generally employed standardized tests of mathematics
and literacy as indicators of the impact of the arts on learning, it is strongly
recommended that other measures be developed that more adequately capture the
nature of understandings and skills gained through arts experiences. The research
reviewed in this paper indicate that the arts have the capacity to cultivate habits of
mind such as persistence, focused perception, and divergent thinking, and
personal and social capacities such as empathy for others, collaboration, selfesteem, and positive-risk taking. While these arts outcomes may be more difficult
to assess, they are more authentic indicators of the cognitive, social, and personal
skills and capacities that rich arts experiences may cultivate than outcomes
measured on standardized tests. Standardized tests do not lend themselves to
creative solutions, alternative means of expression, and the affective dimensions
that the arts engender.1679
The development of such indicators can lead to further appreciation of the value of the
arts for the quality of life in a sustainable society.

28.2 Value and appreciation of the arts
28.2.1 Identifying the intrinsic value of the arts
McIntosh defines arts literacy as “a level of awareness, understanding and valuing in one
or more of the arts.”1680 This mainly refers to the first dimension of arts literacy identified
above—appreciation as seen in direct contact with artistic works, such as concerts or
exhibitions, and focuses on the enjoyment of arts as a common experience to all people.
This type of arts literacy involves developing arts appreciation through lifelong learning,
maintaining cultural institutions, and training and supporting professional artists in their
work. In the context of appreciation, arts literacy is usually indicated through data on
public participation in cultural activities, and through survey questions designed to
measure awareness of the value of the arts in society.
We discussed this type of participation, which includes experiencing the arts through
institutions such as museums, libraries, and art galleries, and through performance
companies such as dance, theatre and concerts, in Chapter 9 (informal learning in cultural
environments) in connection with these cultural venues as environments for lifelong
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learning. Indeed, as seen in focus groups conducted for Canadian Heritage, when asked
why the arts are important to them, respondents often said: “To learn something.”1681
In 1996, the Canadian Conference on the Arts initiated the Arts in Transition project to
increase the relevance and integration of the arts in society.1682 As part of this project, in
1997, it invited 60 governmental and nongovernmental arts representatives to discuss
major issues. In the final report, the representatives outlined their common perspectives,
which included the following view on active public participation in the arts:
Underlying our work are the following assumptions:
•

that greater active public involvement and participation in the arts will benefit
both the public and the arts—these benefits can include the growth of selfconfidence, creativity, and self-determination in communities, an increased sense
of common ownership and pride in artistic and cultural activity, and more
dynamic participation by people as audiences, volunteers, and supporters of the
arts

•

that a public more deeply and widely interested in the arts can have a positive
impact on the support for the arts provided by governments, the private sector,
employers, community groups, etc.1683

In a recent report, Kevin McCarthy, et al. reviewed the literature on the instrumental and
intrinsic benefits of the arts for the RAND Corporation in order to “influence the way in
which the benefits of the arts are understood and discussed, and to improve the way in
which policies to promote these benefits are designed.”1684 McCarthy, et al. found the
emphasis in the literature to be on the instrumental benefits, rather than intrinsic benefits,
although it is often difficult to distinguish the two since there is a great deal of overlap
and interconnection. However, they note the importance of intrinsic benefits, the effects
inherent in the arts experience, to add value not only to individuals’ lives, but also to
society as a whole:
People are drawn to the arts not for their instrumental effects, but because the arts
can provide them with meaning and with a distinctive type of pleasure and
emotional stimulation. We contend not only that these intrinsic effects are
satisfying in themselves, but that many of them can lead to the development of
individual capacities and community cohesiveness that are of benefit to the public
1681
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sphere. […] Unlike most communication, which takes place through discourse, art
communicates through felt experience, and it is the personal, subjective response
to a work of art that imparts intrinsic benefits.1685
The RAND report makes a distinction between private, private-to-public, and mainly
public intrinsic value. These values are distinguished as follows:
Private value:
•

Captivation. The initial response of rapt absorption, or captivation, to a
work of art can briefly but powerfully move the individual away from
habitual, everyday reality and into a state of focused attention. This
reaction to a work of art can connect people more deeply to the world and
open them to new ways of seeing and experiencing the world.

•

Pleasure. The artist provides individuals with an imaginative experience
that is often a more intense, revealing, and meaningful version of actual
experience. Such an experience can produce pleasure in the sense of deep
satisfaction, a category that includes the satisfaction associated with works
of art the individual finds deeply unsettling, disorienting, or tragic.

Private-to-public value has to do with the individual’s capacity to perceive, feel,
and interpret the world. The result of recurrent experiences, these benefits spill
over into the public realm in the form of individuals who are more empathetic and
more discriminating in their judgments of the world around them:
•

Expanded capacity for empathy. The arts expand individuals’capacities for
empathy by drawing them into the experiences of people vastly different
from them and cultures vastly different from their own. These experiences
give individuals new references that can make them more receptive to
unfamiliar people, attitudes, and cultures.

•

Cognitive growth. The intrinsic benefits described above all have
cognitive dimensions. When individuals focus their attention on a work of
art, they are ‘invited’ to make sense of what is before them. Because
meanings are embedded in the experience rather than explicitly stated, the
individual can gain an entirely new perspective on the world and how he
or she perceives it.

Public value. In this case, the benefits to the public arise from the collective
effects that the arts have on individuals:
•
1685
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the intrinsic benefits is the social bonds that are created. This benefit is
different from the instrumental social benefits that the arts offer.
•

Expression of communal meanings. Intrinsic benefits accrue to the public
sphere when works of art convey what whole communities of people yearn
to express. Examples of what can produce these benefits are art that
commemorates events significant to a nation’s history or a community’s
identity, art that provides a voice to communities the culture at large has
largely ignored, and art that critiques the culture for the express purpose of
changing people’s views.1686

The RAND report also focuses on the arts experience as a key to understanding the value
of the arts. It suggested that benefits gained from involvement with the arts are only
gained through sustained involvement, and involve emotional and mental engagement of
the individual in the experience. It identifies three factors to explain how individuals
become involved in the arts:
•

Gateway experiences: Although these initial experiences can occur at any age,
they appear to be the most conducive to future arts involvement if they happen
when people are young (that is, of school age, particularly pre-teen).

•

Quality of the arts experience: Individuals whose experiences are fully
engaging—emotionally, mentally, and sometimes socially—are the ones who
continue to be involved in the arts. Continued involvement develops the
competencies that change individual tastes and enrich subsequent arts experience.

•

Intrinsic worth of the arts experience to the individual: This is the key difference
between individuals who participate frequently in the arts and those who do so
only occasionally. […] Those who continue to be involved seek arts experiences
because they find them stimulating, uplifting, challenging—that is, intrinsically
worthwhile—whereas those who participate in the arts infrequently tend to
participate for extrinsic reasons (such as accompanying someone to an arts
event).1687

John Holden, of the U.K. independent think tank, Demos, argues that audience
participation numbers alone give a poor picture of the enriching quality of culture.1688
Finding a growing trend in the governmental and cultural sectors to value culture for its
economic and social “side effects,” he is particularly concerned that the intrinsic value of
the arts are not adequately recognized, especially by funders and policy makers, who
have avoided the more difficult issues of what the arts do in and of themselves. He argues
1686
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that talk about intrinsic value is often dismissed as “art for art’s sake,” and “as oldfashioned obfuscation, and just not hard-headed enough.”1689
Holden suggests that a framework identifying public value could provide a yardstick for
assessing cultural activities in general, and the arts in particular. He defines public value
as the “difference between what citizens give to and what they receive from public
bodies.” In the case of culture: “[O]n the input side of this equation there would appear
direct financial contributions, including buying tickets and making donations, as well as a
willingness to see tax revenues spent on supporting the sector.”1690 Also, the
identification of public value would include the commitment of time and energy by the
public:
Hours spent visiting, using, enjoying and travelling to and from cultural activities
demonstrate that the public values them. […] So, public willingness to give
something up—to spend money and / or time—is a crucial determinant of whether
they value something. […] Engagement with culture is a way of ‘voting with your
feet’. The very fact that people go to theatres and galleries, visit country houses
and museums, make music and write poetry is proof enough that they value
culture. In this sense culture does not simply produce value, it embodies value.
[… This] is to understand that value creation is essentially a subjective
phenomenon (albeit a collective one) rather than an objective one. In other words,
a community cannot be told that it is benefiting from an increase in value, rather
that value only exists when it is experienced broadly within the community.
Attempts at capturing, recording and feeding back the recognition of Cultural
Value must therefore be based on what the public themselves perceive.1691
Holden acknowledges that recognizing public cultural value may replicate existing ways
of measuring performance, such as using participation rates. However, what is different is
that casting performance measures within a value framework both changes and clarifies
why the measurement is taking place, and opens the framework to the idea that “systemic
processes themselves create value, rather than [see] value as a product.”1692 In addition,
this approach can include the “historical, social, symbolic, aesthetic and spiritual values
that lie at the heart of culture but which bureaucracies and organisations find hardest of
all to articulate and defend.”1693
Research analyst Christopher Madden of the International Federation of Arts Councils
and Culture Agencies (IFACCA) in Australia notes that not all values, such as public art
and non-use values, are observable in economic market transactions, and are therefore not
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captured in market valuations. Non-use values, which must be measured subjectively
through surveys, include:
•

existence value: people value the existence of a cultural facility or heritage item
regardless of whether they wish to take part in it or use it themselves

•

option value: people want to keep open the possibility of using or enjoying
something in the future, even though they don’t use it today

•

bequest value: people value leaving something to future generations1694

According to Madden, non-use values are extremely important for the sustainability and
funding of culture:
These non-use values are highly significant for the funding of culture, given that
so much cultural value rests on the preservation of assets, practices, knowledge or
locations through which it can or could be created in the future. Non-use values
provide one set of reasons for supporting forms of culture that do not command
instant, widespread popularity or commercial return.1695
In sum, recognizing the public value of the arts as shown in participation rates, also
indicates public appreciation expressed through direct contact with the arts. However, as
the RAND report noted, the arts experience is a key to understanding the value of the
arts.1696 Understanding and finding indicators of the arts experience is a challenge in the
development of arts literacy indicators.
28.2.2 Limitations of arts participation indicators
Madden notes that much of the cultural indicator literature presents data on outputs such
as participation rates, rather than data on outcomes, such as artistic experiences, or social
impacts.1697 He asks: “Developers need to be clear about what it is they want to measure:
audience numbers, or artistic experiences?”1698 Madden argues that, as a subset of culture,
arts indicators should be included within cultural policy indicators:
But this is not always the case, especially when culture is viewed as primarily a
social phenomenon (as in sociological and anthropological concepts of culture),
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where the more personal and individual aspects of artistic activity, such as the
exploring of emotions and the enjoyment of aesthetic experience, can be
overlooked.1699
As an example, Madden cites the cultural indicators used by UNESCO, which focus on
broad cultural phenomena, as not being suitable to serve as a set of indicators for arts
literacy, especially since they do not measure artistic experiences. However, according to
Madden, UNESCO does recommend that cultural indicators should not be dependent on
market performance, as are GDP data. Madden also finds that data on cultural attendance,
such as attendances at an art gallery, are not sufficient:
Art gallery attendance is not an indicator until attendance rates per head of
population is calculated and some appropriate comparison population found (eg.
previous attendances, attendances in other countries, attendances at other venues).
The practical issues can, however, become exceedingly complex. Take the last
example above of attendances at art galleries. Assume that data indicate an
increase in attendance rates. From simple door counts alone, there is often no way
of telling who these people are, how long they stayed at the gallery, what they did
there, how satisfying their gallery experience was, or how their experience
impacted on their lives. A measured increase in art gallery attendances per
population may simply represent the same people attending more often (ie.
audience diversity has remained the same). Or these same people may even be
spending less time at each visit, so the total time that they are experiencing art
remains the same (ie. cultural ‘consumption’ remains constant). And if, on the
other hand, gallery attendance rates are declining, why are people not going?
Indicators based on door counts do not answer this question.1700
U.K. researcher Colin Mercer expresses the same criticisms of participation measures,
and adds that we also need to know how the populace is using these cultural forms:
What we need to know most about access, participation and consumption are not
just the aggregate numbers, watchers, listeners, consumers, participants, (crucial
as these are) but also how people are using these cultural forms to various ends of,
for example, identity affirmation, personal development, social distinction and
demarcation, etc. and how these various uses are articulated to socio-economic
and other demographic variables.1701
However, Madden suggests that arts participation rates can indicate whether or not the
populace appreciates the arts: “Arts participation is a proxy for arts appreciation, as the
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more people appreciate the arts, the more they are likely to participate in the arts.”1702 He
also suggests that a working definition of an indicator could be: “Number of people
participating in the arts at least once in the previous 12 months as percent of total
population—compared with rates from previous years.”1703 A rate higher than that of
previous years, all things considered, would imply an increase in appreciation, and vice
versa. Madden notes that participation rates can be broken into creating arts and viewing
or listening to arts. However, Madden also reviews other limitations of this indicator:
[The] indicator does not measure changes in quality of arts participation,
experience, or the frequency of participation (an increase in frequency would
imply greater appreciation). […] Other indicators in the suite that the indicator
should be interpreted in conjunction with [are] frequency of participation [and]
satisfaction with arts participation.1704
Finally, as noted in Chapter 9, Gilles Pronovost of the Université du Québec à Trois
Rivières criticizes participation data, arguing that it often reflects a cultural bias—
measuring “elite” activities such as attendance at classical music concerts and theatre
performances.1705 He notes that museums are mentioned on a regular basis on surveys,
but activities that may have similar impacts, such as the contemplation of nature (which
he remarks does have policy implications,) are not included. He also notes that people
tend to overestimate attendance at “noble” activities, such as theatre and symphony
orchestra performances, and underestimate other “less noble” activities, such as television
viewing time.1706
28.2.3 Arts participation indicators
General Social Survey (GSS) on time-use
Although not direct measures of arts literacy, cultural participation could serve as a proxy
for the first dimension of arts literacy—appreciation—as developed in direct contact with
artistic works. As noted in Chapter 9 of this review, the CCL uses data from the Survey
of Household Spending to measure participation in cultural activities as a proxy for
learning in two of its sixteen Composite Learning Index (CLI) indicators. In order to
indicate “learning to be,” the CCL measures spending on cultural activities by using the
percentage of households who report spending on performing arts, and the percentage of
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households with spending on visiting museums.1707 However, Statistics Canada, in
referring to the non-economic, “consumer participation in culture activities and events”
module of the General Social Survey (GSS), notes:
This non-economic view of culture consumption is, in one sense, a more accurate
reflection of the importance of culture in people’s lives, as not all culture
activities require a monetary expenditure. Free outdoor music concerts, free
museum or gallery admissions or the use of public libraries are examples.1708
To this we might add that measuring household economic expenditure on the arts,
although these are relatively easy to measure and the data are collected regularly,
excludes those who cannot afford expensive tickets and who might experience the arts
through other venues, such as free cultural festivals or free museum admissions, as noted
above.
The time-use sections of Statistics Canada’s General Social Surveys conducted in 1992,
1998, and 2005 (Cycles 7, 12, and 19) “form the largest source of data on cultural
participation of Canadians”—Canadians 15 years of age and older—based on survey
sizes of approximately 10,000 households in all of the provinces (excluding the
territories.)1709 In 2005, the sample size of the time-use section was increased to almost
20,000 households. However, in order to include more content in the survey, the sample
was split in half, with half of the respondents questioned about cultural and sports
activities, and half questioned about social networks and transportation. Questions, for
the most part, are the same in all three surveys to allow for the identification of trends.
However, some questions were dropped in 2005 because of space limitations.
Section 10A of the 2005 GSS questionnaire included the cultural activities module.1710 It
asked about participation in a list of cultural activities, including newspaper, magazine,
and book reading; library services use; movie attendance, video watching; music
listening, and television viewing. In addition, it asked if during the past 12 months the
respondent had attended cultural activities outside the home, and after each question, how
often (1 to 4 times a year; 5 or more times, but not every month; at least once every
1707

Canadian Council on Learning (CCL). Website, CCL, accessed March 2006; available from
http://www.ccl-cca.ca/.
1708
Statistics Canada. Canadian Culture in Perspective: A Statistical Overview, Statistics Canada,
Catalogue no. 87-211-XIB, 2000; accessed August 2005; available from http://dsppsd.communication.gc.ca/Collection-R/Statcan/87-211-XIB/87-211-XIB-e.html. p. 55.
1709
Foote, John A. "Cultural Consumption and Participaton," Canadian Journal of Communication, vol. 27,
2002: 209-220.; and Ogrodnik, Lucie. Patterns in Culture Consumption and Participation, Ottawa, Culture
Statistics Program, Culture, Tourism and the Centre for Education Statistics, Statistics Canada, 2000;
accessed August 2005; available from
http://www.canadacouncil.ca/publications_e/statistics/si127235030740937500.htm.
Cycle 2, 1986 GSS also had a time-use component, but this cycle did not include a cultural activities
module.
1710
Statistics Canada. General Social Survey 2005: Cycle 19 Time Use. Main Survey Questionnaire, Social
and Aboriginal Statistics Division, 2005; accessed March 2007; available from
http://www.statcan.ca/english/sdds/instrument/4503_Q1_V4_E.pdf.
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month; don’t know; refusal).1711 These questions included popular arts and multicultural
festivals, in addition to arts such as theatre and classical music performances.
The cultural attendance questions and the results are shown below in Table 21. As of
March 2007, Statistics Canada had not publicly released the 2005 data to populate the
questions in the cultural activities module, although it did release an overview of the
survey based on information reported in the one-day time use diary portion of the
survey.1712 However, the data are available as a special supplement that is accessible by
request, for a fee, and we intend to include the 2005 data in the final report. Here, we
include the column in Table 21 for 2005 in order to show which questions were retained
and discarded.
In addition, the 2005 survey asked one general question about enjoyment of the activities,
which is the only question addressing the respondent’s experience of cultural activities:
Now I would like you to rate the following activities using the scale from ‘1’ to
‘5’ where ‘1’ means you dislike the activity a great deal and ‘5’ means you enjoy
it a great deal.
How much do you enjoy: going out to movies, plays, sports events?1713
Unfortunately, this question is too broad to be useful for our purposes, since it does not
distinguish enjoyment between the three venues.

1711

Ibid., accessed.
Statistics Canada. General Social Survey on Time Use: Overview of the Time Use of Canadians 2005,
Catalogue no. 12F0080XIE, 2006; accessed March 2007; available from
http://www.statcan.ca/english/freepub/12F0080XIE/12F0080XIE2006001.pdf.
1713
Statistics Canada. General Social Survey 2005: Cycle 19 Time Use. Main Survey Questionnaire,
accessed. ENJ_Q200, p. 162.
1712
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Table 21. Percentage of Canadian adults, aged 15 and over, participating in
particular activities or events, General Social Survey, 1992 and 1998
Activity or event
During the past 12 months, did you:
attend a concert or performance by professional
artists of music, dance, theatre, or opera,
excluding cultural festivals?
attend a theatrical performance such as a drama,
musical theatre, dinner theatre, comedy?
attend a popular musical performance such as pop
/ rock, jazz, blues, folk, country and western?
attend a symphonic or classical music
performance?
attend opera?
attend a choral music performance?
attend a dance performance?
attend a performance for a children’s audience?
go to a cultural or artistic festival such as film,
fringe, dance, jazz, folk, rock, buskers, or
comedy?†
go to a performance of cultural / heritage music,
theatre or dance (e.g. Aboriginal Peoples,
Chinese, Ukrainian)?
go to a popular stage performance such as a circus
or stand-up comedy?
attend any other kind / type of cultural
performance?
visit a museum or art gallery?
visit a public art gallery or art museum, including
attendance at special art exhibits?
visit a commercial art gallery?
visit museums other than public art galleries or art
museums?
visit a science centre or museum of natural history
or natural science?
visit a general, human history, or community
museum?

Year of survey
1998

1992

2005

30

35

24

20

24

20

12

8

4
3
5
8
51

3
7
7
7
23

12

14

18

16

-

-

32
19

30
22

-

8
-

9
-

-

17

13

-

17

11

-

-

-

Notes: A hyphen (-) indicates that the question was not asked in that year. As noted in the text, data was not
yet available at this time for 2005. It is included here to illustrate which questions were used or excluded,
for comparison purposes. †1992 asked: “Did you go to any festivals, fairs or exhibitions?” 1998 and 2005
asked: “Did you go to a cultural or artistic festival (such as film, fringe, dance, jazz, folk, rock, buskers or
comedy)?” Therefore 1992 and 1998 / 2005 definitions are different and 1992 was a broader category.
Sources: Statistics Canada. Canadian Culture in Perspective: A Statistical Overview, Statistics Canada,
Catalogue no. 87-211-XIB, 2000; accessed August 2005; available from http://dsppsd.communication.gc.ca/Collection-R/Statcan/87-211-XIB/87-211-XIB-e.html., and Statistics Canada.
General Social Survey 2005: Cycle 19 Time Use. Main Survey Questionnaire, Social and Aboriginal
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Statistics Division, 2005; accessed March 2007; available from
http://www.statcan.ca/english/sdds/instrument/4503_Q1_V4_E.pdf.

Table 21 shows that when asked the general question concerning attendance at a concert
or performance by professional artists of music, dance, theatre, or opera, excluding
cultural festivals, between 1992 and 1998, the percentage of those attending rose from
30% to 35% of adults. However, when the venues are disaggregated, with the exceptions
of choral music and dance performances, the participation rates declined between 1992
and 1998. However, attendance at cultural / heritage performances and visits to art
galleries rose slightly.
The Canada Council for the Arts finds that demographic characteristics, including
education, income, and age, are key factors in the participation rates for various cultural
activities.1714 The General Social Surveys (GSS) in Canada show that higher education
and / or income correlate with an increase in participation, no matter what type of cultural
activity is included.1715 Table 22 below shows the demographic characteristics for 1992
and 1998, as well as the rates of change.

1714

Canada Council for the Arts. Overview of Key Demographic Trends - Possible Impact on Canadian
Arts Attendance, The Canada Council for the Arts, 2002; accessed August 2005; available from
http://www.canadacouncil.ca/NR/rdonlyres/7ABE4A9B-798B-4262-8AFFFD45E9A5089A/0/demographse.pdf.
1715
Statistics Canada. Canadian Culture in Perspective: A Statistical Overview, accessed.
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Table 22. Percentage of Canadians aged 15 and over that attended performing arts
events in the past year, by gender, age, education, household income, and province,
General Social Survey, 1992 and 1998
All
performing
arts

Changes
%
pt.

%

1992

1998

Total

42.4

37.6

4.8

11.4

Gender
Male

41.5

36.3

12.5

Female

43.4

38.9

5.2
4.6

Age
15–29

51.6

45.3

30–44

42.4

36.3

45–59

44.4

37.6

60+

27.1

28.7

6.4
6.1
6.8
1.6

25.3

23.3

40.3

33.2

46.1

38.1

51.3

Education
Less than
high school
High school
College /
Technical
diploma
Some
postsecondary
Bachelors or
more
Income
Less than
$20,000
$20,000 to
$40,000
$40,000 to
$60,000
$60,000 to
$80,000
$80,000 and
over
Provinces
Newfoundland

Theatre,
classical
music, and
dance

Changes
%
pt.

1998

30.6

27.5

3.1

12.3

30.8

27.5

14.3

31.1

25.6

15.2

35.9

31.3

6.0

23.9

2.0

-8.0

7.1
8.0

44.2

%

Changes
%
pt.

%

1992

1998

10.1

24.0

21.3

2.7

11.3

10.9

38.0

32.2

17.6

24.2

22.1

12.8

18.7

17.9

9.2

8.4

8.3

5.8
2.1
0.8
0.1

15.1

26.1

3.4
5.5
4.6
2.2

15.7

15.8

0.0

0.2

14.8

12.5

2.3

15.4

17.6

26.2

23.8

-2.5

-9.5

23.6

17.3

6.4

26.9

17.4

34.5

26.6

-7.9

23.0

25.4

21.2

4.2

16.6

7.1

13.9

35.1

31.4

-3.7

10.6

33.0

27.3

5.7

17.1

55.7

11.8

17.5

57.6

45.5

12.1

21.1

32.4

31.9

0.5

-1.5

25.3

23.7

-1.6

6.5

16.2

16.3

0.1

0.6

14.9

14.8

0.1

0.6

37.9

31.2

-6.7

17.7

26.4

22.6

3.8

14.5

21.6

16.9

4.6

21.4

45.5

37.9

-7.6

16.7

32.5

27.8

4.7

14.5

26.8

22.0

4.8

17.9

58.3

47.1

11.2

19.3

42.7

32.6

10.0

23.6

30.4

28.1

2.3

7.5

69.6

55.0

14.7

21.1

58.0

43.3

14.7

25.3

34.9

31.5

3.4

9.8

29.6

24.2

-5.4

x

14.8

15.0

0.2

x

21.7

16.5

5.2

x

67.5

1992

Popular
music

10.5
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8.8
4.4
1.1

All
performing
arts
1992

Changes
%
pt.

%

1998

Theatre,
classical
music, and
dance
1992

1998

Changes
%
pt.

Popular
music

%
1992

1998

Changes
%
pt.

%

Prince Edward
Island
Nova Scotia

33.7

36.0

2.3

x

20.1

28.8

8.7

x

21.9

21.7

0.2

x

38.5

28.8

-9.7

x

23.4

19.7

x

26.2

17.0

9.2

x

New
Brunswick
Quebec

27.3

24.6

-2.7

x

15.3

16.5

3.7
1.2

x

16.4

15.5

0.9

x

45.9

39.8

-6.1

x

34.5

29.2

x

26.0

22.6

3.4

x

Ontario

43.1

39.6

-3.5

x

32.3

28.8

x

23.0

22.2

0.8

x

Manitoba

36.5

30.2

-6.3

x

23.4

22.1

x

21.8

17.7

4.1

x

Saskatchewan

33.7

26.5

-7.2

x

19.5

16.0

x

21.6

16.8

4.8

x

Alberta

43.6

38.2

-5.4

x

30.1

27.4

x

25.0

22.5

2.5

x

British
Columbia

44.0

38.9

-5.1

x

31.7

31.2

5.3
3.5
1.3
3.5
2.7
0.5

x

25.1

20.4

4.7

x

Note: ‘x’ means the data were not given.
Source. Hill Strategies Research Inc. Performing Arts Attendance in Canada and the Provinces, Canada
Council for the Arts, Canadian Heritage, Ontario Arts Council, Ontario Trillium Foundation and Alberta
Foundation for the Arts, 2003; accessed March 2007; available from
http://www.canadacouncil.ca/NR/rdonlyres/F0DBF452-7B7B-47E3-88410A74A26CD3BF/0/perfarts_report.pdf and (tables)
http://www.canadacouncil.ca/NR/rdonlyres/659CBBE0-128B-4A74-9768CDCC52FD7F39/0/perfarts_tables.pdf.

The data in Table 22 above show that women attend performances more than do men,
attendance figures increase with higher levels of education, and Canadians with
university degrees had the highest attendance rates for each of the performing arts
categories. One exception to this trend was that in 1992 those with a university education
had a slightly smaller attendance rate at popular music performances than did those with
some university education.
The GSS also shows that the age of Canadians has a direct bearing on cultural
participation. The highest attendance rate by age for all performing arts was that of 15 to
29 year olds (51.6% in 1992, and 45.3% in 1998), and the lowest attendance rate was that
of those 60 and over (27.1% in 1992, and 28.7% in 1998.) However, for theatre, classical
music, and dance, the highest attendance rate was that of 45 to 59 year olds. In 2000,
Statistics Canada predicted:
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The huge baby boom cohort, now between the ages of 34 and 53 will be moving
into this age group this decade. While their habits may not replicate those of the
older group, it is likely that participation in less active leisure activities such as
reading, doing crafts, going to museums and attending theatre and music concerts
will be more popular than participating in sports or other high-energy activities,
for example. The influence of age is likely to continue to play a prominent role in
lifestyle choices and leisure pursuits.1716
Performing arts attendance also increases with household income. Canadians from
households earning the highest incomes reported the highest rates of attendance for each
of the performing art forms. For example, in 1998, 55% of persons from families earning
$80,000 or more attended the performing arts, which was more than double the
attendance rate of persons earning less than $20,000 (23.7%).1717
In terms of the provinces, in 1998, Newfoundland (24.2%) and New Brunswick (24.6%)
had the lowest participation rates, while Alberta (43.6%) and British Columbia (44%) had
the highest participation rates, although the rates for all provinces, with the exception of
Prince Edward Island, declined between 1992 and 1998. This pattern was the same for
theatre, classical music, and dance performances. For popular music, in 1998, Alberta,
Ontario, and Quebec all had higher attendance rates than did British Columbia. New
Brunswick had the lowest rates for popular music in both years.
The Canada Council for the Arts notes that reasons for low attendance rates are not
known: “Whether this lower attendance rate is due to lack of interest, lack of arts
education, lack of disposable income or lack of leisure time is unclear.”1718 The council is
also concerned that “a serious weakening of arts education in the schools may have an
impact on future audience development.”1719 Studies in the U.S. have determined a link
between arts education and / or arts participation in childhood and adult participation.
Using 1992 U.S. data, a 1996 National Endowment for the Arts report found the
following connections between arts education and participation:
•

Generally, more arts education or education (hence, arts / education) meant more
arts consumption (attending, listening to, watching, or reading) and more arts
creating (writing, composing, drawing, painting). Indeed, arts education had a
much stronger impact than did overall educational attainment, even after taking
personal background and socioeconomic status into account.

•

Those who had more arts education were more likely to attend arts performances,
a relationship which was about four times stronger than that of any other factor
considered.

1716

Ibid., accessed. p. 56.
Ogrodnik. Patterns in Culture Consumption and Participation, accessed. p. 57.
1718
Canada Council for the Arts. Overview of Key Demographic Trends - Possible Impact on Canadian
Arts Attendance, accessed. p. 37.
1719
Canada Council for the Arts. Research Report on Large Performing Arts Organizations, 2001; accessed
August 2005; available from http://dsp-psd.pwgsc.gc.ca/Collection/K23-43-2001E.pdf. p. 11.
1717
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•

More than half the initial differences in attendance associated with SES—one’s
ability to pay—were removed by considering differences in arts education.

•

Arts education was the strongest predictor of arts creation, reducing the effect of
SES substantially.

•

For almost every type of arts participation, the more one received of both schooland community-based arts education, the more one participated in the arts as an
adult, either through consumption or creation.1720

In Canada, the Council notes: “There is no recent definitive information on the impact of
the reduction in arts education in the schools and the impact may not be measurable until
years into the future.”1721 However, it is likely that the above U.S. findings apply to
Canada as well.
Canadian Heritage survey
In connection with a series of 12 focus groups, in October, 2001, Decima Research Inc.
conducted a telephone survey for Canadian Heritage of 2,603 Canadians ages 15 and over
in all provinces and territories.1722 Results from the focus groups are interesting, although
anecdotal. When asked what they perceived to be the reasons the arts are important to
them and to Canadians (or what “they get out of” attending arts events and exhibits),
participants responded with numerous answers. Some of the most common were:
•

To learn something: One of the most common benefits derived from attending
arts events, exhibits and performances was that they represent an opportunity to
learn something. More specifically, the arts allow individuals to obtain insight
into something or experience something altogether new.

•

Historical continuum: In the same vein, participants viewed the arts as an
important tool in providing information and perspective on history and culture.
The arts were viewed as a way of learning about the past, understanding the
present and teaching future generations about today.

•

Entertainment and fun: Another common benefit of the arts was that they are
entertaining and fun, especially among younger generations. Whereas older
respondents also acknowledged this as a benefit, they were more likely to
consider the arts a “distraction from every day life.”

1720

National Endowment for the Arts. Effects of Arts Education on Participation in the Arts: Executive
Summary, Report 36, 1996; accessed March 2007; available from
http://arts.endow.gov/pub/Researcharts/Summary36.html.
1721
Canada Council for the Arts. Research Report on Large Performing Arts Organizations, accessed. p.
11.
1722
Decima Research Inc. The Arts in Canada: Access and Availability, accessed.
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•

Personal gratification: [P]articipants indicated that attending arts events and
exhibits provided emotional, spiritual and intellectual appeasement or stimulation:
“It’s good for the soul.”

•

Means of expression: Looking at the question from an artist’s perspective, many
participants repeated that the arts are a means of expression and
communication.1723

The Canadian Heritage survey asked respondents about attendance at live performance
and arts events, art galleries and museums, and cultural festivals. However, it also
included a module on attitudes, interest, and expectation for quality of life. The relevant
question, which at least points to experience of the arts, was: “To what extent are the arts
important in terms of enhancing the quality of your life? (Would you say extremely
important, somewhat important, important, not very important, or not at all
important?).”1724 The results are shown in Table 23 below.

1723
1724

Ibid., accessed. pp. 53-54.
Ibid., accessed.
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Table 23. Percentage of adults that believe the arts are important in terms of
enhancing the quality of life, by gender, age, household income, and education,
Canadian Heritage survey, 2001

Total
Gender
Male
Female
Age
15–20
21–24
25–44
45–64
65+
Education
Not
graduated
from high
school
High school
graduate
College
Some
university
University
graduate
Graduate
degree
Income
Less than
$20,000
$20,000 to
$40,000
$40,000 to
$80,000
$80,000 to
$100,000
$100,000 or
more

Extremely
important
20

Extent of importance of the arts
Somewhat Important Not very
Not at all Don’t
important
important important know
32
22
19
6
1

17
22

32
33

20
24

22
16

9
5

1
0.4

18
20
19
22
21

34
31
33
33
29

24
22
25
21
17

19
21
18
18
23

5
7
5
7
10

1
1
1

10

29

24

26

10

1

12

31

24

24

9

1

15
29

32
35

27
18

20
15

6
4

0.4
-

34

35

18

11

2

1

34

38

14

11

3

-

23

26

20

22

10

0.3

19

32

23

20

6

0.2

18

34

25

17

6

1

24

36

19

20

1

-

22

37

24

13

4

1

Question: Q10: “To what extent are the arts important in terms of enhancing the quality of your life? Would
you say extremely important, somewhat important, important, not very important, or not at all important?
Source: Decima Research Inc. The Arts in Canada: Access and Availability, Canadian Heritage, 2002;
accessed March 2007; available from http://www.pch.gc.ca/progs/arts/pubs/etude-report/arts_access.pdf.
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Results show that the vast majority of Canadians (84%) express that the arts are
important (extremely, somewhat, or important) in terms of enhancing the quality of their
lives. More specifically, 20% consider the arts extremely important, 32% consider them
somewhat important and another 22% consider the arts important. Of the remaining
respondents, 19% believe the arts are not very important in terms of enhancing the quality
of their life, and 6% consider them not at all important. In terms of age, the results are
similar, with the majority of respondents in each age group thinking the arts are
somewhat important. The 45 to 64 age group was most likely to say that the arts were
extremely important (22%). However, the 15 to 20 age group was most likely to say that
the arts were somewhat important (34%).
Attitudinal differences are seen when considering the other basic demographic factors—
gender, education, and household income. The arts were considered to be more important
by women than by men—55% of women considered the arts somewhat or extremely
important, compared to 49% of men.
The arts were also considered to be extremely important by respondents with a university
education, where 34% considered the arts extremely important compared to 10% among
those who had not graduated from high school.
Households earning over $80,000 were more likely to consider the arts as somewhat
important (36%), compared to households earning below $20,000 (26%). However, both
of these categories almost equally considered the arts to be extremely important, as
reported by 24% of households earning over $80,000, and 23% of households earning
less than $20,000.1725
In sum, although the participation data have limitations in terms of indicating arts
literacy, especially since they do not indicate the use or experiences of the arts, as noted
above, Madden suggests that arts participation rates can indicate whether or not the
populace appreciates the arts: “Arts participation is a proxy for arts appreciation, as the
more people appreciate the arts, the more they are likely to participate in the arts.”1726 As
the above tables show, between 1992 and 1998, the participation rates declined. We will
need to examine the 2005 rates to see whether or not this trend is continuing.

1725
1726

Ibid., accessed.
Madden. Statistical Indicators for Arts Policy: Discussion Paper, accessed. p. 31.
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28.3 Creativity and the aesthetic experience
In this section, we look at the second dimension of arts literacy—creativity and the
aesthetic experience—in order to identify indicators that might capture this dimension.
According to Joli Jensen, of the University of Tulsa: “Our studies of how and why people
‘like the arts’ are mostly instrumental rather than expressive; that is, they are designed to
increase arts participation rather than to understand how art is meaningful.”1727 However,
as McCarthy, et al. noted above, the arts experience is a key to understanding the value of
the arts and arts literacy.1728 The aesthetic experience is available to the general populace,
rather than only to those who are considered to be “artists.” Of course, measurement of
experience is difficult and subjective, and, other than small psychological tests in various
research settings, which are not appropriate for large scale indicators such as those
needed for an educated populace evaluation, we have not found indicators that could
properly address the issues in this dimension of arts literacy. The conceptual issues are
discussed below, in an effort to understand this dimension. However, we also look at
information concerning public engagement with arts practices to use as proxies for
aesthetic experience, until such time as a more composite indicator for arts literacy can be
developed.
28.3.1 Importance of the aesthetic experience for arts literacy
Maxine Greene, of Columbia University, who is one of the world leaders in aesthetic
education and “widely described as the most significant American educational
philosopher since John Dewey,”1729 defines the term “aesthetic,” as “the mode of
experience brought into being by encounters with works of art.”1730 She notes that
aesthetic education is:
… an intentional undertaking designed to nurture appreciative, reflective, cultural,
participatory engagements with the arts by enabling learners to notice what is
there to be noticed, and to lend works of art their lives in such a way that they can
achieve them as variously meaningful. When this happens, new connections are
made in experience: new patterns are formed, new vistas are opened. Persons see
differently, resonate differently.1731

1727

Jensen, Joli. "Expressive Logic: A New Premise in Arts Advocacy," Journal of Arts Management, Law,
and Society, vol. 33, no. 1, 2003: 65-80. p. 78.
1728
McCarthy, Ondaatje, Zakaras, and Brooks. Gifts of the Muse: Reframing the Debate About the Benefits
of the Arts, accessed. p. xvi.
1729
Harris, Eileen. "Lessons from the Arts: A Review of The Arts and the Creation of Mind by Elliot
Eisner," Journal of the Canadian Association for Curriculum Studies, vol. 1, no. 2, 2003: 1-6; accessed
February 2007; available from http://www.csse.ca/CACS/JCACS/V1N2/PDF Content/10._Harris.pdf. p. 2.
1730
Greene, Maxine. Variation on a Blue Guitar: The Lincoln Center Institute Lectures on Aesthetic
Education, New York: Teachers College Press, 2001. p. 5.
1731
Ibid. p. 6.
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Discussing the aesthetic experience and the possibilities of opening perspectives, Greene
suggests that experience of the arts encourages “wide-awakeness,” which she asserts has
a concreteness related to being in the world and the ability to pay “full attention to
life.”1732
Emeritus professor Glen Eyford of the University of Alberta uses John Dewey’s terms
from Art as Experience,1733 to define aesthetic experience, and notes that some or all of
these elements “must be present if learning is to be considered an aesthetic experience in
Dewey’s sense.”1734
The learning experience must be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Self-rewarding, self-contained and immediate
Total, coherent and complete
Metaphoric: (oblique and indirect) using myth, metaphor and symbol
Involving: learner becomes a creative partner
Sacred: involving mystery and delight and enhancing the quality of life
Non-discursive: stimulating intuitive awareness rather than logical constructs
Vital: creating energy and vitality1735

German analyst Marcus Düwell explains that the word “aesthetics” comes from the
Greek word for sensory perception, and as such, he suggests that aesthetics can be seen as
a general theory of sensory perception. He notes that the aesthetic realm is present in our
everyday perceptions, and is therefore not limited to the production or experience of
works of art, although in that case the aesthetic experience is a starting point for
understanding a work of art.1736 Düwell cites German philosopher Martin Seel, who
maintains that there are three elements present in every aesthetic experience, which apply
to every object of aesthetic experience, including works of art, natural phenomena, and
everyday objects. These three fundamental dimensions are:
1. Contemplative aesthetic experience, in which our familiar qualities of
experience and sense-making presuppositions of everyday life are suspended.
Examples are moments of aesthetic shock and irritations of our perceptual
habits.
2. Corresponsive aesthetic experience, in which the object of aesthetic experience
vividly represents familiar moments of our ‘Life-world’. Fashion and design, as
manifest expressions of a particular world view, are paradigm cases.
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3. Imaginative aesthetic experience, in which new ways of looking at the world
and making sense of it are developed and put to test by experiments. This
dimension of aesthetic experience is for example the source of all the playful
violations of our familiar worldview that can be triggered by a work of art.1737
Hans Gumbrecht discusses the aesthetic experience in three similar ways: as seen in the
unexpected interruptions in the flow of the everyday; as emerging from the maximum
adaptation of objects to their functions; and as resulting from a switch in situational
frames.1738 The first happens when we see something incongruous to our ordinary
experience, pause, and see it in a different way—i.e., “when an object that has long been
familiar, all of a sudden and without any obvious reason, looks or feels strange.”1739
The second is seen in the “fusion of life and art,” as in the Bauhaus, where “the
maximum adaptation of an object’s form to its function would produce the highest
aesthetic value.”1740 This is a gradual process where, for example, there is a feeling of
unity or harmony that is revealed from the ordinary. Gumbrecht notes: “Rather than
being events that impose themselves upon our consciousness, rather than interrupting its
usual pace, these are ‘slow events’ of transformation, quiet episodes in which the Being
of things—quite literally—is ‘growing on us.”1741
And the third occurs in moments, where sudden shifts of consciousness happen, “in
which what we consider to be a thoroughly normal everyday experience all of a sudden
appears in a new, exceptional light, in the light of aesthetic experience,” such as “when
we might suddenly begin to appreciate an ‘elegance’ in the solution of a mathematical
problem.”1742
All of these moments involve a heightened awareness and nonconceptuality, or what
Gumbrecht calls “detachment” from conceptual and material contexts. Gumbrecht also
notes four conditions that are present in the aesthetic experience:
•

Content of aesthetic experience—the intimate feelings, impressions, and images
that are produced by our consciousness—and that are inaccessible to us in our
historically specific everyday worlds. […] Contents of aesthetic experience
present themselves to us as epiphanic, that is, they appear all of a sudden (like
‘lightening’) and they suddenly and irreversible disappear, without allowing us to
hold on to them or to extend their duration.
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•
•
•

Objects of aesthetic experience—things that can trigger such feelings,
impressions, and images.
Conditions of aesthetic experience—specific circumstances on which, in each
case, the happening of aesthetic experience will rely.
Effects of aesthetic experience—the consequences and transformations produced
by aesthetic experience and its contents that remain valid beyond the very
moment in which aesthetic experience occurs.1743

Eyford suggests that, although the arts contain rational and intellectual content, the arts
appeal more directly to the aesthetic, intuitive, imaginative, and spiritual aspects of our
being than do other forms of learning.1744 As such, they connect us “with the primal
source of our energy,” and speak to our “deepest beliefs and values.”1745 As Eyford notes:
“Art with its various myths, metaphors, symbols and images delves into these hidden
wellsprings of human consciousness and stimulates them to life again.”1746 Eyford also
stresses the importance of the aesthetic experience for connecting with the source of our
energy:
If cultural learning goes beyond knowledge acquisition, perhaps one of the surest
approaches to understanding more completely the characteristics of the cultural
dimension of learning is through an examination of the aesthetic experience. This
can use myths, metaphors and symbols, and to teach and learn by using these can
help to unlock the human potential for vision and creativity.1747
In another report cited by Clover, et al., Eyford discusses “the nature of the aesthetic
experience from the perceiver’s (or learner’s) point of view and its function in human
development”:1748
Like their predecessors, Canadian artists place a high value on the experience of
art, recognizing its power to shape perceptions, increase awareness, develop
purpose and meaning, create insight, and facilitate communication. The honesty,
integrity and authenticity which the artist puts into his work stimulate identical
qualities in the mind, heart and soul of the perceiver.1749
As cited by Clover, et al., Jack Gray and Andre Fortier stress the arts as an integral part of
culture that should be viewed as processes of learning, rather than as commodities.1750
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Viewed in this way, arts literacy “would encourage a holistic rather than fragmented view
of human nature”1751 and would be concerned with the “learning to be” element of the
Delors framework.1752 Mark Smith discusses the differences between “being” and
“having” in a review of the work of Eric Fromm:
Erich Fromm argues that two ways of existence are competing for ‘the spirit of
mankind’—having and being. The having mode looks to things and material
possessions and is based on aggression and greed. The being mode is rooted in
love and is concerned with shared experience and productive activity. […] While
the having persons rely on what they have, the being persons rely on the fact that
they are, that they are alive and that something new will be born if only they have
the courage to let go and respond. They become fully alive in the conversation
because they do not stifle themselves by anxious concern with what they have.
Their own aliveness is infectious and often helps the other person to transcend his
or her egocentricity. Thus the conversation ceases to be an exchange of
commodities (information, knowledge, status) and becomes a dialogue in which it
does not matter any more who is right. […] ‘The process of learning has an
entirely different quality for students in the being mode. […] Instead of being
passive receptacles of words and ideas, they listen, they hear, and most important,
they receive and respond in an active, productive way.’1753
Elliot Eisner, of Stanford University, one of the most influential educators extolling
aesthetic education, argues that the arts encourage subtle forms of cognitive development
not easily achieved in other disciplines.1754 He suggests that the arts are the products of
cognition, that cognition is wider than linguistic forms of thinking, and that the arts
expand the common view of cognition to include all of the ways that people come to
know.1755
[Eisner] conceives of cognition as a spectrum of abilities and processes, including
the ability to feel and work with the abstract. [… T]his happens in two ways:
through the engagement and development of the imagination and through the
stimulation and refinement of sensory development. [… S]eeing as engaging
one’s feeling and making sense of the environment is an active experience. As
Eisner says, ‘Seeing is an achievement, not merely a task.’ Sensory perceptions
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provide unique ways of seeing and knowing, which are subtle and complex forms
of cognition.1756
Researchers, especially in the psychology fields, have tried to identify features of the
aesthetic experience, mainly through efforts to understand the creative personality.
However, as O’Farrell and Meban point out, creative personality traits generally do not
show changes in a short period of time, since these traits take time to develop.1757 They
argue that efforts to assess creative personality traits are often overlooked in favour of the
more cognitive traits. However, they also note: “If we are to assess the instrumental
impact of the arts, an assessment of creative personality traits such as independence, risktaking, persistence, and openness, are critical to understanding the positive impact of the
arts.”1758
28.3.2 Experience of arts in everyday life
UNESCO notes that the arts in traditional societies were, and in some cases still are, part
of everyday life, rather than separated out as being non-essential, and that the arts played
“a key role in cultural transmission and in community and individual transformation.”1759
The Canadian Commission for UNESCO also contrasts the view of the arts in
contemporary society with that of the traditional approach to arts found in Aboriginal and
immigrant societies:
The notion of respect and understanding for the arts and arts education can be
better appreciated when we consider the traditional arts of Canada’s Aboriginal
and immigrant societies. While traditional arts are evolving, and transformations
in materials and styles are taking place, the role of the arts in traditional societies
is deeply rooted in social practice. They involve not only community members
like the dancer, the storyteller, the drummer and the crafts artists, but also the use
and preparation of traditional materials. It would be instructive to understand
more profoundly the ways in which this integration of creative expression and
social life is established and maintained.1760
The University Core Curriculum Handbook from one U.S. university emphasizes
experience and provides a succinct explanation of the arts in human life:
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The arts contribute significantly both to the experience and to the interpretation of
human life. Creativity and aesthetic response criss-cross the boundaries between
intellectual ideas, the imagination and actual design. Moreover, the arts are
always intimately linked with the material culture of a society—its modes of
production and design—as well as with its values and ideas. Thus, the arts can be
studied and experienced in a variety of ways; not only as “high culture” for an
elite, but also as a means of tracing the history and ideas of particular societies; or
as an active process of creative design and expression in many different physical
forms. The metaphorical and intuitive thought processes that are essential to
making and experiencing works of art are woven into many other human cultural
and creative activities. Thus, the arts have an important role to play in broadening
the sensibilities.1761
Eliot Eisner considers the experience of the arts to be about joy: “They are about the
experience of being moved, of having one’s life enriched, of discovering our capacity to
feel. If that was all they did, they would warrant a generous place at our table.”1762 Eisner
notes that the arts are not limited to art galleries, concert halls, and theatres. Rather:
“Their home can be found wherever humans chose to have attentive and vital intercourse
with life itself.”1763 Eisner believes that this is the largest lesson that the arts in education
can teach—“the lesson that life itself can be led as a work of art.”1764
Eisner is interested in ways the arts generate awareness. One of the main purposes of arts
literacy that he describes is “to enable students to secure aesthetic forms of experience in
everyday life.”1765 Reflecting on this principle, Kindler notes:
This principle highlights what many of us have been fortunate to realize: that the
ability to experience the world aesthetically is a very precious gift, which
significantly adds to the quality of life. Whether visual sensitivity required for
such an engagement with the world is ever channeled into art is of only minimal
consequence. It is rather the inherent value of moments of delight that experience
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with the natural and human-made world affords—if approached with an aesthetic
frame of mind—that is the ultimate gratification and benefit.1766
Eisner considers artists not necessarily as painters, dancers, poets, or playwrights. Rather,
by artist, he means:
… individuals who have developed the ideas, the sensibilities, the skills, and the
imagination to create work that is well proportioned, skillfully executed, and
imaginative, regardless of the domain in which an individual works. The highest
accolade we can confer upon someone is to say that he or she is an artist whether
as a carpenter or a surgeon, a cook or an engineer, a physicist or a teacher. The
fine arts have no monopoly on the artistic.1767
Furthermore:
What the arts teach is that attention to [details] matter. The arts teach students to
act and to judge in the absence of rule, to rely on feel, to pay attention to nuance,
to act and appraise the consequences of one’s choices and to revise and then to
make other choices.1768
According to Dewey, art is an essential part of human experience, but most people are
limited in what they appreciate and enjoy, and this is a serious loss.1769 For Dewey, art is
a form of aesthetic experience, rather than a product, which can deepen and enliven the
lives of everyone, and is not just for the talented few, since this experience encompasses
everyday life. The aesthetic experience requires patience, careful attending to details, and
an enhanced perception. Through this heightened perception, daily experiences can be
transformed into meaningful aesthetic experiences that have a strong and often
transformative effect on the perceiver. And, as Eisner notes: “This will require activities
that slow down perception rather than speed it up.”1770
Philip Jackson, in John Dewey and the Lessons of Art, describes one of Dewey’s lessons
of art:
Our failure to partake of life’s richness, to enjoy its qualitative immediacy, leaves
us divorced from the here and now, vainly directing our thoughts and aspirations
toward an imagined future that never arrives. That condition, Dewey would say, is
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to be avoided at all costs. Works of art help to instruct us in the how and the why
of avoiding it.1771
By “qualitative immediacy,” according to New Zealand educator Christina Hong, Dewey
was referring to the “nature of artistic thought as residing in the relational aspects of the
elements of art, [which] predates by decades the more recent theories of cognition and
consciousness which also emphasise the relational nature of perception.”1772 She recalls
that Dewey claimed: “To think effectively in terms of relations of qualities is as severe a
demand upon thoughts as to think in terms of symbols, verbal or mathematical.”1773
As Jensen notes: “The defined high arts are simply more intense, meaningful, distilled,
and portable versions of this widely dispersed aesthetic impulse.”1774 She goes on to
quote Dewey:
The sources of art in human experience will be learned by him who sees how the
tense grace of the ballplayer infects the onlooking crowd; who notes the delight of
the housewife in tending her plants, […] the zest of the spectator in poking the
wood burning on the hearth and in watching the darting flames and crumbling
coals.1775
In Dewey’s view, study of the arts cultivates the imagination, which deepens powers of
observation and logic. Dewey distinguishes imagination from fantasy, as explained by
Satanovsky:
[In American culture] fantasy, not imagination, is celebrated. American fantasy
resides on newsstands, in movie theaters and on store shelves. It saturates public
discourse. Much of the social landscape is a Disney haze that finds its way into
educational spaces. Such fantasy thrives on illusion while Dewey’s imagination
thrives on vision and possibility. Such fantasy leads to escape. Dewey’s
imagination requires immersion in life. Fantasy provides personal band-aids.
Dewey’s imagination calls for problem-solving and for struggling to realize
collective dreams. Fantasy satiates and stymies; imagination keeps us hungry and
on the move. American fantasy is for consuming; imagination is for creating.1776
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The influential artist and meditation master, Chögyam Trungpa, was also concerned with
the power of art as an aesthetic experience in everyday life.1777 Coming from the eastern
traditions, he makes a distinction between genuine and artificial art. Genuine art is direct
and unselfconscious, and communicates the potential for all people, not just those
identified as artists, to live their life as a work of art. Artificial art, according to Trungpa,
is aggressive and egotistical, and is more concerned with the self-consciousness of the
artist than with genuine perception and experience. Trungpa notes: “In art, as in life
generally, we need to study our craft, develop our skills, and absorb the knowledge and
insight passed down by tradition.”1778 The experience of both the artist and the perceiver
of art, who are the same in Trungpa’s view, starts with paying attention to reality—to
things as they are. This takes time and discipline, and is related to inquisitiveness, or a
“heightened interest in the intriguing qualities of things.”1779
It is this general sense of appreciation, which is based on awareness, which Trungpa
refers to as artfulness that can be cultivated in everyone. From that point of view,
Trungpa defines art as the ability “to be able to see the uniqueness of everyday
experience.”1780 For example:
[Art] is a perpetually growing process in which we begin to appreciate our
surroundings in life, whatever they may be—it doesn’t necessarily have to be
good, beautiful, and pleasurable at all. The definition of art, from this point of
view, is to be able to see the uniqueness of everyday experience. Every moment
we might be doing the same things—brushing our teeth every day, combing our
hair every day, cooking our dinner every day. But that seeming repetitiveness
becomes unique every day. A kind of intimacy takes place with the daily habits
that you go through and the art involved in it. That’s why it’s called art in
everyday life. […] We are just dealing precisely and directly with how our
perception or vision works as we look at an object and how our mind changes by
looking at it. […] You don’t have to be labeled an artistic person, necessarily;
anyone can work on that kind of perception.1781
In that way the arts can enhance individual engagement with the world. As McCarthy, et
al. note:
With experience, we become increasingly more capable of noticing and
appreciating the details that make up an aesthetic whole. […] In the best case, this
capacity for noting details and considering the relationships among them
invigorates our powers of observation in everyday life.1782
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In line with Dewey, Jensen argues that, in order to enhance the roles of the arts in local
communities and national life, we should focus on what art is rather than on what art
does.1783 This “expressive perspective on the arts” is oriented towards understanding and
enhancing aesthetic experiences, rather than towards the “instrumentalist perspective”
that is predominant in cultural criticism—a perspective that Jensen argues is
unsubstantiated.1784 She describes an expressive perspective as “one that sees the arts as
experience,” and notes that it is this perspective that describes how and why arts matter.
Jensen argues that an expressive perspective on the arts must necessarily blur the
boundary between arts and crafts, as part of everyday life, and the “elitist” view of the
arts as being only for the few. She does not necessarily think that support for “classic fine
arts, avant-garde risk taking, quests for artistic excellence, or institutionalized aesthetic
training” should be abandoned.1785 However, she argues that this perspective needs to be
broadened to become more inclusive of populace experience. She cites the claim in the
1997 U.S. National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) report, American Canvas: An Arts
Legacy for Our Community,1786 that the arts should be repositioned as a range of creative
work, as an important bridge between “high- and low-brow” artistic experience.
According to Jensen:
The [NEA] report argues that the arts are not ‘alien’ but ‘an essential part of the
lives of most families” and that we find ‘art all around us—in the things we make
with our words (songs, stories, rhymes, proverbs), and with our hands (quilts,
knitting, raw-hide braiding, piecrust designs, dinner table arrangements, garden
layouts).1787
The NEA report cited by Jensen was the result of six 1996 national discussions,
concerning the integration of the arts into communities, with arts leaders as well as
“representatives of all aspects of civic and social life.”1788 Extending the above
discussion, Gary Larson, the author of the NEA report, notes:
Sad to say, many American citizens fail to recognize the direct relevance of art to
their lives. The product of an educational system that at best enshrined the arts as
the province of elite cultures and at worst ignored the arts altogether, some people
understandably view the arts as belonging to someone else. ‘Most ... people,’ as
William Wilson of Brigham Young University expressed it in the Salt Lake City
forum, ‘if you talk to them about art, they’re going to say, “Art belongs out there.
That’s not part of my life.”’ Failing to acknowledge their own expressive
activities as part of the full spectrum of the arts, many of these Americans are apt
1783
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to look with suspicion at an ‘arts world’ that seems alternately intimidating,
incomprehensible, expensive, alien, and, thanks to the generally poor job that the
mass media have done in covering the arts, often disreputable.1789 […]
Curiously, we tend to draw no such distinctions in the world of athletics, in which
a direct connection is made between shooting baskets in the driveway and the
professional exploits of a Michael Jordan, between jogging through the park and
the world-class competition of the Olympic Games. […] Shift from athletics to
aesthetics, though, and the lines between participant and spectator are attenuated,
if not severed altogether. Actually, many more Americans attend arts activities
than professional sporting events every year, and considerable numbers
participate even more directly—playing classical music (4 percent of the adult
population in 1992), painting (10 percent), taking photographs (12 percent), or
participating in modern dance (8 percent), creative writing (7 percent), or
needlework (25 percent).1790
The argument is that when people acknowledge that arts affect their own lives, and
recognize the artistic merit in their own creations, that they will also “be more sensitive,
as ‘creators’ themselves, to the needs of the aesthetic environment, and of the artists and
arts organizations.”1791 In addition, they will also increase their own sense of wellbeing
and appreciate the enriching characteristics in their own lives.
In Canada, to celebrate its 50th anniversary in 2007, the Canada Council for the Arts has
introduced an initiative challenging Canadians to increase their involvement with the arts
as both audience members and active participants in creative activities.1792 The council is
interesting in discovering the kinds of arts activities Canadians are participating in, as
well as the impact of those activities on individuals and communities.
The council suggests that any activity that stimulates the imagination and creativity can
be included, such as reading or writing a poem, learning to paint, singing in a choir,
attending a film festival, play, or concert, or looking at a painting.1793 The “50 for 50 Arts
Challenge” asks people to participate in 50 arts activities during the year. In a news
release, Canada Council Director Robert Sirman noted this may sound like a lot, but:
“The arts are all around us: on TV, radio and the Internet, in our local book or record
stores, in our schools, community centers and parks as well as in such specialized venues
as art galleries, theatres and concert halls.”1794 He also noted: “[T]he vast majority of
Canadians are already engaged in the arts in one way or another, even if some people
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don’t realize it.”1795 In fact, one of the main purposes of the challenge is to show people
that the arts are pervasive in their daily lives, as well as to encourage people to expand
their horizons by trying new arts experiences.
One response to the 50 for 50 Arts Challenge is that Calgary Arts Development (CAD)
has launched its own Creative Calgarians campaign to encourage residents to participate
in the challenge.1796 Sirman, who attended the launch, told the audience: “[A] creative
city is not just about having top-quality arts organizations and talented artists. It's also
about the way in which ordinary citizens are engaged in the arts in their day-to-day
lives.”1797 President and CEO of Calgary Arts Development, Terry Rock, agreed:
We know that Calgarians are engaged in creative activities everyday. Art and
artists are everywhere around us. We hope that once people start sharing stories
about how art and other creative activities play a role in their lives, we’ll start to
understand how the arts impact the lives of all Calgarians.1798
It is hoped that the Canada Council for the Arts will issue report cards on this initiative,
which might provide useful in indicating arts literacy.
28.3.3 Measures of arts literacy
We know of no large-scale studies to measure arts literacy in the general populace. There
are many small psychological studies that examine the creative personality, as well as
small-scale studies that attempt to measure the aesthetic experience. For example,
researchers at Bowling Green State University in Ohio used a 5-point Likert scale
questionnaire to measure the extent to which the respondents had an aesthetic experience
while observing art in a computer-based virtual-environment art installation.1799
We mention a few measures of creativity below, but none of these studies can provide
data to indicate arts literacy or the aesthetic experience, per se. However, one U.S.
research group is working to develop measures of the aesthetic experience. Statistics
expert Colm O’Muircheartaigh, of the National Opinion Research Center at the
University of Chicago, is the principal investigator working on possible methods for
quantifying the aesthetic experience in the general populace, and is planning to develop
survey methodologies in connection with the Cultural Policy Center at the University of
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Chicago.1800 O’Muircheartaigh notes: “There is an ever-growing body of research
focused on museums and their visitors and on aesthetic development and education.
However, there has not been much concentrated effort to tackle the issue of the aesthetic
experience per se.”1801 The Cultural Policy Center website presents the rationale for the
project:
Underlying the justification for public funding of the arts is the conviction that
experiencing art is an intrinsically beneficial activity for the individual.
Nevertheless, attempts to capture the nature of this experience in a quantitatively
measurable way have been relatively unsuccessful. Many artists and art
connoisseurs decry the notion of quantitative measurement of such a qualitative
experience, and simply cannot believe that any meaningful measurement is
possible. As a result, measurement is often restricted to a simple breakdown of
attendance, or personal interviews, the results of which are difficult to generalize.
Each of these tools has a place in the public measurement of aesthetic experience,
but both fail to bring to bear the potential of social science measurement theories
and methods. This project aims to improve the measurement of aesthetic
appreciation by combining the insights of artists and art experts with the
theoretical constructs of psychology and philosophy using the measurement
methodologies of quantitative social science.1802
The intention is to “ground the study in society rather than simply in the academy or the
art world.”1803 O’Muircheartaigh plans to bring together an interdisciplinary team of
researchers to develop quantitative measures, based on survey methodology, specific to
the aesthetic response. Unfortunately, there was no update on this project provided on the
website, but we are trying to obtain updated information from the Cultural Policy Center
and will include this in the final report if we are successful.
Creativity is one aspect of arts literacy that has been examined extensively in the
psychology literature. According to Carson, et al., the measurement of creativity has
taken three main forms: achievement inventories and creative product evaluations,
personality tests, and cognitive tests.1804 Romina Proctor and Paul Burnett report that the
most widely used psychological tests of creativity measure “divergent thinking,” which is
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concerned especially with cognitive traits and problem solving.1805 They note that these
tests are criticized for measuring trivial forms of creativity that are not correlated with
actual experience, and for not being valid or reliable.
Other researchers concentrate on attitude and interest inventories, or personality
inventories of creativity.1806 For example, the Guilford-Zimmerman Interest Inventory,
developed in the 1960s, asks respondents to indicate their interests from a variety of
activities given on the survey, such as, “Think up plots for novels,” or “Invent a new
gadget.”1807 Researchers who are interested in personality characteristics, rather than
cognitive traits, have used instruments such as the Adjective Check List to ask
respondents to identify whether an adjective on the list, such as “clever, complicated,
cynical, imaginative, original, reflective, and unconventional,” applies to them.1808 The
creative person might identify herself as curious and intuitive, rather than as selfconfident or remembers well, for example.
Ruth Richards, et al. at Harvard Medical School, developed the Lifetime Creativity
Scales as a “broad-based assessment of original activity at work and leisure, without the
requirement that activities be socially recognized or limited to particular fields of
endeavor.”1809 Although the scales were designed to study everyday creativity in groups
of people, unfortunately they are highly dependent on individual raters, and are therefore
not suitable, without major adaptations, to a large-scale population survey.
Helen Keenoo, and her colleagues at the Open University in the U.K., designed the
Definitions of Creativity Questionnaire to understand concepts of creativity in the general
population.1810 Keenoo notes that the scale:
… aims to support the hypothesis that creative ability is present within all
members of the population on a continuum rather than being divided into the two
extremes of individuals being either eminently creative or having only a minimal
amount of creative ability as is commonly seen in the academic literature. This
study supported the continuum hypothesis with mean scores of self-rated creative
behaviour being approximately normally distributed.1811
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The questionnaire includes open-ended questions asking respondents what the term
“creativity” means to them, and asks respondents to list ten activities they consider to be
creative. It also includes closed-ended questions that ask the respondent to identify from a
list the most important aspects that make a product creative, and whose opinion is most
valuable when deciding whether a product is creative. In addition, it supplies a list of
personality traits and asks which of the traits a highly creative individual would have.
One question also asked about the self-perception of the respondent’s own creative
abilities, by asking people to rate how they and others perceived their creative ability and
production (e.g., I am creative; My friends consider me creative; My family considers me
to be creative.)1812 This survey might inform the development of an educated populace
survey. However, according to Keenoo, the instrument has only been tested with small
groups for validity and reliability, and needs more work with larger populations.
28.3.4 Self-reporting creative activity measures
Dennis Hocevar, of the University of California, notes: “Perhaps the most easily
defensible way of identifying creative talent is in terms of self-reporting creative
activities and achievements.”1813 Furthermore, he argues:
[I]t is asserted here that a useful way to measure creativity is to simply ask the
subject. This is not a profound position, but yet the procedure is rarely used. The
predominant preference in the field is to identify creativity by indirect methods
(i.e., predictors) that essentially have little to do with the real criteria of creativity.
[…] On the other hand, the subject himself should have a good idea of his creative
ability in a wide variety of areas. Furthermore, when compared to observer ratings
and other assessment procedures, self-reports have been found to be superior in
the measurement of many psychological traits.1814
Hocevar cites studies from the 1960s that found that past activities and achievements
were the best predictors of creative achievement in nonacademic accomplishment in six
areas—leadership, science, dramatic arts, literature, music and art—when compared with
other predictors such as interests, goals, aptitudes, and personality traits.1815
Arts survey conducted in Prince George, British Columbia
One self-reporting, creative activities survey was recently conducted in Prince George,
British Columbia.1816 In 2003, Alex Michalos, of the University of Northern British
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Columbia, conducted a survey to assess the impact of the arts on the quality of life of
adult residents, aged 18 and older, living in Prince George, British Columbia.1817
According to Michalos, the impact of the arts on the overall quality of lives is “the most
understudied and possibly the most under-rated issue in the field of social indicators
research.”1818 Although the survey was sent to 2,500 random households, only 315
useable questionnaires were returned. This was a low response rate of 13%, which
Michalos surmised might be related to “low interest by most residents in things related to
the arts.”1819 However, those that who did respond seemed to be quite interested in the
arts.
Michalos notes that he regards “measures of people’s beliefs and feelings about the arts
as cultural indicators, and the latter as a species of subjective social indicators.”1820
Although the sample was not representative, and therefore it is not possible to generalize
the results, the methodology Michalos used is interesting, and might possibly inform a
new educated populace survey. Below we look very briefly at aspects of the survey that
might be of interest in indicating personal experiences as they relate to arts literacy.
The survey included a list of 66 activities that are related to the arts, which is much
broader than most similar surveys. Respondents were asked if they participated in any of
the listed activities, and, if so, to give the average amount of time spent on the activity per
week, if the activity was frequent, and the number of times per year they had participated
in the activity, if the activity was infrequent. They were then asked to rate their average
level of satisfaction with the particular activity in which they engaged on a 7-point scale,
where 1 = very dissatisfied and 7 = very satisfied.
One extremely interesting aspect of the survey was that many of the 66 activities listed
were not only audience participation activities. Rather, they also included activities that
involved creative actions on the part of the respondents. The survey also included crafts
as well as fine arts. These activities had fairly high satisfaction levels. The activities with
the highest levels of satisfaction (7.0 on the 7-point scale) were: weaving baskets and
acting with amateur theatre group. By contrast, the activities that involved teaching often
had lower satisfaction levels. The activities with the lowest levels of satisfaction were:
teaching people to play an instrument (4.47), and teaching painting or drawing (4.85).
Selected creative and audience activities, and corresponding satisfaction levels, are
shown in Table 24 below.
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Table 24. Average satisfaction levels with creative activities and audience activities,
based on a 7-point scale, Prince George, B.C. survey, 2003

Creative activity

Average
satisfaction
level

Playing a musical
instrument
Writing music
Painting or drawing

5.40

Singing alone
Singing in a group
Creating pottery or
ceramics
Creating sculptures (e.g.,
clay, stone, wood)
Designing clothes
Making clothes
Making quilts
Writing novels, short
stories, plays, or poetry
Dancing

5.30
5.67
5.50

Weaving textiles
Weaving baskets
Knitting or crocheting
Embroidery,
needlepoint, or crossstitch
Acting with professional
live theatre group
Acting with amateur
theatre group
Artistic photography
Designing a garden
Arranging flowers
Creating jewellery
Decorating a home
Figure skating
Gourmet cooking
Making artistic videos or
movies
Graphic designing
Designing and / or
crafting furniture

6.67
7.00
6.11
6.15

Audience activity

Average
satisfaction
level
6.19

6.06

Reading novels, short
stories, plays, or poetry
Going to concerts
Going to professional live
theatre
Going to movies
Watching movies on video
Going to art museums /
galleries
Going to other museums

5.60
5.70
6.39
5.97

Watching art shows on TV
Watching live theatre on TV
Watching concerts on TV
Watching opera on TV

5.50
5.89
5.65
5.77

5.78

Attending community
festivals

5.53

5.25
5.62

6.67
7.00
5.89
6.00
6.00
5.86
5.73
5.48
5.94
6.17
6.0
6.29
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5.96
6.18
5.45
5.40
5.59
5.67

Source: Adapted from: Michalos, Alex. "Arts and the Quality of Life: An Exploratory Study," Social
Indicators Research, vol. 71, 2005: 11-59.

Table 24 shows that creative activities give at least as much or more satisfaction as do
activities that only involve audience activities. Among the 12 audience activities listed,
only two have a satisfaction level over 6.0. Among the 28 creative activities listed, there
are 12 with satisfaction levels over 6.0—almost half.
Michalos did not find any correlation between the average amount of time spent on an
activity and the average level of satisfaction spent on it. The highest rated arts-related
activities, in terms of number of participants and frequency of participation, were—with
one exception—all activities that take place in the home: (listed in order of number of
participants) listening to music; reading novels, stories, plays; watching movies on video;
singing alone; reading to others; telling stories; gourmet cooking; watching art shows on
TV; designing a garden; and visiting a public library. Michalos notes that “‘visiting a
public library’ is at best a borderline case of an arts-related activity, but it was included as
relevant.”1821
The highest rated activities that had infrequent participation were: (listed in order of
number of participants) going to the movies; visiting historic sites; going to concerts;
visiting a public library; attending community festivals; going to amateur live theatre;
going to art museums, galleries; watching concerts on TV; going to professional theatre;
and decorating a home. These activities, with the exception of two, took place at sites
other than the home.
The survey also asked where the respondents first learned about the activity, such as in
school, watching television, listening to a friend, and how old they were at the time.
Table 25 shows the most often cited sources where respondents first learned about their
most important arts-related activity, with some respondents citing more than one source.
The largest percentage (48%) first learned about their most important activity at school,
which underscores the importance of the arts in the public education system.
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Table 25. Top 10 most frequently cited sources where respondents first learned
about their most important arts-related activity, by percentage of respondents,
Prince George, B.C., 2003
Source

Percentage of
respondents

In school

47.9

Listening to the radio

28.4

Listening to a parent

26.6

Watching television

25.5

In a newspaper

21.6

Listening to a friend

21.3

Attending live theatre
performance

14.5

In an art gallery

12.4

In a concert

12.1

In a public library

11.0

Note: Some respondents cited more than one venue. n=115
Source: Michalos, Alex. "Arts and the Quality of Life: An Exploratory Study," Social Indicators Research,
vol. 71, 2005: 11-59.

The survey also listed 43 statements “culled from the literature describing people’s
beliefs and feelings about the arts,” and respondents were asked to indicate their level of
agreement on a 5-point scale, where 1 = strongly disagree, and 5 = strongly agree.1822
They were then asked to choose one statement from the listed 43 statements describing
people’s beliefs and feelings about the arts that were most important to them in indicating
their feeling about arts-related activity. The ten statements chosen most often and
percentages of those choosing the statements are shown in Table 26. Most of these
statements are related to experiences that arise in working with the arts.
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Table 26. Most frequently cited beliefs or feeling about the most important artsrelated activities, by percentage of respondents, Prince George, B.C., 2003
Beliefs and feelings
F24: My artistic activities contribute to my overall
well-being
F17: My artistic activities help me to relax
F6: Generally my artistic activities have a positive
effect upon my life
F40: Artistic activity strengthens a community
F8: My artistic activities increase my knowledge
about things around me
F25: My artistic activities contribute to my selfesteem
F27: My artistic activities help me develop my
creativity
F19: My artistic activities contribute to my emotional
well-being
F3: My artistic activities give me a sense of
accomplishment
F43: Artistic activity has contributed a lot to our
family development

Number of
respondents
choosing the
statement
28

Percentage of
respondents
choosing the
statement
12.7

20
15

9.1
6.8

15
12

6.8
5.5

12

5.5

11

5.0

9

4.1

8

3.6

8

3.6

Note: n=220
Source: Michalos, Alex. "Arts and the Quality of Life: An Exploratory Study," Social Indicators Research,
vol. 71, 2005: 11-59.

It is interesting that only one of the top 10 responses deals with the artistic experience,
per se—“My artistic activities help me develop my creativity.” The rest are more
concerned with health and wellbeing, than with a specific quality associated with artistic
experience. The entire 43-item list was not provided in the report, so we cannot tell from
which statements the respondents were choosing. However, based on the ten statements
Michalos does provide from the 43-item list, as well as his introductory remarks, and
statement of results quoted below, it appears that Michalos was more interested in testing
instrumental claims of arts benefits, than in testing intrinsic claims—although there is
often an overlap between the two, making distinctions difficult.
Michalos developed three indexes from the responses to the 43 items describing feelings
about the arts to measure the effects of the arts on quality of life. The indexes measure
feelings about the arts in relation to health-enhancing functions, self-developing
functions, and community-building functions.
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The Index of Arts as Self-Health Enhancers reveals [that] 88% agreed or strongly
agreed that their artistic activities helped them ‘to relax’ and 87% thought such
activities had ‘a positive effect on their lives. The Index of Arts as SelfDeveloping Activities shows that 77% of respondents thought their artistic
activities provided ‘opportunities to try new things’ and 75% thought such
activities gave them ‘a sense of accomplishment’. The Index of Arts as
Community Builders shows that 76% thought that ‘artistic activity strengthens a
community’ and 68% thought such activity helped them ‘accept differences
among people’. These percentages indicate some support (coming from a group of
respondents who are generally supportive of the arts) for the instrumentalist view
of the arts.1823
Examining correlations, Michalos found that playing a musical instrument was positively
associated with general health, while singing alone was negatively associated with
general health. The strongest positive correlations between life satisfaction and the
satisfactions gained from the activities was found with gourmet cooking and embroidery,
needlepoint, or cross-stitching. However, when Michalos examined multivariate
relations, he found that satisfaction in other domains of life, such as self-esteem
satisfaction, friendship satisfaction, health, and financial security actually had a higher
impact on quality of life than did the arts, which had a very small impact. In summary,
Michalos notes: “Even in absolute terms, arts-related activities could only explain from
5% to 11% of the variance in four plausible measures of the self-perceived quality of
respondents’ lives.”1824
It would be interesting to replicate this survey with a larger, representative sample. Of
particular interest for this review is the variety of creative activity with which the general
populace participates.
General Social Survey (GSS) on time-use
We have discussed the General Social Survey (GSS) cultural activities module in section
28.2.3 in connection with the cultural participation of Canadians. The 1992 and 1998
GSS surveys also contained questions related to a limited number of creative activities in
which the respondents might be engaged, which also could be relevant to arts literacy
indicators. As noted, although not direct measures of arts literacy, cultural participation
could serve as a proxy for the first dimension of arts literacy—appreciation, as developed
in direct contact with artistic works, and creative activities could serve as a proxy for the
second dimension of arts literacy—creativity and the aesthetic experience, as experienced
through engagement with arts practices.
Unfortunately, questions asking about specific creative activities on the part of the
respondent, included in 1992 (4 questions) and 1998 (8 questions), were eliminated in
2005, and therefore no comparisons can be made with 2005 data. There may be similar ad
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hoc surveys that ask about creative activities. However, because we have not been able to
find these survey or more direct measures anywhere, we have included the data that are
available for 1992 and 1998 below.
Table 27 shows the results, for 1992 and 1998, for the percentage of respondents
participating in creative activities. The question asked was: “During the past 12 months
as a leisure activity including taking courses for pleasure, did you… ”:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

do any visual art activities (including courses)
do any crafts (including courses)
play a musical instrument (including courses)
sing as part of a group, choir
do any choreography or other dance activity
do any acting or other theatrical activity
write poetry, short stories, non-fiction
take photographs as an artistic composition (including courses)1825

Table 27. Percentage of Canadians aged 15 and over who reported practicing
various creative arts activities, General Social Survey, 1992 and 1998
Activity or event
During the past 12 months as a leisure activity
including taking courses for pleasure, did you…
do any visual art activities (including courses)
do any crafts (including courses)
play a musical instrument (including courses)
sing as part of a group, choir, solo*
do any choreography or other dance activity*
do any acting or other theatrical activity*
write poetry, short stories, non-fiction*
take photographs as an artistic composition (including
courses)+

Percentages of adults
Year of survey
1992
1998
11
32
19
10

12
29
17
8
6
3
10
8

Notes: A hyphen (-) indicates that the question was not asked in that year.
*
In 1992, these questions only included taking courses, while in 1998 respondents were asked about their
participation in these activities including taking courses for pleasure. In 2005, none of these questions were
not asked.
+
1992 asked: “Did you engage in artistic photography?” 1998 asked: “Did you take any photographs in
order to create an artistic composition, rather than strictly to record a person, place or event?” In 2005,
neither of these questions was asked.
Sources: Statistics Canada. Canadian Culture in Perspective: A Statistical Overview, Statistics Canada,
1825

Statistics Canada. General Social Survey, Data Table: Percentage of Respondents Participating in
Particular Activities or Events in 1992 and 1998, 1999; accessed March 2007; available from
http://www.statcan.ca/english/freepub/87-008-GIE/them/tableparticip.pdf.
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Catalogue no. 87-211-XIB, 2000; accessed August 2005; available from http://dsppsd.communication.gc.ca/Collection-R/Statcan/87-211-XIB/87-211-XIB-e.html., and
Statistics Canada. General Social Survey 2005: Cycle 19 Time Use. Main Survey Questionnaire, Social and
Aboriginal Statistics Division, 2005; accessed March 2007; available from
http://www.statcan.ca/english/sdds/instrument/4503_Q1_V4_E.pdf.

The results in Table 27 show that the percentage of Canadian adults who participated in
creative activities declined slightly from 1992 to 1998. However, in both years, almost
one-third of respondents reported doing crafts—which take training and skill in order to
accomplish, almost 20% play a musical instrument, and over 10% do visual art activities.
Of course, there are many more creative areas that are not captured by the above list of
activities.
Table 28 disaggregates the percentage of adults who practice creative arts activities by
gender, age, education, income and province for 1998. At this time, this is the only year
for which we have this information.
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Table 28. Percent of Canadians aged 15 and over who reported practicing various
creative arts activities, by gender, age, education, household income, and province,
General Social Survey, 1998
Do
crafts

Play
musical
instrument

Sing

Total
12
Gender
Male
9
Female
14
Age
15–19
29
20–24
19
25–34
12
35–44
10
45–59
9
60+
6
Educational attainment
Phd, MA
14

29

17

8

20
38

18
16

30
27
26
31
28
32

BA
Some
postsecondary
College
diploma
Trade/Technica
l Diploma
Elementary /
Secondary
Household income
Less than
$20,000
$20,000 to
$29,999
$30,000 to
$39,999
$40,000 to
$49,999
$50,000 to
$59,999
$60,000 to
$79,999
$80,000 or
more
Province
Newfoundland
Prince Edward
Island

Percent (%)

Do
visual
arts

Act/
theatrical

Write

Artistic
photography

6

3

10

8

7
9

4
7

3
4

9
10

9
8

33
24
17
18
13
12

14
8
8
7
8
8

15
8
5
5
4
4

15
6
3
2
2
1

31
16
9
7
6
4

12
11
10
7
9
5

27

28

12

6

x

17

21

13
15

30
31

25
22

11
8

7
7

4
6

11
14

12
13

17

40

18

9

6

2

9

11

9

30

15

7

4

x

8

7

10

30

15

8

6

3

8

5

10

31

17

10

5

3

12

7

11

32

17

8

6

3

10

7

13

32

17

9

5

3

9

8

12

32

18

9

6

3

9

9

11

30

18

8

4

3

10

11

11

34

19

8

6

5

10

12

14

27

21

8

7

4

10

11

8
10

38
35

16
17

14
14

12
11

x
x

10
8

5
7
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Dance/
choreography

Percent (%)
Nova Scotia
New
Brunswick
Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
British
Columbia

Do
visual
arts

Do
crafts

Play
musical
instrument

Sing

15
10

39
35

19
17

16
14

11
12
9
11
12
12

20
32
32
35
32
30

16
17
19
17
18
17

8
7
10
7
8
9

Dance/
choreography

Act/
theatrical

Write

Artistic
photography

13
12

4
4

12
10

9
11

4
6
5
6
5
4

3
3
5
3
4
4

8
10
9
9
10
9

5
9
8
7
8
13

Note: ‘x’ means the data were not given.
Source. Ogrodnik, Lucie. Patterns in Culture Consumption and Participation, Ottawa, Culture Statistics
Program, Culture, Tourism and the Centre for Education Statistics, Statistics Canada, 2000; accessed
August 2005; available from
http://www.canadacouncil.ca/publications_e/statistics/si127235030740937500.htm. p. 59.

With the exception of playing a musical instrument and taking artistic photographs,
women practice creative activities more often than do men, especially in areas of visual
arts, crafts, and dance. Practicing creative activities appears to decline with age since, in
almost every category, the 15 to 19 year olds participate more than do the other age
groups. The one exception is crafts, in which the 60 and over age group participate the
most, followed closely by the 35 to 44 year old age group. In almost every creative
activity, those with higher education participate more than do those with less education.
The exceptions are with crafts and visual arts, which those individuals with a college
diploma participate in more than those with other levels of educational attainment.
Those with incomes over $60,000 participate in creative activities more than do other
income levels, although activities are actually somewhat evenly distributed. For example,
of those who practice dance, 5% are in the less than $20,000 income bracket, and 7% are
in the $80,000 income bracket. Of those who play a musical instrument, the three lowest
income brackets each have 17% of adults, the next two income brackets each have 18%
of adults, and the highest income brackets have 19% and 21% respectively. The less than
$20,000 income bracket sings and writes more than do those in the other income
brackets. Nova Scotia has the highest (or the same in playing musical instruments and
acting) percentage of adults participating in creative activities, with the exception of
artistic photography, in which British Columbians excel. In six of the categories,
Newfoundland and Quebec have the lowest rates. In general, participation in acting has
the lowest rates across the provinces, while participation in crafts has the highest rates.
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28.4 Arts education in the formal school system
28.4.1 Importance of arts education
In most education systems throughout the world, the arts are marginal, poorly funded,
and considered optional and less important than science and math.1826 Many analysts,
however, have documented that arts education, whether in the visual arts, dance, music,
theatre, or other disciplines, creates multiple social and economic benefits, in addition to
the distinct contributions associated with studying the arts themselves.1827 In the U.S.,
Gary Larson, writing for the National Endowment for the Arts, notes:
The cultural legacy that is carried into the next century will count for little if the
arts audiences and participants of tomorrow—our children and their children—are
ill-prepared to receive, understand, and actively share in that legacy. Serious and
systematic arts instruction appears to be the exception rather than the rule for most
students. Arts education, in fact, appears to be as imperiled as the arts institutions
that need new audiences.1828
Larson provides a list of key arguments for including the arts into the general curriculum
of schools:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The arts are important as a subject in themselves.
The arts enhance the study of other areas of the basic curriculum.
The arts are relevant to the acquisition of vocational skills.
The arts contribute to family unity and growth.
The arts offer skills that will be useful as we move further into the Information
Age.
The arts serve those with special needs, including those who are in danger of
falling through the cracks of our educational system.1829

O’Farrell and Meban of Queen’s University note that there are two general justifications,
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which are widely accepted by educators in many countries, for including the arts into the
formal school curricula.1830 Both of these justifications maintain:
[A]n experience of the arts can lead to the social, psychological, and physical
development of the child as a total person. It is variously claimed that a child who
is exposed to the arts in school has the potential to become a more creative,
imaginative, expressive, confident, self-reliant or critically thinking individual.1831
The first justification recognizes the importance of the intrinsic nature of the arts—they
are important components of human culture, as are history and literature, and as such
should be included into a core curriculum. This justification leads to the inclusion of
disciplines such as visual art, music, and theatre as academic subjects into schools, as part
of the preparation for students becoming “culturally adept adults.”1832 In addition, this
justification focuses on skill development “with a view to training talented youngsters to
supply the world with a new generation of professional artists.”1833 The second
justification is instrumental and advocates using the arts in other subjects as a means of
achieving educational goals in those subjects.
Researchers find that arts education is important for learning to experience “the joy of
creating, developing attention to detail, and learning ways of expressing thoughts,
knowledge, and feelings beyond words.”1834 Csikszentmihalyi also describes a
transcendent dimension as “the very real feeling we have after an aesthetic encounter that
some kind of growth has taken place, that our being and the cosmos have been realigned
in a more harmonious way.”1835 Walter Pitman, writing for the Arts Education Council of
Ontario, observes that the main concern in arts education is that “every child must be
brought to a level of arts literacy that will make life joyful and productive.”1836
The Canadian Commission for UNESCO notes that Howard Gardner’s research on
multiple intelligences1837 is important for understanding why the arts and arts education
1830
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are important.1838 The research of Gardner and his colleagues at Harvard University’s
Project Zero finds that individuals have different types of interdependent and
complementary intelligences, or abilities, which need to be addressed in learning, since
students who are not strong in one area, such as science, may be strong in another area,
such as the arts. Gardner first identified seven core intelligences:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

verbal-linguistic
logical-mathematical
visual-spatial
bodily-kinesthetic (adept at physical activities such as sports or dance)
musical
interpersonal (prefer interaction with others)
intrapersonal (prefer to work alone)1839

Gardener later added an eighth—which is somewhat controversial—the naturalistic
intelligence, which involves nature, nurturing, and classification of species. The first two
intelligences are currently those most valued in schools. The next three are usually
associated with the arts, while the last three (including naturalistic) are considered
personal intelligences. In other words, different methodologies and activities, not just
those recognizing linguistic and logical-mathematical abilities, are needed to reach all
students. The commission notes that all of the intelligences are needed to teach the arts
and that: “[t]his represents a powerful argument for inclusion of the arts in the
curriculum. This argument is familiar to most teachers but is not commonly known by the
general public.”1840
Eliot Eisner suggests that the arts curriculum in K-12 should have four components: the
productive, the critical, the historical, and the aesthetic. Respectively, they ought to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

engage youngsters in the making of art
help them learn how to see visual qualities in both art and the environment
help them understand something about the relationship of art to culture over time
engage them in conversations about the nature of art itself1841

In other words, Eisner believes that arts literacy is learning the four things that people do
with art: “they make it, they see it, they understand it, and they discuss its nature.”1842
Howard Cannatella of Coventry University in the U.K. discusses his educational
approach to creative activity as reflecting “the notion that creativity only flourishes via a
1838
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devotion to a particular practice.”1843 This devotion takes the form of immersion into the
art form, an extended study of the form, and is involved in “fundamental painstaking
ways with the phenomenological.”1844 Eisner also advocates a “discipline-based” arts
education, since the arts are disciplines that take time, practice, and perseverance to
master. Harris cites the following from Eisner’s book, The Arts and the Creation of Mind:
[L]earning is seldom significant when it is limited to a one-time affair. The
teacher who gives students clay one week, water-colors the next, wire sculpture
the third week, and linoleum printmaking the next, all in the name of providing a
rich art curriculum, does those students no favor. What are needed are sequential
opportunities to work on problems with one material, time to get a feel for that
material, and time to learn how to cope with problems engendered by the material
so that mastery is secured.1845
In a recent paper, Shauna Butterwick, of the University of British Columbia, discusses
some of the aesthetic sensibilities of learning when working with art forms.1846 She notes
that creativity and imagination, which are addressed in part through arts education, are
needed to address issues of contemporary society. Referring to the “narrow perspective”
of an education “overtaken by a technically rationalized industrial culture,” she asks
(echoing Sir Herbert Reed’s suggestion 1847): “What might happen if we shifted our
thinking such that the goal of education, including adult education, became the
preparation of an artist?”1848
Ellen Winner and Lois Hetland, writing for the Canadian Reviewing Education and the
Arts Project (REAP), emphasized the importance of the arts in education since the arts
are “time-honoured ways of learning, knowing, and expressing”1849:
Of course, we do not know for sure what is the best education for children to ensure
that they will grow up to lead productive and happy lives. But the arts have been
around longer than the sciences; cultures are judged on the basis of their arts; and
most cultures and most historical eras have not doubted the importance of studying
the arts. Let’s assume, then, that the arts should be a part of every child’s education
and treat the arts as seriously as we treat mathematics or reading or history or
1843
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biology. Let’s remember why societies have always included the arts in every
child’s education. The reason is simple. The arts are a fundamentally important part
of culture, and an education without them is an impoverished education leading to
an impoverished society. Studying the arts should not have to be justified in terms
of anything else. The arts are as important as the sciences: they are time-honored
ways of learning, knowing, and expressing.1850
The UNESCO World Conference on Arts Education: Building Creative Capacities for the
21st Century, was held in Lisbon, Portugal from March 6 to 9, 2006.1851 Over 1,200
participants from 97 member states attended, including governmental and
nongovernmental representatives from Canada. The key themes discussed included:
advocacy and implementation of arts education at a policy and governmental level; the
impact of arts education on cultural, social, and academic areas, including the benefits of
arts education and need for research; strategies for promoting arts education policies and
partnerships; and the quality of education relating to teacher training and pedagogical
practices.1852 One outcome of the conference has been the preparation of a Road Map
proposal to provide a framework for arts education, with an emphasis on the strategies to
“promote arts education in the learning environment.”1853 One of the main priorities is to
“develop a consensus on the importance of arts education for building a creative and
culturally aware society.”1854 Among the recommendations that refer to arts literacy in the
general public, which were made following the conference were to:
•
•
•
•
•

Raise public awareness and promote the value and social impact of Arts
Education
Give priority to the need to generate better understanding and deeper recognition
among the public of the essential contributions made by Arts Education to
individuals and society
Take research into account when making funding and programme decisions and
articulate new norms of assessment of the impact of Arts Education
Encourage communication media to support the objectives of Arts Education and
to promote aesthetic sensitivity and foster artistic values in the general public
Promote ongoing evaluation of the emotional, social, cultural, cognitive and
creative impacts of Arts Education1855
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28.4.2 Instrumental benefits of the arts
Researchers consistently find that learners attain higher levels of academic achievement
through their work with the arts, whether in or out of school, than do learners without this
experience.1856 However, some arts advocates warn against linking arts education
exclusively to an increase in academic achievement as its chief justification, noting that
this type of correlation puts arts education in a vulnerable position if academic
improvement does not result.1857 Winner and Hetland argue that the arts are the only
subjects that are consistently challenged to demonstrate transferability to another subject
to justify their use in education. They feel the arts need to be evaluated based on what is
inherently valuable about the arts themselves, even when secondary benefits are seen.
Despite this wide-spread criticism, other arts advocates find that, given the marginal
environment of arts education, showing a correlation between work with the arts and
higher academic achievement overall is a useful start towards appreciation of arts
education in general. In the Reviewing Education and the Arts Project (REAP) cited
above, Winner and Hetland conducted a search for all studies in English from 1950–1999
that tested the hypothesis that arts education leads to academic improvement.1858 They
weeded out irrelevant reports, advocacy pieces, and programs lacking an empirical test
from the 11,467 studies they found, and were left with 188 reports. They then conducted
a set of 10 meta-analyses and a series of statistical analyses and found three areas with
clear causal links between education in an art form and achievement in non-art academic
areas. These were: listening to music and spatial-temporal reasoning; learning to play
music and spatial reasoning; and classroom drama and verbal skills. In other cases, causal
links were found but were not strong enough to be generalizable, or the research lacked
validity for other reasons such as small sample size.1859
A three-year Canadian study, commissioned by the Royal Conservatory of Music on the
effects of learning through the arts, sampled 6,675 students from grades 1–6 from six
schools. Four of these six schools used an experimental model developed to increase arts
education in public schools across the country by having professional artists work with
the children, called the Learning Through the Arts model (LTTA), and the other two
schools were control schools without the LTTA program. The study used a variety of
quantitative and qualitative instruments, such as standardized achievement tests (e.g., the
Canadian Achievement Tests), holistically-scored writing samples, attitude and practices
surveys designed specifically for the study, individual interviews, and focus groups. It
used these to collect data from students, parents, artists, teachers, and administrators.
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Results showed marked benefits for the children across all socioeconomic backgrounds,
particularly in math and language achievement, reading for pleasure, motivation to learn,
and decreased leisure time playing video games.1860
The U.S. Champions of Change research project, which involved seven teams of
researchers in the U.S., also found that participation in the arts promoted learning in other
disciplines.1861 In particular, sustained involvement with music and theatre was highly
correlated with reading and mathematics achievement. These researchers report that the
arts engage multiple skills and abilities and multiple ways of learning; promote
meaningful, holistic, learning experiences that engage the mind, hearts, and bodies of
students; and positively affect cognitive, creative, social, and personal competencies,
especially in reading proficiency, self-concept and motivation, and higher levels of
empathy and tolerance for others. The arts have also been shown to be important in the
study of diverse cultures by increasing empathy and cultural understanding.1862
The Learning In and Through the Arts study undertaken by the Center for Arts Education
Research at Columbia University studied over 2,000 public school students in grades 4–8
over a two-year period.1863 In addition to interviewing students, teachers, and
administrators, and observing classrooms, the study used a number of different tests.1864
The results of the study showed a negative correlation between schools with low arts
education and all of the cognitive and personal dimensions of the study. The Columbia
University report concludes:
The results of our study offer empirical evidence that learning in arts-rich schools
is complex and that it is most successful when supported by a rich, continuous,
and sequenced curriculum. We also have clear empirical evidence that children, in
what we have called the low-arts schools, are less able to extend their thinking. It
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appears that a narrowly conceived curriculum, in which the arts are either not
offered or are offered in limited and sporadic amounts, exerts a negative effect on
the development of critical cognitive competencies and personal dispositions […].
As part of [the] extended time for learning, pupils need to be able to use cultural
institutions—art, science, and natural history museums, botanical gardens, concert
halls, and so forth—much as they would use a library for research purposes.1865
Researchers also argue that another instrumental benefit of participation in arts education
is that it “levels the playing field” for disadvantaged students. Catterall, et al. examined
the U.S. National Educational Longitudinal Survey, a panel study that followed 25,000
students in secondary schools for 10 years. They found that students involved in arts
activities or taking arts-related classes in or out of school had more favourable outcomes
such as higher achievement, staying in school, and more positive attitudes about school
and community, as well as less television viewing, than students not involved in the arts.
These “substantial and significant differences” in achievement and attitudes were true
despite the student’s socioeconomic status, which is usually the most significant predictor
of academic performance. In this study, Catterall, et al. found that for students from low
socioeconomic backgrounds, 43.8% who were highly involved in the arts scored in the
highest two quartiles in reading, compared with 28.6% who had no arts involvement.
However, they also found that students with high socioeconomic status were twice as
likely to be highly involved in the arts as those from a low socioeconomic
background.1866
Robin Wright and other researchers from McGill and McMaster Universities recently
reported on the National Arts and Youth Demonstration Project (NAYDP), which
evaluated community-based after-school arts programs (combination of theatre, visual,
and media arts) targeted to a low-income population.1867 The program, which was
implemented in five low-income communities across Canada,1868 was designed to nurture
the strengths of the youth and to engage them in productive and life-enriching activities,
rather than to correct problems. During the 2002 / 2003 school year, a total of 183 youths,
ages 9 to 15, took part in the free programs that were offered in three terms as ninetyminute sessions, twice-weekly for a total of 37 weeks. Free transportation to and from the
program and snacks were also provided. The first term included an exploration of several
arts, e.g., improvisation, painting, mask making, music, script writing, and filming. The
1865
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second term the youth could chose the medium they wanted to work with, and in the final
term the youth staged a theatrical performance or showcased a video production in their
community.
Assessment of the youth by facilitators included the following measures: joyful
participation in activities; social skills development, which included observations of the
youths’ self-control, communication, respect, co-operation, and problem-solving skills;
arts skills development, measuring ability to meet goals and improvement; task
completion, which included listening skills and work habits; and self-reported
behavioural outcome measures.1869 According to Wright, et al., the high attendance and
low drop out rates suggest:
[Y]outh from low-income communities can commit to an intensive arts program
once obstacles such as cost and lack of transportation are removed. Moreover, the
NAYDP youth have shown a significant improvement from baseline to final
assessment in the joyful participation observational measure.1870
The study also found that the arts programs had an impact on the participants’
psychosocial functioning, and the results indicated that emotional problems were
significantly decreased. However, the participants in the NAYDP were not especially “at
risk”—there were twice as many girls in the program as there were boys, and children
with behavioural problems were not targeting for the study.
One of the objectives of the study concerned the development of the youth with respect to
artistic and social skills. Wright, et al. note that this objective was met:
The significant improvements on all observational measures from baseline to final
assessment indicate that structured arts programs provide an opportunity for youth
to develop important communication, cooperation, conflict resolution, and
teamwork skills. These findings corroborate the assertion that every child can be
brought to a certain level of arts literacy.1871
28.4.3 Arts education in Canada
In Canada, culture is both a federal and provincial responsibility, and education is mainly
a provincial responsibility. As one report from the Department of Canadian Heritage
notes: “This separation may have had the unwanted impact of placing certain limits on
government spending in culture and retarding the emergence of a consensus on
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standardized curricula for the arts, history, literature and culture in Canada.”1872 Most
cultural sector training and arts education programs in Canada are located in community
colleges, fine arts schools, universities, and the Collège d'enseignement général et
professionel (CEGEP), which are all under provincial jurisdiction.
Between 1996 and 2003, according to Statistics Canada, the number of students earning
degrees in the visual and performing arts increased by nearly 35.3%, with women earning
about twice as many of the university degrees and certificates in these fields in all years
as did men.1873 However, between 1996 and 2003 general enrolment increased and 13.2%
more students earned degree in 2003 than in 1998. In both 1998 and 2003, degrees in the
visual and performing arts only represented three percent of the degrees earned in all
areas.1874
All three levels of government as well as non-governmental organizations fund more
specialized institutions. For example, the National Ballet, Theatre, and Circus schools
provide professional training of an internationally recognized standard to Canadian and
international students and receive funding, in part, from the Canada Council for the Arts
and the Department of Canadian Heritage.1875
Throughout Canada, arts education programs in visual arts, dance, drama, and music are
offered at elementary and secondary levels, although currently there is a shortage of
qualified arts teachers, and in the secondary schools, arts are generally not required, but
are offered as electives.1876
In 2005, Betty Hanley, Eric Favaro, and Harold Pearse prepared a brief overview of arts
education in Canada for the Coalition for Arts Education in Canada.1877 This report was
also used for the Canadian Commission for UNESCO Consultation on Arts and Learning.
Hanley, et al. report that there is very little research that examines the whole field of arts
education in Canada, or that looks at substantial policy issues in this area.1878 They note
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that a 1994 book, Assessment in the Arts: A Cross-Canada Study,1879 and “Learning
Through the Arts: National Assessment Final Report,”1880 which we reviewed above, are
exceptions, although the latter does not look at learning in the arts.1881
According to Hanley, et al., the aim of arts education in Canada is that:
[U]nder the guidance of qualified teachers who have, ideally, a deep
understanding of the art form, students are provided with learning experiences in
which they develop the knowledge, skills, and understanding that will generate a
life-long desire to be involved in art, dance, drama, and music—as makers or
supporters. […] The premise of arts education is that all children and youth
should have access to opportunities to engage in the arts because (a) the arts are
personally rewarding, (b) they improve general learning skills, attitudes, and
habits, and (c) such experiences are not available to all children in their daily
lives.1882
According to Hanley, et al., the Atlantic provinces are in the forefront of arts education in
Canada.1883 The Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation (since April 2004 called the
Council of Atlantic Ministers of Education and Training—CAMET) describes the
purposes and principles of art education in its foundation document:
Art education serves the goals of society by fostering the growth of creativity, the
production of culture, the advancement of knowledge and understanding of the
world and ourselves. Arts education programs take into consideration and reflect
values and concerns of society such as human rights, democratic principles,
cultural identity, cultural integrity, peaceful coexistence, preservation of the
environment, and the well-being of all individuals.1884
In 2001, the four Atlantic provinces developed a 75-page framework for arts education,
titled the “Foundation for the Atlantic Canada Framework for the Arts Education
Curriculum,” which is shaped by a vision of “enabling and encouraging students to
engage in the creative, expressive, and responsive processes of the arts throughout their
lives.”1885
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This vision statement, which includes a commitment to encourage lifelong learning in the
arts, reflects the national trend to view learning in the arts, by working directly with
creating art, as more beneficial than learning about the arts.1886 The Atlantic Canada
Foundation document emphasizes the personal, social, and cultural contexts of learning,
and describes both general expected outcomes for the four main arts (dance, drama,
music, and visual arts), and also expected key-stage curriculum outcomes in each of these
four fields for grades 3, 6, 9, and 12. The general expected curriculum outcomes include
three main areas and eight outcomes, as seen in Table 29.

Table 29. General expected curriculum outcomes in arts education for the Atlantic
Provinces
Creating, making, and
presenting
Students will be
expected to:
explore, challenge,
develop, and express
ideas, using the skills,
language, techniques, and
processes of the arts
create and / or present,
collaboratively and
independently, expressive
products in the arts for a
range of audience and
purposes

Understanding and
connecting contexts of time,
place, and community
Students will be expected to:
demonstrate critical awareness
of and value for the role of the
arts in creating and reflecting
culture
respect the contributions to the
arts of individuals and cultural
groups in local and global
contexts, and value the arts as
a record of human experience
and expression
examine the relationship
among the arts, societies, and
environments

Perceiving, reflecting,
and responding
Students will be
expected to:
apply critical thinking and
problem-solving strategies
to reflect on and respond
to their own and others’
expressive work
understand the role of
technologies in creating
and responding to
expressive works
analyse the relationship
between artistic intent and
the expressive work

Source: Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation (APEF). Foundation for the Atlantic Canada Framework
for the Arts Education Curriculum. APEF, 2001, accessed September 2005; available from
http://www.gov.pe.ca/photos/original/ed_arts_found.pdf, p. 14.

The general foundation document of The Atlantic Canada Framework for Essential
Graduation Learnings in Schools lists Aesthetic Expression outcomes for high school
graduates.1887 Specifically:
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Graduates will be able to respond with critical awareness to various forms of the
arts and be able to express themselves through the arts. Graduates will be able, for
example, to:
•
•
•
•

use various art forms as a means of formulating and expressing ideas,
perceptions and feelings
demonstrate understanding of the contribution of the arts to daily life, cultural
identity and diversity, and the economy
demonstrate understanding of the ideas, perceptions and feelings of others as
expressed in various art forms
demonstrate understanding of the significance of cultural resources such as
theatres, museums and galleries

It is not clear the extent to which Canadian schools actually incorporate their goals
successfully into the curriculum, since there are no regular national or provincial
assessments of arts education. We discuss the needs for provincial assessment below.
28.4.4 Canadian arts education initiatives
There are many individual initiatives and partnerships among Canadian schools, artists,
and communities, which “provide innovative opportunities to teach both the arts and
other curricular subjects through the arts.”1888 Some of these programs include: Learning
Through the Arts (Royal Conservatory of Music), Arts Infusion (Nova Scotia Arts
Council, now the Nova Scotia Cultural Action Network—CAN), ArtsSmarts (The JW
McConnell Family Foundation), DAREarts, CAPES (Calgary Arts Partners in Education
Society), the Arts Network for Children and Youth, and National Symposium on Arts
Education, to mention just a few.1889
The Canada Council for the Arts calls the ArtsSmarts program “the largest education
initiative in the country to improve the lives and learning capacity of children by injecting
arts into academic programs.”1890 ArtsSmarts is an example of learning through the arts.
Since 1998, funded by the J.W. McConnell Family Foundation and managed by the
Canadian Education Association, it has provided seed money to locally initiated arts
programs in schools and communities across Canada. In the program, the arts are used in
an interdisciplinary fashion to study other core subjects. For example, history is studied
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through drama, math through dance, and science through music.1891 The results,
according to the Council, are encouraging:
[N]early 70 per cent of educators see behavioural changes in students, as well as
increased student engagement in schools. More than half of the students see the
arts as a new way of learning, and over 90 per cent of students, 85 percent of
educators and over 80 per cent of artists expressed interest in future arts
experiences. The benefits include: improved critical thinking and research skills,
cooperative approaches to work, creative expression and community awareness
and appreciation.1892
In addition, the Government of Canada partners in arts education programs with arts
organizations and other governments, through programs such as SchoolNet (Industry
Canada), National Arts and Youth Demonstration Project, Canada Online, EducAction (a
six-volume series of teaching materials on Canada including a volume on Arts
Education), the National Arts Centre, the Canada Council for the Arts, the National Film
Board promotion of cultural learning, the Book Publishing Industry Development
Programme in the Department of Canadian Heritage, and two national training programs
in the arts and film.1893
There is considerable interest in Canada in strengthening arts education. For example, the
Canadian Society for Education through Art (CSEA) is the main nongovernmental
organization providing national leadership in this field. It brings together arts educators
and others with similar interests from all levels of education including elementary,
secondary, college / university, ministries of education, art galleries / museums, and
community education.1894 In 2004, it published a new art teacher education text, which is
now being used in university courses.1895
The National Symposium on Arts Education (NSAE) was created in 1997 after the
Council of Ministers of Education, Canada (CMEC) completed the Pan-Canadian Science
Project, in the hopes that CMEC would turn its attention to the arts.1896 The NSAE has
worked to create arts education support and guidelines, including “learning in, through,
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and about the arts, for all Canadians.”1897 Participants at the first National Symposium on
Arts Education, which took place in Cape Breton, N.S. in 1997, adopted the following
Resolution:
Given the value of the arts for learning;
Given the ability of education in the arts to nurture qualities necessary in the
workplace of the 21st century;
Given the rapidly growing work opportunities in the cultural sector;
Given the need for creative uses of and content for new technologies, which
artists provide;
Given the central role of the arts in the well being of communities;
Given the ability of the arts to respond to and embrace the movement of
globalization, both affirming distinct cultures and understanding others;
The participants of the National Symposium on Arts Education ’97, including
artists, educators, arts administrators and education administrators from across
Canada, urge the Ministers of Education, through the Council of Ministers of
Education, to take steps to ensure that the arts are a fundamental and sustained
part of the Canadian school system for all students and in all schools, by
developing a vision and common outcomes for arts education in Canada.1898
The 5th National Symposium on Arts Education (NSAE) in 2001 ratified another
document elaborating a national vision for arts education in Canada, which was the first
of its kind in Canada.1899 The document, “Sharing the Vision: A National Framework for
Arts Education in Canadian Schools,” developed a framework for what children need in
order to maximize their potential in and through the arts. This framework includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A commitment by parents, the community, schools, business, and government to
support arts education in the schools
Equitable access to arts programs from K–12
Developmental and continuous arts curriculum K–12
Qualified arts education teachers
Access to visual arts exhibitions and live artistic performances
Contact with artists in all disciplines
The time, space, and resources to deliver arts education1900

Based on its vision statement, the NSAE developed long-term outcomes, which were to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build awareness of impact of arts infused learning
Identify / recruit ‘champions’
Build [interest in] projects and persuade skeptics
Raise funds
Embed arts infused learning in provincial curriculum
See to it that the provincial arts curriculum is implemented in the schools
Embed arts infused learning in teacher education1901

Finally, the NSAE developed policy guidelines to address the need for support and
direction for arts education on a national level. These guidelines were presented at its
2003 conference in Halifax. The NSAE has also identified two indicators of whether its
efforts have succeeded:
We will know we have succeeded when every child in Canada has:
1. equitable access to comprehensive, developmental arts programs delivered by
qualified teachers
2. educationally appropriate opportunities to work with and enjoy professional
arts and artists throughout the school system1902
NSAE’s framework, criteria, policy guidelines, and proposed indicators may potentially
inform the development of indicators in this field. In order to assess the degree of
response to and uptake of the NSAE initiatives, and to populate potential indicators in
this field, a more detailed exploration of trends in government support and funding for
arts education will be necessary than is possible in this brief review.
The NSAE work has been positively received, and the CMEC is now working in
partnership with the Canadian Commission for UNESCO, the Canada Council for the
Arts, the Canadian Conference of the Arts, and the Department of Canadian Heritage “to
promote a greater awareness of the benefits of arts and creativity with the Canadian
schools and the broader community.”1903 In November, 2004, after two years of
discussions, the Canadian Conference of the Arts (CCA), the Canada Council for the
Arts, and the Canadian Commission for UNESCO, in partnership with the Coalition for
Arts Education in Canada, Canadian Public Arts Funders, and the Council of Ministers of
Education Canada jointly initiated a program titled Arts and Learning: A Call to
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Action.1904 According to the CCA, the initiative is intended “to create a greater awareness
of the benefits of arts and creativity as a learning stragegy in Canadian schools and
communities,” and to ensure that learning about the arts and culture becomes “a
fundamental element of learning in Canada.”1905 The goals of the initiative also are:
… to enlist the arts and creativity as learning strategies in Canada's schools and
communities, as well as to ensure a permanent understanding of the importance of
this principle in public policy. To accomplish this, the project will undertake a
campaign to raise awareness amongst stakeholders of the advantages of arts as a
teaching tool in the classroom, and the role of the arts in lifelong learning. The
project will also include research on the arts and learning in Canada, and will
establish partnerships with those active in this area in at various levels of
government, the arts and the community. In doing this, Canada will put itself in
step with countries such as the United States, Australia and the United Kingdom,
which have studied the benefits of learning the arts and learning through the
arts.1906
In preparation for the 2006 UNESCO World Conference on Arts Education: Building
Creative Capacities for the 21st Century noted above, the Canadian Commission for
UNESCO, with collaboration and support of the CMEC, held a series of six regional
consultations with, in total, 180 specialists in the field of arts and learning between
October 21, 2004 and December 15, 2005. According to the final report on these
consultations, Canadian Reflections on Arts and Learning: The Challenge of Systemic
Change, the subjects discussed were: arts education and creativity, accessibility, quality
in arts education, challenges in arts education and strengthening the role of arts and
learning.1907 The Commission notes that the discussions presented an arts education in
Canada that is “complex, rich, and varied,” but that there are many challenges “to be
overcome before Canadians have a more satisfying arts education afforded to them.”1908
28.4.5 Assessments of arts education
Eisner argues that artistic development can be evaluated and that “it is professionally
irresponsible to claim that the evaluation of curricula, teaching, or learning in art, or
anywhere else, is incapable of a defensible form of evaluation.”1909 By evaluation, Eisner
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means: “Evaluation refers to the making of value judgments about the educational worth
of what is taught, how teaching occurs, and what is learned as a result.”1910
According to the Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation (APEF), teachers across
Canada are responsible for the general assessments and evaluations of students in arts
education. Whether or not province-wide external evaluations of learning outcomes are
administered is the decision of each province.1911 This review, however, has not found
evidence of such large-scale art education evaluations.
The APEF clearly envisions that large-scale province-wide evaluations of learning
outcomes in arts education are possible and conceivable, so it is not a major stretch to
imagine that province-wide evaluations could be conducted in a comparable way
nationwide, as has been done in the U.S. as described below. For that reason, the
expected general curriculum and aesthetic expression outcomes have been listed above
because they could potentially form the basis for a comparable nationwide evaluation
framework to assess effective learning in the field of arts education. Such an assessment
instrument could then, in turn, provide data for comparable provincial indicators of
effective arts education in Canada, based on a set of agreed, expected outcomes like those
listed by the APEF.
A 2002 compendium on learning in the arts that collected 62 U.S. and international
studies particularly notes the lack of assessment studies in the field.1912 Contributors
Horowitz and Webb-Dempsey note that most arts education assessments “measure
participation in arts classes as a surrogate for assessing arts learning,” and call for valid
and reliable assessments to identify and measure the outcomes of arts education that
reflect “the rich nature of arts learning experiences and the complexities of arts learning
outcomes.”1913 However, in the same compendium, Blen Winner also suggests that the
arts “contribute unique and often difficult-to-measure learning outcomes,” and should not
be “accountable for the same outcomes of learning as mathematics and language arts.”1914
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Key policy issues in the field of arts education were summarized in a 2000 international
thematic study, which included Canada, published as part of the International Review of
Curriculum and Assessment Frameworks project (INCA), carried out by the National
Foundation for Educational Research in England and Wales (NFER) on behalf of the
Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA) in England.1915 The key aims cited were
to:
•
•
•
•

investigate the apparent contradiction between the support for the arts at the
policy level and the perceived low status given to arts in schools
find ways to raise the profile of the arts in schools
explore the implications of the different curriculum models
identify methods of assessment that are practical, reliable and sympathetic to the
arts, creativity and cultural education.1916

Again, these issues and recommendations echo the findings of this chapter of our own
literature review. They also succinctly point to the key dimensions of the issue and the
steps needed to develop a suitable framework for reliable and consistent indicators for an
educated populace assessment. Thus, the NFER study above clearly points to three key
indicator areas in this field—all of which have been touched on in this chapter:
1. concrete support for arts education that goes beyond policy statements (e.g.,
funding)
2. levels of participation in arts education (including the degree to which such
participation is required as part of curricula)
3. learning outcomes in arts education
As a follow-up to this work, NFER conducted an international survey in 2004, which
included 21 countries or states / provinces.1917 In Canada, only Alberta, Saskatchewan,
and Ontario participated in the study. Written by Geoff Taggart, et al. in the U.K., the
final report notes that teacher assessment is the most common approach to assessment,
and that “[n]one of the 21 states / countries have comprehensive assessment schemes for
personal and social / cultural development, although some touch on these aspects.”1918
In the NFER survey, Taggart, et al. found that the largest national assessment of
achievement in the arts has been carried out in the U.S.1919 The National Assessment of
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Educational Progress (NAEP) takes place annually in different subjects. In 1997, a NAEP
in the arts was conducted that focused on visual arts, music and theatre. It assessed
approximately 6,480 13- to 14-year-old students in grade 8, using an arts education
assessment framework that was developed in lengthy consultations with arts educators
and others. An assessment was also developed for dance, but this was only administered
to students in grade 12, due to the lack of a suitable national sample. The assessment used
exercises that required students to write responses and answer multiple-choice questions
in order “to explore students’ abilities to analyse, describe and interpret works of art.”1920
In addition, it used more complex performance tasks to assess students’ abilities to create
and perform works of art. The next arts education assessments are scheduled for 2008 and
2016. An example of the types of exercises used in the 1997 assessment is shown in
Table 30 below.

Table 30. Example of exercises used to assess arts learning outcomes in the U.S.
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) 1997 Arts Assessment
Arts
subjects

Kinds of exercises
Creating and / or performing:
assessed with performance tasks

Responding: assessed with written
exercises and multiple-choice
questions

Music

Create and perform a rock-and-roll
improvisation on a MIDI keyboard.

Theatre

Work in a group to create and perform
an improvisation about a camping trip.

Visual
arts

Create a package designed to hold a
whisper or a scream using markers and
a cardboard box.

Dance

Work with a partner to create and
perform a dance based on the idea of
metamorphosis.

Listen to pieces of music and then
analyze, interpret, critique, and
place the pieces in historical
context.
Listen to a radio play and then do a
series of written exercises about
staging the play for young children.
Study artworks and then do
exercises exploring aesthetic
properties and expressive aspects of
the works.
Watch ethnic folk dances on
videotape and then analyze and
place the dances in historical
context.

Source: National Center for Education Statistics (NAEP). The NAEP 1997 Arts Report Card: Eighth Grade
Findings from the National Assessment of Educational Progress, Office of Educational Research and
Improvement, U.S. Department of Education, 1999; accessed March 2007; available from
http://nces.ed.gov/pubsearch/pubsinfo.asp?pubid=1999486.

1920
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We do not present detailed results of this assessment here, since at this time, they are not
relevant to Canada. Interested persons can consult the above NAEP source for a detailed
report of the outcomes. Basically, students did well on the responding aspect of the
assessment, but showed limited abilities in the creating and performing sections.1921
Following this assessment, the Arts Education Partnership produced a process guide for
assessing arts education for school districts and states, which describes the development
of standards, features of effective large-scale assessment design, and guides for planning,
developing, and implementing the assessments.1922 This guide could provide a useful tool
for Canadian assessments.
A 2006 research and policy brief from the Arts Education Partnership in the U. S., written
by Sandra Ruppert and Andrew Nelson, notes that “the data-free climate of policy and
decision making for the arts in education is starting to change.”1923 The brief reviews
experiences of five U.S. states that have conducted comprehensive arts education
surveys. For example, Ruppert and Nelson point out new initiatives in New Jersey:
In many cases, the data gathered through a statewide survey of the arts in
education can be supplemented with information drawn from other sources. Part
of the plan in New Jersey, for example, is to mesh survey results with existing
educational and census databases to create the New Jersey Arts Education
Information and Research Center. Using specially designed technology, the
system will have the capacity to sort information according to what people want
to know, generate individual reports, compare schools and districts, and
geographically display the levels of arts education across the state.1924
The brief also provides a list of indicators that are commonly used to assess the status of
arts education, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Time / frequency provided for arts instruction within school schedules
Number and range of arts course offerings
Percent of students participating in arts courses
Number of credits in the arts required for high school graduation
Percent of certified or licensed teachers to teach arts education
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Availability of professional development workshops and teacher planning time
Frequency of arts-based field trips, residencies and extra curricular activities
Presence of designated arts classrooms and use of technology in arts learning
Evidence of alignment of arts instruction with state standards
Presence of documented arts curricula
Type of assessment tools for measuring student arts performance
Amount of school and outside funding for arts programs1925

Canada could definitely benefit from a similar survey. However, it is interesting that
learning outcomes are not among the commonly used indicators.
In the U.S., the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) conducts such periodic
surveys of elementary and secondary schools through its Fast Response Survey System
(FRSS).1926 The most recent survey report is from 1999–2000, although the NCES has
scheduled a new report to be released in 2007.1927 Shelley Burns of the NCES notes:
“These surveys are the only comprehensive and reliable data on the conditions of arts
education in American public schools.”1928 The survey reviews the availability and
characteristics of arts education programs, as well as funding, administrative support,
supplemental arts activities, status of arts specialists, voluntary national standards, and
graduation requirements, but also does not include information on learning outcomes.1929
The Canadian Commission to UNESCO, which, as noted earlier, recently held
consultations with experts in arts literacy and other interested parties, notes that more
Canadian research in arts education is needed, and especially mentions the need for
assessments:
Participants suggested research that pools our collective resources and identifies
our specific needs. Most art associations and organizations expressed a need for a
large data base of programs, resources, names of groups and individuals who are
active in all of the arts. More specifically, research is necessary that: examines
and articulates what children are learning in arts education; provides arguments
for a holistic approach to education which includes the arts; validates the
economic argument in support of the arts; deals with the creative process and how
to teach creatively; […] deals specifically with evaluation and assessment in arts
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education; […] develop[s] national standard for assessment and evaluation in arts
education.1930
Despite the challenges, we echo the recommendation for the development of valid and
reliable assessments to identify and measure the outcomes of arts education. Such
assessments are essential to provide data that could potentially populate indicators in this
field in the future.
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29. Early Childhood Education
Childhood is the time to be a child; children are not miniature adults, valued
exclusively for their potential as future workers.
Jalongo, et al.1931
Emotional intelligence sums up what early life is all about: a time for exploring
emotions in a safe setting, learning about feelings and how to express them. Those
who feel loved are most able to learn and to show compassion for others.
Emotional management builds character and is more important to later success
than IQ. Cooperation, play, and creativity all foster the ‘EQ’ needed for a joyful
life.
Raffi Cavoukian1932, 1933
In 2002, Industry Canada launched an “innovation strategy” with the release of two
companion documents highlighting national goals and needs concerning skills, the
knowledge economy, and innovation.1934, 1935 In both documents, life-long learning,
beginning with early childhood education, was a central element of the strategy.
According to Knowledge Matters, the new realities of the job market mean that people
have to be ready and willing to “adapt” and learn new skills, as the labour market
requires: “[o]ur learning system must be strengthened if we are to meet the skills and
labour force demands of the next decades.”1936 In this precarious world of work, the role
of the education system is therefore to help create a skilled workforce, and this process is
seen as beginning with early childhood education.
Quite clearly, this view, with its focus and emphasis on the increase in sold commodities /
profit per unit of private cost, runs counter to the two quotations cited at the start of this
chapter, both of which point to a model of early childhood education in which children
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and childhood are valued intrinsically and for their own sake. It also runs counter to over
40-years of research in the field of child development and early education, which
according to a number of experts in the field tells us that children should be educated as
whole human beings and not as a collection of cognitive skills and that children learn best
in “playful environments rich with opportunities for exploration.”1937
According to Sharna Olfman, clinical psychologist and associate professor of psychology
in the Department of Humanities at Point Park University (Pittsburgh), and author of
several books on early childhood development, the research indicates that what “most
powerfully grows children’s brains, and helps them to become powerful learners and
creative thinkers in the early years, are ‘secure attachments’ and play based early
childhood education.”1938
In her anthology No Child Left Different, Olfman argues that parental care, loving
attachments and community support are crucial for the child to become a “fully intact
human being.”1939
The central psychological challenge of infancy is the acquisition of trust. Securely
attached infants whose caregivers consistently respond to their needs in a loving
and timely fashion, come to approach life with optimism. Children who are
imbued with trust, find it easier to acquire autonomy in toddlerhood. Toddlers
have a burgeoning sense of self that is ushered in by an explosion of new
intellectual, linguistic and motor skills. Suddenly, they are walking, talking,
climbing and exploring…. During the preschool years, children need time for
unstructured imaginative play in natural settings in order to develop initiative.
Psychologically healthy school-age children feel a natural desire to develop the
capacity for industry. When children find their passion, whether it be tennis,
literature, or woodwork, they will work with great diligence towards mastery
when parents and teachers facilitate their efforts as mentors and guides.1940
Olfman also argues that in order for parents to be able to nurture healthy psychological
and neurological development in their children, they must also be supported by their own
communities and “wider culture” so that they can have the “time, resources and physical
and emotional health to parent their children.”1941
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The research in the field of early childhood development indicates that environmental
influences (including teaching and learning) have an influence on child brain
development and that a child’s brain can be “significantly changed as genes interact with
the child’s experiences.”1942 According to Jane Healy, an educational psychologist and
author of several books in the field, the question of “nature or nurture” is outdated and
that “the notion of ‘nature via nurture’ captures much better the dynamic, self-organizing
dance of human development, and why the variables in each child’s environment are so
instrumental in determining how—or even whether—his or her genes express
themselves.”1943 Therefore, as Olfman argues, growing healthy brains in children depends
in part on the quality of parenting and the quality of early childhood education programs.
According to her book Childhood Lost: How American Culture is Failing our Kids,
Olfman argues that many early childhood education programs in the U.S. in particular do
not recognize the importance of play-based curricula. She says that children are being
rushed into formal education and are not being given the time they need for creative play
and make-believe play. Citing a British House of Commons Education Select Committee
report, Olfman points out that there is no conclusive evidence that children gain from
being taught the 3Rs before age six. Instead, creative play and small class size were
deemed essential in ECE, according to the British study.1944
The Select Committee report states:
The current focus on targets for older children in reading and writing inevitably
tends to limit the vision and confidence of early childhood educators. Such
downward pressure risks undermining children’s motivation and their disposition
to learn, thus lowering rather than raising levels of achievement in the long term.
[…] Inappropriate formalized assessment of children at an early age currently
results in too many children being labeled as failures, when the failure in fact, lies
with the system.1945
Olfman points out that in the U.S., there is a move toward formally educating children at
younger and younger ages, while at the same time it is moving “further away from the
approach of [European countries] whose academic achievements it strives to emulate, and
in a manner that ignores decades of child development research.”1946
According to Olfman, one irony is that in a recent highly regarded international
comparison of literacy among high school students, Finland, which begins reading at age
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7, came first “because of its research based commitment to preserving play in early
childhood.”1947
In addition to the importance of loving parental attachments and playful learning
environments for healthy brain development in children, “children need to be protected
from toxic exposures that undermine neurological and endocrine system
development.”1948
In a recent review that appeared in The Lancet, P. Grandjean and P.J. Landrigan point out
that there are a number of very common and costly childhood neurodevelopmental
disorders such as autism, attention deficit disorder, mental retardation, and cerebral palsy,
which currently have unknown causes. However, the authors go on to list a number of
known neurotoxins, including lead, methylmercury, polycholorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
arsenic, and toluene. They note there are more than 200 chemicals known to cause
neurotoxic effects in adults, but that little is known of their effects on children:
Exposure to these chemicals during early fetal development can cause brain injury
at doses much lower than those affecting adult brain function. […] The toxic
effects of such chemicals in the developing human brain are not known and they
are not regulated to protect children. The two main impediments to prevention of
neurodevelopmental deficits of chemical origin are the great gaps in testing
chemicals for developmental neurotoxicity and the high level of proof required for
regulation. New, precautionary approaches that recognize the unique vulnerability
of the developing brain are needed for testing and control of chemicals.1949
The authors of The Lancet article stress that children’s brains are “inherently much more
susceptible to injury caused by toxic agents than is the brain of an adult,” and that this
vulnerability begins in the womb where “windows of unique susceptibility to toxic
interference arise that have no counterpart in the mature brain, or in any other organ. If a
developmental process in the brain is halted or inhibited, there is little potential for later
repair, and the consequences can therefore be permanent. […] The human brain continues
to develop postnatally, and the period of heightened vulnerability therefore extends over
many months, through infancy and into early childhood.”1950
Grandjean and Landrigan explain that the susceptibility of children to industrial
chemicals is “further enhanced by their increased exposures, augmented absorption rates,
and diminished ability to detoxify many exogenous compounds, relative to that of
adults.”1951
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Therefore, if we truly are concerned about the development of children’s brains in order
to prepare them for a “global economy,” then we must first ensure they are being
protected from toxic exposures.
In a landmark study entitled Early Years Study: Reversing the Real Brain Drain,
Margaret McCain and Fraser Mustard found that the period of early child development is
just as or, in some cases, more important for the quality of the next generation than the
time spent in postsecondary education.
We know that development of the brain in the early years of life, particularly the
first three years, sets the base of competence and coping skills for the later stages
of life. Improving the prospects for the next generation of Ontarians—with
respect to school performance, health and quality of life, and success in the labour
market—will improve the future for all of us.1952
According to McCain and Mustard, early childhood development programs that involve
parents or other primary caregivers of young children can:
… influence how they relate to and care for children in the home and can vastly
improve outcomes for children's behaviour, learning and health in later life. […]
These programs can benefit children and families from all socioeconomic groups
in society.1953
There is currently a great deal of support in society for early childhood education (ECE),
particularly in terms of quality, universal, accessible, accountable “early learning
programs” that provide a seamless connection to kindergarten, which is currently the start
of formal education for most children. Proponents of ECE, such as the Child Care
Advocacy Association of Canada, argue that children benefit from such learning
programs in terms of “strengthening children’s dispositions to be lifelong learners and
productive participants in society.”1954 In addition, the child care advocacy group points
out that the economic benefit of early childhood education and childcare outweighs the
cost. “Economic models demonstrate that every $1 spent on child care produces $2 return
through reduced social service costs and increased tax revenue as more parents join the
workforce.”1955
According to Jalongo, et al:
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As many nations who have such policies already in place can attest,
comprehensive services that begin during the prenatal stage and include health
services, child care and education, parent education and training programs, family
literacy projects to increase literacy levels, maternity leaves with job protection,
leaves for families when children are ill, and a wide array of social services are
the key to exemplary early childhood care and education. The support and
protection of each generation of preschool children, which will ensure the
ongoing viability and wholeness of the nation, should be a major goal of every
country in the world.1956
According to Jalongo, et al., preschool programs should be developmentally appropriate
and founded upon:
… an abiding respect for early childhood as a developmental period that has value
in its own right rather than replicate the curriculum and pedagogy that
characterizes later academic experiences. A quality preschool program is not
perceived as a race in which children are pressured to perform tasks beyond their
understanding in order to please adults and prepare them for a competitive, testdriven culture that awaits.1957
According to some advocates, literacy is a key goal of quality childcare because it
provides “access to future learning, equips the learner with an essential communication
tool, and gives learners access to economic and civic participation in the society.”1958 For
this reason many child care advocates believe that child care should be viewed as a social
service to which all families and children should be entitled.1959
Currently there is general consensus that literacy is fundamental to the economic and
social development of a country. However, advances in technology have led to higher
expectations for literacy attainment and increased work-related literacy demands.1960
Research in the field of family literacy has found that the foundation of literacy begins in
the home, and that “rather than a set of skills, literacy is a way of thinking, learned
through communication in families.”1961
Studies have indicated that the family’s influence on children’s school achievement is at
least as strong as school influences. In fact, the 1996 results of the National Longitudinal
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Survey of Children and Youth (NLSCY) confirmed that family income is one of the key
influences affecting children’s wellbeing, including literacy skills. For instance, the
survey found that 25% of children from low-income families were verbally delayed,
compared to 17% of children from middle-income families.1962 Thus, support for family
literacy intervention could help to lessen the negative effects of child poverty, just as
social interventions to reduce poverty can have positive literacy outcomes.
These findings were echoed in a recent review of Canadian literature on the subject of the
social consequences of economic inequality among children. The Canadian Council on
Learning (CCL) concluded that there was “a strong relationship between low income and
/ or socio-economic status and deleterious social outcomes” among children. However,
they also found that “the effects of economic inequality are clearly mitigated and
mediated by other variables, and act differently on different populations.”1963 For
example, the literature review cited a number of studies that concluded that young
children from economically disadvantaged backgrounds benefit in a number of ways
from early childhood education programs.1964 In one study cited (Dooley and Stewart,
2004) the authors conclude that providing early childhood education may be a more
effective use of public funds than using direct cash transfers as a way of improving
cognitive outcomes among low-income children.1965
In terms of literacy, Olfman laments the “sad irony” that make-believe play, which
contributes substantially to language development, is not seen as being as important in
ECE as early reading:
The building blocks of literacy are so much more than letter recognition and
phonics. Children must also acquire a rich vocabulary, the ability to understand
and follow a narrative, the capacity to empathize with the characters they
encounter—to imagine themselves into the circumstances of their lives, diverse
experiences that help them relate to what they are reading, the ability to ‘see’ the
characters in their minds eye, and the patience and desire to read.1966
In the absence of this approach a child may not develop a deep sense of empathy, which
Olfman argues has significant consequences for our natural world:
In the absence of a deep empathy for and understanding of our place in nature, we
feel no qualms about using science and technological discoveries as vehicles for
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dominating, and mining nature for resources, destroying ecosystems and our
health in the process.1967
Instead, she argues, there is currently too much pressure being put on very young children
to read and process, store, and download information in much the same way a computer
does:
Within this framework, fact sheets, computer drills, and multiple choice tests are
eminently reasonable vehicles for learning and for testing what has been learned.
[…] Play, direct experience, and mentoring do not have a valued place in this
worldview. […] A child is motivated to learn by the desire to be grounded in her
family, in her community, and the natural order, and yet, at the same time to
express herself and place her own personal stamp on the world. Her thinking is
infused with emotion, sensory and bodily-kinesthetic experience, artistry,
imagination and soulfulness. And it is through this uniquely human prism, in the
service of uniquely human needs, that she “processes information.” Children
throughout the world are deeply affected by problems such as poverty, lack of
social or political regard for their well-being, and the inability of their families to
cope with increasing social and economic demands.1968
In this sense, caregivers and educators take on some responsibility for the “educational,
social, and civic climate of the nation.” It becomes the obligation of the preschool or
early childhood program to support families in a variety of ways, including connecting
them with needed services and supporting parenting strategies.
The Child Care Advocacy Association of Canada notes that the “most stubborn poverty
trap, particularly for single parents, is the lack of child care to allow them to participate in
training and employment. In this case, child care provides a double benefit. It allows
parents to work or upgrade their skills, while compensating children at-risk due to their
families’ social and / or economic circumstances.”1969
Indeed, in the precarious, insecure, and ever-changing world of work, it is often
financially difficult for parents to step away from their jobs to raise children. In some
instances, particularly in the case of lone mothers, the lack of affordable child care could
mean poverty. Thus, advocates often argue that child care can enable participation in the
workforce:
Family life has been affected by profound changes taking place in the labour
market. The changing economy creates new jobs, but it also generates precarious
employment for more part-time, casual and self-employed workers. Women are
1967
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most likely to be in these employment categories. Furthermore, paid work is more
likely to be characterized by longer and more non-traditional hours. This
phenomenon contributes to families that are smaller and more financially
insecure. Today’s families are also more likely to experience separation and
divorce, resulting in growing numbers of children primarily raised by lone
mothers. The changing workplace and the situation of single parent families
presuppose new ways of carrying out parental responsibilities, one that
acknowledges the primary role of parents and the supporting role of governments
in promoting healthy child development.1970
In addition, families in general are experiencing higher levels of stress and time pressure
than ever before. As a result, many children in all socioeconomic groups are “not
developing as they should,” according to McCain and Mustard. They attribute some of
this to the lack of “parenting engagement and to the availability of quality care outside
the home”:1971 “Since women are now an important part of the paid labour force, it is
important for employers (public and private) to develop policies for early child
development that are sensitive and relevant to our changing socioeconomic
circumstances.”1972
GPI Atlantic’s Work Hours report documented dramatic changes in the nature of work
over the last half-century and the major consequences that these changes have had on the
ways in which we configure our lives, including the way we raise and educate children.
The 1990s, for example, saw an increased polarization of hours and the decline of the
standard workweek. Larger numbers of Canadians worked longer hours and larger
numbers were unable to get the hours they needed to make ends meet. Overtime is on the
rise, more people work multiple jobs, the rate of part-time work is on the rise—it has
more than quadrupled over a 48-year period—and more and more people find themselves
in temporary, contingent, insecure jobs. In particular, the sharp increase in women’s
labour force participation in the last half century, and the resulting dramatic increase in
dual-earner households, has considerably increased work hours for these households,
brought new pressures to bear on the “struggle to juggle” work and family
responsibilities, and made paid child care one of the fastest growing industries in
Canada.1973
The reasons behind these monumental changes in the nature of work are complex and
beyond the scope of this literature review. However, the GPI Atlantic Work Hours report
explored a number of trends which provide a larger and longer-term backdrop to these
changes, such as the growth of the “consumer society” and what Juliet Schor has labelled
the “work and spend” cycle. As well, the shift from a society that produces goods to a
society that produces services in recent decades is largely due to the replacement of
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human workers with machines (including computers). Job losses due to automation have
been particularly significant in primary goods sectors like forestry, fishing, and farming.
In farming alone there was a 70% drop in the numbers of farmers between 1939 and
1995. Such long-term changes have produced a dramatic shift in the structure of the
labour force that in turn has affected the structure of households.1974, 1975
The higher productivity that often results from technological changes may increase
economic activity without creating better employment opportunities for many people. In
fact, a portion of this new productivity takes the form of “jobless economic growth”—
where technology boosts production and profits and reduces labour costs while jobs are
being shed.1976
Insecure and contingent work is also a feature of the new global economy where
Canadian workers are now competing with cheap labour abroad. What has emerged is
two separate work forces—a “core” work force of highly educated and highly skilled
employees, and a “contingent” work force of mostly unskilled, less educated workers
who can be laid off in response to market conditions and fluctuations in demand.1977
From a holistic perspective that links social, economic, and environmental realities, these
long-term economic trends and structural changes are highly relevant to the issues
explored in this chapter, and may constitute root causes of the increased demand for paid
child care. Thus, if the world of work is producing higher levels of time stress, pressure,
and insecurity, then many parents may feel they have no choice but to place their children
in child care facilities while they work for pay, regardless of educational and emotional
consequences. For example, in 2001, 62% of Canadian mothers with infants aged 0–2
had paid jobs, up from just 27.7% in 1976—an increase of 124%, and the sharpest
increase among all categories of women joining the labour force.1978 If these mothers
have qualms about transferring infant care responsibilities to strangers, then it is essential
to address underlying economic, historical, and structural reasons rather than simply to
facilitate, support, or enable this shift through justifying the value of early childhood
education.
GPI Atlantic’s 1998 report on the Economic Value of Unpaid Housework and Child-care
in Nova Scotia explored some of the fundamental changes in the structure of both the
market and household economies over the last half century. It noted that while women
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doubled their labour force participation during this period, workplace arrangements have
not accommodated this new reality. Yet the increasing time stress of balancing home and
job responsibilities is still, for the most part, seen as a personal, domestic problem, rather
than as a public policy issue.
The GPI study recognized that unpaid household work and child care are essential to
economic survival, wellbeing, and quality of life. Without it, social costs would rise and
workplace productivity would decline. However, this vital contribution remains invisible
in our current accounting measures:
Marry your housekeeper and the GDP goes down. Cook your own meals and look
after your own children, and it has no value in our measures of progress. In other
words, shifts from the household economy to the market economy count,
misleadingly, as economic growth, even though no additional production may be
taking place.1979
The study noted that if household work is measured and valued as bona fida work of
economic value to society, then social supports like family services, child tax benefits,
and subsidized child care will be seen as essential social infrastructure for the household
economy. If effective child-rearing is viewed as a direct investment in human and social
capital, then such services are analogous to taxpayer support for business investment and
job creation in the market economy.1980 In sum, from this perspective, it is essential to
recognize that early childhood education is conditioned by larger, long-term economic,
historical, and labour force realities.
McCain and Mustard argue that a population-based assessment of whether early
childhood development programs are working is valuable in terms of estimating brain
development, which in turn influences subsequent learning, behaviour, and health for the
population overall. They propose a “readiness to learn” measure which assesses physical
health and wellbeing, social competence, emotional maturity, language richness, and
general knowledge and cognitive skills.
Used as a population-based assessment, it will show regions or communities
where early child development is not as good as it should be. […] It is in many
ways similar to our universal measure of birthweight. Since early child
development has important effects on health risks in later life, this measurement is
as much a health measure as an education or learning measure. This measure
could also be called a human development index.1981
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McCain and Mustard warn, however, that the development and use of outcome measures
for early childhood learning can potentially lead to issues of labelling children that are
counter-productive and even harmful. The authors argue categorically: “Readiness to
learn measures must not be used to label children who enter the school system in relation
to their peers. These measures are not meant for individual score-keeping.”1982 Instead,
they are meant to tell communities how well they are supporting parenting and early child
development from a population perspective.
In line with McCain and Mustard’s “readiness to learn” measure, a population-based
measure was developed by researchers at the Offord Centre for Child Studies at
McMaster University and is largely based on the NLSCY as well as on several tests.1983
The Early Development Instrument (EDI) is essentially a questionnaire completed by
kindergarten teachers intended to measure readiness to learn at school in five domains:
physical health and wellbeing, social competence, emotional maturity, language and
cognitive development, and communication skills and general knowledge. More
information regarding this measure is presented below in section 29.1.
Since the mid-1960s, in the U.S., two federally funded preschool programs called Head
Start and Early Head Start have provided early childhood programs for children (from
birth to age 5) whose families have incomes below the national poverty line. The overall
goal of the programs is to increase the school readiness of young children with
disadvantaged backgrounds. 1984
In 2003, more than 500,000 four- and five-year olds in the Head Start programs began
getting tested twice a year, at a cost in excess of $US16 million / year. According to the
Head Start Bureau, the purpose of the test is to:
1. enhance local aggregation of child outcome data and local program selfassessment efforts
2. enable government offices to plan training and technical assistance efforts
3. incorporate child outcome information into the future Head Start monitoring
reviews
Essentially, the testing is being used for quality assurance of the Head Start program.1985
Critics of the testing argue that quality cannot be assessed by standard outcome measures
alone, because these do not take into account differences among children and programs.
In addition, critics argue, “the idea that a narrow test of young children’s skills in literacy
and math can represent a quality indicator of a holistic program like Head Start shows a
1982
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stunning lack of appreciation for the comprehensive goals of the 38-year old
program.”1986 Critics also point out that the backgrounds of children eligible for the Head
Start program are very diverse in terms of ethnicity, languages spoken at home, parental
education, and so forth. Various research bodies in the U.S., including the National
Education Goals Panel and the National Research Council of the National Academies,
have urged that children below the age of eight not be administered the kind of test being
used by the Head Start Bureau. Even the No Child Left Behind Act does not mandate
testing until grade three.1987
Critics also argue that the tests tell very little about young children’s preschool skills:
It provides no authentic literacy evaluation and little information about math
skills. Entire areas of development, such as socio-emotional growth, physical
development, science, social studies, the arts, and most literacy and even
phonemic awareness, are omitted. […]
Because the [test] will be used in making decisions about the continuation of
Head Start, it is an example of a test in which indicators of learning can
overwhelm learning itself, since potentially successful programs may be classified
as failures based on an invalid and poorly constructed test. After all the
experience this nation has had regarding the impact of measurement-driven
instruction in the K-12 arena, it is baffling that a test like this would be visited on
young children from poor households.1988
The No Child Left Behind Act in the U.S., requires states, districts and schools to report
annual test results for al racial and ethnic groups, and to show annual improvements for
each, and “impose sanctions on schools that do not meet the rising targets.”1989 According
to the New York Times, overall the law has not worked to close the test-gap scores
between minority and white students, and that schools continue to be “a significant
source of disadvantage for minority students.”1990
Olfman agrees that the standardized testing path of young children in the U.S. is
“failing.” She writes, in a review of this chapter, that “in many cases [No Child Left
Behind] is achieving the opposite of it’s intentions: greater divide between test scores for
children of privilege and minorities and / or poor children, significantly higher drop out
rates in the older grades, and weaker performance in international comparisons.”1991
Olfman writes:
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[E]thically, our focus should not be exclusively on children’s role in the economy,
but rather on their well-being, and on actualizing their human potential—
however, the two go hand in hand—what is good for children’s development and
in the here and now (loving families, sensitive mentoring, opportunity for play in
natural settings, clean air, soil and water) ALSO make them smarter, and more
creative—and it is creative thinking rather than merely technical acumen that the
21st century global economy needs.1992
According to the Canadian Council on Social Development (CCSD), a national child care
strategy in Canada should mirror the recommendations set forth by the Romanow
Commission on the Future of Health Care in Canada. In terms of health, says CCSD, the
Romanow Commission recognized that the only way to ascertain that the principles of
universality, equity, responsiveness, and accountability were being achieved was through
the development of a common set of indicators to measure and track performance, and to
report the results to Canadians. Thus, the Commission proposed the creation of an
independent and impartial body—now called the Health Council of Canada—that would
analyse key data, monitor progress, and report back to Canadians. According to CCSD,
child care in Canada should follow in the “spirit” of these Romanow Commission
recommendations for health care, so that there would also be a nonpartisan, independent
body called the Early Child Learning and Care Covenant Council, which would collect
and analyse data on performance, and provide advice and analysis to federal, provincial,
and territorial ministers and deputy ministers. Like Romanow’s proposed health council,
this council would actively engage the public.1993
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29.1 Measuring early childhood development
29.1.1 Statistics Canada’s National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth
(NLSCY)
This is a long-term Statistics Canada study of Canadian children that follows their
development and wellbeing from birth to early adulthood. The study is designed to
collect information about factors influencing a child’s social, emotional, and behavioural
development, and to monitor the impact of these factors on the child's development over
time. It is currently the only pan-Canadian source of data on early childhood
development. It is biennial, and its information is obtained from parents.
29.1.2 Early Development Instrument (EDI)
EDI is a questionnaire filled out by all of the teachers of every kindergarten-aged child
who participates in the assessment. It consists of 222 variables organized around five
areas or domains that are designed to identify “patterns of children’s vulnerability.” As
noted above, these five domains are:
1
2
3
4
5

Communication skills and general knowledge
Emotional maturity
Language and cognitive development
Physical health and wellbeing
Social competence

Essentially, the EDI is a “tool for measuring children’s readiness to participate in and
benefit from school activities.” Specifically, the mapping project helps measure readiness
to learn in children, assess effectiveness of early childhood interventions, and predict how
children will do in elementary school.1994 In accordance with McCain and Mustard’s
admonition, the EDI is a population-based measure and therefore it cannot be used as a
diagnostic tool. Results are consequently not reported on an individual level—only on a
group level. The results are intended to help communities assess how well they are
supporting young children and their families.1995
The “readiness to learn” information collected by the Early Development Instrument
(EDI) is presented in three categories:
1. Average scores for groups of children in five domains / 16 subdomains
1994
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2. Percentages of children who are vulnerable for each domain / overall
3. Percentage of children with multiple challenges [as assessed by the Multiple
Challenge Index (MCI)]1996
For example, in 1999–2000, EDI and NLSCY data indicate that nearly 32% of
kindergarten children aged 4 to 5 years from very poor families were vulnerable overall,
compared to 29% of kindergarten children from poor families, 23% from families who
were not poor, and only 14% from well-off families. Thus, there is a clear gradient of
vulnerability to low readiness to learn levels according to family income.1997
29.1.3 Canadian Council on Learning (CCL)
The CCL is an initiative funded by Human Resources and Social Development Canada
(HRSDC) to promote life long learning, beginning with early childhood education.
The CCL’s Early Childhood Learning Knowledge Centre aims to:
• Bring together the best scientific knowledge about the conditions that foster learning in
young children up to the age five years
• Identify the work that Canadian researchers could carry out to improve scientific
knowledge about the conditions that foster learning in young Canadian children up to
the age of five years
• Identify the best ways of monitoring the progress of learning outcomes for young
Canadian children in order to inform Canadians
• Transfer this knowledge to the general Canadian public and particularly to Canadians
who are likely to improve the conditions that foster learning in young children1998
The CCL has created a Composite Learning Index (CLI), which it describes as “a basket
of 15 indicators to measure the state of lifelong learning in Canada.”1999 There are
currently no indicators for early childhood development being used to create the CLI. The
CCL notes that it has “identified a few possible early childhood development (ECD)
indicators derived from the NLSCY, which is the only pan-Canadian source of
information at this moment.” However, CCL has concluded that, after consultation with
experts in its Early Childhood Learning Knowledge Centre, the proposed indicators are
not sufficient to adequately measure the contribution of ECD in the CLI model.2000
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29.1.4 Pan-Canadian Education Indicators Program (PCEIP)
The PCEIP, a joint venture of Statistics Canada and the Council of Ministers of
Education (CMEC), Canada, reported on education indicators in Canada in 1996, 1999,
and most recently in 2003.2001 In terms of early childhood development and learning, the
PCEIP reported on four indicators:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Health status among 4- and 5-year olds
Participation in structured out-of-school activities among 4- and 5-year olds
Exposure to reading and books among 4- and 5-year olds
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test scores for 4- and 5-year olds2002

The PCEIP data are from Statistics Canada’s NLSCY.

2001
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30. Holistic and Transformative Learning
Approaches
In this section, we briefly explore the basic discourse around generic holistic learning,
which is also sometimes referred to in the literature as “transformative learning,”
although each of these terms actually has a slightly different focus. The section might
especially be of interest to Bhutanese educators who are interested in infusing holistic
GNH values and principles throughout the curricula of the Bhutan educational system.
Much of the holistic learning approach might resonate with GNH values. For example,
section 30.2 below explores mindfulness meditation as a holistic learning tool. In
addition, Robert Thurman, cited below, discusses the need for bringing Buddhist wisdom
traditions into Western classrooms, which include the cultivation of wisdom at three
levels: learning, critical reflection, and “contemplative penetration.” As noted below, in
other words, one first applies discipline in order to study the words and surface meanings
of a different and wise way of being. Once this basic content is mastered, one then
applies critical reflection in order to test experientially what one has learned cognitively,
thereby going deeper into the meaning. And finally, one uses contemplative penetration
(actually a form of meditation) to penetrate to the heart of the teachings and discover the
wisdom deep within oneself. The result is a selfless experience of wisdom that leads to
concern for the larger world and compassionate action. Transformative learning, then,
leads both to greater self-awareness and to community awareness, as well as to moral
action to protect the larger ecosystem. This process of learning is valid for any discipline,
and does not apply just to those that are spiritually oriented.
One of the most frequently cited educators in the holistic and transformative learning
field, and founder of the journal Holistic Education Review,2003 Ron Miller echoes the
view of many other highly regarded scientists, educators, and other analysts in observing:
“We are entering a historic period of transition from one dominant worldview to another
[… and] the new, emerging culture is going to be radically different […] but, ultimately a
postmodern civilization is going to be born.”2004 For this to happen, however, Miller
notes that we need to engage in critical thinking about the current realities of society,
including its violence, poverty, and pollution. Miller remarks that there are many
educators who recommend various new educational techniques, but fundamentally,
holistic learning should be seen not just as a technique or method. Rather, it should be
2003
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seen as a new paradigm with assumptions and principles that express an awakening to the
ecological interconnectedness of life.
Holistic learning, as OISE (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education) educator John P.
Miller notes, seeks to integrate the personal and social, linear thinking and intuition, mind
and body, expert and lay knowledge, and the economy and the environment.2005 It
includes a sense of the sacred in the world and the need that humans have for
transcending narrow and overly specialized boundaries.
It is common for holistic education to critique the almost purely cognitive approach of
conventional schooling, and for the definition instead to recognize the interconnections of
body, mind, emotions, and spirit.2006 This interconnection, however, is broader than the
personal dimension.
Holistic education is based on the premise that each person finds identity,
meaning, and purpose in life through connections to the community, to the natural
world, and to spiritual values such as compassion and peace. Holistic education
aims to call forth from young people an intrinsic reverence for life and a
passionate love of learning.2007
David Sable defines transformational learning as learning that:
… relates to education of the whole person and includes the development of
insight as much as knowledge. It is based on personal experience, but it can draw
inspiration and guidance from many quarters, including ancient wisdom
traditions, philosophy, social sciences, and the arts.2008
Robin Martin comments that what distinguishes holistic from other forms of education is
“its goals, its attention to experiential learning, and the significance that it places on
relationships and primary human values within the learning environment.”2009
Robert Thurman discusses holistic education in a speech to the working group of The
Center for Contemplative Mind in Society:
We want people to contemplate disidentification, detachment and contentment, to
cheer themselves up by becoming less greedy and needy. We want them to
2005
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contemplate tolerance, patience, nonviolence, and compassion, to unstress
themselves by feeling less angry, irritated and paranoid. We want them to develop
more wisdom, more freedom, more capacity for responsibility and creativity, by
seeing through the constructed realities in which the materialist culture has us
enmeshed.2010
Robert Thurman argues that in the university:
… what we do is try to liberate critical intellect, emotional stability, aesthetic
sensitivity, and moral decency […]. [However,] people are informed and certified
but not properly prepared to exercise the responsibilities humanism imposes on
the individual.2011
He declares that we need an education that cultivates real wisdom. As an example,
Thurman notes that wisdom in the Asian Buddhist tradition has traditionally been
cultivated at three levels: learning, critical reflection, and “contemplative penetration”:
First, one learned the Dharma [the doctrine taught by the Buddha], one moved
away from one's inherited deluded mind and into the Buddha mind by engaging
with the enlightened speech recorded in the Sutras [Buddhist literature] and their
elucidations. Having understood the teachings at the surface level, one then had to
pit one’s instinctively deluded mind against the new, inferential and relatively
delicate understanding of the verbal Dharma, and struggle back and forth,
cultivating doubt intensely through critical reflection that seeks to delve below the
surface to find the deeper meaning. When this process is pursued with great
energy and determination, critical reflection becomes penetrative concentration
upon the cultivated, doubt-deepened understanding. This concentration draws
energy away from instinctual misknowledge and pours it into the liberating
insight of transcending wisdom, until wisdom's realistic understanding becomes
intuitive and instinctual. Wisdom becoming intuitive, the self-realizing its
selflessness, and the person enjoying liberation all happen at the same time.2012
As noted above and is worth repeating, in other words one first applies discipline in order
to study the words and surface meanings of a different and wise way of being. Once this
basic content is mastered, one then applies critical reflection in order to test experientially
what one has learned cognitively, thereby going deeper into the meaning. And finally,
one uses contemplative penetration (actually a form of meditation) to penetrate to the
heart of the teachings and discover the wisdom deep within oneself. The result is a
selfless experience of wisdom that leads to concern for the larger world and
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compassionate action. Transformative learning, then, leads both to greater self-awareness
and to community awareness, as well as to moral action to protect the larger ecosystem.
According to Sable, this process of learning is valid for any discipline, and does not apply
just to those that are spiritually oriented. Indeed, transformative learning can enhance
reflective awareness in multiple areas of study.2013 Sable makes the distinction between
spirituality and religion through a quote from W. Teasdale’s The Mystic Heart:
Being religious connotes belonging to and practicing a religious tradition. Being
spiritual suggests a personal commitment to a process of inner development that
engages us in our totality. Religion, of course, is one way many people are
spiritual. Often, when authentic faith embodies an individual’s spirituality the
religious and spiritual will coincide. Still, not every religious person is spiritual
(although they ought to be) and not every spiritual person is religious. Spirituality
is a way of life that affects and includes every moment of existence. It is at once a
contemplative attitude, a disposition to a life of depth, and the search for ultimate
meaning, direction, and belonging. The spiritual person is committed to growth as
an essential ongoing life goal. To be spiritual requires us to stand on our own two
feet while being nurtured and supported by our tradition, if we are fortunate
enough to have one.2014
As Sable argues, experience-based learning is a common element in all types of holistic
and transformative learning.2015 Yet this experience goes farther than learning through
doing, in John Dewey’s sense of learning through active discovery. It is an experience
that leads to new levels of awareness and understanding.

30.1 Interest in the educational community concerning
transformative and holistic learning
Miller notes that there is a great deal of interest in the educational community concerning
transformative and holistic learning. However, it is generally approached by individual
teachers within classrooms, rather than in a department or institution as a whole.2016
While few public schools are entirely committed to holistic principles, many
teachers try hard to put many of these ideas into practice. By fostering
collaboration rather than competition in classrooms, teachers help young people
feel connected. By using real-life experiences, current events, the dramatic arts
and other lively sources of knowledge in place of textbook information, teachers
2013
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can kindle the love of learning. By encouraging reflection and questioning rather
than passive memorization of ‘facts,’ teachers keep alive the ‘flame of
intelligence’ that is so much more than abstract problem-solving skill. By
accommodating differences and refusing to label children as ‘learning disabled’
or ‘hyperactive,’ teachers bring out the unique gifts contained within each child's
spirit.2017
There also are many private schools, mostly rooted in the humanistic-progressive
philosophical tradition, that are working with holistic structures. These include
Montessori, Waldorf, Partnership, and Reggio Emilia schools, among many others.2018
Naropa University in Boulder, Colorado, has taken a holistic / contemplative approach to
higher education since its beginnings in the mid 1970’s. According to the University
website, its mission is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

offer educational programs that cultivate awareness of the present moment
through intellectual, artistic, and meditative disciplines
foster a learning community (composed of students, faculty, staff, trustees, and
alumni) that uncovers wisdom and heart
cultivate openness and communication, sharpen critical intellect, enhance
resourcefulness, and develop effective action in all disciplines
exemplify the principles grounded in Naropa University's Buddhist educational
heritage
encourage the integration of world wisdom traditions with modern culture
be nonsectarian and open to all2019

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE) at the University of Toronto offers
Holistic Education as a discipline in graduate studies in the Department of Curriculum,
Teaching and Learning. At OISE, holistic learning is seen
… as an experiential, organic process; making connections is seen as central to
curriculum processes. An aesthetic perspective and the process of building
knowledge through inquiry are seen as integral to all forms of education and life
itself.2020
In addition, OISE hosts an annual conference on holistic learning. The Fifth International
Conference on Holistic Learning: Breaking New Ground took place in Toronto, October
28–30, 2005, with the theme of “Journey of the Spirit.” The theme of the 2004
2017
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conference was “Nurturing Spirit in a Sustainable World.”2021 Two of the most renowned
educators in holistic education are professors at OISE: John (Jack) P. Miller and Edmund
O’Sullivan. John Miller has worked in the field of holistic education for over 30 years
and is currently director of the Centre for Teacher Development. In addition, Miller is
coordinator of the annual Holistic Learning Conferences. Sullivan is director of The
Transformative Learning Centre at OISE.
Sable mentions a survey first presented at a conference at Amherst College,
Massachusetts, which was designed to document programs in universities that include
transformative and / or spiritual elements of learning.2022 The survey also asked about
kinds of teaching methodologies in these programs, and about the evaluation methods
used. Entitled Survey of Transformative and Spiritual Dimensions of Higher Education,
the survey was prepared for the Fetzer Institute by a team of researchers with the Center
for Contemplative Mind in Society (CCMS), based in Northampton, Massachusetts.2023
Transformational learning in the study “emphasized reflective learning, the intuitive and
imaginative process, and the ethical, spiritual, and / or contemplative dimensions of
education.”2024 The survey included a questionnaire that was scored quantitatively, which
we have included in Appendix 20, and a series of interviews in which the respondents
were asked what connection they saw between transformative and contemplative
learning, and the development of love and forgiveness. In answering the survey
questions, Tobin Hart of the State University of West Georgia, where the psychology
department has committed itself to transformative and spiritual learning, responded:
So many of the wisdom traditions talk about the most important knowing as
coming not from the head, but from the heart. Contemplative and transformative
practices often engage the heart. And, an approach that seeks wisdom instead of
information naturally seeks the living current of love and compassion,
forgiveness, and inspiration. What this does is actually develop a transformative
epistemology. Rather than seeing the world through an ‘I / it’ relationship, it
opens to an ‘I / thou’ relationship, as Martin Buber talked about. And this
particular way of knowing, called empathy, is arguably the heart of moral
development. So love and forgiveness are naturally a consequence of not just
what we know, but of how we know.2025
The survey was available online, and, from November 2002 to January 2003, a total of
152 questionnaire responses, mainly from professors, were submitted to the researchers.
Respondents from 33 states in the U.S., as well as eight respondents from Canada, one
from Malaysia, and one from Botswana, Africa, filled out the questionnaire. Of these
2021
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responses, 117 reported using transformative and spiritual elements either in their
classrooms or throughout their academic programs. Completed surveys from Canada
were submitted by educators from the University of British Columbia, St. Mary’s
University (Halifax, Nova Scotia), St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Secondary School
(Brampton, Ontario, Canada),2026 and three from the University of Toronto’s Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education.2027 The arts and humanities, education, the social
sciences, and a small number of professional schools were the main disciplines
represented in the survey responses as a whole. Only five respondents among the 152
came from the physical sciences. The researchers also reported:
Thirty percent of the total listed transformational learning as the academic focus of
their program. Half (51% percent) indicated that the contemplative and spiritual
dimensions of learning were very important, while 91% indicated them to be either
important or very important.2028
Robin Martin, from Holistic Education, Inc. / Paths of Learning reports that the limited
research that exists concerning holistic education seems to fall into three general
categories:
1. research about the past works of others, or what can be called ‘historic and meta
research’
2. research that uses predominantly qualitative methods to examine issues in the
field on a case by case basis, or particular practices within the field
3. evaluations or non-structured investigations that summarize new programs and
their development2029
Martin believes that, theoretically, it should be possible to collect quantitative data
concerning holistic education, such as
… the socioeconomic status of parents who enroll their children in holistic
schools, the average class size for different types of holistic schools, the number
of years in which students stay within holistic schools, an analysis of how time is
segmented within holistic classrooms, [and] the statistical correlation between
academic success and various holistic elements found within schools.2030
However, she found no evidence that such quantitative research exists. Martin feels that
research on holistic education is scarce for a number of reasons, including that it is
2026
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marginalized by mainstream education; it is complex; and its “radical stance […]
implicitly questions the social order.”2031
In 2002, the Paths of Learning Education Clearinghouse collected information from
educators and researchers about research they had conducted concerning holistic or
transformational learning. The initial survey of the Clearinghouse was funded by the
Foundation for Educational Renewal, and the projects reported were proposed, ongoing,
or completed. Since that time, Paths of Learning has continued to collect information
informally through various networks, and accumulated information is available on the
Clearinghouse website.2032 Martin summarizes 15 research projects in a report entitled,
“Holistic Education: Research That is Beginning to Delineate the Field.” For each
research project, the report notes the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Title of Research Project
Type of Research (i.e., ethnography, discourse analysis, action research, survey,
etc.)
Purpose of Research
Outcomes / Results
Relevance (In what way(s) do you consider this to be research about or within
Holistic Education?)
Length of Study (Across what time frame does this project span?)
Sample Size (e.g., 20 students? 3 teachers? 2 classrooms? 6 authors? 4 schools? 1
program? 100 surveys? If uncertain, please state why.)
Publications of Work (List any journals or books, if any, where you have
published a summary, description, or results of this research project.)
Supporting and / or Funding Organizations

Martin notes that what is being studied may be less important than why it is being
studied:
If implications can be drawn from such a wide assortment of research that is
claimed to be about ‘holistic education,’ it may be that what is being studied is of
less significance in defining it as ‘holistic education’ than why it is being studied
and the underlying qualities that point to a type of education that relates with
various qualities within human development (such as caring relationships,
motivation, psychological wellness, compassion, the integration of learning and
development).2033
As well, there are certainly forms of holistic education that do not use that term, but
which ascribe fully to its principles. Many Indigenous cultures, for example, are very
familiar with the integrative principles of holistic education. Thus, in Canada, the Royal
Commission of Aboriginal Peoples has commented that:
2031
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… lifelong learning and learning aimed to balance all dimensions of the person
are intermeshed. At each stage of life, learning should develop the whole being.
Intellectual, spiritual, emotional, and physical learning depends upon the success
of development at previous stages.2034
In its final report the commission argues:
As we wrestle with issues in the education of the child, the youth, the adult, and
the elder in turn, we will be reminded that the problems encountered by adults
today are rooted in education processes in the past. We will see that educational
innovation at each stage of the life cycle gives us the opportunity—and indeed the
responsibility—to bring about profound and significant changes in the lives of
generations to come.2035

30.2 Mindfulness meditation as a holistic learning tool
Mindfulness meditation is beginning to be used as a holistic learning tool in both formal
and informal education. The practice of mindfulness meditation, which was at first
associated with Eastern religions in Bhutan, Tibet, Japan, Thailand, and other countries as
well as with the 1960/70s counterculture in the West, is now receiving attention and
praise from political and medical establishments, primarily as a way to reduce stress and
heart disease, but also as a means to slow down and increase awareness.2036 It is also
increasingly perceived as a learning tool capable of sharpening perception and expanding
understanding.
This again points to the importance of developing indicators of educational attainment
that focus at least as much on the method of knowledge transmission as on educational
content and credentials. Research on the connection between meditation and medical
benefits has been growing since the 1970s, with some analyses pointing to improved
learning, alertness, and awareness of body and mind as the mediator between the
meditation technique and the positive health outcomes with which it is associated. A
cursory search of “meditation” on MEDLINE found 1164 articles, of which
approximately 14 articles were published between 1950 and 1969; approximately 230
were published in the 1970s, approximately 470 were published between 1980 and 1999,
and approximately 450 were published between 2000 and 2005 alone.
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In November 2005, Meditate DC was organized as a week-long event in Washington,
D.C. to coincide with a visit to that city by the exiled Tibetan Buddhist leader, the Dalai
Lama, who is also the winner of the 1989 Nobel Peace Prize.2037 This was a “high-profile
exploration of Eastern meditation’s benefits,” which a Washington Post reporter, writing
prior to the event, suggested illustrates “how widely accepted meditation has become in
the United States.”2038
Sponsors for individual events during the week included such institutions as the
Washington National Cathedral, Georgetown University Hospital, and Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine. Free meditation sessions were offered at workplaces as
diverse as the World Bank and the Humane Society. In addition, the government’s D.C.
Council passed a resolution urging “all District residents to learn the practice of
meditation.” The Post article also noted that: “The ancient Buddhist spiritual practice is
now a habit among millions of Americans of almost every faith who say it has helped
them achieve physical relaxation, emotional balance and spiritual growth.”2039
A September 2005 article in the Los Angeles Times reports that in the U.S. meditation is
slowly being incorporated into schools and programs for children across the country.2040
Anecdotal reports of its success have become common, with parents and teachers
contending that it can calm kids down, level out their moods and help them focus.
Some proponents say it can even manage serious conditions, such as anxiety and
attention deficit disorder.2041
One teacher who used meditation and quiet nature walks to deal with a particularly
unruly elementary school class said that at the end of the year, “it was like night and
day.” A teacher in an inner-city school in New Haven, Connecticut, started an afterschool relaxation program to practice mediation, yoga, and related activities with five
participants five years ago. The program now has a waiting list for children wanting to
join.2042
Researchers are only just beginning to look at the effects of mindfulness meditation on
children. The nonprofit Inner Kids Foundation in Los Angeles, for example, teaches
mindfulness meditation in schools and is working with researchers at the University of
California to study the effects of meditation on children’s pain, mood, and attention span.
Researchers at the New York State Psychiatric Institute taught mindfulness meditation to
25 children aged 9–12 years who all were having reading difficulties, and some of whom
were considered to have anxiety and attention deficit disorders. Research scientist
Randye Semple said that over the course of 12 weeks, the program had “amazing
2037
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results,” and “the mindfulness practices helped the children to stop making snap
judgments. They were also less anxious and depressed and more able to focus—results
that ultimately helped improve their reading skills, too.”2043 And a professor of psychiatry
and biobehavioural sciences at UCLA, Susan Smalley, is beginning a pilot study in the
fall of 2005 to examine the effects of mindfulness meditation on fifth-grade students with
attention deficit disorder.
Jon Kabat-Zinn, founder and former Executive Director of the Center for Mindfulness in
Medicine, Health Care, and Society (CFM) at the University of Massachusetts Medical
School, has been working with mindfulness meditation and stress reduction in adults
since 1979. According to the CFM website, CFM is “dedicated to furthering the practice
and integration of mindfulness in the lives of individuals, institutions, and society through
a wide range of clinical, research, education, and outreach initiatives in the public and
private sector.”2044 The website argues that mindfulness:
… goes far beyond what is commonly thought of as ‘stress reduction’ and may be
best described as tapping directly into the dimensions of human experience
commonly described with words such as heart, spirit, soul, […] and dharma. In
this way, [mindfulness meditation] can be thought of as a consciousness
discipline: a profound spiritual discipline, aimed at deep self-reflection, selfknowledge, and liberation from confining views of self, others, and the world.
Our articulation of the meditative principles and practices involved in
[meditation] attempts to tap the universal dimensions of such disciplines and their
applicability in modern society, and is independent of the ideological and cultural
belief systems and religious frameworks out of which these meditative practices
emerged, although it honors what is deepest and best in all the meditative
traditions and attempts to embody the wisdom and compassion that underlie
them.2045
The self-reflection, self-knowledge, and consciousness discipline described by KabatZinn are key elements of the learning and educational process. Kabat-Zinn, in his 1993
book entitled Mindfulness Meditation: Health Benefits of an Ancient Buddhist Practice,
gives a brief description of mindfulness meditation, which he distinguishes from
relaxation meditation techniques such as transcendental meditation (TM):
In the practice of mindfulness, you begin by utilizing one-pointed attention to
cultivate calmness and stability, but then you move beyond that by introducing a
wider scope to the observing, as well as an element of inquiry. When thoughts or
feelings come up in your mind, you don't ignore them or suppress them, nor do
you analyze or judge their content. Rather, you simply note any thoughts as they
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occur as best you can and observe them intentionally but non-judgmentally,
moment by moment, as the events come in the field of your awareness.
Paradoxically, this inclusive noting of thoughts that come and go in your mind
can lead you to feel less caught up in them and give you a deeper perspective on
your reaction to everyday stress and pressures […]. The key to mindfulness is not
so much what you choose to focus on but the quality of the awareness that you
bring to each moment. It is very important that it be nonjudgmental—more of a
silent witnessing, a dispassionate observing, than a running commentary on your
inner experience […].
It is this investigative, discerning observation of whatever comes up in the present
moment that is the hallmark of mindfulness and differentiates it most from other
forms of meditation. The goal of mindfulness is for you to be more aware, more in
touch with life and with whatever is happening in your own body and mind at the
time it is happening—that is, in the present moment […].
One way to envision how mindfulness works is to think of the mind as the surface
of a lake or ocean. There are always waves, sometimes big, sometimes small.
Many people think the goal of meditation is to stop the waves so that the water
will be flat, peaceful, and tranquil—but that is not so. The true spirit of
mindfulness practice is illustrated by a poster someone once described to me of a
70-ish yogi, Swami Satchidananda, in full white beard and flowing robes, atop a
surfboard and riding the waves off a Hawaiian beach. The caption read: ‘You
can't stop the waves, but you can learn to surf.’2046
In essence, Kabat-Zinn is describing a process of “knowing.” He speaks of inquiry,
observation, perspective, investigation, discernment, and awareness—all key elements of
one of Delors’ four pillars of learning—“learning to know.” If mindfulness meditation
can help accomplish this key pillar of learning in the way Kabat-Zinn describes, then it is
not surprising that the schools that have adopted a form of this method in Los Angeles,
New Haven, and elsewhere, have achieved such positive results.
Prior to the Meditate DC conference, the Washington Post reported that scientists were
ready to “explain the results of clinical trials and research studies suggesting that
meditation not only relieves stress but may also produce long-term changes in the
workings of the brain.”2047 One panellist was neuroscientist Richard J. Davidson, who has
published findings from his ongoing study in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
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Sciences.2048 As reported by the Washington Post in January 2005, Davidson and his
colleagues at the new $10 million W.M. Keck Laboratory for Functional Brain Imaging
and Behavior at the University of Wisconsin discovered, through working with Tibetan
monks who were long-time meditation practitioners, that mental training through
meditation can indeed change brain circuitry.2049
The monks produced “gamma wave activity more powerful than any previously reported
in a healthy person” as measured by electroencephalograph (EEG) testing and brain
scanning.2050 This study adds to the evidence discovered in the past decade that the brain
continues to develop and change in adulthood. Prior to this, scientists thought
“connections among brain nerve cells were fixed early in life and did not change in
adulthood.” Davidson noted, “What we found is that the longtime practitioners showed
brain activation on a scale we have never seen before.” The Post article reported:
In previous studies, mental activities such as focus, memory, learning and
consciousness were associated with the kind of enhanced neural coordination
found in the monks. The intense gamma waves found in the monks have also been
associated with knitting together disparate brain circuits, and so are connected to
higher mental activity and heightened awareness, as well […]. ‘What we found is
that the trained mind, or brain, is physically different from the untrained one,’
[Davidson] said. In time, ‘we’ll be able to better understand the potential
importance of this kind of mental training and increase the likelihood that it will
be taken seriously.’2051
Harvard and Princeton university researchers presently are testing some of the same
monks on different aspects of their meditation practice. A study published in Stroke:
Journal of the American Heart Association in 2000 found evidence that transcendental
meditation reduced heart disease risk factors for atherosclerosis, and lowered both blood
pressure and blood-levels of stress-related biochemicals such as adrenaline, compared
with an increase in both factors in the control group that changed diet and exercise
through health education programs.2052 The study also found a small but significant
decrease of fatty deposits in arteries, as measured by ultrasound, which translated to an
11 percent decrease in the risk of myocardial infarction and a 7.7 percent to 15 percent
decrease in the risk of stroke.2053 If meditation can also improve health, then it has
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significance for the “learning to be” dimension of Delors’ four learning pillars, as well as
for the “learning to know” dimension described above.
Researchers from the Harvard Medical School, Massachusetts General Hospital,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Yale University, and the Mind / Body
Institute published results of a recent study relevant to this issue in the November 2005
issue of NeuroReport.2054 In studying changes in the brain’s physical structure associated
with mindfulness meditation practice, the researchers noted:
These data provide the first structural evidence for experience dependent cortical
plasticity associated with meditation practice […]. Our data indicate that regular
practice of meditation is associated with increased thickness in a subset of cortical
regions related to somatosensory, auditory, visual and interoceptive processing
[…]. Additional studies suggest that relaxation facilitates the learning-based
process that underlies such cortical plasticity […]. The differential thickness
between groups in this region is consistent with increased capacity for awareness
of internal states by meditators […]. It has been hypothesized that by becoming
increasingly more aware of sensory stimuli during formal practice, the meditation
practitioner is gradually able to use this self-awareness to more successfully
navigate through potentially stressful encounters that arise throughout the day
[…]. Our initial results suggest that meditation may be associated with structural
changes in areas of the brain that are important for sensory, cognitive and
emotional processing. The data further suggest that meditation may impact agerelated declines in cortical structure.2055
As the researchers note, this is literally “the first structural evidence” (in Western
scientific investigation) of the potential impact of meditation on such sensory, cognitive,
and emotional functioning. It is clearly too early to develop indicators in this area, as the
appropriate assessment tools have not yet been developed in a way that can be widely
administered. However, even this early evidence points to a major potential shift in what
is considered important in assessing educational attainment.
In a recent book reporting conversations between the Dalai Lama and scientists, the Dalai
Lama is cited as remarking:
There is a saying, ‘The true mark of being learned is humility and mental
discipline; the true mark of a meditator is that he has disciplined his mind by
freeing it from negative emotions.’ We think along those lines—not in terms of
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performing some feats or miracles […]. Through training the mind people can
become more calm.”2056
A group of scientists that spent five days visiting with the Dalai Lama in 2001 asked him
what they believed were five of the most important questions to be considered as we
move into the new millennium. The five questions were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How do we address the widening gap between rich and poor?
How do we protect the earth?
How do we educate our children?
How do we help Tibet and other oppressed countries and peoples of the world?
How do we bring spirituality (deep caring for one another) through all disciplines
of life?

The Dalai Lama answered that all five questions fall under the last one. If we have true
compassion in our hearts, our children will be educated wisely, we will care for the earth,
and those who “have not” will be cared for.2057
All this evidence again points to the vital importance of focusing attention on the process
of learning and education rather than only on content, results, and credentials, as assessed
in the vast majority of standard indicators of educational attainment. Needless to say, it is
far more difficult to assess how well the mind is “trained,” in the sense described by
Davidson, than to assess literacy, numeracy, and performance on standarized tests. The
good news is that Davidson’s studies do point to the possibility of quantifying such
“mental training,” “higher mental activity,” and “heightened awareness,” to use
Davidson’s words.
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31. Student Satisfaction – indicator use in
Canada
Student satisfaction is used by a few conventional indicator programs in Canada—
notably in Saskatchewan and Atlantic Canada—as an outcome measure of the relevance
and quality of education systems.2058, 2059 Questions regarding student satisfaction were
also asked in the 2001 student questionnaire that accompanied the School Achievement
Indicators Program’s (SAIP) Mathematics Assessment.2060 However, despite its
importance, most indicator programs seldom use this indicator.
In Atlantic Canada, a survey of Grade 8 students was conducted in 1995 to rate the
“quality of their school lives,” and “to gather information about the attitudes of students
toward their schooling experience.” Students were asked to rate the extent to which they
agreed or disagreed with a provided statement. It was not possible to assess any trends in
student satisfaction over time in Atlantic Canada, since the responsibility for any followup surveys or reporting of that nature was left to each province’s department of
education.2061 The following are some of the statements and results of the APEF survey.
It is important to note the low 39% figure showing a lack of “excitement” about learning
and the also low 61% figure showing “genuine interest” or engagement in learning.
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Table 31. Quality of School-Life Survey results for grade 8 students in Atlantic
Canada, Atlantic average, 1995–1996
School is a place where:
I like to be
I really like to go
There is nothing exciting to do
I feel good about my work
The work I do is important to me
I like to learn new things
I am genuinely interested in my work
I learn to get along with other people
I can get along with most of the students even
though they may not be my friends
I know that people think a lot of me
People think I can do a lot of things
Teachers treat me fairly in class
Teachers help me do my best
I feel safe from personal harm
Students pick on each other all the time

Atlantic average
agree (%)
62
42
39
75
74
85
61
86
83
62
68
77
78
69
55

Source: Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation. Education Indicators for Atlantic Canada. Halifax:
Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation, 1996.

In Saskatchewan, a program of indicators was developed in 2002 for K-12 that included
some indicators that tried to measure at least a degree of student satisfaction.2062 These
included:
•
•
•

What are Saskatchewan students’ attitudes toward school?
What are Saskatchewan students’ attitudes toward selected areas of study?
Is there a relationship between students’ attitudes and their academic
performance?

Almost all Saskatchewan students reported that they like to learn new things—93% of
13-years olds and 96% of 16-year olds. About 75% of students reported feeling good
about school and their school work, although only half the students indicated they were
genuinely interested in their school work. About 60 % said they enjoyed school. These
general attitudes about school and school work were very similar in Saskatchewan and
Canada.2063
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There are also some indicators in the Saskatchewan system that relate to the public’s
satisfaction with the education system:
•
•

What is the public’s perception of elementary and secondary education in
Saskatchewan?
What is the public’s perception of how the quality of the education system
compares to the past and to the rest of Canada?

In 2002, 88% of people felt that elementary education is adequate or better, and 85%
believed secondary education is adequate or better. Of those with decided opinion, 59%
thought elementary education is excellent or good, and 55% thought secondary education
is excellent or good. These percentages represent a slight increase since 1997.2064
When people were asked to compare the quality of current students’ education to their
own, 55% said that it is better and about 25% said it was worse.2065
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32. Student Achievement
32.1 Student achievement measured by standardized tests
Most conventional indicator programs include student achievement as either a key
“output” or a key “outcome” indicator of performance. (See earlier discussion in Chapter
2 on the distinction between output and outcome indicators.) On international, national
and provincial levels, achievement is typically measured using standardized testing in the
areas of mathematics, reading, and science, mostly for the purpose of cross-national or
cross-provincial comparisons. In essence, educational achievement measurement has
become synonymous with examinations.
Below is a summary of the international and national tests administered to elementary
and secondary school students in Canada, some of which have been discussed earlier in
this review:2066, 2067
1. PIRLS: Progress in International Reading Literacy Study
Administered to 9 and 10-year-olds by the International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement. Canadian participants are Statistics
Canada and CMEC. The PIRLS test assesses reading and comprehension for
literary and informal reading. Thirty-five countries participate in the study,
allowing extensive cross-national comparisons.
(http://www.timss.bc.edu/pirls2001.html)
2. PISA: Programme for International Student Assessment
Administered to 15-year-olds in mathematics, reading and science. Sponsored by
the OECD, and launched in 2000. Canadian participants include HRDC, CMEC,
and Provincial Ministries and Departments of Labour and Education. Test aims to
assess literacy in math, reading, and science. Test takes place every three years
and focuses on one subject, but includes all three subject areas. In addition to the
test, students and principals answer a survey about themselves. “PISA aims to
assess to what degree students approaching the end of their compulsory education
have acquired some of the knowledge and skills that are essential for full
participation in society.”2068 Forty-one countries participated in the assessment in
2003.
(http://www.pisa.oecd.org/index.htm)
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3. TIMSS: Third International Mathematics and Science Study
TIMSS was first administered in 1995 to a sample of students in third, fourth,
seventh, and eighth grades, as well as the last year of secondary school. Statistics
Canada chose a representative sample of Canadian schools for the purposes of this
assessment. In total approximately 50 countries and 500,000 students participated.
A second round of tests was administered in 1999 to Grade 8 students, and a third
round in 2003 to Grade 8 students. Future rounds are intended to provide followup data on those students who participated in the first round in 1995. Sponsored
by the International Agency for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement.
Canadian participants are Statistics Canada and CMEC.
(http://timss.bc.edu/)
4. PCAP: Pan-Canadian Assessment Program
Proposed to replace SAIP (below) in 2007.
This program is still in the development stages, but testing will assess reading and
writing, math, and science, and other subjects can be added as the need arises. It is
sponsored by CMEC and will replace the SAIP, which started in 1993. According
the CMEC, “the beauty of PCAP is that it enables us to assess the performance of
our educational systems here in Canada but also dove-tails with the important
international assessments we are doing through OECD. By integrating existing
testing programs, PCAP greatly eases the testing burden on schools.”2069
(http://www.cmec.ca/releases/2003-04-02.en.asp)
5. SAIP: Student Achievement Indicators Program
Developed by the Council of Ministers of Education (CMEC) in 1993.
Administered to 13 and 16-year-olds in subjects of math, reading, writing and
science. SAIP assessments compare achievement results across provinces to
“determine whether students across Canada reach similar levels of performance at
about the same age.” SAIP also tried to answer the following: “How well are our
schools preparing students for a global economy and for lifelong learning?”2070
Sponsored and funded by CMEC and HRDC. To be replaced by the Pan-Canadian
Assessment Program (PCAP) in 2007.
(http://www.cmec.ca/saip/indexe.stm)
6. Province-wide examinations and assessments
These vary depending on the province, and were last comprehensively surveyed
by the Canadian Education Association in a 1994 publication titled Standardized
Testing in Canada: A Survey of Standardized Achievement Testing by Ministries
of Education and School Boards.2071
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Canada’s performance in these various assessments is not a key subject of this literature
review. There is a great deal of data available regarding where Canadian students have
ranked, by subject, by age, by gender, and by province, and these can be obtained
relatively easily from Statistics Canada, CMEC, or from any of the websites provided
above. However, what is significant to explore in this section of the literature review is
the question of how meaningful these data are in terms of measuring student achievement
and of assessing how educated the Canadian populace is. Do the results of these
standardized tests tell us what they purport to tell? For example, do they effectively
measure student learning and competence, and even more ambitiously, as in the PISA
claim, the degree to which students “have acquired some of the knowledge and skills that
are essential for full participation in society.”2072 Or, do they actually measure something
else?
The use of performance indicators in the field of education was largely a product of the
late 1970s and early 1980s. Around that time, publicly funded institutions were
increasingly being scrutinized, particularly in Britain and in the U.S. Like many other
institutions funded by the public purse, educational institutions were being asked to
justify and account for their use of resources in terms of effective outputs and outcomes.
This led to the development of performance indicators designed largely to assess
productivity “relative to the public investment made in it,” as opposed to “an evaluation
of educational outcomes relative to instructional processes.”2073 According to one
analysis, education was seen as serving economic imperatives, meeting the needs of the
changing workplace, and helping countries compete in a global economy.2074 Student
assessment programs were therefore designed in large part as a reaction to these “external
calls for accountability” rather than as an attempt to “appraise the student as an entire
educated human being.”2075
Seen against this backdrop, standardized tests—as the primary and sometimes sole
measure of student achievement—have become an instrument of accountability based at
least in part on criteria related to economic productivity. There are numerous problems
associated with this. For one, such standardized testing often changes the behaviour of
teachers. “In high-stakes testing environments, educational practitioners are likely to
distort their behaviour in order to meet the demands of the indicator, usually to the
detriment of their real job.”2076 Thus, a teacher who genuinely wants to encourage
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students to open their minds in new and creative ways may be discouraged from doing so
if this activity is not the subject of standardized testing, and if such activity is seen as
being undertaken at the expense of drill in the reading, writing, and math exercises that
will be tested.
Assessment also affects students.
In today’s schools, assessment is a main influence on how pupils learn and how
teachers teach. Whether assessment is in the form of examinations and tests, or
marks and grades for coursework, its influence is pervasive. Often it distorts the
process of learning through teaching to the test, cramming, short-term
memorizing, anxiety and stress—to the extent that learning to cope with
assessment has become almost as important as the genuine learning, which such
assessments are supposed to measure. For many young people, assessment
dominates education.2077
The use of standardized tests as an instrument of accountability is also problematic
because they are often used to either “document the need for change,” or are seen as
“critical agents of reform” whether or not such reform supports the development of
knowledge and wisdom as described in this literature review.2078 In these cases, test
results are used as a measure of educational quality. “One of the uses of educational
assessment results that has long appealed to policymakers seeking educational reform is
the demonstration of shortcomings in education.”2079 Linn documents several U.S.
examples where test scores from standardized tests have been manipulated or misused to
support the need for sometimes questionable reform.2080
The possibly obvious point is that considerable caution is needed in using
achievement test results to draw inferences about the quality of education. Despite
the pitfalls, however, policymakers attempting to provide support for current
practice, as well as those trying to undermine it, continue to rely heavily on test
results to make their case.2081
In Canada, examples of this use of standardized test scores also exist. In 1996, in Ontario,
grade 3 students were required, for the first time, to take a ten-day test put together by the
Education Quality Accountability Office. Students were not allowed to ask clarifying
questions, and the test content was based on curriculum some of the students hadn’t yet
covered. In fact, some of the content was suitable for students in grade 6 or 9. In any
case, the provincial government used the test results to justify what critics called a heavyhanded approach to the province’s teachers, and to introduce the controversial new
education act, Bill 160. However, in addition to the problems with the testing cited above,
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the numbers the government reported were further skewed downward, creating a
misleading picture of the actual test results. In other words, the government reported that
the students did poorly and that the educational system was to blame, when in fact, most
students did very well.2082
In another example, PISA results in 2003 showed Nova Scotia and the rest of Atlantic
Canada performing worse than the rest of Canada. Alberta had the highest scores in the
country. According to a professor at Acadia University’s School of Education, this had
more to do with Alberta’s “rigid regime of high-stakes assessments,” than it had to do
with Nova Scotia’s poor performance.2083 Mike Corbett explains that Alberta graduates
significantly fewer of its students. Based on 2003 data provided by CMEC, Alberta’s
graduation rate was approximately 10% below that of Nova Scotia. The difference
between Nova Scotia’s PISA scores and those of Alberta was just under 10%. According
to Corbett:
By having a more exclusive high school system Alberta adjusts underperforming
students out of the school door and into the workforce. As it happens, Alberta has
an economy that can absorb a considerable amount of educational
underachievement. Here in Nova Scotia, we do not have that luxury.2084
In short, the results may have more to do with structural differences in the economies of
different provinces than with actual educational performance.
In the same PISA assessments, Ontario also did very well. However, Corbett notes that
47% of the Ontario schools selected by the PISA project declined to participate in the
assessment. It is unclear why those schools refused to participate and the degree to which
this selective participation affected the test outcomes. Participation rates in other
Canadian provinces ranged from 93% to 100%. For instance, nearly 100% of Atlantic
Canadian schools participated. At the international level, 42% of schools selected in the
U.S. did not participate. In the U.K. the non-compliance rate was 33%. Corbett notes that
the high non-compliance rate in the U.K. meant that the U.K. PISA results were not
considered by the OECD to be comparable to other results. For reasons that are not
explained, the non-compliance rate in the U.S., which was higher than that of the U.K.,
did not result in the same non-comparability. According to Corbett, these questions were
not addressed in the PISA report. Corbett suggests that Ontario, the U.S., and the U.K.
may have manipulated the sample of schools by removing the poor performing schools so
as to improve their overall scores.2085
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In 2000, the OECD released a book on the PISA 2000 results titled School Factors
Related to Quality and Equity. It argued:
The results show that the school students attend is strongly predictive of their
performance. Furthermore, the socio-economic composition of schools explains
far more of the differences in student performance between schools than do other
school factors that are more easily amenable to policy makers, such as school
resources and school policies. There is some evidence of an inequitable
distribution of inputs—that schools with a more advantaged intake often have
better educational resources. A positive school climate, in particular a strong
disciplinary climate, is associated with better student performance and is a factor
over which policy makers and schools have considerable control.2086
Corbett argues the PISA test scores tell us more about the impact of school funding and
family incomes on educational attainment than about educational quality and student
achievement.
I expect the provinces with the lowest incomes, the highest percentage of adults
who have not completed high school, and the lowest levels of school funding
(Nova Scotia is at the bottom in Canada) [to be at the bottom of the statistical
heap]. This is indeed the way it works out. And who should we expect at the top?
We find what we should expect to find: the provinces with the highest average
and family incomes, the lowest percentage of adults who have no postsecondary
education, and the provinces that invest the most in education. Once again we are
treated to no surprises in the PISA results.2087
In its book Passing the Test: The False Promises of Standardized Testing, the Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives lists a number of variables, which help to explain the link
between socio-economic status and student achievement, as measured by test scores:
•
•
•
•

Parents in higher socio-economic groups spend more time with students and are
more supportive of school achievement.
School personnel may reinforce the high aspirations of parents in high socioeconomic groups.
Neighbours and members of peer groups may also reinforce parental attitudes.
The value system of children from families with high socio-economic status and
their communities may stress education as relevant and important, while children
from families with low socio-economic status may be exposed to the opposite set
of values, especially when high unemployment rates limit opportunities.2088
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Perhaps the most common form of abuse of test score statistics occurs when the original
purpose of the test is disregarded. According to the CCPA critique:
Tests were never designed as an instrument for a precise analysis of the merits of
a school program: a test given once a year (or in some instances every few years)
is hardly an accurate way to evaluate learning. The prevailing use of standardized
tests creates a false impression that test performance can be used to rank students,
schools, and boards even though sampled learning may correlate poorly with the
curriculum.2089
Test results have also been used to compare the performances of schools. According to
Rowe, several studies have shown that “there are serious and inherent limitations to the
usefulness of [examination results] in providing reliable judgements about educational
institutions.”2090 These limitations include:
•
•
•

It is not possible to provide simple summaries that capture all of the important
features of schools.
By the time test results from a particular school are analyzed, often several years
have passed, so that their usefulness for future students and their families making
judgements about the school itself are dubious.
Even if contributing factors—students’ background characteristics and prior
achievement—are taken into account, the resulting estimates have too much
uncertainty attached to them to produce reliable rankings.

The use of standardized tests to measure student competence has long been the focus of
intense debate among those in the educational field and in the public arena. Many argue
that standardized tests “fail to measure meaningful forms of human competence.”
According to Rowe, “the majority of such tests assess skills in terms of generalized
academic abilities and enduring cognitive traits rather than specific learning outcomes
arising from classroom instruction.”2091 In other words, instead of measuring a student’s
actual ability to read and comprehend, the test measures technical reading skills. In math,
they measure whether a student can perform a mathematical procedure, not whether the
student understands the underlying mathematical concepts.
Perhaps surprisingly, questions that appear in standardized tests may not have been
covered in the student’s classroom instruction. Critics argue that if tests are to measure
what students have learned or achieved, then they should be based on what they have had
the opportunity to learn. Many critics see this “decoupling” as a major weakness of
standardized testing systems. In addition, Linn notes that if it is to be argued that such
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tests motivate students to learn and do well in school, then “examinations’ content must
be closely tied to the curriculum frameworks that are used to teach students.”2092
For example, in 2004, the Nova Scotia Department of Education administered a provincewide math exam to Grade 12 students. When the results were tallied, 63% of the students
who took the exam failed. By comparison, only 37% of those who took the school math
course failed the course. In the Halifax Regional School Board, 82% of students passed
the math course, but only 41%—exactly half—passed the exam. As a result, teachers
were blamed for “not teaching the curriculum” and students were blamed “for taking a
course that’s too hard for them,”2093 though neither conclusion was justified by the
results.
Fairness must also be considered when judging whether a particular assessment or the
interpretation of its results is appropriate, particularly when test results are used for
sorting or ranking students. According to Linn:
It would be a serious mistake to assume that performance-based assessments are
somehow immune to problems of bias or adverse impact. Because there are large
between-group differences in educational opportunity, there are also likely to be
differences in results on performance-based assessments, at least in the short run
[…]. [T]he real issue of bias […] is differential access to opportunities to learn
[…]. The resulting disparate impact on minority students will not only undermine
the system but also demonstrate a failure to achieve the goal of providing better
education for all students.2094
The CCPA critique refers to studies that have shown that “children from disadvantaged
backgrounds, special needs students, and children for whom linguistic factors are an issue
are likely to fare poorly on standardized tests.”2095
The Pan-Canadian Education Indicators Program (PCEIP) acknowledges that there are
“achievement gaps between various sub-groups of students” but suggests that these can
be eliminated at the same time that schools are aiming for high achievement levels in
standardized tests.2096 However, based on the literature, it is not at all clear whether this is
possible, since standardized testing has been shown to reflect and even reinforce
inequities. Instead, the evidence indicates that a reduction in socio-economic inequities
may be a prerequisite to reducing gaps in standardized test results. In light of this
evidence and the critiques noted above, it is inappropriate to put too much credence in
standardized test results without considering and addressing the underlying equity issues
that may play a significant role in explaining and determining the results.
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In addition to the considerations above, critics have also pointed out that the areas in
which student achievement is measured are too narrow. In the report “Educating
Canadians for the New Economy,” LeBlanc concludes that “we can only evaluate the
performance of the education systems intelligently and usefully when we are willing to
state its specific goals and some means of measuring them as outcomes.”2097 He points
out, however, that when some outcomes are more difficult to measure than others, “the
latter may end up being the only ones tested, thus assuming disproportionate importance
and distorting the system.”2098
For example, in Canada, the Council of Ministers of Education implemented the School
Achievement Indicators Program (SAIP), which is thought of as a comprehensive
indicator program. However, as it is currently configured, SAIP only assesses the
performance of 13- and 16-year olds in the areas of mathematics, science, and reading
and writing.2099
As has been previously noted, the problem with measuring achievement in only a few
academic subject areas, as in focusing exclusively on economic performance indicators to
assess societal progress, is that we begin to value only what is measured. In the case of
SAIP, for instance, mathematics, reading, writing, and science have assumed greater
general importance than music, art, history, and foreign languages.
This is not to say there is no merit in achievement testing. However, the critiques noted
here indicate that existing results tell only a limited and possibly partial story, and that
there must be more rigorous guidelines in place to ensure the accuracy and quality of the
data. In order to move in this direction, Rowe suggests a set of principles that could be
used to govern the publication or communication of student achievement results.2100
In spite of these problems, accountability pressures on governments are not likely
to abate in the foreseeable future; nor is the demand for published educational
performance indicators based on students’ test and examination results obtained
from large-scale monitoring programs likely to diminish. Given this ‘reality,’ it is
very much in the interests of those wishing to publish such information to
consider carefully the need to provide proper guidelines for their publication, if
for no other reason than to minimise the risk of widespread public distrust in the
face of manifestly poor and misleading information, and to avoid a possible
wholesale rejection of all information about schools and schooling—both good
and bad.2101
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Rowe suggests a set of basic principles developed by Goldstein and Myers, which
provides a code of ethics for performance indicators. According to Goldstein and Myers,
all users of performance indicator information (i.e., parents, students, policy makers)
have a shared interest in its accuracy and quality and that these two factors “motivate two
basic principles:”
1. The principle of unwarranted harm. The fundamental guiding principle is that the
publication or communication of the performance indicator information should
cause no unwarranted harm to those who are identified. The term unwarranted is
used since there will clearly be legitimate circumstances when it is in the public
interest for genuinely poor performance to be made known. The principle is that
innocents be protected from misleading insinuations: for example, implying that a
ranking of schools by test or examination scores is also a ranking of educational
quality or merit.
2. The principle of the right to information. Given that the information available is
believed to be accurate and relevant, it should be made public, but modified by
the first principle where necessary.2102
In addition to these two principles, Goldstein and Myers also provide the following
points, which are intended to provide practical guidance in applying the principles to
performance indicator information:2103
•

•

•
•

Contextualization: Indicators should provide information that allow for fair
comparisons. Indicators that are strongly affected by extrinsic / contextual factors
(such as student intake characteristics) should not be used unless adjustments have
been made for those characteristics. For example, school rankings based solely on
raw examination or test results should not be published. All adjustments for
contextual factors should be described carefully and displayed prominently.
Presentation of uncertainty: All performance indicators should be accompanied
by estimates of statistical uncertainty. These should reflect sampling variability,
and where possible, the uncertainty due to choice of measurement, statistical
techniques used, and so on. The presentation of uncertainty intervals shall be as
prominent as those for the indicator values themselves
Multiple indicators: Where possible, multiple indicators relevant to each
institution should be presented, rather than a single or summary one. This should
be done to avoid undue concentration on any one aspect of performance.
Institutional response: Any institution for which there is a set of published
indicators shall have the right to question the accuracy of information about it.
Compilers of indicators shall be obliged to make data available in a format which
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•

•

allows for re-analysis of those data by a responsible and competent third party,
subject to appropriate confidentiality constraints and guided by principle 1.
Agency responsibilities: Agencies responsible for providing public performance
indicators shall assume a responsibility for disseminating accurate and
informative material about the underlying procedures used for compilation. They
should make relevant technical information accessible, including details of the
sampling and statistical methods of analysis used. There is also a responsibility
for secondary providers, such as the media, to inform the public of the strengths
and limitations of the indicators.
Enforcement: If necessary, the appointment of an educational ombudsperson
could provide a means of appropriate redress for aggrieved persons and / or
institutions (schools).

32.2 Class size
The debate over what size class is most beneficial for students has raged for decades, and
the issue is often taken as a key indicator of and proxy for effective schooling. According
to the CCL:
Parents seeking the best conditions for their children are typically ardent
supporters of small class sizes. So, too, are teachers for whom class sizes are a
workload issue and a factor affecting student learning. School principals are less
sanguine. The reaction from school board officials, trustees, and policy-makers
conscious of the costs of reducing class sizes ranges from skeptical to hostile. The
debate has raged for more than a half century and has provoked bitter divisions
between proponents and opponents.2104
In a broad examination of research into class size, educational researchers Bruce Biddle
and David Berliner concluded that:2105
•

•

When it is planned thoughtfully and funded adequately, long-term exposure to
small classes in the early grades generates substantial advantages for students in
American schools, and those extra gains are greater the longer students are
exposed to those classes.
Extra gains from small classes in the early grades are larger when class size is
reduced to less than 20 students.
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•
•
•
•
•

Extra gains from small classes in the early grades are found for various academic
topics and for both traditional measures of student achievement and other
indicators of student success.
Extra gains from small classes in the early grades are retained when students are
returned to standard-size classrooms, and these gains are still present in the upper
grades and the middle and high school years.
Although extra gains from small classes in the early grades appear for all types of
students (and seem to apply equally to boys and girls), they are greater for
students who have traditionally been educationally disadvantaged.
[Initial results indicate that] the greater gains associated with small classes in the
early grades for students who have traditionally been educationally disadvantaged
are also carried forward into the upper grades and beyond.
Evidence for the possible advantages of small classes in the upper grades and high
school is so far inconclusive.2106

John Ralston Saul points out that most class size statistics are “gerrymandered” in that the
calculation for student-teacher ratio often includes teachers and / or administrators who
never enter the classroom (principals, vice-principals, counsellors, etc.): “Official
statistics talk of 25 or 30 students per class, when parents—this is citizens—know that
their children are in classes of thirty-five.”2107 Saul’s observation is most important, as the
class size indicator is very often phrased in terms of student–teacher ratios, when in fact
the latter is not really an indicator of actual class size at all. Though the two are often
taken as synonymous and interchangeable, they are actually separate indicators.
According to the 2003 report of the Pan-Canadian Indicators Program (PCEIP), the
average pupil-educator ratio in public schools in Canada rose from 16 students per
educator at the beginning of the 1990s to 17 in 1996–1997. In 1999–2000, it was 16.3.2108
As noted, however, average pupil-educator ratio is not synonymous with average class
size. Average class size is greater than the pupil-educator ratio because the latter includes
all educators, as Saul points out above, not just classroom teachers. In Saskatchewan, for
instance, student–educator ratio and average class size are both reported by the Ministry
of Education. In 2001–2002, the average student-educator ratio was 15.9 while the
average class size for the same year was 21.2109, 2110
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32.3 Graduation rates and high-school leaver rates
According to the Pan-Canadian Education Indicator Program (PCEIP), high school
graduation rates have historically been used as a basic indicator of educational outcomes:
“The trend in these rates over time is seen as an indicator of access to education and,
more indirectly, as a measure of achievement.”2111
As previously noted, a broader perspective requires that we go well beyond conventional
output indicators like graduation rates and high-school drop out rates, which tell us
almost nothing about the quality of education and very little about real educational
attainment, let alone whether Canadians, as a society, are becoming wiser or more
knowledgeable.
Nevertheless, because such output measures are so widely used to assess performance,
some basic data regarding these indicators are presented here: According to the PCEIP,
the Canadian graduation rate in 2000 was 78%, just above the OECD average but well
below graduation rates in Japan, Germany, and France. Between 1995 and 2000,
graduation rates across Canada increased. The PCEIP report attributes these increases to
“improved performance of school systems.” However, it is not clear how the PCEIP came
to this conclusion, since its report notes that it does not examine the factors that
contribute to the change in graduation rate.2112
The PCEIP conclusion is even more questionable as the “performance” criteria take no
account of what is taught or how. The “improved performance” includes no assessment,
for example, of whether more important and relevant materials are being taught, such as
those recommended by the United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable
Development, or whether subject matter is being taught in a way that more effectively
nurtures students’ critical and analytical capacities. However, the PCEIP conclusion,
unsupported by any substantive evidence, is indicative of the degree to which graduation
rates have come to be associated, almost intuitively and unquestioningly, with
educational performance.
Indeed, this lack of analytical specificity is indicative of the caution required in assessing
the relevance of graduation rates. If we do not know why graduation rates are increasing
or decreasing, then how do we know what this indicator is supposed to indicate? For
example, the PCEIP report does point out that graduation rates are also influenced by
labour market conditions: “A strong labour market with plentiful job opportunities may
attract youth prior to high school completion. In a weak labour market, youth may be
more inclined to complete secondary school as they anticipate difficulties in finding a
2111
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job.”2113 In other words, if the graduation rate can fluctuate depending on labour market
conditions, then a rise in the graduation rate could indicate a lack of work opportunities
for youth, rather than the better performance of school systems.2114
In terms of high school leavers (also referred to as high school dropouts), the rate
dropped in the 1990s from 18% of 20-year olds in 1991 to 12% in 1999. According to
more recent data provided by Statistics Canada, the dropout rate has declined further to
9.8% in 2004–2005.2115 Again, the PCEIP report attributes the decrease to “progress by
school systems.”2116 However, it is again not clear how the PCEIP came to this
conclusion, and the nature, type, and quality of this apparent “progress” is again not
described or specified. Based on the PCEIP’s own analysis of the relevance of labour
market conditions, for example, it would seem quite plausible that youth opted to stay in
school due to a lack of work opportunities.
David Livingstone has also provided strong empirical evidence of a gradual but very
marked ratcheting up of credential requirements without a corresponding increase in
actual skills required on the job. Jobs that once required only a high school education
now require applicants to have a college degree, and jobs that did not require high school
graduation now do.2117 According to this evidence, staying in school longer may simply
reflect changed labour market requirements—and possibly even a corrosion in the value
attached to graduation—rather than “progress” or improved school performance.
The PCEIP report also summarized the findings of the 2002 Youth in Transition Survey
(YITS):2118
•
•
•
•
•

32% of high school leavers, compared with 16% of graduates, lived with one
parent.
57% of high school graduates had at least one parent who had completed some
type of postsecondary education, compared with 28% of high school leavers.
The proportion of leavers with parents who had not completed high school was
three times that of graduates (27% versus 9%).
32% of leavers, compared to 16% of graduates, lived with one parent.
48% of school leavers reported a ‘B’ grade average or better in their last year of
school; 35% reported a ‘C’; 18% reported a ‘D’ or under. This indicates that poor
student performance is by no means the only reason for dropping out of high
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•

•

•

school, but there is no exploration of alternative causes including dissatisfaction
with the school system and school system failures.
High school leavers are less involved in school assignments and school activities
than graduates: 48% of leavers reported completing their homework most or all of
the time, compared to 80% of graduates; leavers spend less time on homework;
leavers participate less in school-based extracurricular activities.
Six out of ten students worked for pay in their last year of school. Those who
worked the most hours (more than 30 hours/week) were most likely to leave
school without graduating and those who worked between 1–19 hours/week were
least likely to leave school.
28% of female leavers between 18–20 years old had dependent children. The rate
was much lower for female graduates (3%), male leavers (5%), and male
graduates (1%).2119

Again, these statistics raise more questions than they answer, and cast further doubt on
the PCEIP’s attribution of higher graduation rates and declining drop-out rates to
improved school performance. The YITS statistics do indicate a clear link between the
competing demands of paid work and school, but further exploration is required to
understand deeper links to socio-economic status and demographic shifts. Trends in
poverty (particularly child poverty), economic insecurity (including the erosion of the
social safety net in the 1990s), labour market conditions, family size, teenage pregnancy,
and other factors may be driving graduation and drop-out rates rather than school
performance.
Capacity to complete or spend time on homework, for example, is more likely to be a
dependent variable related to paid work, income, or family demands than an assessment
of student capability. As well, the increased application of user fees to extra-curricular
activities as a result of budget cuts may exclude students from lower-income families and
contribute to many students’ need to work long hours for pay while studying—factors
which may contribute to the correlation between drop-out rates and lower rates of
participation in extra-curricular activities. In sum, the YITS results must be carefully
examined within a larger socio-economic, socio-demographic, fiscal, and policy context
before trends in drop-out rates and the correlations observed above can be meaningfully
interpreted.
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33. University Research and Development
Indicators
The following section provides a summary of the main conventional indicators currently
in use that relate to university research. In some cases these indicators also provide
information on privately funded research. There are currently no mainstream indicators in
use that relate to corporate funding of public elementary or secondary education. The key
indicators of university research currently in use in Canada, and their respective sources,
are as follows:
1. The 2003 report of the Pan-Canadian Education Indicators Program (PCEIP), a
joint venture of Statistics Canada and the Council of Ministers of Education,
Canada.
Increasingly, policy makers, academic institutions, and the public are
interested in the outputs of university R&D activities and their economic and
social impacts. Because methods for accurately conceptualizing and capturing
the impact of R&D are still being developed, the output section of this
indicator is limited to describing some of the outputs of university R&D,
namely intellectual property that can be further developed into products and
processes with public and commercial applicability.2120
The PCEIP Research and Development indicators cover the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Context
R&D as a sector and within universities
R&D contributed by universities
Sources of funds for university R&D
R&D contributed by universities by field of study
Outputs of university R&D: patents, commercialization, spin-offs
Federal funding for R&D in community colleges and related institution

2. Research Infosource: Top 50 Research Universities annual report.
In 2005, McMaster University was classified as Research University of the Year,
because it ranked first in a list of research universities in Research Infosource’s
annual Top 50 Research Universities report.2121 Based on both input and output data
from Statistics Canada, the report looked at factors such as:
•

Total sponsored research income
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•
•

Faculty and graduate student research intensity (e.g., research income per fulltime faculty position)
The number of publications in 5,000 of the world’s leading natural, life /
health, and social sciences journals

3. Statistics Canada: Summary of Meeting on Commercialization Measurement,
Indicators, Gaps and Frameworks, Ottawa.2122
In 1999, Statistics Canada’s Science, Innovation and Electronic Information Division
established the Science and Innovation Information Program to “develop useful
indicators of science and technology activity in Canada.” As it relates to the higher
education sector, the indicators of this activity fall into two key categories, as follows:
•
•

Indicators of the commercialization of intellectual property: number of
licenses, number of patents, number of spin-offs, revenues and sources of
funding
Research and Development indicators: expenditures, number of researchers,
and sources of research funds

4. Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency and Industry Canada: University Research
Activity, Private Sector Collaboration, and the Commercialization of Research in an
Academic Environment.2123
This study used Memorial University in Newfoundland as a case study to examine,
through the use of a survey, the factors that influence the ability of researchers to
conduct research, to access research funding, and to collaborate with the private
sector and commercialize their research. The report did not specifically provide
indicators, but several were implied by the survey questions and results, including:
•
•
•
•

Sources of external research funding
Number of private-sector collaborations
Commercialization of university research (i.e., patents, spin-offs)
Research output and the number of publications (i.e., books, articles, contract
reports, etc.)

5. OECD Indicators: Education at a Glance2124
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Earl, Louise, Fred Gault, and Michael Bordt. Summary: Meeting on Commercialization Measurement,
Indicators, Gaps and Frameworks, Catalogue no. 88F0006X1E7, Ottawa: Science, Innovation and
Electronic Information Division, Statistics Canada, 2004.
2123
Locke, Wade, Scott Lynch, and Barbara Girard. University Research Activity, Private Sector
Collaboration and the Commercialization of Research in an Academic Environment: Memorial University
of Newfoundland as a Case Study, Ottawa: Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency and Industry Canada,
2002.
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The OECD’s education indicators include:
•

Expenditures on research and development in post-secondary and tertiary
levels as percentage of GDP

6. Maclean’s 2006 Guide to Canadian Universities: University Rankings2125
On an annual basis, Maclean’s magazine releases the results of a survey which tries to
measure the performance of universities in Canada based on 22–24 indicators,
depending on what type of university is being assessed (i.e., primarily undergraduate,
comprehensive, or medical-doctoral universities). There is no specific category for
university research in the Maclean’s indicators, but there is a measure of the
university’s success at “winning national awards and peer-adjudicated grants” from
federal granting agencies. Relevant indicators used by Maclean’s to rank Canadian
universities are:
•
•
•
•
•

Faculty with Ph.D.s
Faculty awards
Average size and number of SSHRC grants
Average size and number of NSERC grants
Average size and number of CIHR grants

There has been some vigorous criticism of the Maclean’s ranking system because it is
largely about the measurement of inputs, with little if any mention of outcomes.
According to the Canadian Policy Research Networks (CPRN), while there is nothing
“wrong” with parents and students choosing a university based on its wealth or the
amount of resources available per student (inputs), “it is quite wrong from an
empirical point of view to conclude that institutions with more resources are
necessarily better.”2126
The CPRN report, further described below, notes that the Maclean’s rankings make
little mention of outcomes:
There is neither a real linking of inputs to learning outcomes or final outcomes
nor anything in the way of a proper statistical exercise which attempts to
identify the parameters which would be of most interest to us; including,
perhaps most importantly, the true quality of education offered at different
institutions.2127
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Keller, Tony, ed. Maclean's 2006 Guide to Canadian Universities. Toronto, Rogers Publishing Ltd.,
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2126
Finnie, Ross, and Alex Usher. Measuring the Quality of Post-Secondary Education: Concepts, Current
Practices and a Strategic Plan, Canadian Policy Research Networks, 2005; accessed January 2005;
available from http://www.cprn.com/documents/35998_en.pdf. p. 9.
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7. Government of Canada: Department of Finance Working Paper: “Methods of
Evaluating University Research around the World,” 2128
This 2005 working paper looks at the growing trend worldwide to evaluate the
quantity and quality of university research output. The following indicators are
referenced:
•
•
•
•
•

Number of highly cited papers
Highly cited papers as a percentage of total number scientific publications
(used as a proxy of the importance of research)
Percentage of researchers in the workplace
Expenditure on higher education R&D as a percentage of GDP
Commercialization: patents and license revenue

8. Canadian Policy Research Networks: “Measuring the Quality of Post-Secondary
Education: Concepts, Current Practices and a Strategic Plan.” 2129
This CPRN report addresses the issue of how to measure “quality” in post-secondary
education. Using the basic input-processes-output model, the report came up with a
conceptual framework for measuring quality which includes beginning characteristics
of learners; learning inputs, which include financial inputs, material inputs, and how
these inputs are organized; learning outputs, which represent skills including critical
thinking, technical knowledge, and ability to work with others; and final outcomes,
which include employment rates and incomes, as well as job satisfaction and lifelong
learning.
The specific measurement of university research quality does not fall within the scope
of the CPRN study. The report authors do, however, conduct a literature review on
the subject, and find that there are five sets of indicators that are used most
frequently:
•
•
•

Public research dollars received, which could be expressed as dollars per
faculty member or dollars per student
Private research dollars received, which can be expressed as raw dollars or
dollars per faculty member, or as a percentage of public research dollars
Publications, based on bibliometric analysis2130
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Iorwerth, Aled ab. Methods of Evaluating University Research around the World, Ottawa: Government
of Canada. Economic Studies and Policy Analysis Division, Department of Finance, 2005.
2129
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•
•

Faculty awards: the number of prominent awards received by faculty
Technology transfer: numbers of patent applications or patent awards, number
of inventions, number of spin-offs, and revenues from royalties, licenses, and
spin-offs.

33.1 Indicators of the knowledge economy
Although there are many models and no internationally agreed consensus for measuring
the knowledge economy, there are common elements among the frameworks. At least
four main elements generally form the basis of indicators for knowledge production and
use:
•
•
•
•

Information and communications technology (ICT)
Research and Development (R&D)
Media and communications
Information services2131

However, as Canadian researchers from the Canadian Science and Innovation Indicators
Consortium (CSIIC) point out, most of the efforts toward indicator development in this
sphere are concerned with economic impact and include little information on social
impact.2132 Indicators mostly reflect economic growth, productivity, profits, job creation,
and market share. As well, the indicators focus on the processes of making new things in
new ways rather than on the outcomes of innovation.
The CSIIC has used the following definition for innovation:
Innovation refers to the complex set of social and economic processes that
produce knowledge and convert it into wealth and other forms of social value
[…]. Innovation is about learning to do things in new or different or better
ways.2133

disadvantage when bibliometrics are used, because the language of most journals, particularly in the field
of science, is English.
2131
Quah, D. "A Weightless Economy," UNESCO Courier, vol. December, 1998: 18-21. UNESCO
Courier, December (1998); Machlup, F. The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the U.S.,
Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1962.
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Godin, Benoît, and Christian Doré. Measuring the Impacts of Science: Beyond the Economic
Dimension, Montreal, Canadian Science and Innovation Indicators Consortium (CSIIC), 2003; accessed
April 2005; available from http://www.csiic.ca/PDF/Godin_Dore_Impacts.pdf.
2133
Locke, Wade, Charles Davis, Ron Freedman, Benoît Godin, and Adam Holbrook. Indicators for
Benchmarking Innovation in Atlantic Canada, Montreal, Prepared for Industry Canada and Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency, Canadian Science and Innovation Indicators Consortium, 2004; accessed April
2005; available from http://www.csiic.ca/PDF/Industry_Canada_Atlantic_Indicators.pdf. p. 1.
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The CSIIC describes the importance of innovation to society mainly in terms of the rapid
creation and obsolescence of knowledge:
Although every human society has had some innovative capability, constant
innovation based on science and technology is relatively new in human
experience. In the first place, the rate of global knowledge production is so rapid
that knowledge obsolesces quickly. Most scientific knowledge has a half-life of
less than five years. Most technological knowledge in areas of rapid technological
change has a half-life of less than three years. Detailed market knowledge that is
enabled by IT-based interactivity has a half-life of days or hours.2134
Godin and Doré argue that what are needed are “measures of the impact of science on
human lives and health, on organizational capacities of firms, institutional and group
behaviour, [and] on the environment”:
[M]uch remains to be done to extend the range of indicators to real social
dimensions […]. Systematic measurements and indicators on impact on the social,
cultural, political, and organizational dimensions are almost totally absent from
the literature.2135
The following list of indicators from the Technical Research Centre in Finland is
generally used to measure knowledge societies. It incorporates social and environmental
impacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2134
2135

Basic education and schooling such as literacy in reading, math, and science.
General skills and knowledge including adult literacy rates and participation in
lifelong learning.
Investment in R&D including both public and private expenditures.
Science and technology capabilities such as numbers of researchers, employment
in medium and high-tech enterprises, participation of women in science and
technology enterprises.
Applications of information and communication technologies (ICT) such as ecommerce.
Science and technology productivity including numbers of patents and labour
productivity.
Entrepreneurship such as business startups and volume of early venture capital
investment.
Innovative procedures such as share of public R&D funding going to small and
medium-sized enterprises and numbers of such enterprises innovating in-house or
involved in innovative co-operation with others.
Innovative networks such as openness to international trade and co-operation in
international R&D activities.
Societal values including life expectancy, gender equity, and expenditures on

Ibid., accessed.
Godin, and Doré. Measuring the Impacts of Science: Beyond the Economic Dimension, accessed.
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•
•

social protection.
Environmental responsibility including climate change and private sector
responsiveness to environmental factors.
Environmental systems such as quality of air and water, and biodiversity.2136

33.2 OECD Indicators
The OECD contends that the innovation indicators currently in use such as R&D
expenditures, patents, publications, citation counts, and the number of graduates do not
describe the dynamics of knowledge development and acquisition or knowledge
distribution between key institutions. Foray notes:
A system of innovation cannot only be assessed by comparing some absolute
input measures such as R&D expenditures, with output indicators, such as patents
or high-tech products. Instead innovation systems must be assessed by reference
to some measures of the use of that knowledge.2137
The OECD publishes a scorecard every two years.2138 In 2003, the latest edition, 66
indicators are grouped under four dimensions: creation and diffusion of knowledge,
information economy, global integration of economic activity, and economic structure
and productivity. This indicator set can be found in Appendix 7.

33.3 Canadian indicators
The OECD, the OECD’s Working Party on Indicators for the Information Society
(WPIIS), as well as Statistics Canada, collects a large amount of data relevant to this
domain, including statistics on innovation and R&D, biotechnology and nanotechnology,
human resources in science and technology, patents, and other areas such as technologyand knowledge-intensive industries.2139 In fact, Canada collects data for over 100
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Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). OECD Science, Technology and
Industry Scoreboard 2003, OECD, 2003; accessed April 2005; available from
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different indicators to assess science and technology alone.2140
Also on the provincial level, British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario, Quebec, and Atlantic
Canada all have scoreboards of S&T indicators.2141 Each province uses a different
system. The Atlantic Provinces, for example, use 40 indicators following the OECD
framework, but include somewhat different indicators.2142 Generally, data are focused on
inputs such as financial investments in R&D and human resources in R&D (researchers),
Gross Domestic Expenditures on Research and Development (GERD), and GERD as a
percentage of the GDP.2143 Typical R&D indicators for Canada including those for
education and knowledge are located in Appendix 9.
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34. Access and Barriers to Education
Caught between a rapid increase in tuition fees, dwindling government support
and stagnant growth in incomes, tens of thousands of qualified Canadians from
modest- and middle-income families are in danger of being denied access to a
university or college education. Without immediate action, the resulting loss in
human talent and potential will have serious consequences for the country's future
social and economic development.
Canadian Association of University Teachers2144
The past decade has been a period of tremendous change for postsecondary
institutions in Canada. Tuition fees have risen steeply, as have non-educational
costs of attending college or university […]. Having a postsecondary system that
is accessible to Canadians has been an important policy goal as governments
have recognized the value of having a highly educated, skilled workforce.
Statistics Canada2145
Enrolment in universities and colleges is at record levels. In 2002–2003, more than onethird of all 18 to 21 year olds in Canada were attending a college or university. Much of
the growth in postsecondary enrolment is due to the growing participation of women.
Female students accounted for 75% of the growth in full-time university enrolment
during the 1980s and 1990s, increasing their share of the entire university population
from 45% to 55%.2146
However, simply counting the total numbers who are participating in postsecondary
education is not an adequate indicator of access. It is also essential to look at the
particular barriers that still prohibit some Canadians from attending postsecondary
institutions in the first place. While progress has clearly been made in dismantling gender
barriers, as indicated by the trends noted above, financial barriers, due in large part to
rising tuition fees and student debt levels, are increasingly responsible for keeping those
from less privileged economic backgrounds out of postsecondary educational institutions.
In 2000, about 270,000 students graduated from public college and university programs
in Canada. Half of these graduates had completed bachelor degrees, 37% received college
2144

Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT). "Access Denied. The Affordability of
Postsecondary Education in Canada, 1857-2002," Education Review, vol. 4, no. 1, 2004: 1-8, accessed June
2005; available from http://www.caut.ca/en/publications/educationreview/educationreview2004-2001.pdf.
p. 1.
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2005; accessed August 2006; available from http://www.irpp.org/indexe.htm. Junor and Usher do not
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diplomas and 12% received graduate degrees (Master and Doctorate). At the time of
graduation in 2000, nearly half of all college and bachelor graduates in Canada were in
debt to government student loan programs. On average, university graduates who had
only government debt owed nearly $20,000. However, the 11% of university graduates
who owed money to both government and non-government sources had an average
combined debt of $32,000. The average combined debt of college graduates with student
loans in 2000 was $20,000.2147
According to Statistics Canada, while the percentage of graduates with government debt
did not change much in the 1990s, the amount owing has. The university graduating class
of 2000 owed about 30% more than the class of 1995, and 76% more than the class of
1990 (in 2000 constant dollars). College graduates with student loans owed 21% more
than their counterparts in 1995 and 76% more than in 1990.2148
One-quarter of all borrowers reported having difficulty repaying their debt, while one in
five borrowers paid off their debt within two years. According to Statistics Canada,
graduates who managed to do so had higher incomes upon graduation and smaller debts
to begin with than those graduates who still owed money.2149
The increase in student debt throughout the 1990s is mirrored by the simultaneous rise in
tuition fees. Between 1990–1991 and 2005–2006, average undergraduate tuition fees in
Canada more than doubled from $2,000 to $4,214 ($2005 dollars).2150 Since 1990/91,
tuition fees have increased at an annual average rate of 7.3%, with particularly large
annual increases in 1990/91 and 1991/92 of 15.2% and 16.5% respectively. Since 2000,
the annual increases have slowed to an average annual increase of 4.1%.2151
In some provinces, the rise in tuition fees exceeded the Canadian average. For instance,
average undergraduate tuition at Nova Scotia universities jumped dramatically between
1990/91 and 2005/06 from $2,654 to $6,281 ($2005 dollars), so that the highest fees in
the country are in Nova Scotia.
Tuition in professional graduate programs has increased sharply between 2000/01 and
2005/06. In particular, fees in law, medicine and dentistry have jumped by 67.4%, 59.4%,
and 53.6% respectively. In dentistry and medicine, average tuition fees in 2005/06 were
$12,942 and $10,349 respectively.2152
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According to a Statistics Canada study that looked at access to professional programs
amid the deregulation of tuition fees between 1995 and 2002, the large increases in
tuition were associated with “substantial changes in the likelihood that students from
different socio-economic backgrounds would enroll in medicine, law or dentistry
programs.”2153 The study found evidence that enrolment among Ontario university
students from the most highly educated parents rose considerably in these programs
following the rise in fees.2154 Prior to the increase in fees, 2.4% of university graduates
from well-educated families (with graduate or professional degrees) pursued a
professional degree in one of these three fields, compared to 5.2% after the fee increase.
Interestingly, the study also showed increased enrolment among students from less
educated parents—likely a result of increased student aid. Their likelihood of enrolment
in these professional graduate programs increased from 0.5% of university graduates
from less well-educated families to 1.2% between 1995 and 2002. The study found a
decline in enrolment among students from middle-educated parents (those with a
postsecondary degree below graduate level) from 2% to 1%, likely due to the inability to
pay the higher fee, coupled with the inability to qualify for a student loan.2155
In 1996, an Advisory Panel on Future Directions for Postsecondary Education
recommended to the Ontario Ministry of Education “to correct the current serious
inadequacies in total financial resources available to postsecondary education.”2156 The
panel concluded that reductions in government grants to colleges and universities in
Ontario had resulted in long-term declines in real expenditures per student and that the
resulting increases in tuition fees threatened access.
[P]ublic financial support for postsecondary education in Ontario is seriously
inadequate—indeed it has become so low that the sector’s competitive position in
North America is dangerously at risk. Much time, effort, and resources have been
devoted to building the structure of colleges and universities that Ontario needs. It
would be extraordinarily short-sighted to let it crumble now.2157
According to the 2003 Report of the Pan-Canadian Indicators Program, in almost all
provinces, postsecondary graduates took longer to pay off their debts in 1995 than in
1990:2158
2153
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Rising student debt levels among the postsecondary graduates, together with a
significant gap in participation between people from low- versus middle-to-high
income backgrounds raise concerns about access to postsecondary education,
especially at the university level.2159
Statistics Canada studies have found that the proportion of youth who enroll in
postsecondary education is correlated with family earnings. In 2001, young people from
high-income families were more than twice as likely to attend university than those from
low-income families. 46% of youth between 18 and 24 from families with annual
incomes of $100,000 or more had completed or were enrolled in university, compared
with 20% of youth from families with incomes below $25,000. According to Statistics
Canada, this “participation gap” remained constant over the 1990s.2160 In other words,
even with the sharp increases in tuition fees and student debt, the gap in university
participation rates between youths from high-income families and those from modest or
low-income families did not increase from 1993 to 2001.
As of March 2002, about 83% of youth (aged 18 to 24 years) whose estimated family
earnings exceeded $80,000 had undertaken some postsecondary education. Two-thirds
(67%) of youth with family earnings between $55,000 and $80,000 had enrolled in
postsecondary education, and 55% of youth participated when family earnings were less
than $55,000 (See Figure 16 below).2161
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Figure 16: The “participation gap”: percentage of Canadians aged 18–24 who
attend Canadian universities, by household income, 2002

Source: Statistics Canada. "Postsecondary Education Participation Survey." The Daily, September 10,
2003; accessed December 2004; available from
http://www.statcan.ca/Daily/English/030910/d030910b.htm.

In a more recent Statistics Canada study that looked at data from the Survey of Labour
Income and Dynamics, a variety of family background factors were found to influence
whether youth participate in postsecondary education. The study found that:
•
•
•

Youth whose parents had a postsecondary education were more likely to attend a
postsecondary institution, particularly university.
Youth in the lowest family income quartile are less likely to participate in
postsecondary education than those who are better off.
Youth from two-parent families are more likely to attend a postsecondary
institution than youth from single-parent families.2162
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the Survey of Labour and Income Dynamics, Catalogue no. 81-595-MIE36, Statistics Canada, 2005.
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In 2004, the Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT) explored the issue of
access and the long-term historical trends in university tuition and incidental fees
between 1857 and 2002. Among its main findings:
•
•
•
•

In the entire period since 1857, the most rapid and consistent rise in tuition fees
during a century and a half took place in the 1990s.
Tuition and incidental fees (adjusted for inflation) at a typical university in
Canada are now at the highest recorded historical levels—more than six times
what they were in 1914 in real dollars.
It takes more hours of work to pay for today’s tuition fees than at any point in the
post-war period—and more than double that required in 1920.
By almost every measure, university education is less affordable for middleincome households today than at any other time in the past sixty years.2163

CAUT concluded that tuition hikes coupled with slow wage growth have left low- and
middle-income Canadian households “struggling to finance the cost of higher education.”
It warns that “universities are in danger of returning to their elitist roots as costs continue
to spiral out of control.”2164
While there seems to be little disagreement in the literature regarding the existence of a
participation gap based on socio-economic status, there is some difference of opinion as
to why the gap exists. Not everyone agrees that income is the sole culprit.
As noted earlier, a 2005 Statistics Canada study based on data collected between 1993
and 2001, reported that university participation was also “strongly related” to parents’
education. The study found that in 2001, only 17% of youth whose parents had a high
school education or less attended university while one-half of youth whose parents had a
university degree attended university themselves. According to Statistics Canada: “The
gap in participation rates between youth with highly-educated parents versus loweducated parents remained constant between 1993 and 2001.” Interestingly, the study also
found that when both parental education and parental income were taken into account,
participation was more strongly associated with parental education than with parental
income.2165
In addition to parental education, Statistics Canada reports there are a “wide variety” of
factors which influence participation in university and college: earnings, expectations and
education of parents; savings set aside by youth for education; and high school marks.
Essentially, participation rates in university increase as parental income, expectations,
and education increase. Students with better marks in high school were also more likely
to attend than those whose grades were lower. If students have savings set aside for
2163
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university they are also more likely to attend. However, Statistics Canada found that “no
one factor fully accounted for who went on and who did not.”2166, 2167
The Canadian Association of University Teachers agrees there are many inter-related
factors that affect participation in postsecondary education; however, in a 2004 report, the
CAUT argued that financial ability is “ultimately the largest and most difficult barrier to
overcome.”2168 This view is supported more strongly by U.S. data than by Canadian data.
According to a recent report by the U.S. Department of Education's Advisory Committee
on Student Assistance:
There is no evidence that [the educational attainment of parents] has an effect on
college enrolment independent of family income and financial aid for college
qualified high school students. In fact, if financial aid is adequate, low-income
high school graduates will enrol in a four-year college at extremely high rates,
regardless of parents’ education.2169, 2170
The U.S. Advisory Committee found that in 2002 nearly one half of all college-qualified,
low- and moderate-income high school graduates in the United States were unable to
attend a four-year college due to record-high financial barriers.
Over this decade, 4.4 million of these high school graduates will not attend fouryear colleges and two million will attend no college at all. For these students the
promise of a college education is an empty one. For the nation, the loss of human
capital will exact a serious economic and social toll for much of this century.2171
A 2005 Statistics Canada study that compared post-secondary access in Canada with the
U.S. concluded:
[T]wo groups of students are disadvantaged in going on to university in the U.S.
compared to Canada. These include students from lower-income families, as well
as members of a visible minority group […]. Students in the bottom income
quartile in the U.S. are considerably less likely to go to university than their
Canadian counterparts. In Canada, 24% of these students go on to university
compared to only 15% in the U.S.2172
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While students from a visible minority in the U.S. were at a disadvantage in attending
university compared to their Canadian counterparts, neither group was at a disadvantage
within each country once adjustments were made for income and other socio-economic
factors. In the U.S., once differences in socio-economic characteristics were taken into
account, students from minority groups were as likely as other students to go on to
university. By contrast, in Canada, students from visible minority groups were actually
far more likely to go on to university than other students, once income and other
characteristics are taken into account.2173 This does not mean that discrimination does not
exist, but rather that it likely occurs in areas related to contextual socio-economic factors
than in access to higher education per se.
The Statistics Canada study attributed the lower enrolment among lower-income youth to
the much higher costs of attending university in the United States. The higher costs are
associated with the presence of private universities, a lower level of local access to public
universities, and the higher costs of public university tuition.2174
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35. Postsecondary Graduation Rates and
Field of Study
The Pan-Canadian Education Indicators Program (PCEIP) includes postsecondary
completions and graduation rates in different broad fields of study in its list of indicators,
arguing that this information offers “insights into the response of the Canadian education
systems to changes in the demand for skills in the labour market.”2175 The report also
notes that international comparisons of graduation rates in different fields “provide
information on Canada’s position in an increasingly global economy.”2176
As noted earlier, graduation rates are only minimally useful in assessing whether the
Canadian populace is actually becoming more educated, knowledgeable, and wise, since
this indicator does not assess either the substance and quality of what is taught or its
utility in improving wellbeing for both present and future generations. Even at the most
basic level, for example, it is likely that longer student work hours resulting from rising
tuition and debt levels are reducing student reading and study time. For example, in l976,
the employment rate for full-time students in Canada was 26%. By 2001 it had increased
to 38%.2177 The fact that more students graduate than ever before does not mean that a
degree has the same value or represents the same level of educational attainment as
previously. Nevertheless, because graduation rates are one of the most widely used
conventional education indicators, the PCEIP results are reported here, with the caveat
that they are not to be considered as a core indicator of an educated populace for the
reasons noted here and earlier.
According to the PCEIP results, graduation rates from bachelors and first professional
degree programs rose sharply in the 1970s and 1980s. In 1976, the graduation rate for
Canada overall (defined as number of graduates divided by the Canadian population at
the typical age of graduation) was 18%. By 1991, it had risen to 28%. In 1995, the rate
reached 32% and then dropped slightly to 30% in 1998.2178
Table 32 below shows graduation rates by field of study between 1988 and 1998.
Graduation rates from the field of physical, natural and applied sciences increased by 1.5
percentage points while graduation rates in the field of humanities and social sciences
increased by 5.3 percentage points. Commerce, management and administration
2175
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graduation rates increased by 0.7 percentage points, and graduation rates in the health
professions and related occupations increased by 0.5 percentage points.

Table 32. Canadian university Bachelor’s and first professional degree graduation
rates, by field of study and gender, 1988 and 1998
Field of study

1988 (%) 1998 (%)

Physical, natural, and applied sciences
Agriculture and biological sciences
Engineering and applied sciences
Mathematics and physical sciences
Humanities and social sciences
Education
Fine and applied arts
Arts and sciences
Humanities and related
Social sciences balance
Commerce, management, and administration
Health professions and occupations

5.0
1.6
1.8
1.6
16.5
3.6
0.8
0.7
2.8
8.7
2.8
1.6

6.5
2.5
2.3
1.8
21.9
4.7
1.0
0.9
3.6
11.6
3.5
2.1

Percentile
change
1.5
0.9
0.5
0.2
5.4
1.1
0.2
0.2
0.8
2.9
0.7
0.5

Note: Statistics Canada calculated graduation rates by dividing the number of graduates by the population
at the typical age of graduation.
Source: CMEC, Canada. 2003. Education Indicators in Canada. Report of the Pan-Canadian Education
Indicators Program. Table D5.7.

The method used by the PCEIP for calculating graduation does not tell us about what
proportion of all university students graduate from a particular field of study. In other
words, the PCEIP results cannot be used to assess changes over time in the overall
proportions of students graduating from the various fields of study, though these figures
would help reveal shifts in social and economic priorities.
Statistics Canada data on university enrolment by field of study are more helpful in this
regard and show more dramatic fluctuations than revealed by the PCEIP results. For
example, between 1992–1993 and 2001–2002, enrolment in humanities decreased by
14.2% and enrolment in education decreased by 19.1%. At the same time, enrolment in
architecture, engineering, and related technologies increased by 18.4%, and in
mathematics, computer, and information sciences it increased by 44%.2179
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According to census data collected by Statistics Canada, increasing numbers of students
chose technology and business fields during the 1990s. Of the 1.2 million Canadian
students who graduated from university between 1991 and 2001, about 12% studied in
the fields of business and commerce and another 11% studied engineering.2180
More detailed data on graduation rates by field of study are available from Statistics
Canada and other sources. But, because graduation rates are not considered to be a core
indicator of an educated populace, only summary information is presented here.
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SOCIAL OUTCOMES
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36. Social Outcomes of Learning in an
Educated Populace
As we get richer, we accelerate our consumption of the world's resources, as well
as the pollution that consumption causes. Twenty percent of the richest people on
this planet, living largely in North America and Europe, are currently consuming
80% of all its goods, food, water, metals and fuel production, and there is little
sign yet of that imbalance being reduced.
David Suzuki and Holly Dressel2181
We may reasonably surmise that, on average, those whose lifetime earnings are
enhanced by degrees do more damage to the planet than those less encumbered.
David W. Orr2182
We began this literature review by explaining that we were using the sustainability lens,
which is a cross-cutting theme of Bhutan’s GNH principles and values, to guide our
approach to an educated populace assessment. Within GNH, wellbeing is explicitly
defined to include the welfare of future generations as well as that of the present
generation, and to be highly correlated with certain key conditions—physical and mental
health, decent living standards, a healthy physical environment, strong and safe
communities, vibrant culture, good government, and the ability to balance the often
competing demands of paid and unpaid work with ample free time. The inter-generational
dimension is intrinsic to an educated populace in the recognition that present wellbeing is
enhanced if people have confidence in their children’s future and it is diminished if they
feel anxious that their children’s health, living standards, environment, culture, and
communities are imperilled. From that perspective, an educated populace is one that has
the requisite knowledge to strengthen these conditions of GNH and wellbeing and
thereby to enhance both its own opportunities for wellbeing and those of its children.
Throughout the literature we found very many observers who are increasingly concerned
with the relationship between education and the state of the world, and with the key role
that education systems can play in either strengthening or undermining the
environmental, social, and economic conditions of wellbeing. Indeed, the entire United
Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development is based on this concern. In
particular, some writers have focused on the contribution of learning systems to a
consumer-oriented society and strategy of untrammelled economic growth that may be
unsustainable and destructive of global ecosystems. For example, Chapters 12 and 13
2181
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provided evidence of the increasing commercialization of education and research, and of
the use of school, university, and life-long learning systems to further commercial
opportunities and train workers for the needs of the economy. According to Ron Miller,
for example, the use of the term intellectual capital suggests, “that the minds of our
children are raw material for the economy.”2183 Miller argues that educational systems are
actually contributing to widespread social malaise with their emphasis on individual
competition rather than social co-operation and cohesion, and that new learning systems
are needed based on equity and a compassionate concern for the planet and all its
inhabitants.
As noted in earlier chapters, authors who take this view often suggest that key changes
must start with the worldview and values underlying our educational systems, in contrast
to mainstream reforms that focus on modifications to existing structures and do not
attempt to alter the system itself. This is not a new observation. Thomas Berry, in 1988,
argued that public education plays a role in sustaining the problem and that, for education
to become a force in the healthy sustainability of the planet and the wellbeing of its
peoples, the basic pattern itself must be profoundly altered:
Thus the question of meliorism appears, the tendency to constantly modify an
existing system without changing the basic pattern of its functioning. What is
needed is a profound alteration of the pattern itself, not some modification of the
pattern. To achieve this the basic principle of every significant revolution needs to
be asserted: rejection of partial solutions. The tension of the existing situation
must be deliberately intensified so that the root cause of the destructive situation
may become evident, for only when the cause becomes painfully clear will
decisive change take place. The pain to be endured from the change must be
experienced as a lesser pain to that of continuing the present course.2184
Similarly, we cited John Ralston Saul’s remark that society needs to change the
discourse.2185 To that end, this literature review has gone beyond conventional education
indicators that fail to ask basic questions about the substance and quality of education and
its contribution to wellbeing. Instead it has sought to explore new ways of measuring
progress in this area by exploring alternative discourses, including, for example, ascribing
value to Indigenous knowledge, non-cognitive learning, and the learning that occurs in
2183
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informal and non-formal systems. Some critics cited in this review have noted that
learning and education systems can play a key role in changing public values, from
reductionism to holism, so that students can learn to see the interconnected nature of
reality, including the interconnections of body, mind, emotions, and spirit. These writers
see a more holistic approach to learning creating the foundation for a new and more
meaningful public discourse.

36.1 Other outcome areas related to an educated populace
In addition to the the educated populace literacies we have discussed here , there are other
areas of interest related to an educated populace such as living standards, time use, health,
community vitality, governance, and ecological footprints. An educated populace is seen
as a main connection between all of these areas. In this view, the indication of a whether
or not individuals and society are learning what they need to know to create a sustainable
and wise society can be seen in the outcomes of all these areas.
This literature review of the educated populace literacies has not emphasized the outcome
section of its framework. However, to complete the framework we are using, we have
included brief summaries here of education and the ecological footprint, healthy
populations, living standards (here focusing on work), and community vitality (here
focusing on crime). In addition, we have also included a brief section on the educational
attainment of the working age population, since this is the variable used most often in
studies that identify correlations between education and other social and economic
factors.
There is a very strong emphasis on the inter-relatedness of these various components. For
example, long work hours may lead to higher incomes, but they are also associated with
increased levels of stress and the loss of leisure time, which could be used for civic
activity or child care. In addition, chronic stress has been linked to poor health and a
higher incidence of chronic disease. In terms of natural resource health, the depletion and
deterioration of ecosystems also has a profound impact on human health and living
standards, as well as implications for the viability of communities and the health of the
economy. In turn, fear of unemployment and joblessness has been associated with stress
and illness.
Thus, the relationships between the components are crucial. While simple-minded unidirectional analyses generally equate higher education levels with higher incomes and
progress, the introduction of an environmental perspective casts doubt on that equation.
As indicated in the Suzuki, Dressel, and Orr citations above, the higher incomes that
generally go with higher education may well accelerate environmental degradation.
It is, therefore, important to demonstrate the complex interaction between social,
economic, environmental, and health indicators and variables, and the potential impact of
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those relationships on the wellbeing of both current and future generations. In order to
assess whether Western educational structures today are contributing to wellbeing or not,
it is necessary first to review some of the key findings from wellbeing indicator research
that pertain to education.

36.2 Educational attainment of the working-age population
Canadians are better educated today than at any other time in history, when number of
years in education is used as the benchmark for educational attainment. In 1951, 2% of
the Canadian population aged 15 and over had education beyond high school. Since the
Second World War there has been unprecedented growth in the number of Canadians
with a postsecondary education. In 2001, more than 50% of the Canadian population aged
15 and over had university qualifications, a college diploma, or other trade credentials.2186
According to the Pan-Canadian Education Indicators Program (PCEIP), educational
attainment, or the highest level of education completed, is one way to measure human
capital. The conventional definition of human capital defines it as the “knowledge and
skills that the working-age population (or more narrowly the labour force) accumulates
through formal educational attainment, training, and experience.”2187 Trends in
attainment rates may also give us information about access and barriers to the education
system.
Using Statistics Canada 2001 Census data, the PCEIP found:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 2001 Census marked the first time that a majority of the working-age
population had postsecondary credentials.
23% of the population aged 25–64 had a university education, up from 17% a
decade earlier.
In 2001, 54% of men aged 25–64 had qualifications above a high school level, up
from 47% in 1991.
In 2001, 53% of women aged 25–64 had postsecondary qualifications, up from
41% in 1991.
The number of people aged 25–64 with higher degrees (masters, doctorates and
other qualifications) above the bachelor’s level increased by 50% between 1991
and 2001.
In 2001, 61% of the population aged 25–34 had postsecondary credentials.
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•

In 2001, 62% of working-age immigrants who arrived in the 1990s had
postsecondary credentials, compared to 48% of immigrants in the 1970s and
1980s.2188

The Centre for the Study of Living Standards proposed that average educational
attainment of the working-age population be adopted as the NRTEE’s first summary
indicator of the sustainability of human capital in terms of education, particularly because
of its close link to income-earning power, which in turn makes it comparatively easy to
monetize. According to the CSLS: “Additional years of education normally produce more
knowledgeable and skilled workers; a situation where educational attainment is declining
is not consistent with the sustainability of human capital.”2189
However, the CSLS also points out that the disadvantage of using average educational
attainment as an indicator of human capital sustainability is the “possibility of declining
quality of educational credentials. A high school diploma in 2001 may or may not
represent the acquisition of as much knowledge as it did 50 years ago.”2190 In addition, it
might be asked: what is the quality of the knowledge being transferred, and is it accurate?
Furthermore, since level of income is associated with educational attainment, and since it
has been shown that those with higher incomes consume most of the world’s resources
and therefore threaten the ecological sustainability of the planet, one must ask whether
there is a lack of basic knowledge in the field of environmental sustainability even among
those with high levels of education? Despite these caveats, the NRTEE did accept the
recommendation of the CSLS, and has adopted the educational attainment indicator as its
human capital measure at least on an interim basis.
According to the NRTEE, the human capital indicator measures the percentage of the
population between the ages of 25 and 64 that have achieved at least a university
bachelor’s degree, or a diploma or certificate from an educational institution beyond high
school. Based on these Statistics Canada data, the NRTEE human capital indicator shows
that “human capital” in Canada has steadily increased from roughly 43% in 1990 to
nearly 56% in 2000.2191
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36.3 Education and the ecological footprint
Our ecological footprint is essentially a “measure of the sustainability of our lifestyle
expressed in geographic area of productive land and sea area.”2192
Our lifestyle and activities need an ecosystem to support them. Every activity can
be expressed in the amount of productive land it takes to produce the inputs and
assimilate the wastes with prevailing technologies […]. The Footprint, when
compared to the total available productive land of the given area—
bioproductivity—indicates the sustainability of the lifestyle in terms of renewable
supply versus demand.2193
According to researchers at the University of British Columbia, every person on the
planet today requires an average of 2.8 hectares of land to provide the necessary
resources and waste absorption capacity to meet consumption and waste production
needs. That is the average “ecological footprint” of every human being on the planet
today. But if we set aside 12% of the world’s land mass to protect biodiversity, according
to international commitments made by world leaders, then that only leaves us with 1.8
hectares of available bioproductive capacity per person.2194
But this average ecological footprint is misleading since all footprints are not the same
size. For instance, a person living in the U.S. has an average footprint of 11.8 hectares
while a person living in Africa has an average footprint of 1.3 hectares. The richest onefifth of the world's population consumes 45% of all meat and fish, 58% of all energy, and
84% of all paper, and it owns 87% of all cars. The poorest one-fifth consumes just 5% of
meat and fish, less than 4% of energy, 1.1% of paper, and less than 1% of all cars.2195
According to a recent report by the Worldwatch Institute, if everyone consumed at the
average level of high-income countries, the planet could only sustainably support 1.8
billion people, not the 6.5 billion that currently inhabit it.2196
The most recent calculations reflecting the sustainability of Canadian lifestyles and
consumption patterns were prepared by the International Institute for Sustainable
Development and the Global Footprint Network. The 2006 national footprint
calculations, based on 2002 data, comprise six major bioproductive areas or “land types”
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including arable land, pasture, forest, fishing grounds, fossil energy land, and built land.
The calculations consider the human demand on each of these land types wherever they
are located (see Table 33 below).2197 In addition, the average Canadian footprint was
distributed over five main human activity categories: food, housing, mobility, goods, and
services. An analysis of Canadian footprint results showed the contribution of each of
these categories to the total footprint (see Table 33).2198

Table 33. Canada’s national footprint, by consumption category and land-use type,
2002
Activity area
Food
Housing
Mobility
Goods
Services
Unidentified
TOTAL

Percent of
total
28.5
29.1
19.3
13.2
9.9
0
100

Land-use type
Energy total
Cropland
Pasture
Forest
Built area
Fishing grounds
TOTAL

Percent of
total
61
14
5
17
1
2
100

Source: International Institute for Sustainable Development and Global Footprint Network. 2006. Canadian
Index of Wellbeing: Ecological Footprint Calculations. Report on the Results of the Pilot Project. Toronto:
Atkinson Charitable Foundation. p. 17.

The total ecological footprint per Canadian resident is 7.5 global hectares distributed over
the land use types.2199 In future, the footprint data will be used in conjunction with the
other indicators in order to break down the results into categories required for policy
purposes. For example, in future it will be possible to analyze the footprint data in terms
of consumption levels by income or educational level.2200 This kind of analysis was
unavailable at the time of writing this literature review.
In 2001, GPI Atlantic analyzed footprint data in Nova Scotia in terms of consumption
levels by income and demonstrated that the size of a Nova Scotian’s footprint was
dependent on income. While the average ecological footprint in Nova Scotia was found
to be 8.1 hectares per person, the richest 20% of Nova Scotians have a footprint of 10.7
hectares per person compared to 6.2 hectares for the poorest 20%. This is because the rich
consume more resources and produce more waste than the poor.2201
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Since level of income is associated with educational attainment, Ecological Footprint
analysis raises some important questions:
•

Instead of protecting and conserving valuable natural capital, we are drawing it
down and depleting it at a rate faster than it can be replaced. For instance, once a
forest is degraded, it is no longer able to provide essential goods and services such
as soil formation, habitat, watershed protection, flood control, climate regulation,
carbon storage, high quality timber and other services as effectively as a healthy
forest. The forest, in this case, is ‘natural capital,’ a stock of natural assets that
provide a flow of goods and services.
The depletion and degradation of this stock is invisible in our conventional
economic growth statistics, which count the depletion of natural wealth as income
and therefore as economic gain. Thus, the more fish we catch and the more trees
we cut down, the more the economy grows. But this depletion actually represents
a decline in natural wealth, and an economic cost that will affect current and
future generations. If our ecological footprints are too big, then we are essentially
living in debt, gradually accumulating an ecological deficit. Accounting for our
natural wealth in this way casts doubt on the simplistic equation between
education and wealth generation, since the accumulation of material wealth may
well be offset by a decline in natural wealth.

•

Some analysts have tied the growth of consumption, especially among those with
higher education and greater incomes, to the ‘work-and-spend’ cycle. In the last
40 years alone, consumption has more than doubled for the average Canadian.
Conventionally, consumption is viewed as the path to satisfaction, and the workand-spend cycle is the syndrome of the affluent—those with enough disposable
income to be on the treadmill in the first place. This does not mean those with low
incomes are immune from the pressures to consume. ‘The poor are not so much
adherents to an alternate (anti-materialist) set of values, as they are unsuccessful
at the same game everyone else is playing […]. If they are not trapped in work
and spend, it's more because they can’t than they won’t.’2202, 2203 Research in this
area raises the question: Does the notion of ‘wealth’ itself need to be redefined in
our society so that the consequences of consumerism for the environment are
exposed and ‘people are persuaded to revise their priorities and follow a less
materially intensive path?’2204
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36.4 Education and health
Educational attainment is positively associated both with health status and with healthy
lifestyles. For example, in the 1996–97 National Population Health Survey, only 54% of
respondents with less than high school education rated their health as “excellent” or “very
good” compared with almost 71% of respondents with postsecondary education.2205 In
2003, the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) data indicate that 49% of
respondents with less than high-school education reported their health as “excellent” or
“very good” compared with 64% of respondents with postsecondary school education.2206
Self-rated health, in turn, has been shown to be a reliable predictor of health problems,
health-care utilization, and longevity. From a health determinants perspective, education
is clearly a good investment that can reduce long-term health care costs.2207, 2208
According to a recent study by Statistics Canada, which followed the same individuals
over an eight-year period, among both the middle-aged and seniors, better-educated
individuals were more likely to remain healthy during the study period. It found that
socio-economic characteristics such as education and level of household income were
more important determinants of healthy aging than healthy behaviours. The study
attributed this to the fact that people with a high level of education tend to be more aware
of health risks and use medical services more effectively.2209
In addition, a growing body of evidence indicates that income distribution is one of the
most important determinants of population health and that educational attainment, in turn,
is a good indicator of income and earnings. Comparative studies have found that
widening the income gap also widens the health gap. According to Statistics Canada,
there are two reasons why this is so. Individuals at the bottom of the income ladder may
feel greater “anxiety and shame” about their lot in comparison with those on the upper
2205
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rungs. Over time this negative emotion can lead to chronic stress, which in turn can lead
to adverse physical health outcomes. The poor also suffer adverse health effects from not
having access to the same resources, such as education and health care.2210
This association between inequality and mortality is particularly strong in the U.S., where
access to health care and high-quality education is extremely limited for the poor. In
Canada, by contrast, basic health care services remain publicly funded and universally
available. Examining the comparative U.S. and Canadian data, Statistics Canada finds
that in the U.S., an individual’s income is a “much stronger determinant of one's life
chances, and, in turn, their health chances, than in Canada.”2211
According to a GPI Atlantic study, chronic illnesses including heart disease, cancer,
diabetes, and lung disease cost the Nova Scotia health care system $750 million a year in
hospital, doctor, and drug costs. Additional private spending on health care and home
care costs brings total direct medical expenditures for chronic diseases to $1.23 billion a
year. Since the poor are generally less healthy, suffer higher rates of these chronic
illnesses, and use hospitals and doctors more often, poverty accounts for a significant
portion of these costs to the health care system.2212
According to researchers at Dalhousie University, 17.4% of physician costs in Nova
Scotia can be attributed to educational inequality and an additional 11.3% to income
inequality. In other words, nearly $70 million / year would be saved annually in avoided
physician services if all Nova Scotians were as healthy as those with university degrees
and higher incomes.2213
Therefore, the evidence demonstrates that alleviating poverty and reducing inequality by
reducing the gap between rich and poor and by increasing levels of literacy would bring
savings to the health care system. The Canadian Public Health Association has
emphasized the strong connection between wellbeing and income distribution:
The evidence shows conclusively that reducing relative poverty and narrowing
income distribution are likely to have a much greater effect on improving
wellbeing than increasing aggregate wealth […]. This redistribution is crucial: we
now know that in modern, wealthy societies, wellbeing is associated more with
relative income than growth in overall, average wealth.2214
Another study by the Central West Health Planning Information Network in Hamilton,
Ontario echoed these findings. Exploring the relationship between cardiovascular disease
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(CVD) and socioeconomic status, the study concluded that living conditions, education,
and occupation levels were “key predictors of heart disease.” It recommended that:
[I]ncreasing the overall level of education in the population by providing more
support for residents to obtain higher education (for example more affordable
housing, subsidized day care, and lower tuition fees) may be an important strategy
for improving the health of the population. Policies and strategies that address the
socioeconomic context in which people live might also decrease the inequalities
in CVD risk factors and provide a more physically and mentally healthy
community environment.2215
The World Health Organization describes a range of factors that strongly affect health,
including access to nutritious food, housing, secure employment, and a sense of social
belonging. According to Statistics Canada, workers with higher education were more
likely to have secure, high-wage, high-benefit jobs. Employees with less than high school
education were more likely to have insecure work, low wages and no benefits.2216
Thus, poverty and inequality are acknowledged to be the most reliable predictors of poor
health outcomes, and these factors in turn are closely linked to low educational
attainment and unhealthy lifestyles. Thus, reductions in poverty among high-risk groups,
as well as reductions in educational inequality, will likely improve overall population
health. Because of the linkages between social, economic, and environmental realities,
potential investments in the determinants of health are highly cost-effective means to
improve health and wellbeing. Rather than assess the cost only of the final outcomes of
illness, as our current health budgets do, it is important to assess the potential economic
benefits and costs associated with different health determinants, including education.
GPI Atlantic’s Cost of Obesity report found that Canadians with less education are much
more likely to be overweight than those with higher education. In fact, rates of
overweight decreased with each successive level of education: 36% of Canadians with
less than a high school education were found to be overweight compared to 22% of those
with a university education.2217
The Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) recently reported that in 2004, men
and women aged 25–64 with less than secondary education were more likely to be obese
than those who completed postsecondary education. It also found that adults with
postsecondary education reported eating fruit and vegetables more frequently than those
with less than a high school diploma.2218
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In Nova Scotia, comprehensive dietary information surveys were conducted in 1970–72
and in 1990. Both the 1990 Nova Scotia Nutrition Survey and a 1994 National Institute of
Nutrition (NIN) survey found that food labels were widely misunderstood and
misinterpreted, with little comprehension of ingredient lists and nutrition panels, and
widespread confusion about the validity of food claims on labels.2219, 2220
As discussed in Chapter 23 of this literature review, the National Institute of Nutrition
(NIN) has conducted six nutrition surveys in Canada (1989, 1994, 1997, 2001, 2004, and
2006).2221, 2222 The most recent survey (2006), conducted by the Canadian Council of
Food and Nutrition (CCFN), indicated that 77% of Canadians report getting nutrition
information from product labels. In addition, those who claim to be very knowledgeable
about nutrition are more frequent label readers (24% always check product labels).2223
The 2006 report also argues: “While people with higher levels of education are less likely
to never check labels, they are not particularly likely to always check them.”2224
According to the 2006 CCFN survey, 67% of those who read product labels say they can
often find the information they need, up from 56% in 2004. Twenty-six percent say that
they sometimes can find the information they need, down from 37% in 2004. In general,
those who are the most knowledgeable about nutrition or who are more frequent readers
of product labels are more likely to say that they often can find the information they
need.2225
In 1997, prior to merging with the Canadian Food Information Council to form the
CCFN, the NIN included in its survey a section devoted to assessing whether Canadians
understand the information on nutrition labels. In 1997, almost one quarter of Canadians
(23%) reported they had difficulty understanding the nutritional information on labels,
and 16% of shoppers with a university education had difficulty. Thirty-one percent of
those with a high school education claimed they had difficulty understanding labels, and
42% with elementary school educations claimed they had difficulty. Reasons cited were
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complexity of terms, lack of clarity and difficulty understanding nutrient terminology.2226
Based on a review of the archived survey material available on the CCFN web site, it
appears that the 1997 TNT survey was the last time an attempt was made to assess
whether Canadians comprehend the information provided on food labels. For example,
the 2001 TNT survey asked questions about self-rated nutrition knowledge—that is,
whether Canadians consider themselves to be very, not very, or not at all knowledgeable
about nutrition.2227 Regarding nutrition labels, the 2006 survey asked Canadians about:
•
•
•
•

the frequency of reading labels
their ability to find information on food labels
the use of information on food labels
the perceived importance of specific label information2228

The 2004 and 2006 TNT surveys also addressed food safety concerns. Almost onequarter of Canadians do not have a food safety issue of concern. The “nothing concerns
me” response was less prevalent among women, those with higher levels of education
and those who rate their knowledge of nutrition as high. Among the 2006 findings: 23%
of Canadians are concerned about the handling and preparation of food; 12% of
Canadians are concerned about food content (fat, trans fats, cholesterol, sugar, salt, etc);
and 5% are concerned about genetically modified food.2229 It is worth highlighting here
that when three of the categories are combined, a total of 32% of Canadians express
concern about chemicals in food: 13% are concerned about additives and other chemicals
in food; 13% are concerned about pesticides and other chemicals in food; and 6% are
concerned about chemicals in food (general).2230
Indicators of an educated populace should reflect such knowledge, or lack of it, on basic
issues like nutrition and food quality.
Yet nutritional education budgets pale in comparison to food industry advertising
budgets—$30 billion a year in the U.S. alone. Such advertising is a major contributor to
the GDP, yet much of it promotes foods that cause obesity, which has been linked to
cancer, heart attacks, diabetes, and early death among other chronic diseases.2231
A 1996 Consumers International Study found that the fast food industry accounts for onethird of food advertising expenditures in the industrialized countries. When candy and
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sweetened breakfast cereals are included, the advertising expenditures account for more
than half of all food advertising in the U.S., Australia, and eleven European countries. For
instance, Kelloggs spends $40 million a year to promote Frosted Flakes alone. Coca Cola
and MacDonalds are two of the top ten advertising spenders in the world. By contrast,
nutritional education budgets are insignificant, and register as “costs” that are often first
on the chopping block of government budgets in times of fiscal restraint, since they are
not seen as directly relevant to basic literacy and math skills.2232
While we adhere to these perverse accounting methods to measure our wellbeing as a
society, we will continue to ensure that our children get their food education almost
exclusively from the fast food industry. The provision of classroom lesson plans on
nutrition by the food industry is particularly problematic given the fact that, like tobacco
companies, food companies explicitly target children to nurture addictions that will
continue into adulthood.2233 Indeed, the last ten years have seen a massive expansion of
tobacco interests like Philip Morris and RJR-Reynolds into the food industry, and it is
estimated that one-third of processed and packaged food on supermarket shelves is today
marketed by these companies.2234
In addition, while it is widely known today that low-fat, low-sugar diets with ample
whole grains, fruits and vegetables are the basis for a healthy diet, there is still
widespread ignorance about the processed and prepared foods that constitute an
increasing share of our diets. The confusion applies to quantity as well as quality. For
instance, a widespread marketing trend in the U.S. has been to “supersize” helpings of
food at fast food establishments on items like French fries and sodas where the
ingredients cost little to the purveyor—thereby often doubling the caloric content of a
meal of nutrient-poor, fat-rich food.
A society intent on improving population health would have to counter industry
advertising with a determined nutritional education campaign no less resourceful than
that devoted to countering cigarette smoking.2235 The fact that television advertising may
currently be one of the main sources of consumer knowledge about food illustrates a key
issue raised in the last chapter—that significant learning occurs outside school. A genuine
assessment of the educational attainment of a population must include consideration both
of the level of societal knowledge on key issues like nutrition that affect health and social
wellbeing and of the sources of that knowledge and their accuracy.
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Given the finding that obesity rates are inversely proportional to educational attainment, a
commitment to nutritional literacy can potentially play a major role in reversing the
obesity epidemic.

36.5 Education and work
Men and women with university degrees are more likely to have work than those who
have not completed high school. In 2001, 75.4% of female university graduates in
Canada had a job, compared with 79.3% of male graduates. By contrast, women with less
than a Grade 9 education are less than half as likely to be employed as their male
counterparts—13.6% of women compared to 29.4% of men.2236
Educational attainment is also linked to earnings. A recent Statistics Canada study found
that the gap in earnings between couples who are highly educated and couples with much
lower levels of schooling has widened considerably during the past two decades. Couples
consisting of two university graduates have seen their employment income increase from
14% to 22% in real (inflation adjusted) terms when compared with their counterparts 20
years earlier. In the same time period, those with a high school education or less have
struggled to maintain their standard of living.2237
A seminal study out of the U.S. (Bluestone and Rose 1997) found that highly educated
working couples also increased their work hours significantly more than their less
educated counterparts, making the highly educated the most overworked segment of
society.2238
“Structural unemployment” exists when there is a mismatch between the skills required
by employers and the skills of the unemployed. Thus, a shortage of jobs in the 1990s led
some analysts to argue that the cause of unemployment was a shortage of workers with
the education and skills required to fill the available positions, particularly in the
“knowledge” sector. However, studies show that skill mismatches are not likely the
problem. According to one study by Lars Osberg, of Dalhousie University, and Zhengxi
Lin, of Statistics Canada, only one percentage point of Canada’s 1998 unemployment rate
of 8.3% was due to skill mismatches. Another study by Statistics Canada and Human
Resources and Skills Development Canada found that a substantial share of job vacancies
in 1999 were not in the high-tech sector, where lack of available skills have been
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identified by some as a problem. Instead, 40% of job vacancies were in retail trade and
consumer services.2239
Canadians as a whole, and the young in particular, have more skills, training, and higher
levels of education than ever before. Unnoticed is a steady credentials gap, as educational
requirements for many jobs have steadily increased beyond the levels of knowledge
actually needed to perform the job. A series of Ontario studies found that postsecondary
credentials were required for 47% of clerical workers in 1996 compared with 34% in
1990 and 24% in 1984. For unskilled manual workers, 52% were expected to have a high
school diploma in 1996 compared to 40% in 1990 and 19% in 1984.2240
The problem, therefore, does not seem to be a lack of education, skills and training, but
rather the opposite—a larger pool of available skilled and educated people seeking work,
which allows employers to ratchet up the entry requirements over time. One subtle but
highly significant aspect of underemployment, not captured in the market statistics at all,
is the growing percentage of over-qualified job entrants unable to find work that
adequately uses their talents, skills, and abilities. Until we clearly identify such important
relationships between educational requirements and labour market issues as core policy
issues, we are likely to continue diverting attention away from fundamental causes and
advocating more training as a supposed panacea for marginalized workers.2241
36.5.1 Labour market outcomes and earnings
It is now well established that there is a close link between educational levels on the one
hand and employment and income on the other. Generally, individuals benefit from
higher levels of education in terms of earnings, better jobs, and access to additional
education and training.
The Pan-Canadian Education Indicators Program (PCEIP) observes that “an important
goal of education is the development of responsible citizens who are able to participate as
effective workers in a modern knowledge-based economy and society.”2242 The PCEIP
examined Statistics Canada data on unemployment rates and earnings for different levels
of educational attainment and found that in 2000 the unemployment rate for men and
women (all ages) without high school diplomas was 10%, compared to 4% for university
graduates and 5% for college and trade graduates.2243
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The gap is even more marked for younger workers. In 2000, the unemployment rate for
Canadian workers aged 25–29 with less than a high school diploma was more than three
times higher than for those with a university education.2244
The PCEIP report also found that educational attainment had a “strong impact on
earnings,” and that in fact, for many individuals, the promise of higher earnings is an
incentive for pursuing further education. For example, in 1999 in Canada, the mean
earnings (before taxes) for university graduates were 62% higher than the earnings for
those with only high school diplomas. As well, those who did not complete high school
earned 21% less than those who did.2245
Earnings by level of education and age have been well documented, and the evidence
does not need to be repeated in detail here beyond a few basic facts.
According to Statistics Canada, a higher education is a “gateway” to higher earnings.
More than 60% of people in the lowest earnings category did not have a high school
education in 2000, while more than 60% of those in the top income category had a
university degree. However, the census data also indicate that those in older age groups
and with more work experience made the most significant gains in earnings over time.2246
According to the Conference Board of Canada, employability skills are just as, if not
more, important than formal educational attainment when it comes to economic
productivity and success in the labour force. According to the Conference Board,
employability skills and attitudes include:2247
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reading text
document use
writing
numeracy
oral communication
thinking skills (problem-solving, decision-making, job task planning and
organization, significant use of memory and finding information)
computer use
being positive, responsible and adaptable
learning continuously
working safely
working with others (teamwork)
participating in projects and tasks
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According to the U.S. Department of Education, education and skills affect worker
productivity, mainly because they “expand a worker’s capacity to perform tasks or to use
productive technologies.”2248 Also, the Department found, the more educated a worker,
the better able she or he is to adapt to changes in the workplace and to work effectively in
a team.
One way of measuring the impact of education on worker productivity is by estimating
the impact of education on wages, which is, according to one U.S. study, the best
available measure of a worker’s productivity. In the U.S., as in Canada, workers with
higher educational attainment are unemployed less and earn more than workers with
lower educational attainment.2249
According to a study by Statistics Canada, literacy accounts for about one-third of the
estimated ‘return on education’: “Each additional year of education raises the annual
earnings by about 8.3%. Of that, about 3.1 percentage points result from the combined
influences of education on literacy and, in turn, literacy on earnings.”2250
In another study for Statistics Canada, Lars Osberg showed that for men employed full
time and full year, literacy accounts for about 30% of the economic return from
education.2251
According to the Conference Board of Canada, increases in skills stimulate economic
growth:
Differences in average literacy and numeracy skills explain 55 per cent of
differences in GDP per capita observed in the period 1960–1995. If this
relationship holds, a 1 per cent average increase in literacy and numeracy skills
would yield a 1.5 per cent permanent increase in GDP per capita. This is three
times the return associated with investments in physical capital.2252
36.5.2 Brain drain, brain gain
The topic of brain drain from Canada made headlines in the mid-1990s, after the country
experienced an increase in the number of highly educated people—scientists, engineers,
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technology experts, and medical professionals—leaving Canada for the United States and
other countries. While out-migration was not new for Canada, this time it raised concerns
that losing so many highly educated Canadians would ultimately limit the country’s
ability to compete successfully in the global economy. A review of the literature on the
topic showed that the verdict on brain drain is mixed and that while some researchers
argue that brain drain is a significant problem, there are others who do not see it as a
problem at all. While a certain number of highly educated people leave the country, the
numbers emigrating are relatively small compared to past decades. In addition, Canada
gains an even greater number of highly skilled professionals from around the world than
it loses. 2253 However, there are those who argue that the losses, however small, still have
a negative impact on Canada’s economy. 2254 Much of the literature brings attention to
national policy issues by questioning both the success of government settlement programs
designed to help newcomers adjust and find economic success, and Canada’s
international policies related to recruitment practices of highly educated professionals in
developing countries.
There were sharp increases in the numbers of temporary U.S. visas issued to Canadians in
the mid-1990s, with about 80% of those being work visas under the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). As the demand for high-tech professionals increased
worldwide, many Canadian professionals emigrated to the U.S. and other countries for
higher paying jobs and more career opportunities.2255
Budget cuts in Canada’s health care industry during this time also led to a large number
of physicians, nurses, and other health care professionals leaving Canada for jobs in the
United States. Many health care jobs had been eliminated in Canada, leaving some nurses
without work and others working for considerably less pay than they could get in the U.S.
Canadian nurses could easily find better paid work in the U.S., which had been
experiencing a shortage of nurses nationwide for several years, and NAFTA made the
process easy. Hospital budget cuts may have had an effect on physicians as well, and
many doctors and other medical professionals also opted to leave Canada during these
years. According to Gray, some left in protest against the changing national health care
policies; others left to take advantage of higher salaries and more opportunities to practice
within their medical specialty. In some cases, physicians with incomes above $150,000
may also have found the U.S. tax situation more appealing.2256 Nevertheless, in even the
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most affected occupations, such as doctors and nurses, the proportions being lost are
relatively small.2257
To find out more about Canadians who left Canada for the U.S., Statistics Canada
surveyed Canadian graduates from the class of 1995 who were living in the U.S. The
Statistics Canada study showed that most of the recent emigrants were above average
academically. The majority had been in the top ten percent of their graduating class, and a
large percentage had received scholarships. This fuelled the concern that Canada was
losing its “best and brightest” individuals to the U.S. and also that Canada was funding
their education.2258
John Helliwell and David F. Helliwell, who studied University of British Columbia
(UBC) graduates, argue that the movement of highly educated academics is not
surprising. Those with Ph.D.s are much more likely to emigrate than graduates with
masters or bachelors degrees. Many Ph.D.s often have to travel some distance to pursue
careers in their specialty, following the availability of university positions and research
grants. But the authors are not convinced that the brain drain from Canada is increasing.
Their study reports that UBC graduates with Bachelors degrees who are not living in BC
are 61 times more likely to be living elsewhere in Canada than in the U.S., after adjusting
for the effects of population, distance, and incomes. They also point to evidence that
many Canadians who leave eventually return to Canada. They conclude that, consistent
with the data from the U.S. Bureau of the Census, the UBC graduate data show that the
past five decades have seen continuing reductions in the shares of UBC graduates living
in the United States.2259
Serge Nadeau and his colleagues at Industry Canada argue that even though the numbers
of Canadians permanently leaving for U.S. jobs is currently small, especially when
compared to the 1950s and 1960s, their loss is damaging to the Canadian economy.2260
While the composition of permanent leavers has been shifting toward the more
highly skilled, the size of the outflow remains small—about 0.1 percent of the
skilled labour force in 1997. Furthermore, Canada gains four knowledge workers
from abroad for every one knowledge worker we lose to the United States. The fact
that Canada is a net gainer of skilled workers on balance is important, but we
should also be concerned about the gross outflow. While Canada gains many skilled
workers from abroad, which represents a societal gain, any emigration out of
Canada subtracts from our stock of skilled workers and involves a loss of societal
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investments in their human capital formation.2261
Nadeau, et al. point out that since the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
workers can renew their visas each year and can potentially remain in the U.S.
indefinitely. They also point out that only one in five of the graduates surveyed by
Statistics Canada in 1995 had returned to Canada by 1999. In addition to issues around
the numbers and dollars lost to emigration, there is also fear that Canada is losing talented
individuals who could make enormous economic and social contributions in the future.
This fear is certainly true for poorer and less developed nations, but also perhaps deserves
some consideration by developed nations as well.2262
Gangan Prathap, in “A Soft Mathematical Model for Brain Drain,” suggests that 80% of
all major intellectual and social revolutions originate from about 20% of the population,
and that a much smaller fraction (less than 1% of a population) accounts for most major
developments.2263 He suggests that truly brilliant minds, like Thomas Edison and Albert
Einstein, for example, are rare. Even with small numbers, therefore, brain drain can be
much more serious than just losing a number of highly educated people, especially for
developing countries. It can also mean losing highly valuable “intellectual wealth.” Loss
of intellectual wealth, in turn, could also mean loss of intangible assets such as ideas,
know-how, creativity, and imagination, which are vital assets for a thriving economy.2264
However, the real problem with the debate since the mid-1990s is that “brain drain” is
often not discussed in relation to Canada’s “brain gain,” and as a “net” rather than
“gross” assessment. While an estimated 8,000 to 10,000 university-educated Canadians
leave each year for the U.S. and an equal number go elsewhere in the world, Canada is
gaining a huge influx of highly qualified immigrants, many of whom seem to be enjoying
considerable economic success. In historical terms, the outflow of Canadians is the
smallest it has been since 1851.2265 Between 1990 and 1996, Canada welcomed an
average of 122,701 immigrants annually. According to Statistics Canada, the country
gains four university-qualified people from around the world for every one lost to the
U.S. and for every two going to all other countries including the U.S. According to
Murray, the total number of Masters and Doctoral graduates we attract annually exceeds
the total number of university-educated lost to the United States.2266
Murray also notes that in the 1990s there has been some deterioration in how successfully
immigrants have integrated into the Canadian economy. Statistics Canada reports that
85% of immigrants find work in the occupation that was intended at the time of
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immigration, and they have lifetime earnings that are actually higher than equally
qualified Canadians. On the other hand, there are barriers for some immigrants related to
recognition of credentials, lack of labour market information and Canadian work
experience.2267 Even with a high influx of highly educated professionals, Canada may
not be taking full advantage of the intellectual talent coming into the country.
A report from the right of centre C. D. Howe Institute suggests an imbalance in the
exchange between highly educated Canadians emigrating to the U.S. and their highly
educated replacements. While Canadian born professionals in the U.S. quickly experience
labour market outcomes at least on par with their U.S.-born counterparts, the report says
that immigrants to Canada need, on average, ten or more years to match the performance
of their Canadian counterparts. As well, the report contends that many new immigrants to
Canada require more resources such as language training, and that the government incurs
other settlement costs before they can participate fully in the Canadian economy. 2268 The
report seems to conclude that changes to Canada’s tax system (i.e., lowering taxes) would
“stem the outflow of Canadian talent.”2269
However, not all agree that “brain drain” has anything to do with Canada’s taxation
system.
We have seen that the generation, attraction and retention of potentially footloose
talent—the most crucial resource in the knowledge-based or learning economy—
depend much more on considerations such as local quality of life: the
attractiveness and condition of the natural environment and built form, the quality
of schools and the richness of cultural amenities. They also depend heavily on the
diversity of available opportunities for subsequent career advancement (and
related to this, the potential that one’s spouse will also be able to find appropriate
work in the same local labour market). Also important are social harmony and
safety from crime—both arguably the result of social and economic policies that
prevent economic disparities from growing to socially destabilizing levels.2270
Costs associated with out-migration and the reception of people into the country are
referred to as “churning costs,” and these could amount to millions or even billions of
dollars depending on how the assessment is made and which costs are included in the
equation. If the costs of past investment in the postsecondary education of emigrants and
the loss of tax revenue through their emigration to the U.S. and elsewhere are included in
the ratio, along with settlement costs such as language training and skills upgrading for
new immigrants, then the net price tag of substituting highly educated new immigrants
for equally qualified emigrants could be very high.2271
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Table 34 below shows the immigration figures by province for 2002. According to data
from Canadian Citizenship and Immigration, all of Atlantic Canada combined got 1.15%
of the total immigrants in 2002, while Toronto got nearly half (112,000) of all
immigrants. In addition, as the table illustrates, just two developing countries, China and
India, accounted for 27% of all immigrants to Canada in 2002. Furthermore, according to
Statistics Canada’s 2001 Census data, reported by the Pan-Canadian Education Indicators
Program (PCEIP), fully 41% of all working-age immigrants who arrived in Canada
during the 1990s were university trained, and an additional 21% had either a college
diploma or a trade certificate—totalling 62%. This compares to 48% of immigrants of the
1980s and 1970s.2272
Some worry that the highly publicized debate around the brain drain from Canada has
been too narrow, focusing only on the north-south migration from Canada to the U.S.
There is a fear, for example, that this narrow approach may threaten to influence
government decision-makers to align Canada’s employment, tax, and wage compensation
systems more closely with the U.S. Further, this narrow focus has taken attention away
from a much bigger global issue that arises from Canada’s brain gain from the rest of the
world.2273, 2274
The U.S., Canada, Australia, and Western Europe account for 93% of all migratory
movement of skilled workers. Their gain in intellectual talent frequently results in a huge
loss in intellectual and human capital for developing nations. This, in turn, has a major
adverse impact on the economies of many poor nations and on their ability to make
headway toward prosperity. Unlike Canada, most of these developing countries do not
have the capacity to attract replacements for their highly educated emigrants, which adds
to the problem.
The health care industry in poor countries has suffered the most from the emigration of
highly skilled and educated professionals. Ian Couper and Paul Worley, discussing the
ethics of international recruitment, make several suggestions for alleviating the burden
that brain drain puts on developing countries. In addition to training more doctors, they
call for governments in the rich countries to put a stop to aggressive recruitment practices
such as advertising in developing countries’ medical journals, visiting those countries to
lure health professionals, and paying large sums of money to local recruiters to identify
potential candidates. Further, they suggest that if industrialized nations do recruit from
developing countries, they could pay compensation to those countries, a recommendation
that was adopted by the 4th World Rural Health Conference in Calgary in 2000. While
Couper and Worley do acknowledge that Canada and the United Kingdom have recently
increased their medical student numbers in order to reduce their reliance on foreign
doctors, they also point out that the South African Medical Journal has an average of ten
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pages taken up with advertisements for overseas posts, mostly for rural positions in
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. 2275
Sherri Torjman, Vice President of Caledon Institute of Social Policy, brings to the brain
drain discussion related Canadian policy issues that may need to be addressed. She
questions whether or not there is a contradiction between Canada’s immigration policies
in which Canada actively seeks skilled people from the developing world, and its foreign
aid practices of sending money and other assistance to deal with the problems of loss of
human capital they have helped to create.2276
The debate on whether or not Canada is losing too many educated people to the U.S. may
soon turn out to be a moot point. In an article published by The Conference Board, a
nonprofit business and research agency in the United States, titled America’s Best and
Brightest are Leaving and Taking the Creative Economy with Them, Richard Florida
points out that booming urban regions like Brussels, Toronto, Vancouver, Sydney, and
Melbourne are fast becoming “creative economies” that now rival and may soon surpass
many leading U.S. cities like New York, Los Angeles, Boston, Seattle, and Austin. Many
of these new rival cities offer highly attractive inducements such as beautiful waterfronts
and countrysides, and great outdoor life. Further, they are safe and not at war. According
to Florida, these cities are beginning to draw talent from around the world—even the U.S.

2277

As other nations become more attractive, the U.S. may also be losing popularity among
the mobile immigrating population. The National Science Board found that the U.S.
issued 74,000 visas for immigrants to work in science and technology in 2002, an
astonishing 55% drop from the previous year. These declines were due to a drop in
applications, not applications refused because of security concerns, a U.S. practice that
has seen an increase since September 11, 2001.2278
Florida also cites growing evidence that many current immigrants are becoming
increasingly dissatisfied with living in the United States. U.S. immigrants claim they are
often hounded by the immigration agencies as potential security threats, and they see the
U.S. losing its standing as an open society. This perception may be contributing to the
loss of immigrants or may be deterring others from making the U.S. their country of
choice. Another contributing factor to immigrant dissatisfaction and potential deterrence
of talent, according to Richard Florida, is the political polarization within the U.S.—by
ethnic group, sexual preference, economic standing, religious and political affiliations—
all of which are making the United States less attractive to foreign talent. If this turns out
2275
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to be the trend, then Canada and other countries stand to benefit as the U.S. loses its
appeal.2279
The most recent debate on brain drain or brain gain in Canada has brought new
challenges for Canada. Further exploration of the movement of people in and out of the
country might help to explain more about why people come to Canada and what keeps
them here. Analysis of national policies might also help to identify the improvements that
the country can make to ensure the success of newcomers, and point to ways in which
Canada can become a true land of opportunity while maintaining its ethical and moral
responsibilities within the global community.
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Table 34. Immigration by province and census metropolitan area (principal
applicants and dependants), 2002
Province or census metropolitan
area
St. John's
Other Newfoundland
Total Newfoundland
Total Prince Edward Island
Halifax
Other Nova Scotia
Total Nova Scotia
Saint John
Other New Brunswick
Total New Brunswick
Québec
Montréal
Ottawa–Hull (QC)
Other Quebec
Total Quebec
Ottawa–Hull (ON)
Toronto
Hamilton
London
Other Ontario
Total Ontario
Winnipeg
Other Manitoba
Total Manitoba
Regina
Saskatoon
Other Saskatchewan
Total Saskatchewan
Calgary
Edmonton
Other Alberta
Total Alberta
Vancouver
Victoria
Other British Columbia

Total number
of people
266
139
405
110
1,129
290
1,419
166
544
710
1,335
32,998
657
2,629
37,619
7,151
111,564
3,078
1,709
10,115
133,617
3,810
811
4,621
553
709
403
1,665
9,038
4,225
1,466
14,729
29,922
754
3,324
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Province or census metropolitan
area
Total British Columbia
Total Yukon
Total Northwest Territories
Total Nunavut
Not Stated
Total

Total number
of people
34,000
48
61
12
42
229,058

Source: Canadian Citizenship and Immigration. The Monitor, Summer 2004,
http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/monitor/current.html.

Table 35. Immigration by top ten source countries, 2002
Total number of
people
33,231
28,811
11,000
14,164
7,326
5,692
5,287
4,719
7,742
4,958
122,930
106,128
229,058

Country
China, People's Republic of
India
Philippines
Pakistan
Korea, Republic of
Romania
United States
United Kingdom
Iran
Sri Lanka
Total - Top Ten Only
Total - Other Countries
Total

Source: Canadian Citizenship and Immigration. The Monitor, Summer 2004,
http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/monitor/current.html.
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Table 36. Levels of educational attainment among immigrants of the 1970s, 1980s
and 1990s, Canada, 2001
Immigrants by decade

Percentage
of total

Immigrants of the 1970s:
Less than high school
High school
Trades
College
University
TOTAL WITH UNIVERSITY,
COLLEGE OR TRADE
Immigrants of the 1980s:
Less than high school
High school
Trades
College
University
TOTAL WITH UNIVERSITY,
COLLEGE OR TRADE
Immigrants of the 1990s:
Less than high school
High school
Trades
College
Universtiy
TOTAL WITH UNIVERSITY,
COLLEGE OR TRADE

33
19
14
12
22
48
27
24
11
13
25
48
20
19
8
13
41
62

Note: Data includes immigrants aged 25–64 who arrived in the ten years preceding the 1981, 1991, and
2001 censuses, respectively.
Source: Council of Ministers of Education Canada (CMEC). Education Indicators in Canada: Report of the
Pan-Canadian Education Indicators Program, 2003, Ottawa, CMEC and Statistics Canada, Catalogue no.
81-582-XIE, 2003; accessed January 2006; available from http://www.statcan.ca/english/freepub/81-582XIE/2003001/pdf/81-582-XIE03001.pdf. Table D6.6.
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36.6 Education and crime
As cited in the GPI Atlantic report, The Cost of Crime in Nova Scotia, according to
Statistics Canada, only 19% of the Canadian population as a whole have less than a grade
10 education. However, a Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics survey of prison inmates
found that 36% of all inmates, 34% of provincial inmates, and 46% of federal prisoners,
who are the most serious offenders, have less than a grade 10 education. Since offenders
given sentences of two years or more serve their time in federal facilities, there appears to
be a direct correlation between poor education and propensity to offend / seriousness of
offence. By contrast, crime rates appear to go down in direct proportion to level of
education. While this certainly does not prove that poor education causes crime, the
correlation does indicate that investments in education are likely to produce positive spinoff benefits in reduced crime.2280
In sum, the evidence on health, work, crime, human impact on the environment, and other
issues directly affecting wellbeing, indicates that education and learning have profound
effects on a wide range of social, economic, and environmental variables. To a significant
extent, therefore, indicators of an educated populace must be related to these broader
societal outcomes.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Three-Dimensional Wisdom Scale (3D-WS)
Cognitive Dimension of the 3D-WS:
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
(1 = strongly agree to 5 = strongly disagree)
1. Ignorance is bliss.
2. It is better not to know too much about things that cannot be changed.
3. In this complicated world of ours, the only way we can know what’s going on
is to rely on leaders or experts who can be trusted.
4. There is only one right way to do anything.
5. A person either knows the answer to a question or he / she doesn’t.
6. You can classify almost all people as either honest or crooked.
7. People are either good or bad.
8. Life is basically the same most of the time.
How much are the following statements true of yourself?
(1 = definitely true of myself to 5 = not true of myself)
1. A problem has little attraction for me if I don’t think it has a solution.
2. I try to anticipate and avoid a situation where there is a likely chance I will
have to think in depth about something.
3. I prefer just to let things happen rather than try to understand why they turned
out that way.
4. Simply knowing the answer rather than understanding the reasons for the
answer to a problem is fine with me.
5. I am hesitant about making important decisions after thinking about them.
6. I often do not understand people’s behaviour.
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Reflective Dimension of the 3D-WS:
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
(1 = strongly agree to 5= strongly disagree)
1. Things often go wrong for me by no fault of my own.
2. I would feel much better if my present circumstances changed.
How much are the following statements true of yourself?
(1 = definitely true of myself to 5 = not true of myself)
1. I try to look at everybody’s side of a disagreement before I make a decision.
(reversed)
2. When I’m upset at someone, I usually try to “put myself in his or her shoes”
for a while. (reversed)
3. I always try to look at all sides of a problem. (reversed)
4. Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine how I would feel if I were in
their place. (reversed)
5. I sometimes find it difficult to see things from another person’s point of view.
6. When I am confused by a problem, one of the first things I do is survey the
situation and consider all the relevant pieces of information. (reversed)
7. Sometimes I get so charged up emotionally that I am unable to consider many
ways of dealing with my problems.
8. When I look back on what has happened to me, I can’t help feeling resentful.
9. When I look back on what’s happened to me, I feel cheated.
10. I either get very angry or depressed if things go wrong.
Affective dimension of the 3D-WS:
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
(1 = strongly agree to 5 = strongly disagree)
1. I am annoyed by unhappy people who just feel sorry for themselves.
2. People make too much of the feelings and sensitivity of animals.
3. There are some people I know I would never like.
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4. I can be comfortable with all kinds of people. (reversed)
5. It’s not really my problem if others are in trouble and need help.
How much are the following statements true of yourself?
(1 = definitely true of myself to 5 = not true of myself)
6. Sometimes I don’t feel very sorry for other people when they are having
problems.
7. Sometimes I feel a real compassion for everyone. (reversed)
8. I often have not comforted another when he or she needed it.
9. I don’t like to get involved in listening to another person’s troubles.
10. There are certain people whom I dislike so much that I am inwardly pleased
when they’re caught and punished for something they have done.
11. Sometimes when people are talking to me, I find myself wishing that they
would leave.
12. I’m easily irritated by people who argue with me.
13. If I see people in need, I try to help them one way or another. (reversed)
Source: Ardelt, Monika. "Empirical Assessment of a Three-Dimensional Wisdom Scale." Research on
Aging, 25, no. 3 (2003): 275-324. pp. 316-318.
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Appendix 2: European Commission “Quality Indicators for
Lifelong Learning”
Area A: Skills, Competencies
and Attitudes
1. Literacy

2. Numeracy

3. New Skills in the Learning
Society

4. Learning-to-Learn Skills

5. Active Citizenship Cultural
and Social Skills

Area B: Access and
Participation
6. Access to Lifelong Learning

Definition
Percentage of students
per country at
proficiency level 1 or
below on the PISA
reading literacy scale
Percentage of students
per country below the
score of 380 points on
the PISA mathematical
literacy scale
Percentage of students
per country below the
score of 400 points on
the PISA scientific
literacy scale
Percentage of students
per country in the lower
25% of overall
performance on the PISA
“elaboration strategies”
index
Qualitative indicator on
civic knowledge, civic
engagement and civic
attitudes across countries
from the IEA study

Data
youth-PISA; adult-IALS

youth-PISA; adult-IALS

Basic competencies in
mathematics, science, and
technology, scientific literacy,
foreign languages, ICT skills and
use of technology, learning to
learn, social skills,
entrepreneurship, general culture
PISA elaboration index

Civic knowledge, civic
engagement, civic attitudes;
different sources

Definition

Data

Tentative indicators:
non-traditional students
accessing the formal
system, linkages and
pathways between
different learning
systems and routes, and
the provision of
mechanisms for
accreditation and
certification; non-formal
education and training;
access to informal

Data sources unavailable; further
work needed
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7. Participation in Lifelong
Learning
Area C: Resources for Lifelong
Learning
8. Investment in Lifelong
Learning
9. Educators and Training

10. Information and
Communication Technology
(ICT) in Learning Area
Area D: Strategies and System
Development
11. National Strategies of
Lifelong Learning*
12. Coherence of Supply

13. Counselling and Guidance

14. Accreditation and

learning opportunities;
time series data to
perform monitoring over
time
Participation in
education and training of
those aged 25 to 64
Definition
Total public expenditure
on education as a
percentage of GDP
Percentage of teachers
having received
education and training
during the previous four
weeks
Percentage of households
who have Internet access
Definition
Member States’ positions
on developing lifelong
learning strategies
Supply & demand of
lifelong / lifewide
learning opportunities.
Tentative indicators:
percentage of elements in
strategy plans matched by
concrete, available
supply; degree of
coverage of demand
(formal, nonformal
informal) by strategy
plans
Tentative indicators:
target group coverage of
guidance and counselling;
social, economic, and
learning benefits from
counselling and guidance;
qualifications of guidance
and counselling
practitioners; frequency
of in-service training of
practitioners.
Assessments for prior
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Labour force surveys; early
school leavers surveys
Data
National accounts
Labour force survey

Household surveys

Data
European Commission: Joint
Employment Report, 2001
Data sources unavailable; further
work needed

Data sources unavailable; further
work needed

Data sources unavailable; further

Certification
15. Quality Assurance

learning and informal
learning
Tentative indicators: p
Product level—skills and
competencies (Level A);
process level—coherence
of supply, access, and
cost

work needed
Data sources unavailable; further
work needed
Possible examples:
national achievement tests and
evaluations made by independent
governmental or private
institutions; evaluations made by
independent private or
governmental institutions,
inspectorates and systematic inservice training of teaching
professionals

*Strategies of Lifelong Learning categories (measured as adequate, partial, insufficient)
Comprehensiveness of strategies
Compulsory education
Formal adult education / training
Workplace / other non-formal / recognized prior learning
Focus on disadvantaged groups
Overall investment / funding schemes
Coherence of strategies
System development (policy needs, planning, targets, implementation, monitoring)
Partnership working (social partners, public authorities, learning providers, civil society)
Cross-cutting aspects (advice / guidance services, education / training mobility)
Source: Created from Working Group on Quality Indicators. European Report on Quality Indicators of
Lifelong Learning. European Commission, 2002; accessed April 2005; available from
http://europa.eu.int/comm/education/policies/lll/life/report/quality/report_en.pdf.
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Appendix 3: Outcomes and indicators proposed for the United
Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development
(DESD)
Objective

Expected
outcomes

Potential indicators

Potential data sources

1. Give an
enhanced profile to
the central role of
education and
learning in the
common pursuit of
sustainable
development

Integration of
educational
components into
plans for
sustainable
development

Education on regular
agenda of CSD
(Commission for
Sustainable
Development),
regional, national and
local sustainable
development fora

Frequency of ESD in
proceedings, minutes and
other meeting outputs

Assessment of the
need for and role
of ESD in all
development
planning

ESD factored into
PRSPs (Poverty
Reduction Strategy
Paper) regional plans,
and national planning
cycles

Number of PRSPs with
ESD component; number
of specific ESD sections in
development planning
documents

Incorporation of ESD
into Education
Ministry structures and
plans, and into CS
(Civil Society) and
NGO actions

Numbers of CSOs (Civil
Society Organization) and
NGOs including specific
ESD provision in their
programmes

2. Facilitate links
and networking,
exchange and
interaction among
stakeholders in
ESD

Through
consultations and
fora of all kinds
and at all levels:
Growing
consensus on the
strategic
importance of
ESD
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3. Provide a space
and opportunity for
refining and
promoting the
vision of, and
transition to
sustainable
development –
through all forms of
learning and public
awareness

4. Foster increased
quality of teaching
and learning in
education for
sustainable
development

5. Develop
strategies at every
level to strengthen
capacity in ESD

Growing
cooperation and
mutual
reinforcement
among ESD
initiatives

Creation of ESD
networks and alliances
Joint programming
between government,
CS and NGOs at all
levels

Numbers of joint initiatives
and numbers of bodies
participating in them

Broad public
awareness of the
nature and
principles of
sustainable
development

Popular participation in
sustainable
development events,
campaigns, fora

Level of unsolicited
feedback from the public
on sustainable
development issues

Regular and
substantial media
presence for
sustainable
development
issues
The thread of
sustainable
development
woven into EFA
[Education For
All] efforts to raise
educational quality

ESD-specific
approaches
increasingly
adopted in
learning situations
of all kinds
ESD as part of
educator training

Participation in local,
practical sustainable
development initiatives
TV, radio and press
coverage of sustainable
development and ESD

Numbers and membership
of ESD networks and
alliances

Numbers of initiatives and
levels of participation
Numbers of reports,
editorials and articles on
sustainable development

Use of sustainable
development themes in
basic education

Numbers of countries with
sustainable development in
basic education curricula

Sustainable
development a key
indicator in EFA
monitoring

Regular sustainable
development monitoring in
national and international
EFA reports

Modelling of
sustainable
development learning
processes and in formal
and non-formal settings

Number of schools and
nonformal programmes
modelling sustainable
development approaches

Integration of
sustainable
development principles
into teacher and
educator/ facilitator
training

Numbers of teacher
training courses with
integrated sustainable
development theme;
numbers of NFE
educators/facilitators using
sustainable development
approaches
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High-quality
materials and
methodologies in
ESD

Adequate
management
capacity to
maintain ESD

Relevant, stimulating,
practical print,
electronic, audio-visual
materials available in
learning situations and
in use
Learning/teaching
methodologies
reflecting sustainable
development principles
and modelling them
ESD integrated into
education management
training (head teachers,
inspectors,
administrators,
planners, etc)

Numbers of materials,
distribution and rates of
adoption

Numbers of schools
adopting sustainable
development principles;
number of in-service
teacher/ educator training
courses
Numbers of trained
managers; numbers of
educational institutions
where sustainable
development approaches
are active

Source: Adapted from United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). U.N.
Decade of Education for Sustainable Development 2005-2014. International Implementation Scheme
(Draft). UNESCO, 2005; accessed April 2005; available from
http://portal.unesco.org/education/admin/ev.php?URL_ID=36026&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTIO
N=201&reload=1099410445, p 42-44.
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Appendix 4: Views of Nature of Science questionnaire, Form C
(VNOS-C)
1. What, in your view, is science? What makes science (or a scientific discipline such as
physics, biology, etc.) different from other disciplines of inquiry (e.g., religion,
philosophy)?
2. What is an experiment?
3. Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
• If yes, explain why. Give an example to defend your position.
• If no, explain why. Give an example to defend your position.
4. After scientists have developed a scientific theory (e.g., atomic theory, evolution
theory), does the theory ever change?
• If you believe that scientific theories do not change, explain why. Defend your
answer with examples.
• If you believe that scientific theories do change: (a) Explain why theories change;
(b) Explain why we bother to learn scientific theories. Defend your answer with
examples.
5. Is there a difference between a scientific theory and a scientific law? Illustrate your
answer with an example.
6. Science textbooks often represent the atom as a central nucleus composed of protons
(positively charged particles) and neutrons (neutral particles) with electrons
(negatively charged particles) orbiting the nucleus. How certain are scientists about the
structure of the atom? What specific evidence do you think scientists used to
determine what an atom looks like?
7. Science textbooks often define a species as a group of organisms that share similar
characteristics and can interbreed with one another to produce fertile offspring. How
certain are scientists about their characterization of what a species is? What specific
evidence do you think scientists used to determine what a species is?
8. It is believed that about 65 million years ago the dinosaurs became extinct. Of the
hypothesis formulated by scientists to explain the extinction, two enjoy wide support.
The first, formulated by one group of scientists, suggests that a huge meteorite hit the
earth 65 million years ago and led to a series of events that caused the extinction. The
second hypothesis, formulated by another group of scientists, suggests that massive
and violent volcanic eruptions were responsible for the extinction. How are these
different conclusions possible if scientists in both groups have access to and use the
same set of data to derive their conclusions?
9. Some claim that science is infused with social and cultural values. That is, science
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reflects the social and political values, philosophical assumptions, and intellectual
norms of the culture in which it is practiced. Others claim that science is universal.
That is, science transcends national and cultural boundaries and is not affected by
social, political, and philosophical values, and intellectual norms of the culture in
which it is practiced.
•
•

If you believe that science reflects social and cultural values, explain why. Defend
your answer with examples.
If you believe that science is universal, explain why. Defend your answer with
examples.

10. Scientists perform experiments / investigations when trying to find answers to the
questions they put forth. Do scientists use their creativity and imagination during their
investigations?
• If yes, then at which stages of the investigations do you believe scientists use their
imagination and creativity: planning and design, data collection, after data
collection? Please explain why scientists use imagination and creativity. Provide
examples if appropriate.
• If you believe that scientists do not use imagination and creativity, please explain
why. Provide examples if appropriate.
Source: Lederman, Norm G., Fouad Abd-El-Khalick, Randy L. Bell, and Renee S. Schwartz. "Views of
Nature of Science Questionnaire: Toward Valid and Meaningful Assessment of Learners’ Conceptions of
Nature of Science." Journal of Researh in Science Teaching, 39, no. 6 (2002): 497-521, p. 509.
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Appendix 5: Science learning outcomes expected for grade 12
students in Canada (Council of Ministers of Education, Canada)
LIFE SCIENCE
It is expected that students will…
General learning outcomes:
• compare and contrast the reproduction and development of representative
organisms
• determine how cells use matter and energy to maintain organization
necessary for life
• demonstrate an understanding of the structure and function of genetic
material
• analyse the patterns and products of evolution
• compare and contrast mechanisms used by organisms to maintain
homeostasis
• evaluate relationships that affect the biodiversity and sustainability of life
within the biosphere
EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE (examples of expected outcomes)
EARTH SYSTEMS
STSE [Science, technology, society, and the environment]
It is expected that students will...
Nature of science and technology
• explain how scientific knowledge evolves as new evidence comes to light
and as laws and theories are tested and subsequently restricted, revised, or
replaced (e.g., explain how worldwide monitoring of environmental
changes such as atmospheric CO2 or ozone levels has contributed to our
understanding of global systems)
Relationships between science and technology
• analyse and describe examples where scientific understanding was
enhanced or revised as a result of the invention of a technology (e.g.,
describe how the development of the seismograph has helped determine
the internal structure of Earth)
• analyse and describe examples where technologies were developed based
on scientific understanding (e.g., describe examples such as control
techniques for shoreline erosion or the development of weather forecasting
instruments)
• analyse natural and technological systems to interpret and explain their
structure and dynamics (e.g. explain the interactions of the atmosphere and
the hydrosphere in the water cycle)
Social and environmental contexts of science and technology
• debate the merits of funding specific scientific or technological endeavours
and not others (e.g., debate the merits of funding projects such as the
Lithoprobe, Deep Sea Drilling, and MOHO projects, which have increased
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our understanding of the Earth’s crust.)
• identify and describe science- and technology-based careers related to the
science they are studying (e.g., describe examples such as hydrologist and
meteorologist)
• propose courses of action on social issues related to science and
technology, taking into account an array of perspectives, including that of
sustainability (e.g., outline a strategy for groundwater protection that takes
into account both its vulnerability and its economic importance)
Knowledge
It is expected that students will...
• describe theories and evaluate the limits of our understanding of Earth's
internal structure
• classify rocks according to their structure, chemical composition, and
method of formation
• classify common minerals according to their physical and chemical
characteristics
• analyse the interactions between the atmosphere and human activities
• describe the composition and structure of the atmosphere
• describe the dominant factors that produce seasonal weather phenomena
• describe the characteristics of Canada's three oceans
• describe interactions of components of the hydrosphere, including the
cryosphere
• analyse energy and matter transfer in the water cycle
• describe major interactions among the hydrosphere, lithosphere, and
atmosphere
Illustrative example
Earth contains a variety of complex, yet interconnected systems. The major
systems are generally referred to as Earth's spheres: atmosphere, hydrosphere,
lithosphere, and biosphere, and within each are other systems or subsystems. It is
important that students be introduced to the principal features of the atmosphere,
hydrosphere, and lithosphere and how they interact with one another, because the
physical setting for the biosphere is important. This illustrative example
emphasizes the relationships between science and technology and the unifying
concept of systems and interactions.
Application
- For participation in outdoor activities, knowledge of the weather and weather
systems is very useful. To become familiar with weather predicting, students
develop possible weather scenarios describing some atmospheric conditions. They
then challenge other classmates to predict what the effects of those conditions
could be on weather for the short term and the long term.
EARTH RESOURCES
STSE [Science, technology, society, and the environment]
It is expected that students will...
Nature of science and technology
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identify various constraints that result in tradeoffs during the development
and improvement of technologies (e.g., identify the need to minimize the
environmental impact of technologies that are being developed to
efficiently extract natural resources)
Relationships between science and technology
• describe and evaluate the design of technological solutions and the way
they function, using scientific principles (e.g., evaluate the design of the
technology used to recover oil or natural gas from the earth)
Social and environmental contexts of science and technology
• analyse society's influence on scientific and technological endeavours (e.g.
examine the social considerations related to the development of a natural
resource near a park, protected area, or Aboriginal land)
• provide examples of how science and technology are an integral part of
their lives and their community (e.g., provide examples of Earth resources
that are used in the community)
• analyse from a variety of perspectives the risks and benefits to society and
the environment of applying scientific knowledge or introducing a
particular technology (e.g., analyse the risks and benefits of offshore oil
and gas development)
• propose courses of action on social issues related to science and
technology, taking into account an array of perspectives, including that of
sustainability (e.g., attempt to reach consensus at a simulated town hall
meeting called to discuss the potential development of a local natural
resource)
Knowledge
It is expected that students will...
• describe the importance of minerals and mineral exploration at the local,
provincial, national, and global levels
• describe the historical evolution of extraction and of the use of several
resources obtained from the lithosphere
• describe the processes and technologies involved in developing an Earth
resource, from exploration to extraction to refining
• identify factors involved in responsibly developing Earth's resources
Illustrative example
Many of Earth's resources are nonrenewable. In recent years, humans have
become more aware of the need to recover and use resources in a responsible way.
Students should develop an understanding and appreciation of the finite nature of
Earth's resources and how these resources should be used to meet present needs,
taking into account the needs of future generations. This illustrative example
emphasizes the social and environmental contexts of science and technology.
Application
- Students role-play as investors and apply their knowledge to the interpretation of
a mining company prospectus.
•

EARTH PROCESSES
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STSE [Science, technology, society, and the environment]
It is expected that students will...
Nature of science and technology
• describe the importance of peer review in the development of scientific
knowledge (e.g., describe how the ideas of different scientists contributed
to the evolution of the continental drift theory into the theory of plate
tectonics)
• compare processes used in science with those used in technology (e.g.
compare the processes involved in the development of the seismograph
with the use of the seismograph to understand earthquakes)
Relationships between science and technology
• analyse and describe examples where technologies were developed based
on scientific understanding (e.g., describe examples such as the
development of a worldwide tsunami monitoring system)
• describe and evaluate the design of technological solutions and the way
they function, using scientific principles (e.g., use relevant scientific
principles to describe how a seismograph functions)
Social and environmental contexts of science and technology
• evaluate the design of a technology and the way it functions on the basis of
a variety of criteria that they have identified themselves (e.g., evaluate the
design of buildings designed to withstand earthquakes)
Knowledge
It is expected that students will...
• describe methods of monitoring and predicting earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions, and plate interactions
• analyse evidence for plate tectonics theory
• relate plate tectonics to the processes that change Earth's surface
Illustrative example
Geophysical studies of Earth have generated evidence that Earth's interior is a
dynamic, moving environment that has caused mountains to rise, basins to sink,
and entire land masses to move, resulting in continual rearrangement of the surface
of the continents and the configuration of the oceans. These processes, which
modify the shape of Earth's surface, form the basis of the plate tectonic theory.
Students can be provided with an excellent opportunity to develop an
understanding of plate tectonic theory by examining various Earth processes. This
illustrative example emphasizes the relationships between science and technology.
Application
- Knowledge of earthquakes and information gathered from past experience may
be used to create an emergency-response plan for a community located in a
geologically active area.
- Devise a set of construction guidelines for public buildings or homes, or
guidelines governing the types of housing allowed in a geologically active area.
HISTORICAL GEOLOGY
STSE [Science, technology, society, and the environment]
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It is expected that students will...
Nature of science and technology
• explain the importance of communicating the results of a scientific or
technological endeavour, using appropriate language and conventions
(e.g., explain the importance of specifying absolute and relative dating
information when describing a particular fossil)
• distinguish between scientific questions and technological problems (e.g.,
distinguish between questions such as "How and why do the continents
move?" and "How do we measure the rate at which they move?")
• explain how scientific knowledge evolves as new evidence comes to light
and as laws and theories are tested and subsequently restricted, revised, or
replaced (e.g. explain how the principle of uniformitarianism was changed
with the discovery of evidence for catastrophism)
Relationships between science and technology
• analyse and describe examples where scientific understanding was
enhanced or revised as a result of the invention of a technology (e.g.,
describe how radiometric dating techniques allow more accurate dating of
rocks and fossils)
• analyse and describe examples where technologies were developed based
on scientific understanding (e.g., explain that radiometric dating techniques
were developed from an understanding of radioactive decay)
Social and environmental contexts of science and technology
• analyse the knowledge and skills acquired in their study of science to
identify areas of further study related to science and technology (e.g.,
recognize fossil identification and radiometric data analysis as valuable
skills for possible careers in paleontology or archaeology)
• construct arguments to support a decision or judgement, using examples
and evidence and recognizing various perspectives (e.g., prepare
arguments, taking into account various perspectives within and outside the
scientific community, to defend a position on the age of Earth)
Knowledge
It is expected that students will...
• use appropriate evidence to describe the geologic history of an area
• describe the evidence used to determine the age of Earth, and the historical
evolution of establishing [earth’s chronology]
Earth's chronology
• illustrate the geologic time scale and compare to human time scales
• compare and contrast the principles of uniformitarianism and of
catastrophism in historical geology
• explain the appropriate applications of absolute and relative dating
• describe geological evidence that suggests life forms, climate, continental
positions, and Earth's crust have changed over time
Illustrative example
Recent scientific and technological developments have enhanced our
understanding of the history of Earth, but at the same time they have raised more
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questions. Since the human perception of time deals with relatively short periods,
geologic time is a difficult concept for students to understand and appreciate.
However, it is a critically important concept if students are to understand such
concepts as the formation of planets, the movement of continents, the changing of
climates, the evolution of organisms, and the development of mountains. This
illustrative example emphasizes the nature of science and technology.
Application
- Students complete an analysis of a fictional geological cross-section and utilize
other data generated by relative dating to identify the age of particular fossils.
ASTRONOMY
STSE [Science, technology, society, and the environment]
It is expected that students will...
Nature of science and technology
• explain the roles of evidence, theories, and paradigms in the development
of scientific knowledge (e.g., describe the historical development of
theories to explain the origin of the universe)
• explain how a major scientific milestone revolutionized thinking in the
scientific communities (e.g., explain how the discovery of the redshift in
the spectra of stars contributed to our understanding of the nature of the
universe)
• analyse why and how a particular technology was developed and improved
over time (e.g., conclude that the evolution of telescopes from the optical to
radio to the Hubble was in response to humankind's search for knowledge
about the universe, or that the use of constellations in navigation was in
response to the need to extend the ability to travel over long distances on
Earth)
Relationships between science and technology
• describe and evaluate the design of technological solutions and the way
they function, using scientific principles (e.g., describe the way a telescope
functions using appropriate principles of optics)
Social and environmental contexts of science and technology
• analyse why scientific and technological activities take place in a variety of
individual and group settings (e.g., analyse the individual and group
activities required to study various components of the universe)
• analyse examples of Canadian contributions to science and technology
(e.g., outline the role of the Canadarm in space exploration)
• distinguish between questions that can be answered by science and those
that cannot, and between problems that can be solved by technology and
those that cannot (e.g., distinguish between questions such as "What
information has science provided about the universe?" and "How well
does science provide explanations for the origin and composition of the
universe?")
Knowledge
It is expected that students will...
• compare and contrast a variety of theories for the origin of the universe
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• describe tools and methods used to observe and measure the universe
• identify and compare various components of the universe
• compare characteristics of various galaxies
• describe the life cycles of stars
• compare the composition of stars at different stages of their life cycles
Illustrative example
The stars and other celestial objects have long held a fascination for humans. From
the earliest times of recorded history, humans have attempted to explain what is in
space. Students should be provided with opportunities to focus on the components
of the universe beyond Earth and the solar system. Through various learning
activities, students identify and describe the various components of the universe
and develop an appreciation of the vast distances between these components. This
illustrative example emphasizes the nature of science and technology and the
unifying concept of similarity and diversity.
Application
- The study of star formation and evolution may help students understand the
chemistry of Earth's rocks, air, water, and life.
- Students speculate about the possibility of life elsewhere in the universe. This
could lead to a discussion of the necessary requirements for human life, and of the
idea that different life forms may have different requirements
Source: Council of Ministers of Education, Canada. Common Framework of Science Learning Outcomes, K
to 12: Pan-Canadian Protocol for Collaboration on School Curriculum. Council of Ministers of Education,
Canada, 1997; accessed December 2004; available from http://www.cmec.ca/science/framework.
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Appendix 6: Sample Views of Science–Technology–Society
(VOST) questions
40212. Scientists and engineers should be the ones to decide on Canadian air pollution
standards (for example, industrial emissions of sulphur dioxide, pollution control gadgets
for your car or truck, sour gas emissions from oil wells, etc.) because scientists and
engineers are the people who know the facts best.
Your position, basically: (Please read from A to J, and then choose one.)
Scientists and engineers should decide:
A. because they have the training and facts which give them a better understanding of the
issue.
B. because they have the knowledge and can make better decisions than government
bureaucrats or private companies, both of whom have vested interests.
C. because they have the training and facts which give them a better understanding; BUT
the public should be involved—either informed or consulted.
D. The decision should be made equally; viewpoints of scientists and engineers, other
specialists, and the informed public should all be considered in decisions which affect
our society.
E. The government should decide because the issue is basically a political one; BUT
scientists and engineers should give advice.
F. The public should decide because the decision affects everyone; BUT scientists and
engineers should give ad vice.
G. The public should decide because the public serves as a check on the scientists and
engineers. Scientists and engineers have idealistic and narrow views on the issue and
thus pay little attention to consequences.
H. I don’t understand.
I. I don’t know enough about this subject to make a choice.
J. None of these choices fits my basic viewpoint.
40217. Scientists and engineers should be the ones to decide on world food production and
food distribution (for example, what crops to plant, where best to plant them, how to
transport food efficiently, how to get food to those who need it, etc.) because scientists and
engineers are the people who know the facts best.
Your position, basically: (Please read from A to J, and then choose one.)
Scientists and engineers should decide:
A. because they have the training and facts which give them a better understanding of the
issue.
B. because they have the knowledge and can make better decisions than government
bureaucrats or private companies, both of whom have vested interests.
C. because they have the training and facts which give them a better understanding; BUT
the public should be involved — either informed or consulted.
D. The decision should be made equally; viewpoints of scientists and engineers, other
specialists, and the informed public should all be considered in decisions which affect
our society.
E. The government should decide because the issue is basically a political one; BUT
scientists and engineers should give advice.
F. The public should decide because the decision affects everyone; BUT scientists and
engineers should give advice.
G. The public should decide because the public serves as a check on the scientists and
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engineers. Scientists and engineers have idealistic and narrow views on the issue and
thus pay little attention to consequences.
H. I don’t understand.
I. I don’t know enough about this subject to make a choice.
J. None of these choices fits my basic viewpoint.
60611. Today in Canada, there are many more male scientists than female scientists. The
MAIN reason for this is:
Your position, basically: (Please read from A to K, and then choose one.)
A. males are stronger, faster, brighter, and better at concentrating on their studies.
B. males seem to have more scientific abilities than females, who may excel in other fields.
C. males are just more interested in science than females.
D. the traditional stereotype held by society has been that men are smarter and dominant,
while women are weaker and less logical. This prejudice has caused more men to
become scientists, even though females are just as capable in science as males.
E. the schools have not done enough to encourage females to take science courses. Females
are just as capable in science as males.
F. until recently, science was thought to be a man’s vocation. (Women didn’t fit
television’s stereotype image of scientist.) In addition, most women were expected to
work in the home or take on traditional jobs. (Thus men have had more encouragement
to become scientists.) But today this is changing. Science is becoming a vocation for
women, and women are expected to work in science more and more.
G. women have been discouraged, or not allowed, to enter the scientific field. Women are
just as interested and just as capable as men; but the established scientists (who are
male) tend to discourage or intimidate potential female scientists.
H. There are NO reasons for having more male scientists than female scientists. Both sexes
are equally capable of being good scientists, and today the opportunities are equal.
I. I don’t understand.
J. I don’t know enough about this subject to make a choice.
K. None of these choices fits my basic viewpoint.
Source: Aikenhead, Glen S., Alan G. Ryan, and Reg W. Fleming. Views on Science-Technology-Society:
Form Cdn.Mc.5. University of Saskatchewan, 1989; accessed March 2005; available from
http://www.usask.ca/education/people/aikenhead/vosts.pdf.
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Appendix 7: Test of basic scientific literacy
Nature of Science Subtest (NSST)
11031T*
Science assumes that the basic rules about how the universe operates are the
same throughout the universe.
12101T
Scientific evidence can be biased (i.e., distorted) in the way that data are
interpreted, recorded, reported or selected.
13072F*
Scientific fields such as chemistry and biology have fixed boundaries or
borders.
Science Content Knowledge Subtest (SCKST)
41011F
The Earth is as old as the universe.
42015F*
Compared to the Earth’s diameter, a very thick blanket of air surrounds the
entire Earth.
45011F*
In the universe, energy appears only in one particular form.
46011T
Nothing in the universe—from atoms to living things to stars—is at rest, but
always moving relative to something else.
53051T
The chemical processes in the cell are controlled from both inside and outside
the cell.
55021F
Only a small proportion of life on Earth is basically maintained by
transformations of energy from the Sun.
55031T*
The elements that make up the molecules of living things are continuously
recycled.
56031F
Life on Earth has existed for only a few thousand years.
61011F*
In most biological respects, humans are unlike other living organisms.
61061F*
Technology has been of little use to us in overcoming our biological
disadvantages in our day-to-day lives.
65012F
In order to operate normally, the human body does not need replacement of the
materials of which it is made.
Impact of Science and Technology on Society Subtest (ISTSST)
31091T*
In the short term, engineering affects societies and cultures more directly than
scientific research.
32091F*
In spite of the great complexity of modem technological systems, all sideeffects
of new technological designs are predictable (i.e., can be forecast).
33011F*
Social and economic forces within a country have little influence on what
technologies will be developed within that country.

Note: The code before each question refers to the reference in Science for All Americans,2281 and the
asterisk corresponds to benchmark statements in Benchmarks for Science Literacy.2282 The ‘T’ or ‘F’ at the
end of the number denotes whether the item is true or false. (This is not shown on the test version.)
Source: Laugksch, R. C., and P. E. Spargo. "Construction of a Paper-and-Pencil Test of Basic Scientific
Literacy Based on Selected Literacy Goals Recommended by the American Association for the
Advancement of Science." Public Understanding of Science, 5, no. 4 (1996): 331–59, p. 351-352.
2281

American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). Science for All Americans, AAAS,
1989; accessed March 2005; available from http://www.project2061.org/tools/sfaaol/sfaatoc.htm.
2282
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). Benchmarks for Science Literacy
(Project 2061), Oxford University Press, 1993; accessed March 2005; available from
http://www.project2061.org/tools/benchol/bolintro.htm.
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Appendix 8: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), Science–Technology–Industry (STI)
Scoreboard, 2003
A. Creation and Diffusion of Knowledge Indicators
Investments in knowledge
Domestic R&D expenditure
R&D financing and performance
Business R&D
Business R&D by industry
R&D in selected ICT industries and ICT patents
Business R&D by size classes of firms
R&D performed by the higher education and government sectors
Biotechnology R&D, venture capital and patents
Health-related R&D
Basic research
Defence R&D in government budgets
Space R&D and innovation
Tax treatment of R&D
Venture capital
Human resources
Flows of university graduates
Employment of tertiary-level graduates
Human resources in science and technology
Researchers
International mobility of human capital
International mobility of PhD students
Patent applications to the European Patent Office (EPO)
Patent families
R&D in non-OECD economies
Human resources in non-OECD economies
Scientific publications
B. Information Economy
Investment in ICT equipment and software
Occupations and skills in the information economy
Telecommunications networks
Internet infrastructure
Internet subscribers and number of secure servers
ICT access by households
Use of Internet by individuals
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Internet access and use by enterprise size and industry
Internet and electronic commerce by size of enterprise
Internet and electronic commerce by activity of enterprise
Price of Internet access and use
Size and growth of the ICT sector
Contribution of the ICT sector to employment
Contribution of the ICT sector to international trade
C. Global Integration of Economic Activity
International trade and investment flows
Exposure to international trade competition by industry
Intra-firm trade in total trade
Import content of exports
Foreign direct investment flows
Cross-border mergers and acquisitions
Activity of affiliates under foreign control in manufacturing
Activity of affiliates under foreign control in services
Contribution of multinationals to value added and labour productivity Internationalization
of manufacturing R&D
Cross-border ownership of inventions
International co-operation in science and technology
Technology balance of payments
D. Economic Structure and Productivity
Differences in income and productivity
Income and productivity
Labour productivity growth
Growth accounting
Labour productivity growth by industry
Technology and knowledge-intensive industries
Structure of OECD economies
Services sector value added embodied in manufactured goods
International trade by technology intensity
Trade in high and medium-high-technology industries
Revealed comparative advantage by technology intensity
Entry, exit, and survival of firms
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Appendix 9: Typical Canadian research & development
indicators
R&D
Gross Expenditures on R&D
Gross Domestic Expenditures on R&D as a percent of GDP (GERD / GDP)
Gross Expenditures on R&D per Capita
GERD by Performing Sectors
Government Expenditures on R&D (GOVERD)
Government Expenditures on R&D (GOVERD) as a percent of GDP
Business Expenditures on R&D (BERD)
Business Expenditures on R&D (BERD) as a percent of GDP
Higher Education Expenditures on R&D (HERD)
Higher Education Expenditures on R&D (HERD) as a percent of GDP
Higher Education Expenditures on R&D (HERD) per capita
Percentage of Government R&D (GOVERD) Financed by Industry
Higher Education R&D Expenditures (HERD) Funded by Industry
Percentage of Higher Education R&D (HERD) Financed by Industry
University-Industry Collaboration in R&D
Industrial R&D Personnel by Type
Researchers per capita in the Labour Force
R&D Personnel in Business Enterprise Sector per capita (active workers)
Concentration of Industrial R&D Establishments
Proportion of Firms that are Innovators
Number of Business Enterprises Active in R&D
Percentage of activities related to Innovation by the Firms type
Average Pay per Worker, Selected R&D-intensive Industries
R&D expenditures as a percentage of revenues
Average Sponsored Research Income
Granting Agency Funding
Research Dollars from Granting Agency per HQP Labour Force
Education areas
Investments
Enrolments
Graduates
Performance scores
Lifelong learning
Specific education indicators
Spending on Education (Public and private)
Spending on Education as a percentage of GDP
Bachelor Degrees in Science and Engineering
Bachelor Degrees in Science and Engineering per Capita
University Graduation Rates (Bachelor’s degree, Master’s and PhD)
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University Graduates by Field of Study per capita
Composition of University Graduates by Field of Study
Total graduates
Post-secondary Credentials
Enrolment in Secondary School Science Courses
Enrolment at Universities
Student Performance in Science
Educational Attainment in the Labour Force
Student completion rates (secondary / tertiary)
Scientific and technological culture
Literacy
Awareness and interest in S&T affairs
Coverage of S&T in the press
Knowledge
Scientific papers
Technologies
Innovation (number of firms who innovate)
High technology trade
Patents
Use of advanced technologies
Information and communication technologies (internet, electronic commerce)
Capital investments (machinery and equipment)
Commercialization (of university research)
Spin-off
Licenses
Economic environment
Venture capital
Taxes
Sources: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). OECD Science, Technology
and Industry Scoreboard 2003, OECD, 2003; accessed April 2005; available from
http://www.oecd.org/document/8/0,2340,en_2825_497105_23654472_1_1_1_1,00.html.
Godin, Benoît. Canadian Scoreboards on S&T and Its Further Developments, Montreal, QU, Canadian
Science and Innovation Indicators Consortium (CSIIC), 2004; accessed March 2005; available from
http://www.csiic.ca/Scoreboard.html.
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Appendix 10: Examples of knowledge impact indicators
Impact Areas
Impact on Science

Indicators

Note: The research results (at time 1) have an effect on the subsequent progress of
knowledge (at time 2)—theories, methodologies, models and facts, the formation
and development of specialties and disciplines, and training. They can also have an
effect on the development of research activities themselves: interdisciplinarity,
intersectionality, internationalisation.

Advances in knowledge
Specialties

Theories
Methodologies

Facts
Models

1.a) The appearance of a new training
program
1.b) The enrolment in this new program
The number of new journals and
related articles
2.a) The invention of a new theory
2.b) The use of this theory (citations)
3.a) The conception of a new
methodology
3.b) The use of this new methodology
(citations)
4.a) The discovery of a new fact
4.b) The use of this fact (citations)
5.a) The construction of a new model
5.b) The use of this model (citations)

Research Activities
Contributions to research
Type of research
Interdisciplinarity

Intersectoriality
Internationalisation

6.b) The number of new publications
7.a) The intensification or diversification
of the type of research done
(fundamental / applied / strategic)
8.b) The growth in the number of
publications in interdisciplinary
collaboration and citations between
disciplines
9.b) The growth in the number of
publications in intersectorial
collaboration
10.b) The growth in the number of
publications in international
collaboration

Training of researchers
Research competence

Related competence

11.a) The presence of research
competence: definition of a research
problem, organizing a project, strategies
for collecting data, methods of analyzing.
12.a) The presence of competences such
as writing, communication, computing,
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Impact Areas

Indicators
management.

Impact on technology
Note: Product, process, and service innovations, as well as technical know-how, are
types of impact that we owe partly to research activities. Beyond patents, however,
there are actually very few indicators to properly assess this dimension
Products and Processes
13.a) Achieving and improving a product
or process
13.b) The value of sales
The number of patents (requested
and issued)
The number of licences issued
The citations to the scientific
literature in patents
The number of users and the
frequency of use

Impact on the economy
Note: Refers to the impact on an organization’s budgetary situation (operating costs,
revenue, profits, the sale price of products), sources of finance (action capital, risk
capital, contracts), investments (human capital—hiring and training, physical
capital—infrastructure and material, operating and expansion), production activities
(types of goods and service products), and the development of markets
(diversification and export).

Investments
Human capital

Operating and expanding

23.a) The types of jobs and competencies
in the organization (diplomas, degrees,
disciplines)
23.b) The investment ($) in on-going
training
25.b) The number of new enterprises
created (or eliminated)
The number of spin-offs (by
students, professors, researchers, or
graduates)

Impact on culture
Note: refers to what people frequently call public understanding of science, but above
all to the four following types of knowledge: know-what, know-why, know-how, and
know-who. More specifically, it refers to the impact on an individual’s knowledge
and understanding of ideas and reality. It also includes intellectual and practical
skills, the attitudes and interests (on science in general, scientific institutions,
scientific and technological controversies, scientific news and culture in general) and
values and beliefs.

Knowledge
The knowledge and understanding of
the ideas and reality by the
individuals (acquired through formal
or informal mechanisms)

29.b) The rate of university, technical
and professional graduation in the
sciences
Academic results in the sciences
The level of understanding of
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Impact Areas

Indicators
scientific concepts

Know-how
Intellectual skills

Practical skills

30.a) The development of new skills:
creativity, critique, analysis and synthesis
30.b) The level of mastery of the new
acquired skills (for example 1) the
capacity to apply basic mathematical
skills; 2) the level of autonomy in order
to achieve basic economic transaction
such as savings or the preparation of a
budget; 3) writing a document judged to
be complex
31.a) The ability to identify and solve
certain problems of a mechanical or
technical nature at work or at home
The presence of new technologies
at work and at home
31.b) The frequency and duration of use
of new technologies at work and at home

Attitudes and interests
(for science in general, scientific
institutions, S & T controversies,
scientific news and culture in
general)

32.a) The participation in scientific
activities
32.b) The number of hours dedicated by
an individual listening to or watching
scientific programming on the television
or radio, to scientific leisure activities
(reading, clubs, etc.)
The number of hours dedicated to
reading newspapers and magazines on
science and technology
The level of coverage of science
news in the media
The level of acceptance and
innovation of S & T (GMOs, cloning,
etc.)
The number of visitors to S & T
museums

Vision of the world
Values and beliefs

33.a) Values (moral, intellectual and
professional) and beliefs (religions,
spiritual, and family)

Impact on social aspects of society
Note: Social impact refers to the impact knowledge has on welfare, and on the
behaviors, practices and activities of people and groups. For people, social impact
concerns wellbeing and quality of life. It also concerns the customs and habits of life
(consumption, work, sexuality, sports and food). For groups, new knowledge can
contribute to changing discourse on and conceptions of society, or help “modernize”
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Impact Areas

Indicators

their way of doing “business”.

Individuals
Wellbeing and quality of life

Social implication
Practices

34.a) Improving the social conditions of
individuals
Improving the economic conditions
of individuals
Revenues of individuals
35.a) Engagement within associations
working on scientific questions
36.b) The number of individuals having
modified one or several customs or
lifestyle habits (food, sexuality,
activities)

Organisation
Speeches, interventions and actions

37.a) The appearance of new discourses
on S & T
The appearance of new styles of
intervention or the solution to social
problems

Impact on policy
Note: Political impact has to do with the way knowledge influences policy-makers
and policies: the interest and attitudes of politicians, administrators and citizens
towards a question of public interest involving science and technology, public action
(law-jurisprudence-ethics, policies, programs–regulation-norms, standards) and
citizen participation in scientific and technological decisions.

Decision maker
Alertness, interests, attitudes

38.a) A new interest or attitude towards
questions of public interest involving S
&T

Public action
Law / jurisprudence / ethics

39.a) A new jurisprudence

Policies

40a.) A new law or policy
40.b) The range of the laws (the number
of individuals affected, the sanctions
41.a) A new program, regulation or norm
41.b) The range of programs, regulations,
or norms
42.b) One or several new standards
(standardization)

Programs / regulations / norms
Standards

Citizens
Political implication

43.a) The presentation of documents to
public commissions or to parliamentary
commissions on science and technology
The participation in public
assemblies or municipal or regional
council meetings
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Impact Areas

Indicators

Civic responsibility
(laws, responsibilities, and duty)

n/a

Impact on organisations
Note: Organizational impact is impact on the activities of institutions and
organizations like planning (objectives, administrative organization), the organization
of work (sharing and the quality of tasks, automation, computing), administration
(management, marketing, distribution, purchasing, accounting), and human resources
(the workforce, the qualifications of the employees, work conditions).

Human resources
Workforce
Qualifications of employees

Work conditions

51.b) The number of new employees in R
&D
52.b) The level of qualification of the
workforce (degrees)
The disciplines and specialties
available
The experience and expertise of
employees
53.a) Implementing new norms or new
equipment related to health and safety
Work perspectives
53.b) The rate of employee satisfaction
towards general work conditions offered
by the organisation
The amounts invested in training
Salaries

Impact on health
Note: The health dimension refers to the impact of research on public health (life
expectancy, prevention and prevalence of illness) and on the health care system
(health care and costs, health care professionals, medical infrastructure and
equipment, products—medication, treatment).

Impact on the environment
Note: The environmental dimension refers to the impact on managing the
environment, notably the management of natural resources (conservation and
biodiversity plan) and of environmental pollution (pollution surveillance tools and
the sources of pollution). It also refers to the impact of research on climate and
meteorology (climatic surveillance methods and climatic and meteorological
forecasting models). Indicators on the state of health and the state of the environment
already exist in several organizations and countries. The problem is, like economic
growth and productivity, linking this impact to research activities and output.

Management
Natural resources

61.a) A plan for the conservation,
protection and restoration of species and
ecosystems
A bio-diversity plan
A plan for the development of
resources in a context of sustainable
development
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Impact Areas

Indicators

Environment (pollution)

62.a) A surveillance tool for pollution
and its causes
A method for detection, reduction,
or elimination of threats related to
pollutants
The development of anti-pollution
norms

Impact on the environment (water, air, soil, forest, fauna and flora,
waste)
Climate and meteorology

63.a) A climatic and meteorologic
surveillance method
A climatic and meteorologic
prediction model

Impact on symbolism
Note: Symbolic impact is an important impact that was identified by the users of
research results that were interviewed. In fact, a company, for example, often gains
credibility for conducting R&D or from being associated with university research and
academics. For several firms, this is probably an impact as important as the economic
one—and has itself probably an economic impact. No attempt seems to have been
made, however, to systematically measure such impact.
Legitimacy / credibility / visibility
64.a) Invitation to lead or participate in
diverse forums
64.b) Level of knowledge of X by Y
Level of appreciation of X by Y
Notoriety / recognition
65.a) A prize, a title, a promotion, or a
nomination
65.b) Market share

Impact on training
Note: Training, could have been placed under the first one—scientific. It has been
treated separately here because of its importance in regards to the mission of
universities. It refers to curricula (training programs), pedagogical tools (educational
manuals), qualifications (acquired competence in research), entry into the workforce,
appropriateness between training and work, career path and of the use of acquired
knowledge.
Curricula
66.a) Training programs
Pedagogical tools
67.a) Teaching manuals
Qualifications
68.a) Acquired competence
Insertion into the workforce
70.b) The duration of the period between
the end of studies and the start of a job
Fitness between training and job
Career
71.a) Career path
71.b) Salary
Use of acquired knowledge
72.a) The use of knowledge at work or in
daily life
Note: An indicator that is identified by the letter “a” indicates the presence of a change produced by the
result of research. One identified by the letter “b” is an indicator of the importance of change.
Source: Adapted from: Godin, Benoît, and Christian Doré. Measuring the Impacts of Science: Beyond the
Economic Dimension. Canadian Science and Innovation Consortium (CSIIC), 2003, p 5-8, 25-44.
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Appendix 11: Conventional education indicators
Indicators

Representative sources of indicator programs
CAN.
2003

U.S.
1991

U.S.
2005

Expenditure per
student

√

√

√

Expenditure
relative to GDP

√

√

√

Expenditure per
capita

√

Public and
private
expenditures

√

√

Total public
expenditure

√

√

University
tuition fees

√

Private revenues
at universities

√

Levels of
student debt

√

Enrolment rates

√
√

Students per
computer

√

Cultural/
community
support for
learning

√

SASK
2002

√

√

√

√

OECD
2004

√
√

√

√

√

√

Community use
of schools

√

Class size

√

School size

EC
2000

√

√

Parental support
for learning

APEF
96/98

√
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√

√
√

√

√

√
√

√

UNESCO
2005

Indicators
Pupil-educator
ratio

Representative sources of indicator programs
CAN.
2003

U.S.
1991

U.S.
2005

√

Student-teacher
ratio

√

Student-support
staff ratio

SASK
2002

√

√

EC
2000

√

OECD
2004

√

√

Teacher quality

√

Age-distribution
of educators

√

Male / female
composition of
educator
workforce
Teachers'
salaries
Average years
teaching
experience
Conditions of
teachers' work
% students
home-schooled
or in private sch.
Low income

√

Status and background of
children / family
Availability of
resources
Quality of
resources
Quality of
instruction with
inadequate
resources
Scope-depth of
program
offerings

APEF
96/98

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√

√
√
√

√
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√

UNESCO
2005

Indicators

Representative sources of indicator programs
CAN.
2003

Safety / security
of students
Youth crime
rates
Health of
population
Birth rates and
pregnancy
among teens
Attendance rates

U.S.
1991

U.S.
2005

√

SASK
2002

EC
2000

OECD
2004

√
√
√
√

√

√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Suspension rates
Educational
attainment of
adult population
Secondary sch.
graduation rates
Tertiary (postsec) grad. rates
University
degrees
Graduation rates
by field of study
High-school
drop out rates
Student
achievement in
reading
Student
achievement in
mathematics
Student
achievement in
science
Student
achievement in
humanities
Student
achievement in
social sciences
Student

APEF
96/98

√
√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√
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UNESCO
2005

Indicators

Representative sources of indicator programs
CAN.
2003

achievement in
music and arts
Student
achievement in
foreign language
Technological
competence
√
Achievement
and socioeconomic status
Participation by
subject area
Critical thinking
Attitudes
and
behaviour
and
problem
toward math/sci.
solving
Tolerance
%
students
completing
high
Self-direction
quality work
Personal
responsibility
Commitment to
craft
Aesthetic
expression
Civic
achievement
Civic
participation
Citizenship and
volunteerism
Communication

U.S.
1991

U.S.
2005

APEF
96/98

SASK
2002

√

EC
2000

√
√

√
√

√
√

√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√
√
√
√

Personal
development
Extra-curricular
involvement
Satisfaction
(parent, student,
educator etc.)
Creative
thinking

√
√

√
√
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OECD
2004

UNESCO
2005

Indicators

Frequency
Respect
forof
behaviour
current
/ future
problems and
generations
Engagementofin
recognition
schoolto/life
learning
right
of
Student attitudes
quality
toward society /
lifelong learning
Evidence of
lifelong learning
Student attitudes
toward school
Gender
differences in
school
performance
Labour market
outcomes and
employment
status
Labour force
participation by
level of
education
Education and
earnings
Links between
human capital
and economic
growth
R&D within
universities
Sustainable
development
(SD) themes in
education
Integration of
SD principles in
teacher training
Respect for
current / future
generations and
recognition of
right to life of
quality

Representative sources of indicator programs
CAN.
2003

U.S.
1991

U.S.
2005

APEF
96/98

SASK
2002

EC
2000

OECD
2004

UNESCO
2005

√

√
√

√
√

√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√
√

√
√
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Indicators

Representative sources of indicator programs
CAN.
2003

U.S.
1991

U.S.
2005

APEF
96/98

Respect for and
understanding of
natural world
and how to
steward its
resources
Knowing how to
make choices /
decisions which
take into
account longterm future of
social equity,
ecological
viability and
economic
progress
Committed and
aware with
global view, but
also capacity to
envision
alternative
futures and
create societal
change
Capacity to
work with
others to bring
about structural
or institutional
change within
mainstream

SASK
2002

EC
2000

OECD
2004

UNESCO
2005

√

√

√

√

Notes:
• Phrasing of some of the indicators has been altered for comparison purposes.
• Many other education indicator programs were reviewed but not included here. The above were
considered to be representative of the international, national, and provincial systems that currently
exist.
• Indeed, many other education indicators exist, but were not included here. These were selected based
on two criteria: 1) Popularity: In many of these systems the same indicators (though worded
differently) appear over and over again. This prevalence and recognition implies a wide acceptance of
them in international / national / provincial circles. 2) Relevance: In some cases we came across
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•

education indicators that were unique in that they often did not appear in any of the other indicator
literature, but nevertheless did provide valuable insight into alternative perspectives on the role and
purpose of education in society.
Pupil-educator ratio: educator includes non-teaching staff

Sources:
(CAN.):
Council of Ministers of Education. 2003. Education Indicators in Canada. Report of the Pan-Canadian
Education Indicators Program. Statistics Canada. Catalogue no. 81-582-XPE. Ottawa.
(U.S.):
Special Study Panel on Education Indicators. 1991. Education Counts. An Indicator System to Monitor the
Nation's Educational Health. National Centre for Education Statistics. U.S Department of Education.
Washington, DC.
National Center for Education Statistics. 2005. International Education Indicators. U.S. Department of
Education; accessed March 7, 2005; available from http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/international/IntlIndicators/
.
(APEF):
Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation. 1996. Education Indicators for Atlantic Canada. APEF. Halifax.
Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation. 1998. The Atlantic Canada Framework for Essential Graduation
Learnings in Schools. Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation; available from http://apef-fepa.org/pdf/enoutc.pdf.
(SASK):
Saskatchewan Learning. Saskatchewan Education Indicators Kindergarten to Grade 12 2002 [cited];
available from http://www.learning.gov.sk.ca/admin/pub_press.shtml.
(EC):
European Commission. 2000. European Report on the Quality of School Education. Sixteen Quality
Indicators. European Commission. Directorate-General for Education and Culture; available from
http://europa.eu.int/comm/education/policies/educ/indic/back_en.html.
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development):
OECD. 2004. Education at a Glance. OECD Indicators. OECD. Paris.
(UNESCO):
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). UN Decade of Education
for Sustainable Development 2005-2014. International Implementation Scheme (Draft), Paris, UNESCO,
2005; accessed April 2005; available from
http://portal.unesco.org/education/admin/ev.php?URL_ID=36026&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTIO
N=201&reload=1099410445.
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Appendix 12: List of indicators used in the fields of education
and training within selected community initiatives
Co-Ordination of the Employment Policies: The Luxembourg Process
Indicators of Lifelong Learning Used in the Process of Employment Strategy
Key indicators
• Investment expenditure on education in relation to GDP. Source: Eurostat, UOE.
• Participation rate in education and training. Source: Eurostat, UOE.
• Rate of early-school leavers. Source: Eurostat, LFS.
• Rate of Internet coverage in schools. Source: Eurobarometer 2001 and “eEurope
2002 Benchmarking”, Commission Staff Paper, SEC (2001) 1583/9-11-2001
• Share of teachers with IS literacy. Source: Eurobarometer 2001 and “eEurope
2002 Benchmarking”, Commission Staff Paper, SEC (2001) 1583/9-11-2001.
• Share of employees participating in job-related training. Source: Eurostat—
CVTS2, reference year 1999.
Context indicators
• Educational attainment rate of adult population. Source: Eurostat: LFS.
• Participation rate in education and training. Source: Eurostat:UOE.
• Literacy proficiency rate of adult population. Source: IALS, 1994-98, “Literacy in
the Information Age”, OECD and Statistics Canada, 2000.
• Rate of student access to computers and to Internet. Source: Benchmarking
Report following up the “Strategies for Jobs in the IS”, COM (2000) 48 National
data.
• Share of employees participating in job-related training. Source: Eurostat: CTVS
1 and CVTS 2, reference years 1993 and 1999.
• Average hours spent on training per employee. Source: Eurostat: CVTS 2,
reference year 1999.
• Share of the workforce using computers for work. Source: Eurobarometer Survey
on ICT and Employment, Nov 2000, Oct 2001.
• Rate of working population trained on job related ICT skills. Source:
Eurobarometer Survey on ICT and Employment, Nov 2000, Oct 2001.
Communication from the Commission: “Structural Indicators” COM (2001) 619
final
• Total new science and technology doctorates per 1000 of population aged 25 to 34
years. Source: Eurostat, UOE.
• Total public expenditure on education as a percentage of GDP. Source: Joint
Eurostat, UOE.
• Percentage of population, aged 25-64, participating in education and training.
Source: Eurostat: Labour Force Survey.
• Share of the population aged 18-24 with only lower secondary education and not
in education or training. Source: Eurostat: Labour Force Survey.
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Communication from the Commission: “Commission’s Action Plan For Skills And
Mobility” COM (2002) 72
• Levels of occupational mobility and labour turnover. Source: Eurostat: Labour
Force Survey.
• Impact of educational levels on employment and unemployment. Source:
Eurostat: Labour Force Survey.
• Employment growth in high education sectors. Source: Eurostat: Labour Force
Survey
• Education attainment levels. Source: Eurostat: Labour Force Survey.
• Early school leavers. Source: Eurostat: Labour Force Survey.
• Basic skills (literacy and numeracy): Student performance on the combined
reading, scientific and mathematical literacy scales and national income. Source:
OECD/Knowledge and Skills for Life, First result from PISA 2000.
• Participation of adult workers in training. Source: Eurostat: Labour Force Survey.
• Shortages in ICT occupations and sectors. Source: IDC / EITO 2001 study.
• Demographic developments: change of working age population and composition
by age groups. Source: Eurostat-Demographic database: Population by sex and
age on 1/1/2000 (for 2000), Eurostat-BASELINE scenario (for options).
• Levels of geographical mobility. Source: Eurostat: Labour Force Survey.
• Commuting mobility. Source: Eurostat: Labour Force Survey.
• High employment regions and skills needs. Source: Eurostat: Labour Force
Survey and Demographics Projections BASELINE scenario.
• Foreign language teaching. Source: Eurostat.
• Migration. Source: Eurostat.
Detailed Work Programme on the Follow-Up of the Objectives of Education and
Training Systems in Europe
Indicative List of Indicators to Be Used Within the Open Method of Co-Ordination
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shortage / surplus of qualified teachers and trainers on the labour market.
Progression in number of applicants for training programmes (teachers and
trainers).
Percentage of teachers who follow continuous professional training.
People completing secondary education. Source : Eurostat, UOE
Continuous training of teachers in areas of emerging skills needs.
Literacy attainment levels. Source: OECD 2001.
Numeracy / Mathematics attainment levels. Source: OECD 2001.
Learning to learn attainment levels.
Percentage of adults with less than upper secondary education who have
participated in any form of adult education or training, by age group.
Percentage of teachers that have been trained in ICT use in schools.
Percentage of pupils and students using ICT in their studies.
Percentage of learning sessions in teaching and training institutions in which ICT
is used.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase in number of entries into mathematics, science and technology courses
(upper secondary advanced levels and tertiary levels, by gender).
Increase of graduates in mathematics, science and technology courses, by gender.
Increase in number of scientists and engineers in society, by gender.
Increase in number of qualified teachers in MST (secondary level).
Increase in per capita investment in human resources.
Percentage of population between 25 and 64 participating in education and
training. Source: Eurostat: Labour Force Survey.
Percentage of working time spent by employees on training per age groups.
Participation in tertiary education.
Proportion of the population aged 18-24 with only lower secondary education and
not in education or training. Source: Eurostat: Labour Force Survey.
Percentage of students and trainees in initial training benefiting from placement
agreements (éducation en alterance).
Proportion of self-employed in various sectors of knowledge economy
(particularly age group 25-35).
Percentage of education and training institutions providing counselling and
guidance for setting up business.
Percentage of pupils and students who reach a level of proficiency in two foreign
languages.
Percentage of language teachers having participated in initial training or inservice training courses involving mobility providing direct contact with the
language / culture they teach.
Proportion of national students and trainees carrying out part of their studies in
another EU or third country.
Proportion of teachers, researches and academics from other EU countries
employed at different educational levels.
Number and distribution of EU and non-EU students and trainees in education
and training.
Proportion of undergraduate and postgraduate students continuing their studies in
another EU or third country.
Percentage of graduates obtaining joint degrees in Europe.
Percentage of students and trainees within ECTS or EUROPASS and / or
obtaining Diploma / Certificate Supplement.

Source: Working Group on Quality Indicators. European Report on Quality Indicators of Lifelong
Learning. European Commission, 2002; accessed April 2005; available from
http://europa.eu.int/comm/education/policies/lll/life/report/quality/report_en.pdf, p 85-87.
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Appendix 13: International standard classification of education
(ISCED-97) and fields of education
Broad Fields
0 General
Programmes
1 Education

2 Humanities and
Arts

Narrow Fields
01 Basic / broad general
programmes
08 Literacy and numeracy
09 Personal skills
14 Teacher training and
education science

21 Arts

22 Humanities

3 Social sciences,
Business, and Law

31 Social and behavioural
science

32 Journalism and
information

Detailed Fields

*(141 Teaching and training 143–
146)
142 Education science
143 Training for preschool teachers
144 Training for teachers at basic
levels
145 Training for teachers with
subject specialization
146 Training for teachers of
vocational subjects
211 Fine arts
212 Music and performing arts
213 Audio-visual techniques and
media production
214 Design
215 Craft skills
221 Religion
222 Foreign languages
223 Mother tongue
(224 History, philosophy and related
subjects—225 and 226)
225 History and archaeology
226 Philosophy and ethics
311 Psychology
312 Sociology and cultural studies
313 Political science and civics
314 Economics
321 Journalism and reporting
322 Library, information, archive
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Broad Fields

4 Science,
Mathematics, and
Computing

5 Engineering,
Manufacturing and
Construction

6 Agriculture and
Veterinary

Narrow Fields
34 Business and
administration

42 Life Science

Detailed Fields
341 Wholesale and retail sales
342 Marketing and advertising
343 Finance, banking, insurance
344 Accounting and taxation
345 Management and administration
346 Secretarial and office work
347 Working life
380 Law
421 Biology and biochemistry
422 Environmental science

44 Physical science

441 Physics
442 Chemistry
443 Earth science

46 Mathematics and
statistics

461 Mathematics
462 Statistics

48 Computing

481 Computer science
482 Computer use

52 Engineering and
engineering trades

521 Mechanics and metal work
522 Electricity and energy
523 Electronics and automation
524 Chemical and process
525 Motor vehicle, ships, and
aircraft

54 Manufacturing and
processing

541 Food processing
542 Textiles, clothes, footwear,
leather
543 Materials (wood, paper, plastic,
glass)
544 Mining and extraction

58 Architecture and
building

581 Architecture and town planning
582 Building and civil engineering

62 Agriculture, forestry,
and fishery

621 Crop and livestock production
622 Horticulture
623 Forestry
624 Fisheries
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Broad Fields

7 Health and
Welfare

8 Services

Narrow Fields
64 Veterinary

Detailed Fields
641 Veterinary

72 Health

721 Medicine
(722 Medical services—725-727)
723 Nursing and caring
724 Dental studies
725 Medical diagnostic and
treatment technology
726 Therapy and rehabilitation
727 Pharmacy

76 Social services

761 Child care and youth services
762 Social work and counselling

81 Personal services

811 Hotel, restaurant and catering
812 Travel, tourism, and leisure
813 Sports
814 Domestic services
815 Hair and beauty services

84 Transport services

840 Transport services

85 Environmental
protection

851 Environmental protection
technology
852 Natural environments and
wildlife
853 Community sanitation services

86 Security services

861 Protection of persons and
property
862 Occupational health and safety
863 Military and defence

Note: *fields within brackets signify classification system for vocational education and training
Source: Eurostat Task Force on Measuring Lifelong Learning. Public Eurostat Website on Measuring
Lifelong Learning. European Commission, 2001; accessed April 2005; available from
http://forum.europa.eu.int/Public/irc/dsis/edtcs/library?l=/public&vm=detailed&sb=Title, p. Annex.
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Appendix 14: New and ongoing indicator initiatives
In this section we list some of the new and ongoing indicator initiatives that are presented
throughout the report. As previously mentioned, these groups are working toward
developing indicators for learning, health literacy, and others. Our research might benefit
from discussing their work directly with the respective researchers. We have been in
contact with the head of the indicator development group for the new Canadian Council
of Learning, for example, and found that they are in the early stages of developing a new
learning index.
A survey of human resource development interest groups, conduced by Human
Resources and Development Canada 15 years ago in 1990, found over 40 federal
government agencies, departments, board and councils, and over 200 interest groups
involved in education, training, and learning.2283 This represents a great deal of activity
but little focus or coherence. Nevertheless, many of these organizations are doing
interesting work relevant to our approach. We have reviewed a number of these
initiatives. Important ones working on indicator development are listed below.
Human Resources and Social Development Canada (HRSDC)2284
One of the key organizations “dedicated to establishing a culture of lifelong learning for
Canadians” is Human Resources and Social Development Canada (HRSDC). In part,
HRSDC is working on methods to assess prior learning through Prior Learning
Assessment and Recognition (PLAR), which helps individuals develop portfolios and
relates experience to formal credentialing procedures. HRSDC also is working to identify
essential skills needed for knowledge work, to promote technology use in learning, and to
encourage workplace learning.2285 Telecommunications-based and other initiatives are led
by Industry Canada through programs such as SchoolNet and Computers for Schools.

2283

Barker, Kathryn. "Lifelong Learning in Canada: Visions for the Future." Paper presented at the
Conference on Lifelong Learning. Seventh International Seminar: Social Development and Human
Resources Development in the APEC Member Economies, Tokyo, 1998, Human Resources Development
Canada.
2284
Human Resources and Social Development Canada (HRSDC). Website, accessed January 2005;
available from http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/en/home.shtml.
2285
Ibid., accessed.
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Centre for the Study of Work and Education (CSWE) at the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education / University of Toronto (OISE/UT): New Approaches to
Lifelong Learning (NALL)2286 and Work and Lifelong Learning Research Network
(WALL)2287
Nongovernmental organizations that promote lifelong learning include The Research
Network to New Approaches to Lifelong Learning (NALL) and Work and Lifelong
Learning Research Network (WALL). Located at the Centre for the Study of Work and
Education (CSWE) at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education / University of
Toronto (OISE/UT) , NALL and WALL are two phases of a research program funded by
the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC). This is part of a larger
program that saw SSHRC creating five large-scale research networks in education and
training across the country involving more than 140 researchers from Canadian
universities and 150 community organizations and private sector companies with
provincial and school board representatives. In the first phase of the program, SSHRC
invested $5.6 million dollars.
In 2003, in collaboration with the Institute for Social Research at York University,
WALL produced the “National Survey of Learning and Work” and completed interviews
over 2003–2004 with 9,000 Canadian adults from coast to coast. The WALL website
reveals that the data from the survey are in the process of being analyzed and the results
will be available shortly. The 28-page questionnaire is available on line at the WALL
website, which describes the survey as follows:
The survey documents paid and unpaid work conditions over the past five years
and will generate the first systematic empirical assessments of changing work
conditions in relation to the full array of adult learning practices, schooling,
further education courses, informal training, non-taught informal learning. It will
also provide profiles of workers' perceptions of changes in key dimensions of paid
and unpaid work. Evidence generated by our survey work will provide specific
insights into the extent and rate of emergence of a "new economy," as well as the
impact of such changes on adult learning activities. Our survey will also serve to
validate the 1998 NALL survey [on informal learning], permit the first national
trend inferences about changes in patterns of informal learning, supplement the
narrower conventional surveys of education and employment with much greater
attention to informal learning and unpaid work, and provide fuller understanding
of the general dynamics of change in learning and work relations.2288

2286

Research Network on New Approaches to Lifelong Learning (NALL). Website, Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education (OISE), University of Toronto, accessed January 2005; available from
http://www.oise.utoronto.ca/depts/sese/csew/nall/index.htm.
2287
Livingstone, David. Exploring the Changing Nature of Work and Lifelong Learning: Preliminary
Findings of a Canadian National Survey, Toronto, WALL Working paper 5, The Research Network on the
Changing Nature of Work and Lifelong Learning (WALL), The Centre for the Study of Education and
Work (CSEW) at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE), University of Toronto, 2004;
accessed January 2005; available from http://www.wallnetwork.ca/index.html.
2288
Ibid., accessed.
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In addition, WALL is conducting 12 case studies that are examining learning within work
contexts. These studies have surveys linked to the national survey in the following work
contexts: biotechnology; steel / light manufacturing; nursing homes; public sector work;
the teaching profession; disabled bank workers; women information technology
workers; immigrant workers; housework; volunteer community workers; school–work
youth transition; critical transitions through the life course; and labour education
programs.
Canadian Council on Learning
The Canadian Council on Learning (CCL) is a national, nonprofit, independent initiative
arising from the Canadian Innovation Strategy that emphasizes lifelong learning.2289 The
government’s intention to create a skills and learning network was announced in the
Speech from the Throne in 2002. After a consultation process, the mandate was
developed and the first Board of Directors was installed in 2003. In March 2004, the CCL
received $85 million from HRSDC to set up five Knowledge Centres across Canada.2290
These centres will focus on work and learning; early childhood learning; adult learning;
aboriginal learning; and health and learning. A sixth centre on formal learning will be
established through the Canadian Education Statistics Council.
The general mission of CCL is to improve the lifelong learning process and outcomes in
Canada by informing Canadians on the progress of learning in Canada, promoting a
learning culture in Canada, and by cataloguing information and facilitating the exchange
of knowledge and information.
The CCL also plans to monitor and report on the progress of learning outcomes by “using
integrated pan-Canadian indicators benchmarking progress on lifelong learning.” They
have developed the Composite Learning Index (CLI), which will measure progress on
outcomes across lifelong learning. The CCL has been discussed throughout the literature
review and the indicators for the CLI are listed in Appendix 21.
SSHRC: Valuing Literacy in Canada
A number of other literacy initiatives are active in Canada. One that we have not yet
researched might be useful. This is a five-year Strategic Joint Initiative of SSHRC called
Valuing Literacy in Canada. According to the Canadian Education Association (CEA),
“this initiative fosters collaborative, multidisciplinary, policy-oriented and applied
research on a broad range of issues that affect adult learners' ability to participate in
Canadian society. The objectives of the program are to develop research capacity in
Canada in the field of adult literacy, and to encourage and assist co-operation between
researchers and adult literacy practitioners.”2291
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Canadian Council on Learning (CCL). Website, CCL, accessed March 2006; available from
http://www.ccl-cca.ca/.
2290
Ibid., accessed.
2291
Canadian Education Association (CEA). Focus on Literacy: Policy Landscape, CEA, 2005; accessed
February 2005; available from http://www.ceaace.ca/foo.cfm?subsection=lit&page=pol&subpage=lan&subsubpage=can.
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The Learning for a Sustainable Future (LSF)
The Learning for a Sustainable Future (LSF), created by the National Round Table on the
Environment and the Economy (NRTEE), works to support sustainable development
concepts and principles within school curricula and communities.2292 The 2-page
framework lists knowledge, skills, and values that are needed for the sustainability and
wellbeing of the environment, health, the economy, and wellbeing of society.2293
Environment Canada
Between 1999 and 2002, over 5,500 Canadians participated in the National Consultation
on Environmental Education and Sustainability led by Environment Canada. This process
resulted in designing a framework for Environmental Learning and Sustainability (ELS)
that was presented at the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in
August 2002.2294 The framework has resulted in an ELS website through Environment
Canada, as well as action plans from 236 organizations. These plans include 19 from all
levels of government, 4 from universities and research centres, 6 from museums, 105
from schools and colleges, 3 from school boards, 26 from NGOs, and 45 from
environmental learning NGOs, among others. Transport Canada, Natural Resources
Canada, and Environment Canada all have developed action plans. The specific plans for
each of the 236 initiatives are available on the ELS website.2295
Many Canadian initiatives, however, are not included on the ELS website, such as the
new Research Chair of Canada in Environmental Education at the Université du Québec à
Montréal. This Chair will develop research in community action as a context for
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Learning for a Sustainable Future (LSF). Website, LSF, York University, accessed April 2005;
available from http://www.lsf-lst.ca/en/home/.
2293
Manitoba Education, Training and Youth (Sustainable Development Initiative). Educating for
Sustainability. The Status of Sustainable Development in Canada, Toronto, Council of Ministers of
Education Canada (CMEC), 1999; accessed December 2004; available from
http://www.cmec.ca/else/environment.en.pdf.
2294
Environment Canada. A Framework for Environmental Learning and Sustainability in Canada,
Government of Canada, 2002; accessed July 2004; available from
http://www.ec.gc.ca/education/framework/framework_overview_e.htm.
2295
http://www.ec.gc.ca/education/ee_introduction_e.htm
The Government of Canada initiatives listed on the website include those from the following: Transport
Canada; Natural Resources Canada; Environment Canada; Canadian Museum of Nature / Canadian Centre
for Biodiversity; Climate Change Action Fund—Public Education and Outreach component; Environment
Canada Biosphere—Environmental Observation Centre and Showcase for Information on Water. Among
other national initiatives are those from: Association for Canadian Educational Resources, Inc. (A.C.E.R.
Inc); BIOCAP Canada Foundation—Queen’s University; Canadian Biodiversity Institute—Great Canadian
BioBlitz; Canadian Ecology Centre; Canadian Forestry Association; Canadian Institute for Environmental
Law and Policy (CIELAP); Canadian Journal of Environmental Education; Canadian Network for
Environmental Education and Communication (EECOM); Centre for Indigenous Environmental Resources;
Labour Environmental Alliance Society (LEAS); Learning for a Sustainable Future; Society, Environment
and Energy Development Studies (SEEDS) Foundation; Working Group on Museums and Sustainable
Communities; and Youth Round Table on the Environment.
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environmental education, teacher development, and the integration of environmental
education within the curricula of formal education.2296
The measurement of health literacy: Rootman, et al.
The measurement of health literacy is one of the main interests of Irving Rootman. At
present, he is working on a project funded by Canadian Institutes of Health Research
(CIHR) to develop new measures of health literacy that are appropriate for different
population groups.2297 Jim Frankish and Brenda Kwan are working with Rootman to
develop new measures specifically appropriate to a Canadian context in relation to use of
health services, determinants of health, and quality of life. They plan to test this measure
first with older adults, immigrants, and people living in poverty.
OECD indicator development for the knowledge economy
OECD indicator development for the knowledge economy is ongoing, especially through
its Working Party on Indicators for the Information Society (WPIIS) group, and with
collaborations with Eurostat, the United Nations groups (especially the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)), and country-specific statistical
bodies such as the Australian Bureau of Statistics and Statistics Canada.2298 Currently,
the OECD is working on a guide for “information society” measurement to be released in
2005. According to Sheridan Roberts from OECD, the guide “will include information on
ICT measurement, including definitions, classifications, methods for international
harmonisation of ICT statistics and methodological issues for future measurement and
consideration. It will discuss actual country experiences in the implementation of
international and national standards and will present metadata information on OECD
countries’ survey methods and outputs.”2299
Canadian benchmarking of science and technology
In 2003, Canada began working on its first benchmarking of science and technology in
collaboration with Industry Canada, the Conference Board of Canada, and the Canadian
Consortium on Science and Innovation Indicators (CSIIC).2300 According to Godin, as of
September 2004, the final report had not been published, and a review in April 2005 did
not locate the report.
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Environment Canada. A Framework for Environmental Learning and Sustainability in Canada,
accessed.
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Canadian Education Association (CEA). Focus on Literacy: Research Profile: Irving Rootman, CEA,
2005; accessed March 2005; available from http://www.ceaace.ca/foo.cfm?subsection=lit&page=map&subpage=bio&subsubpage=iro.
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Roberts, Sheridan. "OECD Work on Measuring the Information Society." Paper presented at the 19th
meeting of the Voorburg Group on Services Statistics, Ottawa, Canada, September 27-October 1, 2004,
OECD; accessed May 2005; available from http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/6/0/33809872.pdf.
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Ibid.
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Godin, Benoît. Canadian Scoreboards on S&T and Its Further Developments, Montreal, QU, Canadian
Science and Innovation Indicators Consortium (CSIIC), 2004; accessed March 2005; available from
http://www.csiic.ca/Scoreboard.html.
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Appendix 15: Civics education course in the Province of Ontario,
grade 10
This course explores what it means to be an informed, participating citizen in a
democratic society. Students will learn about the elements of democracy and the meaning
of democratic citizenship in local, national, and global contexts. In addition, students will
learn about social change, examine decision-making processes in Canada, explore their
own and others’ beliefs and perspectives on civics questions, and learn how to think and
act critically and creatively about public issues.
Informed Citizenship
Overall Expectations:
By the end of the course, students will:
• demonstrate an understanding of the reasons for democratic decision-making;
• compare contrasting views of what it means to be a “citizen”;
• describe the main features of local, provincial, and federal governments in
Canada and explain how these features work;
• explain the legal rights and responsibilities associated with Canadian
citizenship;
• demonstrate an understanding of citizenship within a global context.
Specific Expectations:
Democratic Decision Making
By the end of the course, students will:
• explain the causes of civic conflict, and identify the need for decision-making
processes and structures (e.g., ensure individual and community needs are
met, resolve conflict, adapt to change);
• distinguish between democratic and authoritarian forms of decision-making,
and compare the benefits and drawbacks of each form when used in everyday
contexts;
• research and report on the elements of democratic decision making (e.g.,
rights and responsibilities of citizens, rule of law, common good,
parliamentary system, majority rule, rights of minorities);
• analyse how dimensions of democratic decision-making were practiced in
different historical contexts (e.g., Magna Carta, Periclean Athens, Iroquois
Confederacy) and in their current circumstances (e.g., classroom, community
associations);
• identify similarities and differences in the ways power is distributed in groups,
societies, and cultures to meet human needs and resolve conflicts (e.g., in
families, classrooms, municipalities).
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Elements of Democratic Citizenship
By the end of the course, students will:
•
•

explain what it means to be a citizen in diverse political communities (e.g.,
school student union, community groups, ethnocultural groups, national and
international organizations);
research and write profiles of citizens with varying backgrounds (e.g., culture,
religion, gender, socioeconomic status, nationality) who have made a
difference in public life, and compare the different types of civic involvement
they represent.

The Rights and Responsibilities of Canadian Citizenship
By the end of the course, students will:
• identify the rights and responsibilities of citizenship expected and practiced in
their school or classroom, explain why these rights and responsibilities were
developed, and evaluate the extent to which they apply to all students;
• describe the changing nature of Canadian citizenship rights and
responsibilities based on an examination of provincial legislation, the Bill of
Rights (1960), and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (1982) (e.g.,
in terms of fundamental freedoms, democratic rights, mobility rights, legal
rights, equality rights, language rights, Aboriginal rights);
• explain why it is essential in a democracy for governments to be open and
accountable to their citizens, while protecting the personal information
citizens are required to provide to governments (e.g., Municipal Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act);
• demonstrate an understanding of how the judicial system (e.g., law courts,
trials, juries) protects the rights of both individuals and society (e.g., the
rights of the accused, the rights of the victim, and the role of the judiciary);
• describe a case in which a citizen’s rights and responsibilities have been
upheld or restricted, outlining the concerns and actions of involved citizens
and the reasons for the eventual outcome;
• identify significant political leaders in today’s Canada.
Making Decisions, Resolving Conflicts, and Developing Policy in Canada
By the end of the course, students will:
• explain the main features and functions of the different levels of government
in Canada (e.g., federal, provincial, municipal);
• compare how laws, regulations, public policies, and decisions are made and
enforced at the local, provincial, and federal levels;
• examine and analyse the importance and value of different ways of resolving
disputes (e.g., mediation, arbitration) that differ from judicial approaches;
• demonstrate an understanding of the important role played by regulatory and
adjudicative (quasi-judicial) agencies in our democratic society when
resolving issues and disputes between individuals and groups, and between
individuals or groups and government;
• investigate the role of political parties in the parliamentary process and
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•
•

examine the selection process for majority, minority, and coalition
governments, using provincial and federal examples;
examine and describe the roles played by elected representatives and interest
groups in the political process (e.g., lobbying);
research recently passed legislation at the community, provincial, or federal
level to resolve public conflict (e.g., smoking and health regulations, drinking
and driving laws, gun laws), and then produce a report analyzing the key
issues and different points of view on the issues.

Citizenship Within the Global Context
By the end of the course, students will:
• analyze contemporary crises or issues of international significance (e.g.,
health and welfare, disasters, human rights, economic development,
environmental quality) in the context of the global community;
• summarize the rights and responsibilities of citizenship within the global
context, as based on an analysis of the United Nations Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (1948) and Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989);
• research and summarize civic actions of individuals and non- governmental
organizations that have made a difference in global affairs (e.g., Cardinal
Paul-Emile Léger, Nelson Mandela, Mother Teresa, Craig Kielburger, David
Suzuki, Jean Vanier, Red Cross, Frontier College, Doctors Without Borders,
YWCA / YMCA);
• compare the contributions of individuals, as explored in the student
summaries, to arrive at a definition of the term “global citizen”;
• examine and describe methods of electing governments in other countries
(e.g., France, Israel, South Africa, Ireland).
Purposeful Citizenship
Overall Expectations:
By the end of the course, students will:
• examine beliefs and values underlying democratic citizenship, and explain
how these beliefs and values guide citizens’ actions;
• articulate clearly their personal sense of civic identity and purpose, and
understand the diversity of beliefs and values of other individuals and groups
in Canadian society;
• demonstrate an understanding of the challenges of governing communities or
societies in which diverse value systems, multiple perspectives, and differing
civic purposes coexist.
• demonstrate an understanding of a citizen’s role in responding to nondemocratic movements (e.g., supremacist and racist organizations, fascism,
and communism) through personal and group actions (e.g., actions of the
Righteous Among the Nations during the Holocaust, Medgar Evers, Emily
Murphy).
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Specific Expectations:
Democratic Beliefs and Values
By the end of the course, students will:
• describe fundamental beliefs and values associated with democratic
citizenship (e.g., rule of law, human dignity, freedom of worship, respect for
rights of others, work for common good, sense of responsibility for others,
freedom of expression);
• explain, based on an analysis of cases in local, provincial, national, and global
contexts, how democratic beliefs and values are reflected in citizen actions;
• articulate and clarify their personal beliefs and values concerning democratic
citizenship, and determine the influence of significant factors (e.g.,
community, nation, cultural group, religion, gender, socioeconomic status) on
their sense of civic purpose.
Beliefs, Values, and Multiple Perspectives
By the end of the course, students will:
• compare the varied beliefs, values, and points of view of Canadian citizens on
issues of public interest (e.g., privacy, reducing voting age, freedom of
information, compulsory military service, Native self-government, Québec
sovereignty);
• explain how different groups (e.g., special interest groups, ethnocultural
groups) define their citizenship, and identify the beliefs and values reflected in
these definitions;
• analyze a current public issue that involves conflicting beliefs and values,
describing and evaluating the conflicting positions;
• describe how their own and others’ beliefs and values can be connected to a
sense of civic purpose and preferred types of participation.
Civic Purpose, Community, and Personal Responsibilities
By the end of the course, students will
• describe and assess the contributions that citizens and citizens’ groups make to
the civic purposes of their communities;
• describe, compare, and analyze Canadian cases in which contrasting value
systems, multiple perspectives, and civic purposes coexist (e.g., constitutional
debates, Québec sovereignty question, Native self-governance);
• research and summarize the introduction of the Nuremberg laws, the public
response to these laws in pre–World War II Europe, and the subsequent
erosion of human rights that led to the Holocaust;
• analyze the evolution of Canada’s participation in international tribunals, from
the Nuremberg trials after World War II to the International Court of Justice’s
ongoing prosecutions involving war crimes and genocide (e.g., Somalia,
Rwanda, Bosnia);
• describe ways citizens can be involved in responding to issues in which
contrasting value systems, multiple perspectives, and differing civic purposes
coexist, and determine their own sense of responsibility in relation to these
opportunities for involvement;
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•

demonstrate an ability to anticipate conflicting civic purposes, overcome
personal bias, and suspend judgement in dealing with issues of civic concern.

Active Citizenship
Overall Expectations:
By the end of the course, students will:
• demonstrate an ability to research questions and issues of civic importance,
and to think critically and creatively about these issues and questions;
• demonstrate an ability to apply decision-making and conflict-resolution
procedures and skills to cases of civic importance;
• demonstrate an ability to collaborate effectively when participating in group
enquiries and community activities;
• demonstrate a knowledge of different types of citizenship participation and
involvement.
Specific Expectations:
Inquiry Skills
By the end of the course, students will:
• demonstrate an ability to formulate questions; locate information from
different types of sources (e.g., texts, special references, news media, maps,
community resources, Internet); and identify main ideas, supporting evidence,
points of view, and biases in these materials;
• demonstrate an ability to organize information effectively (e.g., using
summaries, notes, timelines, visual organizers, maps, comparison organizers);
• demonstrate an ability to effectively use strategies within the inquiry process
when studying questions of civic importance in their school or local
community.
Decision Making and Conflict Resolution
By the end of the course, students will:
• analyze approaches to decision-making and conflict resolution that can affect
their own lives;
• analyze important historical and contemporary cases that involve democratic
principles in the public process of conflict resolution and decision-making;
• demonstrate an ability to apply conflict-resolution and decision-making
strategies (e.g., identify points of view and values, collect data) to public
issues affecting their own lives.
Collaboration
By the end of the course, students will:
• demonstrate an ability to contribute to a positive climate in group settings
(e.g., respect rights and opinions of others, accept personal responsibility for
group duties, provide leadership when appropriate, encourage others to
participate);
• communicate their own beliefs, points of view, and informed judgements, and
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•

effectively use appropriate discussion skills (e.g., persuasion, negotiation);
demonstrate an ability to work collaboratively and productively with others
when researching civics topics in their community.

Citizenship Participation and Community Involvement
By the end of the course, students will:
• research and compare significant contributions made by individuals and
groups to their communities and assess the impact of these individuals’ and
groups’ contributions;
• compare and evaluate the impact of various types of non-violent citizen
participation (e.g., advocacy, community service, voting, serving on juries) in
resolving public issues in Canada;
• research and describe how family, gender, ethnicity, class, nationality, and / or
institutional affiliation may affect one’s ability to participate;
• participate effectively in a civil action or project of interest to them and of
importance to the community (e.g., attend public hearings, plan religious or
cultural event, join special interest group, write letters to editor);
• produce a research report on the contributions of public agencies (e.g.,
government bodies, service clubs, media, public interest groups) and evaluate
the value of these contributions to society.
Source: Ontario Ministry of Education and Training. Course Profile: English, Grade 10, Academic, 2000;
accessed October 2005; available from
http://www.curriculum.org/csc/library/profiles/10/pdf/ENG2DP.pdf.
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Appendix 16: Learning Impact Research Project: Generic
learning outcomes, libraries and museums
Knowledge and
Understanding
Knowing about something
Learning facts or
information which can be:
Subject –specific
Interdisciplinary / thematic
About museums, archives,
libraries
About myself, my family,
my community, the wider
world
Making sense of something

Example Statement
Given me an understanding of using computers.
The Internet is the only way I can find the information
I am after (Warwickshire Libraries).
I liked going down the mine because in the Victorian
times they had to work a long way down and they had
a mashin [machine] that was 7 times louder than a drill
(Beamish).

The photographs and slides made everything come alive
for us after our initial research about the
Victorians from books
(Somerset Archives and Record Office).
Deepening understanding
I learned that you can die of AIDS and nobody will want
to play with you or even they probably won’t want to be
your friend (Arizona Science Center).
Learning how museums,
I do not usually like museums and listening to head sets
archives and libraries
but I found this trip very different. I enjoyed and wanted
operate
to understand how people could be so awful
(Imperial War Museum).
Giving specific
When you went to sketch that rock did look very like a
information—naming things, sandwich. I can remember their names they are Hook
people or places
Norton limestone and clypeus grit
(St John’s Museum Warwick).
Making links and
Eating disorders are usually the consequence of other
relationships between things problems—I’m glad that I have a stable family (Poole
Library Teenage Reading Group).
Using prior knowledge in
Made the children more aware of the simplicity of
new ways
Victorian leisure time. No electricity or TV. Quiz
reinforced things that they had learnt about the Victorians
(Prescot Museum, Knowsley Borough).
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Skills
Knowing how to do
something
Intellectual skills—reading,
thinking critically and
analytically, making
judgements, etc.
Key skills—numeracy,
literacy, use of ICT, learning
how to learn, etc.
Information management
skills—locating and using
information, evaluating
information, using
information management
systems, etc.
Social skills—meeting
people, sharing, team
working, remembering
names, introducing others,
showing an interest in the
concerns of others, etc.
Emotional skills—
recognising the feelings of
others, managing (intense)
feelings, channelling energy
into productive outcomes,
etc.
Communication skills—
writing, speaking, listening,
etc.
Physical skills—running,
dancing, manipulation,
making, etc.

Example Statement
I think this is a good way to encourage children to read,
this also encourages visits to the library and shows
children how to get information for themselves (Big
Summer Read 2002).
I have learnt to look at the artefacts and reflect on why
they are there and their importance (Imperial War
Museum).
My grandson of three had no interest whatsoever in
writing, reading or drawing. Since using this scheme he
has started to recognise words, write his name on his own
and draw (Big Summer Read 2002).
Taught me how to use the Internet for census records. I
was able to find my apparently “non-existent” grandfather
using the census records (Warwickshire Libraries).

Through a reading group you can gain more insight into
the book and see deeper meanings that you otherwise
would have missed (Poole Library).

The first step for me was the Trongate Studios and the
projects after that have made me realise that I do have
rights—I am a human being and I am allowed to express
myself (Open Museum).
I learnt how to debate my ideas and give my opinions on
artists (Harewood House).
The children enjoyed the hands-on experience of slates,
flags, dressing up, blackboard etc. It was different from
what they usually do—it felt as though they were in 1897
(Prescot Museum, Knowsley Borough).
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Attitudes and Values
Feelings and perceptions

Example Statement
The book made me feel glad that I have a stable family
but sad that many people go through what Carmen went
through and ashamed that I tend not to think about people
with eating disorders (Poole Library).
Opinions about ourselves
At first I thought standing up in front of people and
e.g. self-esteem
reading our poetry would be difficult but they didn’t laugh
or anything like that, they supported you instead of
laughing. I got more confident because other people felt
the same as I did when I was reading mine—before I
didn’t read out loud in class, I said no. Now I can read in
front of everybody (Harewood House).
Opinions or attitudes
This is a brilliant exhibition—so stimulating and thought
towards other people
provoking—so diverse. I’ve never seen Joe (my 7 year
old son) write so much poetry before—fantastic. Thank
you—it showed a window into Joe that I’d never seen
before—didn’t know it was there—the exhibition opened
up that window (Sainsbury Centre for the Visual Arts).
Attitudes towards an
My son has been visiting the library since he was three
organisation e.g. museums,
weeks old, it didn’t have a big impact on his enjoyment of
archives and libraries
books. What it did do was give him a safe audience
outside his own family with whom he could share his
enjoyment—a big step forward for a shy little boy (Big
Summer Read 2002, Essex Libraries).
Positive attitudes in relation Today I met an amazing woman…a mother of eight. We
to an experience
stood and looked at Susan Hiller and Suzanne Lacy’s
work and when she left I listened. The way this woman
had talked so openly about her life, about her pain, was
echoed on the words in the Suzanne Lacy performance—
my faith has been restored in the gallery as a resting place,
a site of discussion and dialogue—a place of learning
(Leeds Art Gallery).
Negative attitudes in relation Museums are not welcoming to us. I get the feeling you
to an experience
have to look around silently and it is difficult with
children, they want to talk and ask questions. You have
the staff walking round and following you, feel constantly
observed (MGC).
Reasons for actions or
personal viewpoints

Empathy, capacity for

As a dyslexic I found the thought of researching at the
PRO a very daunting prospect—however the help and
patience shown to me by your staff made my time at the
PRO a very enjoyable experience and for that I thank you.
(Public Record Office).
The pit because the boys and men had to work all day and
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Attitudes and Values
tolerance (or lack of these)

Enjoyment, Inspiration,
and Creativity
Having fun
Being surprised

Innovative thoughts, actions
or things

Creativity
Exploration,
experimentation and making
Being inspired

Action, Behaviour, and
Progression
What people do

What people intend to do
(intention to act)

Example Statement
night in horrible conditions and all the gases and danger
of being killed. Also they did not have very good lights
so it would not be at all nice in any way except the pay.
They did not have a very exciting life and I’m glad I
wasn’t alive then (Beamish Museum).
Example Statement
My son has really enjoyed the Jeremy Strong books, they
make him laugh out loud and want to read bits to me (Big
Summer Read 2002).
Almost without exception the children thoroughly enjoyed
the day—one particularly hard to please pupil claiming it
was the best trip he had ever been on! It inspired some
excellent recounts of the day prompting some to write
more than ever achieved in class (St John’s Museum
Warwick).
I think there are lots of connections between the
Holocaust and moral / political issues but what is horrible
is that the Holocaust used horrible ruthless modern
methods to murder large numbers of people (Imperial War
Museum).
The children enjoyed making pots and looking at the
skeleton at the dig. They also enjoyed the jewellery
making (Essex Heritage Services).
Learning to draw and paint better—it inspired me to work
harder and go and draw landscapes instead of working
from pictures (Harewood House).
What was very apparent was the fact that the children had
not realised that the people of Taunton were Victorians at
the time and they have since begun to research any family
histories of their own (Somerset Archives).

Example Statement
I enjoyed wearing the corset because I felt how Victorian
people felt it was uncomfortable. The fact that I had to
wear a hoop hurt me and I found that it was tough for
Victorians (Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery).
Thank you for your interesting and enlightening
presentation- we all enjoyed it immensely and came away
thinking we must get back to dig deeper and find out more
about our heritage and the homes we live in (Essex Record
Office).
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What people have done

A change in the way that
people manage their lives
including work, study,
family and community
contexts
Actions (observed or
reported)

It’s probably one of the most memorable weeks of the
children’s school life. They have learned a lot about their
own skills and capabilities. I have learned a lot about their
capabilities. This workshop brought out talents which we
don’t always see in the classroom. The emphasis on
English, maths and science means that we don’t always give
enough time to areas of the children’s characters (Prescot
Museum, Knowsley Borough).
Before the session I depended on others to get info. Now (I
have access through work) I feel more independent
(University of Leicester Library).

The Reading Planet has helped to hold my daughter’s
interest in reading during the school holidays. I have also
found that she is choosing books outside the normal reading
material (i.e., non-fiction and poetry) and forming
independent opinions about them (Big Summer Read 2002,
Essex Libraries).
Change in behaviour
I felt that I could be free to show my emotions more heavily
than when in school (Imperial War Museum).
Progression—towards
I come here to practice. I am just using the computer. The
further learning, registering computer is now an accessory for living (Warwickshire
as a library user,
Libraries).
developing new skills—is
the result of a purposive
action which leads to
change
Source: Museums, Libraries and Archives Council (MLA). Inspiring Learning for All: The Measure
Learning Toolkit, London, U.K., MLA, 2004; accessed September 2005; available from
http://www.inspiringlearningforall.gov.uk/measuring_learning/default.aspx.
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Appendix 17: Learning Impact Research Project: Generic
learning outcomes: questions
QUESTION BANK
Many of these questions were developed by museums, archives and libraries
involved in piloting. The question bank includes the following:
A range of open questions that can be used on response cards, in questionnaires,
and as prompts during an interview or focus group.
Statements to elicit a yes / no / don't know response—used in questionnaires.
Questions from focus group and interview guides. These could also be used in
semi-structured interviews conducted face-to-face and on the telephone.
Examples of closed and open questions used with students and teachers in
different museum and library settings.

•
•
•
•
•

The question bank is divided into 7 sections:
1. Broad contextual questions to explore what we mean by learning
2. Questions based on Knowledge and Understanding
3. Questions based on Skills
4. Questions based on Attitudes and Values
5. Questions based on Enjoyment, Inspiration, and Creativity
6. Questions based on Activity, Behaviour, and Progression
7. Wrap-up and summary questions
1. Broad contextual questions
(The right hand column indicates where and how the question was used originally)
We would be interested to know about your positive and
negative experiences of museum / archive / library visits.
We would like to explore the different kinds of learning that
people experience in museums / archives / libraries:
•
•

General
General

Can you give an example where you have had a
positive learning experience and an example of a
negative learning experience?
Learning—how would you define it? What is meant
by it?
General

•
•
•

Were you looking forward to this visit? Generaeral
What were you expecting to learn from this visit?
What can you remember about your visit—can you
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tell us about it?
What were the highlights of your day at the museum,
archive or library?
Was there anything about the visit that made you
remember it better?
What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses
of museums as places to learn? We are interested in
children's learning.
What in your view are the strengths and challenges of
using museums as places to learn?
Why do you use museums?
What did your children learn?
How, in your view, is learning in the museum
different from learning in the classroom?
What would increase your confidence to use a
museum more with students?
In what ways do you measure your students' learning
at the moment?
What kinds of impact [on learning] do you think that
one visit can have? What is possible? Realistic?

Examples of
questions used in a
focus group
conducted with
teachers in a
museum

Learning isn't always positive. Do you have any examples of
your students having a negative learning experience, e.g.,
• Learning that museums are intimidating
• Learning that their reading skills are inadequate
• Learning that they are not always welcome
• Misunderstanding paintings, objects, displays
• Not finding themselves represented in the museum
2. Questions to explore Knowledge and Understanding
What has the book added or confirmed about your
understanding of this particular theme? disciplinary or
thematic

Teenage reading
group
questionnaire
used in a library

To what extent do you think pupils will have gained facts and
information during their visit?
Subject specific facts
Inter-disciplinary or thematic facts
Information about museums, galleries or archives
Facts about themselves, their families or the wider world

Teacher
questionnaire
Inviting tick box
responses—very
likely, quite likely,
neither, quite
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Other kinds of facts
Has this visit—seeing the Exhibition and being able to talk
about it afterwards—made you feel any differently, or more
strongly, about the theme?
Was there anything in particular that made you feel very
strongly about the subject—perhaps something that you saw,
heard or talked about today?

I felt that I learnt some new information
I have developed an increased interest in something
I knew little about before coming here
I have gained knowledge that I can use or have used in my
work as a result of my visit(s) here
I have gained a better understanding of other peoples' ideas
I have learnt new things about myself and my family's history
I understand better the community I live in
I discovered some interesting things from the visit today
I could make sense of most of the things we saw and did at
the museum / archive / library
Have you discovered any new information here today?
Were you looking for anything in particular?
Did any new information you learned here today add to your
understanding of [something] in any way?
Please tell us what and how?
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unlikely, very
unlikely
Student
questionnaire
used by the
Imperial War
Museum
(Holocaust
exhibition)—Key
Stage 3 and above
students
Statements used to
elicit a yes, no or
don't know
response—used in
exit surveys in a
range of museums,
archives and
libraries

Closed
questions—used in
questionnaires
and interviews—
museums, archives
and libraries
Closed and follow
on open question
used in an exit
survey or
interview

3. Questions to explore Skills
Did you learn a new skill today?
Please tell us about this
What new things have you found out how to do?
As a result of my visit(s) I understand more about how I can
look / search for things
I'm interested in using the resources available here
I have gained specific practical skills during this or previous
visits here
A museum / archive / library visit is a good chance to pick up
some new skills
I'm able to talk about something I have learned here with
others and listen to their ideas
To what extent do you think that your pupils will have
increased or gained skills during their museum visit?
- Numeracy skills
- Literacy skills
- Communication skills
- Spatial skills
- Thinking skills
- Social skills
- Practical skills
- Creative skills
- Other skills
Which of the following skills would you say your family /
group has used in the museum / archive / library today?
Prompts
Social skills
Speaking and listening skills
Research skills
Thinking skills
Problem solving skills
Creative or making skills
Observation skills
Any other skills
Please give examples of how or when any of these were used?
How else can we help you to improve your information
searching skills?
How did the session improve the way you carry out a
literature search?
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General
Statements
requiring a yes or
no response—used
in questionnaires
in museums,
archives and
libraries
Teacher
questionnaire
inviting tick box
responses—very
likely, quite likely,
neither, quite
unlikely, very
unlikely
All key stages
Closed question
and follow up
used in
questionnaire—
refers to different
types of skills to
act as prompts

Closed
questions—used as
part of the
University of
Leicester Library
email
questionnaire

4.Questions about Attitudes and Values
How did the book make you feel?
Who / what has the most influence over your behaviour and
how you look?
Have you made any new connections between the exhibition
theme and other moral or political issues?
How has this visit been different to learning at school?
How do you think young people see museums / archives /
libraries?
Do you think your visit here today will have affected their
view?
How did you benefit from the visit?
-Positive attitudes to experience and desire for future
experiences
-Increase in confidence, expertise and personal satisfaction of
teachers
I learnt things that made me change my mind about
something
I am more confident about what I can do / achieve
Museums / archives / libraries are more interesting than I
thought
Today's visit has given me lots to think about
I've left the museum / archive / library more interested in the
subject / theme than when I came
To what extent do you think the visit will have enabled pupils
to feel more positive about any of the following?
- Themselves and their abilities
- Other people / communities
- Learning
- Museums / Galleries / Archives / Libraries
- Anything else
What, if anything, did you experience that made you change
your mind about something?
Is there anything you feel more strongly or less strongly about
since your visit? What?
What is the specific value to you of visiting this museum /
archive / library?
What is the value in the short term? The long term?
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Open questions
Library
questionnaire—
Teenage reading
group
Questionnaire or
Interview guide—
Student

Teacher focus
group questions

Statements
requiring a yes or
no or don't know
response—used
in questionnaires
in museums,
archives and
libraries
Museum
questionnaire for
teachers inviting
tick box
responses—very
likely, quite likely,
neither, quite
unlikely, very
unlikely
Open questions

5. Questions about Enjoyment, Inspiration and Creativity
What did you particularly enjoy today? Or find inspirational?

Open question

What do you think you've gained and can gain from a
Reading Group? Library?

Open question

I was interested in what I saw and did
I found my visit inspiring
I was excited by what I saw and / or what I did
My feelings and emotions were engaged

Statements
requiring a yes or
no or don't know
or tick box
response—used in
a range of
questionnaires
Museum
questionnaire for
teachers inviting
tick box
responses—very
likely, quite likely,
neither, quite
unlikely, very
unlikely
All key stages
Question used in
Interview guide for
museum / archive /
library for group
leaders of young
people

To what extent will you be using the experience to promote
creativity?
Designing and making
Exploring new ideas
Dance / drama
Creative writing
Other forms of creative work

Please can you complete any of the following sentences you
feel apply to you or your group:
Our group was
Surprised by...
Most interested in...
Inspired by...
Disappointed by...
Bored by...
Most enthusiastic about...
6. Questions that relate to Action, Behaviour and Progression
What difference do you think visiting / taking part has made
to you?
Please describe anything that is new or different that you are
likely to do in the future as a result of your visit here today?
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Open questions—
could be used in
questionnaires,
interviews,
comment cards,
visitor books

Have you behaved differently here to the way that you
normally behave at school? In what way?
Will you talk or think (or have you already talked, thought)
about this visit again—about the feelings or issues that it
raised for you?
Will this visit change the way you think or behave in the
future?
Do you think the impact [of the visit] would increase if you
came back soon after your first visit with the same students?
- Does it matter?
- How?
What did visiting the museum enable the students to learn that
they couldn't have learnt in the classroom?
I have developed a new interest during my visit(s) here
I can use the knowledge I learnt here when I visit other
similar places
I am thinking about starting some training or a college course
as a result of my experience here
I am planning to join a special interest group as a result of my
experience here
I achieved my intentions
I intend to come again
Visiting has given me lots of ideas for things I could do
The visit has made me want to find out more
Why did you come here today?
What things did you expect to be able to do, to see or to find
here?
To find out something about a subject
To find out things in general
To participate in an activity or programme
To relax or lose myself
To get inspiration for a project
It has been on the list of things to do
To have fun
To spend time with family and / or friends
I've been here before and wanted to come back
To find out more about my community or myself / my culture
Other? (please expand)
What, if anything, do you think the young people in your
group might do as a result of today's visit?
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Student
questionnaire

Teacher focus
group

Statements
requiring a yes or
no response—used
in a range of
questionnaires in
museums, archives
and libraries

Open questions
introducing a set of
statements

Open question—
group leader

7. Summary / Wrap-up questions
What is the single most important thing that you will
remember about your experience here today?
If you could choose one or two of the most significant
outcomes or conclusions for you from this visit what would
those be?
If you could choose just one thing what would you say was
the most important benefit to your group of their visit today?
What would have happened if you had not used the museum
for learning
If a colleague asked you why young people should use
museums / archives / libraries what would you say? (question
to teachers)

Open question
Open question
Open question
Open question—
question to
teachers
Open question—
question to
teachers

Source: Museums, Libraries and Archives Council (MLA). Inspiring Learning for All: The Measure
Learning Toolkit, London, U.K., MLA, 2004; accessed September 2005; available from
http://www.inspiringlearningforall.gov.uk/measuring_learning/default.aspx.
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Appendix 18: Conceptual framework for media education
Media Image

Questions to Ask

INDUSTRY

Who’s in charge?
What do they want of me, and why?
What else do they want?
HOW DO I KNOW?

PRODUCT

What kind of text is this?
Are conventions followed or broken?
How is this message constructed?
HOW DO I KNOW?

AUDIENCE

Who is this intended for?
What assumptions does the text make about the audience?
Who am I supposed to be in relation to this text?
HOW DO I KNOW?

VALUES

How real is this text?
How / where do I find the meaning?
What values are presented?
What is the commercial message?
What is the ideology of this text?
What social / artistic / political messages does the text contain?
HOW DO I KNOW?

PREDISPOSITION

Do I agree with (assent to) this text’s message?
Do I disagree with (resist) this text’s message?
Do I argue / negotiate with the message of this text?
HOW DO I KNOW?

PERCEPTION

How does the text fit my personal values / beliefs / ideology?
How does the text relate to my personal needs / hopes / fears /
experiences?
HOW DO I KNOW?

SKILLS

What skills do I need to apply to this text?
How do I deconstruct / reconstruct this text?
What new skills does this text demand of me?
HOW DO I KNOW?

RECEIVER

What does all this mean in the end?
HOW DO I KNOW?

Source: Worsnop, Chris. Conceptual Framework for Media Education, Media Awareness Network, 1999;
accessed October 2005; available from http://www.mediaawareness.ca/english/resources/educational/teaching_backgrounders/media_literacy/conceptual_framework
_worsnop.cfm?RenderForPrint=1. Adapted by the author from Screening Images: Ideas for Media
Education. Wright Communications, 1994.
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Appendix 19: MediaPulse: Media use questionnaire
Today’s children and youth are growing up in a multimedia world filled with television,
movies, music videos, computer and video games, and the Internet. This exposure can
have a significant impact on their health and wellbeing. The Media Awareness Network,
in partnership with the Canadian Paediatric Society and your doctor, wants to ensure that
your child’s exposure to these media is positive. Please take a few moments to complete
this form. If questions do not apply (e.g., you do not have a computer at home), simply
leave that section blank.
Child’s Name:
Age:

Today’s Date:

Television
Do you have household rules about watching television?
_ Yes

_ No

On weekdays, how much television does your child watch each day? _ Less than 2 hours
_ 2 to 4 hours _ More than 4 hours
On weekends, how much television does your child watch each day? _ Less than 2 hours
_ 2 to 4 hours _ More than 4 hours
Who decides when and what your child watches _ Parent
Do you use television ratings to choose programs? _ Often

_ Some limits
_ Sometimes

_ Child
_ Never

Does your family discuss programs and commercials? _ Often
Never

_ Sometimes

_

Does your child or family eat in front of the television?_ Often
Never

_ Sometimes

_

Does your child have a television in his or her room? _ Yes

_ No

Music and Videos
Do you have rules about music and music videos? _ Yes

_ No

Do you listen to your child’s music or watch the music videos your child is watching? _
Often _ Sometimes _ Never
Do you and your child discuss lyrics or images you find objectionable? _ Often
Sometimes _ Never

_

Do you look for parental advisory labels on the music your child buys? _ Often
Sometimes _ Never

_
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Video, Computer and Internet Games
How long does your child spend playing video games each day? _ Less than 2 hours
2 to 4 hours _ More than 4 hours

_

Do you have household rules about video games? (e.g., no violence, time spent, etc.) _
Yes _ No
Do you look into games before buying or renting them? (e.g., play game, read reviews,
etc.) _ Often _ Sometimes _ Never
Do you use ratings to help decide what to buy or rent? _ Often

_ Sometimes

_ Never

Does your child ever exhibit aggression or hyperactivity, or experience staring spells after
playing video games?
_ Often

_ Sometimes

_ Never

Movies and Videos
Do you check the rating of a movie before buying or renting? _ Often
_ Never

_ Sometimes

Does your child ever experience nightmares or have trouble sleeping after watching
movies? _ Often _ Sometimes _ Never
Internet, E-mail, Instant Messaging
How long does your child spend using the Internet each day? _ Less than 2 hours
4 hours _ More than 4 hours
Does your child have access to the Internet in his or her bedroom? _ Yes

_ 2 to

_ No

Do you have rules about Internet use? (e.g., time spent, purpose, chatting or meeting
with strangers, protecting privacy, etc.)
_ Yes

_ No

Are you aware of how your child uses the Internet (e.g., uses chat rooms, visits Web sites,
downloads information, etc.)?
_ Very much so

_ Somewhat

_ Not at all

Do you have any concerns about how these media may be affecting your child’s health
and well-being? Please explain:
This form may be reproduced without permission
Source: Media Awareness Network and Canadian Paediatric Society. Mediapulse: Measuring the Media in
Kids' Lives - Overview. 2003; accessed October 2005; available from http://www.mediaawareness.ca/english/special_initiatives/media_pulse/index.cfm?RenderForPrint=1.
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Appendix 20: Questionnaire: Transformative & spiritual
dimensions of higher education
1. Your name: ___________________________________
2. Your title/position: ____________________________________
3. May we contact you for follow-up information, if necessary?
! Yes
! No
4. If yes, please provide your phone and email address:
___________________________________________________________
5. Name of educational institution: _________________________________
6. Location of institution—City: ____________________________________
7. Location of institution—State: ___________________________________
Information about your school’s program
8. Name of department and program within institution:
__________________________________________________
9. Name of program director (if different than person filling out form):
___________________________________________________
10. If the program has a website, please list it here:
__________________________________________________
11. What is the focus of your academic field?
! Transformative
Learning
! education
! social sciences
! physical sciences
! arts and humanities
! professional school (law, business,
medicine)
! other (specify subject)
____________________________
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12. Degree(s) offered:
! BA
! BS
! MA
! MS
! PhD
! other
13. How long has program been in existence?
! 1-2 yrs
! 3-5 yrs
! 5-10 yrs
! 10+ yrs
14. How many students are enrolled in this program? ________________
15. How many faculty teach in this program? _________________
16. Please tell us the extent to which transformative and spiritual elements of education
are present in the department/program. Are these principles expressed and supported:
! Throughout the entire
department/program
! By yourself and a number of other
professors/staff
! In only the class/es that you
teach
! Other (please specify)
Tell us more about your program and your ideas about Transformative Learning
17. Please tell us, briefly, how you define transformative learning, especially in the
context of your program (or include the program's mission statement here).
18. How important are the following elements in your academic program?
Very important Important Not at all important
Intuitive and imaginative process as a part of learning
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Contemplative and spiritual dimension of learning
Facilitating an exploration of one’ s ethical values
19. Tell us how much you agree or disagree with the following statements:
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree
Transformational Learning is primarily about
developing intellectual autonomy and independence
Students’ personal lives have little relationship to their
learning process
Education should be a deeply transformative
experience on both an intellectual and emotional level
Learning should involve the physical, emotional, and
spiritual dimensions of human existence
Students should be strongly encouraged to identify
their belief system and see how it impacts their
relationship to the world around them
An awareness of how one knows what one knows is
equally as important as what one knows
20. If you believe that emotional transformation is a desirable outcome of Transformative
Learning, what kinds of transformation are sought? (check as many as apply)
!

!
!
!
!

equanimity or emotional
balance
heightened awareness
courage to be different
I disagree that emotional learning is a goal of Transformative Learning
Other (please specify)

21. Which of the following methodologies does your program incorporate into
its curriculum? (check as many as apply)
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Experiential pedagogy (e.g., participatory learning techniques, experiences in
other cultures, wilderness trips) Please give an example
_______________________
Contemplative practices (e.g.., meditation, silence, reflective learning) Please
give an example _______________________
Collaborative learning (e.g., cohorts, learning communities) Please give an
example _______________________
Creative/artistic experiences Please give an example _______________________
Service learning (e.g., action research, volunteer work) Please give an example
_______________________
Biographical techniques (e.g., journaling, “inner work”) Please give an example
_______________________
22. How do students demonstrate their learning? What methods of evaluation does your
program use? (check as many as apply)
! Written tests
! Oral presentations
! Journaling
! Student portfolios
! Student projects
! Other:
23. Do you belong to or are you aware of any local, regional, or national
communities/networks of educators who have coalesced around transformative and
spiritual dimensions of learning?
Yes No
24. If yes, please describe.

25. Are you engaged in research in your field which uses transformative and/or spiritual
methods? Yes No

26. If yes, please describe briefly.
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27. Have you published or lectured on these findings?
Yes No
28. If yes, please describe where.
29. Please tell us how helpful each of the following would be, both to your program and
to support the movement to bring a transformative/spiritual dimension into higher
education.
Very helpful Helpful Not helpful
Graduate-level fellowships
Research support/funding
National conferences
Leadership development/support
Faculty renewal (retreats)
Online resources
Journal
30. In addition to the choices above, please tell us here if there is anything else that
would support the work your program is doing to integrate transformative/spiritual
elements.
31. Additional comments about your program, or questions about this survey?
32. Please tell us how you found out about this survey:
! Chronicle of Higher Education
advertisement
! From the MiEN email list
! From the Contemplative Fellows email
list
! Other (please specify)
Thank you!
Source: Zajonc, Arthur. Survey of Transformative and Spiritual Dimensions in Highereducation. Center for
Contemplative Mind in Society for the Fetzer Institute, 2003; accessed January 2006; available from
http://www.contemplativemind.org/programs/academic/fetzer_report.pdf.
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Appendix 21: Canadian Council on Learning (CCL): Composite
Learning Index (CLI)
Learning to Know
1. Student reading skills:
Estimated mean reading score, Programme for International Student Assessment
(PISA), 2003.
2. Student math skills:
Estimated mean mathematics score, Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA), 2003.
3. Student problem solving skills:
Estimated mean problem solving score, Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA), 2003.
4. High school drop out rate:
Percentage of 20- to 24-year-olds who are without a high school diploma and who
are not attending school, Labour Force Survey, 2005, Statistics Canada.
5. Attendance in post secondary education:
Percentage of 20- to 24-year-olds attending post-secondary institution, Labour
Force Survey, 2005, Statistics Canada.
6. University attainment:
Percentage of working-age Canadians with completed university program, Labour
Force Survey, 2005, Statistics Canada.
Learning to Do
7. Participation in job-related training:
Proportion of working-age population participating in job-related training, Adult
Education and Training Survey, 2002, Statistics Canada.
8. Training at work:
Percentage of employers offering any structured training, Workplace and
Employee Survey, 2001, Statistics Canada.
Learning to Live Together
9. Charitable giving:
Percentage of tax filers claiming charitable donations, Longitudinal
Administrative Data, 2003, Statistics Canada.
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10. Volunteer rate:
Percentage of Canadians 15 years and older who volunteer formally, National
Survey of Giving, Volunteering and Participating, 2000, Statistics Canada.
11. Spending on clubs:
Percentage of households with spending on clubs and other groups, Survey of
Household Spending, 2003, Statistics Canada.
Learning to Be
12. Spending on reading materials:
Percentage of households with spending on reading materials, Survey of
Household Spending, 2003, Statistics Canada.
13. Spending on Internet:
Percentage of households with spending on Internet, Survey of Household
Spending, 2003, Statistics Canada.
14. Spending on sports and recreation:
Percentage of households with spending on sports and recreation facilities, Survey
of Household Spending, 2003, Statistics Canada.
15. Spending on performing arts:
Percentage of households with spending on performing arts, Survey of Household
Spending, 2003, Statistics Canada.
16. Spending on visiting museums:
Percentage of households with spending on visiting museums and other activities,
Survey of Household Spending, 2003, Statistics Canada.
Source: Canadian Council on Learning (CCL). Website. CCL, 2006; accessed March 2006; available from
http://www.ccl-cca.ca/.
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Appendix 22: Questions for the CRIC–Globe and Mail Survey on
"The New Canada"
1. Do you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with each of the following
statements:
1-1. It is the responsibility of the government to reduce the differences between
those with high and low incomes.
1-2. Trade unions are no longer necessary to protect workers’ rights.
1-3. I worry a lot about how much debt I have.
1-4. During a strike, management should be prohibited by law from hiring
workers to take their place.
1-5. The government should provide decent housing for all who cannot afford it.
1-6. Canada will have more influence on the world stage in the years to come.
1-7. A working mother can establish just as warm and secure a relationship with
her children as a mother who does not work.
1-8. In order to reduce smog in our major cities, we should severely restrict the
use of cars in downtown areas.
1-9. These days police in most cities treat blacks as fairly as they treat whites. [In
MB, SK, AB and BC, the wording is “Aboriginals” instead of “Blacks”, and
“non-Aboriginals” instead of “whites”]
2. Generally speaking, in your opinion, which is more often to blame if a person is
poor—lack of effort on his part, or circumstances beyond his control?
3. It has been said that what counts today is not what you can do, or how hard working
you are, but whom you know and how much influence you have. Do you agree or
disagree with this statement?
4-A. Do you think it is the responsibility of parents to pay the full costs of daycare for
their children if they need it, or is it the government’s responsibility to ensure there is
affordable day care for Canadians? (HALF SAMPLE)
4-B. Do you think it is the responsibility of families to pay the full costs of nursing home
care for the elderly if they need it, or is it the government’s responsibility to ensure there
is affordable nursing home care for Canadians? (HALF SAMPLE)
5-A. If you had a choice between a higher salary or greater job security, which would you
choose? (HALF SAMPLE)
5-B. Which would you prefer: earning more money, even if that meant working more
hours each week, or having more time for yourself and your family, even if that meant
earning less money? (HALF SAMPLE)
6. Do you think that Canada's Aboriginal peoples should try to maintain their culture and
way of life or should they try to integrate fully into mainstream society?
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7-A. When you choose a product to buy, which of the following three considerations is
MOST important to you:
7-1. The product is produced in Canada
7-2. The product is produced in a way that does not harm the environment
7-3. The product has a brand name label that you know and like
7-4. The product sells for a fair and reasonable price
7-5. The product is made in a country with laws that protect workers and ban
child labour
7-6. The product has ads that you like
7-7. Don't know/refused
(HALF SAMPLE)
7-B. And which is next most important?
7-1. The product is produced in Canada
7-2. The product is produced in a way that does not harm the environment
7-3. The product has a brand name label that you know and like
7-4. The product sells for a fair and reasonable price
7-5. The product is made in a country with laws that protect workers and ban
child labour
7-6. The product has ads that you like
7-7. Don't know/refused
(HALF SAMPLE)
8. Thinking about today’s young adults, that is people in their 20s, when they get older,
do you think their standard of living will be better, worse, or about the same as their
parents’ generation?
9. Over the next ten years, do you think it is very likely, likely, unlikely, or very unlikely
that:
9-1. Your work will become more interesting.
9-2. Your income will significantly increase.
9-3. The quality of the environment in Canada will improve.
9-4. There will be more peace in the world and less war.
9-5. There will be less conflict between different ethnic groups in Canada.
9-6. Canada will adopt the U.S. dollar as its currency.
10. Would you describe your life as very stressful, somewhat stressful, not very stressful,
or not at all stressful?
11. Some people feel they have completely free choice and control over their lives, and
other people feel that what they do has no real effect on what happens to them. Please use
a scale of 1–10, where 1 indicates that you have no control, and 10 means that you have a
great deal of control.
12. In your opinion, which of the following do you think will be the biggest threat for the
country in the future: big business, big labour, or big government?
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13. I will read you a list of things and events that some people say make them proud to be
Canadian. I would like you to tell me whether each of these makes you feel proud to be a
Canadian. Please use a scale of 0–10, where 0 means it does not make you feel proud at
all, and 10 means it makes you feel very proud. You can use any number between 0 and
10.
13-1. Canadian Olympic hockey team victories
13-2. Pierre Trudeau
13-3. Having two official languages, English and French
13-4. Canada’s participation in key battles of World War I or World War II
13-5. Multiculturalism
13-6. The Charter of Rights and Freedoms
13.7. When Canada decided to not participate in the war on Iraq
13-8. When Canadian airports took in American planes that were diverted on
September 11th, 2001.
13-9. Canada’s participation in peacekeeping activities around the world
13-10. Canadian scientific inventions, like the Canadarm
13-11. The vastness and beauty of the land
13-12. The CBC
13-13. The success of Canadian musicians or actors or artists
13-14. Canada’s health care system
13-15. When the United Nations ranks Canada as the best country in the world in
which to live
13-16. The Queen
13-17. Canada’s Politeness and civility
13-18. The fact that people from different cultural groups in Canada get along and
live in peace
14. I will read you a number of factors which may contribute to one's personal feeling of
identity. For each, please tell me whether it is very important, important, not very
important, or not at all important to your own sense of identity?
14-1. How about…? Nation
14-2. Language
14-3. Region or Province
14-4. Ethnicity or Race
14-5. Religion
14-6. Gender
15. When choosing a spouse, is it very important, important not very important or not at
all important that both people share:
15-1. How about…? Similar attitudes towards family and children
15-2. Similar religion
15-3. Similar moral values
15-4. Similar political views
15-5. Similar ethnic background
15-6. Similar educational background
15-7. Similar attitudes towards work and leisure
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15-8. Similar sense of humour
15-9. Similar class, that is, economic background or income
16. I’d now like to read you some more statements about life in Canada today. Please tell
me how you feel about each statement on a scale of 1–7, where 1 means you totally
disagree, and 7” means you totally agree. A neutral answer would be 4.
16-1. How about…? A society that has a variety of ethnic and cultural groups is
more able to tackle new problems as they occur.
16-2. It is a bad idea for people of different races to marry one another.
16-3. Non-whites living here should not push themselves where they are not
wanted.
16-4. Canadian children growing up surrounded by people of different ethnic and
cultural groups will be left without a solid cultural base.
16-5. No Canadian should be forced to work on his or her Holy Day, regardless of
the day of the week on which it falls.
16-6. Government should refuse to give contracts to companies that do not have a
fair proportion of ethnic and racial minorities.
17. Would you feel very comfortable, comfortable, uncomfortable or very uncomfortable
if:
[Answers repeated for:]
Sample a: Your boss was someone who is:
Sample b: a teacher in your local school was:
Sample c: a close relative, like your sister or daughter, was going to marry Someone who
is:
17-1. A fundamentalist Christian
17-2. Jewish
17-3. Black
17-4. Aboriginal
17-5. A white supremacist
17-6. Muslim
17-7. Asian Canadian
17-8. French/English Canadian
17-9. An atheist
18. Would you feel very comfortable, comfortable, uncomfortable or very uncomfortable
if a close member of your family, such as your brother or sister, or one of your children,
said that they were gay.
19. Which statement more closely reflects your own view:
19-1. There is still a lot of racism left in Canada
19-2. There isn’t much racism left in Canada
19-3. Don't know/refused
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20. When you hear languages other than English or French being spoken on the streets in
Canada, do you feel very comfortable, comfortable, uncomfortable or very
uncomfortable?
21. Which statement more closely reflects your own view:
21-1. At work or at school in Canada, just about everyone succeeds or fails on the
basis of how well they do their work
21-2. Many people are judged at work and school on the basis of their ethnic
background, with some having a harder time due to prejudice
21-3. Don't know/refused
22-A. If two equally qualified people [applied for a job], one white and one a visible
minority, who do you think would be more likely to get it? The white person, the visible
minority person, or would both have an equal chance?
22-B. If two equally qualified people [are being considered for a promotion at their
workplace], one white and one a visible minority, who do you think would be more likely
to get it? The white person, the visible minority person, or would both have an equal
chance?
23-A. If two equally qualified people [applied for a job], one man and one woman, who
do you think would get it? The man, the woman, or would they both have an equal
chance?
23-B. If two equally qualified people [are being considered for a promotion at their
workplace], one man and one woman, who do you think would get it? The man, the
woman, or would they both have an equal chance?
24-A. Please think about your few closest friends. [Repeated with following question:]
24-B. Please think about the circle of people you socialize with.
24-1. Are any of them gay or lesbian?
24-2. Do any of them come from a different religious or ethnic background than
you do?
24-3. Do any of them come from a different racial background than you do?
25–40. Demographic questions
Source: Centre for Research and Information on Canada (CRIC), Globe and Mail, and Canadian Opinion
Research Archive (CORA). The CRIC-Globe and Mail Survey on "The New Canada". Canadian Opinion
Research Archive, Queen's University, 2003; accessed November 2005; available from http://jefflab.queensu.ca/poadata/info/cric/cricgmnc03.shtml.
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Appendix 23. Motivated Strategies and Learning Questionnaire
(MSLQ): Scales, categories, and items related to self-regulated
learning behaviours
Scales and categories

Items comprising the scales
(numbers correspond to numbers on the
questionnaire)

Motivation Scales
Intrinsic goal orientation
Extrinsic goal orientation
Task value
Control of learning beliefs
Self-efficacy for learning &
performance
Test anxiety
Learning Strategies Scales

1, 16, 22, 24
7, 11, 13, 30
4, 10, 17, 23, 26, 27
2, 9, 18, 25
5, 6, 12, 15, 20, 21, 29, 31
3, 8, 14, 19, 28

Rehearsal

39, 46, 59, 72

Elaboration
Organization
Critical thinking
Metacognitive self-regulation
Time & study environment
Management:
Effort regulation
Peer learning
Help seeking

53, 62, 64, 67, 69, 81
32, 42, 49, 63
38, 47, 51, 66, 71
33, 36, 41, 44, 54, 55, 56, 57, 61, 76, 78, 79
35, 43, 52, 65, 70, 73, 77, 80
37, 48, 60, 74
34, 45, 50
40, 58, 68, 75

MSLQ Questionnaire
Students are instructed to mark a number from 1 (not at all true of me) to 7 (very true of
me.)
Part A: Motivation
1. In a class like this, I prefer course material that really challenges me so I can learn new
things.
2. If I study in appropriate ways, then I will be able to learn the material in this course.
3. When I take a test I think about how poorly I am doing compared with other students.
4. I think I will be able to use what I learn in this course in other courses.
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5. I believe I will receive an excellent grade in this class.
6. I’m certain I can understand the most difficult material presented in the readings for this
course.
7. Getting a good grade in this class is the most satisfying thing for me right now.
8. When I take a test I think about items on other parts of the test I can’t answer.
9. It is my own fault if I don’t learn the material in this course.
10. It is important for me to learn the course material in this class.
11. The most important thing for me right now is improving my overall grade point average,
so my main concern in this class is getting a good grade.
12. I’m confident I can learn the basic concepts taught in this course.
13. If I can, I want to get better grades in this class than most of the other students.
14. When I take tests I think of the consequences of failing.
15. I’m confident I can understand the most complex material presented by the instructor in
this course.
16. In a class like this, I prefer course material that arouses my curiosity, even if it is difficult
to learn.
17. I am very interested in the content area of this course.
18. If I try hard enough, then I will understand the course material.
19. I have an uneasy, upset feeling when I take an exam.
20. I’m confident I can do an excellent job on the assignments and tests in this course.
21. I expect to do well in this class.
22. The most satisfying thing for me in this course is trying to understand the content as
thoroughly as possible.
23. I think the course material in this class is useful for me to learn.
24. When I have the opportunity in this class, I choose course assignments that I can learn
from even if they don’t guarantee a good grade.
25. If I don’t understand the course material, it is because I didn’t try hard enough.
26. I like the subject matter of this course.
27. Understanding the subject matter of this course is very important to me.
28. I feel my heart beating fast when I take an exam.
29. I’m certain I can master the skills being taught in this class.
30. I want to do well in this class because it is important to show my ability to my family,
friends, employer, or others.
31. Considering the difficulty of this course, the teacher, and my skills, I think I will do well
in this class.
Part B: Learning Strategies
32. When I study the readings for this course, I outline the material to help me organize my
thoughts.
33. During class time I often miss important points because I’m thinking of other things.
(REVERSED)
34. When studying for this course, I often try to explain the material to a classmate or friend.
35. I usually study in a place where I can concentrate on my course work.
36. When reading for this course, I make up questions to help focus my reading.
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37. I often feel so lazy or bored when I study for this class that I quit before I finish what I
planned to do. (REVERSED)
38. I often find myself questioning things I hear or read in this course to decide if I find them
convincing.
39. When I study for this class, I practice saying the material to myself over and over.
40. Even if I have trouble learning the material in this class, I try to do the work on my own,
without help from anyone. (REVERSED)
41. When I become confused about something I’m reading for this class, I go back and try to
figure it out.
42. When I study for this course, I go through the readings and my class notes and try to find
the most important ideas.
43. I make good use of my study time for this course.
44. If course readings are difficult to understand, I change the way I read the material.
45. I try to work with other students from this class to complete the course assignments.
46. When studying for this course, I read my class notes and the course readings over and
over again.
47. When a theory, interpretation, or conclusion is presented in class or in the readings, I try
to decide if there is good supporting evidence.
48. I work hard to do well in this class even if I don’t like what we are doing.
49. I make simple charts, diagrams, or tables to help me organize course material.
50. When studying for this course, I often set aside time to discuss course material with a
group of students from the class.
51. I treat the course material as a starting point and try to develop my own ideas about it.
52. I find it hard to stick to a study schedule. (REVERSED)
53. When I study for this class, I pull together information from different sources, such as
lectures, readings, and discussions.
54. Before I study new course material thoroughly, I often skim it to see how it is organized.
55. I ask myself questions to make sure I understand the material I have been studying in this
class.
56. I try to change the way I study in order to fit the course requirements and the instructor’s
teaching style.
57. I often find that I have been reading for this class but don’t know what it was all about.
(REVERSED)
58. I ask the instructor to clarify concepts I don’t understand well.
59. I memorize keywords to remind me of important concepts in this class.
60. When course work is difficult, I either give up or only study the easy parts.
(REVERSED)
61. I try to think through a topic and decide what I am supposed to learn from it rather than
just reading it over when studying for this course.
62. I try to relate ideas in this subject to those in other courses whenever possible.
63. When I study for this course, I go over my class notes and make an outline of important
concepts.
64. When reading for this class, I try to relate the material to what I already know.
65. I have a regular place set aside for studying.
66. I try to play around with ideas of my own related to what I am learning in this course.
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67. When I study for this course, I write brief summaries of the main ideas from the readings
and my class notes.
68. When I can’t understand the material in this course, I ask another student in this class for
help.
69. I try to understand the material in this class by making connections between the readings
and the concepts from the lectures.
70. I make sure that I keep up with the weekly readings and assignments for this course.
71. Whenever I read or hear an assertion or conclusion in this class, I think about possible
alternatives.
72. I make lists of important items for this course and memorize the lists.
73. I attend this class regularly.
74. Even when course materials are dull and uninteresting, I manage to keep working until I
finish.
75. I try to identify students in this class whom I can ask for help if necessary.
76. When studying for this course I try to determine which concepts I don’t understand well.
77. I often find that I don’t spend very much time on this course because of other activities.
(REVERSED)
78. When I study for this class, I set goals for myself in order to direct my activities in each
study period.
79. If I get confused taking notes in class, I make sure I sort it out afterwards.
80. I rarely find time to review my notes or readings before an exam. (REVERSED)
81. I try to apply ideas from course readings in other class activities such as lecture and
discussion.
Source: Duncan, Teresa García, and Wilbert J. McKeachie. "The Making of the Motivated Strategies for Learning
Questionnaire." Educational Psychologist, 40, no. 2 (2005): 117-128.
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Appendix 24: Programme for International Student Assessment
(PISA) Cross-Curricular Competencies questionnaire—items
measuring student characteristics as learners
Note: The following is organized according to the topic being assessed. The number
before each statement represents the number in the actual questionnaire.
Questions 1–28: How often do these things apply to you? Almost never, sometimes,
often, almost always
Questions 29–52: How much do you disagree or agree with each of the following?
Disagree, somewhat disagree, agree somewhat, agree
Learning strategies
Elaboration strategies
9. When I study, I try to relate new material to things I have learned in
other subjects.
17. When I study, I figure out how the information might be useful in the
real world.
21. When I study, I try to understand the material better by relating it to
things I already know.
25. When I study, I figure out how the material fits in with what I have
learned.
Memorisation strategies
1. When I study, I try to memorise everything that might be covered.
5. When I study, I memorise as much as possible.
10. When I study, I memorise all new material so that I can recite it.
15. When I study, I practice by saying the material to myself over and
over.
Control strategies
3. When I study, I start by figuring out what exactly I need to learn.
13. When I study, I force myself to check to see if I remember what I have
learned.
19. When I study, I try to figure out, as I read, which concepts I still
haven’t really understood.
23. When I study, I make sure that I remember the most important things.
27. When I study, and I don’t understand something, I look for additional
information to clarify the point.
Motivation
Instrumental motivation
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6. I study to increase my job opportunities.
14. I study to ensure that my future will be financially secure.
22. I study to get a good job.
Interest in reading
34. Because reading is fun, I wouldn’t want to give it up.
41. I read in my spare time.
45. When I read, I sometimes get totally absorbed.
Interest in mathematics
29. When I do mathematics, I sometimes get totally absorbed.
38. Because doing mathematics is fun, I wouldn’t want to give it up.
49. Mathematics is important to me personally.
Effort and persistence in learning
7. When studying, I work as hard as possible.
12. When studying, I keep working even if the material is difficult.
20. When studying, I try to do my best to acquire the knowledge and skills
taught.
28. When studying, I put forth my best effort.
Self-related beliefs
Self-efficacy
2. I’m certain I can understand the most difficult material presented in
texts.
4. When I sit myself down to learn something really difficult, I can learn
it.
8. I’m confident I can understand the most complex material presented
by the teacher.
11. If I decide not to get any bad grades, I can really do it.
16. If I decide not to get any problems wrong, I can really do it.
18. I’m confident I can do an excellent job on assignments and tests.
24. If I want to learn something well, I can.
26. I’m certain I can master the skills being taught.
Self-concept of verbal competencies
33. I’m hopeless in <test language> classes. (reversed)
37. I learn things quickly in <test language> class.
51. I get good marks in <test language>.
Self-concept of mathematical competencies
40. I get good marks in mathematics.
43. Mathematics is one of my best subjects.
46. I have always done well in mathematics.
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Academic self-concept
31. I learn things quickly in most school subjects.
35. I’m good at most school subjects.
48. I do well in test in most school subjects.
Self-report of social competencies
Preference for co-operative learning
30. I like to work with other students.
36. I learn the most when I work with other students.
42. I do my best work when I work with other students.
47. I like to help other people do well in a group.
50. It is helpful to put together everyone’s ideas when working on a project.
Preference for competitive learning
32. I like to try to be better than other students.
39. Trying to be better than others makes me work well.
44. I would like to be the best at something.
52. I learn faster if I’m trying to do better than the others.
Sources: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Programme for International Student
Assessment CCC [Cross-Curricular Competencies] Questionnaire 2000, accessed September 2006; available from
http://pisaweb.acer.edu.au/oecd/oecd_pisa_data_s2.php.
Artelt, Cordula, Jurgen Baumert, Nele Julius-McElvany, and Jules Peschar. Learners for Life: Student Approaches
to Learning. Results from PISA 2000, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2003; accessed
September 2006; available from http://www1.oecd.org/publications/e-book/9603101E.PDF.
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Appendix 25. International Association for the Evaluation of
Educational Achievement (IEA) Civic Education Study—student
questionnaire
The student instrument presented here is divided into three parts.
For ninth-grade students: The first section is comprised of 16 multiple choice items with
correct and incorrect answers. They have been chosen for release from the 38 items
included in the test of knowledge of civic content and skills in interpreting civic-related
information administered to all respondents. The 22 non-released items are being retained
for possible use in future IEA studies in this area. The correct answer for each of the 16
items has been indicated. An alpha coefficient computed on a sample of 14,000 students
(500 randomly chosen from each of the 28 countries) for these 16 items is .76.
For upper secondary school students: The nine released questions that are the same in
both instruments are marked with *.
The second and third sections are the same for both age groups, with the addition, in the
section for older students, of items on the effectiveness of political action and on the use
of military force, which are not shown here.
The second section is comprised of the background items.
The third section is comprised of all of the concept, attitude, and behaviour (action)
items.
(To save space, the questionnaire multiple choices items are listed here in a different
format than that used in the test. The boxes that are used in the questionnaire to mark the
answer are not included here. Correct answers are marked with an X.)
Directions for part 1
You will have 35 minutes to answer the 38 questions in this section. Each of the
questions or incomplete statements in this test is followed by four possible answers. You
are to decide which one of these answers is best.
Tick your answer by placing a cross (X) in the box next to the answer you think is
correct.
PART ONE
1. Which of the following is a nation?
A. Tokyo
B. Australia - X
C. Copenhagen
D. Montreal
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2. Which of the following is an accurate statement about laws?
A. Laws forbid or require certain actions [behaviours]. - X
B. Laws are made by the police.
C. Laws are valid only if all citizens have voted to accept them.
D. Laws prevent criticism of the government.
*3. Which of the following is a political right? The right ...
A. of pupils to learn about politics in school.
B. of citizens to vote and stand for [run for] election. - X
C. of adults to have a job.
D. of politicians to have a salary.
5. A woman who has a young child is interviewed for a job at a travel agency.
Which of the following is an example of discrimination [injustice]? She does not get
the job because ...
A. she has no previous experience.
B. she is a mother. - X
C. she speaks only one language.
D. she demands a high salary.
*7. In a democratic country [society] having many organisations for people to join
is important because this provides ...
A. a group to defend members who are arrested.
B. many sources of taxes for the government.
C. opportunities to express different points of view. - X
D. a way for the government to tell people about new laws.
11. In democratic countries what is the function of having more than one political
party?
A. To represent different opinions [interests] in the national legislature [e.g., Parliament,
Congress]. - X
B. To limit political corruption.
C. To prevent political demonstrations.
D. To encourage economic competition.
12. In a democratic political system, which of the following ought to govern the
country?
A. Moral or religious leaders.
B. A small group of well-educated people.
C. Popularly elected representatives. - X
D. Experts on government and political affairs.
16. What is the major purpose of the United Nations?
A. Safeguarding trade between countries.
B. Maintaining peace and security among countries. - X
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C. Deciding where countries’ boundaries should be.
D. Keeping criminals from escaping to other countries.
*17. Which of the following is most likely to cause a government to be called nondemocratic?
A. People are prevented from criticising [not allowed to criticise] the government. - X
B. The political parties criticise each other often.
C. People must pay very high taxes.
D. Every citizen has the right to a job.
*18. Which of the following is most likely to happen if a large publisher buys
many of the [smaller] newspapers in a country?
A. Government censorship of the news is more likely.
B. There will be less diversity of opinions presented. - X
C. The price of the country’s newspapers will be lowered.
D. The amount of advertising in the newspapers will be reduced.
The next three questions are based on the following imaginary political leaflet [political
advertisement].
We citizens have had enough!
A vote for the Silver Party means a vote for higher taxes.
It means an end to economic growth and a waste of our nation’s resources.
Vote instead for economic growth and free enterprise.
Vote for more money left in everyone’s wallet!
Let’s not waste another 4 years! Vote for the Gold Party.
*23. This is an election leaflet [political advertisement] which has probably been
issued by ...
A. the Silver Party.
B. a party or group in opposition to [running against] the Silver Party. - X
C. a group which tries to be sure elections are fair.
D. the Silver Party and the Gold Party together.
*24. The authors of the leaflet think that higher taxes are ...
A. a good thing.
B. necessary in a [free] market economy.
C. necessary for economic growth.
D. a bad thing. - X
*25. The party or group that has issued this leaflet is likely also to be in favour of ...
A. reducing state [government] control of the economy. - X
B. lowering of the voting age.
C. capital punishment.
D. more frequent elections.
________________________________
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*26. Two people work at the same job but one is paid less than the other. The
principle of equality would be violated if the person is paid less because of ...
A. fewer educational qualifications.
B. less work experience.
C. working for fewer hours.
D. gender [sex]. - X
The next question differs from those earlier in the test. The following question contains
three statements of fact and one statement of opinion. Read each question, and then
choose the opinion.
31. Three of these statements are facts and one is an opinion. Which of the
following is an opinion?
A. Actions by individual countries are the best way to solve environmental problems. - X
B. Many countries contribute to the pollution of the environment.
C. Some countries offer to co-operate in order to diminish acid rain.
D. Water pollution often comes from several different sources.
________________________________

HISTORY

ERASER

*36. What is the message or main point of this cartoon? History textbooks ...
A. are sometimes changed to avoid mentioning problematic events from the past. - X
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B. for children must be shorter than books written for adults.
C. are full of information that is not interesting.
D. should be written using a computer and not a pencil.
________________________
The next question differs from those earlier in the test. The following question contains
three statements of opinion and one statement of fact. Read each question, and then
choose the fact.
38. Three of these statements are opinions and one is a fact. Which of the following
is a fact [the factual statement]?
A. People with very low incomes should not pay any taxes.
B. In many countries rich people pay higher taxes than poor people. - X
C. It is fair that some citizens pay higher taxes than others.
D. Donations to charity are the best way to reduce differences between rich and poor.
Scale Reliabilities for the 16 test items (Cronbach’s Alpha) = .76
Additional questions given to upper secondary school students:
18. What is a coalition government? A government [executive government] ...
A. consisting of members of one large political party.
B. consisting of members of two or more political parties. - X
C. formed without the participation of any political party.
D. formed with the support of business leaders.
Make your choice!

From: Introducing Democracy: Questions and Answers, ©UNESCO 1995
20. What is the message or main point of this cartoon?
A. Candidates for elections are usually men.
B. Free elections must have more than one candidate. - X
C. Elections are the only way to influence politics.
D. Voting should be in secret.
21. The government has lowered tax rates on income from interest and investment
[finance income] and raised tax rates on salaries. A large group carried signs in
protest in front of the government’s buildings. The protesters are most likely to be
...
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A. people who have large savings accounts.
B. people who own shares in companies.
C. unemployed people who receive government benefits.
D. people who are employed in factories. - X
22. A country has a declining birth-rate and an increasing life span. Which of the
following problems will have to be solved as a result? How to ...
A. build school buildings.
B. fund [finance] pensions for the elderly. - X
C. build low income housing.
D. combat crime and violence.
23. The ambassador from a country called Highland to a country called Lowland
was recalled. What is the most likely reason for this?
A. The relationship between Lowland and Highland is increasingly friendly.
B. Lowland wants to suggest a treaty with Highland.
C. Lowland wants to increase trade with Highland.
D. There has been an event in Lowland offending Highland. - D
25. In the late 1990s, what contributed most to armed conflicts in various parts of
the world?
A. Rising costs of raw materials such as oil.
B. Decreasing numbers of democratic governments in the world.
C. Conflicts between national, ethnic, or religious groups. - X
D. Illegal arms trade across borders.
Please look at the graph below when answering the next question (No. 26).
[graph not reproduced exactly as original]
Labour Costs in five countries
Country A ………………………………………………….28.68
Country B…………………………………………...24.50
Country C …………………………………..12.25
Country D………………………… 10.32
Country E………………… 7.51
Average hourly labour costs per country (in US $)
26. The average cost of labour varies in the countries listed above. These labour
cost differences are likely to result in which of the following?
A. Companies relocating their factories to Country A.
B. Companies locating factories in all 5 countries.
C. Companies relocating factories to Country E. - X
D. Twice as many companies locating factories in Country B as in Country C.
The next question is based on the following part of an article from an imaginary
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newspaper.
MINISTER ASKED TO RESIGN
Company X was chosen by the Minister of Transport [or national equivalent] to build a
road despite the fact that its cost was higher than other companies. It was later revealed
that the Minister's brother is a major shareholder in Company X. Members of
Parliament [or national equivalent] are calling for the Minister's resignation.
30. Why do Members of Parliament [or national equivalent] want the Minister to
resign?
A. The Minister should not decide who is to build roads.
B. The Minister's family should not be shareholders in any company.
C. The Minister was given money by the company who built the road.
D. The Minister's decision was affected by his private interests. - X
The next question is based on the following part of an article from an imaginary
newspaper.
OPEC TO REDUCE OIL PRODUCTION
The Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries met in Vienna last week.
Leaders of the oil producing countries agreed to reduce the amount of oil each of
them pump. At a press conference today, the organisation’s spokesman said that this
will help to keep the world’s economy in balance.

34. Why would the OPEC countries decide to reduce their oil production?
A. To help economic growth in the world.
B. To keep oil prices from falling. - X
C. To save oil for future generations.
D. To promote the development of new energy sources.
35. If there were a high protective tariff [tax] in Brazil on cars made in Japan, who
would most directly benefit?
A. car-makers in Japan.
B. people in Brazil who buy cars made in Japan.
C. car-makers in Brazil. - X
D. the government in Japan.
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PART TWO
General Instructions:
The questions which follow are being asked to students of your age in over 25 countries.
Answers to these questions help in interpreting the answers you give in other parts of this
booklet. Your answers will be CONFIDENTIAL. Your teachers will not see them. Other
students will not see them. Please be careful in reading the instructions and answer the
questions honestly.
1.
On what date were you born?
Write in the month, day and year.
2.

Are you a girl or a boy?

3.

Which best describes you?

Tick one box only.
4.

Were you born in [country of test]?

5.
If you were not born in [country of test], how old were you when you came
to [country of test]?
6.

How often do you speak [language of test] at home?

Tick one box only.
Never, Sometimes, Always or almost always
7.
Does any of these people live at home with you most or all of the time?
No, yes
Mother or stepmother or female guardian,
Father or stepfather or male guardian
8.

Altogether, how many people live in your home?

9.
Do you get a daily newspaper at home?
No, Yes
¨
10.
About how many books are there in your home?
Do not count newspapers, magazines or books for school; tick one box only.
1. None
2. 1–10
3. 11–50
4. 51–100
5. 101–200
6. More than 200
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11.
How many years of further education do you expect to complete after this
year?
Please include vocational education and / or higher education. Tick one box only.
0 years.......................
1 or 2 years................
3 or 4 years................
5 or 6 years................
7 or 8 years................
9 or 10 years..............
More than 10 years.....
12.
How far in school did your mother and father go?
Tick only one box in each column.
Mother
Father
Did not finish elementary school...........................................
Finished elementary school...................................................
Finished some high school....................................................
Finished high school.............................................................
Some vocational/ technical education after high school..........
Some community college, college, or university courses........
Completed a bachelor’s degree at a college or university......
I don’t know.......................................................................
13.
Have you participated in the following organisations?
Tick the appropriate box in each row.
No, yes
a) A student council/student government [class or school parliament]..........
b) A youth organisation affiliated with a political party or union....................
c) A group which prepares a school newspaper..........................................
d) An environmental organisation................................................................
e) A U.N. or UNESCO Club...................................................................
f) A student exchange or school partnership program.................................
g) A human rights organisation ...................................................................
h) A group conducting [voluntary] activities to help the community..............
i) A charity collecting money for a social cause..........................................
j) Boy or Girl Scouts [Guides]...................................................................
k) A cultural association [organisation] based on ethnicity............................
l) A computer club....................................................................................
m) An art, music or drama organisation.......................................................
n) A sports organisation or team.................................................................
o) An organisation sponsored by a religious group......................................
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14.
Think about all the organisations listed above. How often do you attend
meetings or activities for any or all of these organisations?
Almost every day (4 or more days a week).......
Several days (1 to 3 days a week)....................
A few times each month....................................
Never or almost never......................................
In the next few questions think about the days on which you attend school.
15.
How often do you spend time [directly] after school talking [hanging out]
with your friends?
Almost every day (4 or more days a week).......
Several days (1 to 3 days a week)....................
A few times each month....................................
Never or almost never......................................
16.
How often do you spend time during the evening [after dinner or after --]
outside your home with your friends?
Almost every day (4 or more days a week).......
Several days (1 to 3 days a week)....................
A few times each month....................................
Never or almost never......................................
17.
How much time do you spend watching television or videos on school days?
no time.............................................................
less than 1 hour.................................................
2 hours.........................................................
3-5 hours.........................................................
more than 5 hours.............................................
PART THREE
General Instructions:
The questions in this part are being asked to students of your age in over 25 countries.
For the questions which follow there are NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS.
Your answers will be CONFIDENTIAL. Your teachers will not see them. Other students
will not see them. Please be careful in reading the instructions for the different sets of
questions, and be as honest as you can in saying what you think.
Section A: Democracy
You are going to read a list of things that might happen in a country that is a democracy.
Each one of them could either be good and have positive results for democracy or it could
be bad and have negative results for democracy.
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There are no right answers and no wrong answers to these questions, because we just
want to know what you think about democracy and the things that might influence it.
Please tick the box in the column which best fits your opinion. If you think that the
statement does not apply, put a tick in the circle in the last column.
What is good and what is bad for democracy?
very bad for democracy, somewhat bad for democracy, somewhat good for democracy,
very good for democracy, don't know/ doesn’t apply
A1. When everyone has the right to express their [sic] opinions freely that is...
A2. When differences in income and wealth between the rich and the poor are small, that
is...
A3. When political leaders in power give jobs in the government [public sector] to
members of their family, that is...
A4. When newspaper are free of all government [state, political] control, that is...
A5. When private businesses have no restrictions from government, that is...
A6. When one company owns all the newspapers, that is...
A7. When people demand their political and social rights, that is...
A8. When immigrants are expected to give up the language and customs of their former
countries, that is...
A9. When political parties have rules that support women to become political leaders,
that is...
A10. When people who are critical of the government are forbidden from speaking at
public meetings, that is...
A11. When citizens have the right to elect political leaders freely that is...
A12. When courts and judges are influenced by politicians, that is...
A13. When many different organisations [associations] are available [exist] for people
who wish to belong to them, that is...
A14. When there is a separation [segregation] between the church [institutional church]
and the state [government], that is...
A15. When young people have an obligation [are obliged] to participate in activities to
benefit [help] the community [society], that is...
A16. When a minimum income [living standard] is assured for everyone, that is...
A17. When political parties have different opinions [positions] on important issues, that
is…
A18. When people participate in political parties in order to influence government, that
is...
A19. When laws that women claim are unfair to them are changed, that is...
A20. When all the television stations present the same opinion about politics, that is…
A21. When people refuse to obey a law which violates human rights, that is...
A22. When newspapers are forbidden to publish stories that might offend ethnic groups
[immigrant groups, racial groups, national groups], that is...
A23. When wealthy business people have more influence on government than others, that
is...
A24. When government leaders are trusted without question, that is...
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A25. When people peacefully protest against a law they believe to be unjust, that is...
Section B: Good Citizens
In this section there are some statements that could be used to explain what a good adult
citizen is or what a good adult citizen does. There are no right and wrong answers to
these questions.
For each of these statements, tick one box to show how important you believe each is for
explaining what a good adult citizen is or does.
An adult who is a good citizen ...
not important, somewhat unimportant, somewhat important, very important, don't know
B1. obeys the law.
B2. votes in every election.
B3. joins a political party.
B4. works hard.
B5. would participate in a peaceful protest against a law believed to be unjust.
B6. knows about the country's history.
B7. would be willing to serve in the military to defend the country.
B8. follows political issues in the newspaper, on the radio or on TV.
B9. participates in activities to benefit people in the community [society] .
B10. shows respect for government representatives [leaders, officials] .
B11. takes part in activities promoting human rights.
B12. engages in political discussions.
B13. takes part in activities to protect the environment.
B14. is patriotic and loyal [devoted] to the country.
B15. would be willing to ignore [disregard] a law that violated human rights.
Section C: Government
Below you will find some statements about the responsibilities of the government [state].
What responsibilities should the government have?
Read each of these statements and tick the appropriate box to decide whether what is
described should or should not be the government’s [state’s] responsibility.
definitely should not be the government’s responsibility, probably should not be the
government’s responsibility, probably should be the government’s responsibility,
definitely should be the government’s responsibility, don't know
C1. To guarantee a job for everyone who wants one.
C2. To keep prices under control.
C3. To provide basic health care for everyone.
C4. To provide an adequate [decent] standard of living for old people.
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C5. To provide industries with the support they need to grow.
C6. To provide an adequate [decent] standard of living for the unemployed.
C7. To reduce differences in income and wealth among peopled.
C8. To provide free basic education for all.
C9. To ensure [be sure there are] equal political opportunities for men and women.
C10. To control pollution of the environment.
C11. To guarantee peace and order [stability] within the country.
C12. To promote honesty and moral behaviour among people in the country.
Section D: Trust in Institutions
In this section we will name several institutions in this country [name of country]:
How much of the time can you trust each of the following institutions?
Consider each of these institutions and select the box in the column which shows how you
feel you can trust them.
Never, only some of the time, most of the time, always, don't know
D1. The national [federal] government [in ______(the national seat of government)].
D2. The local council or government of your town or city.
D3. Courts.
D4. The police.
D5. News on television.
D6. News on the radio.
D7. News in the press [newspapers].
D8. Political parties.
D9. United Nations.
D10. Schools [educational institutions].
D11. National Parliament [Congress].
D12. The people who live in this country [name of country].
In the next sections you will find statements on different topics.
You may agree with some of the statements and disagree with others. Sometimes you will
feel that you disagree or agree strongly, and sometimes you will feel less strongly.
There are no right and wrong answers to these questions, we just want to know your
opinion.
Section E: Our Country
In this section you will find some statements about this country [name of country].
Please read each statement and select the box in the column which corresponds to the
way you feel about the statement.
strongly disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree, don't know
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E1. To help protect jobs in this country [name of country] we should buy products made
in this country [name of country].
E2. We should keep [prevent] other countries from trying to influence political decisions
in this country [name of country].
E3. The flag of this country [name of country] is important to me.
E4. We should always be alert and stop threats from other countries to this country
[name of country]'s political independence.
E5. This country [name of country] deserves respect from other countries for what we
have accomplished.
E6. There is little to be proud of in this country [name of country]'s history.
E7. I have great love for this country [name of country] .
E8. People should support their country even if they think their country is doing
something wrong.
E9. This country [name of country] should be proud of what it has achieved.
E10. The national anthem of this country [name of country] is important to me.
E11. I would prefer to live permanently in another country.
E12. We should stop outsiders from influencing this country [name of country]'s
traditions and culture.
Section F: Opportunities
In this section there are some statements about the chances which members of certain
groups really do have in this country [name of country].
Please read each statement and select the box in the column which corresponds to the
way you feel about the statement.
strongly disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree, don't know
F1. Children who are members of certain ethnic groups [immigrant groups, national
groups, racial groups] have fewer chances than other children to get a [good] secondary
[high school] education in this country.
F2. Girls have fewer chances than boys to get a [good] secondary [high school]
education in this country.
F3. Children from poor families have fewer chances than others to get a [good] secondary
[high school] education in this country.
F4. Children who live in rural [farming] areas have fewer chances than others to get a
[good] secondary [high school] education in this country.
F5. Adults who are members of certain ethnic groups [immigrant groups, national groups,
racial groups] have fewer chances than others to get good jobs in this country.
F6. Women have fewer chances than men to get good jobs in this country.
Section G: Opportunities 2
In this section there are some statements about the opportunities which members of
certain groups should have in this country [name of the country].
Please read each statement and select the box in the column which corresponds to the
way you feel about the statement.
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Strongly disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree, don't know
G1. Women should run for public office [a seat in the legislature] and take part in the
government just as men do.
G2. All ethnic [racial or national] groups should have equal chances to get a good
education in this country.
G3. Members of anti-democratic groups [groups that are against democracy] should be
prohibited from hosting a television show talking about these [their] ideas.
G4. Women should have the same rights as men in every way.
G5. All ethnic [racial or national] groups should have equal chances to get good jobs in
this country.
G6. Women should stay out of politics.
G7. Members of anti-democratic groups [groups that are against democracy] should be
prohibited from organising peaceful [non-violent] demonstrations or rallies.
G8. Schools should teach students to respect members of all ethnic [racial or national]
groups.
G9. When jobs are scarce, men [should] have more right to a job than women.
G10. Members of anti-democratic groups [groups that are against democracy] should be
prohibited from running in an election for political office.
G11. Men and women should get equal pay when they are in the same jobs [occupations].
G12. Members of all ethnic [racial or national] groups should be encouraged to run in
elections for political office.
G13. Men are better qualified to be political leaders than women.
G14. Member of anti-democratic groups [groups that are against democracy] should be
prohibited from making public speeches about these [their] ideas.
Note that in this scale some items are stated positively and others stated negatively. The
negatively stated items (G 6, 9, and 13) should be reversed when computing any score.
Section H: Immigrants
Listed below you will read several statements about immigrants and immigration in this
country [name of country].
Please read each statement and select the box in the column which corresponds to the
way you feel about the statement.
strongly disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree, don't know
H1. Immigrants should have the opportunity [option] to keep [continue speaking] their
own language.
H2. Immigrants’ children should have the same opportunities for education that other
children in the country have.
H3. Immigrants who live in a country for several years should have the opportunity to
vote in elections.
H4. Immigrants should have the opportunity [option] to keep [continue] their own
customs and lifestyle.
H5. Immigrants should have all the same rights that everyone else in a country has.
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H6. Immigrants should be forbidden to engage in political activity.
H7. Having many immigrants makes it difficult for a country to be united and patriotic.
H8. All countries should accept refugees who are trying to escape from wars or political
persecution in other countries.
Section I: The Political system
In this section there are some statements about the political system and your personal
view on politics in general.
Please read each statement and select the box in the column which corresponds to the
way you feel about the statement.
Strongly disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree, don't know
I1. The government [people in government] cares [care] a lot about what all of us think
about new laws.
I2. I know more about politics than most people my age.
I3. The government [people in government] is [are] doing its best to find out what people
[ordinary people] want.
I4. The powerful leaders in government [Government] care very little about the opinions
of people [ordinary people].
I5. When political issues or problems are being discussed, I usually have something to
say.
I6. In this country a few individuals have a lot of political power while the rest of the
people have very little power.
I7. The politicians quickly forget the needs of the voters who elected them.
I8. I am able to understand most political issues easily.
I9. When people get together [organise] to demand change, the leaders in government
listen.
I10. I am interested in politics.
Section J: School
Listed below you will find some statements on students' partipation [sic] in school life.
Please read each statement and select the box in the column which corresponds to the
way you feel about the statement.
Strongly disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree, don't know
J1. Electing student representatives to suggest changes in how the school is run [how to
solve school problems] makes schools better.
J2. Lots of positive changes happen in this school when students work together.
J3. Organising groups of students to state their opinions could help solve problems in this
school.
J4. If members of my class felt they were unfairly treated, I would be willing to go with
them to speak to the teacher.
J5. Students acting together [in groups] can have more influence on what happens in this
school than students acting alone [by themselves].
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J6... I am interested in participating in discussions about school problems............
J7... When school problems are being discussed I usually have something to say........
Section K: School Curriculum
In this section we would like to know what you have learned in school.
Please read each statement listed below and select the box in the column which
corresponds to the way you feel about the statement.
strongly disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree, don't know
K1. In school I have learned to understand people who have different ideas.
K2. In school I have learned to co-operate [work together] in groups with other students.
K3. In school I have learned to contribute to solving problems in the community
[society].
K4. In school I have learned to be a patriotic and loyal [committed] citizen of my
country.
K5. In school I have learned how to act to protect the environment.
K6. In school I have learned to be concerned about what happens in other countries.
K7. In school I have learned about the importance of voting in national and local
elections.
Section L: Political Action 1
In this set of questions you will find some activities related to politics.
For each of these activities, tick the box to show how often you do it.
How often do you have discussions of what is happening in your national [your
country’s] politics [government]?
Never, rarely, sometimes, often, don't know
L1. With people of your own age [peers].
L2. With parents or other adult family members.
L3. With teachers.
How often do you have discussions of what is happening in international politics?
Never, rarely, sometimes, often, don't know
L4. With people of your own age [peers].
L5. With parents or other adult family members.
L6. With teachers.
How often do you ...
Never, rarely, sometimes, often, don't know
L7. read articles (stories) in the newspaper about what is happening in this country?
L8. read articles (stories) in the newspaper about what is happening in other countries?
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L9. listen to news broadcasts on television?
L10. listen to news broadcasts on the radio?
Section M: Political Action 2
Listed below are several types of action that adults could take: When you are an adult,
what do you expect that you will do?
Tick one box in each column for each action to show how likely you would be to do it.
I will certainly not do this, I will probably not do this, I will probably do this, I will
certainly do this, don't know
M1. Vote in national elections.
M2. Get information about candidates before voting in an election.
M3. Join a political party.
M4. Write letters to a newspaper about social or political concerns.
M5. Be a candidate for a local or city office.
M6. Volunteer time to help [benefit] [poor or elderly] people in the community.
M7. Collect money for a social cause.
M8. Collect signatures for a petition.
M9. Participate in a non-violent [peaceful] protest march or rally.
M10. Spray-paint protest slogans on walls.
M11. Block traffic as a form of protest.
M12. Occupy public buildings as a form of protest.
Section N: Classrooms
The next part of the questionnaire includes some statements about things that happen in
your school. When answering these questions think especially about classes in history,
civic education or social studies [other civic-related subjects].
Please read each statement and select the box in the column which corresponds to the
way you feel about the statement.
Never, rarely, sometimes, often, don't know
N1. Students feel free to disagree openly with their teachers about political and social
issues during class.
N2. Students are encouraged to make up their own minds about issues.
N3. Teachers respect our opinions and encourage us to express them during class.
N4. Teachers place great importance [stress, emphasis] on learning facts or dates when
presenting history or political events.
N5. Students feel free to express opinions in class even when their opinions are different
from most of the other students.
N6. Teachers require students to memorise dates or definitions.
N7. Teachers encourage us to discuss political or social issues about which people have
different opinions.
N8. Teachers present several sides of [positions on] an issue when explaining it in class.
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N9. Students bring up current political events for discussion in class.
N10. Memorising dates and facts is the best way to get a good grade [mark] from teachers
in these classes.
N11. Teachers lecture and the students take notes.
N12. Students work on material from the textbook.
You have now reached the end of the questions. If you have some time left go back to
Parts Two and Three and check your answers and make sure you have answered all the
questions you feel you can answer.
Many thanks for taking the time to complete this booklet. Your answers will help in
understanding and improving the provision of civic education around the world.
Sources: International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA). International
Study of Civic Education Student Questionnaire, 2000; accessed December 2006; available from
http://www.wam.umd.edu/~jtpurta/studentQ.htm.
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA). International Study of
Civic Education. 19 Released Items from Upper Secondary (Older Population Test, 2001; accessed
December 2006; available from http://www.wam.umd.edu/~jtpurta/UpperSecondary.htm.

Complete List of Attitudinal Scales from the IEA Civic Education Study (for ninth
grade and upper secondary school students)
Scale title

Items included

A Good Citizen…
B2. vote in every election
B3. joins a political party
Norms of Conventional
B6. knows about the country’s history
Citizenship
B8. follows political issues in the newspaper, on the radio or on TV
B10. shows respect for government representatives
B12. engages in political discussions
A Good Citizen…
Norms of SocialB5. would participate in a peaceful protest against a law believed to be unjust
Movement Related
B9. participates in activities to benefit people in the community
Citizenship
B11. takes part in activities promoting human rights
B13. takes part in activities to protect the environment
The Government’s Responsibilities should be…
C1. To guarantee a job for everyone who wants one
Government Economic C2. To keep prices under control
C5. To provide industries with the support they need to grow
Responsibilities
C6. To provide an adequate standard of living for the unemployed
C7. To reduce differences in income and wealth among people
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Scale title

Items included
The Government’s Responsibilities should be…
C3. To provide basic health care for everyone.
C4. To provide an adequate standard of living for old people
Government Social
C8. To provide free basic education for all
Responsibilities
C9. To ensure equal political opportunities for men and women
C10. To control pollution of the environment
C11. To guarantee peace and order within the country
C12. To promote honesty and moral behavior among people in the country
How much of the time do you trust:
D1. The national government
D2. The local council or government of your town or city
Trust in Government
D3. Courts
Institutions
D4. The police
D8. Political parties
D11. Congress
How much of the time do you trust
D5. News on television
Trust in News Media
D6. News on the radio
D7. News in the press
E3. The flag of this country is important to me
Positive Attitudes
E7. I have great love for this country
Towards One’s Nation E9. This country should be proud of what it has achieved
E11. (R) I would prefer to live permanently in another country

Protective Attitudes
Towards One’s Nation

Support for Women’s
Political Rights

Support for Ethnic
Minorities’ Political
Rights

E1. To help protect jobs in this country we should buy products made in this
country
E2. We should keep other countries from trying to influence political decisions
in this country
E4. We should always be alert and stop threats from other countries to this
country's political independence
E12: We should stop outsiders from influencing this country [name of
country]'s traditions and culture
G1. Women should run for public office and take part in the government just
as men do
G4. Women should have the same rights as men in every way
G6. (R)Women should stay out of politics
G9. (R) When jobs are scarce, men have more right to a job than women
G11. Men and women should get equal pay when they are in the same jobs
G13. Men are better qualified to be political leaders than women.
G2: All ethnic [racial or national] groups should have equal chances to get a
good education in this country
G5: All ethnic [racial or national] groups should have equal chances to get
good jobs in this country
G8: Schools should teach students to respect members of all ethnic [racial or
national] groups
G12: Members of all ethnic [racial or national] groups should be encouraged
to run in elections for political office
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Scale title

Tolerance of AntiDemocratic Groups

Positive Attitudes
Towards Immigrants

Internal Political
Efficacy

Items included
Note: all items in this scale are reverse-coded for inclusion in the scale.
G3: Members of anti-democratic groups should be prohibited from hosting a
television show talking about these ideas
G7: Members of anti-democratic groups should be prohibited from organizing
peaceful demonstrations or rallies
G10: Members of anti-democratic groups should be prohibited from running
in an election for political office
G14: Members of anti-democratic groups should be prohibited from making
public speeches about these ideas
H1: Immigrants should have the opportunity to keep their own language
H2: Immigrants’ children should have the same opportunities for education
that other children in the country have
H3: Immigrants who live in a country for several years should have the
opportunity to vote in elections
H4: Immigrants should have the opportunity to keep their own customs and
lifestyle
H5: Immigrants should have all the same rights that everyone else in a country
has
I2: I know more about politics than most people my age
I5: When political issues or problems are being discussed, I usually have
something to say
I8: I am able to understand most political issues easily
I10: I am interested in politics

J1: Electing student representatives to suggest changes in how the school is
run makes schools better
J2: Lots of positive changes happen in this school when students work
Confidence in School
together
Participation
J3: Organizing groups of students to state their opinions could help solve
problems in this school
J5: Students acting together can have more influence on what happens in this
school than students acting alone
When you are an adult, what do you expect that you will do?
Expectations of
M1: Vote in national elections
Informed Voting
M2: Get information about candidates before voting in an election
When you are an adult, what do you expect that you will do?
[Expectations of]
M3: Join a political party
Political Activities
M4: Write letters to a newspaper about social or political concerns
M5: Be a candidate for a local or city office
What do you expect that you will do over the next few years?
Expectations of
M6: Volunteer time to help people in the community
Community
M7: Collect money for a cause
Participation
M8: Collect signatures for a petition
What do you expect that you will do over the next few years?
Expectations of Protest M10: Spray-paint protest slogans on walls
Participation
M11: Block traffic as a form of protest
M12: Occupy public buildings as a form of protest
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Scale title

Openness of Classroom
Climate

Items included
N1: Students feel free to disagree openly with their teachers about political
and social issues during class
N2: Students are encouraged to make up their own minds about issues
N3: Teachers respect our opinions and encourage us to express them during
class
N5: Students feel free to express opini ons in class even when their opinions
are different from most of the other students
N7: Teachers encourage us to discuss political or social issues about which
people have different opinions
N8: Teachers present several sides of an issue when explaining it in class

Source: Husfeldt, Vera, Carolyn Barber, and Judity Torney-Purta. Students' Social Attitudes and Expected
Political Participation: New Scales in the Enhanced Database for the IEA Civic Education Study, Civic
Education Data and Researcher Service (CEDARS), University of Maryland, 2005; accessed November
2006; available from http://www.wam.umd.edu/~jtpurta/.
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Appendix 26. Canadian citizenship quiz
Note: " indicates correct answer.
1. What are the three main groups of Aboriginal Peoples?
√ Inuit, First Nations, and Métis
Iroquois, Haida, and Inuit
Haida, Métis, and Iroquois
2. Why did the early explorers first come to Atlantic Canada?
√ to fish and trade with the Aboriginal Peoples
to find new routs to Asia
to look for gold and other minerals
3. When did the United Empire Loyalists come to Canada?
√ 1775 to 1783
1802 to 1808
1760 to 1770
4. How long did the Hudson’s Bay Company control the northern lands?
√ 300 years
100 years
250 years
5. What did the government do to make the immigration to Western Canada easier?
√ built a railroad
offered free land
gave people money and tools to farm the land
6. Which document made Confederation legal?
√ The British North America Act
The Dominion Act
The British Dominion Act
7. Which four provinces first formed the Confederation?
√ Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia
Ontario, Quebec, Prince Edward Island, and Nova Scotia
Quebec, Nova Scotia, Manitoba, and Prince Edward Island
8. Which was the last province to join Canada?
√ Newfoundland
Nunavut
British Columbia
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9. Who was the first prime minister of Canada?
√ Sir John A. Macdonald
Louis St. Laurent
Robert Borden
10. When did the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms become part of the
Constitution?
√ 1982
1977
1980
11. Which province is the only officially bilingual one?
√ New Brunswick
Quebec
Ontario
12. What are the Prairie provinces?
√ Manitoba, Alberta, and Saskatchewan
Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Columbia
Northwest Territories, Alberta, and Saskatchewan
13. Where is the Canadian Shield?
√ Northern Quebec and Ontario
Nunavut and Northern Manitoba
Northern Ontario
14. Name three minerals still being mined in the territories.
√ gold, lead, and zinc
nickel, gold, and iron
lead, nickel, and zinc
15. What country is Canada’s biggest trading partner?
√ U.S.A.
China
Britain
16. Who is Canada’s head of state?
√ the Queen
the Prime Minister
the Governor General
17. What is an “electoral district”?
√ a geographical area represented by a member of the House of Commons
the area where the voting booth is set up
the region that a senator represents
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18. What is a “party platform”?
√ the plans a political party develops for what they would do in government
policies developed by the leaders of each party
the history of a political party
19. What do you call a law before it is passed?
√ a bill
a bylaw
a tabled proposal
20. What are the three parts of Parliament?
√ the Queen, the House of Commons, and the Senate
the House of Commons, the Queen, and the Prime Minister’s Office
the Prime Minister, the Senate, and the House of Commons
21. When did Canada become a nation?
√ 1867
1876
1890
22. Who has the right to apply for a Canadian passport?
√ a landed immigrant
a visa-holder
refugee claimant
23. What are the two official languages of Canada?
√ English and French
English and Spanish
French and German
24. Where do most of the French-speaking people come from in Canada?
√ Quebec
New Brunswick
Ontario
25. When is Canada Day?
√ July 1
July 4
May 21
26. What important trade did the Hudson’s Bay Company control?
√ fur
timber
fish
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27. Which province is the leading wheat producer?
√ Saskatchewan
Alberta
Ontario
28. Which province is the largest producer of hydroelectricity?
√ Quebec
British Columbia
Newfoundland and Labrador
29. What is the capital of Canada?
√ Ottawa
Kingston
Toronto
30. Which provinces are joined to New Brunswick by land?
√ Quebec and Nova Scotia
Newfoundland and Labrador, and Quebec
Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia
31. Which legal document recognizes the cultural diversity of Canadians?
√ The Canadian Multiculturalism Act
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
The Canadian Citizenship Act
32. What are the provinces of the Atlantic Region?
√ Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador, and New
Brunswick
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador, and Quebec
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Quebec, and Prince Edward Island
33. What is the tower in the centre of the Parliament Buildings called?
√ Peace Tower
Sir John A MacDonald Tower
Canada Tower
34. In what industry did the Métis first work with European settlers?
√ fur trapping
fishing
farming
35. Name two mountain ranges in Canada.
√ Rocky Mountains and Coast Mountains
Coast Mountains and Alberta Mountains
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Canadian Shield and Rocky Mountains
36. How many electoral districts are there in Canada?
√ 301
101
201
37. Which region covers more than one-third of Canada?
√ The North
The Prairies
The Central Region
38. When was the Canadian Pacific Railway finished?
√ 1885
1867
1876
39. For what is the Okanagan Valley famous?
√ fruit orchards
coal mining
skiing
40. Who is the Queen’s representative in Canada?
√ the Governor General
the Prime Minister
the Speaker of the House
Source: CBC. Canada Quiz, 2002; accessed January 2007; available from
http://www.cbc.ca/news/becomingcanadian/self_citizen_quiz.html.
Adapted from the 2002 version of Citizenship and Immigration Canada. A Look at Canada, [Canada quiz],
2006; accessed January 2007; available from http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/pdf/pub/look.pdf.
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Appendix 27. Calgary Faculty and Student Alliance (CalFASA)
Post-Secondary Education Survey
Part I. Provincial Funding
Background:
Between 1992 / 93 and 2002 / 03, the Alberta government’s expenditures on postsecondary education (PSE), excluding monies used to provide repayable student
loans, declined by 18.5% in constant dollars—the second most precipitous decline
in the country, behind only Nova Scotia (25.5%). On a per-student, (full-time
equivalent or “FTE”) basis, government transfers to universities and colleges in
Alberta fell from second place in 1992/93 to sixth place in 2002/03. (Source:
CAUT Almanac 2004, Tables 6.1, 6.4).
Question:
Using the first measure of funding levels referenced above, will your party
commit to the goal of restoring Alberta Post-Secondary Education (PSE) funding
to its previous levels within the next five years? Why or why not? Second, given
Alberta’s enviable fiscal position, will your party commit to returning Alberta to a
leading position nationally in per-student funding for colleges and universities?
Why or why not?
Part II. Affordability
Background:
[Between 1990 / 91 and 2003 / 04] undergraduate tuition (for a full load of
courses, not including books and other fees) at the University of Calgary
increased from $1,168 to $4,590, an increase of 293%. Tuition and other cost
increases at our colleges and technical institutes have been similarly severe. The
increased costs are particularly difficult for modest-income students and their
families to afford, and those who haven’t been deterred from attending are
incurring rapidly rising debt loads. Excluding private loans from family, banks, or
credit card debt, average debt loads for students who require loans is now
approximately $19,500 for university graduates and $12,600 for college
graduates—a 76% increase since 1990, even when controlling for inflation. Such
debt adds significantly to the total costs of higher education, and entails further
post-graduation economic “opportunity costs,” such as forgone savings and
delayed home purchases or business ventures (Source: Statistics Canada, “Class
of 2000: Profile of Post-secondary Graduates and Student Debt,” April 2004).
Question:
What specific budgetary or policy steps, if any, is your party willing to take to
reduce these pressures and to ensure that all Albertans have equal access to
quality post-secondary education opportunities (e.g., additional operating grants to
institutions, changes to the tuition fee regulation, changes to the student financial
aid system, etc.)?
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Part III. Research Funding
Background:
The recent Toronto Dominion Bank Report on the Calgary–Edmonton corridor
reinforced the consensus view that economic diversification, innovation, and
productivity are critically tied to investments in research and development. The
report noted that while the region boasted numerous institutions with significant
research capabilities, overall R&D funding in Alberta, as a percentage of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), is roughly one half the level recorded in Canada
overall. It’s also worth noting that Canada lags significantly behind the U.S. and
other “OECD” (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development)
countries on this important measure (Source: TD Bank, “The Calgary—Edmonton
Corridor: Take Action Now So the Tiger’s Roar Doesn’t Fade,” 2003).
Question:
Do you agree that the provincial government should significantly increase its
investment in the research programs and capacities of Calgary’s post-secondary
institutions as a means to meet the institutions’ competitive challenges and the
region’s economic goals? Why or why not? If so, what level of increase is
appropriate, and how should it be delivered and administered?
Third, despite a formal government commitment that the post-secondary
education system is to support the social and cultural development of the
province, the government’s direct funding for researchers does not include those
doing work in the arts, humanities, and social sciences. Therefore, would your
party commit to establishing a granting agency, similar to the federally funded
“Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council” (SSHRC), to support
advanced research and education in these areas? Why or why not?
Part IV. Faculty Recruitment and Retention
Background:
Recruiting and retaining top college and university faculty is difficult within
existing budgetary constraints. The competition comes not only from other
institutions across Canada and around the world, but also, in many fields, from the
private sector. The Council of Ministers of Education, Canada reported that on
average and in constant dollars, salaries for Canadian university and college
faculty fell during the 1990s (Source: Pan-Canadian Education Indicators
Program 2003, p. 44, Tables B 3.4 and 3.5). The numbers of full-time faculty at
Alberta post-secondary education (PSE) institutions also fell during the 1990s,
resulting in significant impacts on class sizes, and concomitant increases in
faculty workloads. In 2001, the provincial government’s PSE funding review
(“Renner”) committee acknowledged the challenge of faculty recruitment, and the
government created a “funding envelope” to help institutions attract and retain
faculty. This envelope has since been cancelled.
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Question:
Does your party consider this a serious problem or challenge? If not, why not? If
so, what specific steps (again, policy and / or budgetary) would your party take in
order to augment the ability of Alberta PSE institutions to recruit and retain
world-class faculty?
Part V. Growth and Capacity
Background:
There is a growing appreciation for the role of a well-educated citizenry in
creating vibrant communities and economies. Despite this, in 2001 the University
of Calgary and Mount Royal College (for example) were unable to accommodate
7,400 qualified students due to lack of space and teaching staff. Based on current
demographic projections, this number is projected to reach 15,000 by the year
2010 (Source: MRC/U of C, “Addressing the Access Issue” 2003). At the same
time, after operating for years “beyond capacity,” the University of Calgary was
recently forced to cap overall undergraduate enrolment to protect against further
deterioration in educational quality. Even when one-time capital investments have
been made to increase the physical capacity of our institutions, ongoing funding
commitments have sometimes been insufficient to supply the equipment and staff
needed to operate the building and its programs.
Question:
What are your party’s plans (short-term, long-term, etc.) to address the demand
and capacity challenges facing Calgary’s public PSE institutions? Please be as
specific as possible.
Part VI. Private Institutions
Background:
Some observers contend that rather than provide additional public dollars to
support public services such as post-secondary education, governments should
encourage or allow private, for-profit providers to offer parallel services. Others
contend that the capacity and quality of the public system should be strengthened
since it is better positioned to truly serve the public’s broad interest in higher
education. Some among this latter group have also raised concerns that provisions
of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) or the World Trade
Organization’s evolving agreement on trade in services (GATS) may threaten the
viability of the public system if a private, for-profit system were allowed to
develop.
Question:
What role, if any, should a private, for-profit post-secondary education sector
have in Alberta? Second and more particularly, does your party support giving
such institutions the ability to grant publicly accredited baccalaureate degrees in
Alberta? Why or why not? Finally, given your understanding of the implications
of international trade agreements on the provision or administration of public
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services, are there any specific measures your party would take to ensure the longterm viability and health of Alberta’s public PSE system?
Part VII. Final Comments
Do you have any other observations on the post-secondary education sector or
the issues CalFASA has raised in this survey?
Source: Calgary Faculty and Student Alliance (CalFASA). 2004 Election Special Report: Post-Secondary
Education Survey, CalFASA, 2004; accessed October 2005; available from
http://www.calfasa.org/publicationsCalFASA_Election_Survey_Responses_2004.pdf.
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Appendix 28. Empathy and altruism questionnaires, U.S. General
Social Surveys, 2002 / 2004
1. Davis Empathy Scale
The following statements ask about your thoughts and feelings in various situations. For
each item indicate how well it describes you by choosing the number on the showcard,
where 1 indicates that it does not describe you very well and 5 means that it does describe
you very well. Of course, numbers 2–4 indicate that how well it describes you is in
between these points.
a. I often have tender, concerned feelings for people less fortunate than me.
b. Sometimes I don’t feel very sorry for other people when they are having
problems.
c. When I see someone being taken advantage of, I feel kind of protective toward
them [sic].
d. Other people’s misfortunes do not usually disturb me a great deal.
e. When I see someone treated unfairly, I sometimes don’t feel very much pity for
them [sic].
f. I am often quite touched by things that I see happen.
g. I would describe myself as a pretty soft-hearted person.
2. Altruistic Love / Agape Scale
Some of the following items refer to a specific love relationship, while others refer to
general attitudes and beliefs about love. Whenever possible, answer the questions with
your current partner in mind. If you do not have a current partner, answer the question
with your most recent partner in mind. If you have never been in love, answer in terms of
what you think your response would most likely be.
Do you agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat,
or strongly disagree with the following statements?
a. I would rather suffer myself than let the one I love suffer.
b. I cannot be happy unless I place the one I love’s happiness before my own.
c. I am usually willing to sacrifice my own wishes to let the one I love achieve his /
hers.
d. I would endure all things for the sake of the one I love.
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3. Altruistic Values Scale
Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or
strongly disagree with the following statements:
a.
b.
c.
d.

People should be willing to help others who are less fortunate.
Those in need have to learn to take care of themselves and not depend on others.
Personally assisting people in trouble is very important to me.
These days, people need to look after themselves and not overly worry about
others.

4. Altruistic Behaviors Scale
During the past 12 months, how often have you done each of the following things: More
than once a week / Once a week / Once a month / At least 2 or 3 times in the past year /
Once in the past year / Not at all in the past year.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Donated blood
Given food or money to a homeless person
Returned money to a cashier after getting too much change
Allowed a stranger to go ahead of you in line
Done volunteer work for a charity
Given money to a charity
Offered your seat on a bus or in a public place to a stranger who was standing
Look after a person’s plants, mail, or pets while they were away
Carried a stranger’s belongings, like groceries, a suitcase, or shopping bag
Given directions to a stranger
Let someone you didn’t know well borrow an item of some value like dishes or
tools

During the past 12 months, how often have you done any of the following things for
people you know personally, such as relatives, friends, neighbors, or other acquaintances?
More than once a week / Once a week / Once a month / At least 2 or 3 times in the past
year / Once in the past year / Not at all in the past year.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Helped someone outside your household with housework or shopping
Lent quite a bit of money to another person
Spent time talking with someone who was a bit down or depressed
Helped somebody to find a job
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5. Daily Spiritual Experience Scale
The list that follows includes items you may or may not experience. Please consider if
and how often you have these experiences and try to disregard whether you feel you
should or should not have them. A number of items use the word “God.” If this word is
not a comfortable one, please substitute another idea to mean the divine or holy for you.
Many times a day/Every day/Most days/Some days/Once in a while/Never or almost
never
a. I feel God’s presence
b. I experience a connection to all of life
c. During worship, or at other times when connected to God, I feel joy which lifts
me out of my daily concerns
d. I find strength in religion or spirituality
e. I find comfort in my religion or spirituality
f. I feel inner peace or harmony
g. I ask God’s help in the midst of daily activities
h. I feel guided by God in the midst of daily activities
i. I feel God’s love for me directly
j. I feel God’s love for me through others
k. I am spiritually touched by the beauty of creation
l. I feel thankful for my blessings
m. I feel a selfless caring for others
n. I accept others even when they do things I think are wrong
o. I desire to be closer to God or in union with Him

Source: U.S. General Social Surveys, 2002/2004, cited in Smith, Tom W. Altruism and Empathy in
America: Trends and Correlates, National Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago, 2006;
accessed January 2007; available from http://www-news.uchicago.edu/releases /06/060209.altruism.pdf.
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Appendix 29. Biotechnology issues important for the populace
to know and understand
This appendix is presented as background material for Chapter 21: Scientific Literacy:
Public knowledge and understanding of biotechnology. It includes information on the
main issues of biotechnology and nanotechnology that the public needs to know and
understand in order to make informed decisions, as well as information on the Canadian
biotechnology regulatory system.
Philosophical and value issues
The issue that has received the most media coverage and has been central to much of the
public debate surrounding biotechnology is the genetic engineering of food (GE), or
creating “genetically modified organisms” (GMOs). Linked to this issue is the idea of
“food sovereignty,” or the ability of people to have control over what food they produce
and eat. In addition, the issue speaks to a deeper level, one that spans the fields of
science, politics, and ethics:
[D]ue to its ability to manipulate life forms, biotechnology has generated
controversy as well as excitement in many countries, including Canada. This
transformative technology has sparked a society-wide debate about whether we
should interfere with nature and potentially alter or create life. Some
biotechnology innovations challenge the values and beliefs that underpin society,
forcing Canadians to confront complex ethical questions never before faced.2301
Brian Tokar says that technologies are a product of their social context, and reinforce the
social and political structures that produce them.2302 Issues involving the domination and
control over human and non-human nature and the commodification of basic needs are at
the heart of the biotechnology debate. Tokar notes, “Biotechnology literally seeks to
bring all of life, down to the cellular and molecular levels, into the sphere of commercial
products […]. all of life on earth is being reduced to a set of objects and codes to be
bought, sold, and patented under the domain of the capitalist marketplace.”2303 He claims
that it is possible for future biotechnologies to “work with the patterns of nature and
enhance human participation and harmony with the rest of the natural world.”2304 In
Tokar’s vision for the future:
An ecologically-informed biological technology will be a fundamentally different
kind of undertaking than the biotechnology that dominates today’s discussions.
2301

Government of Canada. Report on Biotechnology (1998-2003): Biotechnology Transforming Society:
Creating an Innovative Economy and a Higher Quality of Life, 2003; accessed November 2005; available
from http://www.biostrategy.gc.ca/english/view.asp?x=540. p. 2.
2302
Tokar, Brian. "Biotechnology: Enlarging the Debate." Z Magazine, June, 2001, accessed November
2005; available from http://www.zmag.org/ZMag/articles/june01tokar.htm. p. 2.
2303
Ibid. p. 2.
2304
Ibid.
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Today’s biotechnology industry has flourished largely at the expense of more
benign, ecological technologies, from sophisticated refinements of organic food
raising and permaculture methods to holistic approaches to medical care that are
grounded in both traditional knowledge and a non-mechanistic outlook on the
inner ecology of the human organism.2305
Drew Kershen, Professor of Law at the University of Oklahoma, argues that expanded
knowledge and understanding of biotechnology as a science will not be enough to resolve
the debate since it rests on ideological and political beliefs and pressures.2306 He reasons
that the acceptance or rejection of biotechnology ultimately will be based on “ideological
beliefs and the cultural values adopted by individual human beings who, in turn, will
shape societal beliefs and values.”2307
Proponents of biotechnology are more interested in the products of the technology than
on the engineering process itself, since they view biotechnology as an extension of
natural processes and of well-established scientific principles and techniques. They
compare the techniques used with traditional genetic manipulation techniques that
farmers and geneticists have used for centuries. As a result, they generally consider the
products of biotechnology to be equal to products in their natural state and therefore safe,
especially since only small changes to the genetic makeup of the organisms are made.
They also point out that DNA is not species-specific, which is the reason genes can be
exchanged between organisms.2308
On the other hand, opponents assert that biotechnology is a completely new and unnatural
process capable of introducing alien species into the natural world with unknown and
unpredictable ramifications. Therefore, they want the regulatory process to embrace the
precautionary principle and slow down the approval of GMOs. They also argue that the
assessment process should include, according to Kershen, “human health, animal health,
environmental, social, economic, cultural, ethical, and communitarian [community]
impacts.”2309
David Suzuki disagrees with the assertion that plant breeding techniques traditionally
used by farmers and genetic engineering are equivalent since GE “takes a very
complicated system and reduces it to the sum of its parts” and “ignores millions of years
of evolutionary context.”2310 He argues that genetics is based on the “concept of vertical
inheritance,” where genes are passed between members of the same species by natural
2305

Ibid.
Kershen, Drew L. "Biotechnology: An Essay on the Academy, Cultural Attitudes and Public Policy,"
AgBioForum, vol. 2, no. 2, 1999: 137-146.
2307
Ibid. p. 7.
2308
BIOTECanada. Biotech Classroom - What Is Biotechnology? - Dispelling the Myths, 2005; accessed
November 2005; available from http://www.biotech.ca/EN/myths.html.
2309
Kershen. "Biotechnology: An Essay on the Academy, Cultural Attitudes and Public Policy." p. 6.
2310
Suzuki, David. Genetically Modifying Our Food: Part 1, Science Matters, David Suzuki Foundation,
1999; accessed November 2005; available from
http://www.davidsuzuki.org/About_us/Dr_David_Suzuki/Article_Archives/weekly10279901.asp.
2306
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selection, or the crossbreeding that humans have done using different varieties within the
same species.2311 Genetic engineering, on the other hand, transfers genes horizontally
from one species to a completely different species, which is a revolutionary new
technology. Suzuki notes:
A pig cannot normally exchange genes with a plant, or a human with a fish, but
now biotechnology makes it possible. Now a gene can be placed into a genome
(the entire genetic material of an organism) in which it has never existed. Without
the evolutionary context, we can no longer predict how the transferred gene will
behave. Biotechnologists assume that since all genes are DNA, then a gene is a
gene and it doesn't matter where it comes from or where it goes as long as it
brings with it the desired trait. But they overlook the fact that genomes are
selected as functioning, integrated units. Introducing foreign genes disrupts those
genomes […]. We aren’t dealing with an insignificant change to our diets here,
we’re dealing with a revolutionary technology being used in our food supply—
affecting us, future generations and the ecosystems on which we depend. It is bad
science to assume roles of heredity acquired after thousands of years of
agriculture are equally applicable in the infant field of transgenic strains.2312
Suzuki also contends that the imposition of GM foods on the public without consultation
or labelling of the foods is an unethical, massive experiment, conducted without informed
consent from the participants.2313
Human health issues
Proponents of biotechnology argue the technology has a great deal of promise in the area
of human health in terms of prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of disease and disability.
It has the potential, for example, to be used in screening the population for disease
susceptibility, in the development of vaccines, in the application of
pharmacogenomics2314 to develop the preventive use of anti-microbials, in therapeutic
drug development, in the use of stem cells to repopulate diseased organs with healthy
cells, in the development of tissue engineering and xenotransplantation,2315 in the use of

2311

Ibid., accessed.
Ibid., accessed.
2313
Suzuki, David. Genetically Modifying Our Food: Part 2, Science Matters, David Suzuki Foundation,
1999; accessed November 2005; available from
http://www.davidsuzuki.org/About_us/Dr_David_Suzuki/Article_Archives/weekly11039901.asp.
2314
Pharmacogenomics is a science that examines the inherited variations in genes that dictate drug
response and explores the ways these variations can be used to predict whether a patient will have a good
response to a drug, a bad response to a drug, or no response at all. National Center for Biotechnology
Information. One Size Does Not Fit All: The Promise of Pharmacogenomics, 2006; accessed January 2007;
available from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/About/primer/pharm.html.
2315
Xenotransplantation is the transplantation of organs from other species into humans. It is a procedure
considered to be very risky because of the potential to spread viruses and infectious agents from animal to
patient, as well as to the larger community. In 1999, a new breed of pig was developed by the Novartisowned British company called Imutran. A human gene was introduced into the fertilized egg of the pig to
2312
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gene therapy to correct primary genetic defects in humans, and in the use of new
nanotechnology techniques.2316
Concerns about health risks caused by GE foods are raised by advocacy groups such as
Greenpeace and the Council of Canadians, who point out there are no long-term studies
on the effects of GMOs on human health.2317 David Suzuki does not see immediate health
risks other than potential allergic reactions; however, he observes that the long-term
effects are unknown since the tests have not been done.2318 He also notes that most of the
data on health effects have come from the biotechnology industry itself.
The report on food biotechnology by the Royal Society of Canada (RSC) states that
potential health risks are generally categorized in three ways as the possible creation of
novel toxicants, the possible shifts in nutrient content, and the creation of novel
allergens.2319 Toxicological effects are related to the nature of the substance and to the
frequency and amount of exposure. Potential adverse health effects may come from an
inability of scientists to identify hazards or to increased exposure to toxicologically active
constituents than has previously been encountered by humans. The development of GM
foods has not focused on nutritional content to date. New varieties of GM food are under
development that would change fatty acids, starch qualities, and proteins and, thus, the
nutritional content of the food.
The RSC report found that the current, first generation of GM foods approved for human
consumption does not appear to have allergic properties.2320 However, the RSC was
particularly concerned about the potential of GM foods to create novel allergens since
trace amounts of an allergic food contaminant may cause severe and life-threatening
reactions and the incidence of allergic disorders in the public has been growing.
According to the report, from 1986–2001, the incidence of allergic diseases increased by
30 to 50% in the U.S. and these diseases are now among the most common diseases in
industrialized countries.

create a transgenic pig with genetically modified organs. Pannozzo, Linda. "This Little Piggy's Going to
Market." THIS Magazine, July/August, 1999, 34-39.
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2004; accessed November 2005; available from
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Suzuki. Genetically Modifying Our Food: Part 2, accessed.
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Royal Society of Canada. Elements of Precaution: Recommendations for the Regulations of Food
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The RSC also noted that there is “no question that allergenic proteins can be transferred
by genetic engineering from one organism to another.”2321 Major brazil-nut allergens
have been transferred to soybeans, and honey-bee venom has been inserted into potatoes,
although these products have not been commercialized. The RSC believes the potential
risk for the development of toxic or allergic reactions to GM foods will likely increase
“with advances in the scope and range of genetic modifications, wider acceptance of GM
foods, increase in total dietary exposure to novel proteins, introduction of a greater
variety of these foods, and more innovative transgenic combinations.”2322 It also reports
that the small amount of protein involved in genetic modification is not a relevant
consideration since even a single gene can make the organism allergenic. As well, the
introduction to these food proteins to infants could encourage development of an allergy.
Development of occupational allergies have been seen in food and feed handlers who are
repeatedly exposed by contact or inhalation of proteins.
However, despite fears about potential health effects, BIOTECanada asserts that “[t]here
are no peer-reviewed, science-based studies documenting cases in which genetically
modified products approved for legal sale have caused any health problems.”2323 It also
notes that GE technology is making it possible to isolate genes that cause allergen content
in foods and may be able to remove known allergens from food in the future. It argues,
“The removal of allergens in foods is one of the great advantages of biotechnology. Yet
critics contend that biotechnology represents a threat to allergy sufferers.”2324
The challenges of mitigating the potential harm of biotechnology to health, as well as
dealing with the social and ethical implications, are great.
According to the Canadian Biotechnology Advisory Committee:
There are also challenges related to both the process of policy-making and the
implementation of strategies for governing and fostering the development and
uses of [biotechnology-based health innovation], including: the limited capacity
of our systems and personnel to cope with the rapid pace of new technology
development; the multiplicity of jurisdictions and stakeholders involved; the
diverse levels of knowledge, interest and engagement within the body politic; the
constraining effects of international obligations; and the complexity of scientific
and ideological issues in debates about biotechnology.2325
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Animal health issues
Biotechnology is widely used in livestock production to make silage inoculants, amino
acid supplements, feed enzymes, and pre- and pro-biotics.2326 It is also used to modify the
growth rates and composition of meat-producing animals and the composition of milk
and eggs. Risks to animal health from biotechnology are unknown, although there is
concern that GM fish that do escape into the wild will contaminate wild species.
According to the RSC report, GM technologies are also integrated into research on all
livestock species, and it argues that, once the technologies are in place, “[t]here is little
doubt that breeding companies will be in a position to offer animals bred from proprietary
germplasm.”2327 As of 2001, 28 species of fish have been genetically engineered and
work on transgenic fish for the aquaculture industry shows increased growth rates from
200 to 600%, although the mature size of the fish remained the same. In the U.S., the first
application for the commercial production of growth-enhanced Atlantic salmon was made
in 2000. Research is focusing, in part, on genes that will allow marine fish to survive in
fresh water and tolerate other environmental conditions such as cold, shorten the length
of their reproductive cycles, enhance resistance to pathogens, increase nutritional
qualities, and control sex differentiation and sterility.
Those who are opposed to the use of biotechnology in animal production are usually also
concerned with the ethical treatment of these animals, particularly with the often extreme
suffering that is afflicted on them through the use of genetic engineering to modify
growth rates or milk production.2328, 2329
Environmental health issues: sustainability
The biotechnology industry has claimed that GE technologies can contribute to efforts
toward sustainability by providing additional food, fibre, and medicines for human
populations without increasing, and possibly even decreasing, demands placed on land
and plant fauna habitats.2330 It claims that GM crops use fewer agrichemicals and that
biotechnology is an information technology that has no material ecological impacts.
Vandana Shiva quotes an industry official from Monsanto as arguing: “At the most basic
level, biotechnology gives us the chance to achieve sustainability, by substituting
information for stuff.”2331 Shiva, however, points out that Roundup pesticide is “stuff,”
not information, and Roundup-Ready soybeans are “stuff” and this “stuff” does have
2326
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ecological impact. Shiva also notes that, when the biotechnology industry describes the
benefits of GM crops, it is comparing them to practices in large-scale industrial
agriculture, rather than to ecological, small-scale agriculture, which is the practice of
most of the world’s farmers at this point.
This argument illustrates the fact that many of the issues in the biotechnology debate are
discussed from different levels, contexts, and worldviews. The biotechnology industry,
for example, discusses sustainability from a technical, utilitarian point of view, without
necessarily considering the social costs involved. When the industry talks about
biotechnology being sustainable and safe, it is often referring to the fact that it is working
with information, and this information in the form of DNA and genes is limitless and can
be broken down and reassembled in an infinite number of ways to create new “products”
of information.2332 Environmentalists, on the other hand, strive to include the larger
socioeconomic and political impacts. It is questionable whether these diverse perspectives
can be reconciled at all.
External costs of industrialized agriculture
Jules Pretty, Director of the Centre for Environment and Society at the University of
Essex in England, and his colleague Rachel Hine contend that the success of industrial
agriculture is based on measures of food price, availability, and the amount of food
produced, and it must ignore costs of externalities, or unintended consequences to society
and the environment.2333 In a study examining the annual costs of these externalities in
Britain during the 1990s, Thayne Cozart reported that Pretty and Hine estimated the
externalities to cost 1.54 billion pounds (approximately U.S. $2.6 billion). According to
Cozart, this represents the amount of money Britain had to spend to deal with the effects
of industrial agriculture, as well as a hidden subsidy from the public to the polluters.
Some of the externalities of industrial agriculture Pretty and Hine evaluated were: water
pollution from farm waste, soil nutrients, erosion, and pesticides; loss of landscape and
biodiversity; food-borne diseases; air pollution from gaseous emissions; unnecessary
transportation costs of food; human dislocation from rural to urban areas; rural
community decline; poor human diets and obesity; and the cost of direct government
subsidies.2334
Pretty and Hine also evaluated the benefits of sustainable agriculture such as landscape
aesthetics, biodiversity, clean water, wetland benefits for flood protection, waste
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treatment, wildlife habitats, energy savings on transportation, carbon sequestration to
reduce global warming, rural economy, and community cohesion. The largest value
ascribed to positive benefits from sustainable agricultural practices was 14 billion pounds
(U.S. $23.7 billion) for rural landscape services (tourism), where the annual value for
rural tourism was more than 10 times that of the total value of all food produced.2335
Pretty and Hine concluded that ‘cheap food’ is actually very expensive because its price
includes many hidden costs, such as taxes for subsidies; environmental cleanup costs;
treatments for diet-based human health concerns; and economically diminished rural
communities. 2336
Loss of biodiversity
The Royal Society of Canada (RSC) report states that the potential impact of GM crops
on biodiversity is one of the least understood issues, and detailed studies are needed to
assess this impact.2337 It reports that even prior to the introduction of GM crops,
agriculture has resulted in “the large-scale global destruction of natural ecosystems with
concomitant losses in biodiversity.” It has yet to be determined whether GM crops will
increase this loss or whether the impacts will be minimal.2338 Loss of biodiversity
includes the loss of the ability of a diversity of species to keep natural systems in
balance.2339 For example, engineering a plant to render it toxic to one type of insect can
also make it toxic to other insects. Suzuki reports results of a study that found nearly half
of monarch butterfly larvae feeding on milkweed that had been dusted with pollen from
Bt maize, a GM corn, died, while none in the control group died.2340 Suzuki asks: “If we
grow fields of crops that are toxic to all organisms except humans, what will that do to
beneficial insects, or to the important microorganisms that live in our soils?”2341 He
points out that, as is already happening on commercial monoculture farms, the loss of
numbers of insects leads to fewer birds and small mammals, and this could have
implications up and down the food chain.
Agricultural release of GM crops into the environment
As previously noted, the ultimate ecological impact of GM crops escaping into the
environment is unknown, which makes the risks insidious. Suzuki notes that GM crops
are living creatures and, unlike drugs found to be unsafe, they cannot be recalled once
they have been released into the environment.2342 The RSC argues that most of the major
crop species cultivated today, such as corn, rice, wheat, and beans, have been artificially
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selected over long periods of time to develop traits that give them a low survival rate
under most natural conditions.2343 These traits, such as reduced natural chemical
defences, lack of seed dormancy, and high fertilizer requirements, restrict the ability of
cultivated crops to grow without deliberate cultivation for more than a few seasons.
However, the RSC is particularly concerned with recently engineered crops that more
closely resemble their wild ancestors. These may be more likely to persist in the wild and
become invasive, according to the RSC. Since these plants would most likely be
herbicide resistant, traditional methods to cull them through herbicide use would not be
effective.2344
Scientists from Agriculture Canada say that wind can blow seeds or pollen between fields
and that the DNA of crops in one field often mixes with that of another.2345 Unwanted
gene transfer from GM crops to conventional or organic crops by cross-pollination is
becoming an increasing problem, especially for farmers who want to produce non-GM
varieties. Tokar explains that it was recently discovered that “Bt toxin from engineered
corn, canola, and cotton can persist in the soil from one growing season to the next, that
herbicide-tolerant soybean plants have extra unexplained lignin in their stems, making
them unusually brittle in hot weather, and that engineered traits have indeed spread
through cross-pollination, creating in one instance a Canadian canola variety that is
tolerant to three different kinds of herbicides.”2346 ETC Group, an Ottawa-based
organization active in the research and analysis of technological information primarily
related to biotechnologies and their socioeconomic implications, says, “In the early days
of biotech it was discussed as a remote possibility, it soon became a reality, then a
nuisance, and now a crisis (for some).”2347
Literally millions of small seeds are produced and harvested over very large areas. Seeds
may be transported accidentally between fields in a number of ways, including by farm
machinery or by trucks transporting seeds to and from fields, or by wind, insects, and
water. Keeping a distance between conventional and GM crops, as the industry suggests,
has not been adequate protection for farmers. For example, in some areas of the Prairie
Provinces, herbicide resistant canola plants are developing into a major weed problem. In
order to get rid of them, farmers are forced to use older herbicides that are harmful to the
environment.2348 Organic farmers have been particularly affected because they must
ensure their crops are GM-free, and they have not been able to do this. In Saskatchewan,
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every organic farmer has lost his organic status for canola, and now most organic prairie
farmers have opted not to grow canola at all.2349
GM-crop contamination has also become a serious financial threat to farmers. Monsanto,
for example, charges a fee of $15 per acre for use of its GM seeds, which on a 1500-acre
farm amounts to $22,500 per year.2350 It also requires farmers to use its herbicide,
Roundup, since this is the only herbicide that does not harm the GM crops. In addition, it
requires farmers to sign a contract that they will not save or share seeds from one season
to the next, and that they must sell the crop for consumption to a commercial purchaser
authorized by Monsanto.2351 Monsanto has a small army of investigators who routinely
check farmers’ fields for evidence that this contract is not broken by taking crop samples.
Monsanto calls these investigations “audits.” When Monsanto finds its seeds in unofficial
fields, it sues the farmers for infringement of patent protections. For example, in 1998,
Saskatchewan farmer, Edward Zilinski, traded seeds with another farmer in an old
farming tradition. However, the seeds he got in return contained Monsanto's DNA and
Monsanto charged Zilinski more than $28,000 in penalties.2352
One case that made front-page headlines was that of Percy and Louise Schmeiser. The
couple had been farmers in Saskatchewan for 50 years when their 1,400-acre farm was
found to contain a high percentage of Monsanto canola. The Schmeisers postulated that
the seeds may have blown from the five farms in the vicinity of their farm that use GM
seeds, or been mixed into their saved seeds at the processing plant. In any case, Monsanto
sued the Schmeisers for stealing the seeds. The legal battle, which lasted over seven
years, cost the Schmeisers over $600,000 in legal fees and ended up with a 2004 Supreme
Court of Canada decision in favour of Monsanto.2353 There are currently 2,000 similar
cases filed by Monsanto and other biotechnology corporations against farmers in Canada
and the U.S.2354
Stories such as this are very threatening to small farmers all over the world. For example,
a number of small, remote communities in Mexico that practice small-scale agriculture,
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using family labour and very little chemical inputs, participated in studies in 2003 to
determine if GM crops had become invasive.2355 These farms, located in areas where the
cultivation of GM corn is prohibited by law, produce mainly crops grown from saved
seeds for family use. In one study, 48.6% of the samples, gathered from 95 plots in 53
communities, tested positive for transgenic proteins. In another analysis carried out on
2,000 plants from 138 farming and Indigenous communities in nine states, 24% of the
samples contained transgenes in the native corn. Some of the transgenes identified in
these communities came from a corn that has been altered to produce its own pesticide—
patented by Aventis (Bayer). StarLink, as it is called, is prohibited in human food due to
concerns about allergies. In 2000, the altered corn inadvertently made its way into some
processed foods in the U.S. after it mixed with other varieties of corn, triggering a recall
of more than 300 kinds of processed foods.2356, 2357
At the same time, corn grown from StarLink-contaminated seeds was being consumed by
the families in Mexico and elsewhere.2358 In several of the small farm communities, it
was found that plants contained two to four different transgenes, indicating that the
contaminated maize had been cross-pollinating for years. The fact that these GM varieties
were found within Indigenous communities, far from urban centres, among seed-saving
farmers, indicates a potentially widespread problem. Researchers hypothesized that the
most likely source of the contamination was from imported GM corn. The ETC Group
reports that Monsanto’s newspaper ads in Mexico are “already warning peasants that if
they are found using transgenic seed illegally, they risk fines and even prison.”2359
Pesticide use
The biotechnology industry repeatedly claims that GM crops require fewer pesticides
than conventional varieties. Charles Benbrook, who studied pesticide use on GM crops in
the U.S. from 1993–2004, says that for the first three years of commercial use, GM crops
did use fewer pesticides than traditional varieties, leading farmers to accept the
technology.2360 However, since 1996, the overall use of agrochemicals on GM-crop
acreage has risen 4.1%. The altered crops are mainly engineered to be toxic to
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Lepidoptera (such as leaf-chewing worms) and to tolerate applications of herbicides.
Crops engineered to be toxic to insects express the bacterial toxin, Bacillus thuringiensis,
or Bt, and are generally called Bt crops. Roundup is the Monsanto trade name for the
herbicide glyphosate that is used on the majority of herbicide-tolerant (HT) crops called
“Roundup Ready.” In the U.S., HT crops are grown on 73% of the total GE acres.2361
Benbrook found that in the U.S. between 1996 and 2004, the use of pesticides on GE
corn, soybeans, and cotton increased by 122 million pounds of pesticides:
While Bt crops have reduced insecticide use by about 15.6 million pounds over
this period, HT crops have increased herbicide use by 138 million pounds. Bt
crops have reduced insecticide use on corn and cotton about 5 percent, while HT
technology has increased herbicide use about 5 percent across the three major
crops. But since so much more herbicide is used on corn, soybeans, and cotton,
compared to the volume of insecticide applied to corn and cotton, overall
pesticide use has risen about 4.1 per-cent on acres planted to GE varieties. 2362
Benbrook claims that weed scientists have been warning for 10 years that a lack of
diversity in weed management systems, and, in particular, a heavy reliance on HT crops,
would cause weed resistance, forcing the farmers to apply additional herbicides.
Benbrook says that the “ecological adaptations predicated by scientists have been
occurring in the case of Roundup Ready crops for three or four years and appear to be
accelerating.”2363 Benbrook identifies three reasons for the increased herbicide use. The
primary factor is reliance on a single herbicide, glyphosate, as the main method of
managing weeds on millions of acres of HT crops. The second factor is the spread of
glyphosate-tolerant or resistant weeds such as marestail or horseweed and general shifts
in the composition of weed communities. The third factor is the price reductions and
market incentives based on volume from herbicide manufacturers.2364 Worldwide, there
are over 200 reported cases of herbicide-resistant weed biotypes, and, of these, 30 have
been reported in Canada.2365
In a weekly newspaper column written by David Suzuki, he cited a 1999 study that
reviewed 8,200 university-based trials of GM soy and found that farmers growing
Roundup Ready soybeans used two to five times more herbicide than farmers using
conventional weed management systems. He also noted, “Not surprisingly, the same
company that produces the modified soybean also produces the herbicide that is sprayed
on it.”2366
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Increased yields
Genetically engineered crops are expected to produce higher yields than non-GE crops,
but this has not proven to be the case. According to the Sierra Club of Canada, the
University of Saskatchewan conducted a study that found Roundup Ready canola yielded
7.5% fewer crops than conventional canola. Bt corn has produced higher yields, but,
according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the rate was not high enough to offset
the higher production costs.2367
Superweeds and superpests
The RSC reports that it has seen no cases involving the creation of superweeds from
commercial-scale planting. However, it reports that gene transfer can occur, and, where
commercial and wild plants co-exist in the same area, the environmental impact will
depend on whether the wild plants with the newly acquired transgenes increase in
numbers.2368
The Sierra Club explains that superweeds can also be “volunteers,” or plants left over
from previous crops from seeds that can lay dormant in the soil for several years before
germinating. Thus, it says, the problem of superweeds will only escalate with continued
use of GE seed. Corporations, that hold patents on these seeds, can fine farmers
thousands of dollars if the altered crops are found illegally in their fields. Farmers can
also be forced to remove them from their crops. But this is not always possible since they
look identical to conventional crops. In order to control these plants, farmers are turning
to more toxic and persistent herbicides such as paraquat or 2,4D.2369
The RSC also reports that there is clear evidence that insects have evolved resistance to
Bt insecticide as well as a number of examples of Bt transgenic crops decreasing the
target pest but increasing problems with secondary pests that are not affected by the
toxin. In addition, it reports that there has been very little work carried out on the
potential impact of GM plants on other pollinators such as bumblebees and syrphids.2370
Nanotechnology issues
In 2001, the U.S. National Science Foundation predicted that, “[n]anotechnology will
fundamentally transform science, technology, and society. In 10 to 20 years, a significant
proportion of industrial production, healthcare practice, and environmental management
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will be changed by the new technology.”2371 It also estimated that the industry would be
worth a trillion dollars by 2015.2372 Current research and development in the field “ranges
from atomically-modified seeds, nano-sensors for precision agriculture, plants engineered
to produce metal nano particles, nano-vaccines for farmed fish, nanobarcodes for tracking
and controlling food products, and more.”2373
The Ottawa-based Action Group on Erosion, Technology, and Concentration (ETC
Group) closely follows developments in nanotechnology and recently published the first
comprehensive look at how nanoscale technologies can affect farmers, food, and
agriculture.2374 It estimates that over 140 companies have products that are now on the
market. These products, which contain invisible and un-labelled nanoparticles, include
powders, sprays and coatings, sunscreens, automobile parts, tennis rackets, scratch-proof
eye glasses, stain-repellent fabrics, self-cleaning windows, and others. In addition, ETC
reports a number of pesticides containing nanoscale materials have been released into the
environment and are commercially available.2375
Rachel’s Environment & Health News reported in 2003 that Mitsubishi Chemical in
Japan was constructing a plant to manufacture nanotubes2376 at the rate of 120 tons per
year, with plans to increase output to 1,500 tons per year by 2007.2377 According to
Montague, the manufacture and use of nanoparticles is unregulated in the U.S. and
elsewhere and the industry has not developed standard protocols for handling
nanoparticles safely during manufacture, use, or disposal. As well, it reports the
environmental and human health effects of nanoparticles are untested and unknown.2378
According to Montague:
One of the most important characteristics of nano particles is their huge surfaceto-volume ratio. The smaller something is, the larger its surface area is, in
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comparison to its volume. Because nano particles are so small, they have an
enormous surface area, relative to their volume. Drug companies are planning to
take advantage of those large surfaces—for example, covering nano particles with
drugs for targeted delivery into the interiors of our cells. The smaller the size of
the particle, the larger the load of drugs it can carry (larger, relative to the
particle's volume).
Unfortunately, the large surface area of tiny particles also makes them dangerous
for at least two reasons: first, the large surfaces alone promote the reaction of
oxygen with human (or animal) tissue, creating free radicals […] which in turn,
cause lung disease, and cardiovascular disease. Furthermore, nano particles carry
metals and carcinogenic hydrocarbons deep into the lung, where they exacerbate
asthma and other serious breathing problems. In addition, nano particles
combined with metals can pass directly into the brain where they promote the
formation of waxy amyloid plaques, which are the signature feature of
Alzheimer's disease.2379
Montague states that the estimate by Dr. Joel Schwartz of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency that fine particles were responsible for the deaths of 60,000 people
each year in the U.S. is now widely accepted, and recent studies have found that
ultrafines are 10 to 50 times as damaging to lung tissue, compared to larger fine particles.
In fact, recent scientific studies have raised serious concerns about the toxicity of
nanoparticles. A list of studies supplied by the ETC Group includes the following “Ten
Toxic Warnings”:
•
•
•
•

Titanium dioxide / zinc oxide nanoparticles from sunscreen are found to cause
free radicals in skin cells, damaging DNA. (Oxford University and Montreal
University)2380
Engineered nanoparticles accumulate in the organs of lab animals and are
taken up by cells, which is an entry point for nanomaterials into the food
chain.2381
Effects of nanotubes on the lungs of rats produced more toxic response than
quartz dust […] varying but still worrying findings on nanotube toxicity
[show] nanotubes can be highly toxic.2382
The smaller the particle, the higher its likely toxicity and nanoparticles have
various routes into the body and across membranes such as the blood brain
barrier.2383
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Nanoparticles can travel unhindered through the soil and could easily be
absorbed by earthworms, possibly allowing them to move up the food chain
and reach humans.2384
Nanoparticles are able to move easily from the nasal passageway to the
brain.2385
Nanosafety researchers from University of Leuven, Belgium, write in the
journal Nature that nanoparticles will require new toxicity tests.2386
Initial findings show that gold nanoparticles can move across the placenta
from mother to fetus.2387
Cadmium selenide nanoparticles (quantum dots) can break down in the human
body potentially causing cadmium poisoning.2388
Nanoparticles cause rapid brain damage in juvenile fish along with changes in
gene function. They also are toxic to small crustaceans (water fleas).2389

The ETC Group gives examples of nanoenvironmental products designed to prevent
erosion or to clean up contaminated sites, which have unknown short- and long-term
implications for health and the environment.2390 They describe what they consider to be
the “single largest environmental release involving a nanotechnology product.”2391
A Utah-based company, Sequoia Pacific Research, participated in a $4 million
Bureau of Indian Affairs contract to protect more than 1,400 acres of fire-ravaged
land on a mountainside near Taos, New Mexico. Sequoia’s SoilSETTM was used
to aid the soil-stabilization effort. SoilSETTM is a unique and reportedly organic
and biodegradable product that undergoes a 4 nm-level electrochemical reaction
when mixed with water. The reaction causes silicates in the soil and silicates in
the product to self-assemble into a kind of crust that remains for up to a year. The
crust is claimed to prevent soil runoff and allows seeds blended into the product to
establish themselves […]. Asked by ETC Group for the chemical composition of
the product, Paul Clayson, Chief Operating Officer for Sequoia, declined to say
citing the need for confidentiality pending patent approval. When ETC Group
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inquired into the approval process for the product, Clayson said that the company
had contacted a regional office of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and was told that no approval was required […]. Pat Mooney, Executive Director
of ETC Group worries, “The public needs to know how SoilSETTM’s matrix
forms; how long it lasts; what it does to the living soil; and where the changed
particles end up. It is simply unacceptable for this large-scale release to be
unregulated.”2392
Montague also reports that nanoscale materials have different properties than the same
materials in a larger scale. They are generally more reactive and mobile if they enter the
body where they can move practically unhindered into any area.2393 If they become
airborne, they can float for long periods of time since they do not settle readily onto
surfaces. In water, they cannot be filtered out, and in the soil they can travel unhindered,
can easily be absorbed by earthworms and the roots of plants , thus entering the food
chain.
Montague explains:
In the realm below 50 nanometers, the normal laws of physics no longer apply,
quantum physics kicks in and materials take on surprising new properties.
Something that was red may now be green; metals may become translucent and
thus invisible; something that could not conduct electricity may now pass a
current; nonmagnetic materials may become magnetized; insoluble substances
may dissolve. Knowing the properties of a substance in bulk tells you nothing
about its properties at the nano scale, so all nano materials' characteristics—
including hazardous traits—must be learned anew by direct experiment.2394
The Royal Society of Canada says that the industry should be responsible for producing
information about the safety of the products, not the public. It also recommends
prohibiting the commercial release of products until potential risks and benefits are
evaluated. 2395
The ETC Group recommends, in keeping with the precautionary principle, that all food,
feed, and beverage products (including nutritional supplements) that incorporate
manufactured nanoparticles be removed from commercial sales and agricultural input
products such as pesticides and be prohibited from environmental release until
regulations are in place and they are shown to be safe. Similarly, it recommends that
“synthetic biology” materials should not be used “until society can engage in a thorough
analysis of the health, environmental, and socio-economic implications.”
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The ETC Group argues:
By allowing nanotech products to come to market in the absence of public debate
and regulatory oversight, governments, agribusiness and scientific institutions
have already jeopardised the potential benefits of nano-scale technologies. First
and foremost, society—including farmers, civil society organisations and social
movements—must engage in a wide debate about nanotechnology and its multiple
economic, health and environmental implications […]. Any efforts by
governments or industry to confine discussions to meetings of experts or to focus
debate solely on the health and safety aspects of nano-scale technologies will be a
mistake. The broader social and ethical issues must also be addressed.2396
Einsiedel reports that the nanotechnology industry would like to see public debate take
place in the development stages of the technology, rather than in the commercialization
stage. She explains:
The emergence of new technologies in the public arena is occurring much earlier
in the innovation trajectory; many becoming a fixture in the public landscape even
as early as the stage of “technology design.” In some ways, this may be occurring
from the benefit of hindsight. That is, when we look back to the experience of
“older” technologies—nuclear power, GM food are particular examples—we see
that discussions of these technologies occurred at the commercialization stage
when it was ‘too late’. Those engaged in nanotechnology design see this as a key
lesson to be learned.2397
Information capital and the service economy
Social ecologist and ecofeminist Chaia Heller does not view biotechnology as an isolated
technology but fits it into the wider economic and political trends that are currently
dictating the way knowledge, culture, and society are produced.2398 She notes that
biotechnology is the “systematic conversion of biological nature into informational
capital,” representing a new way of producing and ordering society and nature:
While some claim that [biotechnology] is ‘nothing really new’, that its transgenic
creations represent a continuity with such previous biotechnologies as plant and
animal breeding, they deny the underlying issue: transgenic biotechnology
emerges out of a different world than plant breeding or beer making. It emerges
2396
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out of a different set of economic, political, and social demands and
commitments. Biotechnology is a new form of production that emerged as capital
hit the limits of industrial production and began to enter what may be called its
organic phase: a phase in which capital targets the reproductive dimensions of
cultural and biological life as loci for intensified production and
commodification.2399
Heller argues that there are similarities between the characteristics of the service
economy and biotechnology:
In this phase, a service economy marshals what I will call the organic
reproductive processes of everyday life including food, health, and recreation,
transforming them into franchised formations ranging from fast-food and HMOs,
to MTV and Disneyland. Biotechnology emerges as part of this trend, reducing
cultural and biological life processes into an ever renewable and flexible raw
material for production. 2400
For example, Heller notes:
[A] chain-store owes its economic and cultural potency to its ability to reproduce
a set of patented symbols, images, texts, building design, and production protocols
dispersed in the form of franchised service factoryettes. For reproductive cultural
practice to become capital intensive, both the service product and process must be
transformed into intellectual property. The corporation of the informational age,
then, must sell more than mere service product. McDonalds' success lies in their
ability to transform hamburgers into a patented semiotic field of informational
signs, symbols, images, and texts. In the post-war period, we see megacorporations mass produce service commodities whose value is linked not
necessarily to their general content, but to their form or informational value. In the
end, it’s the golden arch, not the beef, that makes McDonalds a world power.2401
The connection between these cultural franchises with biotechnology, in part, concerns
the mode of production. In the factory mode of production, small units such as
automobile parts are combined to produce a whole, such as a car. The service mode, on
the other hand, starts with large units of information, cuts these units into smaller units,
and then recombines them into new products. Heller calls this recombinance the “emblem
of informational capitalism.” For example, she explains:
Within recombinant production, cultural artifacts are reduced to information bits
to be cut and spliced together to create novel commodities. In the music industry,
we see a shift from artist-driven music production to a music produced primarily
by sound engineers who sample and mix pre-produced music tracks, which
2399
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represent the hallmark of recombinant culture. And recombinance is prolific: one
song can provide the seed for a limitless crop of arrangements to be sold to dance
clubs, dentists, retailers, and shopping malls. More and more, we do not create
integrally, conveying the gradual and coherent unfolding of one idea or image to
another. Those who grew up on a diet of MTV and video games are often more
comfortable selecting items from pre-prescribed digital menus or just moving
things around.2402
McDonalds, as a new recombinant mode of production, also becomes “an informational
technology for producing new understandings and practices of culture through the
production of service.” Heller proposes that the problem is “the primacy of profit-driven
recombinance, as a principal form of capital-intensive production, over non-commodified
forms of local, fluid, and hybrid cultural production.”2403
Biotechnology also recombines information through techniques such as those which
produce recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Recombinant DNA (rDNA) are
DNA fragments that are assembled to form new human-made DNA molecules, which are
then inserted into a desired strain or used to replace an existing gene, in order to
genetically modify or engineer the new organism.2404 The Royal Society of Canada
Expert Panel on Biotechnology further explains this technology. The gene transfer system
for incorporating foreign DNA into a plant genome requires:
[C]oating the foreign DNA onto microprojectiles (e.g. tiny gold beads), and
blasting these into living plant cells at high velocities [into the recipient cell. …]
The DNA coat is presumed to leach off the microprojectile surface once it is
inside the recipient cell and a small fraction of the DNA becomes incorporated
into the cell’s genome through a largely unknown process […]. The incorporated
DNA sequence has often been reorganized by the time it is stably inserted into the
plant genome. Nevertheless, the “gene gun” method […] will, in principle, allow
any plant species to be transformed […]. In order to create a transformed plant
made only of cells carrying the new gene, two further steps must be successfully
completed. First, a plant must be regenerated that is solely derived from one or
more of the original transformed cells, and, second, in this process all nontransformed cells must be eliminated.2405
Montague notes that the microscope used in nanotechnology allows scientists to “click
and drag” individual atoms to build new things—substances and machines, in new ways.
Biotechnology has an endless supply of biological information in the form of genes,
bacteria, viruses and other organisms, which are less expensive than natural resources
such as fossil fuels. Potentially valuable genes of plants, animals, and humans are
2402
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presently gathered and stored in “biodiversity inventories” for use in commercial
applications later. 2406
Heller further investigates the cultural similarities between franchises and biotechnology
processes:
Corporations such as Monsanto use the same franchise logic as McDonalds to
extend their information-based service empire, transforming farmers into
franchise middle managers who will buy their cloned and patented informational
product. Like McDonalds’ middle managers, farmers ‘lease,’ rather than own, the
materials obtained from the ‘parent’ corporation. Farmers who buy Monsanto
seeds are obliged to sign one-time use agreements promising not to replant seeds
for the next year’s season. Under the reign of agricultural biotechnology, farmers
become increasingly de-skilled and dependent upon the activities of service
providers, such as agrochemical companies who begin to provide seeds, and
products that farmers formerly provided for themselves.2407
Control of biotechnology by multinational corporations
Only a few corporations control the biotechnology industry. Tokar notes that, in terms of
economics, “[t]he biotechnology industry represents an unprecedented concentration of
corporate power over our food and our health.”2408 Heller argues this as a situation where
citizens are disempowered and either obliged to accept or merely protest decisions of
capitalist leaders “who represent less than one percent of the people on the planet.”2409
In his vision for the future, Tokar sees the possibility for a more democratic scenario,
whereby:
[C]ommunities of people will reclaim decision-making power around what kinds
of technologies are most amenable to the creation of an ecological future.
Communities can debate and decide how to allocate resources toward research
and discovery in a free, open and directly democratic forum, instead of corporate
executives and government bureaucrats deciding largely in secret.2410
Michael Dorsey, Professor of International Equity and Biopolitics at Dartmouth College
in New Hampshire, acknowledges that multinational corporations have “tremendous
influence over knowledge, information and public perception of GMOs, GM crops and
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foods.”2411 He notes: “Conjoining tight control over markets and knowledge is a
relatively new threat to ecosystems and humanity.”2412 He begins a discussion on the
corporate control of agriculture and knowledge with a few statistics for 2001:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The top 10 agrochemical corporations controlled 84% of the $30 billion
agrochemical market;
The top 10 veterinary pharmaceutical companies controlled 60% of the $13.6
billion world market;
The top 10 pharmaceutical companies controlled an estimated 48% of the $317
billion world market;
Six “life science” corporations (BASF, Bayer-Aventis, Dow, DuPont, Monsanto
and Syngenta) controlled 98% of the world’s market in genetically modified
crops;
The same six firms also controlled 70% of the world’s pesticide market; and
94% of all genetically modified crops grown worldwide, mainly canola, corn,
cotton, and soybeans, were from one company’s germplasm: Monsanto's.2413

In January 2005, Monsanto moved into the vegetable seed market by acquiring Seminis, a
supplier of over 3,500 seed varieties for fruit and vegetable growers in 150 countries.2414
Monsanto now assumes a leading market share in the global vegetable market controlling
between 23 and 38% of seeds for tomatoes, cucumbers, onions, sweet and hot peppers,
and beans. Monsanto is 85% owned by the pharmaceutical giant, Pharmacia.2415
Vandana Shiva, Director of the Research Foundation for Science, Technology and
Natural Resource Policy, and leader of the movement for biodiversity conservation and
farmers’ rights in India, claims that genetic engineering is leading to monopolies over
knowledge and information, and monopolies over life itself.2416 It is also causing the
“genetic pollution of biodiversity,” as well as knowledge pollution by undermining
independent science. She contends:
Commercial crops produced through genetic engineering are not producing more
food nor are they reducing the use of chemicals. While the hunger argument is the
most frequently used argument to promote and push genetic engineering, GMOs
have more to do with corporate hunger for profits than poor people’s hunger for
food […]. The technology of genetic engineering is not about overcoming food
scarcity but about creating monopolies over food and seed, the first link in the
chain and over life itself. 2417
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Shiva points out that herbicide-resistant and pest-resistant crops account for more than
80% of the biotechnology research in agriculture. However, she notes: “Evidence is
already available that, rather than controlling weeds, pests, and diseases, genetic
engineering increases chemical use and can create superweeds, superpests, and
superviruses.”2418 For example, Monsanto’s Roundup herbicide is designed to kill weeds
by blocking an enzyme essential to a plant’s growth, but it effectively kills desirable
vegetation as well. This led Monsanto to develop plants such as soybeans, canola, and
corn that have genes inserted in the seed to block the action of the herbicide.2419
Government subsidies
Governments contribute tax dollars to corporate research into biotechnology. Montague
argues: “Government donates publicly-created knowledge and investment to corporate
elites who then make profits.”2420 He notes that, by law, “corporations are required to put
profits before public health.”2421 On the Government of Canada BioPortal website,
evidence of financial support for the biotechnology sector is clear:
Generous government support promotes R&D initiatives:
• Ninety-six per cent ($494 million) of the federal biotech spending in 2001–
2002 was devoted to research and development.
Great R&D at Huge Savings:
Canada’s tax-based incentives permit firms to significantly reduce R&D costs
through direct investment or subcontracting in Canada.
• Canada ’s R&D tax treatment is the most generous among the G-7.
• Includes immediate full write-offs for all expenditures in R&D capital
equipment, and appreciable tax credits, whether it be for direct investment or
subcontracting in Canada.
• In Canada, $1 of R&D expenditure results in 18.7 cents of tax relief
[compared with 0.096 in the U.K. and 0.066 in the U.S.].
• Canada ’s Scientific Research and Experimental Development (SR&ED)
program spends about $460 million annually in tax credits to biotech
companies.
Assisting Biotech Research through numerous Institutes:
• Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Genome Canada’s five genome
science centres, Canadian Foundation for Innovation, seven Networks of
Centres of Excellence working in biotec-related fields, such as the Canadian
2418
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Genetic Diseases Network, the Protein Engineering Network, and the Stem
Cell Network, to name a few.2422
Past abuses by multinational corporations
The OECD has noted that it is particularly disturbing that a number of the companies
involved in biotechnology have lengthy records for illegal activities, which calls into
question their ability to self-regulate.2423 Michael Dorsey contends: “The nature, extent
and recurrence of these crimes underscore the fact that there is something fundamentally
and systematically wrong with the ‘life science’ industry as a whole.” A sampling of
Dorsey’s examples, include:
•

Dow Chemical Company, and DuPont: For nearly the past 50 years, Dow has
been surreptitiously involved in the manufacture and illegal dumping of dioxinladen chemicals. DuPont and other chemical companies have been accused of
trying to suppress evidence regarding the severe toxicity of dioxins.

•

Monsanto Company: In 2002, a jury in the State of Alabama found Monsanto Co.
guilty of releasing tons of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) into the city of
Anniston and covering up its actions for 40 years. The jury held Monsanto liable
on all six criminal counts including “outrage.” Under Alabama law, the rare crime
of “outrage” typically requires conduct “so outrageous in character and extreme in
degree as to go beyond all possible bounds of decency so as to be regarded as
atrocious and utterly intolerable in civilized society.”

•

Syngenta: In 2002, the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) asked the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to ban the use of atrazine, the most
widely used weed-killer in the country. NRDC further requested that EPA and the
Justice Department launch a criminal investigation of Syngenta, atrazine’s
principal manufacturer, for allegedly covering up studies, which show that
atrazine poses a significant threat to public health. Syngenta also attracted
criticism for its continued manufacture and sale of the herbicide paraquat.
Workers and farmers regularly exposed to paraquat experience serious ill health,
even death.2424

The following examples of corporate abuses and crimes do not deal specifically with the
biotechnology sector, but are provided to illustrate that in most cases, abuses occur when
government regulations are either absent or not enforced. For example, Janet Woodcock,
Deputy Commissioner of operations at the Food and Drug Administration in the U.S.,
notes that, as far as regulation goes, the drug approval process in the U.S. has “pretty
2422
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much broken down […] and has been for some time,” mainly because of a focus on
approving new drugs at the expense of monitoring the ones already on the market.2425
Montegue reports that one FDA analyst estimated that Vioxx, now off the market, caused
between 88,000 and 139,000 heart attacks and killed somewhere between 26,400 and
55,600 people (assuming 30 to 40 % of heart attacks were fatal).2426
In 2000, the 3M corporation announced it would phase out a family of compounds that
have been manufactured for 50 years and used in Scotchgard, Teflon, and many other
consumer products. The corporation stated that the perfluorochemicals (PFO) had been
found to persist in human blood and wildlife. According to internal company documents,
obtained by MotherJones Magazine, companies such as 3M and DuPont have known
since the late 1970s that the human body can absorb PFOs. Jane Houlihan, Director of
Research at the Washington-based Environmental Working Group, reported that 3M and
DuPont understood the persistence and toxicity of these chemicals 25 years ago. In fact,
in 1993, DuPont was concerned enough about the potential of PFOs to cause cancer that
it began to look for a substitute. According to Mother Jones, Rich Purdy, an
ecotoxicologist who worked for 3M for 19 years, warned the company in 1998 that PFO
levels in the environment were high enough to kill wildlife such as eagles, mink, and
polar bears, but nothing was done about it. 2427
According to Mother Jones, in 1999, researchers analyzed blood samples from a random
group of 600 adults and 600 children and found PFOs in all of the samples. Although 3M
still insisted that the chemicals posed no health threat to humans or animals, it reported to
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency that “an unusually high number of its
workers” had died of bladder cancer. Although researchers do not know how PFOs have
become so ubiquitous in humans and animals, they speculate that “as perfluorochemicals
degrade, millions of people may be absorbing the compounds each day through contact
with carpeting, clothing, and furniture treated with Scotchgard, and from industrial waste
discharged from factories that produce Teflon.”2428
Montague provides examples from the past where over and over again science has
revealed that the corporate assurances were hollow, causing many people to be skeptical
about the notion of corporate responsibility:
For at least the last thirty years science has strongly supported the positions taken
by environmental and public health advocates. The proponents of ‘business as
usual’ have claimed that chemical and nuclear technologies have created only
minor problems or no problems whatsoever—but time after time science has
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shown otherwise. They said global warming was a “chicken little” fantasy. They
said the Earth’s ozone shield couldn’t possibly be harmed. They argued that
asbestos was benign. They said lead in paint and gasoline was entirely safe. They
said harm from hormone-disrupting chemicals was imaginary. They said a little
radioactivity might actually improve your health. They said human health was
constantly and consistently improving—until scientific study revealed increases in
birth defects, asthma, diabetes, attention deficits, nervous system disorders,
diseases of the reproductive system, immune system disorders, cancer in children,
and on and on. In each of these cases science showed that the advocates of
‘business as usual’ were simply wrong.2429
Intellectual property
In the early 1980s, U.S. patent law recognized GMOs as ‘inventions,’ which gave private
industry and public universities a commercial incentive to develop and eventually market
transgenic products.2430 In a 1980 landmark decision, the U.S. Supreme Court broadened
the legal definition of intellectual property to provide patent protection for the first time
to living organisms.2431 Canada has subsequently followed this lead. The RSC remarks:
“Newly engineered microbial strains thus moved from simply being trade secrets to
forming part of their “owners” IP portfolio, to be traded, sold, or protected by litigation,
as necessary.”2432
Multinational corporations now have applied for and received patents for previously
shared properties such as seeds and have transformed these into their own “intellectual
property.” As Tokar points out, patenting living things is an extremely contentious issue:
[C]orporate “bioprospectors” (many call them “biopirates”) are surveying the
entire biosphere, from the arctic to the tropics, in search of plants, animals, and
DNA sequences, including millions of fragments of human DNA to study,
manipulate, and patent.2433
In the case of Monsanto Canada v. Schmeiser, cited above, Schmeiser relied on a
previous legal case involving the question of whether higher life forms can be patented at
all.2434 The precedent case involved the decision to allow Harvard University to patent a
mouse that it had designed for use in cancer research. The Supreme Court of Canada,
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however, ruled at that time (2002), that “OncoMouse” could not be patented since it was
a higher life form. However, in 2004, the Supreme Court decided otherwise:
The Canadian Supreme Court decision effectively nullifies the Court’s 2002
decision, which held that higher life forms, including plants, are not patentable
subject matter. According to today’s decision, a patent on a gene or cell can be
infringed by a farmer’s use of a plant or seed into which the patented material has
been incorporated. 2435
The Supreme Court eventually ruled five to four in favour of Monsanto.
The Supreme Court majority ruled, that despite the unpatentability of the plants
themselves, the patent on genes and cells can confer enforcement rights over the whole
plant.2436 Also, since the Schmeisers had actively cultivated Roundup Ready canola as
part of their business operation, whether they knew it or not was irrelevant. The Court
ruled that the Schmeisers had used the patented genes and cells and so had infringed on
Monsanto’s patent, even though they did not use the herbicide developed specifically for
use on the GM canola or receive profit causally attributable to the GM seeds. Effectively,
the ruling found that a gene patent extends to any higher organism that contains the
patented gene. It puts the burden on farmers to prove they are not infringing on a patent,
even if the gene blew into their fields and was unwanted.2437 This decision was applauded
by the biotechnology industry since it was the first ruling in which the highest court in
any country had ruled on patent issues involving plants and seed genes.2438
Genetic Use Restriction Technologies (GURT) or “terminator” seeds
In the late 1990s, the U.S. government and the biotechnology company Delta and Pine
Land patented a technology to produce infertile seeds called GURT, or genetic use
restriction technologies by the proponents and “terminator seeds” by the opposition.2439
Monsanto argues that the technology is necessary in order to protect intellectual property
and investments, prevent the re-use of seeds, and reduce the legal costs of investigation
and suing farmers accused of illegal seed use.2440 News of the possible introduction of
these seeds into the market produced a backlash among many African and Asian
governments who called for a permanent ban on the technology.2441 Central to the
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opposition was the fear that “terminator” genes would spread to non-GM crops and
prevent farmers from saving their seeds, as they have always done. In 1998, at the U.N.
Convention on Biological Diversity, a moratorium on “terminator” seeds was instituted
as a precautionary measure, and Monsanto and other GM companies that were
developing similar technologies, complied and voluntarily halted research on their
products at that time.2442
The Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and Technological Advice, a group to
which the U.S. is not a signatory and which advises the U.N.’s Convention on Biological
Diversity, met in Bangkok in 2005 to discuss GM crops. Canada’s position on GURT is
that they should be allowed in field trial evaluations. The Canadian government advised
the Canadian contingent, headed by Robert McLean of Environment Canada, to attack an
official U.N. report recommending prohibition of the technology and to recommend that
all governments accept the testing and commercialization of “terminator” crop
varieties.2443 The Canadian group was also advised “to block consensus on any other
option.”2444 Despite the Canadian government move to lift the moratorium, African
countries, Austria, Switzerland, Peru and the Philippines strongly objected to Canada's
proposal, and were successful at retaining the moratorium. The issue will no doubt be
debated at future meetings.
World Hunger
The biotechnology industry claims that engineering food will reduce food shortages and
prevent world hunger and starvation. Monsanto supports this view in its $1.6 million
European advertising campaign:
Worrying about starving future generations won’t feed them. Food biotechnology
will. The world’s population is growing rapidly adding the equivalent of a China
to the globe every ten years. To feed these billion more mouths, we can try
extending our farming land or squeezing greater harvests out of existing
cultivation. With the planet set to double in numbers around 2030, this heavy
dependency on land can only become heavier. Soil erosion and mineral depletion
will exhaust the ground. Lands such as rainforests will be forced into cultivation.
Fertilizer, insecticide, and herbicide use will increase globally. At Monsanto, we
now believe food biotechnology is a better way forward.2445
Some argue, however, that the incidence of world hunger is more a political problem than
an agricultural problem. According to Montague, the causes include poor distribution
networks, poverty, which prevents people from purchasing available food, and the lack of
access to land and credit by the mostly women who produce up to 80% of food.2446 Shiva,
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who represents the views of many people in the South, attributes most of the reasons for
hunger to the current ideology that nations in the South can “develop” by creating
exports. She points out that many nations that are affected by hunger are actually
exporting food to developed nations.2447 She explains:
Since the Third World is being told to stop growing food and instead to buy food
in international markets by exporting cash crops, the process of globalization
leads to a situation in which agricultural societies of the South become
increasingly dependent on food imports.2448
Shiva says more and more land and water are being diverted to provide luxuries for
people in Northern countries. Land, which could be used to produce staple food products
and help make the local people “self-sufficient,” is used to create cash crops such as
cotton for export. This leads to rising prices for food staples and declining consumption
by the poor.2449
The industry argues that the money received from the sale of exports will pay for needed
food and other resources. However, Shiva maintains: “For every dollar earned as foreign
exchange from exports, six to ten dollars’ worth of destruction takes place in the local
economy.” These costs include the destruction of local food consumption, ground-water
resources, fisheries, agriculture, and livelihoods associated with traditional occupations in
each of these sectors. Also currencies are frequently devalued through “trade
liberalization and economic reform,” which causes exports to earn less and imports to
cost more. Therefore, people do not receive a high enough rate of return for their exports
to pay for imported food.2450
There are also concerns that the food biotechnology industry is creating food insecurity
by disrupting cultural practices and monopolizing food sources. Corporate control and
ownership of over half the world’s commercial seed supply is linked to global food
insecurity since it makes the world’s food supply vulnerable to market fluctuations,
creates limited types of crops, and deprives traditional farmers of their ability to save and
share seeds.2451 Suzuki highlights another problem, which is that biotechnology
companies are concentrating their time and money on engineering profitable crops to be
used in processed foods and livestock feed, which will not benefit poor countries.2452
Shiva also argues that biotechnology creates food insecurity by wasting resources through
one-dimensional monocultures that must be maintained with intensive external inputs.
She cites a study by Francesca Bray that compares differences in food production costs
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between traditional polycultures and industrial monocultures. The study found that “a
polycultural system can produce 100 units of food from 5 units of inputs, whereas an
industrial system requires 300 units of input to produce the same 100 units. The 295 units
of wasted inputs could have provided 5,900 units of additional food. Thus the industrial
system leads to a decline of 5,900 units of food.”2453 In another example, Shiva cites the
biotechnology industry consultant Clive James’ claim that herbicide-resistant potatoes
save farmers $6 per acre. Shiva asserts that this figure is based on a farm that spends
between $30 and $120 per acre on insecticide control. Herbicide-resistant potatoes
actually increase costs by $25 to $115 per acre for an organic, ecological farm, and also
require increased insecticide use.2454 Shiva states: “This is a recipe for starving people,
not for feeding them.”2455
Sustainable agriculture and organic foods2456
It is clear that worldwide demands for food are growing, and the conventional opinion is
that agriculture must be modernized. Others, however, claim this demand could be met
by low-cost and readily available technologies and practices that increase local food
production.2457 The Center for Environment and Society (CES) at the University of Essex
in the U.K. defines “sustainable agriculture” as follows:
A more sustainable agriculture seeks to make the best use of nature’s goods and
services as functional inputs. It does this by integrating natural and regenerative
processes, such as nutrient cycling, nitrogen fixation, soil regeneration and natural
enemies of pests into food production processes. It minimises the use of nonrenewable inputs (pesticides and fertilizers) that damage the environment or harm
the health of farmers and consumers. It makes better use of the knowledge and
skills of farmers, so improving their self-reliance. And it seeks to make productive
use of social capital—people’s capacities to work together to solve common
management problems, such as pest, watershed, irrigation, forest and credit
management […]. Sustainable agriculture jointly produces food and other goods
for farm families and markets, but it also contributes to a range of public goods,
such as clean water, wildlife, carbon sequestration in soils, flood protection, and
landscape quality. It delivers many unique non-food functions that cannot be
produced by other sectors (e.g. on-farm biodiversity, groundwater recharge, urban
to rural migration, social cohesion).2458
Jules Pretty, Director of CES, has studied these initiatives and is convinced that, if
attempted on a larger scale, they could feed the growing world population without
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harming the environment.2459 He says what is needed is the development of “social
learning systems” and an increase of ecological literacy “to develop novel and robust
systems of social learning that build up relations of trust, reciprocal mechanisms, shared
values and rules and new forms of connectedness.”2460
In 2000, Pretty directed the SAFE-World research project—the “largest known survey of
worldwide sustainable agriculture.”2461 This audit involved 208 cases using sustainable
agriculture practices from 52 countries mainly in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, nearly
9 million farmers, and roughly 29 million hectares of farmland. This represents 3% of the
total land used worldwide for arable and permanent crops. The survey included projects
and initiatives at three levels: research projects with active farmer involvement, but which
may not yet have spread; community-based projects with proven impacts; and regional
initiatives / projects that have spread to many communities. The CES excluded projects
where farmers had been paid to participate and where yield increases rose only from
fossil fuel-derived external inputs. The CES wanted to see what farmers could achieve
with locally available, natural and human resources. Most of the sustainable agriculture
projects reported significant increases in household food production, measured using nine
types of improvements including higher yields, greater diversity of food types, or better
use of natural resources. The evidence showed that:
•
•
•

for 4.4 million farmers on 3.6 million hectares, average food production per
household increased by 1.7 tonnes per year (an increase of 73%);
for the 146,000 farmers on 542,000 hectares cultivating roots (potato, sweet
potato and cassava), the increase in food production was 17 tonnes per year (an
increase of 150%);
for the larger farms in Latin America (average size = 90 ha/farm), total
production increased by 150 tonnes per household (an increase of 46%).2462

In 2001, the International Centre for Insect Physiology and Ecology in Nairobi conducted
trials on more than 2,000 farms in Africa. Dozens of different strategies were used,
included replacing pesticides with natural predators and using natural fertilizers from
animal dung, crop wastes, and plants that fix nitrogen from the air. For example, Striga is
a parasitic plant that causes $10 billion worth of damage to maize crops every year in
Africa. In one trial, instead of applying pesticides, farmers planted Desmodium between
the rows of maize—a plant that releases a chemical that kills the Striga. In another trial,
when Napier grass was planted in the maize fields, the stem borer insect avoided the
maize and ate the Napier grass instead. The grass produces a sticky substance that traps
and kills the stem borer larvae. Overall in the study, the use of these and other natural
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methods resulted in a 100% increase in production.2463 In addition, Madagascan farmers
achieved typical rice yields of 3 to 12 tonnes per hectare by transplanting seedlings
earlier and in smaller numbers so more could survive, keeping the paddies unflooded for
most of the growing period, and using compost rather than chemical fertilizers. Over
20,000 rice farmers in Madagascar have adopted these techniques and tests in China,
Indonesia and Cambodia have all resulted in raised rice yields. In Cuba, farmers were
forced to adopt sustainable agricultural techniques, including the use of oxen to replace
tractors, in the 1990s after the collapse of the Soviet Union, and their subsequent loss of
subsidies. Using only organic processes, they have doubled their yields. Techniques such
as these are also being incorporated into large agribusiness farms in the South.2464
The Organic Consumers Association (OCA) claims that ten million U.S. households are
buying organic foods on a regular basis.2465 It reports that the organic food industry is
worth $10 billion per year and the current growth rate for organic foods is 24% annually,
which is almost 10 times the growth rate for conventional foods. The OCA predicts that
organic agriculture will become the dominant form of agriculture in the U.S. by the year
2020. The OCA attributes the popularity of organic foods to concerns over unlabelled GE
foods, irradiated foods, pesticide and drug residues routinely found in non-organic
produce, and the increase in incidence of food poisoning, which the Centers for Disease
Control estimates affects 76 million Americans annually. 2466 Regarding pesticide and
drug residues, the OCA reports:
Consumer Reports found that 77 percent of non-organic produce items in the
average supermarket contain pesticide residues. The beef industry acknowledges
that 94 percent of all U.S. beef cattle have hormone implants, which are banned in
Europe as a cancer hazard. Some 30 percent of all U.S. dairy cows are injected
with the controversial genetically engineered Bovine Growth Hormone, banned in
every other industrialized country in the world. The Centers for Disease Control
recently warned that 16 percent of all U.S. ground meat contains potentially
dangerous antibiotic resistant bacteria. Organic farming prohibits the use of
pesticides, drugs, hormones and antibiotics.2467
The RSC recognizes that sustainable agriculture might be an alternative to some
biotechnology methods. It notes:
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Many argue that conversion from industrial agriculture to more sustainable
systems that depend less on chemicals for their productivity would eliminate the
need for some of the currently projected products of biotechnology. There are
probably alternatives to some biotechnology products; many of these alternatives
are likely not other products, but instead the systems and methods of sustainable
agriculture. It seems likely that much more research and discussion will be
required to enable society to make informed choices between these alternative
approaches to food production. This exploration will need to address both societal
concerns about how food is produced, and assessment of “global” (or societal)
costs of the choices to be made.2468
Canadian Biotechnology Strategy:
Benefits of biotechnology
Specifically, the Canadian Biotechnology Strategy lists the following as some of the
benefits of biotechnology:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Earlier, more reliable disease diagnosis
New drug therapies and formulations
Crops with higher yields and greater pest resistance
Foods with health benefits
Innovative tree production and biological pest-control methods
New forms of bio-remediation for ecologically sound clean-ups
Renewable fuels to reduce greenhouse gases
Gene probes to monitor and track the genetic diversity of fish
Cleaner bio-processes, which are expected to replace more polluting chemical
processes within 10-15 years2469

Criticism of the Canadian Biotechnology Strategy
The Canadian Women’s Health Network is critical of the Canadian Biotechnology
Strategy. These criticisms are outlined in a series of papers presented at its National
Strategic Workshop held at York University in 2000, entitled “The Canadian
Biotechnology Strategy: Assessing its Effects on Women and Health.”2470 Susan
Sherwin, Professor at Dalhousie University, argues that values should be central to any
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biotechnology policy.2471 She contends, “There are basic questions of values related to
the genetic modifications of humans and other organisms that must be identified and
addressed.”2472 She also argues that the “freedom of choice” argument—that people will
have the choice to purchase or refuse genetically engineered products—is a red herring
because if the technology becomes “normalized,” there may be no option to refuse it. In
addition, having the freedom to choose implies that products need to be labelled as
“genetically engineered,” otherwise people would have no way of knowing what to
choose.
Nandita Sharma argues that the main aim of the Canadian Biotechnology Strategy is to
market biotechnologies and to make sure the public understands their benefits.2473
Sharma points out that at the same time that agriculture is increasingly being concentrated
in a small number of hands, there is also the unprecedented proliferation of chemicals
into the world’s food supply and new rights being granted to biotechnology companies
preventing farmers from saving their seeds in the way they have always done. In the
words of Vandana Shiva, this is “akin to the closing of the commons.”2474
Helen Bequaert Holmes argues that the economic language used in the Canadian
Biotechnology Strategy, such as references to economic potential, international
competitiveness, markets, and revenue generation, begs the question of who receives
these economic benefits and who suffers the costs. She notes that large biotechnology
firms receive many of the benefits, in the form of profits and large tax breaks, and that the
public suffers the consequences, such as new environmental diseases and increasing
allergies or serious side effects from drugs.2475
The Canadian biotechnology regulatory system
Seven ministries have responsibility for regulating biotechnology in Canada, including
Health Canada, Agriculture and Agri-Foods Canada, Industry, Environment Canada,
Natural Resources, Fisheries and Oceans, and International Trade.2476 Einsiedel notes that
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the primary responsibility over GM foods rests with the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency and Health Canada.2477
The Government has a “dual role,” both as a promoter and a regulator of biodiversity,
with a mandate to ensure the health and safety of Canadians and the environment by
“managing risks,” as well as to maximize the benefits of biotechnology. In 1998, Canada
developed the Canadian Biotechnology Strategy (CBS) through consultations with
individuals and organizations.2478 The strategy aims to integrate “social, ethical, health,
economic, environmental and regulatory considerations into biotechnology development
decisions.”2479 To do this, the Government claims it “requires an in-depth understanding
of basic science, health and environmental impacts, technological adaptation, industrial
applications, as well as sensitivity to social and ethical values.”2480
BIOTECanada, which represents the biotechnology industry, states that it is interested in
“dispelling the myths” about biotechnology.2481 On its website it offers the following
information concerning the regulation of genetically modified (GM) products:2482
•

Only a few genetically modified crops have been approved for use in Canada.
These include canola, corn, tomato, potato, soybean, cottonseed, flax and squash.
These crops were required to undergo rigorous, science-based safety assessments
before being approved for the marketplace.

•

Products developed using genetic engineering are equivalent to their traditional
counterparts. This means no changes have occurred in the composition, nutrition,
and health or safety status of the food.

•

Companies who develop foods using genetic engineering must meet stringent
requirements of the regulatory system enforced by the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency, Health Canada and Environment Canada.

•

Companies supply the raw research data, often using independent laboratories and
university scientists. Health Canada scientists then review the data to thoroughly
assess the compositional, nutritional, toxicological and molecular profile of food
produced using biotechnology to ensure it is safe for human consumption.
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•

This process whereby companies submit data to Health Canada for review and
assessment is the same process that has governed pharmaceutical approval for
years.

•

It costs companies an enormous amount of money to test products. If the onus
were on the regulator, taxpayers would find themselves funding the process that
helps companies get their products to market.

•

All crops produced using biotechnology are subjected to a rigorous
environmental, livestock feed and food safety assessment before they can be sold
in the marketplace. Expert scientists from the Canadian Food Inspection Agency
(CFIA) and Health Canada are responsible for a critical review of the data
collected from laboratory and field experiments conducted by the companies.

•

All assessments are performed on a case-by-case basis and only products judged
to be as safe as their traditional counterparts are approved.2483

However, despite these positive assurances of the biotechnology industry, a recent
government-commissioned report on the ability of the federal government to adequately
regulate and ensure the safety of GM food raises serious doubt as to whether these
responsibilities are being met. Health Canada, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency
(CFIA), and Environment Canada commissioned the RSC in 2001 to “provide advice on
the regulatory system and the scientific capacity the federal government requires into the
21st century to ensure the safety of new food products being developed through
biotechnology.”2484 The result was a 265-page report covering the history, regulation, and
challenges of the future of food biotechnology entitled, Elements of Precaution:
Recommendations for the Regulations of Food Biotechnology in Canada: An Expert
Panel Report on the Future of Food Biotechnology. The report also reviews the technical
literature and gives numerous examples of previous tests and results. It points out
multiple gaps in the assessment process and possibilities for harm for humans, plants, and
animals, especially in light of rapidly developing new technologies, which will require a
more stringent assessment process in the future. In general, the Panel concluded:
Serious risks to human health, such as the potential for allergens in genetically
engineered foods, risk of extensive, irremediable disruptions to the natural
ecosystems through emergence of highly aggressive or invasive weed species, or
of serious diminution of biodiversity, demand that the best scientific methods be
employed to reduce the uncertainties with respect to these risks […]. Even though
the risks [appear] remote on the basis of the available evidence, the potential
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seriousness of the health risks justify extraordinary precaution before a fuller
scientific picture [is] available.2485
The Panel also found the dual function of government—as both the promoter and
regulator of biotechnology—problematic and a potential source of conflict of interest.
The Panel stated:
If the same governmental agency that is charged with the responsibility to protect
the public health and environmental safety from risks posed by technologies also
is charged with the promotion of that same technology and if its safety
assessments are, by official policy, balanced against the economic interests of the
industries that develop them, this represents, from the point of view of both the
public and the industrial stakeholders a significant conflict of interest […]. the
more the regulatory agencies are, or are perceived to be, promoters of the
technology the more they undermine public trust in their ability to regulate the
technology in the public interest.2486
As noted above, GM products in Canada are assessed by several agencies, including
Health Canada and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), which play lead roles.
In particular, the CFIA is responsible for regulating GM plants and their impacts on the
environment and biodiversity, as well as their safety as livestock feed. A biotechnology
firm must also obtain permission from the CFIA in order to conduct field trials for a new
GM crop. While the CFIA makes public the reasons for its decisions, it does not release
any of the primary research including the study design and the results of the experiments
on which the assessment is based. The Expert Panel felt that, in the absence of an
independent peer review, “the decision-making process in general lacks transparency, and
thus credibility.”2487
Health Canada is responsible for ensuring the safety of GM foods, which it calls “novel
foods.” The main assessment guideline used is whether the novel product, which has a
transgenic trait, is “substantially equivalent” to the original food. According to the Panel,
the application of the “substantially equivalent” designation to GM crops, within the
current regulatory environment, is effectively “a declaration of safety.” The “substantially
equivalent” designation “pre-empts any requirements in Canada to assess further the new
variety for unanticipated characteristics,” and, thus with this designation, the product is
considered safe. As the Panel notes, “Conceptual and practical implementation of
‘substantial equivalence’ is thus the most critical element in the current approval
process.”2488 The Panel saw this distinction as inherently illogical, since if a novel gene is
introduced to a plant, it is no longer equivalent except at face value. The Panel concluded
that “substantial equivalence does not function as a scientific basis for the application of a
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safety standard but rather as a decision procedure for facilitating the passage of new
products, GM and non-GM, through the regulatory process.”2489
The Panel found that Health Canada has no formal criteria or decision-making framework
with which to approve GM products, other than basic guidelines. It stated:
Decisions are largely made on a case-by-case, ad hoc basis […]. As in the CFIA
procedures, the applicant is responsible for supplying all of the data to be
evaluated, which may be supplemented by any relevant scientific literature. No
independent testing of the safety of a GM food by a governmental or other,
independent, laboratory is required […]. Again, the data on which the decision
was based are not revealed. In the case of approvals of GM food additives, such as
flavours and enzymes that are derived from GM microorganisms, no decision
documents are released and in the lists of these additives there is no indication
whether or not they are derived from GM organisms. 2490
In evaluating the practices of Health Canada in assessing GM food toxicity, the Panel
found:
[R]egulatory requirements related to toxicological assessment of GM food
appeared to be ad hoc and provided little guidance either as to when specific
studies would be required or what types of studies would be most informative. In
particular, the Panel was unaware of any validated study protocols currently
available to assess the safety of GM foods in their entirety (as opposed to food
constituents) in a biologically and statistically meaningful manner.2491
The Panel also found that environmental risks associated with GM crops were difficult to
predict because of “the diverse ecological interactions that can potentially occur in
agricultural and natural plant communities.”2492 A major difficulty for sound risk
assessment, it argues, is the “sparse knowledge base available concerning the ecology and
genetics of GM crops.”2493 The Panel found that the focus of environmental assessment is
specifically on the agroecosystems and little effort has gone into assessing possible
impacts on the biodiversity of natural ecosystems. It also noted that “the quantity and
quality of research on the potential environmental impacts of GMOs is not sufficient to
address many of the pressing questions that concern the environmental impacts of
GMOs.”2494 It concluded:
[T]he lack of transparency in the current approval process, leading as it does to an
inability to evaluate the scientific rigor of the assessment process, seriously
compromises the confidence that society can place in the current regulatory
2489
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framework used to assess potential risks to human, animal and environmental
safety posed by GMOs.2495
In light of these findings, the Panel discussed the precautionary principle, which is
basically a rule about how to handle uncertainty in risk assessments. The environmental
movement developed the principle in the 1970s as a response to scepticism about the
ability of scientific risk assessment and management models to effectively predict
adverse consequences arising from new technologies. Basically the precautionary
principle advises that when there is scientific uncertainty or lack of knowledge, it is better
to err on the side of human and environmental safety than to err on the side of risk.
Kershen further defines the components of the precautionary principle:
The precautionary principle has four components: taking precaution in the face of
scientific uncertainty; exploring alternatives to harmful actions; placing the
burden of proof on proponents of an activity or product rather than on victims or
potential victims of the activity; and using democratic processes to carry out and
enforce the principle, including the public right to informed consent. Others argue
that the precautionary principle must be strengthened by adding four additional
components: precaution must be the default mode of all technological decision
making; past technological decisions must be re-examined and reformed, if
needed; precaution demands that the mode of regulation fit the scope of the threat;
and society must identify, and accommodate itself to broad patterns in ecological
processes.2496
Proponents of the principle see it as necessary in order to protect human, animal, and
environmental health from potentially catastrophic harm that cannot be predicted even
with the best science. The opponents argue the principle is unscientific, based on
unfounded fears, and inhibits economic and technological development. The principle,
however, is now one of the main principles in over 20 international laws, treaties,
protocols, and declarations.2497 The Panel based its recommendations on the basic tenets
of the precautionary principle calling for it to guide the management of risks associated
with food biotechnology. The Panel further recommended:
Because the principle has become deeply embedded in the many international
agreements and protocols to which the Canadian government is a party, and is
increasingly affirmed by European, North American and international regulatory
bodies as a guiding principle for policy, it is appropriate that Canadian
biotechnology regulatory policy reflect the basic sentiments and spirit of the
principle […].
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In general, those who are responsible for the regulation of new technologies
should not presume its safety unless there is a reliable scientific basis for
considering it safe. This approach is especially appropriate for those who are
responsible for the protection of health and the environment on behalf of the
Canadian people. Any regulatory mechanism, which assumes that a new product
is safe on less than fully scientifically substantiated basis, violates this
fundamental tenet of precaution.2498
In response to the Panel Report, Health Canada, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency,
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Environment Canada, and Fisheries and Oceans
Canada developed a plan to review and update their policies, especially as they relate to
the safety assessment of food biotechnology and agri-food products.2499 In the Action
Plan, they discuss taking a “precautionary approach,” which may not be as confining as
the precautionary principle. They also make a commitment “to maintain our objective and
neutral stance about the risks and benefits of biotechnology in public statements and
interpretations of the regulatory process.”2500 The Action Plan concurs with many of the
Panel’s recommendations including those on potential health impacts. The Action Plan
states:
We agree with the need to further refine our tools and continuously improve our
approach for the safety and nutritional assessment of GM-foods and feeds,
particularly for future, more complex products. We also agree that we need clear
criteria in our guidelines related to toxicological testing, i.e., when and what types
of studies are required. We agree that we need to further develop and strengthen
our tools for the assessment of the allergenicity potential of novel foods and the
nutritional assessment of future GM-foods and feeds with significant composition
/ nutritional changes […]. We agree with the need for rigorous assessments of
GM-animals, as well as transgenic fish and aquatic organisms, and of GMfeeds.2501
To date, the Canadian government has published eight progress reports toward this goal
and expects to continue the review process for some time. One progress report notes, “As
science progresses and more advanced methods become available, protocols will be
refined.”2502

2498

Ibid., accessed. pp. 205–206.
Government of Canada. Action Plan of the Government of Canada in Response to the Royal Society of
Canada Expert Panel Report Elements of Precaution: Recommendations for the Regulation of Food
Biotechnology in Canada, 2001; accessed November 2005; available from
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/sr-sr/pubs/gmf-agm/intro_e.html.
2500
Ibid., accessed. p. 5.
2501
Ibid., accessed. pp. 6–7.
2502
Government of Canada. Progress Report: Action Plan of the Government of Canada in Response to the
Royal Society Expert Panel Report, Elements of Precaution: Recommendations for the Regulation of Food
Biotechnology in Canada, 2005; accessed November 2005; available from
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/sr-sr/pubs/gmf-agm/prog-rep-rap_06_2005_e.html. p. 5.
2499
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Appendix 30. University of Arizona general knowledge and
reasoning test, 2002
Question

Percentage
of correct
answers

Source

1. Who was the father of the U.S. Constitution?
a. George Washington
b. Thomas Jefferson
c. Benjamin Franklin
d. James Madison*
2. What is the capital of Vietnam?
a. Bangkok
b. Saigon
c. Ho Chi Minh City
d. Hanoi*
3. A line passes through (-4,4) and (4,-6). What
is the slope of this line?
a. -5/4*
b. –1
c. -4/5
d. 4/5
4. What was the source of the following phrase:
“Government of the people, by the people, for
the people?”
a. The speech: “I have a Dream”
b. Declaration of Independence
c. U.S. Constitution
d. Gettysburg Address*
5. An object has a positive electric charge
whenever
a. It contains an excess of electrons.
b. It contains a deficiency of electrons.*
c. The nuclei of its atoms are positively charged.
d. The electrons of it atoms are positively
charged.

14

Elite College History Survey

36

Authors of test

44

Authors

21

Elite College History Survey

41

College-Level Examination
Program (CLEP) 2001 Study
Guide

6. Where is the Suez Canal?
a. India
b. Egypt*
c. Panama
d. China
7. Identify Snoop Doggy Dogg.
a. A rap singer*
b. Cartoon by Charles Schulz
c. A mystery series

56

Cultural Literacy Test

93

Elite College History Survey
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Question

Percentage
of correct
answers

d. A jazz pianist
8. In what year did the Civil War end?
a. 1864
b. 1865*
c. 1863
d. 1866
9. What did the scarlet "A" stand for on Hester
Prynne's dress?
a. Accused
b. Adultery*
c. Amish
d. Agnostic
10. If you have 1 pair of red and 1 pair of blue
socks in your drawer, what is your chance of
getting a matching pair if you draw 2 socks at
random?
a. 2/3
b. 1⁄2
c. 1⁄4
d. 1/3*
11. Who wrote the 1812 Overture?
a. Mozart
b. Beethoven
c. Bach
d. Tchaikovsky*
12. Which of the following is physically
possible:
a. A spaceship flying faster than the speed of
light
b. A perpetual motion machine
c. Hearing an explosion on the Moon
d. Carbon spontaneously turning into nitrogen*
13. When students in “Dead Poets Society”
stood on their desks and said “Oh Captain, my
Captain,” they were quoting what American
poet?
a. Walt Whitman*
b. Robert Frost
c. Carl Sandburg
d. E.E. Cummings
14. The opening of diplomatic relations between
the United States and China's communist
government occurred during the presidential
administration of
a. Harry S. Truman
b. John F. Kennedy
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Source

41

Dartmouth Review 1990

86

Mindfun.com

16

CLEP 2001 Study Guide

35

Dartmouth Review 1986

27

Authors

54

Mindfun.com

53

National Assessment for
Educational Progress (NAEP)
History 1994

Question

Percentage
of correct
answers

c. Lyndon B. Johnson
d. Richard M. Nixon*
15. Who painted Guernica?
a. Renoir
b. da Vinci
c. Giotto
d. Picasso*
16 When you try to open a file on your computer
you get a message saying there has been a
sharing violation. The most likely cause is that
the file:
a. Is currently being used by another user.*
b. Belongs to another user.
c. Is a read-only file
d. Cannot be found by the operating system.
17. A certain company keeps a list of 50
employees and their annual salaries. When the
salary of the very highly paid president is added
to this list, which of the following statistics is
most likely to be approximately the same or
nearly the same for the original list and the new
list?
a. The highest salary
b. The range
c. The mean
d. The median*
18. What are the four basic forces in the
universe?
a. Gravity, electromagnetism, strong nuclear
force, weak nuclear force*
b. Gravity, electromagnetism, chemical force,
atomic force
c. Gravity, centrifugal force, centripetal force,
Coriolis force
d. Gravity, electromagnetism, thermodynamic
force, quantum force
19. John Tyler, James Buchanan, William H.
Harrison, Millard Fillmore, and James Abram
Garfield were all:
a. House speakers
b. United States presidents*
c. Newspaper publishers
d. New York City mayors
20. In classical mythology, who performed the
twelve great labors?
a. Achilles
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Source

41

Authors

62

Foreign Service Exam Study
Guide

65

NAEP Math, Grade 12, 1992

14

Dartmouth Review 1990

64

CLEP 2001 Study Guide

62

CLEP 2001 Study Guide

Question

Percentage
of correct
answers

b. Oedipus
c. Theseus
d. Hercules*
21 What are the three basic economic problems
that every economy must solve?
a. What to produce, where to produce, for whom
to produce
b. What to produce, how to produce, for whom
to produce*
c. Whether to produce, where to produce, why
to produce
d. Why to produce, how to produce, which to
produce
22. Chains of amino acids that are fundamental
components of all living organisms are:
a. Proteins*
b. Carbohydrates
c. Minerals
d. Elements
23. The term “Reconstruction” refers to:
a. Payment of European countries' debts to the
United States after the First World War b.
Repairing of the physical damage caused by the
Civil War
c. Readmission of the Confederate states and the
protection of the rights of Black citizens*
d. Rebuilding of the transcontinental railroad
and the canal system
24. Plato was a pupil of:
a. Aristophanes
b. Socrates*
c. Crito
d. Aristotle
25. In the American political system, “separation
of powers” means:
a. The division of governmental functions into
three distinct branches, namely executive,
legislative, and judicial.*
b. The division of church, state, and press. c.
The division of political power in the hands of
the president, the Senate, and the House of
Representatives.
d. The army, navy, and the air force.
26. If x-4 = 4(1-x), then what is the value of x?
a. 0.80
b. 0.63
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Source

67

Foreign Service Exam Study
Guide

80

Authors

30

Elite College History Survey

52

CLEP 2001 Study Guide

77

CLEP 2001 Study Guide

65

Authors

Question

Percentage
of correct
answers

c. 1.60*
d. 4.0
27. The property of light waves that leads to the
phenomenon of color is their:
a. Amplitude
b. Velocity
c. Wavelength*
d. Intensity
28. The Monroe Doctrine declared that:
a. The American blockade of Cuba was in
accord with international law
b. Europe should not acquire new territories in
the Western Hemisphere*
c. Trade with China should be open to all
Western nations
d. The annexation of the Philippines was
legitimate
29. A gifted composer whose operas include The
Marriage of Figaro and The Magic Flute was:
a. Antonin Dvorak
b. Gustav Mahler
c. George Gershwin
d. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart*
30. In what modern nation was the Boer War
fought?
a. South Africa*
b. India
c. Cuba
d. Egypt
31. Which of the following is not guaranteed by
the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution?
a. The right to the free exercise of religion
b. The right to assemble peacefully
c. The right to free speech
d. The right to a trial by jury*
32. It is a common practice of regular e-mail
users to have some specific text automatically
appear at the end of their sent messages. This
text is referred to as their:
a. Attachment.
b. Subject.
c. Signature*
d. Protocol.
33. Who invented calculus?
a. Isaac Newton*
b. Carl Friedrich Gauss
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Source

81

CLEP 2001 Study Guide

56

Elite College History Survey

49

CLEP 2001 Study Guide

68

Dartmouth Review 1990

75

Cultural Literacy Test

71

Foreign Service Exam Study
Guide

46

Dartmouth Review 1990

Question

Percentage
of correct
answers

c. Galileo Galilei
d. Christian Huygens
34. Renoir and Monet belong to which school of
art?
a. Surrealism
b. Abstractionism
c. Impressionism*
d. Realism
35. There are 93 students in the class; 42 like
math, while 41 like English. If 30 students don't
like either subject, how many students like both?
a. 10
b. 20*
c. 41
d. The answer cannot be determined from the
data given
36. What is the Magna Carta?
a. The foundation of the British parliamentary
system*
b. The Great Seal of the monarchs of England
c. The French Declaration of the Rights of Man
d. The charter signed by the Pilgrims on the
Mayflower
37. The phrase, “...from each according to his
ability, to each according to his need...” is
attributed to which author?
a. Thomas Jefferson
b. Karl Marx*
c. Franklin Roosevelt
d. Adam Smith
38. Which Swiss psychologist wrote on the
collective unconscious?
a. Carl Gustav Jung*
b. Sigmund Freud
c. Gottfried Wilhem von Leibniz
d. Christian von Ehrenfels
39. Who is the author of Crime and Punishment?
a. Solzenitsyn
b. Pasternak
c. Dostoyevsky*
d. Tolstoy
40. In an attempt to restrain the president's
ability to unilaterally commit the U.S. forces to
action, Congress in 1973 passed the:
a. War Powers Resolution*
b. National Emergencies Act
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Source

76

Dartmouth Review 1986

34

CLEP 2001 Study Guide

49

Elite College History Survey

61

Marianne Jennings

32

Dartmouth Review 1990

50

Marianne Jennings

55

Foreign Service Exam Study
Guide

Question

Percentage
of correct
answers

Source

c. International Crisis Response Act
d. Foreign Military Commitments Resolution
Note: Correct answers marked with *.
Source: Adapted from Block, Michael K., Robert J. Franciosi, and Melissa Geiger. What Do College
Graduates Know? A Survey of Arizona Universities, University of Arizona, 2002; accessed February 2007;
available from http://www.nas.org/affiliates/arizona/az_survey_revised.pdf.
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Appendix 31. Proposal for a Canadian Knowledge Survey
As a result of this extensive Literature Review, the authors determined the necessity for
an assessment of the state of public knowledge in Canada. Such data are required to
assess learning outcomes that reflect knowledge gained by the Canadian populace in
formal, nonformal, and informal lifelong learning processes. To that end, a preliminary
proposal was drafted to develop a template for a new and comprehensive Canadian
Knowledge Survey (CKS). This template might also be of interest to educators in other
countries, such as Bhutan, who might be concerned with assessing educated populace
levels in their countries. This suggested proposal is provided below.
Purpose
It is recommended that funding be sought to develop a draft template for a new and
comprehensive Canadian Knowledge Survey (CKS) that would measure the public
knowledge of Canadian adults in environmental, social, and economic areas. An educated
populace evaluation requires an assessment of the state of public knowledge as a learning
outcome that reflects knowledge gained in formal, nonformal, and informal lifelong
learning processes. However, the requisite data for such an assessment do not presently
exist. With few exceptions (basic literacy—generally defined as prose literacy, document
literacy, and numeracy), current conventional education indicators are based largely on
input and output data (educational expenditures, enrolment and graduation rates, and so
on) rather than on societal learning outcomes. Yet the latter are essential in order to
assess whether Canadians are becoming more knowledgeable in a wide range of areas
that contribute directly to their own wellbeing and that of their country.
The new CKS would indicate whether or not knowledge and lifelong learning in the
Canadian populace are improving in the specific areas of ecological literacy, scientific
literacy, arts literacy, health literacy, food and nutrition literacy, civic literacy,
multicultural literacy, media literacy, Indigenous knowledge literacy, statistical literacy,
and other key knowledge areas to be determined by consultation.
A draft template of such a survey, once prepared, should be presented to Statistics
Canada as a specific recommendation for a new national survey, the need for which has
emerged from the evidence and the current lack of data in these important areas. The
draft would include key questions selected from the international literature in this field
that are recognized as being highly relevant to Canada, and would focus on the substance
and content of potential recommended questions rather than the fine points of survey
design, which can be dealt with after there is agreement on the survey content. Statistics
Canada representatives, including Michael Wolfson, Assistant Chief Statistician, would
be consulted as the draft survey template is prepared.
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Background
It is widely accepted that creating and nurturing healthy and sustainable societies—
including social, economic, cultural, and physical environments—requires increased
knowledge and awareness. For example, improved population health requires deeper and
more extensive public knowledge about nutrition, the value of physical activity, and the
social determinants of health. Similarly, multicultural and civic knowledge are necessary
for informed and responsible citizenship. On the environmental front, educator David Orr
has noted:
Sustainability will require a much higher degree of ecological literacy throughout
the entire population. In democratic societies, wise public choices about
environmental issues depend largely on the extent and breadth of public
knowledge of ecology. […] If large numbers of people do not understand the
environmental facts of energy, resources, land, water, and wildlife, there is little
hope for building sustainability at any level.2503
Increased knowledge of the environment is therefore a first step in public awareness and
action toward sustainable behaviour, but we currently have no systematic way of
assessing the extent and depth of Canadians’ knowledge in this vital area. In the research
presented in the Literature Review, these areas of knowledge are referred to as
“literacies,” or competencies in specific fields of knowledge.
GPI Atlantic has conducted an extensive, 1,450-page Literature Review as a first step in
developing new indicators of an educated populace. This work began with the mandate to
develop indicators that could assess whether Canadians are becoming wiser and more
knowledgeable in areas needed to improve wellbeing and sustainability. The Literature
Review found that standard indicators used for education are not adequate for these goals.
Current education indicators are mainly confined to formal schooling, and most
conventional education indicator systems presently use quantitative outputs such as
educational attainment based on number of years of education completed, graduation
rates, drop out rates, and student achievement, based on standardized test results in a
small number of areas (reading, writing, math, science).
Existing education indicators do include measures of basic adult literacy in reading,
writing, numeracy, and problem solving, but they do not measure the broader literacies
that Canada needs to track, and, as such, they tell very little about the content or quality
of education in Canada, or about its success in producing a more educated populace. In
particular, a review of the literature identified knowledge as necessary for individual
development and social wellbeing in at least the following 10 broad areas—ecological
literacy, scientific literacy, arts literacy, health literacy, food and nutrition literacy, civic
literacy, multicultural literacy, media literacy, Indigenous knowledge literacy, and
statistical literacy. These are here called multiple literacies, or “multiliteracies.”
2503

Orr, David. W., Ecological Literacy. Education and the Transition to a Postmodern World, Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1992.
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As well, indicators of formal schooling—currently the central focus of most conventional
indicator systems—reflect only one determinant of an educated populace. International
organizations such as the United Nations2504 and the Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),2505 as well as Canadian organizations such as the
new Canadian Council on Learning (CCL),2506 recognize that learning and education
occur not only in formal schooling, but also through informal and non-traditional learning
that takes place in settings including the home, community, and workplace, and through
the broadcast and print media and the Internet. As well, values and attitudes held by the
public influence knowledge and learning. Therefore, education indicators need to go well
beyond those of the formal schooling system alone, and include measures of informal
learning and multiliteracies.
Framework context
The GPI Atlantic research group has developed an indicator framework based on its
Literature Review. This is summarised in this Literature Review in Document 1, Figures
1–3, which illustrate the context within which the broad literacies, proposed here as
learning outcomes, are placed. Figure 1 includes the proposed framework for an ideal
educated populace indicator set. Ideally, we would have indicators for each component of
this framework. Figures 2 and 3 are further elaborations of the “Populace” and “Context /
determinants” areas.
The “Learning Outcomes” area, which would be addressed by the proposed new national
survey, is organized according to the Delors UNESCO Task Force on Learning report,
entitled Learning: The Treasure Within. Report to UNESCO of the International
Commission on Education for the Twenty-First Century.2507 This learning outcomes
framework is also used for the new Composite Learning Index of the Canadian Council
on Learning. The Delors framework is organized around four pillars of learning: learning
to know, learning to do, learning to live together, and learning to be. The broad literacies
that we recommend tracking can be placed within these four broad areas, which in turn
will allow them to be linked to the Canadian Council on Learning’s CLI framework. The
arrows in Figure 1 indicate that the learning process and outcomes have a multi-causal
and interdependent relationship, rather than a linear relationship based on simple cause
and effect, or input-output models.

2504

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), U.N. Decade of
Education for Sustainable Development 2005-2014. International Implementation Scheme (Draft),
UNESCO, 2005, accessed April 2005; available from
http://portal.unesco.org/education/admin/ev.php?URL_ID=36026&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTIO
N=201&reload=1099410445.
2505
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Lifelong Learning for All (Paris:
OECD, 1996).
2506
Canadian Council on Learning, Developing the Composite Learning Index. A Framework. Draft.
2507
Delors, Jacques, Learning: The Treasure Within. Report to UNESCO of the International Commission
on Education for the Twenty-First Century, Paris: UNESCO, 1996.
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We consider that good education indicators should be able to assess whether Canadians
are becoming more aware of contextual situations and systems, social and economic
interconnections, current world events, the processes of the natural world, and the
influence of current life styles on population health and on the choices and quality of life
of future generations. For example, effective societal education and learning outcomes
should be reflected in desired social outcomes such as economic prosperity, equity,
environmental stewardship, cultural diversity, and social tolerance. From this broad
perspective, failure in those realms might be seen as failures in education.
Proposed survey
Presently, indicators of broader literacies are not systematically or consistently tracked in
Canada, although these new directions are being explored within individual disciplines.
In developing its new Composite Learning Index (CLI), for example, the Canadian
Council on Learning (CCL) was not able to extend its indicator selection to include these
broad knowledge areas due to lack of sufficient data. We are proposing that—in order to
address the data gap in the specific areas of ecological literacy, scientific literacy, art
literacy, health literacy, food and nutrition literacy, civic literacy, multicultural literacy,
media literacy, Indigenous knowledge literacy, statistical literacy, and other knowledge
areas to be determined by consultation—a new and comprehensive Canadian Knowledge
Survey (CKS) be developed. A first step towards that goal is the development of a draft
template outlining potential survey questions that might be asked to gather data on
essential knowledge required for individual development and effective societal
functioning and wellbeing.
We believe that the proposed new survey will be of very great interest both to Statistics
Canada and to educators, educational institutions, and policy audiences nationwide, and
would constitute an important and highly practical outcome of the educated populace
research. Needless to say, the proposed template would be only a very preliminary first
draft that will then need to be circulated among a wide range of interest groups for
commentary and feedback on content and substance, and then at a later stage carefully
designed by Statistics Canada’s Social Survey Methods Division before it is ready for
administration. But we are certain that this initiative would fill a very important existing
data gap and contribute to Statistics Canada’s reputation as the world’s best and most
innovative statistical agency. We are also confident that such a Canadian Knowledge
Survey would provide the country, and policy makers, with vital information required to
improve the wellbeing and prosperity of Canadians.
The initial set of proposed questions for the survey could be based on the extensive
Educated Populace Literature Review, which has reviewed Canadian and international
surveys based on these multiple literacies. Despite the present lack of systematic and
integrated data at the national level, there are a number of very important Canadian and
international initiatives that can inform the proposed new CKS.
For example, scientific and environmental literacies have been tracked in the United
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States for the past two decades, through the U.S. National Science Foundation Public
Attitudes toward Science and Technology survey2508 and the National Environmental
Education and Training Foundation’s NEETF / Roper Research survey on environmental
literacy.2509 Unfortunately, similar surveys in these fields do not presently exist in
Canada. In Canada, a joint initiative of the National Institute of Nutrition and the
Canadian Food Information Council has conducted the Tracking Nutrition Trends survey
since 1989 to investigate the self-reported knowledge, attitudes, and behaviours of the
adult Canadian population with respect to food and nutrition.2510 The National Literacy
and Health Research Program is developing a new measure of health literacy that could
also inform the proposed new Canadian Knowledge Survey.2511
Rudimentary information concerning civic literacy is collected through ad hoc surveys
and also through the Canadian Election Study, which asks political knowledge questions.
In terms of multicultural literacy, the Treasury Board of Canada measures outcomes
related to “Diversity as a Fundamental Canadian Value,” based on the quarterly Focus
Canada survey conducted by the Environics Research Group. As well, Canadian Heritage
has reviewed public opinion research on multiculturalism from firms such as Decima,
Ekos, and Environics.
In addition, Canada is a worldwide leader in media literacy. For example, the Ontario
Ministry of Education has produced the Media Literacy Resource Guide, which recently
has been reprinted and translated into French, Japanese, Spanish, and Italian.2512 Most of
the instruments designed to measure statistical literacy, including attitudes toward
statistics and statistical reasoning, have been developed for use in small-scale interview
or classroom settings.2513 However, the Statistical Reasoning Assessment is one of very
few instruments developed that possibly could be applied on a large scale and could be
used for the adult population.2514 These, and other sources, which can provide an
important basis for the proposed Canadian Knowledge Survey, are reviewed in detail in
the Educated Populace Literature Review.
As these few examples demonstrate, there are currently excellent surveys and research
initiatives in place or under development designed to assess knowledge in these multiple
2508

Miller, Jon D., "The Measurement of Civic Scientific Literacy," Public Understanding of Science 7
(1998).
2509
Coyle, Kevin, Environmental Literacy in America. What Ten Years of NEETF/Roper Research and
Related Studies Say About Environmental Literacy in the U.S., The National Environmental Education and
Training Foundation (NEETF), 2005, accessed July 2006; available from
http://www.neetf.org/pubs/ELR2005.pdf.
2510
National Institute of Nutrition and Canadian Food Information Council, Tracking Nutrition Trends V,
2004, accessed July 2006; available from http://www.ccfn.ca/pdfs/TNTV-FINAL.pdf.
2511
Rootman, Irving and Barbara Ronson, Literacy and Health Research in Canada: Where Have We Been
and Where Should We Go? Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR), 2003, accessed April 2005;
available from http://www.igh.ualberta.ca/RHD/Synthesis/Literary.htm.
2512
Duncan, Barry, John J. Pungente, and Ontario Ministry of Education, Media Literacy Resource Guide,
Toronto: Harcourt Brace Canada, 1989.
2513
Tempelaar, Dirk, "Statistical Reasoning Assessment: An Analysis of the SRA Instrument".
2514
Ibid.
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literacy areas. The proposed Canadian Knowledge Survey would therefore bring these
and many other international initiatives together in a systematic and integrated way as an
ideal CKS instrument that could address some of the many information gaps in education
data. The new survey could begin to re-orient indicators in this field towards learning
outcomes rather than the much more limited input and output data that currently dominate
the education indicators field. The questions proposed in the new draft CKS template
would be specific, well-framed, objective, and suitable for a survey (e.g., easy to code
and grade, closed-ended, and not ambiguous), although details of survey design should
not be addressed at this initial stage. As much as possible, the survey template developers
would use already-constructed survey questions from other sources, which can be re-cast
as part of the template for a much-needed, new Canadian Knowledge Survey.
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